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FOREWORD
The Atomic Energy Act directs the Atomic Energy Commission to support and foster research in fields related to atomic energy and to the
development of other environmentally acceptable energy sources. The
Division of Physical Research is responsible for supporting basic research in the physical sciences as an aid in accomplishing these objectives. Basic research is supported at the AEC national laboratories, at
other government laboratories, at universities, and at research institutes and foundations.
The Chemistry Program is administratively divided into the "on-site"
and the "off-site" programs. The on-site program is carried out at the
AEC laboratories and other government-owned facilities. The off-site
program is carried out elsewhere and consists primarily of research
projects performed through contracts with educational institutions.
It is the purpose of this document to provide the scientific community
with a single, accessible source of information on the current projects
being supported by the Office of Chemistry Programs of the Division of
Physical Research. This document summarizes the objectives and current status of the individual research efforts in effect during 1972-3.
Previous documents similar to this one reported off-site and on-site
work separately. The off-site volumes are numbered: TID-4005(Pt. 2a),
TID-4005(Pt. 2a) (2nd Ed.), TID-4005(Pt. 2a) (3rd Ed.), and TID-4051
(1st Ed.). The on-site volumes are numbered: TID-4005(Pt. 2b) and
TID-4050(lst Ed.). This is the first combined volume.
The summaries are arranged in sections by discipline. Within each
section they are ordered alphabetically by institution and department
and then by principal investigator. At the end of each section there appear cross references to summaries listed under other disciplines but
related in scope.
The entry includes the name of the institution, the names of the principal investigators, a title, the summary, and a list of publications in
the open literature (none earlier than 1970). The summaries are followed
by three indexes: of institutions, of investigators, and of subjects. All
summaries were prepared between May and August 1972.
All of the research described in this document is unclassified. Investigators are encouraged to report their results in the open literature at
the earliest opportunity for wide dissemination of the information.

v

In most cases the addresses of the individual universities are given
in the summaries. The addresses of the AEC national laboratories and
other major installations are given below:
Ames Laboratory
Iowa State University of Science and Technology
Box 1129
Ames, Iowa 50012
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, L. I., New York 11973
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
General Electric Company
P. 0. Box 1072
Schenectady, New York 12301
Mound Laboratory
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory
University of Notre Dame
South Bend, Indiana 46556
Inquiries or comments concerning the researches described in this
document should be addressed to the principal investigator or to
Dr. A. R. Van Dyken
Assistant Director for Chemistry Programs
Division of Physical Research
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
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ABSTRACTS
NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY
Studies of nuclear structure and models by spectroscopic
measurement and analysis of radiative transitions of nuclei.
03:1
:N:UCL.EAR AND ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY. Freedman, M. S. and Porter F. T. (Argonne National Laboratory. Chemistry
Division).
Westry
Divs
ying nuclear energy levels and transitions via elecWe are studying nuclear energy levels and transitions via electron, gamma, beta, and
spectrometry;
nucleus-atom-entron,alpha
alpha
gamma,
beta, and
r-atom-environment interactions and atomic properties and transitions.
The following nuclear decay scheme analyses are underway
(data complete, reduction in process) or will soon be started:
241Cm*, 231'Am*, 254"'Es*, 20E:s* 229Th, 249Bk 250Bk, 252Es, 249Cf,
t
t
25 Fm, and 27Ac. These studies mesh with the gamma and transfer
reaction spectroscopy of the heavy element group on the same or
related isotopes.
The K and L Auger spectra data of Pu, Am, Cf, and Fm are
being analyzed; Coster-Kronig transition yields in these elements
are being determined by a new technique using our recent resolution of spectator-vacancy satellites. Orbital electron binding energies in all shells will be measured in Np, Bk, and Es to complete
our measurements in all transuranics to Fm. We intend to remcasure some Ka x-ray energies in transplutonium elements to explore a small systematic discrepancy (~50 eV) as compared with
K-L binding energy differences. The orbital electron shakeoff
spectrum in beta decay (we discovered the orbital component, in
3
14 Pr) will be measured in 210Bi, 1'5Sm, 9Sr-9°Y, and 63Ni to cor
t4
plete our survey of this phenomenon (the study of the 7Pm spectrum has been completed). We are studying fast (10-12-sec) ion
recharging times on insulating oxide films on metals to determine
the recharging mechanism. We will remeasure K orbital shakeoff
in internal conversion to reduce the experimental error, and will
attempt a measurement of double conversion by electron-electron
coincidences. We will continue our search for outer-shell shakeoff in internal conversion and will measure chemical effects in
t
internal conversion in "t9Sn, 69Er, 73As, and 93Mo.

'he distributions of mass and charge in fission of heavy elements
are also being determined. The possible occurrence of elements
heavier than uranium in nature is investigated. The existence of
2
44Pu in the early solar system was postulated in this laboratory in
1960 and the first clear-cut experimental evidence for the existence of element 94 in nature was secured also in this laboratory in
l1965. A search for the natural occurrence
of transuranium (or
2 4
super-heavy) elements other than
Pu will be continued for the
future. Experimental determination of the temperature of the sun's
core is one of the most challenging problems in nuclear chemistry
today. In the March 8, 1971, issue of Nature, we proposed a new
a
t t
d
, a
problem, and we intend to pursue this
to thisthe
difficult
approach dring
problm
1
's
PUBLICATIONS
Kuroda, P. K., Temperature of the Sun in the Early History of the
Solar System, Nature, 230: 40-42 (1971).
Ward, T. E., N. A. Morcos, and P. K. Kuroda, Decay of '52Pm
Isomers, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 34, 13-23 (1972).
Swindle, D. L., D. T. Moore, J. N. Beck, and P. K. Kuroda, Mass
23
Distribution of 3 MeV Neutron Induced Fission of 2Th, J. Inorg.
Nucl. Chem., 33: 3643-3647 (1971).
Swindle, D. L., T. E. Ward, and P. K. Kuroda, New Isotope 8"Lu,
Phys. Rev., C, 3: 259-265 (1971).
Rao, S. A., Charge Distribution in the Fission of 232Th, Phys. Rev.,
C, 5: 171-177 (1972).
03:3
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE AND REACT'IONS. Hillman,
M. (Brookhaven National Laboratory. Department of Applied
Science).
A study of the level densities and nuclear deformation is nearing
a close. Interesting effects have been observed, e.g., different
gaps in the vicinity of different minima vs. deformation and at dif
ferent spins. An improved method was developed for normalization of the shell model energies to the liquid drop model.
In the future we plan to apply these results to a study of fission
phenomena and other nuclear reactions.

PUBLICATIONS
Porter, F. T., M. S. Freedman, and F. Wagner, Jr., Ionization
(Shakeoff) Accompanying K-Shell Internal Conversion, Phys.
Rev., A, 3: 2246-2259 (1971).
Porter, F. T. and M. S. Freedman, Outer Shell Internal Conversion of the 14.4 keV Transition in S"Fe: Chemical Effects and
Line-Shape Differences, Phys. Rev., A, 3: 2285-2292 (1971).
Porter, F. T., and M. S. Freedman, Expe, 'mental Atomic-Electron
Binding Energies in Fermium, Phys. Rev. Lett., 27: 293-297
(1971).
Freedman, M. S., F. T. Porter, and J. B. Mann, Experimental
Inner Electron Binding Energies in "t°Fmand Limits on Electrodynamic Non-Linearities, Phys. Rev. Lett., 28: 711-713 (1972).
03:2
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. Kuroda, P. K. (University of
Arkansas. Department of Chemistry, Fayetteville).
The University of Arkansas' 400-kV Cockcroft-Walton Linear
Accelerator is being extensively used for the production of new
isotopes and isomers. Decay schemes of the newly identified
radionuclides, as well as those that were not too well established
previously, are being investigated using coincidence counting techniques. The cross sections for (n,p), (n,a), (n,2n) and other rare
nuclear reactions induced by fast neutrons are being measured,

03:4
DETERMINATION OF LONG HALF-LIVES. Harbottle, G. (Brookhaven National Laboratory. Chemistry Department).
The half-lives of most radionuclides up to about 5 to 10 years
are in general known with at least fair accuracy, but for many
32
longer-lived radionuclides, e.g., Si, 93tPt, 108'Ag, 192m2lr, half32
lives are poorly known, or unknown. Two of these, Si and 08"'Ag,
are of particular interest for dating and environmental studies.
High-precision methods for measuring half-lives can also be
used to study the effect of various forms of chemical binding upon
the half-life of a radioisotope: experiments measuring this effect
can be correlated with the results of Mbssbauer and ESCA work.
To measure long half-lives, and chemical effects on half-lives,
a differential proportional counter has been constructed and tested
and is now operating. It was tested with a source of 60Co; in 14
days the half-life was measured as 5.24 ± 0.21 years (i.e., ±4%)
compared to a reported 5.26 years. The apparatus has also performed well in chemical-effects measurements. The instrument
will be employed in a long-term program of measurements of a
number of radioisotopes prepared at BNL, and supplied by collaborating laboratories including Los Alamos. As time permits,
several additional chemical-effects studies are planned.

2

NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY. Perlman, M. L.; Chu,
03:5
Y. Y.; Rubinson, W. (Brookhaven National Laboratory. Chemistry
Department).
Nuclear spectroscopic studies are an essential part of the nuclear chemistry program at BNL, and the most modern radiation
detection instrumentation is employed in this work. Some of the
investigations are of intrinsic interest for the understanding of
nuclear structure, others arise from the need to determine the
radiation characteristics of previously unknown or poorly characterized nuclides encountered in nuclear reaction studies. Special
emphasis has been given to conversion of electron studies, particularly in connection with chemical effects on nuclear transitions,
and with x-ray photoelectron and Mbssbauer spectroscopy.
The BNL electromagnetic isotope separator plays an important
role in the preparation of isotopically pure samples for investigation.

Barrett, J. S., J. A. Cameron, P. R. Gardner, L. Keszthelyi, W. V.
Prestwich, and M. Kaplan, Perturbed Angular Correlation Study
of the Environment of "tCd Nuclei in Ice, J. Chem. Phys., 53:
759 (1970).
Ehrlich, B. S., and M. Kaplan, Iodine Mbssbauer Studies of Chemical Bonding in lodobenzene and Several Polyvalent Iodine Derivatives, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 612 (1971).
Kaplan, M., A. J. Nozik, J. V. Di Lorenzo, and T. X. Carroll,
Mhssbauer Studies of Ions in Ice, in Proceedings of the Conference on the Application of the Mossbauer Effect, Tihany, 1969,
p. 597, Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1971.
Kaplan, M., and T. X. Carroll, Anomalous Mossbauer Spectra of
Ferric Chloride Hexahydrate, in Proceedings of the Conference
on the Application of the Mbssbauer Effect, Tihany, 1969, p. 169,
Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1971.

PUBLICATIONS

Brenner, Daeg S. (Clark
NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY.
03:8
University, Worcester, Mass. Department of Chemistry).
The central objective of our decay scheme studies at Clark University is to gather information about the energy levels of nuclei
that have permanently deformed ground state configurations. In
)articular, we have focused attention on the class of nuclei that
iave an unpaired proton, comparing the experimental energy level
structure with that predicted using the collective theory of Nilsson.
Finer details of the theory are also examined in those instances in
vhich the experimental level structure is well-defined. Examples
)f these finer details are the nuclear Coriolis coupling between
rotational and particle angular momentum and the predictions of
levels.
the microscopic structure for collective vibrational
Decay scheme studies of 15tEr, tiEr and tyb
L
are currently
cuen
E, a
Decay s,

Chu, Y. Y., and M. L. Perlman, Comparison of Measured and
Theoretical Internal-Conversion Coefficients for L Through P
Shells of Cm, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 2021 (1971).
t
Chu, Y. Y., Decay of 62Tm, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 642 (1971).
Brenner, D. S., and M. L. Perlman, Subshell Conversion-Line
Intensity Ratios for Some Pure Transitions, Nucl. Phys., A, IS,:
207 (1972).
ELECTRON EJECTION IN RADIOACTrVE DECAY.
Chemistry DW.
ERubinson
(Brookhaven National Laborator.
artminson W. (Brookhaven National Laboratory.
partment).
,
,
,
.,
,
The act of nuclear transformation by radioactive decay (or other
processes) constitutes a perturbation of the atomic electrons, with
consequent electron ejection from the atom. The probabilities of
ejection of deep-shell electrons can be measured by way of the
intensities of the corresponding x rays characteristic of the daulghter atoto. This phenomenon has been studied oft and on at Brookter atom. Tis
has phenomenon
bn
studied of and on
haven and elsewhere for more than two decades, during which time
data has been accuaccurate
reasonably
of
amount
a considerable
mulated. Interest in the problem continues because it is not well
understood theoretically. In the case of alpha decay, where the
deep atomic electrons are subjected to an adiabatic perturbation,
the measured excitation probabilities exceed the theoretical ones
by one or two orders of magnitude. In the case of beta decay,
where the perturbation is expected to be sudden, theory reproduces the experimental results to within -50%. However, the resuits of more refined experiments recently reported in the liternture have raised doubts concerning the "suddenness" of the beta
decay perturbation. A number of new ideas for testing various
aspects of the theory are being developed.
03:6

PUBLICATIONS
Itubinson, W., The Correction for Atomic Excitation Energy in
Measurements of Energies of e- Capture Decay, Nucl. Phys.,
A, 169: 629 (1971).
RESEARCH IN NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. Kaplan,
03:7
Morton (Carnegic-Mellon University, Pittsburgh. Department of
Chemistry).
The current objectives of the experimental program are to develop a better understanding of nuclear hyperfine interactions, and
to use these interactions in the study of nuclear moments and decay properties, and in the exploration of magnetic and electric
quadrupole effects in crystals, frozen solutions, and liquids. Msssbauer resonance and gamma-gamma angular correlation techniques are being applied to measure the interactions of nuclei with
their surrounding electron distributions, and can frequently yield
such information in unique detail. An in-depth study of polycrystalline and single crystal FeC13 *6H20 has led to the discovery of
antiferromagnetic ordering at temperatures below 1.46°K. Careful
analysis of Mossbauer spectra for several crystal orientations and
in externally applied magnetic fields permitted the accurate determination of the crystal field splitting, the location of the electricfield-gradient axes in the crystal, and the quantitative estimation
of the important exchange interactions between adjacent Fe spins.
Experiments with rapidly frozen solutions have shown that metalConfi
ions can be trapped in the ice matrix with the liquid state configuration "frozen in," and thus the nuclear-electronic interactions in
are acessile.
accessible.
The
rare earth
earth compound
compound
a very dilut -lattice
a very
are
du:
lattice
The rare
Eu(NH3) 6 is under investigation, and exhibits striking paramagnetic
hyperfine structure and a very low Debye temperature.
_,_--.„.,~PUBLICATIONS
L

Subrahmanyam, V. and M. Kaplan, Neutron and Photon Emission
from Ba Compound Nuclei, Phys. Rev., C, 1: 322 (1970).

ctraysingles and coincidence
being carred out. In most cases
spectra and conversion electron spectra arc measured Lifetimes
uner
esgof nuclar s
ti
to
f isomeric states are a
t
iFhter Er isotopes This regionof defors mf nuclei has geneati
Ilighter Er isotopes. This region of deformed nuclei has generatet)
considerable theoretical interest because of the close proximity of
strongly interacting nuclear states.
PU

IATIONS

Wood, J. L., and D. S. Brenner, The Decay of i'lEr to Levels in
'61Io, Nucl. Phys., A, 185: 58-80 (1972).
Brenner, D. S., and M. L. Perlman, Subshell Conversion-Line Intensity Ratios, Nucl. Phys., A, 181: 207-216 (1972).
Wood, J. L., and D. S. Brenner, The Decay of '62"'Ho to Levels in
62)Dy, Nucl. Phys., A, 174: 353-364 (1971).
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF NUCLEAR MODELS.
03:9
I. DECAY SCHEMES AND NUCLEAR REACTIONS. 1I. MUONIC
X-RAY STUDIES. Sheline, Raymond K. (Florida State University,
_Tallahassee. Department of Chemistry).
rmary
oete
f the program is to perform cxperimenThe p
tal tests of current nuclear models. These exeriments involve
three different types of nuclei. The first type is that of shell model
0
nuclei. Studies will be performed on YI, 138La, a series of Ce isotopes, 2ilBi, 210Bi, and 20"Bi. The second type is that of nuclei that
lie in a transition region between spherical and well-deformed regions. A series of Os nuclei, t'5Eu, °iRu, itPd, and some light Ba
isotopes will be studied. The third type is that of deformed nuclei.
Those strongly deformed nuclei that will be investigated are a
series of Ho isotopes and a series of HIf isotopes. Experimental
methods involve nuclear reaction spectroscopy in which a magnetic
spectrograph of the Browne-Buechncr type is coupled to the FSU
tandem Van de Graaff. Collaborative studies will involve Los
Alamos, the Ris< Laboratory of the Danish Atomic Energy Commission, and the Technische Ilochschule in Munich. The contact
with Los Alamos is especially close. Their triton beam will be
used to study proton excited states by means of the (t,c.) reaction.
A new program using the facilities of LAMPF will be initiated in
collaboration with IASL scientists. This program involves a study
of nuclear structure using muonic x rays.
PUBLICATIONS
Motz I
E T.

uey
B. hera n R. K.
tions in
Bi Phys. Rev. Lt.,
Bennett, Michael J., Raymond
. Sheline, and Y.,
3
. Snn, Nucl Phys. A, 171 113 (1971).
A
g
1
S II. D., and R. K. Sheline, Energy Levels of
Jones,
h28,
197
.
N,. Y.), 63

Sheline Low26: 54 (1971).
26:
Le(els
4
in
t8'i'm, Ann. Phys.

Onishi, N., and R. K. Sheline, The Tetrahedral Deformation in the
NNucleus 0"O,Nucl. Phys., A, 165: 180 (1971).
Slater, J. L., R. K. Sheline, K. C. Lin, and W. Weltner, Jr., Synthesis of Uranium Carbonyls Using Matrix Isolation, J. Chem.
Phys., 55: 5129 (1971).
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NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

3

Although the above line of research has a well-established theoretical foundation, the actual results, when compared to experimental data, may be unsatisfactory because of the deficiencies of
the shell model. In order to avoid this difficulty we are attempting
to generate the statistical functions in a semiempirical way using
available nuclear data like the nuclear masses and the positions of
the nuclear magic numbers. This method should provide a longneeded and reliable tool for the interpretation of nuclear reactions.

Diamond, Richard M. and
03:10
COULOMB EXCITATION.
Stephens, Frank S. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Nuclear
Chemistry l)ivision).
4
The use of ions heavier than 1e (up to 40Ar) has revolutionized
Coulomb excitation studies, and made new types of experiments
possible. Still heavier ions such as Kr, Xe, and even HIg or Pb,
will allow a still wider range of studies. We plan to use Kr and
Xe beams to Coulomb excite the ground-state band in well-de23
1 4
formed nuclei such as 8U and in vibrational nuclei such as 9 Pt.
In the case of 233U we calculate that we should excite levels up to
spin 30; the resulting energy level spacings would be a very
stringent test of the rotor model. The information on the transition energies and on the intensities of the transitions should yield
a great deal of information about the nature of the higher levels,
that is, whether they are a continuation of the ground-state rota-IG-SPN
tional band or have changed over into another type of state, as
some recent experiments suggest. Another way to obtain informa-

Nu.
ys.,A, 180 337 (1972).
, Phys. Lett., 13, 38: 393 (972).
STATES
NUCLEI. Stephens, ran S.
03:3
i-SPIN S
S N NUCLEI. Stephens,
ralk S.
and Diamond, Richard M. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Nuclear
Chmisry Divisio.

tion about nuclear rotation is to determine the transition moment

Cle istry Division).

moment
is touse
determine
theXetransition
tion
aboutrotational
nuclear rotation
between
levels. The
of Kr and
beams will be very
helpful in this regard, as the accuracy of the recoil-distance
Doppler-shift method for lifetimes in the 10-° to 10-12
-lead
second
4range will be improved over what we have already achieved using
" Ar beams. We have pointed out some of the advantages to be
gained in the Coulomb excitation of rotational bands with very
heavy ions. Comparable improvements should occur in the study
of other collective modes of excitation related to the ground state.

PUBLICATIONS
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One of the general properties of heavy-ion reactions is that they
hege
o

and
therefore
often
angular momentum
amounts
of
involve
i
e large
l
a
o a
o
a
t
to the population of high-spin states in nuclei. For a number
of
of years
years we
e have
ave used
used one
one such
such reaction,
reaction, heavy-ion-induced
heavy-io-i
ce comco

pound nucleus formation, in a systematic study these high-spin
states. It has been known for some time that near closed shells
s
angular
momentum is most efficiently carried by one or a few
angular momentum is most effcietly carried by one or a few
nucleons
in high-j shell-model
orbits; whereas,
far from closed
nucleons in hig
shell-model orbits;
ereas, far from closed
shells the nuclei are deformed and rotate to carry angular momenturn efficiently. The new and interesting features concern interON-IINE ALPHA SPECTROSCOPY OF ELEMENTS
03:11
situations, two of which are: a) in even-even deformed
l
, Eal K. ad Emediate
BELOW
AT SUPERHILAC.
RANIM
BELOW
AT SUPERHILAC.
URANIU
Hyde, Earl K. and Epp
,
nnuclei
u c l el at angular momenta around 16-h, there is evidence that the
there is evidence that the
at angular momenta around 16
Berkeley Laboratory. Nuclear Chemistry
Richard E. (Lawrence
Divisiod
e B
y L
. N
r C
rotational motion begins to be replaced by individual nucleons in
Division). .
evidence that the region
is
increasing
b)
there
and
orbitals;
high-i
1i1B,
by
During the past 10 years heavy ion reactions induced
between the closed shells and the deformed nuclei can be described
tIC, '4N, 20Ne, and other ions up to 22Ne have been used to proiduce
as a reasonably simple mixture of these two types of motion. The
new isotopes of the elements from osmium (Z = 76) to protacstudy of high-spin states is an exciting area that has developed
tinium ( =- 91). By use of the helium-jet transport technique for
rapidly in the last few years and shows promise of becoming much
semiand
of
surface-barrier
reaction
products
rapid removal of
t e r understood in the next few.
better
rstood in the next fe
conductor detectors for alpha particle analysis the decay properties of about 100 new nuclides have been characterized includingSELECTED
NUCLEAR MEASUREMENT POSSBL
many with half-lives in the millisecond time ranges.
TES WTH VEY E
Stepens, Frank S. and Diamond,
With new beams of projectiles having mass 40 and much greater
R
d
(awrence . Berkeley Labratory. Nuear Chemt
Dvision).
available at the SuperHILAC, these studies are being continued. In
the course of this work it should be possible to establish for sevT
viii
o v
v is
(
eral elements the lightest isotope retaining the ability to bind thee
ll
SuperHILAC opens up a number of entirely ne expeimetal
last proton. This proton-binding limit is a severe test of nuclear
r ea s
e ar e
t e interested
t e r e s t e d in exploring some of these, and
areas.
in exploring some of these, and
a
. We are quite
qui
i
mass formulas. The phenomenon of delayed proton emission is
srwill
mention briefly two examples that we hope to be studying in
also
under
study.
also under study.
the next year. The first is the nuclear Josephson effect, which is
The identification among the products of nuclear reactions inthe predicted very large probability for transferring a pair of nuduced by complex projectiles of known alpha-emitting nuclei, and,
in the (quasi-elastic) scattering of two superconducting
cleons
in particar, the measurement of yield patterns for these nuclides
nuclei. The analogy is to the Josephson current (pairs of clecare serving as useful
useful means
means of
of study
study of
of the
the mechanism
mechanism of
of these
these
trons) that flows across a thin insulator separating two superconnuclear reactions. It is of particular interest to study the yields of
ductors. This represents the most severe test yet envisioned for
products in the lead to thorium region when the cormpound nucleus
superfluid theory of heavy (Z S 50) nuclei. Projectiles at least
the
for the reaction has a nuclear charge well over 100.
as heavy as tin (Z = 50) are required. The other new experiment
has to do with quantum electrodynamical effects in atoms having
PUBLICATIONS
Z m 170. For such a large
Z, the K-binding energy has been cal2
Borggreen, J., and E. K. Hyde, Alpha Decay of Neutron Deficient
culated to exceed 2m0c and the Dirac theory breaks down. In a
Osmium Isotopes, Nucl. Phys., A, 162: 407 (1971).
close collision of U on U, a system with Z ~ 184 exists for a short
Borggreen, J., K. Valli, and E. K. Hyde, Production and Decay
time, and should be affected by the unusual electron binding. PosProperties of Protactinium Isotopes of Mass 222 to 225 Formed
sible ways to detect these effects would be to observe K x-ray
+
in Heavy Ion Reactions, Phys. Rev., C, 2: 1841 (1970).
emission and/or p emission. It seems clear that a number of
Valli, K., E. K. Hyde, and J. Borggreen, Production and Decay
other new and interesting experiments will be made possible using
Properties of Thorium Isotopes of Mass 221-224 Formed in
very heavy ions.
Heavy Ion Reactions, Phys. Rev., C, 1: 2115 (1970).
03:15
RESEARCH IN NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY: RADIOACTIVE
DECAY SCHEMES. Gordon, G. E.; Viola, V. E. Jr.; and Walters,
03:12
STATISTICAL NUCLEAR PROPERTIES. Moretto,
W. B. (University of Maryland, College Park. Department of
L. G. and Thompson, S. G. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. NuChemistry).
clear Chemistry Division).
Our current program involves the study of radioactive decay of
The aim of this project is to obtain a suitable theoretical deelements for which Z < 67 in order to determine the energies, inscription of excited nuclei on the basis of statistical mechanics.
tensities, and coincidence relationships of the emitted : and y rays.
Such an approach allows one to illustrate the mean properties and
Studies are also in progress to determine the half-lives, masses,
the fluctuations of the nucleus as well as its different modes of
and alpha-decay branching for highly neutron-deficient, uncharacdecay.
terized isotopes of U, Pu, and Cm.
We are attempting to derive the relevant statistical and thermoStudies are currently underway on the decay of neutron-deficient
dynamical functions on the basis of realistic shell models with the
Dy isotopes of A = 147 to 155 in order to obtain a systematic picinclusion of different residual interactions. In the calculations the
ture of the changing structure of Tb nuclides as the shape of the
constants of motion, like energy, particle number, angular monucleus changes from spherical near the closed neutron shell (A =
menturl and parity are explicitly accounted for.
147) to deformed (A = 155). Other studies are in progress on the
The statistical functions that are obtained are also dependent
decay of '1tTe to further characterize the 6-ns isomer located at
upon the nuclear deformation; this has an immediate application to
1797 keV in 1311. Recent studies on the decay of 12'Sn suggest this
the fission process. The stability of nuclei with respect to fission
isomer may have spin and parity 15/2-.
can be compared with the stability towards other modes of decay.
A long-standing project involving the study of nuclear energy
Such an approach can be useful in evaluating the possibility of the
and half-life systematics for the heavy elements is also continuing.
synthesis of super-heavy elements by means of heavy-ion reacThese studies involve experimental attempts to characterize
tions. It is infact possible to calculate the survival ratio of supershort-lived heavy nuclides (A > 160) that have been previously unheavy nuclei with respect to fission.

4

observed, as well as semi-theoretical calculations of the properties of unknown nuclides. The calculations have recently been extended to the nuclides hypothesized to exist in the region near
Z = 114 and N = 184.
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We have worked out the level structure populated by 1 Nd decay
and are now working on spin assignments. Among other nuclides
34
for which considerable new data arc at hand,
1'pr is of particular
interest because it is expected to populate a level structure analogous to that of 136Cc.

PUBLICATIONS
Coryell, C. D., H. N. Erten, P. K. Hopke, W. B. Walters, 1R.Dams,
and H. C. Griffin, Identification and Characterization of 3.8 min
134m1, Nucl. Phys., A, 179: 684 (1972).
Macias, E. S., and W. B. Walters, Gamma-Gamma Directional
35
Correlations in L3SXe Following the Decay of 1 1, Nucl. Phys.,
A, 169: 305 (1971).
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Apt, K. E., and W. B. Walters, A Three-Quasiparticle i /2- Isomer
in t'2Sb, Phys. Rev. Lett., 26: 1189 (1971).
Erten, H. N., C. D. Coryell, and W. B. Walters, Decay of 45 sec
and 83 see 1361Isomers, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 4005 (1971).
03:16
A GENERAL NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY RESEARCH PO11GRAM COMBINING CONVENTIONAL NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPIC
TECHNIQUES WITH ON-LINE SPECTROSCOPY AND NUCLEAR
McHarris, Wm. C. and Bernthal, Frederick M.
REACTIONS.
(Michigan State University, East Lansing. Department of Chemistry).
The primary objective of nuclear chemistry research at Michigan State is to contribute to the understanding of the fundamental
properties and structure of the nucleus. The experimental techniques employed are primarily y-ray, electron, and chargedparticle spectroscopy. Experiments are carried out both on-line
to the MSU sector-focused cyclotron, and off-line as studies of
radioactive decay. Current areas of investigation include in-beam
y-ray spectroscopic studies of nuclei near the Z - 50 and N = 82
closed shells; in-beam (ak,xny) and (Hl,xny) spectroscopy of nuclei
near the edges of the rare earth region of deformation; investigations of the structure of odd-odd nuclei by (p,ny) studies of nuclei
near and within the 20- and 28-nucleon shells; study of the radioactive decays of even-even neutron-deficient Pb isotopes; (p,d),
(p,t), (3He,d), and (oa,t) direct reaction charged particle spectroscopy; study of anomalous EC/30' branching ratios. Research will
continue in all of these areas, and future projects planned include
investigation of the properties of nuclei at very high angular momentum, fission research, and decay studies of nuclei far from the
line of /3- stability. In addition to these areas of ongoing basic research, the nuclear chemistry group at MSU has begun interdisciplinary cooperative research programs with the departments of
geology and chemical engineering where nuclear instrumentation
and technology are applied to problems in elemental analysis, and
motoring of environmlental pollutants.
PUBLICATIONS
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sitions Observed in 5 'Fe Decay, Phys. Rev. Lett., 26: 451
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Johnston, W. C., W. H. Kelly, S. K. Haynes, K. L. Kosanke, and
Wm, C. MclHarris, N-Shell Conversion Electrons from the 2.33keV Transition in 205Pb, Phys. Rev. Lett., 26: 1043 (1971).
Eppley, R. E., R. R. Todd, R. A. Warner, Wm. C. Mcllarris, and
W. H. Kelly, The Decay of "'"TSm-A
hree-Quasiparticle
Multiplet in 14"Pm, Phys. Rev., C, 5: 1084 (19i72.
Guile, Jean, R. E. Doebler, Wm. C. McHarris,0 2 and W. H. Kelly,
Decays
Even-Even
of the
Lead Isomers 2 Pb and 204Pb,
Decays of the Even-Even Lead Isomers:
Phys. Rev., C, 5: 2107 (1972).
03:17
LOW-Z NEUTRON-DEFICIENT RARE EARTH NUCLIDES. Brosi, A. R. and Ketelle, B. H. (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Chemistry Division).
In any given element among the low-Z neutron-deficient rare
earths there is a transition from spherical to deformed nuclei as
the neutron number is reduced from that of the 82-neutron shell.
Because of the marked differences between spherical and deformed
nuclei, the nuclear spectroscopy of the transition nuclides is of
considerable interest. Several new praseodymium and neodymium
isotopes in the transition region have been identified and the level
structures of the daughter nuclei are now being studied.
t3
The lower levels in the even-even isotope 6Ce, populated by
into
bands
that are qualitathe decay of 136pr, can be separated
tively similar to the gamma- and ground-state bands found in the
deformed nuclei. The spins of the low levels of an odd-odd spherical nucleus can usually be predicted from the spins of adjacent
odd neutron and odd proton nuclei. We have found the low-level
t
spin sequence of 136Pr, populated by 36Nd decay, to be that predieted for a spherical nucleus.

UBLICATIONS
Ketelle, B. H., A. R. Brosi, and J. R. Van Hise, The Decay of '36Pr
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and the Level Structure of
Ce, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 14:31 (1971).
03:18
COULOMB EXCITATION AND IN-BEAM REACTION
y-RAY SPECTROSCOPY. Eichler, E.; Johnson, N. R.; and
O'Kelley, G. D. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tenn. Chemistry
Division).
By observing y rays emitted from targets bombarded with heavy
ions below (Coulomb excitation) and above the barrier (reaction
y-ray spectroscopy) a host of new information on nuclear collective states can be obtained.
In the Coulomb excitation area we will complete elaborate stud32
234
Th,
U,
ies of the longer-lived and more abundant actinides:
236
U, 233U, and 2421u as well as several complementary investigations of Dy and Hf targets. Rotational bands will be excited to look
for deviations from the collective model due to such effects as the
nuclear phase transitions. These results will bear heavily on the
question of hexadecapole moments in deformed nuclei. Our results
have already been useful in removing the ambiguity in sign which
handicaps the a-particle measurements.
With the reaction gamma-ray technique we will also study rotational states in deformed nuclei in an effort to map the I vs. A
dependence of the phase transitions.
By using the Doppler shift-plunger method, we will measure
accurate E2 lifetimes for several salient targets such as 2a3U,
212pu, and 248Cm. Correlation of these results with the measured
Coulomb excitation probabilities should yield accurate hexadecapole moments.
Although we will utilize ORIC as the prime source of heavy ion
beams, we plan to make complementary experiments with heavier
4
ions, e.g., 14ir and t36Xe, from the Super HILAC at Berkeley.
03:19
COLLECTIVE PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI. Johnson,
N. R.; Eichler, E.; and O'Kelley, G. D. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tenn. Chemistry Division).
We continue studies of deformed nuclei by spectroscopic techniques to understand how mixing of rotational and vibrational bands
affects such quantities as level energies and reduced E2 transition
probabilities. This contributes also to the microscopic description
of excited states, as in "'tW where some states can be clearly identified with specific Nilsson representations. These studies from
radioactive decay, serving as an important complement to our inbeam spectroscopy program on rare earth nuclei, will be extended
to actinide nuclei.
In the region of medium-weight, even-even, spherical nuclei we
will continue to examine the applicability of a vibrational treatment.
2
Experiments on 6Ni indicate that we probably will be able either
to determine or to set a limit on the nuclear monopole matrix ele+
ment for the ground-state transition from the excited 0 level.
Since it can occur only while an electron senses the nuclear charge
distribution by penetrating the nucleus, it is a sensitive test of the
vibrational interpretation of the state.
'The exciting collaboration with UNISOR will begin with placing
the system and auxiliary equipment on-line. Our experiments will
emphasize the advantages of heavy ions, i.e., the large recoil ento find a nw rgion of d
ergies of the products. We hope to find a new region of deformation in the neutron-deficient rare earth nuclei.
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03:20
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY RESEARCH. Naumann,
Robert A. (Princeton University, N. J. Departments of Chemistry
and Physics).
This research program is concerned with experimentally deter-
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mining the properties of light- and medium-mass nuclei using the
Princeton University sector-focus cyclotron. Of special interest
are the location and the properties of excited nuclear states with
high angular momentum. Current nuclear models predict two limiting categories for these: single particle states, where a few
nucleons participate, and collective states involving many nucleons.
These high-spin states are reached by radioactive decay or nuclear
reaction.
Our equipment includes high-resolution germanium gamma spectrometers operated in coincidence with fast timing circuitry.
Multiparameter data are accumulated in a Sigma 2 computer. An
-electromagnetic isotope separator of radius 150 centimeters is
used both to prepare isobarically pure samples of short-lived
radioisotopes and to implant radioisotopes in ferromagnetic media
for perturbed gamma-gamma angular correlation studies. Presently the electromagnetic isotope separator is being installed in
the external beam of the Princeton Cyclotron to form an on-line
facility where isotopes of very short half-life can be prepared,
separated, and studied. The investigation of the beta decay of light
mirror nuclei will be of particular interest as well as the search
for delayed proton or alpha emission after beta decay.
With the completion of the Princeton high-transmission particle
spectrograph in the next year, we intend to supplement our studies
of nuclei far from stability with charged particle spectroscopy
involving pick-up reactions such as (p,t) or (3He,6He).
During the spring and summer of 1973, we will collaborate with
staff members at the Los Alamos meson facility on an experimental investigation of the processes accompanying the capture of
negative mu mesons when stopped in various absorbers. Recent
experiments in the Soviet Union have claimed evidence for a
marked effect of the chemical nature of the stopping medium on
this capture process.
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RADIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEAR
03:21
PROPERTIES.' Daly, Patrick J. (Purdue University, Lafayette,
Ind. Chemistry Department),
The research work of our nuclear chemistry group is mainly
devoted to investigations of the structure of nuclei in the important transitional mass range A = 180 to 200. The experimental
an The
180nexp
to 200.
l
techniques of on-line reaction spectroscopy with the Purdue Tan'dem Accelerator and of radioactive decay spectroscopy are used
in various nuclear structure studies, and in several instances both
techniques are used together to yield complementary information
about the same final nuclei. The radioactivity investigations fre
quently involve the identification and characterization of shortlived radioisotopes and this work exploits the special radiochemi--jet
cal
skills of the nuclear chemist. Work in progress includes
(a) studies of the nuclei 182W and '9W by neutron-transfer reacof
tions and radioactive decay spectroscopy; (b) an investigation
t
the '900s level structure from the decays of 90tRe and 19 Ir; (c) inof neutron-deficient, even-even
the level spectra
of
vestigation
2
Os
(af2ny)
, ny) spectroscopy
spectroscopy and
and by
by
Os nuclei
nuclei be
be in-beam
in-beam (p,2ny)
(p,2ny) and
and (a
radioactive decay; (d) characterization of a newly discovered 12isomer of 1t"Au; (e) a comprehensive and important examination of
high-spin negative parity band structure in even-even isotopes of
Pt and Hg, using both the in-beam and radioactive decay techniques.
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WORK WITH (a) TIIE HEAVY ION ACCELERATOR, YALE UNIVERSITY AND (b) THE 4-MeV DYNAMITRON AT SUNY, ALBANY,
N.Y. Bakhru, Hassaram (State University of New York at Albany.
Physics Department).
The availability of various heavy ions (10-MeV/nucleon) at the
Heavy Ion Accelerator at Yale University makes it possible to
study the heavy-ion compound nucleus process. For example,
competition between neutron, proton, and alpha emission has not
been well studied under diverse combinations of mass region and
level structure. Also the level spectra in the A> 100 suggest that
proton emission is equally favored as compared to neutron emission. These methods will be utilized to study the reaction mechanism. The second approach is to utilize the heavy ions to produce
the neutron-deficient, short-lived isotopes and study the level
structure of these isotopes. The y-ray spectroscopy work on Br,
Rb, and Kr isotopes is in progress. Level structure studies on
these isotopes both from the radioactive decay studies and also
from the prompt gammla-ray studies have been undertaken.
The neutron- and a-particle-induced work at SUNY, Albany
(using 4-MeV Dynamitron) would provide useful information on
the cross sections, excitation energies, spins, and particles of
resonance levels. Also, calculation of partial widths, quadrupole to
in clear underdipole mixing ratio would yield useful information
31
p, 35Cl, and 37Cl
standing of theories. The (a ,y) work on 26Mg,
targets using high-resolution solid state detectors is in progress.
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DECAY
SPECTROMEON-LINE
TROM ALP
ON-LE ALPHA
I'TRY. Macfarlane, R. D. (Texas A&M University, College Station.
Department of Chemistry).
The major objective of this project is to obtain information on
nuclei away from the valley of maximum nuclear stability. The
purpose is to learn more about the nature of nuclear forces through
a measurement of nuclear binding energies. The results have
relevance to stellar nucleosynthesis and to the mechanism of nuclear fission.
T'he efforts of this project have, over the past several years, led
to the discovery of close to 100 new radioactive isotopes. Work is
t 1
n
r
t t d
o c
being devoted to f-decay problems in the light elements which have
some connection to elementary particle physics. New information
directional correlao being obtained on mirror symmetry, f-y
ti ns, and isospin mixing near isobaric analog states. New experimental techniques are continually being developed to probe the
nature of the nucleus. The helium-jet recoil
can
recoil transport
transport method
method can
be used to transport short-lived nuclei over large distances.
Recent applications include the studies of accelerator-produced
21
Cf, and rapid transactivities short-lived fission products from
port of radiopharmaceuticals. A new approach to on-line mass
spectrometry is being developed that utilizes recoils from radioactive decay processes to identify the mass of decaying species.
003:23
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03:24
SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSITIONAL AND DEFORMED
NUCLEI. Sugihara, T. T. (Texas A&M University, College Station. Cyclotron Institute).
Stimulated by recent theoretical work by Tamura, Vogel, and
others in describing collective states of transitional nuclei, we
have studied the low-lying structure of neutron-deficient nuclei
with neutron numbers 84, 86, and 88. Both the in-beam xny method
and radioactive decay have been used to determine energy, spin,
48 5 0
and parity of levels in t l' ls52Gd, 50,'l52Dy, and 5t4'l56Er. In the
decay studies the odd-odd parent nuclides of Tb and Ho were found
to exist in isomeric states; the systematics of isomerism are
being explored. A modified version of the helium-jet recoil-transFort system of Macfarlane has been devised to provide sources of
short-lived nuclear reaction products in a low-background area
and in a form suitable for y-ray spectroscopy. Coincidence spectra, level lifetimes, and angular correlations can be obtained even
for nuclides with half-lives of the order of a second. With only
minor modifications the helium-jet system has also been adapted
for conversion-electron spectroscopy. The electron-steering
device of Watson will be used to obtain in-beam conversion-electron spectra from (a ,xne) reactions, particularly to search for
+
excited 0 states. An experimental determination of the energies
of these states will permit an important test of Tamura's model.
PUBLICATIONS
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE SLTUDIES OF NUCLEI IN THE
03:25
Z > 28, N < 50 and Z < 50, N > 50 Major Shells. Sarantites,
Demetrios G. (Washington, University, St. Louis. Department of
Chemistry).
The efforts of this project are directed toward the advancement
of our knowledge of the detailed properties of the lowest quantum
states of nuclei in order to obtain new information necessary for a
better understanding of the behavior of nuclei. At present, emphasis is given in the Z > 28, N < 50 and Z < 50, N > 50 major shells
and in particular to nuclei with Z or N of 43, 45, or 47 in which
the g, orbit is being filled. The detailed structure of these nuclei
is not adequately described by any of the current models for nuclei.
The detailed predictions of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model, the
extended quasiparticle-phonon coupling model, and the Nilsson
model for the collective behavior of nuclei are tested by comparison with experiment for nuclei in this region. Investigations are
in progress that give information about the y-decay properties of
nuclear levels by selective excitation via in-beam nuclear reactions such as (p,ny),((p,p'y), (cz,py), and (a,ny), or following radioactive decay. Measurements are performed for determination of
(a) nuclear level lifetimes either via delayed coincidence or Doppler shift attenuation techniques, (b) nuclear level spins and multipole mixing ratios via singles y-ray, /y, or py coincidence angular
correlation techniques, and (c) measurements of internal conversion coefficients.
Extensive use of high-resolution Si(Li) particle or electron and
Ge(Li) y-ray detectors is made in singles or in multiparameter
coincidence arrangements. The structures of 37Se 41 , 74Se43, 4,Tc 9,,
2 and 28Ni 33 are cur4Tc54, 8Sr47, and 1siKr
3.Cu
4 together with u
rently being investigated.
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YALE IIEAVY ION ACCELERATOR IN-HOUSE RESEARCH. Rasmussen, J. 0. and Rezanka, I. (Yale University,
New Haven, Conn.).
The Yale Heavy Ion Accelerator is operated under AEC auspices
and aids the far-ranging research of a large number of labora-

tories as well as maintaining its own in-house research group.
This summary is confined to the in-house research activities.
The experimental program is based mainly on high-resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy with Ge(Li) detectors and data collection
systems based on PDPS/I computers. With these capabilities
threefold studies are concentrated on the energy level systems of
particular nuclei, often inaccessible except with heavy ions:
(1) in-beam studies of gamma radiation emitted essentially instantaneously with formation reactions of (heavy ion,xn) type,
(2) between-beam-pulse studies of millisecond-delayed gamma
radiation, and (3) complementary radioactive decay scheme studies populating the same nuclei. For example, millisecond isomerism and complementary studies are underway in the region of
radium, radon, lead, and lutetium. The region around 89 neutrons
has been of interest for in-beam and radioactivity measurements,
including three dimensional (gamma-gamma-time) gigachannel
coincidence work and angular distribution measurements. A
series of odd-mass hafnium isotopes have also been studied. The
above experimental studies have revealed highly perturbed bands,
stimulating us to push theoretical studies of Coriolis band mixing,
with special emphasis on more careful treatment of number conservation in the pairing force effects.
We have also developed computer programs for heavy ion reaction and scattering cross sections on deformed as well as spherical
targets. As outside users of the Berkeley Super HILAC we plan to
carry out reaction experiments aimed at elucidating the nuclear
shape effects, both static and dynamic, in collisions of heavy nucle
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and tlGd from (a,xny) Studies, Nucl. Phys., A, 179:
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M'eclianisms: 03:214.
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Studies of nuclear structure by detection and analysis of collision processes between nuclei.
03:27
HIGII ENERGY NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. Steinberg,
E. P.; Kaufman, S. B.; and Wilkins, It. ). (Argonne National
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The program is directed toward the elucidation of the mechanisms of nuclear reactions-in particular, those induced by
high-energy protons in complex nuclei. The mechanisms are
generally classified as fission, spallation, fragmentation, and
simple (i.e.. (p, 2 nucleon)) reactions. Radiochemical and online counting techniques are employed and allied studies at low
energies and with other projectiles are also pursued to aid in
the interpretation of the high-energy phenomena and to develop
new techniques.
We are currently completing the analysis of the data from an
on-line, semiconductor detector study of the mass, energy, and
angular correlations of the products of the interaction of 11.5GeV protons with uranium. Studies of the pulse-height versus
energy response of the detectors were recently investigated and
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a theory of their behavior with heavy ions proposed. Further
studies of these detectors are continuing as a PhD thesis problem
for a student. The results of recently completed studies of (1)
the angular distribution of long-range alpha particles accompanying the spontaneous fission of 252Cf, (2) the 63Cu(p,n)63Zn and
m3Cu(p,2n)t2Zn reactions from 1.5 to 11.5 GeV, (3) the 25Mg(p,2p)
24Na reaction from 3.0 to 11.5 GeV, (4) the 209Bi(p,2p5n)203Pb
reaction from 0.15 to 11.5 GeV, and (5) the absolute cross section
for the 12C(p,pn)'C reaction at 7.6 GeV are being prepared for
publication. One of the purposes of the latter study was to establish the technique to be used in the measurement of this fundamental monitor reaction at NAL and LAMPF in the near future.
A major, new interpretation of nuclear fission involving a
semi-empirical treatment of deformed nuclear shell effects has
been developed. It accounts remarkably well for the main features of the fragment mass and charge distributions and kinetic
energy and excitation energy of the fragments over the entire
range of fissile nuclei. Further development of this idea is being
actively pursued.
The origin of the so-called fragmentation products (A " 20 to
70) and the existence of a high-excitation energy fission mechanism are still open questions. We have designed an experiment
to test an explanation that couples the two phenomena in terms
of a cascade-fission mechanism, i.e., fission at high excitation
energy followed by a secondary fission from one (or both) of the
excited fragments leading to a fragmentation product. This experiment will be carried out at the ZGS as soon as the accelerator
is back in operation. Other radiochemical studies of fissionspallation competition at high energy are being planned to establish whether a high excitation energy fission mechanism is prominent.
A major effort in the near future will be directed toward survey
studies of the reactions occurring at 200 GeV at NAL tc determine the appearance of any new phenomena and a study of pioninduced, simple nuclear reactions at LAMPF for comparison with
proton-induced reactions and the known pion-nucleon, freeparticle parameters
establish
art to
t meters
es
is the
te reaction
reactio mechanism.
mechis
PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICA'] [ONS
Esterlund, R. A., Stehney, A. F., Steinberg, E. P., Secondary
Reactions of 11.5 GeV Protons in Uranium: A Search for the
Production of Transcurium Actinide Elements, Nucl. Phys.
A, 179: 645-656(1972).
Steinberg, E. P., Kaufman, S. B., Wilkins, B. D., Gross, C. E.,
Fluss, M. J., Pulse-Rleight Response Characteristics for Heavy
uc
Ions in Silicon Surface-Barrier Detectors, N l. Instrum,

Bachmann, K., and Cumming, J. B., Fission of 238U by 2.2-GcV
Protons. 11., Phys. Rev., C, 5: 210 (1972).
03:29
TIIE BROOKHAVEN SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT. Davis, R. Jr. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
An experiment has been in progress to observe the neutrino
radiation from the sun to test the current theories of the solar
energy-producing processes. Neutrino detection is based upon
37
the neutrino-capture process 37Cl(v,c-) Ar that produces the
3
5
35-day radioactive product "Ar. The detector uses 10 gallons
of perchloroethylene (C2 CL 4) as a neutrino-capturing medium.
The radioactive 3?Ar is removed from the liquid by purging with
helium gas, isolated on charcoal, purified and counted in a small
proportional counter. The detector system is located a mile
underground in the Hlomestake Gold Mine in Lead, S. Dakota.
Recently the sensitivity for observing and characterizing 37Ar
decay events in the small proportional counter has been increased by measuring the pulse height and rise-time of the
pulse. It has been concluded from measurements extending over
the last two years that the neutrino-capture rate in the detector
is less than 0.2 per day. Current theoretical models of the sun
predict the solar neutrino-capture rate should be 1.8 per day,
a factor of 9 above the observed rate. Further experiments are
underway and planned (1) to improve the statistical accuracy of
the measurement, (2) to further confirm the validity of the experimental result. The unexpectedly low solar neutrino-capture
rate cannot be explained without drastic changes in our ideas of
the internal structure of the sun or possibly without introducing
new properties of the neutrino that have not been revealed in
laboratory experiments.
Systems for radiochemical detection of low-energy solar neutrinos, particularly the 7Li(u,e-)7Be system, are under intensive
investigation.
PUBLICATIONS
Davis, R. Jr., A Progress Report on the Brookhaven Solar Neutrino Experiment, Acta Physiol. Acad. Sci., Hung., 29: 371
(1970).
Davis, R. Jr., Progress Report on the Brookhaven Solar Neutrino Experiment, Atti Accad. Naz. Lincei, Rend., Cl. Sci.
Fis., Mat. Natur., 157: 59 (1971).
Bahcall, J. N., and Davis, R. Jr., Upper Limit on Neutrino Energy
Associated with Weber Pulses, Phys. Rev. Lett., 26: 662
(1971).

03:30
FORMATION CROSS SECTIONS OF -IIGH-ENERGY
FISSION AND SPALLATION PRODUCTS. Friedlander, G.,
Cumming, J, B., Budis, ., Katoff, S. (Brookhaven
.
,
.,
.
.
Laboratory,
National
National Laboratory, Chemistry
Chemstry Department).
Department).
When a beam of high-energy (>>100-MeV) particles interacts
with a medium- or high-Z target, a multitude of nuclides is
produced. Formation cross sections for individual product nuRADIOCHEMICAL RECOIL STUDIES OF HIGII-EN03:28
lides are thus among the basic data needed for an understandERGY N( LEARIREACTIONS. Cuming, J. B.; Remsberg
E tL R A N C i ing
BR bof high-energy nuclear reactions, and a program of meaL. P. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Depart-ing
of high-energy nuclear reactions, and a program of measurements of such cross sections has been in progress at BNL
p
y
ment).
mont)..~~~..
, , , ,,~~~for
twenty years. Current emphasis is on (1) development of
In this work, measurements are made of the momentum transtechniques for determination of many cross setions inmediumtechniques for determination of many cross sections in medium-Z
ferred to products of nuclear reactions induced in complex nuclei
targs
by direct gamma spectroscopy with Ge(Li) detectors and
by high-energy particles, particularly protons. Characteristic
(2) detailed studies of charge and mass distributions in the region
radioactive decay properties are used for the identification ofh
products from 28-proton irradiations of Th
products of interest. The data are interpreted in terms of mechaa art
n te
atter studies
s s
and Ta targets. in the latter studies, chemical and mass sepnisms for the reactions, such as binary fission, spallation, or
as
ned
tarticular
products,
arations are performed as needed to isolate particular products,
fragmentation.
ditiuiosaeobandbmauig
ilso
but direct measurements of short-lived rare earth a emitters
Angular distributions are obtained by measuring yields of
are also in progress since the measured yield of a given mass
products which recoil out of thin target foils and are trapped
chain may have to be corrected for feeding or depletion by a
in thick catchers at various angles to the beam direction. Modecay
mentum spectra are derived from the depth of penetration intoMeasurements Measurements of
of spallatlon
spallation cross
cross sections
sections in
in aa Cu
Cu target
target irira stack of thin catchers positioned at a given angle. Radiochemradiated with 3.9-GeV t"N ions in the PPA will be compared with
ical separations are usually employed to facilitate the assay of
corresponding cross sections for protons of the same total kinetic
specific nuclides.
energy. The direct gamma spectroscopy technique will be applied
Emphasis has beenplaced recently on studios of uranium tarto spallation studies with 200-GeV protons at NAL and with pions
gets. It was concluded that binary fission is the dominant process
at LAMPF
at 2.2 GeV, although there is some contribution to yields of neutron-deficient products from a spallation-like process. At 28
PUBLICATIONS
GeV, neutron-deficient rare earth nuclei are formed mainly by
Franz, E. M., and Friedlander, G., Cross Sections for the Pro32
t
this spallation-like process which probably involves emission
duction of 84Rb, 6Rb, 1 Cs and 36Cs from Thorium and Uraof light fragments. Experiments in progress include more denium by 28.5-GeV Protons, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 1671 (1971).
tailed comparisons of results from U and Ta targets at 28 GeV,
Chu, Y. Y., Franz, E. M., Friedlander, G., and Karol, P. J.,
and studies of the interactions of bismuth and 2.2-GeV protons.Interaction
of 28-GeV Protons with Uranium: Charge and Mass
Methods,
309-320M.(1972).
Wilkins,
13. 99:
D., Fluss,
J., Kaufman, S. B., Gross, C. E., Steinberg, E. P., Pulse-Height Defects for Heavy Ions in a Silicon
Surface-Barrier Detector, Nucl. Instrum. Methods, 92: 381-391
(1971).
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Crespo, V. P., Cumming, J. B., and Alexander, J. M., Production
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of 49Tb from Gold by 2.2-GeV Protons, Phys. Rev., C, 2: 1777
(1970).
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(1971).
Thompson, S. O.,
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Phys. Rev., C,

Rare Earth Products, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 2202
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Husain, L., and Katcoff, S., 1C(p,pnn) C,
and 19F(r-,r-n)'8F Cross Sections at 2.5 GeV/c,
3: 1538 (1971).
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03:31
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF HIGH- AND LOWPUBLICATIONS
ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS. Harp, G. D., Friedlander, G.
Remsberg, L. P., Plasil, F., Cumming, J. B., Perlman, M. L.,
Miller. J. M., (Columbia Univ.), Bertrand, F. E. (ORNL).
Fragment Energy and Velocity Measurements in Fission of
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Bismuth by 2.9-GeV Protons, Phys. Rev., C, 1: 265 (1970).
In parallel with the extensive experimental investigations of
both high- and low-energy nuclear reactions at BNL, theoretical
0 3 :3 4
studies have always been carried on to aid in the systematization
PROTON AND ALPA AR C LE CROSS SECTIOS
FO
R EIEMENTS PRESENT IN LUNAR TARGETS. Thompson, S.
and understanding of the experimental results. One nuclear
model that has proved exceptionally useful for this purpose is the
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
intranuclear cascade evaporation model. This model is continually
Radioactivities produced in material that is on the moon for a
period of a few years (e.g., artifacts left by astronauts, or targets
being improved as more precise experimental information becomes available. At the present time, the model is fairly sucdesigned specifically for this purpose) can give information about
cessful in predicting such seemingly unrelated quantities as highsolar flares.
For this reason, light- and medium-atomic weight targets (Na,
energy proton spectra and radiochemically measured cross
Al, Si, Ca, Ti, Cr, Zr, etc.) have been irradiated with 33- and
sections.
50-MeV protons and with 46-McV alpha particles, in order to
The intranuclear cascade model has recently been extended
to deal with reactions induced by 60- to 300-MeV pions. This
determine cross sections for formation of the most prominent
particular model has the unique feature that it considers the
radionuclides. This work is being continued, and the energy
range of proton irradiations will be extended to 200 MeV, by
participation of the unstable (3,3) isobar in the cascade process.
use of the new LINAC facility.
As yet. the available experimental data are insufficient for an
adequate test of the various assumptions made in the model. TheHMSTRY
R
ARCH O
OFF
T
NUC L E
H
-EC
035
predictions of this model are now being used to design experi(CarERGYNUCLEAR REACT ONS
Caretto, Albert A. Jr.
ments for this purpose. For example, recoil-range calculations
negie-ellon University, Department of Chemistry, 4400 Fifth
are now underway that will provide quantitative information for
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
proposed recoil-range experiments with incident pions. TheAvenue,
The overall
overall objective
objective of
of this
this reseach
research is
is the
the determination
determination
model can and will serve also as a prototype for treating otherhe
of the mechanism of various types of nuclear reactions using
unstable particles such as T = /, isobars, p mesons, etc.
A different model, treating the emission of nucleons from
radiochemical techniques. Specifically, the kinds of reactions
und er
investigation include high-nergy proton- alpha-, and
excited nuclei prior to attainment of statistical equilibrium,
pion-induced
reactions.
so-called simple
simple high-energy
high-energy
o The
he so-called
reactions, reactions
has also been developed. Its predictions for proton and neutron
and (rTn)
will
reactions of the type (ppn) (an),
energy spectra are in good agreement with experimental datareactions,
be examined in considerable detail. These reactions should be
o examinin thei
shou
ons
sensitive to and oide
mean
a
obtained at ORNL. Further refinements of this model are under
way.
^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~sensitive
to and provide a means of examining the details of
the nuclear structure of the target. The probability of these
reactions should also be sensitive to the nucleon skin thickness
PUBlI CATIONS
and thus provide a probe of this peripheral nuclear region.
Harp, G. D., and Miller, J. M., Precompound Decay from a TimeAnother area of interest involves the study of heavy-ion-inDependent Point of View, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 1847 (1971).
duced transfer reactions. These reactions are also sensitive to
Chen, K., Friedlander, G., Harp, G. D., and Miller, J. M., Efthe nature of the peripheral nuclear region. Reactions of the
fects of Nucleon Pair Correlati-ns on Monte Carlo Intranuclear
type alpha transfer and double nucleon transfer, or charge exCascade Simulations, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 2234 (1971).
change, are under study.
Barashenkov, V. S., Bertini, H. W., Chen, K., Friedlander, G.,
These studies are carried out by the determination of cross
Harp, G. D., Iljinov, A. S., Miller, J. M., and Toneev, V. D.,
sections, excitation functions, and the product recoil angular
Medium Energy Intranuclear Cascade Calculations: A Comand range distributions. This work has made use of the facilparative Study, Nucl. Phys., A, 187: 531 (1972).
ities available at Argonne National Laboratory, the Zero Gradient
Synchrotron, the Space Radiation Effects Laboratory 600-MeV
synchrocyclotron, and the Yale University Heavy Ion Linear Ac03:32
SOLID STATE TRACK DETECTOR STUDIES OF
celerator. Future experiments will also make use of the meson
HIGII-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS. Katcoff, S.; Hudis, J.
facility at Los Alamos and the accelerator at the National Ac(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department.
celerator Laboratory
The primary aim of high-energy nuclear reaction studies is
the understanding of the complicated behavior of nuclei when
PUBLICATIONS
they are subjected to bombardment by a variety of projectiles.
Yu, Y-W., and Caretto, A. A. Jr., The Half-Lives of 84Zr and
Irradiations are performed in primary and secondary beams
85Zr, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 3233 (1971).
at the Brookhaven AGS and at other accelerators such as the
Kiely, F. M., and Caretto, A. A. Jr., Differential Recoil Study of
Berkeley Bevatron, NAL, and LAMPF.
24
25
the Mg(p,2p) Na Reaction, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 137 (1971).
Total binary and ternary fission cross sections are best meaYu, Y-W., Church, L. B., and Caretto, A. A. Jr., The Angular
sured with solid state track detectors such as mica or Lexan.
Distribution of Recoil Productions from Some Simple ReacResults obtained recently for U, Bi, Au, and Ag irradiated by
14
tions of 400 MeV Protons with 58Ni and '"Au, Nucl. Phys., A,
29-GeV N are being extended to include irradiations by 3.9152: 295 (1970).
and 2.1-GeV '4N ions. It is planned to do similar experiments
Nieckarz, W. J. Jr., and Caretto, A. A. Jr., Nuclear Structure
with 200-GeV protons from NAL.
Effects on (p,2 Nucleon) Reactions on the Separated Isotopes of
Cadmium at 400 MeV, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 1921 (1970).
PUBLICATIONS
Schall, R. F. 2Jr., and Caretto, A. A. Jr., Nuclear Structure EfKatcoff, S., and Hudis, J., Fission of U, Bi, Au, and Ag Induced by
fects in (p, Nucleon) Reactions on the Separated Isotopes of
29-GeV '4N ions, Phys. Rev. Lett., 28: 1066 (1972).
Tellurium at 300 MeV, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 1924 (1970).
Husain, L., and Katcoff, S., Antiproton- and Pion-induced Fission
at 2.5 GeV/c, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 263 (1971).
03:36
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY RESEARCH. Sugarman,
Nathan; and Turkevich, Anthony.
(University of Chicago, Enrico
Fermi Institute, 5630 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637).
03:33
STUDIES OF HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS
The Nuclear Chemistry Research Program at The University
Remsberg, I.. P., (Brookhaven
WITH COUNTER TECHNIQUES.
of Chicago involves the study of the interaction of high-energy
National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
projectiles with complex nuclei, and the investigation of extraThe primary objective of this work is the characterization
terrestrial objects, such as meteorites, by nuclear chemical
and elucidation of mechanisms of nuclear reactions induced by
techniques. The 12-GeV Argonne ZGS Proton Synchrotron, and
high-energy protons. The current emphasis is on those reachopefully, the 200-GeV National Accelerator Proton Synchrotron
tions that yield products with mass numbers between 10 and 50
and the Los Alamos Meson facility will provide the high-energy
from heavy element targets irradiated by 28-GeV protons.
projectiles. The irradiated targets will be analyzed radiochemDetailed information is obtained by measuring angular and
ically for the yields, mass and charge distribution, and momentum
energy distributions of a wide range of product nuclei, and also
transfer characteristics of products in the near-target, fissionby measuring angular, energy, and mass correlations of coincimass, and fragment-mass regions. These data will provide indent pairs of product nuclei. Pairs of semi-conductor detectors
formation on the production mechanisms and the behavior of
are employed as telescopes to determine the kinetic energy,
nuclear matter in a state of high excitation.
nuclear charge, and mass of individual nuclear fragments reThe cosmochemical studies involve use of ultra-low-level
coiling out of thin targets through measurements of their specific
techniques for the determination of the radioactivity induced
energy loss, time-of-flight, and energy.
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in meteorites by solar and galactic high-energy particles, and
the interpretation of these data using measured cross sections
and semi-theoretical models of the proliferation of nuclear
particles in a solid body bombarded by high-energy particles.
also laboratory
cooperating
The laboratory is The
also
cooperatingis in
in the
the deterMuga,
determination, by
neutron activation techniques, of trace elements, such as lead and
in returned,
lunar samples.
mercury, in returned lunar samples.ruar
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Muga, M. L., A Versatile dE/dx Detector for Heavy Mass Nuclea
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Method, 9 39
Particles,
r
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oposed Assemb for Idet
to o
Assembly for Identification of
Detector
M.
L.,
Proposed
Heavy Mass Cosc
Ray Nuclei of Low Energies, IEEE (Inst.
Heavy Mass Cosmic Ray Nuclei of Low Energies, IEEE (Inst.
Elec. E
ron.
, Trs.
Nucl. Sci., NS-9 (:
(FtbElec. Electron. Eng.), Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-19 (1): 384 (Feb1972)
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Muga, M. L., and Taylor, H. E., An Improved Charged Particle
Detector, U. S. Patent No. 3,567,925, Mar. 2, 1971.

Panontin, J. A., and Sugarman, N., Mass Yield Distribution and
238
Charge Dispersion in 450 MeV Proton Fission of
U, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 34: 1485 (1972).
Turkevich, Anthony, Reed, G. W. Jr., Heydegger, H. R., and
Collister, J., Activation Analysis Determination of Uranium
and 204Pb in Apollo 11 Lunar Fines, in Proceedings of the
Second Lunar Science Conferences, Vol. 2, p. 1565, The MIIT
Press, Cambridge, Mass., (1971).
Van Ginneken, A., and Turkevich, Anthony, Production of 54Mn
and 65Zn from Copper in Thick Targets by 0.45-GeV, 1.0GeV, and 3.0-GeV Protons, J. Geophys. Res., 75: 5121 (1970).
03:37
THE MECHANISMS OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS.
Miller, J. M.; Logan, D,; Jaffe, G.; and Zebelman; Eyal, Y.
(Columbia University, Department of Chemistry, New York,
New York 10027).
The general objective of this continuing study is to understand
in quantitative detail the factors that determine the course of
nuclear reactions. In the recent past, the investigations have
been primarily directed toward the evaluation of the roles of
isospin and angular-momentum conservation in reactions that
proceed through the formation of a compound nucleus as well as
the range of validity of Bohr's Independence Hypothesis for such
reactions. As a direct outgrowth of these studies, most of which
were carried out with heavy-ion projectiles, we are now mainly
concerned with an investigation of the complementary reactions
with heavy ions that do not proceed through the formation of a
compound nucleus: stripping and pickup reactions. The current
investigation utilizes both solid-state counter-telescope techniques for the determination of the identity, energy, and angular
distributions of the light particles that are emitted as well as
radiochemical techniques for the complementary heavy residual
nuclei. This complementary study is particularly valuable for
the investigation of the behavior of the particles that have been
transferred from the incident to the target nucleus. It is anticipated that these studies will occupy us for the new few years.
PUBLICATIONS
Miller, J. M., The Role of Angular Momentum and Isobaric Spin
in Tests of the Independence Hypothesis, in Statistical Properties of Nuclei, J. B. Carg, (Ed.), p. 505, Plenum Publishing
Corporation, New York, (1972).
Kowalski, L., Zebelman, A., Kandil, A., and Miller, J. M., On
the Angular Distribution of Fission Fragments from the 10Yb
Compound Nucleus Excited to 107 McV, Phys. Rev.. C, 3: 1370
(1971).
03:38
THIN FILM DETECTORS. Muga, M. L. (University
of Florida, Department of Chemistry, 406 Nuclear Science Bldg.,
Gainesville, Florida 32601).
We have applied the recently invented thin film detectors
(TFD) to the study of fission decay phenomena and other heavy
ion reactions. In these studies (described below) particular advantage is made of the dE/dx response characteristics of the
TFD to the passage of energetic heavy ions. An experiment to
study the emission of light charged particles (accompanying
the fission decay of 252Cf) at very acute angles (<20°) with respect
to the fission fragment is now in progress. In another experiment,
the TFD response to selected mass (by time-of-flight and by
back-to-back coincident energy measuring techniques) groups of
fission fragments is observed and indicates a very strange pattern
of nuclear charge distribution for low total kinetic energy fission
events. Continuation of calibration studies using accelerated
heavy ions of known mass and energy is planned in order to complete our understanding of the TFD response dependence on charge,
mass, and energy of the transiting heavy ion. Studies of the proton32
induced fission of 2 Th and the fission-like break up of medium
mass nuclei when bombarded with heavy ions is planned for the
latter half of this year. Longer range plans would make use of
the more energetic heavy-ion accelerators (if available) for the
calibration of the TFDI) at higher energies (up to 7.5 MeV/nucleon)
and for heavier mass ions (up to 238U), followed by the application
of TFD methods to the study of heavy ion reactions in this higher
energy-heavier mass region and beyond.

03:39
STUDIES OF THE MASSES AND DECAY SCHEMES
OF LIGHT NUCLEI FAR FROM THE VALLEY OF BETA-STABILITY. Cerny, Joseph.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory:
Nuclear Chemistry Division).
Research in this project is directed toward characterizing the
properties of nuclei that lie on the limits of nuclear stability in
the lighter elements. The masses of these "exotic" nuclei are
used to test theoretical mass formulas that predict nuclear properties throughout the periodic table, while their decay schemes
are studied to search for new modes of radioactive decay.
Both conventional particles and heavy ions from the 88-inch
cyclotron are used to induce multi-neutron and multi-proton
transfer reactions capable of reaching hitherto uncharacterized
nuclei
and measuring their masses. Such reactions as t2C(3He,
9
611e) C have been used to study neutron-deficient nuclei and
reactions like 26Mg(6Li,9C)23F are under investigation to study
neutron-excess nuclei. These experiments utilize electronic
systems capable of determining the identity of the reaction
products and their energies even though only very low yields
are observed.
Nuclei far from stability often show interesting new decay
modes
such as beta-delayed proton emission or true proton
radioactivity-and are detected through their unique radiations.
A gas transport or helium jet system is used to sweep the nuclea reaction products to a remote area where high resolution,
low background data may be obtained. Studies of the decay schemes
of these nuclei provide a great deal of spectroscopic information
on nuclear energy levels, spins and parities; further, some of these
studies permit fundamental investigations of the beta-decay process itself and its interaction with nuclear symmetry principles.
PUBLICATIONS
Mendelson, R., Wozniak, G. J., Bacher, A. D., Loiseaux, J. M.,
and Cerny, J., Mass of 130 and the Isobaric Multiplet Mass
Equation, Phys. Rev. Lett., 25: 533 (1970).
Cerny, J., Esterl, J. E., Gough, R. A., and Sextro, R. G., Confirmed Proton Radioactivity of 53n'Co, Phys. Lett., B, 33: 284
(1970).
Ilardy, J. C., Esterl, J. E., Sextro, R. G., and Cerny, J., Isospin
Purity and Delayed-Proton Decay: 'iNe and 3Ar, Phys. Rev.,
C, 3: 700 (1971).
Gough, R. A., Sextro, R. G., and Cerny, J., Beta-Delayed Proton
23
Emission of AI, Phys. Rev. Lett., 28: 510 (1972).
03:40
NUCLEAR REACTIONS WITH POLARIZED PROTONS
AND DEUTERONS. Conzett, H. E. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
Polarized proton and deuteron beams are used to study the
spin-dependence of the interaction of these particles with nuclei.
Large spin-dependent effects are generally seen in nuclear
scattering and reactions involving protons and deuterons, so polarization experiments are essential for any realistic test of the
theory of these processes. The polarized-ion source has resulted
in polarized cyclotron beams above 15 MeV that surpass, in intensity and energy range, those few in existence at other facilities.
This makes possible many more-detailed investigations of the role
played by the nuclear spin in the nuclear interaction. Our present
work and future plans include:
(a) Measurements of the vector-analyzing power in d - '41
scattering between 15 and 45 MeV. These measurements es4
tablish He as a standard analyzer for vector-polarized deuterons above 15 MeV, where none had previously existed.
(b) Measurements of the vector-analyzing power of various
reactions induced with polarized protons and deuterons. These
result in unambiguous determinations of the spins of states of
the product nuclei and also provide detailed information on
the reaction mechanism itself.
(c) Development of a polarized neutron beam from the 3He(d,n)
4
Hie reaction, to be used in n-p scattering to answer the still
outstanding questions of the T = 0 nucleon-nucleon interaction.
PUBIICATIONS
Hardy, J. C., Bacher, A. D, Plattner, G. R., Macdonald, J. A., and
Sextro, R. G., Two-Nucleon-Transfer Reactions Induced by
Polarized Protons, Phys. Rev. Lett., 25: 298 (1970).
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Plattner, G. R., and Bacher, A. D., Absolute Calibration of Spin1
/2 Polarization, Phys. Lett., B, 36: 211 (1971).
Bacher, A. D., Plattner, G. R., Conzett, H. E., Clark, D. J.,
Grunder, H., and Tivol, W. F., Polarization and Cross-Section
Measurements for p-4He Elastic Scattering Between 20 and 45
MeV, Phys. Rev., C, 5: 1147 (1972).
Plattner, G. R., Bacher, A. D., and Conzett, H. E., Phase Shifts
for p-4He Elastic Scattering Between 20 and 45 MeV, Phys.
Rev., C, 5: 1158 (1972).
de Swiniarski, R., Bacher, A. D., Resmini, F. G., Plattner, G. R.,
Hendrie, D. L., and Raynal, J., Determination of Deformation
Parameters of 20Ne and 22Ne by Inelastic Scattering of Polarized
Protons, Phys. Rev. Lett., 28: 1139 (1972).
Harvey, B. G.,
HEAVY ION NUCLEAR REACTIONS.
03:41
and Hendrie, D. L. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Chemistry Division).
Heavy ion beams from the 88-inch cyclotron ('2C, tO, "2Ne) are
energy-analyzed so that the nuclear reactions that they induce in
targets can be studied with high-energy resolution in a magnetic
spectrometer. The spectrometer is equipped with a unique focal
plane detector that unambiguously identifies the heavy ions resulting from the nuclear reactions as to their mass and atomic
numbers.
thea) to study the mechanism of
Theurposes
project ofare
heavy ion nuclear reactions and b) to apply these reactions to the
study of nuclear structure. With objective a) in mind, relatively
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may well have valuable applications in other fields (perhaps for
medical radiography).
03:42
HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS INVOLVING
Markowitz, S.S. (Lawrence Berkeley
THE NUCLEAR SURFACE.
Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The purpose of this research is to study the mechanisms of
high-energy nuclear reactions, with special attention directed
towards understanding simple reactions that can occur at or near
the nuclear surface. By use of different nuclear projectiles available at LBL at the 184-inch synlchrocyclotron (protons, 31ceand
Hle ions) in the energy range of hundreds of MeV, and by selecting
carefully the target nuclides, it should be possible to see effects
of the recently postulated neutron-skin and/or alpha-particle clustering at the nuclear surface. The procedure experimentally involves bombardment followed by gamma and beta detection with
Ge(Li) and end-window gas proportional counters. Complex gamma
spectra are analyzed with the aid of appropriate computer programs following multichannel analysis. Work is in progress on
the system of Ge plus high-energy protons.
A proposal to study the mechanism of pion-induced nuclear
reactions (by Ph.D. Candidate, Norman P. Jacob, and Prof. S. S.
Markowitz) has been approved as a formal Research Proposal
at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). The purpose
is to use i7+and 7- mesons of various energies ranging about the
free-particle pion-nucleon resonance energy to study fundamental
interactions between pions and nucleons within nuclear matter.
Simple reactions of pions with light elements, such as carbon,
fluorine, oxygen, and others, will be measured by determining
the excitation functions for (m,,n) reactions. The project will get
under way in the summer of 1973, using the unique high-intensity
and variable-energy meson beams attained at LAMPF, and will
complement research done at Berkeley.
03:43
NUCLEAR REACTIONS INDUCEDELi,A
BY HEAVY IONS.
AT THE SuperHIlLAC: GENERAL RADIOCHEMICAL STUDIES.
Markowitz, S. S. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Chemistry Division.PUBLICATIONS
Nuclear reactions induced by the heavy-ion beams at the SuperHILAC are complex and varied in nature when heavy target ele-

ments like thorium or uranium are involved. Many groups will
be studying these reactions with a variety of physical or radiochemical methods. In the series of experiments contemplated
here targets will be bombarded at the SuperHILAC and analyzed
by radiochemical separation and measurement techniques with
the purpose of identification and measurement of the yield of
radioactive products with half-lives of a few minutes or longer.
From the pattern of products it is believed that much can be
learned about the nature of nuclear reactions induced by heavy
ions including such general reaction types as compound-nucleus
formation, cluster-transfer, spallation, and fission.
Myers, William D.
03:44
AVERAGE NUCLEAR PROPERTIES.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
A continuing program is underway for the calculation of macroscopic attributes of nuclei such as total binding and deformation
energies, density distributions, and properties of nuclear collective
dynamics. The approach employed places special emphasis on the
fact that many nuclear characteristics can be described in terms
of an
(where A is the nuclear mass
expansion in powers of A
number). This feature of nuclei, which has its origin in the satural
t on of nuclear forces, has alowed us to formulate a simple algebraic description of nuclei.
The name droplet model has been chosen for this description
since it is a natural extension of the well-known liquid drop model.
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addition when suitable shell effects were included, the method led
the prediction of super-heavy elements and fission isomers.
The formulation of this approach and its generalization to other
features of nuclei depends heavily upon concurrent studies cmploylng the Thomas-Fermi statistical nlodel. The Thomas-Fermi
calculations that were performed in support of the current version
of the droplet model are being extended to include highly excited
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The past emphasis on static properties is being replaced by

an increased concern with dynamical properties such as nuclear
viscosital and moments of inertia. The goal is to provide a unified
description of the essential features of nuclei important in the
various frontier fields of nuclear physics: In heavy-ion physics,

a description of interaction potentials, collective dynamics, and
amalgamation probabilities; in intermediate energy physics, a
description of nuclear density distributions which includes predictions of a neutron skin; and in nuclear astrophysics predictions of binding energies for use in r-process calculations and
calculations of stellar dynamics as well as predictions of the
nature of neutron stars.
PUBLICATIONS
Mers, William
., Nucl. Phys., A, 15: 387 (1970)
The Droplet Model, in Proceedings of the 1971 Mont Tremblant
International Summer School, University of Toronto Press, 1972.
03:45
NUCLEAR IRAGMENTATION INDUCED BY IIIGHENERGY PROJECTILES AT THE BEVATION.
Poskanzer,
A.
., and Hyde, E. K. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Chemistry Iivision).
The aims of the work are to study the mechanism of the production of nuclear fragments by high-energy projectiles and to
produce new exotic light nuclei. Targets are placed in the exte.nal beam of the Bevatron and the emitted nuclear fragments
are detected and identified using thin semiconductor counters
that measure their total energy, rate-of-energy loss, and timeof-flight.
Studies have been completed on the energy spectra and angular
distributions of helium through argon fragments from uranium
and silver targets. Extension of the work to lighter target nuclei
like aluminum is in progress. Extensions to heavier projectiles
are planned hen the Bevalac project, which links the SuperIIILAC to the Bevatron, is completed. This would allow the use
of projectiles as heavy as neon. A beginning is being made ith
the use of the high-energy alpha particle beam which is now
available at the Bevatron in sufficient intensity.
Previous
searches
for exotic new isotopes have produced
t
1
17
1Bit, 5B, and C. Searches for other nuclei, at the limits

Poskanzer, A. MI., Butler, G. W., and Hyde, E. K., Fragment
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Production in the Interaction of 5.5-GeV Protons with Uranium, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 882 (1971).
Hyde, E. K., Butler, G. W., and Poskanzer, A. M., Characteristics
of Fragments Produced in the Interaction of 5.5-GeV Protons
with Silver, Phys. Rev., C, -1: 1759 (1971).
Butler, G. \V., Poskanzer, A. M., and Landis, ). A., Identification
of Nuclear Fragments by a Combined Time-of-Flight, AE-E
Technique, Nucl. Instrumn. Methods, 89: 189 (1970).
03:46
EFFECTS OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN HEAVYION REACTIONS. Stephens, Frank S., and Diamond, Richard M.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The use of heavy ions can bring large amounts of angular iomentum into the colliding system, but so much angular momentum may be involved that a new feature can occur, namely, failure
of the compound nucleus to form because the centrifugal force is
too great. Even with impact parameters corresponding to somewhat smaller amounts of angular momentum that could be retained by a compound nucleus at equilibrium, non-compound
nucleus products may be formed because the colliding nuclei do
not hold together long enough to reach equilibrium; there are
local accumulations of energy (hot spots) on the nuclei where
they come into contact that evaporate particles or spall off fragments in the collision. These ideas were suggested as long as
10 years ago, but in recent years refinements in techniques have
made it possible to test them more directly.
We have carried out a study of the gamma rays emitted inbeam and out-of-beam from a target of 27AI irradiated by 2°Ne
of various energies. From the Doppler shifts observed with some
of the lines and from a study of the gamma yields as a function
of projectile energy and of target thickness, we have been able
to distinguish those transitions coming from compound nucleus
products and those from direct reactions. We plan to continue
these studies using other target-projectile pairs in order to try
to unravel what fraction of the cross section goes to compound
nucleus evaporation products, to fission products, to quasi-elastic
(transfer) reactions, and to the non-equilibrium escape reactions.
03:47
GENERAL FISSION RESEARCH. Thompson, S. G.,
and Moretto, L. G. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Chemistry Division).
The study of fission phenomena covering a wide range of targets, projectiles, and other conditions is planned. Some specific
examples are the following: i) measurements of fission barriers
for some medium-weight elements. Such data provide an important
basis for checking and improving recent most reliable mass formulas; 2) the energy dependence of the fission probabilities up to
high energies for a wide range of target projectile combinations;
3) contributions of high-order fission to the total fission probabilities; 4) study of total compound nucleus cross sections at
moderate and high energies are an important basis for items 1,
2, and 3 above; 5) influence of angular momentum on fission
probabilities-involved also in heavy ion reaction studies; 6)
fission fragment angular distributions (from aligned nuclei) provides information about transition states involved when nuclei
undergo fission and may also give information about the pairing
gap at the saddle point; and 7) studies of nuclear viscosities and
inertias as available from fission phenomena (also involved in
heavy-ion reaction studies).
PUBLICATIONS
Moretto, L. G., Thompson, S. G., Routti, J., and Gatti, R. C:, Phys.
Lett., B, 38: 471 (1972).
Tsang, Chin
STUDIES IN HEAVY-ION REACTIONS.
03:48
Fu. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
With the completion of the Super-Heavy-Ion-Linear-Accelerator
at Berkeley (and other heavy ion accelerators in Europe) a whole
new field is opened in the study of the process of heavy-ion reactions. Thus depending on the impact parameter in the collision of
heavy ions with a target nucleus, several phenomena may occur:
(1) many-nucleon-transfer reactions; (2) reactions in which the
projectile and the target nuclei fuse together, but fission immediately without equilibrium being attained for the fused system; (3) reactions in which the compound nucleus is formed, but is
unstable toward fission; and (4) compound nucleus formation. It is
the aim of this project to understand the general dynamic features
of these phenomena. Such an understanding is crucial in attempts
to produce super-heavy nuclei by heavy-ion reactions. Many
physical effects will have to be carefully considered, including
rotational effects, fusion-fission ("vibrational") inertia, competition between neutron emission and fission at high excitation
energies, and viscosity of the nuclear matter flow leading to the
formation of a ground state compound nucleus. The problem is'
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being attacked in two directions. First, simple models are constructed and experimental data are analyzed to extract the physics
of the processes. Correlations will be made and predictions by
extrapolations may then be possible. Second, more fundamental
microscopic calculations are done on the various physical effects
and then incorporated in the understanding of these reactions.
Thus, for example, we have made a microscopic calculation of
the rotational moment of inertia, and a calculation on the vibrational inertia by means of the Hill-Wheeler generator-coordinate
method is being considered. It is hoped that this project will be
able to throw light on what actually is happening in heavy-ion
reactions, and to suggest the optimum conditions whereby superheavy nuclei may be produced.
NUCLEAR REACTION AND FISSION STUDIES.
03:49
Gordon, G. E., Viola, V. E. Jr., and \'alters, W. B. (University
of Maryland, Department of Chemistry, College Park, lMd.20742).
The investigation of nuclear reactions induced by intermediateenergy projectiles is heing investigated with two objectives in
mind: (1) to understand nuclear reaction mechanisms, especially
fission, in heavy element targets, and (2) to apply the results to
understanding the origin of nature's elements. In order to test
theoretical models of nuclear fission at moderately high excitation energies, we are studying reactions induced in actinide ele4
ment targets with 6io- to 160-MeV He ions. These studies include
(1) total reaction cross section and elastic scattering measurements, from which nuclear reaction parameters are derived; (2)
fission fragment angular correlation measurements, which permit
the separation of compound nucleus from direct processes; and
(3) fragment angular distribution measurements that provide information about the nuclear shape at fission. A related problem
involves determination of the probability of producing highly
neutron-deficient nuclides by means of (4le,xn) and ( lle,xn)
reactions, where x is of the order of 10 to 15. We are attempting to use a new on-line counting technique which will permit
half-life measurements in the microsecond range.
We are also attempting two kinds of fission studies with the
use of Ge(Li) detectors to identify and measure intensities of
y rays from specific fission product nuclides: (1) by observing
fission products collected on foils placed at various angles to the
beam, we will measure angular distributions of specific products
from fission induced by charged particles from the cyclotron; and
(2) by observing fission products collected in foils placed against
252
a
Cf source, we will measure ranges for various mass chains to
search for fine structure of kinetic energy release previously suggested in the vicinity of double-closed-shell products of mass
A ~ 132.
In addition, we are determiining the probability of producing Li,
Be, and B isotopes in proton bombardments of light target nuclides. These studies are designed to test various theories for
the production of these elements in nature.
PUBLICATIONS
Minor, M. M., Salwin, A. E., Viola, V. E. Jr., Bondelid, R. 0., and
Theus, . B., The Use of Position-Sensitive Semiconductor Detectors in the Study of Heavy Element Nuclear Reactions, Nucl.
Instrum. Methods, 99: 63 (1972).
Viola, V. E. Jr., Minor, M. M., Salwin, A. S., Theus, R. B., and
Bondelid, R. 0., Direct Interaction Effects in the Fission of
4
238
U with 63.5-MeV He Ions, Nucl. Phys , A, 174: 321 (1971).
Sikkeland, T., Clarkson, J. E., Steiger-Shafrir, N. H., and Viola,
V. E., Jr., Fission Excitation Functions in Interactions of
tiB, t2C, 14N, and SF with Various Targets, Phys. Rev., C,
3: 329 (1971).
03:50
FISSION. Ferguson, R. L. (Pleasonton, F., Plasil, F.,
Schmitt, Hl. W., Physics Division). (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Studies of fission provide insight into the properties of nuclei
at extreme distortions and thus are very useful in testing the
limits of theory. Experimental determinations of such features
as the prompt neutron and gamma ray deexcitation of fission
fragments and the total kinetic energy released in fission of very
heavy nuclei afford powerful means of probing new theoretical
ideas.
We have recently measured the average number and energy
of gamma rays emitted within 5 nsec after fission, as a function
of fragment mass, for several cases of low-excitation fission and
find very interesting features that seem to be associated with the
deformability of the fragments. We are measuring prompt neutron
emission in the fission of 209Bi bombarded by alpha particles of
40 to 50-MeV. By varying the bombarding energy we hope to test
predictions of the liquid-drop theory in a mass region where it
has been shown to be reasonably applicable. We plan to measure
the average total kinetic energy of fragments from the fission of
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248Cm bombarded by 12C. This will allow us to test the prediction
of the "two-center model" of fission, that fission of compound
nuclei somewhat heavier than uranium leads to quite high kinetic
energies but that the kinetic energy released in fission of superheavy elements would again be lower.
PUBLICATIONS
Erdal, B. R., Wall, A. C., and Ferguson, R. L., Modes of Formation of Tin Fission Products, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 332763 (1971).
Ferguson, R. L., Plasil, F., Alam, G. D., and Schmitt, H. \V.,
Fission Fragment Mass Distributions and Kinetic Energies
for Spontaneous Fission Isomers, Nucl. Phys., A, 172: 33
(1971).
Roche, M. F., Troutner. D. E., and Ferguson, R. L., The Independent Yield of t2Ag from Thermal Neutron Induced Fission
23
235
of "U and
U, Radiochim. Acta, 16: 66 (1971).
Burnett, S. C., Ferguson, R. L., Plasil, F., and Schmitt, If. I.,
Neutron Emission and Fission Energetics in the Proton-ln233
duced Fission of
U and 238U, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 2034 (1971).
SECTIONS AND OTHER NUCLEfects
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V.(Oof
It is the purpose of this program to supply information on
neutron reaction rates of importance to an atomic energy program.
These rates are of importance in fission reactors and in fusion
devices, so that the energies covered range from thermal toy
d
thermonuclear. Atheough heavy element andg frission prodcto
thermonuclear. Although heavy element and fission product nuclides are of special concern, almost any nuclide is of potential
interest as a fuel, moderator, coolant, control clement, structural
material, flux monitor, or any reactant or product within a reactoractor
environment.
The measurements
measurements include
include thermal
thermal neutr
neutron
environment. The
cross sections, resonance integrals, fission spectrum neutron
cross sections, and cross sections for (d,t) neutrons. Measurements will also be made of fission product yields, half-lives, 7,
(neutrons/fission) for spontaneously fissionable nuclides, and
decay schemes where pertinent.
Activation cross section measurements are carried out largely
by radiochemical or mass spectroscopic techniques, which equire very much smaller samples (micrograms to picograms) than
are required by other methods of measurement and yet yield integral data of comparable accuracy. They thus complement the
absorption method which provides differential cross sections as
a function of energy but requires much larger samples. In cases
of rare or highly radioactive materials, the advantages of working with minute samples can be a decisive factor in the choice of
method.
PUBLICATIONS
Bemis, C. E., Jr., Druschel, R. E., lalperin, J., and Walton, J. R.,
Thermal Neutron Capture Cross Section and Resonance Integral
for 10.7-Year 85Kr, Nucl. Sci. Eng., 47: 371 (1972).
Bemis, C. E., Jr., Druschel, R. E., and Halperin, J., Effective
253
Capture and Fission Cross Sections for
Cf, Nucl. Sci. Eng.,
41: 146 (1970).

(Oregon
Thomas, T. Darr.
NUCLEAR REACTIONS.
03:52
State University, Department of Chemistry and Radiation Center,.
Corvallis, OR 97331).
The main objective of this program is the understanding of
low- and medium-energy nuclear reactions and fission. Recent
work has been primarily concerned with the initial encounter
between two complex nuclei and with the emission of long-range
alpha particles in fission.
In the first of these areas, we have considered the question of
whether two highly charged nuclei will distort one another during
the time of their interaction. The answer is important to the design of experiments for super-heavy element production. Future
work will involve experiments at the SuperHILAC at Berkeley and
at the University of Washington to measure elastic scattering and
nuclear reaction cross sections.
We also have done theoretical calculations on the formation of
so-called quasi-molecular states in the interaction of two carbon
nuclei at subbarrier energies. We find little theoretical reason
to believe that quasi-molecules are formed and conclude that the
resonances that have been attributed to quasi-molecules arise
from modified shape-elastic scattering.
Our fission research has been aimed at using the angular and
energy distributions of the long-range alpha particles to determine the parameters that describe the nucleus at scission. These
results provide tests of various theories of fission.
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PUBLICATIONS
ajagopalan, I., and Thomas, T. D., Angular252Distribution of
Cr, Phys. Ilev.,
Alpha Particles Emitted in the Fission of
:
C, 5 06-071 (1972).
__, and Thomas, T. D., Emission of Alpha Particles in the
23
Fission of 8U by 16- and 42-MeV Protons, Phys. Rev., C, 5:
1402-1409 (1972).
Mosel, U., Thomas, T. D., and Riesenfeldt, P., Ion-Ion Potentials
in a Two-Center Model, Phys. Lett., B, 33: 563-7(1970).
Riesenfeldt, Peter W., and Thomas, T. Darrah, Influence of
Nuclear Forces on the Coulomb Barrier in Ileavy-Ion Reactions, Phys. Rev., C, 2: 2448-2449 (1970).
Riesenfeldt, Peter W., and Thomas, T. Darrah, Effect of Nuclear Deformability on Reaction Cross Sections, Phys. Rev.,
C, 2: 711-720 (1970).
03:53
CHARGES OF IONS PRODUCED AS NUCLEAR REACTION RECOILS. Wolke, Robert L. (Universityof Pittsburgh,
Wherrett Laboratory of Nuclear Chemistry, Department of
Chemistry, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
The primary objective of this project is to determine the efof nuclear reactions on the extranuclear electrons of the
atoms involved. The method being used is to measure the degree
n
ionization of the recoiling nuclear reaction products, utilizing
aa spectrograph attached to the reaction chamber. Currently, some
ph attached to the reaction chamber. Currently, soe
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PUBCT
Wolke, R. I.., Sorbo, R. A., Volkar, M. A., Gangadharan, S., and
Mason, E. V. Jr., Instantaneous Charges of Recoils from Nuclear Scattering, Phys. Rev., Lett., 27: 1449 (1971).
03:54
THERMODYNAMIC STUDIES ON HEAVY ELEMENTS
AND STUDIES IN NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. Cobble, James W.
(Purdu University, Department of Chemistry, Lafayette, Indiana
47907).
When ordinary binary fission is induced in elements of atomic
number higher than gold using medium excitation energies (20 to
80 MeV), it was discovered in this laboratory that ternary fission
was also produced. It is the purpose of this research project to
study experimentally this unusual process and to elucidate the
mechanism of ternary fission. Ternary fission products observed
b radiochemical means to date range in mass and charge from
24Na to 45Ca. The very low formation cross sections vary sharply
with energy, and with the charge and mass of the compound
nucleus. By low-level radiochemical procedures the lower limits
of detection have been extended to fractions of nano-barns. In the
heavy elements, the ternary fission cross sections are observed
to increase into the microbarn range. If this trend continues, the
compound nuclei that can be reached by very heavy ions on uranium
may undergo ternary fission as a major decay process.
The present experimental program consists of bombarding
ariu target elements from gold to uranium with He,
C, and
t
ONc ions. A fraction of the ternary products recoil out of the
arget and are trapped on collecting foils, and then radiochema
eparated a
counted. The bombardments are being
carried out at various angles ith respect to the beam in an attempt to look at angular correlations and fission anisotropy as
well as to discriminate against spallation impurities.
I
te
research it may be possible to study the ternary
process by instrumental on-line methods if the cross section
increases as expected into the super-heavy" element range.
Thc ternary process is also a valuable probe for true compound nucleus formation when heavier and heavier ions are
used as bombarding projectiles. In such bombardments, the
differences between ordinary binary fission and spallation
PUBLICATIONS
Hinchey, R. J., and Cobble, J. W., Standard State Entropies for
the Aqueous Trivalent Lanthanide and Yttrium Ions, Inorg
Chem., 9: 917 (1970).
, and Cobble, J. W., The Thermodynamic Functions for
Pu3+ (aq) and the Entropies for Some Trivalent Actinide Ions,
Inorg. Chem., 9: 922 (1970).
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Uhl, D. L., McDaniel, T. L., and Cobble, J. W., Search for Evit
209
2 39
Bi, and
Pu by
dence of Ternary Fission Induced in 97Au,
Intermediate-Energy Helium Ions, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 1357
(1971).
Roginski, T. C., Davis, M. E., and Cobble, J. W., Fission of
4
232
Th Induced by Intermediate-Energy He Ions, Phys. Rev., C,
4: 1361 (1971).
03:55
DEEXCITATION PROCESSES IN NUCLEAR REACTIONS. Porile, Norbert T. (Purdue University, Department of
Chemistry, Lafayette, Indiana 47907).
The objective of this research program is the achievement of
a detailed characterization of the mechanisms of various highand medium-energy nuclear reactions.
Several investigations concerning the formation of neutrondeficient products in the interaction of uranium with 12-GeV
protons are in progress. These include a measurement of the
charge dispersion and recoil properties at A = 131, a study of
the isotopic yields and recoil properties of xenon nuclides, and
an investigation of the energy dependence of recoil properties
of neutron-deficient isobars with A = 131 between 1 and 29 GeV.
Preparatory studies for the investigation of nuclear reactions induced by previously unavailable projectiles or at heretofore unaccessible energies are in progress. The interaction
of silver with 200-GeV protons from the NAL synchrotron will
be studied and comparative measurements are currently being
performed at 12 GeV. An experiment to study the formation of
24Na from various targets irradiated by 100- to 400-MeV pions
from LAMPF is in preparation.
Various projects designed to provide a detailed understanding
of compound nuclear reactions induced by 10- to 20-MeV protons and a particles in medium A targets are in progress. A
study of the density of highly excited levels of 63Cu and 65Cu
populated in (a,p), (p,a), (a,a'), and (p,p') reactions is currently
being
being performed.
performed. Studies
Studies of
of the
the independence
independence hypothesis
hypothcsis and
and of
of
the effects on its validity due to iso-spin conservation and precompound
emission
are
being
perfome
lby
means
of
differential
compound emission are being performed by means of differentialRv.,
cross section measurements. The compound nuclei of interest
in this wseiork are 56Fe,
t4Znand 66Zn
nuc. ofSperber,
PUBLICATIONS
Chang, S. K., and Porile, N. T., Differential Range Study of the(1972).
"CCu(3He,a) Reaction at 32 MeV, Phys. Rev., C, 5: 1247 (1972).NUC
Kennedy, A. J., Pacer, J. C., Sprinzak, A., Wiley, J., and Porile,
N. T., Levels of 59Co Populated in Compound Nuclear Reactions,
Phys.
Phys. Rev_
Rev., C,
C, 5:
5: 500
500 (1972).
(1972).
Chang, S. K., and Porile, N. T., Differential Range Study of the
65Cu(a,an) Reaction at Intermediate Energies, J. Inorg. Nucl.
Chem.. 34: 413 (1972).
Panontin, J., and Porile, N. T., Charge Distribution and Recoil
Properties in the Fission of 208pb by 11.5 GeV Protons, .
Inorg. Nel. Chem., 33: 3211 (1971).
Beg, K., and Porile, N. T., Energy Dependence of the Recoil
23
Properties of Products from the Interaction of 8U with 0.4511.5 G.V Protons, Phys. Rev., C, 3: 1631 (1971).
03:56
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDIES. Preiss, Ivor L.
(Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Department of Chemistry,
Troy, New York 12181).
The objectives of the research are to determine the effects of
nuclear structure on nuclear reactions, and to elucidate details
of structure as it relates to nuclear deformation.
We have found that the photonuclear reactions of 51V between
40 and 100 MeV exhibit a character that cannot be explained by
the classical dipole absorption excitation process or a statistical
deexcitation. It is hoped that studies of other target and product
nuclei can be undertaken to determine whether the target and
residual nuclear structure influence photonuclear processes.
154
Isomerism has been found in 69Se, 70Se, "Se, and
Pm. The
isomerism in selenium argues for a deformed nuclear core,
while that of '54Pm indicates a deformation 30% larger than
anticipated. Decay scheme studies are being continued, in both
mass regions to determine the magnitude of deformation for Se,
t
and to ascertain whether 54Pm is an isolated case or whether
isomerism is a characteristic of the mass region. The possibility of isomerism due to a change in nuclear shape presents
itself. We have begun studies of various nuclear reactions to
determine whether a specific reaction mechanism may favor a
specific shape in the residual nucleus.
The reaction and decay studies are carried out at Yale, NBS
and SUNY-Albany accelerator laboratories, as well as at RPI.
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EXCITED STATES AND STATES WITH HIGH SPIN. Sperber,
Daniel. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Department of Physics,
Troy, New York 12181).
The purpose of the current research is the application of the
statistical model to the study of nuclear reactions in the region
of highly overlapping levels. Of immediate interest is the study
of (a) (c,xn) reactions for deformed nuclei, (b) heavy-ion-induced
reactions and reactions in which the compound nucleus is far off
the beta stability line, (c) reaction in which fission competes with
particle and gamma emission, (d) the statistical study of reactions that yield information about the double-humped barrier and
the inertial parameters as a function of deformation, and (e) the
study of possible heavy-ion-induced reaction for the synthesis of
super-heavy elements. As can be seen all problems concern
themselves with the highly excited and states with high spin in
heavy nuclei for which the statistical model is most appropriate.
The main philosophy in the present program is to formulate the
theory from first principles as far as possible and to reduce
the number of adjustable parameters to a minimum. Most observable quantities depend on the population of states in all intcrmediate and final nuclei as a function of time, energy, and
spin. Coupled integro-differential equations for the population
of states are derived and solved. From the calculated population
of states the observable quantities are evaluated.
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NUCI.EUT REACTION MEC ANIMS: MECHANISMS
OF
Blann,
. (University of Rochester,
HEAVY-ION REACTIONS.
Department of Chemistry, Rochester, N. Y. 14627).
The question of describing the mechansms of reactions betwee
large aggregates of nuclear matter, and in particular the conditions under which they undergo nuclear fusion, is very much an
open question. Our program is aimed at providing models for
this process. We are proceeding along two routes. The first of
these involves making highly precise experimental measurements
of the cross sections for various reaction channels in heavy-ion
reactions. We plan to pursue this program further at LBL SuperHILAC. The second aspect involves searches and/or development
of models that will give a basis for understanding the experimental
results. A gyrostatic model is presently under investigation, and
calculations with this model will be used to suggest more definitive
experiments.
PUBLICATIONS
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NUCLEAR REACTION MECHANISMS: NUCLEAR
EQUILIBRATION MODELS. Blann, M. (University of Rochester,
Department of Chemistry, Rochester, N. Y. 14627).
The question of the equilibration process in nuclear reactions,
what happens between the initial interaction of target and projectile and the achievement of equilibrium, is both an open and
an important problem. Our main thrust has been in the developing and testing of classical models that will permit prediction
of these phenomena. Such models will be very useful in treating
many other areas of nuclear reaction models; and indeed other
applications have already been made. We are currently pursuing
two paths in the development of these models. One is to evaluate
the intranuclear transition rate for nucleon-nucleon interactions
as a function of nuclear density and Fermi energy. The second is
to develop a model based on a Thomas-Fermi approach whereby
reactions induced by complex particles might be treated within a
preequilibrium model formalism.
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03:60NUCLEAR REACTIONS AND TRANSURANIC NUCLEIE. RGYuas
John R. (University of Rochester, Departments of Chemistry
andandPhysics,
York
Physics, Rochester,
R"chester' New
Nev
,
York 14627).
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.
.periments
The work in progress and proposed for this next year includes
studies of nucleon-transfer reactions (emphasizing the deformedy
studies
nucleon-transfcr
of
reactions (emphaszmg the defor-mlanthanide and actinide nuclei), nuclear fission, experimental
and theoretical nuclear level densities, nuclear reaction mechanisms, and the effects of chemical environment and high pressure
on electron capture. The nucleon-transfer reactions give infermation on the energies, spins, and parities of deformed nuclei
that are used to test various theoretical models of these nuclei.
The nuclear fission experiments are performed with heavy ions
to gain insights into questions of angular momentum, reaction
surfaces
mechanism, and potential
of highly
highly deformed
deformed
mechanis,energy
energy
and potential
surfaces of
nuclei. The question of nuclear level density is fundamental inexation
our understanding of nuclear statistical processes, and it is
especially important to study the effect of nuclear shell strucdensity. Information on the change in electron denture on level
t
sity at the Be nucleus with pressure is being investigated by
the change half-if.where
observing
in eectron-capture
observing
the change i electron-cfor
Mdirect
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MECHANISMS OF LOW-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS. Sarantites, Demetrios G. (Washington University,
Department of Chemistry, St. Louis, Missouri 63130).
The long-term goal of these research efforts is to advance
our detailed understanding of the mechanism of nuclear reactions below 100 MeV. Current efforts concentrate on experiments designed to provide quantitative information about
the parameters that describe the emission of prompt y rays
from nucleon unbound states, which in turn plays an important
of reactions such
cross sections
in determining the relative
y
y )
(apy) and a,2py) or (a,n ) and (e,2n
. Some of these parameters include the mean life-times, the multipole character and
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ANGULAR MOMENTUM EFFECTS IN NUCLEAR REACTIONS. Natowitz, Joseph B., (Texas A&M University, Department of Chemistry, College Station, Texas 77843).
Reactions induced by high-energy (~5- to 30-MeV/amu) heavy
ions are being utilized to study the role of angular momentum
on the production and deexcitation of highly excited nuclei. Two
basic experimental techniques, the use of dielectric track detectors and the use of semiconductor detector telescopes, are
employed to observe the various charged species (including recoiling product nuclei) that are produced during the reactions.
Emphasis is on the investigation of upper limits to the nuclear
angular momentum and on the effect of high angular momentum
on the statistical deexcitation process. The study includes an
exploration of rare modes of deexcitation such as heavy fragment emission and sub-barrier a particle emission which are
expected to be enhanced at high angular momentum. Future
emphasis will shift to the competition between various possible
reaction mechanisms for reactions with high-energy heavy ions
and the use of heavy-ion transfer reactions to obtain structural
information.

03:63
RADIOCHIEMICAL STUDIES OF NUCLEAR FISSION.
Wahl, Arthur C. (Washington University, Department of Chemistry, St. Louis, Mo. 63130).
The objectives of this investigation are to learn about the
charge and mass distributions of products of low-energy fission
processes and to use this information to help understand the
mechanism of nuclear fission. Current, studies are concerned
with effects of nuclear shells, especially the 50-proton shell,
on charge and mass distributions. Present evidence indicates
that heavy fragments from the very probably asymmetric modes
of fission have 50 or more protons, an indication that suggests
that enhanced nuclear stability, and/or possibly other ploperties,
associated with shell closure in nascent fission fragments is an
important cause for the high probability of asymmetric charge
and mass distributions. Further evidence concerning the importance of shell closure is being sought by measuring the cumulative yields of In fission products and the independent yields of
the complementary (for U fission) To fission products. For
possible use in the discovery and study of some of the very
short-lived (half-lives
1 see) indium fission products of interest, a rotating beta-recoil device has been built and will be
tested with Cs -- Ba decay pairs with known half-lives and
yields.
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FISSION STUDIES ON ELEMENTS 13EOW POLO03:64
NIUM. Neuzil, E. F.
(Western Washington State College, Department of Chemistry, Bellingham, Washington 98225).
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The main objective of this research program is to determine the characteristics of the charged-particle-induced fission
of elements lighter than polonium. Of concern arc the probability for fission, the type of distribution of fission fragments,
the change in fission probability with the change in bombarding
particle energy, and the effect of different bombarding particles
creating the same fissioning species. Current investigation
with elements and enriched isotopes of these elements from Re
to Tl indicated that the probability for fission decreases quite
rapidly as the atomic number decreases for fission induced by
the same particle at a constant energy. The probability for fission
drops exponentially for a given isotope as the energy of the bombarding particle drops. The distribution of fission fragments is
gaussian with a width at half-maximum of only two or three mass
units wide for Re isotopes at a bombarding energy of 41-MeV
helium ions, to about 16 mass units wide for T1 isotopes at the
same bombarding energy. No consistent trend has been observed
for the
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
IN :HE H
ELEENTS. Chasman, B. R. (Argonne NaLaboratory, Chemistry Division.)
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The purpose of this research program is to develop a good
heor
of efomednuclides with particula
theoretical description of deformed nuclides, with particular
on the heavy elements. The most important features in
such a description consist of the nuclear single particle potential
and the attractive two-body residual interactions. Our program
is being carried out on two fronts: (1) the calculation of nuclear
properties as determined by various models of the single particle
potential and of the residual interactions and (2) a long-term collaborative effort with the single nucleon transfer spectroscopy
program at Argonne.
Our theoretical studies of the single particle potential center
on the study of shifts and changes in energy level spacings induced by variations of the nuclear single particle potential. These
calculations are combined with the results obtained from the single nucleon transfer spectroscopy program to make a detailed
study of the nuclear single particle potential. We are in the process of completing such an analysis of the odd-neutron actinides
and are embarking on a study of the odd-proton actinides.
Residual two-body interactions lead to important nucleon correlation effects in nuclei. The most important of these residual
interactions is the pairing interaction. We have recently developed
a correlation method for the theoretical treatment of pairing
forces. We are trying, at present, to extend the method to the
treatment of more complicated residual interactions.
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PUBLICATIONS
Studies of the nuclear structure and reactions and all aspects of
the chemistry of the actinide elements.
03:65
SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ACTINIDE ELEMENTS.
Carnall, W. T.; Cohen,.D.; Fields, P. R.; Fried, S.; Morrison, J.;
Patterson, J. H.; Rajnak, K.; Sarup, R.; and Wagner, F. Jr.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
This program is concerned with the experimental measurement of actinide and lanthanide ion absorption spectra, the theoretical interpretation of the experimental data in terms of energy
level structure parameters, and the application of the results to
qualitative and quantitative analysis as well as to the prediction
of thermodynamic properties. Spectra both in solutions and in
solid
compounds
Tsolid
compounds are
are studied.
studied.r
LC
ae
The absorption spectra of Er^ : LaF and ErCL · 6I120 are 1being
investigated at low temperature and high resolution. Er3+(4ft) has
+.
energy level parameters that approximate those for U3 3 We have
in thedetermined
arameters for U and
observed
anomalies
in
the
parameters
determined
for
U3+ and
3+
Np that make it difficult to extrapolate to the structures expected
3+
for the heavier actinides. The study of Er
resulted in an undersecond-order
of certaininteractions
interactions that
standing3 of certainstanding
second-order
that are
are important
important
fit (f)
(f ) systems, and provided a basis for a more detailed
for f"t
3+
3+
spectra. Experimental studies of
interpretation of U and Np
/ the absorption spectra of the following systems are in progress
3+
and will extend into 1973 and 1974: Cm (aquo), BkC13, CfC 3 ,
Sm3+ (several crystal matrices), BkBr 3 . We expect the study of
the low-temperature crystal spectra of the heavy actinide compounds to be of particular value in developing an understanding of
their coordination chemistry.
The ab initio calculation of the corrections to the Hartree-Fock
theory due to electrostatic configuration interaction for a heavy
3+
ion, Pr
(4f2), represents the first attempt to derive theoretically
the values of the most important class of correction terms for the
theoretical model used in all of our work. The good agreement
with those values determined parametrically lends strong support
to the mode of approach we have taken. Further calculations in the
actinide
range are planned.
planned.
range are

~~~actinide
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03:67
NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSPLUTONIUM
ELEMENTS.
Fields, P. H.; Ahmad, I.; Barnes, R. F.; Sjobloln,
.
Argonne National Laboratory,
. K.;
d Wagner, F. Jr. (Argoe ational Laboratory
Chemistry Division.)
The primary aim of our research program is to identify the
single-particle states in the actinide region and measure alpha,
bates
in
eta, and gamma transition rates nvolvig these states. These
studies in conjunction with the current nuclear reaction spectroscopy at Argonne map out the Nilsson orbitals in the transplutonium region. Currently, we are investigating the decay scheme of
mt
7-h2OtFm.
(99%) by
by electron
electron
7-h Fm. This
This nuclide
nucide decays
decays predominantly
predominanty (99%)
Fm
cature Because of the expected high spin (/) for the
ground state, electron capture decay selectively populates the
5
t
high-spin states in 25 Es. We have identified the 7/2-( 14) and
t
9/+(624) proton states in 25 Es. This is the first time these two
states have been positively identified in any nucleus. The observed proton states will be helpful in checking the predictions
a
bout the super-heavy elements. The alpha adecayof stFm is
be
investigated with the help of an alpha magnetic spectromeerand high-resolution gamma and electron spetromeers.
We have already identified the 5/2+(622) and 9/2-(734) single-neutron
states in
Cf.c
'lWerecently completed the decay scheme of 238Am and identified
sevel
eecntly c
omple (EO) transitions in 238p. Wnth the aid
several electric monopole (E0) transitions in 23tPu. With the aid
^ofthis information several 0+ and 1- states in 238Pu were identi+
fied. The 0 states are of special interest to nuclear physicists
+
because so far these are not well understood. These 0 states are
also populated in (p,t) reactions on actinide targets. We plan to
investigate the decay scheme of other low-spin odd-odd nuclides
(like 2.1-h 25°Es) and measure the rotational constants and B(EO)/
+
B(E2) ratios for the 0 bands. This information will aid us in a
better understanding of nuclear structure.
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03:68
PRODUCTION OF ELEMENTS IN THE ACTINII)E
REGION.
Fields, P. R.; Ahmad, I.; Diamond, H.; Friedman,
A. M.; Sjoblom, R.; Lerner, J. L.; Barnes, R.; Cohen, D.;
Carnall, W. T.; Horwitz, E. P.; Fried, S.; Wagner, F. Jr.;
Glendenin, L. E.; Flynn, K. F.; and Gindler, J. E. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
In recent years our efforts have been concentrated on specific
nuclides of interest in the transcurium region. The primary interest has often been in their nuclear properties, and a number of
scientists with diverse interests and talents may collaborate on
producing a particular nuclide. Our principal production tools at
Argonne are the cyclotron and the isotope separator and highly
developed chromatographic techniques for the isolation of specific nuclides.
We often use accelerators located at other sites and with the
advent of the Berkeley SuperHILAC we expect to participate in ag
major cooperative program aimed at the production of many new
actinide as well as transactinide nuclides. If and when a heavyion accelerator becomes available, it will become one of our
most important production tools.
Coordinated efforts to produce relatively large amounts of
trans-californium elements for the purpose of studying fission
characteristics are continuing. Studies of the spontaneous fission
of 256Fm have been completed and the determination of the mass
yield
2SSFm is
yield curve
curve for
for the
the thermal
thermal neutron-induced
neutron-induced fission
fission of
of2Fm
ishin
in
progress. Studies of the neutron-induced fission of 253Fm and the
254
spontaneous fission of
Fm have been planned. It is anticipatedg
that much of our effort in 1973-74 will be directed at developing
the techniques for isolating nuclides of interest from targets irradiated in the Berkeley SuperHILAC. We will continue to investigate actinide nuclides that can be prepared in the ANL cyclotron
CHEMISTRY OF Np, Pu AND Am. Fields, P. R.;
03:69
Carnall, W. T.; Fried, S.; Cohen, D.; Barnes, R.; Sjoblom .on
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
The study of the physical and chemical properties of the
lighter actinide elements develops an understanding of their
chemical relationships to each other, to their electronic structures, and to the other elements in the periodic table.
A study of the structure of Np ions by means of the Raman
spectra of Np(V), Np(VI), and Np(VII) both in acidic and basic
solution is continuing. Attempts are also being made to measure
the molecular weight of the Np(V) species in basic solution using
ultrafiltration techniques. Preliminary studies show the molecular weight of NpV) to be > 1000 in dilute tetramethylammonium
hydroxide. Attempts to produce NpFS have been only partially
successful. X-ray analysis of one preparation revealed a pattern
isostructural with UF 5 , but this pattern was not observed in other
preparations. Mossbauer spectroscopy has shown that several
preparations contained mixed Np(V) and Np(IV) fluorides. Further
work is planned.
Investigations of the chemistry of Pu and Am in basic solution,
which is particularly important to separations procedures, and in
molten hydroxides, are in progress and will be extended to heavier
actinides.
Mossbauer studies with U, Np, and Am compounds are continuing in cooperation with members of the Solid State Science and
Physics Divisions.
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03:70
NUCLEAR PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF HEAVY
ELEMENTS.
Fields, 1P. H.; Diamond, H.; Ahmad, I.; Wahlgrcn,
M. A.; Barnes, R. F.; Sjoblom, R.; Wagner, F.; Gindler, J. E.; and
Friedman, A. M. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division.)
This program, in which cross sections, excitation functions,
the products of nuclear reactions, and fission are studied, is
aimed at producing the nuclides whose properties are to be investigated as well as determining the best methods for producing
heavy and super-heavy elements.
A sophisticated gas recoil chamber has been built to collect
and identify products from nuclear reactions with half-lives as
short as milliseconds. The chamber will be used at Argonne and
Michigan State University in studying nuclear isomers, neutrondeficient isotopes, and special delayed spontaneous fission isomers.
244
Investigation of the reactions of 29Cf,
Cm, and 241"243Am with
4
He and 3He are in progress. We have started the measurement
of electron binding energies in Am. Alpha groups associated with
25tFm decay will be investigated. Major emphasis in 1973-74 will
be given to heavy-ion reactions such as stripping, transfer reactions, compound nucleus formation, and fission using the Berkeley
Super/HILAC. Our ultimate aim is to be able to exploit fully the
great potential of this type of investigation through use of the
proposed Argonne heavy-ion accelerator.
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03:71
CHEMISTRY OF THE EAVIER ACTINIDES.
Fields,
P. . Fried, S.; Carnall, W. T.; Cohen, D.; Barnes, R.; and
Sjoblom, R. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
This investigation is directed to attaining a basic understandof the chemical reactions haracteristic of the heavier actinide elements. It also seeks to examie the relationship beteen
electronic structure, as revealed in absorption spectra, and
chemical properties.
With the increasing availability of the transcurium actinides it
has been possible to measure the first low-temperature absorption spectra of some of the pure halides of Bk and Cf. Preparation
a mg scale is being carried out using methods that had already
been devised for the microchemical study of these compounds.
The compounds are distributed as thin films over the inner wall
of a quartz tube, and light transmitted through the films is anaof the3+lowestlyzed. Results have so far established the energies
3+
and
lying levels in the chlorides and bromides of Bk and Cf
make it possible to deduce general trends in electronic structure
in the transcurium elements These studies will be extended to
nclude observations of the fluordes and iodides. At the same
time properties of the crystals produced are being examined
using x-ray and infrared spectroscopy. Possible volatile fluorides of Cf and Es are also under investigation. Solution absorption spectra of Bk and Cf are being studied in acid and basic,
particularly in carbonate, solutions, in conjunction with an investigation of oxidation-reduction reactions.
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03:72
PRODUCTION AND STUDIES OF THE NUCLEAR AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HEAVY ACTINIDE AND TRANSACTINIDE ELEMENTS.
Fields, P. R.; Unik, J. P.; Horwitz,
P.; Wolf, K.; Friedman, A.; Ahmad, I.; Stein, L.; Fried, S.;
Cohen, D.; and Bloomquist, C. A. A. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
The search for new elements has in recent years received
added incentive through many theoretical calculations which indicate that a region of enhanced nuclear stability, an island of
super-heavy elements, may exist as a result of predicted closedshell configurations of 114 protons and 184 neutrons. Studies of
the nuclear and chemical properties of this entire new class of
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elements could contribute a great deal to our understanding of
the nucleus and its electronic configurations. Unfortunately, the
high-energy heavy-ion projectiles that are needed to produce the
neutron-rich isotopes on this island of stability have not been
available from existing accelerators. We have attempted to produce very heavy elements using secondary reactions induced by
irradiating large quantities of heavy targets such as tungsten and
238
uranium with GeV protons. By bombardment of
U with 12- and
28-GeV protons, secondary products as heavy as 248Cf were observed to be produced. The effective cross sections for producing heavier elements are unfortunately so low as to prove impractical using existing GeV proton accelerators. However, the
powerful chemical separation and detection methods, as well as
the expertise developed during these earlier studies, will be
applied to searches for super-heavy elements produced using the
LBL SuperHILAC Accelerator in collaboration with the staff of
LB L.
HEAVY ELEMENT REACTION SPECTROSCOPY
03:73
3 :7 3
PROGRA Friedman,
MS.
A.
.; ACTION SPECTROSCOPYki,
J; ad
PROGRAMS.
Friedman, A. M.; Chasman, R.; Erskine, J.; and
Braid, T. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
The major purpose of this program is to understand the structure of actinide nuclei. For this purpose we have been engaged in
an experimental study of the properties of actinide energy levels
as seen by reaction spectroscopy at the tandem Van de Graaff
accelerator and the cyclotron. We have also utilized information
obtained by decay scheme experiments and have tried to correlate
the .'esults of all of these experiments with theoretical developments in nuclear structure.
We have recently completed a survey of the properties of neutron states in the actinides aund tested the more important properties of these states against current theories. We are now engaged in a study of the properties of proton states in this region
and of beta and pairing vibrational states. We have also begun a
survey of two quasiparticle states of both neutron pairs and
proton neutron pairs.
It is hoped that the results of the first of these investigations
will allow us to test the theoretical predictions for proton states.
We will use these and past results to find a theoretical description of the more complex collective states that we are now studying.
After completing these experiments in order to extend these
studies to more complex nuclear properties of the actinides, we
would require access to beams of heavier ions for transfer reactions, since it will be only by use of these heavier ions that one
can excite more collective nuclear properties or states of higher,
angular momentum.
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plans are being made to investigate the fission of any "superheavy" elements that may be produced by heavy ion reactions at
the Berkeley SuperHILAC.
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03:75
ATOMIC BEAM MAGNETIC RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE ACTINIDES. Goodman, L. S.; Diamond, H.; and
Stanton, H. E. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry and
Physics Divisions.)
Atomic beam magnetic resonance measurements of transitions
between Zeeman levels of neutral atoms can yield atomic and
nuclear magnetic dipole moments and nuclear (electric) quadrupole
moments. The values of these fundamental properties of atoms
and nuclei can be used to test and guide theoretical descriptions
of atomic and nuclear structures. The apparatus is sensitive to
radioactivity and can cope with the large quantities of radioactivity required. It has been used to establish the electronic
ground-state configuration of fermium, which is inaccessible to
optical spectroscopy and is now being used to study einsteinium
and fermium isotopes. Plutonium, neptunium, berkelium, curium,
and francium studies are under consideration.
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03:76
DYNAMIC CHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF SOME ACTINIDE COMPOUNDS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION. Sullivan, J. C.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
Kinetic investigations of oxidation-reduction reactions in
aqueous solution compose a fundamental class of time-dependenl
phenomena. The specific chemistry of the 5f transition elements
provides important information necessary for the development of
analytical and separation procedures as well as providing significant results within the framework of relevant theoretical descriptions.
Two systems currently under investigation are the equilibrium
ad kinetic studies of the reactions

RADIOCHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL STUDIES OF NU03:74
CLEAR FISSION. Glendenin, L. E.; Gindler, J. E.; and Flynn,
K. F. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
The thrust of this program is to investigate systematically both
by radiochemical and physical methods the spontaneous fission,
low-energy neutron-induced fission, and medium-energy (<50MeV) charged particle and photon-induced fission of availableNp(V)
heavy element nuclides. These studies include the distributions
of mass, nuclear charge, and kinetic energy of the fission fragments: the emission of y and x rays by the fragments; and angular
momentum effects. The objective of such measurements is to
provide ahthsis of information for the elucidation of the fission
process. A more practical objective is to provide information
germane to the development and operation of nuclear reactors.
Currently we are examining the kinetic energy and mass distributions for nuclides that fission either spontaneously or with
thermal neutrons. These include nuclides over a wide range from
22Th through 2s6Fm, including isotopes of Es and Fm that are near
the edge of what appears to be a new and interesting region of
symmetric fission.
The radiochemical and physical studies of the fission process
will be continued for the heaviest nuclides available. In addition,

Ru(NH3)+ + Np(III) = Np(IV) + Ru(NH3)
Ru(NH3) H

O 3+

+

+ Np(II) = Ru(NI 3 ) H202+ + Np(IV)

(1)
(2)

and the kinetic study of the reaction
(3)
2Np(V)
C
C
(OH)
Reactions (1) and (2) are the first studies of a redox reaction with
the neptunium ions where the process is constrained to proceed
by an outer-sphere mechanism. Such reactions are significant for
understanding the importance of relevant parameters in the
Marcus theory. Reaction (3) provides an opportunity to assess the
reactivity patterns of Np(VI) with a reductant of use in analytical
separation schemes.
The reactions of Np(VI) with the biologically significant R-SH
compounds are scheduled for early investigation. The kinetic
study of the reaction of Np(VI) with cysteine should yield information on the kinetic parameters that characterize the formation
of cysteine with an oxidant that reacts via an outer-sphere path.
Comparison with such kinetic parameters obtained in the welldocumented Fe(III) oxidation should contribute to a theoretical
understanding of the process.
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03:77
STUDIES OF NUCLEAR FISSION USING CHARGEDUnik, J. P.; Wolf, K.; and
PARTICLE NUCLEAR REACTIONS.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
Gorski, A.
Charged-particle nuclear reactions are currently being used to
produce a wide variety of fissioning systems with different angular momentum and excitation energy distributions in order to
study the properties of the nuclear deformation potential energy
surfaces, the fission scission point and the transition states.
Studies of scission-point properties now in progress are yielding
information on how the initial protons, neutrons, and excitation
energies of fissioning nuclei are partitioned between the two fission fragments. For example, studies of neutron emission from a
wide variety of different fissioning systems will provide information on the partition of excitation energy between the fragments
and the deformation of fission fragments at the moment of scis
sion. Research on the transition states and the potential energy
barriers are providing important information on the motion of
nucleons in extremely deformed nuclei (only achieved in the fission process) and the influence these parameters have on thecomparison)
final properties of the fission fragments. Current studies of
spontaneously fissioning isomers are providing detailed information on the properties of secondary minima existing in these fission deformation potential energy surfaces. Recently seven new
isomers have been discovered and studied extensively in the neptunium through berkelium region and these measurements are now
being extended to even heavier elements.
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03:78
RESEARCH IN NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY.
Choppin,
Gregory R. (Florida State University, Department of Chemistry.)
The principal objective in this research is the study of the
structural, thermodynamic, and kinetic parameters of the conplexation of the trivalent lanthanide and actinide elements in
aqueous solution. The gradual change in cationic radii provides
a unique opportunity to investigate cation charge density and size
effects in hydration and complexation. Correlation of data from
optical spectroscopy, potentiometry, calorimetry, and solvent extraction has supported a model of ionic bonding with large coordination and hydration numbers. A correlation between the
basicity of the ligand and the inner vs outer sphere nature of the
complexes has been noted. A series of fluoro- and chlorosubstituted acetate ligands varying from weakly to strongly basic
are being studied with Am(III) and Eu(IlI) to define the variation
of complex type with basicity more precisely. The complexes
formed with several dibasic organic ligands such as squarate and
croconate are under investigation to evaluate the steric effects of
the ligands upon the thermodynamics of complexation.
A kinetic study of actinide exchange in EDTA complexes indicates that the amino groups are not involved in the complexes but
play a role in the kinetics via protonation. The tetracarboxylate
analog of EDTA in which methylene replaces the arino groups is
being synthesized to study the thermodynamics and kinetics of its
complexation with the lanthanides and actinides as a test of the
Transplutonium
of the EDTA
complexes,
models of the EDTA complexes.
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03:79
MASS SPECTROMETRIC SEARCH FOR 244Pu IN
NATURE. Mlewherter, J. L.; and Rourke, F. M. (Knolls Atomic
Power Laboratory.)

Small traces of
Pu may occur in natural material, either as
amounts of primordial 244Pu (half-life 8.3 x 107 years) or
possibly as a minor component of the cosmic ray flux.
In conjunction with chemists at Los Alamos Scientific Labowho
^ratory
isolated the plutonium fraction from a large mineral
deposit of bastnaesite ore we recently were able to further purify
and detect 2 x 107 atoms of 244Pu using the KAPL three-stage
(tandem magnetic plus electrostatic) mass spectrometer. Current work includes an attempt to confirm the presence of 244Pu
from considerably larger amounts of the same deposit and in
addition to also search for 244Pu in recently obtained lunar material, as well as more recent terrestrial minerals that might
incorporate 244Pu from a steady-state cosmic ray origin.
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03:80
ACTINDE AND LANTHANIDE CHEMISTRY.
Edelstein, N. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Chemistry Division.)
The basic purpose of this project is to incease substantially
knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of the
e elements and their ompounds, and (for purposes of
of the lanthnide
and their compounds.
cThese studies are
t intended to clarify and extend
t
cmrelationship
ons
the
between electron configuration and the chemical, magnetic, and
optical properties of the elements and their ions, particularly in
the solid state.
agetic and electronic spectral data of actinide compounds
Magnetic and electronic spectral data of actinide compounds
have been principally interpreted on the basis of a model of point
charges. Direct evidence for the inadequacy of this model is
from the appearance of extra structure (superhypcrfine
in the electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of
some actinidc ions diluted in a cubic lattice, CaF 2 . This structure arises from the interactions of these ions with the fluorine
ions. Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) measurements
have shown much larger lig'ad interactions in the 5f actinide
series than in the 4f lanthanide series due to the more extended
nature of the 5f orbitals. These types of measurements will be
extended to other transition ions in various host crystals.
Another type of compound in which it is believed covalent (or
bonding) effects are predominant is the bis(cyclooctatetraenyl)
+
4+
actinide(IV) complexes. So far it has been shown that ThI , U ,
4
4+
Np +, and Pu form a "sandwich" complex with two eightmembered planar cyclooctatetraenyl rings similar to the structure of ferrocene. The available magnetic evidence indicates f
orbital participation in the 7 bonding predominating in these complexes. Synthetic magnetic and optical spectral work are being
continued to elucidate the bonding in this unique type of complex.
There has been much speculation on the role of f electrons in
the bonding of actinide metals. It now appears that beyond atomic
number 94 the 5f electrons become localized. With the present
availability of milligram quantities of the heavy actinides through
Cf a program to synthesize very pure metals of Am, Cm, Bk, and
Cf has been initiated. X-ray crystallographic studies and magnetic susceptibility measurements from 2 to 300°K will be made on
these samples. It is hoped this information will provide a better
understanding of the bonding properties of the actinide metals.
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03:81
SEARCH FOR SUPERHEAVY ELIEMENTS BY ONLINE IDENTIFICATION IN SASSY SYSTEM. Ghiorso, A.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division.)
To expedite the quest for the hypothesized super-heavy elements that are expected to be made as the result of heavy ion
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reactions at the Berkeley SuperHILAC, we have developed a very
efficient apparatus to which we have given the name SASSY, an
acronym that stands for Small Angle Separator System. The aim
of the system is a separation of the desired recoil products according to their velocity, mass, and nuclear charge. SASSY should
accomplish this separation with good enough resolution to allow
the first sensitive survey of the possibilities of super-heavy element
bombardment.
ment production
production by
by means
means of
of heavy-ion
heavy-ion bombardment.
The instrument works in the following way. After a super-heavy
recoil
has been
let us assume a 100erecoil atom
atom has
been ejected
ejected (for
(ior example,
examplewhlet
passume
a 100MeV
l
recoil from the interaction of 76Ge with 232Th), it passes
undeflected
a
velocity
through
separator
in
vacuum
while
the
nundeflected through a velocity separator in vacuum while the impinging heavy ion beam is bent completely into a faraday cup. The
super-heavy particle then passes through a thin-window multiwire
proportional counter into a gas-filled magnetic field region. The
counter records for each particle the x- and y-positions, the time
within a couple of nanoseconds, and an approximate value of its
dE/dz in the counter gas. Within the gas-filled region the recoil
undergoes a very large number of charge-changing collisions so
that its behavior in the magnetic fields is defined by its mean
charge state and thus is the same as every particle with the same
nuclear charge, velocity, and mass. The recoil is thus focused
and bent by quadrupole and homogeneous magnetic fields, and it
passes through a second transmission counter into a region where
its final detection can be accomplished by solid state devices.
The two proportin
ctyofs eah
the solidl
velociddetectors
cunerseaure.
f curvature. The
Thande
itw magnetic
proportionraliu
mcradius of
and
its
energy
radioactive decay balso
sure the
and recoil
any subsequent
by
emissio or sponanyeous
n
fission.Alterntive detect
suretalpha
alpha emission or spontaneous fission. Alternative detection
methods include the use of nuclear emulsions and characteristic
x-ray measurements.
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AND03:82 NEW-ELEMENT CHEMISTRY-ELELkMENTS-104,
J. M and 0,
ANDBEYOND. Ghiorso, A.; Nurmia, iM.; Nitschke, J. M1.; and
Hulet, E. K. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry
hDivisionI
ad-0
a.) atpeetb
roue
na
Elerneiits-104 and -105 can at present be produced only at a
rate of a few atoms per hour. In addition, the half-lives of even
the longest-lived known isotopes of these elements are only a few
tens of seconds. Thus it has been necessary to develop an entirely new type of instrument-a computer-controlled chemistry
machine--to perform the hundreds of repetitive experiments
needed to determine the chemical behavior of a sufficient number
of the newly synthesized atoms. This machine was partially tested
with element-104, and its first main task will be to study the so
far unknown chemical characteristics of element-105, hafnium
It can automatically perform a complicated chemical separation
and study the radiations from a number of different fractions
under direct computer control. The experimenter can give directions to the computer and change the procedures by means of a
teletypewriter terminal.
Using this apparatus, present plans envision a comprehensive
investigation of the chemical properties of elements-104 and -105
in collaboration with members of the Nuclear Chemistry Division
of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. Both ion exchange and
hydrolysis types of experiments will be performed. Depending on
the success of the first experiments the future chemical studies
can be extended as needed. The question of heavier element
chemical research will depend on yields and half-lives.
03:83
QUANTUM MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLE TRANSFER BETWEEN HEAVY IONS. Glendenning,
Norman K. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry
Division.)
There is a rapidly developing body of experimental data on
reactions between heavy ions. Such reactions in which several
nucleons are transferred makes possible, in principle, a dotailed study of the correlations between nucleons in the nucleus.
In the collision between ions of large Z, Coulomb excitation may
become very important, so that states whose parentage is based
very largely on collective excited states should be populated with
greater probability than in transfer reactions involving light
nuclides that have been most intensively studied in the past. It
might be thought that a quantum mechanical calculation of the
transfer reaction under conditions where Coulomb excitation is
important would entail the usual difficulties associated with the
long range of the Coulomb field, and semi-classical descriptions
have been formulated. However, these difficulties do not in fact
arise in the transfer process, because a close collision is required
in order to transfer neutrons. A fully quantum mechanical treatment is therefore feasible. It is clearly a prerequisite that the
reaction mechanism involved in heavy-ion transfer reactions be
understood before they can be used effectively in the study of nuclear correlations. It is the aim of this project to investigate by
means of appropriate model calculations what role the Coulomb
excitation process will play in transfer reactions.
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Studies of spontaneous fission in which the isotope 252Cf is used
ined.
easueents of the prompt radiations
.g.
will be continued. lMeasurements of the prompt radiations, e.g.,
neutrons, A rays and x-rays associated with events in which the
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in the fission proces. Exr
amples o experiments to be done in the near future are given
below. 1 More-accurate measurements of the lifetime of the
prompt fragments for y decay should give, for example, more
precise information concerning the extraordinarily large defereaations of fragent nucle in the region near mass 100. 2)
p of -u states of even-even fission fragsurements of g-ctors
ments y observing perturbed angular correlations of gamma
ransitions from fragments recoiling into magnetized iron will
be
a
3 ) M o r e ac cu r a t e
measurements of the number of neutrons emitted by fragments of known masses and kinetic energies
This per
apparatus
liquid
scintillator.
be
made
using
a
large
will
of neutrons
fission will
fo
the number
also be sed to measure
be used to measure y, the number of neutrons per fission for
several heavy nuclei. 4) Studies will be made of fission events in
hich to or more long range particles, e.g., to alpha articles,
are emitted. Such data may provide information on the times associated with the division of nuclei. 5) Studies will be conducted
the decay properties of odd-mass fission fragments. If certain
relationships can be discovered by studying the y spectra, it may
be possible to work out decay schemes just as was done successfully for more than 30 even-even fission fragment nuclei. 6) Fission properties of super-heavy nuclei (if produced) will be
studied. Measurements will be made of kinetic energies of frago n
t
n

ments and the number of neutrons, %,emitted per fission event.
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STUDIESOF THE MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
LARGE NUCLEI BY MEANS OF H'EAVY-ION REACTIONS.
Thompson, S. G.; and Moretto, L. G. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division.)
A large variety of heavy ions will be available at the SuperHILAC. These complex projectiles will allow us to study the
macroscopic dynamic properties of very large nuclear systems, as they can be described for instance by the liquid drop
model. a) The experimental determination of Coulomb barriers
will give information regarding the initial phase of the interaction.
The effects of the ground state deformation and the deformation
induced by the mutual repulsion can be studied in such a fashion.
b) As the two nuclei come in contact, the system will tend to
equilibrate both in shape and in charge-to-mass ratio. The measurement of the mass and charge distribution of the fragments
produced at this stage will give information about the different
relaxation times involved and possibly about viscosity. It will
also be possible to test some hydrodynamic predictions, already
verified in different liquids, like "splash back" reactions. c) As
the relaxation processes terminate, a compound nucleus is formed.
Heavy ions make possible the study of the equilibrium properties
of compound nuclei not only as a function of excitation energy but
as a function of angular momentum as well. For small angular
momenta, the compound nucleus should flatten. Above a critical
angular momentum, the compound nucleus should become very
elongated. The shape of the evaporation spectra of charged partides should confirm such predictions, d) The compound nucleus
can decay in various ways. Some modes involve large displacement of nuclear matter, for example fission or the emission of
complex particles. These processes can also be studied as a function of excitation energy and angular momentum, and they provide
valuable data concerning the static and dynamic properties of nuclear matter.
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"EFFECT OF NUCLEAR SHAPE ON ELECTRONIC
ORBITALS OF SUPER-HEAVY ELEMENTS."
Waber, James T.
(Northwestern University, Department of Materials Science,
Technological Institute.)
Precise calculation of the x-ray transition energies has been
investigated as one means of identifying super-heavy elements.
It appears to be feasible. However, various relativistic quantum
electrodynamic corrections that are difficult to calculate accurately reduce the present reliability.
One interaction between electronic orbitals and the nucleus,
namely, the hyperfine splitting, has been investigated using multiconfigurational relativistic Hartree-Fock wave functions. The
new treatment has resulted in improved agreement with experimental results.
Another interaction, the isomer shift in Mossbauer spectroscopy, has been reformulated more precisely in terms of the
difference between four relativistic integrals.
There are plans to investigate chemical compounds of superheavy elements using the a-cluster method modified to include
relativistic effects.

HEAVY ELEMENT CHEMISTRY

The purpose of this program is to investigate the properties and
reactions of lanthanide and actinide oxides and hydroxides, the
oxides being both as dispersed, hydrated colloids and as ceramics.
The studies include the conversions to ceramic carbides and nitrides and their reactions, including determination of reaction rates
and identification and control of stable and metastable phases. The
colloids studied range from concentrated sols as utilized in solgel processing to extremely dilute dispersions significant to waste
streams, etc. Colloid electrical double-layer barriers and the
dispersion aggregation behavior they control are being studied
both theoretically by computer modeling and experimentally by
chemical methods including electrophorcsis, streaming current,
conductinetry, diffraction, and microscopy.
Crystal structures of the transplutonium oxides and hydroxides
are being examined by electron diffraction, more suitable than
x-ray diffraction for the high-specific-activity isotopes. Controlled
oxidation of urania sols is being correlatedx with degree of crystallinity, zeta potential, and degree of aggregation of the colloidal
particles. These studies, together with flow and stability studies of
various mixed sols, are coordinated with theoretical modelling
studies. Current studies of carbothermic and nitrogen-carbothermic reactions and products, e.g., for use in reactor fuels, will
be extended to hydrolysis of lanthanide and actinide carbides to
produce synthetic hydrocarbon fuels.
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(Tokyo), 20: 8 (1971).
R. D.; and Haire, R. G. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ChemiLindemer, 1'. B., and Bradlcy, R. A., Kinetic Models for the Syncal Technology Division.)
thesis of (U,Pu)O,_yby Hydrogen-Reduction and Carbothcrmic
Now that significant quantities of transuranium elements are
Techniques, J. Nucl. Mater., 41: 293 (1971).
available, a systematic study of actinide element chemistry and
of comparative lanthanide element chemistry is being carried out.
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STU1IES IN THE IIEAVY
03:89
These studies will materially increase our basic understanding
ELEMENT REGION. Bemis, C. E. Jr., Silva, R. J.; Dittncr,
of the actinide series. This program includes solution chemistry
P. F.; (Ford, J. L. C. Jr.; McGowan, 1. K.; Stclson, P. 1.;
(with particular emphasis on complex formation) and the prepara(Oak
Milner, W. T.; and Robinson, R. L.; Physics Division).
tion of solid actinide compounds and their characterization by
Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
x-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, thermogravimetry, difThe behavior of nuclear matter is determined to a large extent
ferential thermal analysis, and metallographic examination. Exby level structure and shape effects. Thus, particle scattering and
perimental work on the hydroxides is nearing completion. Phase
Coulomb excitation experiments on those heavy nuclei that shed
changes for sesquioxides of the actinides, americium through
light on these properties are being pursued; for example, single
einsteinium, have been investigated from room temperature to
proton states in 249Bk were obtained from the energies of the dcuthe melting points. Metals of the actinide elements, americium
4
terons and tritons emitted in the ?"4Cm(3He,d) and ( He,t) reactions.
through einsteinium, were prepared by reduction of the oxide with
Similarly, nuclear levels of 236U are being obtained via inelastic
lanthanum. Crystal structures of the metals were studied by
deuteron-scattering experiments. Also, knowledge of ground-state
electron-diffraction techniques from 20 to 1000°C; phase transideformations, static and transition electric quadrupole and hexations and melting points were determined. At the present time,
decapole moments, and lifetimes of excited nuclear states are
emphasis is given to preparation and identification of compounds
being obtained for a number of even-even transuranium isotopes
containing divalent and tetravalent actinides. Comparative studies
from Coulomb excitation studies.
of the lanthanides and actinides will include preparation, identiInvestigation of states in the first potential well (but connected
fication, and hydrolysis of carbides.
to states in the second well) gives further insight into the states at
large deformation. The products of fission isomerism via Coulomb
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drupole and Hexadecapole Deformation in 230Th and "U, Phys.
Electron-Transfer and f - d Absorption Bands of Some
Rev. Lett., 27: 1741 (1971).
Lanthanide and Actinide Complexes and the Standard (III-IV)
Oxidation Potentials for Each Member of the Lanthanide and
Actinide Series, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 2503 (1971).
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A STUDY OF COMPLEX NUCLEAR REACTION
03:88
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF ACTINIDE
OXIDES. McBride, J. P.; Haire, R. G.; and Morse, L. E.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division.)

MECHANISMS INVOLVING HEAVY IONS AND HEAVY TARGET
NUCLEI. Hahn, R. L., and Dittner, P. F., (Toth, K. S., Physics
Division), Keller, O. L. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
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The use of heavy ions allows experimenters to progress to new
frontiers in nuclear interactions. As the complexity of the bombarding ion increases, the number and complexity of reaction
paths increase thus leading to a large variety of product nuclei
The study of heavy-ion reactions provides important information
to our understanding of the interaction of nuclear matter and, at
the same time, aids in the discovery of new and better methods of
production of the heaviest elements and isotopes.
The effects of projectile mass and atomic number, angular
momentum, and shell structure upon such quantities as the total
reaction cross section, Coulomb barrier height and shape, and the
probabilities for fission and complex emission are being measured
12
for the ions C, "N, t10 , and 20Ne. The excitation functions,
4energies, and angular distributions of the light-ion
238 products (i.e.,
and
He, 8Be, etc.) produced in .2C
the bombardment of
U with
160
are
being
determined
with
an
E-AE
particle
identification
l~O are being determined with an E--AE particle identification
of 244Cf
system. In addition, the energy and angular distributions
r
and 245Cf nuclei produced in the reactions 238U(t2C,5n and n) and
39pu(12C ce2nand u3n) are being determined by alpha counting of
2 being determined by alpha counting of
239pu('2C. 2n and a 3n) are
11Pu
)arebeing
ct n ands
deerindyltlion
collected recoils.
These studies will be extended to other heavy element targets,
complex projectiles (Ne to Ar).
w4Am,
and to more
'e g., 20Pb and
For this, improvements in the ORIC ion source will be necessary,
so that the heavier ions will have sufficient energy to penetrate the
barrier.
,,oulomb~~~~
Coulomb barrier.
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Halperin, J., Stoughton, R. V
TRON MULTIPLICITY COUNTING.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry
and Druschel R. E.
Division.)
An unexpected stability has recently been predicted for nuclides
near closed shells at Z = 114 and higher. If such nuclei were
formed in stellar nucleosynthesis, the half-lives predicted suggest
that detectable amounts would remain in nature.
Since such super-heavy elements (or their daughters) are expected to decay by spontaneous fission and since the number of
neutrons per fission (7) is calculated to be very high (~10), we have
assembled a neutron multiplicity counter to search for such nnclides. The counter accepts samples of about 50 kg and has a sensitivity of about 1 spontaneous fission (of high lo) per day .
This technique has two main advantages over others. The large
sample size allows measurements without prior chemical separation (which entails possible loss of an element of imperfectly
known properties), and the insensitivity to y rays allows study of
rather
rather hot
hot ,acceler-ator
accelerator targets.
targets.
With this counter, we are examining a wide range of naturalials
samples, and intend to examine accelerator targets as they become
available. A growing number of accelerators is able to provide
of and intensity to test the posadequate
energ
heavy-ion beams ofheay-ion
adequate beas
energy
sbilitysuch
super-heavy
:ynthesizing nuclidcs.C
nuclies
suchofsuper-hcavy
sibility of synthesizing
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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ACTINIDE ELEMENTS AND
03:92
THEIR COMPOUNDS BY ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY. Krause,
M. O. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
Electron spectroscopy offers a powerful approach to the determination of binding energies of electrons in atoms. The host atoms
can be located in gases or in solids so that environmental effects
can be pinpointed. Two aspects of the binding energy are particularly interesting in the actinide region because they can only be
studied there. One is the second-order relativistic corrections
that enter into the calculation of binding energies from first principles, and the second is the behavior of the 5f electrons with
chemical binding.
An evaluation of inner shell binding energies and x-ray energies
of the actinides is being made to test such theoretical predictions.
Further, photoelectron spectrometry is to be used to measure
binding energies with high accuracy in free Am atoms, where solid
state and chemical effects are eliminated.
In the lanthanide region, electron spectroscopic studies on cornpounds such as the fluorides have already yielded fruitful results
in the determination of the location of the 4f electrons, their spinsplitting, and their energy shifts as a function of atomic number
through the series. Similar information will be most helpful in the
development of an understanding of the bonding in the actinide
region since the data are expected to be amenable to theoretical
treatments already developed in our laboratory.
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(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
In the actinide region the direct determination of such quantities
as oxidation potentials, heats of sublimation, ionization potentials,
and heats of solution, has proceeded slowly because of manifold
experimental and theoretical difficulties. Recently, however, we
have been making considerable progress in the theoretical predicof unknown oxidation potentials in the heavv elements, and
these predictions have been instrumental in directing new experimental efforts. For example, guided by these predictions, we have
u s t prepared the first compounds of divalent actinides (californium
just
reared the first compounds of divalent actiides (californum
dibromide and americium diiodide), and a polarographic determicalifornium
has just been
e and am
m iiodide, and
dibo
of the II-HII oxidation potential of californium has just been
completed.
The techniques used to predict oxidation potentials have now
been extended to allow the estimation of heats of sublimation and
solution in the actinide region. These estimates indicate that some
presently accepted data are in error. Although interest in thermodynamic properties at the end of the actinide series is high, such
properties for elements 100 (fermium) and beyond will be available
only from theory because the quantities potentially available arc
so small. This points up the value of our theoretical approach and
also indicates the importance of obtaining experimental values for
all the elements possible, so that the theoretical values will have
as much experimental validation as possible.
03:93
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SOLID STATE AND SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OF TIIE
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS. Peterson, J. R. (Consultant from
University of Tennessee), Burns, J. H., Baldwin, W. H., (Baybarz,
R. D., Chemical Technology Division). (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
A major interest in the transuranium elements is the bonding
exhibited in solution and in crystals. Our studies of bonding range
from the metals themselves through binary compounds, such as
oxides and halides, to relatively complex compounds that sometimes include organic moieties. We aim to establish the bonding of
the various transuranium elements in a variety of states of cornbination by structural, thermodynamic, spectroscopic, and magnetic measurements on appropriate elemental or compound samples.
Our studies of the metallic state have been directed to berkelium.
It was first prepared here, and its melting point and the structures
of its two modifications were determined. We plan to study magnetic properties of the two modifications and to obtain the heat of
solution of the element.
Neptunium was first coerced into the oxidation state of VII in the
USSR, through a complex ion of only guessed-at identity. We have
worked out a crystal-growing technique to obtain single crystals
of compounds such as LiCo(NII 3) 6Np 2 O8(OH) 2 *2 H2 0 which we have
shown by x-ray diffraction to contain the square planar NpO- ion.
This suggests that NpO4(OI1) t - may occur in strongly alkaline
solution, and we are planning to examine its structure spectroscopically. We also plan to see whether fluorine can be substituted
for oxygen while maintaining the neptunium in the VI state.
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40 seconds). Also, at the
tion of element-105 (using 262105, T,,
Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron, we have initiated studies of the
chemistry of lawrencium, element-103, using the three-minute
isotope
of mass 260. Since element-103 is the last member of the
l
actini e series, and elenient-104 the first member of the transthese experiments arc looking at a point where the
chemistry should change drastically with a change of one in atomic
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SEARCH FOR NEW TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS AND
ISOTOPES. Silva, R. J.; Bemis, C. E. Jr.; Dittner, P. F.;
Eichler, E.; Hahn, R. L.; Keller, O. L.; and Mallory, M. L.;
(Oak Ridge
D. C. Hensley and C. D. Goodman, Physics Division).
National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.)
The heavy actinide and transactinide elements lie at the
presently known limit of nuclear matter. The investigation of
their stability and structure provides important information for
nuclear theories and suggests directions for improved stability
calculations. The study of alpha, gamma, and fission properties
can lead to more detailed knowledge of the nuclear energy levels
of the heaviest elements and to a better understanding of these
nuclear decay processes,
Currently, we are attempting to produce the new element-106 via
2
the 2"4Cf('8O,4n) "G310 reaction. Because of the half-lives (millisec.)
and low product rates (a few atoms per day), a large fraction of
our effort is directed toward the development of techniques for the
fast isolation of product nuclei and the identification of atomic numhers and mass numbers. For example, on-line energy, velocity
and mass analysis systems as well as fast gas-phase chemical
separations are being developed. In addition, the alpha-x-ray
2t
technique for Z identification, developed for element-102 ( 5No),
25
is being applied to element-104 ( 71 04 ). A gas-jet capillary system is being developed for rapid transport of product atoms in
high yield over a distance of several feet. to a shielded area. The
alpha x-ray technique can then be used for decay studies of nuelides with sub-second half-lives. We will continue our search for
and study of long-lived isotopes of known elements as well as,
2
e.g., the recently discovered isotope "5No (T, = 54 minutes).
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The great correlative and predictive power of the Periodic
Table of the Elements rests on the periodicity with atomic number
of the electronic configurations, which, in turn, rests on the funda-s
mental laws of quantum mechanics. As the elements get heavier,
however, relativistic effects become more and more important,
and they could change the familiar periodicity significantly. Such
are
effects
as
the calculation
relativistic effectsrelativistic
are now
now seen
seen
as inportt
important in
in the calculations
of certain atomic properties, but they may soon be seen in the test
tube as an actual change in chemical properties away from those
expected on the basis of systematics alone. Although predictions
made here and elsewhere indicate that such large changes will not
occur until around elements-Ill and -115, it is important now to
be studying the heaviest elements available, namely those in the
range of 102 through 105. These elements are important in themselves because they occur at the end of the actinide (5f) series and
selves b
at the
the endbeginnig
e
d) series
actintransac
of elements
at the beginning of the transactinide
(6d) series of elemethcitc
Mapping out the structure of the periodic table in this critical

region is therefore the next important step at the frontier of inorganic chemistry.PUBLCATIO
Collaborative experiments have already been carried out with
researchers at the Berkeley HILAC on the aqueous chemistry of
elements-1.02 and -104. The construction of an automated system
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STUDIES OF LOW-ENERGY-INDUCED NUCLEAR
03:97
(Oregon State University,
FISSION.
Loveland, Walter D.
Chemistry Department.)
The main objectives of this research program are:
(a) An attempt to search experimentally for evidence of a connection between the transition nucleus and the fission mass distribution.
(b) Measurements of the fragment angular momentum in fission
for fissioning systems of different (Z,A) and as a function of the
fragment mass asymmetry in a given fissioning system.
(c) A study of the details of the energy balance in fission.
Research toward objective (a) is being carried out by measuring
and analyzing the fragment angular distributions and cross sections as a function of excitation energy for 226Ra (n,f). Isomer ratio
measurements and fragment y-ray angular correlations arc used
to study fragment angular momentum. Current studies of the fission energy balance involve measurement of y-ray-cncrgy release
Pu
in 2
(nf)l. Research on unusual aspects of fission such as
short-range a particle emission and ternary fission is being
carried out as well as studies of the nuclear structure of fragments near A - 132.
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"SPECTIOSCOPIC STUDIES OF ACTINIDE IONS IN
03:98
CRYSALLINE SOLIDS". Gruber, lohn B. (Washington State
University, Department of Physics.)
Our research objectives are the detailed evaluation and analysis
of the optical and magnetic properties of actinitle ions incorporated
into single-crystal insulator, semiconductor, and superconductor
lattices. Single crystals are either procured or grown in our laboratory for these studies. The optical absorption, fluorescence, and
Zeeman spectra provide data that (1) identify the electronic states
ions, (2) indicate mechanisms of coupling between the
of actinide ions, (2) indicate mechanisms of coupling between the
ion and the lattice through evaluation of optical transition line
wdts, and () provide actin
ion-ion interactions through additional observed lines as a function of actinide ion concentration.
es
of
d
e
ent in
EPR and NMR experiments indiform
of
Magnetic studies in
i the
t
f
o E
a
N
the nature of the ground state level of the actine ion in the
crystal, the actinide nucleus coupling to the 5f electrons, and the
crt,
the ct
e nu lectrons aeinvolved in chemical bondting
degree to which "oped"
the 5f electrons
are involved in chemical
bonding.
into various
arious seiconductors
Aetinide ions "cloped'' into
semiconductors and
and supersuperconductors act as optical and magnetic proes in understanding
te electrical properties of these materials.
aer are
e t
harmonics and multiphoton
ab
tion
all these materal
tal
a
a
absorption in all tfhese materials. Optical harmonic generation
allows us to continue the search for useful optical parametric

osllowstors.
tinue
search
the
for useful optical paratates
oscillators. Multiphoton absorption allows us to study states of
os
using orinar sptrosop
t
actide ions not observed using ordinary spetrosopy techniques.
\e can induce ultraviolet laser action by internal pumping through
the actinie ions te
lves whenn such acinie ion states are not
flash-lap techniques.

Stoner, T. R., and Gruber, J. B., Closure Procedure for lTwoPhoton Absorption Intensities, J. Chem. Phys., 52: 1508 (1970).
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Cruber, J. B., Two-Photon Spectroscopy: Rare Earth and Actinide
Ions in Single Crystals, in Proceedings of the Ninth Rare Earth
Research Conference, USAEC Report CONF-711001, Vol. II,
pp. 475-477, 1971.
Olsen, D. N., Stohr, J., and Gruber, J. B., Use of Pseudopotential
for Crystal-Field Splitting of J Levels of TmCI 3 ·61120, J. Chem.
Phys., 55: 4471 (1971).
Berringer, 13. W., Gruber, J. B., Loehr, T. M., and O'Leary, G. P.,
Far-Infrared and Raman Spectra of Hexachloro Salts of Tetravalent Neptunium, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 4608 (1971).
Richardson, R. P., and Gruber, J. B., Paramagnetic Resonance of
2
Tetravalent 37Np in Single Crystals of ThO2 , J. Chem. Phys.,
56: 256 (1972).
Wahl,
SEARCH FOR ELEMENT-118 (EKA-RADON).
03:99
Arthur C.
(Washington University, Department of Chemistry.)
The objectives of this investigation are to discover nuclides with
atomic number 118, to study the decay properties of these nuclides
and of their probable descendants (isotopes of elements-116, -114,
-112, and -110), and to look for very short-lived (half-lives -10
sec) spontaneously fissioning products of heavy-ion reactions.
will be bombarded with heavy ions
Heavy targets (29Bi, 23U)
3
from, the Berkeley SuperHILAC to try to form
(36Xe, 20411g,23tU)
3
(i'txe,
"'
,U)
from the Ilerkeley SuperlILAC to try to form
compound nuclei that fission to give a broad spectrum of products
including isotopes of clement-118. Fission fragments will be
stopped in strontium stearate, from which only inert gas atoms
will escape into an evacuated space lined with plastic and/or mica
track detectors, which will register the passage of a fragment
from a spontaneously fissioning descendant formed by several
alpha decay steps from an 1:L8 isotope. The heavy-ion beam and
some reaction products will pass through a hole in the stearate
collector and down a tube containing baffles over track detectors
to register fragments from decay by spontaneous fission of reaction products in flight. Construction of the equipment is nearing
completion; it will be tested at the Washington University cyclotron
before experiments are undertaken at the SuperHILAC.
PUBLICATIONS
Lin, Chien-Chang, and Wahl, Arthur C., Cumulative Yields of
t
3
t2
40.1-Min i2 Sn, 9.6-Min 'Sn and 12 Sn from Thermal-Neutron
Induced Fission of 235U, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 34: 1479 (1972).
Erdal, B. R., and Wahl, A. C., Modes of Formation of Tin Fission
Products, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 2763 (1971).
ALSO SEE Nuclear Spectroscopy: 03:1, 03:2, 03:15, 03:18;
Nuclear Reactions: 03:27, 03:28, 03:30, 03:32, 03:38, 03:47, 03:49,
03:50, 03:51, 03:52, 03:54, 03:58, 03:60, 03:63; Chemical Spectroscopy; 03:237, 03:256, 03:257, 03:261; Thermodynamics: 03:308,
03:311, 03:316, 03:321; Iligh-Temperature and Inorganic Chemislry: 03:.340, 03:359, 03:363; Structural Chemistry: 03:371,
03:3 72, 03:373; Analytical Chemnistry: 03:407; Separations Chemistry: 03:412, 03:414, 03:415, 03:418; Engineering Chemistry:
03:437; Miscellaneous Chemical Studies: 03:448, 03:455, 03:456.

picosecond pulse will also be used to study pre-hydration reactions of e .
Studies involving subexcitalion electron-, e1q-, Ol-, and Hatom reactions with scavengers at high concentrations, such as
those in living cells, are under investigation. Other pulse radiolysis studies utilizing standard spectrophotometric and conductimetric techniques, and y irradiation will continue on aqueous
oxygen and methane solutions. The excitation of lII(CN)~-, Ru
4
(bipyridyl)3 , and electron tunnelling in aqueous glasses and other
inorganic and organic ions are also being studied along with
fluorescent reactions of tritiated water and chemiluminescent
reactions of eq.
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EFFECTS OF MERCAPTANS AND DISULFIDES IN
03:101
PHOTOCHEMICAL AND HIGH-ENERGY-RADIATION-INDUCED
REACTIONS. Cohen, Saul C. (Brandeis University. Department
of Chemistly. Waltham Massachusetts 02154).
The objective of this program is to establish the factors that
allow mercaptans to either inhibit or accelerate the chemical
consequences of y and ultraviolet radiation.
The radiation- and light-induced reactions that we study are
those in which fragments or excited species abstract or donate a
hydrogen atom, and the radicals so formed lead to the products
A- + BH - AH + BH - HBBH or B + BH 2
A

+

BH -

A H

H

HB B

+B -

H

H + AAH, etc.

We have shown that mercaptans may act alone or as the mercaptanthiyl radical hydrogen atom donor-acceptor couple. They inhibit
and enhance reactions by the same mechanism, by reaction with
radical intermediates, donating or abstracting hydrogen. They inhibit if these reactions restore the intermediates to the initial
states. They accelerate if these reactions carry intermediates on
to products, that may not be formed at all in the absence of
mercaptans.
We are currently studying y radiolysis of esters in dilute water
solution, Scheme A. The radicals are formed as indicated and in
the absence of mcrcaptans lead to dimeric products. This is
inhibited by mercaptans, which restore the radicals to the starting
ester. However, mercaptan accelerates

CH3 -C-O-CH3
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03:100
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.
Hart, E. J.; Matheson, M. S.; Schmidt, K. H.; Jonah, C.; Martin, J.;
and Miller, J.: (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The primary processes taking place in irradiated water and the
reactions of hydrated electrons (eJq), 1 atoms, and OH radicals
are being investigated by pulse radiolysis techniques. The pulse
length of our new high-current, L-Band (1300 MHz) Linac has been
-9
decreased from about 1 x 10 sec to near 50 x 10 12sec by the
recent installation of a new prebuncher. This single 50-picosecond
pulse delivers a dose of 2 to 3 kilorads. Reactions of subnanosecond duration may now be studied with equipment consisting of
a pulsed laser, a fast photodiode, and a multichannel analyzer
having a time resolution of about 90 picoseconds. Work is in
progress to settle the controversy regarding the primary hydrated electron yield. G(eaq) is presently reported as ranging
from 3.4 to 5.0. The absolute value of G(e 5 q) as well as the
decay rate of eaq at subnanosecond time intervals will provide
information regarding "spur" size and eq, distribution. Our

HO'

/
. R
CH 2 -C-O-CH 3
II
II-II + II

x

~I

II + 1 - III

CH 3-CHO + HO-CH3
reductive cleavage. Extension of this to polymeric systems indicates that mercaptans would prevent cross-linking but enhance
chairi rupture. This study will be extended to y and ultraviolet
irradiation of ethers, amines, amides, and polymeric systems.
Inhibition of formation of dimeric products by other additives,
sodium formate, carbon monoxide, 2-propanol, and nitrous oxide,
which react directly with H and OH, is also being studied.

A
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PUBLICATION
Cohen, S. G., and F. L. Lam, Repair and Damage by Mercaptans in
i°Co Gamma-Hay Irradiation of Organic Compounds in Aqueous
Solution, Radiat. Res., 45: 462 (1971).
Allen,
ION.
CYANIDE ION.
CHEMIST'RY O
RADIATION CHEMISTRY
03:102
03:102
RADIATION
OF CYANIDE
Allen,
A. 0. and Bielski, B. H. J. (Brookhaven National LaboratorAvenue,
Chemistry Depaertment).
The effects of radiation on aqueous solutions of most of the
common ions have been studied extensively, but an adequate study
of cyanide has not yet been made. There is reason to believe that
action of free radicals on canide ions may have been important in
the chemistry that led to the origin of life in the primitive oceans.
Irradiation of KCN solutions by y rays in the absence of oxygen
yields a variety of products: NH 3 , COj-, CNO-, CH,O, HCOO-,
cyanamide, urea, glycine, and others not vet identified. As irradiation continues, still more complex compounds are built up. TIhe
OII
is
main primary chemical action of the radiation
h icalac eradiation
is to
to produce
produce O
radicals and solvated electrons; the latter do not react with
cyanide, but convert the products of the reaction of OH with
cyanide to a variety of forms. Addition of NO converts the sovated electrons to OH radicals and simplifies the chemistry; the
main initial stable product then is CNO, though more complicated
products build up in time. To determine the reaction mechanisms
in more detail, quantitative studies of product yields and pulse
radiolysis studies of cyanide solutions under various conditions
are being made.

to bromouracil is not observed. Further investigation will elucidate the nature and reactions of DNA radicals formed by electron
attachment.
Fessenden,
03:105
ESR STUDIES OF INORGANIC RADICALS.
R. W.; Behar, D.; Samuni, A.; and Chawla, O. P. (CarnegieMellon University, Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth
2).
Pittsurgh, Pesylvania
ESR methods are being used to study inorganic radicals in
auoaqueous solution with both radiolysis and photolysis for radical
generation Emphasis is upon kinetic and mechanistic aspects and
parallel
are
ae being
being carried
carried out
out where
where
parallel pulse
pulse radiolysis
raioysis experiments
xpimnts
profitable. Direct observation of the radical intermediates is prefe r re d
,
HPO, and several
ashas been possible ith
other radicals that can be formed both from radiolytically produced OH and photolytically. XWhere such direct experiments are
not possible, radical trapping with CH-NO is used to convert
t he
R)
radicals ( to a more r eadily observed form (RCI 2 NO.) A
large number of radicals, including the interesting species N3
tu
in this way. Other studies
fformed
o r m d from
r o m azide, hhave
a v e been studied
this ay Other sudi
l
lo r
med from transition
include those of the pe oxy radicals
m l-H 2 0 2 complexes and the reactions of CN and HCN in irradiated solutions. Extensions ol these studies are in progress.
PUBLICATIONS
Behar, D., and Richard W. Fessenden, An Investigation of Radicals
Produced in the Photolysis of Thiosulfate Solutions by ESR, J.
Phys. Chem., 75: 2752 (1971).
, and Richard W. Fessenden, ESR Studies of Inorganic
Radicals in Irradiated Aqueous Solutions. I. Direct Observation,
J. Phys. Chem., 76: 1706 (1972).
, and Richard W. Fessenden, ESR Studies of Inorganic
Radicals in Irradiated Aqueous Solutions. II. Radical Trapping
with Nitromethane, J. Phys. Chem., 7(: 1710 (1972).

03:103
STUDY OF ENZYMATIC MECHANISMS BY PULSE:
RADIOLYSIS. Bielski, B. H. J. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Basic experimental methods are being developed for the application of pulse radiolysis to the study of enzyme mechanisms.
Pulse radiolysis offers a nethod of introducing substrate into the
system in microseconds. Its advantage over flow-mixing techniques that operate in the millisecond range is apparent. The
STUDIS
AIATIONUAL
onset and course of an entire enzymatic cycle have been demonSTUDIES O
ADATIOD
Fessenden, R. W.; Schuler. R. H.; and Neta, P. (Carnegie-Mellon
strated
ascorbic
on the
acid-horseradish peroxie
(
)
strated on the ascorbic acid-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) sysR
a
L
r
ie 40
University, Radiation Research Laboratories. 4400 Fifth Avenue,
tenms, after the substrate (H02,) fwas formed during a 10-microPittsburgh, Pennsyrlania
1h21)
as
second pulse. A new transient absorbing light at 370 nm was
Previous work in these Itlaoratories has shown that the in situ
discovered by this technique. Subsequently this transient was also
r
io is oloin
aeos
s
s s a practical and cons of foing aueous solutions i
seen in flow experiments when 1102 and HRP were mixed alone.i
venent means of producing radicals for ESR studies. Current
At present the transient is being studied in the presence of tertapplications emphasize mechanistic and structural aspects. The
butv alcohol, a convenient radical scavenger,
'Prelininarv
.with experinents
the lactate- pyruvate-L lactic
specificity of ESR spectra is being used to provide radical identiPreliminary experiment
s with the lactate-pyruvate-L -lactic
fications for those studying related systems by other means such
(pyrte
ate)
the
substrate
showt
theat
system
have
dehydrogenase
dehydrogenase system have shown that the substrate (pyruvate)
as pulse radiolysis. Examples are the reactions of e0q with
can be produced easily from D-lactic acid by radiation. The Dnic and aromatic comp
lactic acid does not react with I-lactic dehydrogenase and hence
is a good source for rapid synthesis of pyruvate via the lactic
to for
an.
d ith oleinic and
aromaicco
to form anion radicals. Because minor changes in radicals are
acid radical. Future plans include a systematic study of this sysreadiy dettd
by tir . effiecase
nor chanes n radis
e
adenine
dinucleotide
tern including the te
cofactor
nicotinamide
including
cotinamide
the cofactor
aden
ducleotidequilibria
and kinetics of acid dissociations are possible and are
(NAD+). The
The free
free lactate
lactate radical
found tobring
to bring about
about conversion
conversion ... receiving considerable attention. This radiolytic method of
radical is found
+
of the reduced form NADH to NAD in the presence of molecular
receiving considera le attention used to produce radicalsor
eradical generation has also been used to produce radicals for
studies by means of 13C hyperfine splittings both in
enriched compounds and at the natural abundance level.
PUBLICATION
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Bielski, B. H. J., D. A. Comstock, and R. A. Bowen, AscorbicPUBLICATIONS
Acid Free Radical. I. Pulse Radiolysis Study of Optical AbsorpEiben, K., and Richard W. Fessenden, ESR Studies of Transient
tion and Kinetic Properties, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 5624
(1971).
Radicals in Aqueous Solutions, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 1186
(1971).
(1971).
Neta, P., and Richard W. Fessenden, Reaction of Nitriles with
03:104
PULSE RADIOLYSIS OF DNA AND DNA CONSTITHydrated Electrons and Hydrogen Atoms in Aqueous Solution as
(Brookhaven National Laboratorv
Holroyd, R. A.
UENTS.
Studied by ESR, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 3362 (1970).
Chemistry Department).
, and Richard W. Fessenden, Electron Spin Resonance
The technique of pulse radiolysis is being utilized to follow the
Study of Radicals Produced in Irradiated Aqueous Solutions of
chemical alterations that DNA in aqueous solution undergoes fol
Amines and Amino Acids, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 738 (1971).
lowing a pulse of radiation. Both solvated electrons and hydroxyl
, and Richard W. Fessenden, Electron Spin Resonance
radicals react rapidly with DNA to form radicals. The subsequent
Study of Radicals Produced in Irradiated Aqueous Solutions of
reactions of these DNA radicals are being explored. Two of the
Thiols, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 2277 (1971).
most important changes of interest are protection and sensitiza13
Laroff, Gary P., and Richard W. Fessenden, C Hyperfine Interaction. The conversion of a DNA base radical back to the intact
tions in Radicals from Some Carboxylic Acids, J. Chem. Phys.,
base is classified as a type of protection. Current studies are
55: 5000 (1971).
concerned with the mechanism of sensitization of DNA by bromouracil. It is known from molecular studies that electron transfer
from thymine to bromouracil occurs in a diffusion-controlled
03:107
APPLICATION OF ESR METHODS TO REACTION
reaction. The electron on bromouracil causes dissociation of
KINETIC STUDIES. Fessenden, R. W.; Schuler, R. H.; Neta, P.;
bromide, leaving a very reactive uracil radical which, it is
and Behar, D. (Carnegie-Mellon University, Radiation Research
postulated, will abstract from the deoxyribose to cause strand
Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
breaks. The results obtained for a solution of DNA in which all
Both steady state and time-resolved ESR methods are being
the thymine has been replaced by bromouracil are very similar to
developed to examine the reaction kinetics of radical intermediates
the results obtained with DNA. In both cases the electron reacts
present in the radiolysis of aqueous solutions. To date attention
with the DNA to form free radicals that have lifetimes in the
has been focused on determining the rate constants for reaction of
range of seconds; however, the anticipated rapid electron transfer
H atoms with various organic substrates. The method used involves
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a comparison of the signal intensity at steady state in the presence
and absence of solute with the relative signals being controlled by
the rate of the chemical reaction and decay of the chemically induced electron spin polarization. Some 200 rate constants have
been measured and general patterns established for H atom reactions that allow predictions of reactivity to be made. These rate
constants are, of course, of considerable importance in the design
of any experiment involving H atoms. Work is in progress toward
extending aspects of this approach toward measurements of other
small radicals such as CF3 . Parallel work is being carried out
toward direct measurements of reaction rates via time-resolved
ESR spectrometry.
TPUBLICATIONS
Neta, P., and Robert H. Schuler, Rate Constants for Reaction of
Hydrogen Atoms with Aromatic and Heterocyclic Compounds.
The Electrophilic Nature of Hydrogen Atoms, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc., 94: 1056 (1972).
and Robert H. Schuler, Rate Constants for Reaction of
___
Hydrogen Atoms with Compounds of Biochemical Interest,
Radiat. Res., 47: 612 (1971).
_
Richard W. Fessenden, and Robert H. Schuler, An Electron Spin Resonance Study of the Rate Constants for Reaction of
Hydrogen Atoms with Organic Compounds in Aqueous Solution,
J. Phys. Chem., 75: 1654 (1971).
RADIATION CHEMICAL STUDIES ON SYSTEMS OF
03:108
Neta, P. (Carnegie-Mellon UniBIOCHEMICAL INTEREST.
versity, Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
Both electron spin resonance and pulse radiolysis techniques
have been applied to the study of the radiolysis of compounds of
biological significance, including amino acids and peptides,
sulfur compounds, pyrimidine bases, halouracils, pyridinium
compounds, and others. ESR studies have identified the radicals
produced by the reaction of amino acids and dipeptides with ea
(causing deamination), with H and OH (resulting in H abstraction
from CH), and with O- (abstracting H from NH also). Pyrimidine
bases have been found to add OH to either position 5 or 6. The
initial adducts undergo consequent changes, which in the latter
case result in ring opening. Some electron adducts of the pyrimidines have been observed by ESR, but the electron adducts of
5-bromo- and 5-chlorouracils have been found to undergo rapid
dehalogenation. Dehalogenation of brotno-, chloro-, and fluorouracils is efficiently caused by the radiation of OH with these
compounds, the yields being determined by product analysis, the
kinetics followed by pulse radiolysis and the resulting radicals
identified by ESR. Pulse radiolysis and ESR studies have also
revealed the difference in reaction mechanism of O- as compared
to OH and the unique use of 0- for the production of some specific
radicals has been pointed out and is being explored. Radicals
produced from pyridine and pyridinium derivatives, including
+
NAD , are currently being studied by ESR.
PUBLICATIONS
Neta, P., and Richard W. Fessenden, Electron Spin Resonance
Study of Deamination of Amino Acids by Hydrated Electrons,
J. Phys. Chem., 74: 2263 (1970).
__ , Electron Spin Resonance Study of Radicals Produced in
Irradiated Aqueous Solutions of Uracil and Related Pyrimidines,
Radiat. Res., 49: 1 (1972).
___ Morton Z. Hoffman, and M. Simic, Electron Spin Resonance
and Pulse Radiolysis Studies of the Reactions of OH and 0Radicals with Some Organic Compounds, J. Phys. Chem., 76:
847 (1972).
03:109
MICELLES AS SIMPLE MODEL SYSTEMS FOR RADIATION AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY IN BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS. Patterson, L. K. (Carnegie-Mellon University, Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213).
In order to study some effects of the biological environment on
various kinetic processes in radiation and photochemistry we have
chosen to consider micelles as appropriate preliminary model
systems. These systems provide regions of quasi-ordered hydrocarbon environments as well as interfacial regions between the
hydrocarbon and aqueous phases. Distribution of a substrate
among these regions and the aqueous phase has been shown to
strongly affect reactivities of the substrate toward the primary
radicals eaq, OH, and 11. Both enhancement and retardation of
rate constants relative to measurements in aqueous solution have
been observed. Present investigations are directed at relating

such effects to specific interaction between micelles and various
functional groups. Also, it has been found that several radiationinduced chain reactions are affected by the presence of micelles
even when initial radical formation is not. For example, formation
+
of micelles from a surfactant having (CH 3)3N as a surface active
group may be shown to enhance chain reactions involving cytosine
and cytodine.
Micellar studies have also been conducted on kinetics of excited
hydrocarbon singlet states. These also show that specific micellehydrocarbon interactions affect reactivity toward quenchers in the
bulk aqueous phase as well as energy transfer and excimer formation. This work, in which simple substrates have been used, is
meant to provide a basis for understanding effects observed as we
move to incorporate more complex molecules 3f biological irnportance into the micellar systems.
PUBLICATIONS
Fendler, J. H., E. J. Fendler, G. Bogan, L. K. Patterson, and
M
K.
. Bansal, Steady State and Pulse Radiolysis Studies of ClI.
Reactivity in Micellar Systems, Chem. Commun., 14 (1972).
Fendler, Janos H., and Larry K. Patterson, Micellar Effects on
the Reactivity of Hydrated Electron with Benzene, J. Phys.
Chem., 74: 4608 (1970).
Bansal, K. M., E. J. Fendler, J. H. Fendler, and L. K. Patterson,
Reactions of Hydrated Electrons, Hydrogen Atoms, and Hydroxyl Radicals in Micellar Systems, Int. J. Radiat. Phys.
Chem., 3: 321 (1971).
Patterson, L. K., Krishan M. Bansal, and J. H. Fendler, Pulse
Radiolytic Investigations of Hydroxyl Radical Ractivities in
Micellar Solutions, Chem. Commun., 152 (1971).

PULSE RADIOLYSIS STUDIES.
Patterson, L. K.;
03.
Behar, D.; and Schuler, R. H. (Carnegie-Mellon University,
Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213).
A conventional pulse radiolysis apparatus capable of observing
intermediates on the time scale of 0.1 psec and longer has been
interfaced with a PDP-8 data processor for data accumulation,
data processing and feedback control of the experiment. Automatic scan of spectra is provided. Detailed studies are being
carried out on the intermediates present during radiolysis of
aqueous solutions of both inorganic and organic solutes. In many
instances it is possible to correlate these pulse radiolysis studies
with related ESR work being carried out in these same laboratories.
For example, examination of the spectrum resulting from OH attack on 5-fuoro-, 5-chloro-, and 5-bromouracil shows the production of a common radical as is confirmed by the ESR observations. It is suggested that this radical is rapidly produced from
the initial OH adduct by loss of HX. The capability of data accumulation as provided by the direct interface with the processor
greatly enhances the versatility of this equipment and this versatility will be enhanced even more in the near future by the acquisition of a Biomation 2000 channel sample and hold unit. Many different types of systems are being examined with emphasis being
on studies involving the nature and reaction kinetics of intermediates produced by *01 and eaq reactions.
PUBLICATION
Behar, D., Pulse Radiolysis Studies on Br- in Aqueous Solution:
The Mechanism of Br; Formation, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 1815
(1972).
03:111
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
OF ORGANIC HALIDES.
Schuler, R. H.
(Carnegie-Mellon University, Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15213).
Both ion selective electrode and pulse conductivity methods
provide a very sensitive way of examining the radiation chemistry
of aqueous solutions of organic halides. Direct determination of
halide ion production by the former method makes available information on the overall chemical reaction whereas the pulse approach makes it possible to examine intermediate production on
the microsecond to millisecond time scale. It has been shown,
for example, that methyl chloride reacts rapidly with c:q to produce a C1- ion within microseconds and that CF3CI undergoes a
similar reaction followed by hydrolysis of the CF 3 radical on a
time scale longer than milliseconds. Reaction of eC with
CF 2 CICOOH initially produces the radical .CF 2COOH (which can
be seen in related ESR studies), and this radical also subsequently
hydrolyzes completely. Currently we are exploring the reaction of
OH with halogen-substituted olefinic compounds.
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PUBLICATIONS
Balkas, Turgut 1., J. H. Fendler, and Robert H. Schuler, The
Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Solutions of CFCI 3 , CF 2CI 2 , and
CF 3 CI, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 455 (1971).
____ , J. H. Fendler, and Robert H. Schuler, Radiolysis of
Aqueous Solutions of Methyl Chloride: The Concentration Dependence for Scavenging Electrons Within Spurs, J. Phys. Chem.,
74: 4497 (1970).
Asmus, K.-D., W. Grunbein, and J. H. Fendler, Conductometric
Pulse Radiolysis of SFG in Aqueous Solutions; Rate of Hydrolysis
of SF 4 , J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 92: 2625 (1970).
03:112
APPLICATION OF LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC
METIODS TO THE STUDY OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS. Schuler, R. H. and Bhatia, K.
(CarnegieMellon University, Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
To date chromatographic methods have been applied only
sporadically to studies of the radiation chemistry of aqueous
solutions, largely as a result of limitations imposed by sensitivity requirements. The recent development of very sensitive
high-speed liquid chromatographic methods offers considerable
promise for the examination of radiation products produced in
dilute solutions of organic substrates. We have demonstrated that,
in appropriate systems, products can be resolved and are quantitatively measurable on the submicromolar level. For example,
4
studies of the radiation chemistry of 10- MAsolutions of pbromophenol can be readily carried out at dose levels of ~100
rads. It has been shown that in this system reaction of the hydrated electrons provides a source of the p-hydroxyphenyl radical.
A detailed study of the rates for reaction of this radical with
various secondary solutes is in progress and should provide very
much needed basic information on the reactivity of aromatic radicals. Adaptation of the chromatographic methods currently being
developed is expected to provide information on the formation of
products in systems that cannot be examined by more conventional
approducthes
insstmtacnotheaindbyndiolysis
approaches.
03:113
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
(Lawrence Berkeley LaboraOF NITROGEN. Garrison, W. M.
tory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The purpose of this program is to determine the detailed reaction mechanisms involved in the action of high-energy radiation on
organic compounds of nitrogen in aqueous solution and in the solid
state. The radiation chemistry of such systems is of considerable
intrinsic interest from the strictly physicochemical standpoint and
also has important applications in other areas of radiation research such as: radiation-chemical synthesis and modification of
nitrogenous organic chemicals and fibers, radiation preservation
of foods and drugs, and in the elucidation of the basic mechanisms
of radiobiology.
Primary emphasis in the present program is given to organonitrogen compounds of biochemical interest. Substances under
investigation include: amines, acylamines, amino acids, peptides,
polypeptides, pyrimidines, and purines. The experimental approach is based on the concept that detailed reaction stoichiometries are required in the elucidation of the conplete reaction
mechanisms. Numerous microanalytical procedures have been
developed over the past years for the determination of inorganic
and organic products formed in the radiolysis of organonitrogen
compounds. The methods include techniques of mass spectrometry, infrared spectrometry, gas and vapor phase chromatography,
ion-exchange chromatography, solvent chromatography, ESR
spectroscopy, and radiometric procedures involving the use of
IC-labeled organic compounds. Through applications of these
techniques we are determining the respective roles of ionic, free
radical, and excited-molecule reactions that are involved in the
radiolysis of the organic compounds of nitrogen.
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Aqueous Solution Containing Oxygen, J. Phys. Chcm., 74: 4506
(1970).
03:114
ELECTRONIC PROCESSES IN PULSE-IRRADIATED
AQUEOUS AND ALCOHOLIC SYSTEMS. Hamill, W. H.; Fisher,
M. M.; and Khorana, S.
(University of Notre Dame, Radiation
Laboratory).
The objective of this work is to test the dry electron model for
8
the radiolysis of water by observations at times s10 s to sup14
port inferences applicable to times l10s. The primary species
+
are considered to be H20*, H2 0 , and e-, which quickly generate
H, OH, HO3+q, and eaq, which then react further. Alcoholic systems are rather analogous. High concentrations of anions are used
to transfer an electron to H20 before hydration, and this prevents
+
formation of H3O , H, and OH. An increased yield of hydrated
electrons is expected by the theory and we have observed such an
increase. The hypothetical dry electron, c-, should be physically
and chemically distinguishable from the hydrated electron, eaq,
and this is supported by experimental qvidence as follows. The
yield of Cl2in :lM NaCI is increased at 5 x 10 " s in solutions to
which N20 has been added. We interpret this as indicating a production of Cl-i, which has 1120* as precursor, and the observed
yield is G - 1. At concentrations of I- and Br - 1M, appreciable
yields of I and Br7 are found at 10-8 s, indicating spur reactions,
but in 4 to 8M Lil and LiBr aqueous glasses at 77°K the trihalides
are formed in very small yields. Since the spur reaction is decreased in the glasses, it can be taken as an indication of an increase in spur size brought about by efficient positive hole migration in the solid state. This hypothesis will be investigated more
fully. Further effort is required to substantiate the existence of
IIO*.
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03:115
RADIOLYSIS OF LIQUIDS AT HIGH PRESSUIIES.
Hentz, R. R.; Farhataziz; and Hansen, E. M.
(University of Notre
Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
The radiolysis of liquids produces transient species (electrons,
ions, excited states, free radicals) the elementary reactions of
which determine the radiation chemistry of the liquid. An insight
into the nature and behavior of such transient species is obtainable
by study of the pressure dependence of their reaction rates and
spectra. For such a purpose, earlier studies of the y radiolysis
of liquids at high pressures are being extended with a recently
developed system for study of the pulse radiolysis of liquids with
optical detection at pressures up to 7 kbar. The system has been
used for determination of the pressure dependence of (1) the
optical absorption spectrum of the hydrated electron, (2) the
absolute specific rates of eleven diffusion-controlled reactions of
the hydrated electron, and (3) absolute specific rates of six
hydrated electron reactions not controlled by diffusion. The resuits give definitive values for the partial molal volume and cavity
volume of an electron in water and provide evidence for compressibility of the cavity. A similar study of H atom reactions in
water that are and are not diffusion-controlled is in progress, and
a study of OH reactions is planned. Pressure dependence of
optical absorption spectra and specific reaction rates of solvated
electrons in ammonia and other liquids will be examined in future
work. Comparison of the results with those obtained for the hydrated electron should contribute to the elucidation of electron
solvation.
PUL IONS
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03:116
RADIATION AND PHOTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON THE
KINETIC EFFECTS OF MICELLE SOLUB1LIZATION.
Thomas,
J. K.,and Wallace, Stephen C. (University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
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Laser flash photolysis and pulse radiolysis techniques have been
used to study the effect of solubilization in the micellar pseudophase on the kinetic behavior of ionic and neutral species. Typically, a selected polyacene, such as pyrene, is solubilized in water
by means of a surface active agent, in which the hydrophilic group
may be cationic, anionic, or nonionic (such as polyoxyethylene
derivatives). In the laser studies, the pyrene is excited with a
,short pulse of light to give the singlet excited state, which is observed by nanosecond emission or absorption spectroscopy.
Specific rates of quenching are dramatically affected by the
charges on both surfactant and quencher or, in the case of a neutral
quencher, by its hydrophilic or hydrophobic tendencies. At the
high intensities of exciting light available in these laser photolysis
studies, a significant photoionization of the solubilized hydrocarbon
is observed, producing hydrated electrons in the bulk of the liquid.
A comparison of the rates of fluorescence quenching and electron
scavenging following excitation provides additional information on
the mechanism of fluorescence quenching.
In the pulse radiolysis studies hydrated electrons are produced
directly in the aqueous phase, and are then observed to react with
the solubilized hydrocarbon. Measurements have been made on the
rate of formation of the anions of pyrene and biphenyl in these
systems, these rates showing acceleration or inhibition compared
to the bimolecular rate measured in pure water itself, depending
on the charge of the surfactant.
03:117
TIIE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS. Sworski, T. J. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chem.istry Division).
The primary objective is to determine the elementary processes
in the spur (the region of concentrated energy deposition) when
60Co gamma radiation interacts with aqueous solutions. The general approach is a determination of the yield of products that
escape by diffusion from the spur into the bulk of the solution as a
function of solute concentration. The approach is indirect; the
nature and reactions of the intermediates are induced by chemical
intuition through the use of chemical kinetics. Currently, advanced
computational methods are being used to solve the kinetic equations
of cerium(IV)-cerium(II)Gordon,
the radiolysis
for the radiolysis for
of
cerium(IV)-cerium(lll)-formic
acid mixtures

in 4.OM sulfuric acid solutions to determine both GOH and Gso; and
in 4.0M nitric acid solutions to determine both GOH and GNOT. GOH
is proportional to the electron fraction of water. The high values
for GHNO2 and GNO3 in 4.0M nitric acid solutions suggest the possible role of excited states of nitrate ion and/or water. Therefore,
the studies in nitric acid solutions will be extended to include theith
determinations of GHNO 2, G-io
2 , GOH, and GNO; as a function of97
nitric acid concentration. Concomitant studies in the photolysis of
cerium(IV)-- cerium(III)-formic acid mixtures in nitric acid solutions will be conducted to reveal the role of excited states of nitrate ion. Studies in concentrated halide ion solutions are planned.
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Studies of the interactions of ionizing radiation with gases.

03:118
PULSE RADIOLYSIS OF GASES. Gordon, S.; Sauer,
M. Jr.; Mulac, W.; Cooper, R.; and Cummings, J. (Argonne Na-,
tional Laboratory, Chemistry Division).

Using fast reaction techniques (principally spectrophotometric)
and pulsed radiolysis, we are engaged in assessing the role of
ions, excited states, and radical species in reactions produced by
irradiating gases with high-energy electrons. Specific investigations include:
1. We are continuing our studies of ion recombination and excited state formation in the pulse radiolysis of gaseous systems
(M. Sauer and W. A. Mulac). Emphasis is currently being placed
on the determination of chemical yields (G-values) of excited
states. These measurements are of fundamental significance
since they will experimentally establish the extent of direct excitation by high-energy electrons and might provide information
on the importance of sub-excitation electrons. Measurement of
these G-values is also important with respect to the production of
excited states in ion-recombination processes. In addition to its
interest to radiation chemistry, this information should be of value
to plasma physics studies.
2. The formation of OH radicals produced in the pulse radiolysis
of water vapor and the subsequent reaction of this radical with
various inorganic and organic gases is being studied (S. Gordon,
W. A. Mulac). In addition to their importance in radiation chemistry, these studies are of interest in the general field of reaction
kinetics and air pollution.
3. Reactions of H atoms produced by the pulse radiolysis of
mixtures of hydrogen and inorganic gases are being investigated
by observing the growth of the hydrogen-containing intermediate
produced using fast spectrophotometric techniques (R. Cooper and
J. Cummings).
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03119
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN
AEROSOL FORMATION.
Hart, E. .;
atheson,
. S.; and
AEIROSOL FORMATION. Hart, E. J.; Matheson, M. S.; and

Schmidt, K. H. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
An apparatus for studying the physical and chemical processes
occurring in water-saturated polluted atmospheres has been devised.
After irradiation of the gases by light or ionizing radiations,
aerosol particles develop from the sub-microscopic condensation
nuclei formed from the pollutants during a 0.5- to 1.0-second expansion cycle. The density of the cloud of particles formed during
the expansion is monitored by a photomultiplier sensing the intensity of scattered light. This technique offers a method for obtaining the size and number distribution of the condensation nuclei
in the range below 100 X diameter. Pollutants such as carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons have a profound effect on the number
of condensation nuclei formed as well as on the rate of development of the resulting aerosol. The effect of physical variables
such as temperature, humidity, gas pressure, expansion rate, and
time of reaction on aerosol formations in SO2 and organically
polluted atmospheres is now under study. The chemical factors will
be investigated by studying the effects of the primary pollutants
(SO2 , NO, NO2 , CO, 03, CH4, and other organic molecules) on the

size and number of particles formed. Tritiated water, pulsed 600Kv electrons, light, and ozone will be used to generate the condensation nuclei. For selected systems an analysis of products
will also be made.
03:120
INFRARED SPECTRA OF RADIOLYTIC INTERMEDIATES IN THE GAS PHASE. Schwarz, H. A. (Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Naina
This program is designed to measure infrared spectra of ions

and radicals produced by electron irradiation of argon containing
smallamounts of various additives. Infrared spectra would be

useful for identification of intermediates and for unraveling their
structures. The primary action of the radiation will be on the
argon and subsequent collisions will produce ions and radicals
from the additives. The technique to be used is similar to the
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photochemical molecular modulation method developed by H. S.
Johnston. The sample will be irradiated with a repetitively pulsed
electron beam and the infrared transmission will be measured for
a few hundred microseconds before and after the pulse. The signals from a large number of pulses will be averaged to obtain the
absorption at each wavelength. The signal averaging will allow
5
measurement of absorbance changes as small as one part in 10
and, in combination with a 50-meter light path, should allow measurement of spectra of the longer-lived ions. At present, the
optical components and infrared detector have been ordered and
the irradiation cell is being designed.
Fes
ELECTRON REACTIONS IN THE GAS PHASE.
03:121
senden, IR. W. (Carnegie-Mellon University, Radiation Research
Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
A microwave conductivity detector is being used in conjunction
with pulse radiolysis for studies of electron reaction with various
attaching gases. Data taking is facilitated by the use of an on-line
digital computer. Studies of the kinetics of both three-body and
two-body attachment have been made. Examples of compounds
displaying the former behavior are 0, and N20, both pure and in
the presence of various additives, while the latter behavior is generally found for halides. The wide range of attachment rates is
reflected by the rate constants for CF 4 (<10 16) and cyclo-C1,4.
- 7
-3
-1
(10
cm
molecule
sece-). Studies are underway to determine
what structural features are correlated with high rate constants
and of molecules such as perfluoropropylcne which show a transition from three- to two-body behavior as a function of added
buffer gas.

03:123
THE RADIOLYSIS OF WATER IN A WIDE-RANGE
RADIOLYSIS SOURCE. Melton, Charles E. (University of
Georgia, Chemistry Department, Athens, Georgia 30601).
Many chemical and physical changes are produced by the interaction of ionizing radiation with a system. The present research
program was initiated to obtain detailed experimental and theoretical results that would provide a basis for understanding these
radiation-induced changes. The experimental technique for studying elementary reactions involved the use of a wide-:ange ra
diolysis source attached to a research mass spectrometer. NWith
this apparatus, a step by step analysis of the elementary reactions
can be made beginning at the time the individual molecules absorb
energy from ionizing radiation and continuing until the final changes
occur. Water was selected for study because of its importance in
biological and aqueous systems. Electrons (3 particles) and a
particles were used as the ionizing medium. Theoretical models
were to be formulated to explain the experimental results.
The primary, secondary, and tertiary stages of the gas phase
reaction mechanisn involving negative ions (anions) have been
studied. Some results have been obtained for positive ions
(cations) and free radicals of the primary stage. The tertiary
stage of the anion process involves the formation of OH-H,0
which has a bond dissociation energy of 1.1 eV and an intermolecular distance of 1.21 A. Future studies will involve the
subsequent reactions of OH-H2O with H2 0 to form OH-'(H 20)n
where n = 1, 2, . . .? Trace amounts of radiolysis products such
as 02 and H2 and scavengers such as NO will be introduced to determine the effect on the negative ionic complexes.
The second aspect of future work will involve a study of the
+
charge neutralization reactions of the type HO0 + e - products.
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RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF HYDROCARBON AND
03:122
ALKYL HALIDE SYSTEMS. Hanrahan, Robert J. (University of
Florida, Department of Chemistry, Gainesville, Florida 32601).
Research in progress in the Radiation Chemistry Laboratory at
the University of Florida is directed toward the identification and
characterization of the primary physical and chemical processes,
as well as the secondary chemical reactions, which lead to formation of the observed stable products in the radiolysis of simple
chemical systems. An additional goal is the investigation of the
relationship between the decomposition mechanism of chemical
substances initiated by gamma radiolysis and by other types of
activation including photolysis, glow discharge reactions, and
electron bombardment in the mass spectrometer. The systems
under investigation include hydrocarbons and alkyl halides (especially perfluorocarbons) as well as their binary mixtures. Investigations in progress include the radiolysis of pure ethyl bromide in the gas phase, the radiolysis of gaseous mixtures of
ethane and hexafluoroethane, and the rare-gas-sensitized decomposition of perfluorocarbons, using lie and Ar metastable atoms
generated in a glow discharge. Further studies are concerned
with the gamma radiolysis of gaseous perfluorocyclobutene, with
the high-pressure mass spectrometry of perfluoroalkyl iodides,
and with ion-molecule reactions in fluorocarbon- hydrocarbon
mixtures as studied by mass spectrometry. We expect to undertake studies of the vacuum ultraviolet photochemistry of fluorocarbons and of fluorocarbon-hydrocarbon mixtures in the near
future.
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03:124
CHEMICAL EFFECTS AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
IN HEAVY ION AND FISSION RECOIL TRACKS. Meisels, G. G.
(University of Houston, Department of Chemistry, Houston, Texas
77004).
The chemical effects of heavy ions and particulary those brought
about by fission recoils are usually expected to be similar to
those induced by gamma rays or by high-energy electrons. 1owever, the physical conditions within the heavy ion track are poorly
understood, and effective concentrations of reactive intermediates
and particularly track temperatures are not known. We are attempting to provide this information by using competition kinetics
with cognizance of the complications introduced by diffusion out
of the inhomogeneous distribution of primary species in the track.
The first objective is the assignment of effective radical and ion
concentration in gases as a function of density; this is achievable
through analysis of products formed by free radical reactions in
ethylene in the presence of radical scavengers, and of products
arising from charge transfer which compete with ion-molecule
addition reactions. A further step will be the determination of
effective temperatures by investigating competitive reactions
where the difference in activation energies is known. An important aspect of the investigation is the variation of gas density; at
very low densities the system should simulate a conventional,
low-dose-rate homogeneous experiment, while at higher pressures
diffusion and track effects, as well as association, quenching and
other pressure-dependent reactions, should set in. A simple
model based on average concentration has been developed and is
proving to be a good guide to further analysis.
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MECHANISM OF ION FORMATION BY HIGH-ENERGY
03:125
RADIATION FROM PRECISE MEASUREMENTS OF W. Meisels,
G. G. (University of Houston, Department of Chemistry, Houston,
Texas 77004).
Attempts to extrapolate the results of radiation chemical
studies at low pressures to densities of greater interest in potentially practical systems require knowledge of the effect of
collision frequency on competitive first order reactions. While
the pressure dependence of fragmentation processes at low internal energies is relatively well understood, the effect of pressure on the fate of species excited to energies beyond the lowest
ionization potential is not well known. Yet these are the predominant primary intermediates in radiation chemistry. We are
attempting to obtain evidence for the competition between autoionization and dissociation of deactivation of superexcited states
by making highly precise measurements of energies required to
form an ion pair in gases at temperatures up to 200°C and pressures to about 20,000 torr. At the same time, precise values of a
fundamental physical quantity important to the interpretation of
radiation chemistry, W values, are provided. In simple hydrocarbons up to heptanes, there is no evidence for the participation
°
of autoionizing states with lifetimes in excess of 10-l sec; in
alcohols only an upper limit of 1% can be set because of the
existence of severe experimental complications and artifacts. We
expect to pursue this problem by providing precise measurements
in other systems over a similar range of conditions, and by construction of a new device that should permit a reduction in
artifacts and the use of higher pressures.
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YIELDS AND REACTIONS OF IONS PRODUCED BY
03:126
HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION. Meisels, G. G. (University of
Houston, Department of Chemistry, Houston, Texas 77004).
The formation of ions in large abundances is one of the most
unusual aspects of radiation chemistry; the ensuing ion chemistry
is therefore of greatest interest. Consequently, we are investigating the modes of formation, the individual reactions, and the
final products formed by reactions of ions in the gas phase. We
produce ions using a 1.5-MeV electron accelerator, and vacuum
ultraviolet radiation at 8.6, 10.0, and 11.6 eV, and attempt to
elucidate the structure and reactions of ions produced from hydrocarbons and, in the future, from polar molecules, by measuring end products analyzable by gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry. Charge transfer, hydride transfer,proton transfer,
and electron attachment are used as diagnostic tools. At the same
time, rate constants for individual reactions of relatively stable
ions are evaluated as a function of kinetic energy in a mass spectrometer capable of operating at pressures of over 1 torr in the
ion source. A pulsed electron beam is employed and reaction
times are determined directly using a coincidence technique.
Among the current aims are an association of ion reactivity with
ion structure and the energy dependence of ion-polar molecule
reaction rates. We hope that energy-dependent competition between dipole orientation and randomization in a reaction can be
employed to assess effective track temperatures in heavy-ion
radiolysis.
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03:127
MASS SPECTROMETRY AND MOLECULAR EXCITA(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, NuTION. Newton, Amos S.
clear Chemistry Division).

This project is a study of the excited states of ions and molecules and the immediate fates of these states when various molecules are irradiated with ionizing radiations. Low-energy electrons are used for excitation since, with most ionizing radiations
such as y rays or fast electrons, a majority of the excitation
arises from the action of low-energy secondary electrons. Long-'"ed
highly excited states and high-kinetic-energy ions are formed
in all radiolysis systems. At present their fates in such systems
have not been elucidated.
Recent work has been carried out on the metastable dissociation
of the CH+ ion. This ion is of great interest in fields as diverse
as radiation chemistry and astrophysics. Because of the great
difficulty of obtaining excited states of this ion for spectrographic
studies, only a few of the lower-lying excited states have been
experimentally identified. The appearance potential of thr .netastable ion, its kinetic energy, and its kinetic energy release on
dissociation are each measured and these identify the dissociation
limit and the level of the intersystem crossing point above the
limit at which the predissociation occurs. These results can be
interpreted in terms of theoretical calculations of the expected
excited states of the ion.
Other states of ions that have been studied are those leading to
fast fragment ions with high initial kinetic energy. Most of these
arise from the fragmentation of doubly charged states of the ion
but some arise from excited singly charged states. A recent study
of the occurrence of H3 ions in the mass spectra of a wide variety
of organic compounds shows H3 to arise both from doubly and
singly charged states. The appearance potential of each of these
states can be determined. At present too little is Imown about the
energy levels of complex molecules to assign states to the
processes involved.
A second type of study is one in which long-lived excited neutral
states of small molecules are investigated. These can be investigated with an electron beam crossed by a molecular beam. The
gated with an electron beam crossed by a molecular beam. The
neutral excited states or their dissociation products (including
high-energy photons) can be detected by Auger electron formation
when de-excitation of the states occurs at a metal surface.
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A. F. Sciamanna, and G. E. Thomas, The Occurrence of
___,
the H3 Ion in the Mass Spectra of Organic Compounds, Int. J.
Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys., 5: 465 (1970).
__
and A. F. Sciamamna, Metastable Dissociation of the
Doubly Charged Carbon Monoxide Ion, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 132
(1970).
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HIGH-ENERGY RADIAION
Ausloos, P. and Sieck, L. W. (National Bureau of Standards. U. S.
Section, A-265
Chemistry
Radiation
Department of Commerce,
Chemistry Building, Washington, D. C. 20234.
The objective is to study ionic and neutral phenomena occurring
in the high-energy radiation of organic and inorganic molecules;
to measure rates of ion-molecule reactions and of neutralization
reactions; to determine the mechanism of homogeneous neutralization of positive ions to establish modes of fragmentation of parent
ions and neutral excited molecules formed by electron impact and
photon absorption.
Present and future topics to be considered are: (a) clustering
reactions
using a
a
with cations
cations using
nonpolar molecules
molecules with
of polar
polar and
and nonpolar
reactions of
spectrometric technique; (b) neutralization mechanisms inlow-molecular-weight hydrocarbon ions; (c) determinaof rate coefficients for ion-molecule interactions using a
method; (d) unimolecular ra entation mechas rad
ioysis
pulse radiolysis method; (d) unimolecular fragmentation mechanisms in ions and superexcited molecules using helium and neon
resonance light sources; and (e) the effects of structure, internal
and density on the rates and mechanisms of ion-molecule
reactions using a combination of radiolytic, photolytic, and mass
a
p
on of r
sin
om
reaction
spectrometrie techniques.
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Sieck, W.; L. Hellner, and R. Gorden, Jr., Kinetic Mass Spectrometric Determination of the Absolute Rate Coefficient for
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, and P. Ausloos, Ion-Molecule Reaction Chains in Isobutene, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 1010 (1972).
Rebbert, R. E., and P. Ausloos, Pulse Radiolysis of Neopentane in
the Gas Phase, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., A, 76: 329 (1972).
Ausloos, P., Far Ultraviolet Photolysis of Alkanes, Mol. Photochem., 4(1): 39 (1972).

Dickey, L. C., and R. F. Firestone, The Radiolysis of Chloroform
Vapor. Effects of Phase on Arrhenius Parameters of the Hydrogen Atom Abstraction Reaction of Dichloromethyl Radicals
with Chloroform, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 4310 (1970).
Bishop, W. P., and R. F. Firestone, The Radiolysis of Liquid nPentane, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 1425 (1970).

03:129
STUDIES OF TRANSIENTS BY MEANS OF PULSE
RADIOLYSIS AND FLASH PHOTOLYSIS. Ghormley, J. A.;
Hochanadel, C. J.; Boyle, J. W. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
To establish mechanisms of radiation-induced chemical changes
it is necessary to determine the identity, yield, and chemistry of
intermediate species. We use pulse radiolysis, and generally follow the intermediates by absorption spectroscopy, although, as in
the N2 -02 system, we sometimes use light emission. Because
our accelerator (Febetron) provides pulses of very high intensity,
we can work with gases, and devote most of our effort to such
small molecules as 02 or NO. We are now studying the mechanisms
of 03 formation, including sensitization by N2, Ar, and He and inhibition by H2O, NH 3 , and SF 6 .
We also employ flash photolysis which sometimes offers simpler
conditions for the study of an intermediate. Thus, we are looking
at reactions of O(D) and 02('A) produced by flash photolysis of 03.
An important goal in our work is the accurate measurement of
rate constants of important elementary reactions, and pulse techniques often can provide the desired reactant in a system simple
enough for quantitative study. We have recently done this for the
HO radical in the reactions HO2 + HO 2 = H202 + 02 and HO2 + OH =
H20 + 02.
Although our interest in basic information dictates the use of
simple systems, we are influenced in our choice of molecules by
the demands of technology, particularly reactors, fusion, energy
conversion, atmospheric modeling, and related areas.

03:131
THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY OF SILANES AND GERMANES. Lampe, F. W. (The
Pennsylvania State University, Department of Chemistry, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802).
The objectives of this program are to obtain: (1) an understanding of the radiolytic behavior of silanes, germanes, and their
alkyl derivatives; (2) a mechanistic description of this radiolytic
behavior in terms of the elementary free radical and ionic reactions making up the overall conversion; (3) a mechanistic understanding of the elementary free radical and ionic reactions in
terms of specific reaction rates, reaction cross sections, reaction energetics, and the dependence of these parameters on reactant energy; (4) thermochemical information pertaining to silanes,
germanes, and their alkyl derivatives.
High-pressure mass spectrometry and tandem mass spectrometer studies of the ionic reactions occurring in Sil 4 , Si2H,,
SiH3CH 3 , GeH 4 , and in their admixtures with CH4, NO, H20, N2,
C2H 4 , and C2 H2 are planned for the immediate future. Mass spectrometric studies of the reactions of SiH3, Si2Hs, and CH3SiH 2 free
radicals with themselves and with NO, H20, CO, CO2, and unsaturated hydrocarbons are being conducted concurrently. Also
being examined concurrently are the y radiolyses of SiH4 -CH 4
and SiH 4 -NO mixtures.
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Hochanadcl, C. J., J. A. Ghormley, and P. J. Ogren, Absorption
Spectrum and Reaction Kinetics of the HO2 Radical in the Gas
Phase, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 4426 (1972).
Ghormley, J. A., and C. J. Hochanadel, Production of H, OH, and
H202 in the Flash Photolysis of Ice, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 40
(1971).
KINETICS OF IONIZING-RADIATION-INDUCED REAC03:130
TIONS. Firestone, Richard F. (The Ohio State University, Department of Chemistry, Columbus, Ohio 43210).
Current activity includes studies of fast reactions in the pulsedelectron-beam radiolysis of rare gases and of liquid solutions of
alcohols in alkane solvents and of the beta-ray-induced decomposition of water vapor.
Objectives of the rare gas studies include elucidation of mechanisms of decay of excited rare gas atoms and formation of excited metastable diatomic rare gas molecules and measurement of
the near infrared absorption spectra of these molecules. The
molecule-forming mechanism is complicated and involves competition between radiative decay and collisional steps. Crude
molecular absorption spectra have been recorded.
Objectives of the work with liquid alkane-alcohol solutions inelude determination of effects of solvent-solute interactions on
the absorption spectrum and decay time of solvated electrons.
Electrons are selectively solvated by microscopic domains of
alcohol molecules. The solvated electron spectrum is unaffected
by the presence of solvent at ethanol concentrations above a few
mole percent. Effects of solvent character and of solvent-solute
interactions on the spectrum decay rates and electronic yield are
of particular interest.
Objectives of the water vapor work include determination of the
mechanism for hydrogen atom and molecule formation. Evidence
to date indicates that hydrogen atoms are the only immediate
precursors of HD in HOH-D2 and DOD-H 2 and that GD = GH =
13.1 molec./100 eV. Rate constants and Arrhenius parameters
for reactions of D and II atoms with DOD, HOH, TOD, and TOH
have been determined recently.
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Arrhenius Parameters of Elementary Steps in Reactions of
Hydrogen Atoms with Water Vapor in Irradiated Mixtures of
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Experimental and theoretical studies of the radiation chemistry
of condensed phases including liquids (except water and aqueous
solutions), polymers, glasses, and crystals.
03:132
ELDOR INVESTIGATIONS 01' RADIATION PROCESSES.
Kispert, Lowell D.
(The University of Alabama, Department of
Chemistry, University, Alabama :5486).
It is the objective of this research to examine the role of a host
lattice in determining the type and yield of radicals produced by
x-irradiation of single crystals or polycrystalline material using
electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR), electron spin
resonance (ESR), and heavy atom substitution techniques. Irradiated single crystals of various bromo, chloro, and fluoro
derivatives of acetamide and acetic acid have been used as models
for trapped radical-lattice interactions. Through ESR investiga
tions it has been possible to obtain evidence for cluster formation
of radicals and to detect radical decay schemes that are dependent
on the local lattice environment around each cluster. Although the
presence of chlorine and bromine nuclei as substituents in the
radical precursors is mainly responsible for the observed lattice
dependence, these substituents have also made it difficult to
determine the complete radical decay scheme as a function of
host lattice by ESR methods. However, current investigations
have shown that the ELDOR spectrum of oriented radicals is
extremely sensitive to, enhanced by, and made simpler with the
presence of intramolecular motion, quadrupole interactions,
hyperfine anisotropy, and low observing temperatures, features
which are present for chloro-, bromo-, and fluoro-substituted
radicals. Therefore, by measuring the same radicals with
ELDOR as were previously measured by ESR, it is expected
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that the complete radical decay scheme can be determined, and
thus the radiation processes occurring in solids can be obtained.
PUBLICATIONS
Kispert, Lowell D., and Jane Pearson, Irradiated Single Crystal
Clathrate of Dianin's Compound and 1,2-dibromo-l,l-difluoroethane: Electron Spin Resonance Observation of the
Br 2 Radical, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 133 (1972).
__ , and F. Myers, Jr., ESR Study of the Chlorofluoroacetamide ]Radical in Irradiated Dichlorofluoroacetamide Single
Crystals, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 2623 (1972).
03:133
EFFECTS OF RADIATION UPON OPTICAL ISOMERS
OF TRIS-,ETHYLENEDIAMINE)COBALT(III) SALTS. Martin,
Don S.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Samples of the chloride, bromide, iodide, and nitrate of D, L,
and D-L tris-(ethylenediamine)cobalt(Ill) are being radiated with
Mo-Ka radiation and the gamma rays from spent fuel elements
of the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor. The rate of racemization of the optical isomers is being measured together with the
rate of decomposition to yield Co(lI). For comparison with
radiation-induced reactions the thermal rates of racemization of
the samples are being determined. Moderate irradiation levels
appear to cause racemization of the optical isomers before
significant decomposition of the salts. The nitrates explode above
220°C and radiation-induced changes in the sensitivity to detonation are being observed. Furthermore, the x radiation produces
an organic decomposition product.
Mass spectrometry identifies this component as C2 N2 H,; however, there are no stable well-characterized reasonable organic
compounds with this formula so work on its identification is
underway. In any event there appears to be some rearrangement of the amine groups in the ethylenediamine. Because of the
reactions of the ethylene ligands under irradiation it is planned
to study the behavior of complexes with propylene groups as well.

CAY. Dole, Malcolm.
(Baylor University, Department of
Chemistry, Waco, Texas 76703).
One major industrial use of radiation is to improve the resistance of polyethylene to deformation at elevated temperatures by
creating crosslinks in the polyethylene by radiation. The crosslinking reaction occurs in the recombination (decay) of free
radicals. Polyethylene can exist in a number of physical forms,
single crystals, extended chain crystals, mixed amorphous, and
crystalline phases, etc., and it is of interest to determine the
amounts and rates of free radical reactions in the different
forms. The decay reaction is also catalyzed by molecular hydrogen; in order to study quantitatively the latter effect we have
developed a new semimicro method for determining hydrogen
solubilities in polyethylene. By interfacing a small computer
with the ESR spectrometer we can automatically integrate the
ESR signals and determine relative spin concentrations. Many
data are now being collected for polyethylene irradiated at
liquid nitrogen temperature and then allowed to warm to room
temperature where the free radicals frozen in at the low temperature react rapidly, mostly to form crosslinks, but some to
form allyl-type free radicals. We are trying to determine the
location of the free radicals (i.e., whether in the crystalline or
amorphous regions), effect of hydrogen, and kinetics decay.
Data collection is almost completed, and definite conclusions
should be forthcoming soon.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:135
RADIATION-INDUCED GAS-SOLID REACTIONS IN
SOLIDS CAPABLE OF FORMIF 3 MONOLAYERS. Metz, D. J.,

and G. Adler.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of
Applied Science).
There is an important class of compounds that consists of
molecules with a long hydrocarbon backbone and a relatively
large polar group at one end. Many of these substances can
form monolayers on the surface of water. In the crystal, these
molecules associate-polar group to polar group-to form
similar layers. These layers, in turn, associate in pairs-hydrocarbon to hydrocarbon-to form a bilayer structure similar to
that postulated for cell membranes. The crystal structure consists of stacks of these bilayers. Examples of these compounds
are fatty acids and some of their derivatives, lecithins, many
surfactants, etc.
As expected, free radicals can be found in these solids after
irradiation. It is a peculiarity of these systems that reactive
gases, such as NO, SO 2, and 02, can diffuse into and through
the lattice
d react wih these radicals. The kinetics of the
reaction seem to be diffusion controlled, and the diffusion seems
divisible into three components: (1) along defects, (2) parallel to
the layer; and, (3) orthogonal to the layer. By using gases of
different molecular sizes it appears to be possible to react
selectively with free radicals near defects and thus determine
the dish-ibution of radicals in the crystal. After reaction, the
shape of the ESR spectrum will give information on the freedom
of motion of molecules and thus give some insight into defect
structure. The relative ease of diffusion parallel to the layer
compared with that orthogonal to the layer has suggested some
new ideas on transport in ultrathin membranes which will be
explored.
If, after reaction, these compounds are spread as monolayers
on water, large changes in properties are observed. Stearamide
irradiated and treated with SO2 shows a large decrease in break
pressure of the monolayer, followed by a subsequent increase
as
radiation dose is increased. Oleamide shows a decrease in
area per molecule at break after irradiation and treatment with
02. The effects seem rather sensitive to dose. Since, presumably, the packed monolayer has a structure similar to the
layer in the crystal, it is expected that study of these reactions
in the monolayer will give some insight into the orthogonal diffusion component and, by analogy, into transport mechanisms
in ultrathin membranes.
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Structure, Israel J. Chem., 10: 133 (1972).
Adler, G., Some Implications of Organic Solid State Reactions
for the Study of Phase Change Mechanisms, Trans. Amer.
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03:136
PROPERTIES OF ELECTRONS IN DIELECTRIC
LIQUIDS. Holroyd, R. A., and A. 0. Allen. (Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Studies of radiation-induced conductivity of dielectric liquids
have shown that details of molecular structure have an unexpectedly large effect on the number of free ions formed by the
radiation and on the mobility of electrons in the liquids. To
further understand this effect we are studying the photoinjection
of electrons into liquids from metal surfaces. This study enables
us to measure Vo, the energy of the excess electron state, relative to the free electron in vacuo. VO is close to zero for nalkanes and approximately -0.5 eV for the symmetrical molecules
neopentane and tetramethylsilane. This study also provides information about thermalization distances of low-energy electrons
in these liquids. The results show that most of the range of
"hot" electrons is attained at near-thermal energies. Knowledge
of VOis necessary to a theoretical understanding of the excess
electron, and the magnitude of this term can be correlated with
mobility. The results also lead to the interesting hypothesis that
the threshold for photoionization of solutes will be different for
various solvents, being considerably red-shifted for solvents
having symmetrical molecules. Experiments are underway to
test this idea. The chemical reactions of electrons formed in
liquids by ionizing radiation are controlled by these physical
parameters. Experiments are planned for study by conductivity
methods of reaction rates of electrons with active solutes in a
range of nonpolar solvents.
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J. Chem. Phys., 54: 5014 (1971).
03:137
THEORY OF EXCESS ELECTRON STATES IN HYDROCARBON LIQUIDS. Nielsen, S. O. (Danish Atomic Energy
(Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Commission), and A. O. Alien.

processes. We are currently exploring ion-trapping methods
particularly with a view toward examining changes in the
positive ion mobility which may be an important consequence
of secondary positive ion reactions. Such studies are, of course,
basic to obtaining an understanding of the radiation chemical
behavior of all nonpolar media.
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difference indicates that effective scattering centers are more
(1970
numerous in the hydrocarbon liquids, resulting in shorter ef-,
fective mean free paths, which suggests in turn that the single, and Stefan J. Rzad, Electrn cavengig n the Gamma
scattering approximation which worked well for argon, but is
valid only if the free path is longer than the electron wave(1970).
zad Stofan , Pierrc P. Infeta, John M. Warman, and Robert
length, should not be used for hydrocarbons. The scattering
depends on the distribution of potentials, which depends on the
I. Schuler, The Kinetics of Electron Scavenging and Ion teinhe Raiolysis of Hyrocarbon Solutions,
shapes and relative orientations of the molecules. A theory iscombination
Chem. Phys., 52::3971 (1970).
therefore being worked out in two parts. First, the distributionem.
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of electric potentials in a hydrocarbon is calculated. The true
RADIATION-INDUCED EFFECTS IN ORGANIC
03:140
potential is too difficult to calculate, but, as in solid state
SYSTEMS. Johnsen, Russell H. (Florida State University,
studies, it may be approximated by a synthetic "pseudopotential"
Department of Chemistry, Tallahassee, Florida 32:306).
that is made to give the right results for low-energy electron
This research program is aimed at elucidating the mechanisms
scattering in hydrocarbon gases. Second, the potential distribufor the transformation of high-energy radiation into chemical
tion is fitted into a multiple scattering theory that will lead to a
responses in organic systems. Of specific interest are the early
calculation of energies and mobilities for comparison with exreactions of ions, free radicals, and excited neutrals. The folperiment. Computer calculations of the pseudopotential are
lowing aspects of this problem are currently under investigation.
under way.
(1) the kinetics of recombination of free radicals in crystalline
solids: Quantitative EPR studies are being conducted on amino
Iacids
in order to gain further understanding of the processes
responsible for the decay of trapped free radicals. At present,
Sch
A. t, . W. F.,, Mad
y of E
s in
Schmidt, W. F., and A. O. Alien, Mobility of Electrons in Dievidence points toward a defect-controlled bulk diffusion process
electric Liquids, J. Chem. Phys., 52: 4788 (1970).
at 25'C, while at higher temperatures other processes seen to
intervene; (2) ion-molecule and ion-atom reactions with
emphasis on charge exchange processes at high kinetic energies.
03:138
RADIATION CHEMISTRY AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY IN
Of special interest are the cross sections for reactions of diTHE ADSORBED STATE. Wong, P. K. (Queensboro Community
(Brookhaven National Laboratory,
atomic molecular ions in excited electronic states with noble
College), and A. O. Alien.
Chemistry Department).
gas atoms; (3) reactions of molecular ions at metal electrodes.
In an effort to better understand the effect of collecting elecWhen a heterogeneous system is irradiated, energy deposited
trodes in radiolytic studies in the gas phase a tandem mass
in one phase may, by various means, transfer to another phase
spectrometer has been constructed, and mass-selected, energyand produce changes there. The principles of such energy transfer
controlled molecular ions can be directed against a metal target,
must be understood to explain and predict radiation effects in real
with subsequent energy and mass analysis. Both neutralization
systems, including biological ones. Extensive work has been done
and fragmentation processes have been detected and are being
on model systems, in which gases or vapors are adsorbed on
studied; (4) the behavior of thermal hydrogen atoms in organic
high-surface-area mineral supports. At present, effects of ultrasolids. The role played by hydrogen atoms and possible previolet light (uv) and gamma rays are being compared, the parcursors in irradiated organic materials remains ambiguous.
ticular system used being CH3Br adsorbed on porous Vycor glass
Under investigation presently are the reaction rates of I atoms
and irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperature. The uv energy is
with a variety of organic solids as a function of phase, temperaabsorbed by the glass and not by the CH 3 Br. The yield of free
ture, and molecular structure. Of special interest is the role
CI 3 radicals, determined by electron spin resonance spectrosplayed by diffusional processes as compared to surface reactions;
copy, varies with CH3 Br concentration in a different way when
and (5) the chemical effects of low-energy electrons. Thin films
the system is irradiated with uv than when it is irradiated with
of organic solids are being subjected to electron bombardment in
gamma rays. The results suggest that the less energetic excitons
the 5- to 100-eV energy range-the roles of electron trapping
produced by uv do not travel as far through the glass as the
separated electric charges or Wannier excitons produced by the
and mobility are currently being investigated.
gamma rays.
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Wong, P. K., and A. O. Alien, Charge Transfer to Molecules on
the Surface of Irradiated Glass, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 774 (1970).
____ , An ESR Study of Trapped Radicals Produced by the
Radiolysis of Hydrogenous Materials on Porous Glass, J. Phys.
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03:139
IONIC REACTIONS IN HYDROCARBONS.
R. H., S. J. Rzad and G. W. Klein. (Carnegie-Mellon University,
Radiation Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15213).
Studies of the concentration dependence for the scavenging of
radiation-produced ions in hydrocarbons have provided a model
that can be used to correlate and interpret a very wide variety
of ionic phenomena. With certain assumptions, predictions of
time-dependent phenomena can be made. These predictions
indicate that in pure hydrocarbons most ionic processes occur
on a very short time scale (<10-9 see), a time scale that is just
now becoming accessible to direct observation. Chemical
methods provide an important probe of details of these ionic

Fromont, M., and R. H. Johnsen, A Study of Charge Exchange Reactions in a Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer, Int. J. Mass
Spectrom. Ion Phys., 4: 235 (1970).
Johnsen, R. H., Ionizing Radiation, Instrumentation, and Methods,
in The Creation and Detection of the Excited State, Marcel
Dekker, Inc., New York, 1971.
and A. K. E. Hagopian, The Effect of Phase on the Reactions of Hydrogen Atoms with Solid Propene, in Problems and
Progress in Contemporary Radiation Chemistry, Prague, 1971,
pp. 409-413.
Stentz, F., and R. H. Johnsen, Radical Decay Kinetics in Crystalline Amino Acids, Radiat. Res., 48: 124 (1971).
03:141
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF MONOSUBSTITUTED
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS. Knight, James A. (Georgia Institute
of Technology, Nuclear and Biological Sciences Division, Atlanta,
Georgia 30332).
The objective of this research program is to investigate the
radiation chemistry of monosubstituted benzenes with nonhydrocarbon substituents. The approach is that of a detailed product
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and drift mobilities of charge carriers and to determine reanalysis of the y-irradiated pure compound and the compound
with electron, free radical, and positive-ion scavengers and with
combination kinetics of the ions.
additives that are expected to interact with excited states. Gas
chromatography is the main analytical technique for product
PULICATIONS
analysis. Nitrobenzene and aniline were the first compounds
investigated, and the results of the studies are in press. Cur-.
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of Styrene Vapor to Polyethylene, J. Polym. Sci., Part A-1,
10: 1019 (1972).
Knight, J. A., Arylation of Nitrobenzene Induced by Gamma
Radiation, Radiat. Res., 44: 50-58 (1970).
03:144
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDIES OF RADIA(Michigan State University,
TION EFFECTS. Rogers, Max T.
_, Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Gamma Irradiated
Nitrobenzene for Biphenyl and Nitroaromatic Products, J.
Department of Chemistry, East Lansing, Michigan 48823).
Chromatogr., 48: 526-529 (1970).
Radiation damage in solid materials is being studied using
__
, Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Gamma Irradiated
electron spin resonance to identify the paramagnetic fragments
Aniline for Aminoaromatic Products, J. Chromatogr., 56:
produced. A variety of new and unusual molecular species are
201-208 (1971).
prepared in this way and the ESR parameters (g tensors and
nuclear hyperfine splitting tensors) provide detailed information concerning the molecular and electronic structures of the
03:142
MECHANISM OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF INORGANIC
radicals. Molecular orbital calculations are carried out to
OXYANIONS. Johnson, Everett R., William Holtzscheiter, Arnold
assist in interpreting the ESR parameters. Systematic studies
(University of Maryland,
Francis, and Richard Rossmassler.
are underway that will help in devising general rules for
Department of Chemical Engineering, College Park, Maryland
predicting the results of radiation damage in molecular crys20742).
tals. Time and temperature variations of the ESR spectra are
The research is directed primarily toward developing an underaids in revealing the motions and reactions of the paramagnetic
standing of the mechanism of the decomposition of inorganic oxyspecies.
anions. A fruitful research approach has been the study of the
Organic materials being studied include carboxylic acids,
isotope effect in the decomposition of these salts. Currently we
amides, halocarbon derivatives, and organometallic compounds.
are investigating the oxygen isotope effect in the radiation-induced
Inorganic materials include hydrazinium salts and a variety of
decomposition of sodium nitrate. The G value ratio G(IGO)/G(18O)
fluorides and oxyanions, particularly those leading to excessfor sodium nitrate decomposition as a function of temperature
electron radicals. An effort to observe triplet states of some
appears to be relatively constant over a wide range of temperanew carbenes has been started and ESR studies of radiation
ture; however, G(decomposition) is quite sensitive to temperature
damage in sugars is contemplated. A major objective has been
changes. Isotope effect studies as a function of temperature and
to obtain nuclear hyperfinc splitting data for common nuclei in
pressure are in progress.
a variety of radicals to provide a basis for interpreting new
Most mechanisms postulated for the decomposition of the oxyspectra.
anions include a back reaction involving the oxygen liberated
Computer programs for analysis of spectra and their simuladuring the decomposition and the decomposition products. If this
tion are being developed, including a general method for obtaining
mechanism is really operable, then it would appear that it should
second-rank tensors from single-crystal data.
be possible to demonstrate an oxygen exchange reaction. Various
salts (nitrates, halates, etc.) are irradiated in the presence of
18O and the resulting product examined by Raman spectra to
PUBLICATIONS
determine whether O80
has been incorporated into the salt. The
results to late indicate that an exchange reaction can be realized
Roges
. T, and L. . Kispert, ESR Study of 'C 2 COORadca
n the nitrates,
and prlorates
chlorates,
in Irradiated Single Crystals of Sodium Chlorodifluoroacetate,
J. Chem. Phys., 55: 2360 (1971).
PUBLICATIONS
Kispert, L. D.. and M. T. Rogers, Temperature Dependence of the
ESR Spectrum of CO2CF 2 CFCO - in Irradiated Sodium PerfluoroKhare, M., and E. R. Johnson, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 4085 (1970).
succinatc, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 3326 (1971).
Subramanian, S., and M. T. Rogers, An Electron Spin Resonance
Melveger, A. J., E. R. Johnson, and E. N. Ladov, J. Inorg. Nucl.
Study of the IO2F- Radical in Gamma-Irradiated Single Crystals
Chem., 32: 337 (1970).
of Potassium Oxyfluoroiodate, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 3479 (1971).
Johnson, Everett R., Radiation Induced Decompositic. 0f Inorganic Molecular Ions, Gordon and Breach, Science
:lishers,
Root, K. D. J., and M. T. Rogers, ESR Spectra of Inorganic
Inc., New York, 1970.
Radicals and Radical Ions, in Spectroscopy in Inorganic
Chemistry, J. R. Ferraro and C. N. R. Rao (Eds.), Vol. II,
03:143
RADIATION-INDUCED EFFECTS IN POLYMERS AND
pp. 115-174, Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1971.
RELATED COMPOUNDS. Silverman, Joseph.
(University of
Maryland, Laboratory for Radiation and Polymer Science, Col03:145
INVESTIGATION OF GAMMA-RAY-INDUCED POLYlege Park, Maryland 20742).
MERIZATION OF THE CARBORANES. Klingen, Theodore J.
Viscosity effects are measured in the grafting of vinyl mono(The University of Mississippi, Department of Chemistry,
University, Mississippi 38677).
Contract AT-(40-1)-3781.
mers to polymers. Results show that grafting under high viscosity
conditions near the glass transition temperature maximizes the
This research involves the radiation-induced polymerization of
graft yield and minimizes the yield of occluded homopolymer.
organo-substituted derivatives of 1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaMeasurements show that reduced homopolymer content means
borane(12) in the solid and liquid states. The first aspect of the
superior mechanical properties. The methods have practical
present work is the effect of the plastic crystalline nature of the
solid state of 1-vinyl- and 1-ethyl-o-carborane on the polymervalue in optimizing industrial grafting processes. They have
fundamental value in determining conditions where grafted
ization. The unusual phase transition behavior observed for
these compounds is being investigated by examining a series of
propagating radicals can be measured; ESR measurements are
well-known organic plastic crystalline compounds to determine
in progress.
whether this behavior is common to all plastic crystals or only
The mechanism of the radiation polymerization of styrene in
to the carboranes. This work should also shed light on the role
the solid state is studied by measurements of the kinetics and
molecular weight distribution. A very large yield of polymerized
of diffusion control on radiolytic reactions in this condensed
state of matter. A second aspect of the polymerization of 1dimers and trimers suggests intraspur termination.
LET studies on polymers and single crystals of alkanes are
vinyl-o-carborane, the role of the side chain conjugated double
in progress. Our principal interest is pair radical formation.
bond, is being investigated by examining the radiolysis of
Measurements of radiation-induced conductivity in vinyl
1-ethyl- and 1-allyl-o-carborane where there is no double bond
monomers and alkanes are in progress to determine the yields
or the double bond is not conjugated with the cage.
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The investigation of other phases of the overall problem will
include the study of the copolymerization of 1-vinyl-o-carborane
under the influence of radiation with compounds such as styrene.
Also the screening of other substituted carboranes, such as
bromomethyl-o-carborane, o-carboranediacetic acid, and
bis(hydroxyethyl)-o-carborane, for their ability to be polymerized by ionizing radiation will be undertaken. In all of this
work, the goal is the determination of the polymer structure
and kinetics-mechanism of the radiolytic reactions.
PUBLICATIONS
Wright, J. R., and T. J. Klingen, Investigation of Gamma-Ray
Induced Polymer Formation in the Carboranes-I. Separation
and Structural Identification of the Polymer Formed from
1-Vinyl-o-Carborane, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 32: 2853 (1970).
Klingen, T. J., and J. R. Wright, Radiolytically Induced Polymer'
Formation in Alkenyl Carboranes: Phase Effects, Mol. Cryst.
Liquid Cryst., 13: 173 (1971).
, and J. R. Wright, Further Evidence for the Plastic
Crystalline Nature of 1-Vinyl-o-Carborane, Mol. Cryst.
Liquid Cryst., 16: 283 (1972).
03:146
DETERMINATION OF RANGE OF LOW-ENERGY
ELECTRONS IN ORGANIC MATERIALS.
Berry, W. B., and
Y. C. Chang. (University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
Low-energy electrons are injected into thin film organic materials by means of photoemission from a silver cathode to
determine the electron range, or average depth of penetration,
and thereby to obtain information regarding the associated
energy-loss mechanisms. At the energies used, in the vicinity
of one electron-volt, electrons interact primarily with inter
molecular vibrations or phonons.
The electron penetration is determined by measuring the
change in photocurrent following calibrated increases in the
film thickness. These steps in film thickness are typically 2
or 3 nanometers (nm). Average electron range values vary
from 15 nm for materials like neopentane to 3 nm for octane.
The photocurrent dependence on film thickness is found to be
exponential rather than gaussian. This fact is crucial to the
evolution of theories, especially as a boundary condition for
the Smoluchowski equation.
In addition to yielding information on electron range, the data
indicate a potential barrier between the photocathode and the
condensed hydrocarbons. This barrier effects an initial decrease in the photocurrent, and it can be determined by projecting the data back to the zero thickness case.
PUBLICATIONS
Berry, WV.B., Low-Energy Electron Transmission Through Ice
gthe
Films at 77BK,
LwEJ. Chem. Phys., 54: 1837 (1971). Th
Low-Energy Irradiation of Thin Paraffin Hydrocarbon
lKI
Films, Jo. Electrochem. Soc., 118: 597 (1971).
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF IRRADIATED
03:147
(UniORGANIC LIQUIDS AND GLASSES. Funabashi, Koichi.
xersity of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
)CdS physical
The
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this study
study is
is to
to provide
provide aa unified
unified
physical
picture for static (stationary) and dynamic (time-dependent)
behavior of electrons in irradiated organic liquids and glasses.
These problems are related to current experimental measurements in this laboratory of electron drift velocity, optical absorption spectrum of the trapped electrons, and luminescence.
The theoretical aspect of this study involves understanding of
the electronic structure of disordered molecular systems for
various time scales following a stimulus. For the initial stage,
the problem is to clarify the physical meaning of ionization in
a condensed phase. As long as the charge separation is finite
for the ion pair, the significance of ionization and the relevance
of ionization potential are not trivial, in contrast to those in the
gas phase. We have had partial success on this problem but will
continue to work on a more detailed formulation. For the second
stage, the mechanism of electron-phonon coupling in electron
trapping and also in controlling the electron mobility is being
investigated. The problems are how long does it take for an
electron to be trapped or scavenged after ionization and what
are the controlling factors (molecular geometry, temperature,
etc.).
PUBLICATIONS
Maruyama, Y., and K. Funabashi, Electron Drift Mobility in Solid
3-Methylpentane, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 2342 (1972).
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Funabashi, K., and Y. Maruyama, Model for Trapped Electron in
3-Methylpentane Glass-An Electron in a Linear Random
Lattice, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 4494 (1971).
__
C. Hebert, and J. L. Magee, Effects of Optical Bleaching
on Luminescence Decay and Trapped Electron Concentration
in Gamma-Irradiated 3-Methylpentane at 77°K, J. Phys. Chem.,
75: 3221 (1971).
03:148
THE RANGE AND ENERGY DEGRADATION SPEC'TRUM OF SLOW ELECTRONS IN DIELECTRICS.
Hamill, W. H.,
(University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboraand T. Y. Chai.
tory).
A thin-film sandwich device has been designed and will be applied to the problem of measuring the range of injected electrons
of 0- to 100-eV energy.
The device, from top to bottom, consists of dielectric D, (102
to 103 ), grid G (-50 A gold), dielectric D2 (100 A), collector C
3
(~10 A gold), substrate. Electrons are supplied from a thermionic emitter. The currents IG and Ic will be measured at each
thickness t1 of D,, over a range of incident electron energies eV i.
At each Vi the collector voltage Vc will be swept from the
saturation current at Vc > 0 to Ic = 0 at Vc < 0. This establishes
the energy distribution of electrons transmitted by D1 and G.
Electrons thermalized in D1 will be collected by G. Methods
exist for distinguishing hot electron transmission through pinholes and through metal in discontinuous metal films. In a
prototype device using SiO as dielectric and t, = t = 102 A, slow
electrons traverse D1 and enter D2 with <2 eV (the practical
limit for Vc at that thickness). If ohmic injection can be achieved,
Ic- Ni characteristics will be measured to provide information
concerning trap concentrations and depths. Having established
procedures with the prototype, such dielectrics as cyclohexane
will be used with Hg electrodes.
03:149
CHARACTERISTIC ENERGY LOSSES AND LUMINESCENCE BY SLOW-ELECTRON IMPACT ON THIN FILMS OF
MOLECULAR AND IONIC SOLIDS.
Hamill, W. H., N. Hiraoka,
and T. Matsushige.
(University of Notre Dame, Radiation
Laboratory).
The purpose of this work is the investigation of electronic
states of molecules and ions (e.g., n-hexane and NaCI) which are
inaccessible by other conventional techniques. Although these
states and their associated luminescence and chemical dccomposition must dominate the terminal stages of the effects
due to high-energy radiation they have not been observed bcfore. Losses in alkanes at ~2 eV (transient negative ions),
~3 eV (triplets) and 4 to 8 eV (unknown excited states), correlate with chemical decompositions at -3.5 and ~6 eV in nhexane.
Nine alkali halides show a common pattern of losses, many
previously reported for 10- to 20-eV electrons, but on the
Saverage
three low-lying states of alkali halides appear below
optical exciton fundamenlal. These states must be due to
spin- and symmetry-forbidden halide ion excitations. In pure
Nyrat 77'K, 300 nm and 375 nm luminescence is excited at
~4.6 eV. In KI: T1', this excitation induces emission from Tl1
and is probably excitonic.
ceDetailed
of KCI,
aumeasurements of losses and luminescence
KCi: Tl1, and related systems at s16K1<are planned. Studies on
and other semiconductors will correlate with other solid
state investigations at Notre Dame.
PUBLICATIONS
Merkel, P. B., and W. 11. Hamill, Energy loss Spectra of LowEnergy Electrons Scattered from Thin Solid Molecular Films,
J. Chem. Phys., 55: 1409 (1971).
_
and W. 11. Ilamill, Luminescence from Thin Solid Films
at 77°K Under Low-Energy Electron Impact, J. Chem. Phys.,
54: 1695 (1971).
Hiraoka, K., and W. H. Hamill, Energy Losses by Slow Electrons
in Alkali Halide Films, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 3185 (1972).
Matsushige, T., and W. 11. Hamill, Chemical Effects Due to LowEnergy Electron Impact on Thin Films of Cyclohexane and
n-Hexane at 77°K, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 1255 (1972).
03:150
THE FORMATION AND NATURE OF SOLVATED
ELECTRONS IN POLAR LIQUIDS AND THEIR ALKANE MIXTURES.
lentz, R. R., and G. Ienney-Wallace.
(University
of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
Nanosecond and subnanosecond pulse radiolyses are being
used for study of the time and concentration dependence of the
optical absorption spectrum of the electron in various polar
liquids and their mixtures with alkanes. Such a study should
enhance understanding of the mechanism of formation and
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nature of solvated electrons. Absorption spectra have now
been determined for the solvated electron (es) at 30°C in 22
'alcohols and in binary mixtures of a number of alcohols and
cyclohexane. In each case, the spectrum was present immediately within a 5-nsec pulse and was unchanged in position
and shape at longer times. The preliminary results suggest
the following conclusions: (1) binding and transition energies
of e; in the alcohols are determined by interaction of the
electron with an optimum configuration of OHl dipoles in a
small solvation domain, perhaps a single shell; (2) the optimum configuration for e7 is affected by molecular structure
of the alcohol (particularly branching); (3) spectra in the mixtures are characteristic of an equilibrium composition of the
solvation domain which is attained within 5 nsec at 30°C in
the 0.lM alcohol solutions studied and is determined by mixture composition, relative strength of the attractive interactions of e- with the mixture components, and strength of the
attractive interactions between the mixture components. Studies
are being extended to lower alcohol concentrations, alkanes of
greater viscosity, lower temperatures, and shorter times (for
which purpose a new infrared picosecond pulse-radiolysis system utilizing an injection laser diode has been developed). Work
with polar substances other than alcohols is planned, and an
attempt will be made to form chelates of the electron with
single molecules of certain solutes present at low concentrations in alkane solvents. Compounds chosen for such a purpose
will include long-chain polyhydroxy alcohols and macrocyclic
compounds whose structure includes a "cavity" of about the
same size and character as that believed to be associated with
the solvated electron in water and the simple alcohols.
FORMIATION OF EXCITED STATES IN THE RADI03:151
(UniOLYSIS OF LIQUIDS. Kira, Akira, and J. K. Thomas.
versity of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
The formation of excited states in the irradiation of organic
solutions is studied using the pulse radiolysis method. Conparison of the results with those in the laser photolysis makes
it possible to estimate the primary yield of each of singlet and
triplet excited states of solutes. In benzonitrile solution, most
of the solute excited states are produced as triplet states. In
dimethyloxyethane solution, the singlet excited state is predominantly formed at low concentration and the contribution of
the triplet state increases with increasing solute concentration. Benzyl alcohol solution gives both triplet and singlet
excited states, the triplet state contribution again increasing
with increasing solute concentration.
03:152
TRIPLET FORMATION IN ION RECOMBINATION IN
SPURS. Magee, J. L., and J. J. Huang. (University of Notre
Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
The problem of triplet formation from ion recombination in
irradiated systems is considered theoretically. In many systems the recombination occurs within spurs and takes place
before spin relaxation. In liquid organic solutions at room
to be ca. 10-" s
temperature relaxation times can be estimated
t
but recombination time is of the order of 10-" s. Under such
conditions of conservation of total spin for a spur, the probability for triplet formation is treated as a combinatorial problem. For this case a simple formula is obtained to express
triplet formation probability as a function of the number of
ion-pairs in the spur.
The various mechanisms of spin relaxation are under con'sideration. The most important mechanism involves the
'presence of triplet molecules excited directly by spin-exchange
scattering of sub-excitation electrons. The general combinatorial
consideration for various numbers of recombining charge pairs
in a spur which has a finite spin arising from triplet excitation
by low-energy electrons is similar to the treatment for zero
spin. General formulas can be obtained in a straightforward
way. The triplet/singlet ratio averaged over spur size distribution is estimated to te <<7. If an appropriate fraction (~30%) of
spin exchange by sub-excitation electrons is assumed, the
present theoretical work may furnish an explanation of the fact
that in some hydrocarbons ion recombination has produced approximately equal initial yields of triplet and singlet excited
states. However, a more significant correlation between theory
and experimental data requires further efforts in both areas.
DIELECTRIC RELAXATION AS APPLIED TO RADIA03:153
TION CHEMISTRY. Mozumder, A. (University of Notre Dame,
Radiation Laboratory).
Picosecond pulse radiolysis experiments with polar liquids
have demonstrated that the solvated electron is actually formed
in a time scale that is much smaller than the dielectric relaxation time measured in the laboratory in (relatively) weak electric
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fields. Experiments performed at low temperatures exhibit the
formation of solvated electrons in microsecond time scale. Even
so this time is orders of magnitude smaller than the laboratorymeasured relaxation time.
One possible contributing factor is the relaxation under constant
charge condition, which makes it faster than laboratory measurements by a factor equal to the ratio of static to high-frequency
dielectric constant. 'This works pretty well for water, ammonia,
and some alcohols but not the higher alcohols. Also, it does not
explain the low-temperature results. Clearly, a microscopic
model is indicated.
At present we are trying out a model based on charge-dipole
interaction. It has been applied to solvated electron formation in
dilute solutions of polar molecules in nonpolar solvents. The
model predicts very fast attachment followed by coagulation in
nanosecond time scale for an ~50mM solution. In this model the
spectrum of the solvated electron should be approximately the
same as that of the neat polar liquid, which is what is observed.
We intend to apply this model to neat polar media, which will
need modifications to incorporate self-consistent interaction
between the electron and the neighboring dipoles.
03:154
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT ON FREE-ION YIELD.
Mozumder, A. (University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
Following ionization in a dielectric liquid the ejected electron
travels a certain distance before coming to rest. This could be
either thermalization or trapping. The distance that the electron
travels depends, in addition to the electronic range, upon the
mechanisms of energy loss of the low-energy electron. Once
thermalized, the motion of the electron should be describable
by Smoluchowski's diffusion equation. One consequence of this
equation is that in the long-time limit there is a small probability that the electron escapes neutralization with its sibling
positive ion by virtue of Brownian motion. This gives rise to
the so-called free-ion yield, which has been measured by
various techniques. Onsager's theory describes the steadystate situation rather well; there also have been attempts to
treat the time-dependent situation.
An external electric field increases the escape probability of
the electron, which also has been observed. Formally, the
Onsager theory should be applicable for the evaluation of the
enhancement factor but the analysis is too complicated. Our
effort in this direction will be aimed at: (1) making the Onsager
treatment tractable, (2) studying the effect of initial distribution, and (3) introducing trapping and detrapping in the Onsager
model. Results will be compared with experiments.
DIFFUSION AND ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN Il03:155
RADIA''ED DIELECTRIC LIQUIDS. Mozumder, A., G. Abell,
and J. L. Magee. (University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
It has now been established beyond doubt that the electron behaves as a classically diffusing entity in many reactions that it
undergoes in irradiated dielectric liquids (hydrocarbons). Most
important among the experimental results are those on neutralization and scavenging. Quantitative scavenging experiments
are successfully interpreted in terms of Smoluchowski's equatiot including the electric field between the ions. Properties of
the solutions of the equation have been investigated for the case
of a single pair of charges. The analytical solution is of practical importance only for very small scavenger concentrations,
but numerical solutions are possible. Numerical methods have
been developed for the calculation of the neutralization (or
scavenging) probability of an electron in the field of an ion. We
also have worked out approximate solutions for the multiple
ion-pair cases. The fact that in most hydrocarbons the measured
electron mobility is independent of the applied field up to rather
high field strongly suggests a diffusive mechanism for electron
transport in such systems.
There remains a fundamental theoretical problem that can be
stated as follows: how does a light particle such as an electron
exhibit diffusive behavior whereas it should only follow wave
mechanics? We think that the answer lies in the destruction of
phase correlations of electron scattering by neighboring molecules of the liquid. It is not the electron itself, but the random
positions of the molecules, that generates the diffusive behavior.
We shall investigate the proposition that the foregoing statements follow from general principles of quantum statistical
mechanics and in so doing the time scale over which diffusion is
a good approximation should be obtainable.
PUBLICATIONS
Abell, G. C., A. Mozumder, and J. L. Magee, LaPlace Transform
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Method in the Theory of Ion Neutralization. Application to
Scavenging Probability in the Gamma Radiolysis of Dielectric
Liquids, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 5422 (1972).
___ , and A. Mozumder, Application of Diffusion Model for
Recombination of Isolated Pairs in Condensed Media, J. Chem.
Phys., 56: 4079 (1972).
Mozumder, A., Model for Neutralization and Scavenging of
Charges in Irradiated Dielectric Liquids. II. Electron
Scavenging Under Gamma Radiolysis, J. Chem. Phys., 55:
3026 (1971).
Magee, John L., and A. B. Tayler, Recombination of Ions in a
Coulomb Field in the Presence of a Scavenger, J. Chem. Phys.,
56: 3061-3066 (1972).
03:156
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDIES OF FREE
RADICALS FORMED BY IRRADIATION. Livingston, Ralph,
Robert W. Holmberg, and Henry Zeldes. (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Chemical free radicals that are formed in solids and in liquids
are being studied by electron spin resonance. The work on solids
is largely with single crystals, usually of known structure, and
the radicals are most often formed by gamma irradiation.
Studies are underway on Fremy's radical (the nitrosodisulfonate
radical anion) as well as other radicals formed by irradiating
a host crystal of potassium hydroxylamine trisulfonate. For the
first time the spectrum of Fremy's radical is available in a
single crystal with sufficient detail to allow a complete deterparameters. Other studies are being
mination of the hyperfine
=
made on NO3 and NO formed in a variety of nitrates. The work
on liquids is concerned with the identification and study of free
radicals at steady-state concentration during photolysis with
ultraviolet light. Typical radical lifetimes are of the order of a
millisecond at room temperature. Presently radicals derived
from heterocyclic nitrogen compounds are being studied. A
rotating sector is also used to allow measurement of radical
lifetimes and a general study of radical kinetics. Zeeman
polarization phenomena are sometimes seen, and at this time
a study is underway on polarization effects and chemical kinetics
of radicals formed during photolysis of aqueous solutions of
~~~~tartan~ric acid,~~.
PUBLICATIONS
Dohrmann, J. K., 1. Livingston, and H. Zeldes, Paramagnetic
Resonance Study of Liquids During Photolysis. XII. Alloxan,
Parabanic Acid, and Related Compounds, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc., 93: 3343 (1971).
, and R. Livingston, Paramagnetic Resonance Study of
,___
Liquids During Photolysis. XIII. Uracil and Derivatives, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 5363 (1971).
Holmberg, R. W., ESR Study of Gamma-Irradiated Single Crystals
of Potassium Bicarbonate at 771K, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 1730
(1971).
03:157
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF IIOMOLOGOUS SERIES
OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. Rudolph, P. S. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.).
The systematic study of the radiolysis of an extensive number
of members of a specific homologous series of organic compounds was initiated to determine the effects of homology on the
radiolytic products and their abundances. This would give the
radiation chemical theorists a fund of data in which the classical
organic chemical approach of homology can be joined to modern
physical theories of the interaction of radiation with matter.
The normal aliphatic monocarboxylic acids from C, through
C22 have been irradiated, the products analyzed, and a mechanistic scheme outlined (for propionic acid and higher) that accounts for the observed products and the decreasing CO2 yield
with increasing chain length.
A parallel study on amines has been started. Deamination has
been observed as a major process, and a chromatographic technique for measuring the ammonia has been demonstrated.
A logical extension of this research is to the homologous series
of amino acids. This should provide data of rather direct interest
to radiobiology, particularly if we extend the study to aqueous
solutions of amino acids.
PUBLICATIONS
Jones, A. R., The Radiolysis of Aliphatic Carboxylic Acids: The
Decarboxylation of Normal Acids at 38°, Radiat. Res., 47: 35
(1971).
, The Radiolysis of Aliphatic Carboxylic Acids: On the
Decarboxylation of Normal Acids in the Liquid State, Radiat.
Res., 48: 447 (1971).
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, The Radiolysis of Aliphatic Carboxylic Acids: On the
Decarboxylation of Normal Acids at 771°, Radiat. Res., 50:
41 (1972).

03:158
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF INORGANIC CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS AND TIEIER MELTS. Boyd, G. E.. J. B. Bates,
and L. M. Toth. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Director's
Division).
The damaging effects of nuclear radiations on molecular ions
in inorganic crystals and their melts are being investigated in
this program. The identification of molecular fragments produced in the crystal lattice or in the molten salt by energetic
ionizing radiations and the development of a chemical mechanism
for the subsequent reactions of these fragments are important
objectives. During the past three years the techniques of
vibrational spectroscopy (i.e., laser Raman scattering and infrared emission and absorption) have been applied. This modern
and powerful investigative procedure makes possible the direct
determination of the physical structure and chemical composition of the damaged region in a crystal, and gives information on
the manner in which the decomposition anneals with post-irradiation treatment. Isotopic substitution in a molecular ion with
13
C, SN, 'TO, etc., greatly increases the insight gained from the
spectroscopic measurements.
Some of our recent work has been concerned with crystalline
and molten alkali metal and alkaline earth fluorides and with
identifying the complex ions of uranium, thorium, zirconium,
and several fission product elements that may exist in these
systems. Increasing attention will be given to Raman and infrared emission spectra of molten carbonates, sulfates, hydroxides,
and other molten salts because of their possible importance as
high-temperature solvents in various new energy technologies.
PtBICATIONS
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J. . ates, and C. E. Boyd, aman Spectrum of BeF?^inMolten NaF and LiF to 686°C, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 78
(1972).
Bates, J. B., M. H. Brooker, A. S. Quist, and G. E. Boyd, Raman
Spectra of Molten Alkali-Metal Carbonates, J. Phys. Chem.,
76: 1565 (1972).
THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF HIGH POLYMEIS.
03:159
Parkinson, W. W. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor
Chemistry Division).
The objective of this program is to delineate the radiationinduced chemical reactions involved in the crosslinking and
scission of organic high polymers. This information is important
in the prediction of the serviceability of plastics and rubbers in
a radiation environment and in the development of radiation
processing of these materials. The materials studied are simple
base polymers typical of commercial plastics and elastomers.
Precursors of chemical reactants, trapped electrons, were
studied in a thesis program in cooperation with the University
of Tennessee and Professor T. F. Williams. Currently, the
changes induced by radiation in the infrared spectrum of
polystyrene are being analyzed to correlate the changes in molecular structure with previously measured yields of hydrogen,
benzene, and crosslinks. The dependence of the rate of molecular scission on temperature will be studied to explain the
apparent decrease in crosslink yields at elevated temperatures
while the hydrogen yields are unchanged or increased.
Since earlier infrared analysis of different isomeric types of
polybutadiene showed that unsaturated groups disappeared at a
high rate, crosslink yields will be measured to account for the
change in unsaturation. The crosslink densities are important
since they determine the elasticity of these rubber polymers.
PUBLICATIONS
Parkinson, W. W., and 0. Sisman, The Use of Plastics and
Elastomers in Nuclear Radiation, Nucl. Eng. Design, 17:
247 (1971).
, and R. M. Keyser, Polystyrene and Related Polymers,
Chap. 5, in Radiation Chemistry of Macromolecules, Vol. II,
pp. 57-96, M. Dole (Ed.), Academic Press, Inc., New York,
1972.
03:160
THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF HYDROCARBON
LIQUIDS. Parkinson, W. W. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Reactor Chemistry Division).
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The objective of this investigation is to determine the nature
and the yields of the products from the irradiation of solutions
of naphthalene in hexane. These compounds were selected as
models for the aromatics in coal and the light alkane hydrocarbons of petroleum to explore the utilization of radiation to
convert coal into liquid chemicals.
Less than 25% of the total radiation product is sufficiently
volatile for analysis by gas chromatography. Over 20 compounds
have been identified in this fraction, about half from the recombination of alkyl radicals from hexane and half from the
reaction of these radicals with naphthalene.
The nonvolatile portion of the total product could be separated
into four fractions by gel permeation chromatography. The
general types of isomeric compounds making up each of the
four fractions have been indicated by mass spectrometry.
Samples of different concentrations have been irradiated for
various doses and are now being analyzed. The results will
delineate the types of reactions and the yields to be expected
from irradiation of aromatics in an environment of alkaneion
hydrocarbons. With the potentialities of using radiation in the
processing of coal thus indicated, the program will be complete.
03:161
PULSE RADIOLYSIS STUDIES OF FAST REACTIONS
IN MOLECULAR SYSTEMS. Dorfman, Leon M. (The Ohio State
University, I)epartment of Chemistry, Columbus, Ohio 43210).
The pulse radiolysis fast reaction technique, with fast optical
detection into the infrared to 2300 nm, in the uv, and visible, and
in the vacuum uv at 121.6 nm, is being used to investigate the
optical properties and chemical behavior of many fundamental
transient species. These projects are currently active: (a) the
optical properties of the solvated electron, in the infrared, in
weakly polar liquids and in binary liquids, are being determined
We intend to establish the extent to which aggregate properties of
the liquid are dominant in determining the nature of solvated electrons and the extent to which specific molecular properties are
dominant. The data provide more rigorous tests of validity of
theoretical models and will furnish much-needed empirical guidance in the current development of these models. (b) Solvent
effects in electron transfer and proton transfer reactions of
aromatic radical ions arc being investigated. The solvent dependence of the kinetics is providing information about the role
of ion solvation in electron transfer and the dependence of the
rates on the dielectric properties of the solvent, a major parameter in current theories of electron transfer. The proton
transfer rate data are providing new information on the profound
effects of hydrogen bonding of the solvent in binary liquid sys
s
where kinetic effects ranging over several orders of magnitude
are being observed. (c) Nanosecond ion-recombination reactions
of aromatic radical anions in weakly polar liquids are under investigation with a view to providing information about the properties of geminate ion-pairs in radiation chemistry.

Another system presently being studied is a mixture of aqueous
solutions of methacrylic acid and methacrylamide. The electric
field effect will be attempted in 1973.
Our other investigations involve the radiolysis of simple gaseous
organic fluorides (methyl fluoride and fluoroform) and some simple
liquid aromatic fluorides, (o-, m-, and p-fluorotoluenes). Not
much has appeared in the literature concerning organic fluorides
whereas the fluorocarbons have been fairly well studied. Our
studies so far have shown that these simple compounds produce
reactive fluorine-containing intermediates that may be suitable
for synthesizing organic fluoro compounds. After the mechanisms
for the radiolvtic decompositions of the above simple compounds
have been established, suitable mixtures containing olefinic-type
bonds will be irradiated to achieve radiation-induced syntheses.
PUBLICATIONS
Rodrguez, R., and R. A. Lee, Gamma Ray Induced Copolymerizaof Vin Acetate and Crotonic Aid Rev. Latinoamer
Quica, 2 50 (1971)
Lee, R A., Radiolysis of Methyl Fluoride, Rev. Latinoamer.
Quimica, 2: 159 (1971).
03:163
RESEARCH CONCERNING IONIC AND FREE RADICAL
REACTIONS N RADIATIONCHEMISTRY.
Williams, T. Ffrancon. (University of Tennessee, Department of Chemistry,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916)
The focus of this research is on the nature and reactivity of the
intermediate chemical species that are generated by high-energy
irradiation of molecular liquids and solids. A complete characterization of the role of these species in radiation chemistry
requires the determination of their molecular structure, the
identification of the primary radiation chemical mechanism of
their formation, and the kinetic investigation of their subsequent
reactions. The experimental methods that are used in this research are those of electron spin resonance and optical absorption spectroscopy. The systems include both organic and inorganic
compounds with particular emphasis on comparatively simple
molecules such as acetonitrile, methanol, alkyl halides, sulfuryl
chloride, and organophosphorus chlorides. Representative research problems currently under investigation include: (1) structural studies of aliphatic radical anions and radical-anion pairs
in yirradiated crystalline solids; (2) the mechanism of electron
attachment to molecules such as acetonitrile and methvl isocyanide; (3) kinetic studies of hydrogen atom abstraction reacons at lotemperatures with particular reference to the contribution of quantum mechanical tunneling as evidenced by
temperature and kinetic isotope effects; (4) electron spin resonance studies of irradiated phosphorus compounds in the solid
state; (5) spin trapping studies in the radiolysis of organic liquids
including alcohols, thiols, amines, and ethers; and (6) pulse
radiolysis studies on nitriles.
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Dorfman, Leon M., F. Y. Jou, and R. Wageman, Solvent Dependence
of the Optical Absorption Spectrum of the Solvated Electron, Be
Bunsenges. Phys. Chem., 75: 681 (1971).
Dye, J. L., M. G. DeBacker, J. A. Eyre, and L. M. Dorfman, Pulse
Radiolysis Study of the Kinetics of Formation of Na- in Ethylenedialnine by the Reaction of Solvated Electrons with Sodium
tons, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 839 (1972).
Hikida, T., J. A. Eyre, an(d L. M. Dorfman, Pulse Radiolysis
Studies. XX. Kinetics of Some Addition Reactions of Gaseous
Hydrogen Atoms by Fast Lyman-Alpha Absorption Spectrophotometry, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 3422 (1971).
Brandon, .1 R.. and L. M. Dorfman, Pulse Radiolysis Studies
XIX. Solvent Effects in Electron Transfer and Proton Tlransfer
Reactions of Aromatic Molecule Ions, J. Chem. Phys., 53:
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3849 970).
Willson, R. L., C. L. Greenstock, G. E. Adams, R. Wageman, and
L. M. Dorfman, The Standardization of Hydroxyl Radical Rate
Data from Radiation Chemistry, Int. J. Radiat. Phys. Chem.,
3: 211 (1971).
03:162
HOT-ATOM AND RADIATION CHEMISTRY PROGRAM.
Lee, Rupert A.
(Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, Nuclear Science
Division, College Station, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 00708).
It is now known that ionic-type polymerization reactions can be
influenced by the application of an electric field applied during
the polymerization. Radiation produces initially both radical and
ionic species, and it therefore seemed interesting to investigate
the effect of an applied electric field during polymerization induced by ionizing radiation. A study of the copolymerization of
mixtures of methyl acrylate and vinyl acetate with crotonic acid
in the absence of an electric field has already been carried out.

PUBLICATIONS

err, C. M. L., and F. Williams, Electron Spin Resonance, Optical, and Theoretical Studies of the Radical Anion of Sulfuryl
Chloride, J Amer Chem Soc, 94: 5212 (1972).
Wang, J T., and F. Williams, Hydrogen Atom Abstraction by
Methyl Radicals in Gamma-Irradiated Crystalline Methyl Isocyanide at 77-125°K, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94: 2930 (1972).
Chung, Y. J., and F. Williams, Reversible Line Broadening in the
Electron Spin Resonance Spectra of Tert-Butyl Radicals in
Gamma-Irradiated Crystalline Tert-Butyl Isothiocyanate, J.
Phs. Chem., 76: 1792 (1972).
Le Roy, R. J., E. D. Sprague, and F. Williams, Quantum Mechanical Tunneling in Hydrogen Atom Abstraction from Solid Acetonitrie at 77-87K, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 546 (1972).
Sprague, E. D., K. Takeda, and F. Williams, The Dimer Radical
Anion of Acetonitrile, Chem. Phys. Lett., 10: 299 (1971).
03:164
RADIOLYSIS STUDIES ON REACTIVE INTERMEDIATES. Kevan, Larry. (Wayne State University, Department of
Chemistry, Detroit, Mich. 48202).
The objectives of this research are to delineate the chemical
and physical properties of reactive intermediates produced by
high-energy radiation with emphasis on ionic intermediates
trapped in solid matrices. Current areas of study are as follows:
(a) A pulsed-electron spin resonance spectrometer is being built
to study spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms of radiation-produced
ions and radicals. Preliminary experiments suggest that a new
relaxation mechanism may be involved in organic matrices near
77°K. (b) Spin-spin interactions of electrons and radicals trapped
in the same matrix and the importance of cross relaxation will be
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assessed by the new technique of electron-electron double resonance. (c) The quasi-free electron state in glassy matrices is
being studied experimentally and theoretically. Models to explain
excess electron binding in nonpolar matrices are being explored.
(d) The thermal decay kinetics of trapped radical pairs is being
examined as a model for inhomogeneous thermal decay kinetics
in solids. (e) Double modulation Hall effect apparatus is being
improved to measure mobilities in low-impedance photoconductors in which the charge carriers are radiation-produced
species. The mobility characteristics indicate the scattering
mechanisms for photoexcited electrons in amorphous and glassy
matrices.
PUBLICATIONS
Kevan, L., Pulse Radiolysis of Alcohol Glasses at 77°K: Mechanism
of Electron Trapping, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 838 (1972).
Eisele, I., and L. Kevan, Double Modulation Method for Hall Effect
Measurements on Photoconducting Materials, Rev. Sci. Instrum.,
43: 189 (1972).
Lin, D. P., and L. Kevan, Optical Bleaching Effects on the Paamagnetic Relaxation of Trapped Electrons in Methyltetrahydro(a.)
furan at 77°K, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 636 (1972).
Huang, T., 1I Eisele, D. P. Lin, and L. Kevan, Energy Level
Structure of Trapped Electrons in Methyltetrahydrofuran Glass
from Photoconductivity and Optical Bleaching Studies, J. Chem.
Phys., 56: 4702 (1972).
Fueki, K., D. F. Feng, and L. Kevan, Application of the Semicontinuum Model to the Effect of Dipole Reorientation on
Trapped Electron Spectra in Glassy Ethanol, J. Chem. Phys.,
56: 5351 (1972).
03:165
APPLICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL
ANALYSIS AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY TO THE STUDY
OF TRAPPED REACTION INTERMEDIATES PRODUCED IN
ORGANIC GLASSES BY y RADIATION.
Willard, John E.
(University of Wisconsin, Department of Chemistry, 1101 University Ave., Madison, Wisconsin 53706).
The electric conductivity of y-irradiated organic glasses as a
function of temperature during warm-up reveals migration and
neutralization of different populations of charge carriers at different temperatures. Thermoluminescent glow curves obtained
in other laboratories give similar data. The present project is
designed to better correlate and interpret these data, and to
obtain quantitative information on the heats of reactions between
electrons and positive ions, and between other trapped reaction
intermediates. These data are expected to be of value in evaluating solvation energies in the organic solids and in identifying
migrating populations. Measurements are made with irradiated
sample and reference in a copper block that can be cooled to any
desired temperature, and warmed at a predetermined rate.
Preliminary observations have been made on: (1) the magnitude
of the endothermic molecular reorganization peak of the unirradiated hydrocarbon, which appears when the sample is warmed
above the glass transition temperature, and on the effect of time
of annealing below the glass transition temperature on this peak;
(2) exothermic peaks attributed to anion-cation neutralization
in hydrocarbon glasses; (3) the exothermic peak produced by
photobleaching electrons in y-irradiated 3MP. Calibrations of
the heat output against a knowrn phase transition and against
known electrical heating agree well.
03:166
CIIEMNICAL REACTIONS ON y-IRRADIATEfD SILICA
GEL AND POROUS VYCOR GLASS. Willard, John E.
(University
of Wisconsin, Department of Chemistry, ]101 University Ave.,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706).
An adsorbent capable of utilizing the energy of absorbed y
radiation to activate reactions of sorbed molecules to give useful
products that can be desorbed into a gas stream would be valuable. G values of unity or higher for chemical conversions on
surfaces (based on energy absorbed in substrates) have been
demonstrated by several laboratories. The present project seeks
to learn more about the conditions controlling such energy transfer in y-irradiated silica gel, the types of reactions it can initiate,
reactions of sorbed radicals with molecules added after irradiation, and saturation of reaction sites as a function of dose and
temperature. We find that alkyl chlorides, ethylene, propylene,
and methane are all activated to produce sorbed radicals, observable by ESR at 77°K. Admission of 02 to the radicals converts
them to peroxy radicals. C2 H4 admitted to sorbed CH3 produces
C3H1 by addition followed by abstraction from surface silanol
groups. Yields as a function of dose and temperature suggest a
preempting of the sensitive energy transfer sites by products at
77°K but not at 300°K. The active sites produced by irradiation
appear to initiate polymerization of ethylene added either before
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or after irradiation. Current work on the decay kinetics of
sorbed free radicals on silica is furnishing information on their
mobility on the surface.
03:167
PRODUCTION, SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION, AND REACTIONS OF TRAPPED FREE RADICALS IN IRRADIATED
ORGANIC SOLIDS.
Willard, John E. (University of Wisconsin,
Department of Chemistry, 1101 University Ave., MIadison,
Wisconsin 53706).
The purpose of this project is to study the formation of trapped
free radicals produced in organic solids by different types of
radiation, the mechanisms by which they decay during and after
irradiation, their interaction with electrons during irradiation,
the energetics of their reactions, and their use as scavengers
for determination of diffusion coefficients of small reactive
molecules. Past work on the project has demonstrated: (1) different bond selectivity for C-11 bond rupture in glassy hydrocarbons than in liquids and gases; (2) first order decay of
radicals produced from alky halides by dissociative electron
capture or photolysis, indicating geminate recombination at
rates determined by geometrical rearrangement of the radicals
caused by movements of solvent molecules; (3) much slower
germinate recombination rates in deuterated solvents than in
protiated solvents; (4) scavenging of electrons by trapped
radicals; and (5) radiation-catalyzed recombination of trapped
radicals. Recent work has determined the yields and decay
kinetics of radicals produced by photolysis of C12 and of HI in
glassy hydrocarbons. Current investigations are focused on the
matrix isotope effect on decay rates; effects of matrix annealing
on decay rates; the spatial distribution of radicals formed by
different processes, as revealed by ESR spin relaxation studies;
the ultraviolet absorption spectra of trapped radicals; and
photochemical reactions of radicals.
PU BLICATIONS
Quintero, R. Arce, and J. E. Willard, Elementary Processes in
the Photochlorination of 3-Methylpentanc Glass at 77-97°K,
J. Phys. Chem., 76: 1807 (1972).
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03:168
PO
BY y-IRRADIATION OF ORGANIC GLASSES. Willard, John E.
(University of Wisconsin Department of Chemistry, 1101 Universit Ae., Madison, Wisconsin 53706).
Some of the electrons produced in organic glasses by ionizing
radiation arc physically trapped, and observable by their optical
and ESR spectra The goal of this project is to further characterize their properties, to aid in understanding the mechanisms
ork
of trapping and of the subsequent reactions of the electrons.
on the project has indicated that trap depths increase with polarity
of the trapping matrix; that trapped electron concentrations increase with dose and then decrease, as a result of scavenging bh
free radicals and positive charge; that electrons that are detrapped by photobleaching may be captured by radicals from
which they may be removed by ultraviolet light and be retrapped;
that electron capture by scavengers is predominately by tunneling
following trapping rather than by capture before trapping. Current and future work includes studies of: (1) effects of matrix
annealing on trapped electron decay rates; (2) the long wavelength thresholds of photoblcaching to determine trap depths and
bound states; (3) the changes in quantum yields of photobleaching
with fraction bleached, which stand as a dilemma in the literaur
4) chges in fluorescence ields of photobleaching ith
f
bleached; (5) G values of trapping as a function of the
natre
of trapped
nature of
of themaices;
the matrices; and
and (6)
(6) time
time dependence
dependence of
trapped elecelectron decay following laser pulse photolysis of IMPD, as a
means of further examining the tunneling phenomena.
PUBLICATIONS
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Fujii, S., and J. E. Willard, Reactions of Electrons and Free
Radicals in Glassy Ethanol, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 4313 (1970).
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troscopic comparison between the different bacteriochlorophylls.
The free radicals associated with photosynthesis are being
characterized by electron spin and electron nuclear double resonance studies in chlorophylls and organisms of unusual isotopic
composition, and at least one new photo-ESR signal has been
detected. Our objective is to utilize the results of laboratory investigations to prepare synthetic chlorophyll systems that can
simulate photosynthesis, i.e., that use the energy of light to carry
out chemical reactions.
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PUBLICANS
Katz, J. J., T. R. Janson, A. G. Kostka, R. A. Uphaus, and G. L.

Studies of photoexcitation, photochemistry, and energy transfer.
RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS.
03:169
Laboratory,
(Argonne National
K. E.
E. (Argonne
Wilzbach, K.
Kaplan, L. and Wilzhach,
Kaplan,
National Leaboratory,
'Chlorophyll-Water
("*Chemistry>'ivisionl).
The purpose of this program is to uncover and elucidate the
mechanisms of radiation-induced reactions of simple aromatic and
heteroaromatic compounds. The reactions of interest are generally
those of electronically excited molecules, and are more readily
studied using ultraviolet rather than ionizing radiation. Such
studies have already shown that the apparent radiation stability of
these compounds is attributable largely to the formation of valence
isomers which, under ordinary conditions, revert to starting material. They do, however, undergo facile additions in reactive
media. Currently under investigation is the photochemistry of
benzene in hydroxylic solvents-water, alcohols, and acetic acid.
Ultraviolet irradiation of such systems yields a variety of isomeric bicyclo13.1.0]hexenyl derivatives, at least some of which
appear to have their origin in benzvalene, a primary photoproduct.
The present studies, aimed at delineating the mechanisms of the
photoadditions, include product identification and determination
of product ratios, studies of the dark reactions of benzvalene,
examination of the photochemical behavior of the various isolated
products, and the use of isotopically labeled benzenes to investigate rearrangements that occur prior to product formation.
The reactions that occur upon ultraviolet excitation of benzene
in the presence of oxygen will be investigated. An attempt will be
made to elucidate the initial reactions in the photo-oxidations and
to relate them to the known photochemistry of benzene.
Identification of the photochemically formed valence isomer of
pyridine was facilitated by the finding that in aqueous sodium
borohydride it was reduced, and stabilized, before undergoing
other reactions. Photoreductions of other heteroaromatics, e.g.,
quinolinc, isoquinoline, and indole, by sodium borohydride are
now being investigated to acquire information on the excited
species formed.
PUBLICATIONS
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CHLOROPHYLL AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS. Katz, J. J.,
03:170
Norris, J. R. Jr. and Uphaus, R. A. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Spectroscopic investigations on chlorophylls of varied isotopic
composition reveal chlorophyll to have unusual and previously
unsuspected electron donor-acceptor properties intimately
implicated in the way chlorophyll functions in the light-conversion
step of photosynthesis. These studies have also defined a variety
of chlorophyll species in the laboratory, some of which appear to
be very similar to chlorophyll as it occurs in the plant. Using 2H
13
and C nuclear magnetic resonance, we are investigating
chlorophyll-chlorophyll interactions, transient chlorophyll oxidation products, and chlorophyll-protein interactions. We have
recently made the surprising discovery that bacteriochlorophyll
from different species of photosynthetic bacteria have different
esterifying alcohols, and we are making a comprehensive spec-
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PHOTOREDUCTION BY AMINES VIA CHARGE TRANSFE COMPLEXES.
Cohen, Saul . (Brandeis University, Departent of Chemistry, Waltham, Mass. 02154).
T''he objective of this program is to put on a quantitative basis
factors that lead eiter to quenching or chemical reactions of
electronically exited species.
ee
proposed, and it is widely accepted, that photoreduction by aines proceeds by formation of a charge-transfer compe
i ooe
by charge destruction and quenching,
kior by ydrogen transfer and radical formation, k,. uenching
raes are effectively given by kan; qantum yields of photoreduction depend on the relative values of k and k,, Scheme A
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(a) In photoreaction of fluorenone with p-substituted dimethylanilines, a linear plot of log ki, vs (ur is obtained showing importance of initial charge transfer. Quantum yields are lower with
both strong electron-withdrawing and donating substituents,
indicating an optimum in stability of the radical cation. In reaction
1
) -NRR', ki, is unchanged as R,R =
with N,N-dialkylanilines,
CH3, C2H,, i-C 3 H7 , while quantum yields rise, R = CH 3, Rt changed
from CH3 to C2 H5 to i-C 311 7 . Two large alkyl groups lead to low
0. Mono-N-alkylanilines resemble anilines and are not photoreducing agents but quenchers, indicating that reversible N-IH
transfer may be important
(b) We have proposed, eq. 1, that interaction of triplet excited
carbonyl
log ki,

AGcr-

3

- aE,

- E(A-/A) + I.P.D + C

(1)

compounds with electron donors, ki,, may be described in terms of
3
triplet energy AEo , and reduction potential of carbonyl compound, E(A-/A), and ionization potential of donor. For a common
acceptor log ki, ~ I.P.D, and this is being explored for varied
donors, amines, alcohols, olefins, thio compounds, etc. For a
3
common donor log ki, - - AEoo- E(A-/A), and this is being
explored for carbonyl compounds of varying excited state configurations
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03:172
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF COMPLEX MOLECULES IN CONDENSED PHASE.
Linschitz, Henry. (Brandeis
University, Department of Chemistry, Waltham, Mass. 02154).
We plan to continue studies on the mechanism of photoredox and
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isomerization processes, with particular reference to reactions of
photobiological relevance. In photoredox systems, we are concerned with both H-atom and electron-transfer processes, and the
factors that favor one or the other reaction type. Aromatic ketones
are useful test substances for these studies. Using flash photolysis or low-temperature techniques and aprotic solvents, we may
isolate the primary step in the ketone-donor reaction and measure
its kinetic parameters. Interest centers on kinetic anomalies such
as nonlinear Arrhenius plots and concentration-dependent secondorder rate constants for the H-atom abstraction reaction. Freeradical processes subsequent to primary redox reactions are
being studied by an independent pulsed electrochemical-optical
technique, giving data complementary to flash-photolytic experiments. The kinetics of phototransformation of the chromoprotein
phytochrome is being studied, as a function of molecular weight,
pH, and salt concentration, particularly with respect to the origin
popultaprotein populapathways in
in aa homogeneous
homogeneous protein
reaction pathways
of parallel
parallel reaction
of
tion. Chromophores that may be models for phytochrome are also
being investigated.
'_,
__"_e.--i~~vesti
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ENERGY TRANSFER IN CHEMICAL KINETICS.
03:173
Weston, R. E. Jr. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry
p. l.
Intermolecular energy transfer is a process of great importance
throughout chemical kinetics. In some cases, the rate of energyChem.
transfer can be measured by determining the lifetime of a molecule or atom in a fluorescent state as it is changed by the presence
of other molecules.
Apparatus has been assembled that will permit the direct easurement of fluorescent lifetimes as short as a few nanoseconds.
This uses a single photon technique that measures the time
elapsed between the pulse of light that excites the molecule to the
fluorescent state and the emission of the first photon by the excited
molecule. The lamp is pulsed at a repetition rate of several kiloherz, and signals corresponding to the time elapsed between start
and stop signals are collected in a multichannel analyzer. This
method will be applied first to studies of electronically excited
metal atoms produced with excess translational energy by the
photodissociation of metal halides. At present, the quenching of
Na
is being
being
by diatomic
diatomic and
and polyatomic
polyatomic molecules
molecules is
Na (3p)
(3t) atoms
atoms by
investigated. The results will be correlated with molecular bea
oxnestigtd
resultsill eec
dith
l
l
am
studies and with some recent theoretical work on these systems.
It is particularly interesting to extend this method to the quench-igh
ing of Li (2p) atoms by diatomic molecules, since such systems
should he amenable to theoretical treatment, from the standpoint
of bothand
trajectory
energy
calculations
calculations.
andpotential
trajectory
of both potential energy
In the future, we hope to enlarge this program to include
fluorescent states of polyatomic molecules in order to determine
rates of vibrational energy transfer.
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RADIOACTIVE TRACER STUDIES OF PHOTOCHEMI03:174
Rowland, F. S.
CALLY PRODUCED ATOMS AND RADICALS.
(University of California, Department of Chemistry, Irvine, Calif.
92664).
The general purpose of this research is the study of atomic and
molecular species formed with extra excitation through photochemical processes. All of the species are radioactively labeled
and can be readily studied with radiotracer techniques. The species
under current study include hydrogen atoms (tritium), methylene
4
14
(CHT or CH2), and methyl (CH 2 T or 1CH3).
The photolysis of TBr with ultraviolet light dissociates the
molecule into the two atoms and any excess energy above that
needed to break the T-Br bond (3.81 eV) appears as kinetic energy,
with 96% as kinetic energy of the tritium atom. Variation of the
wavelength of light leads directly to different initial energies for
this photochemically "hot" tritium. Earlier experiments have
shown that the photolysis of TBr with Br 2 as scavenger leads to
both abstraction and substitution reactions with hydrocarbons
(e.g., DT + CD3 or CD3T + D from T + CD 4 ). As the excess energy
is lowered (longer wavelengths), the substitution reaction disappears and its threshold energy can be estimated. Such thresholds
are being determined for substitution of T for H, D, or F in alkyl
fluorides.
While the TBr photolysis procedure works well for relative
yield measurements, absolute yields cannot be determined-the
T atoms that do not react while "hot" react with Br 2 to reform
,
TBr, and no trace remains to indicate dissociation had occurred.
Considerable progress has been made in the use of tritiated water
as a photolytic substrate. In this case, the thermalized T atoms
(from HTO) can be scavenged by traces of olefins. Cross-comparisons of TBr and HTO systems are in progress with simple
hydrocarbons and halocarbons.
Methylene occurs in two electronic states, singlet and triplet.
The singlet state reacts very rapidly with most hydrocarbons
while the triplet is quite unreactive. The oxidation of triplet
methylene by molecular 02 has been studied with both CHT and

1"CH12, and can be used for diagnostic determination of the presence
of triplet in other systems. Present studies involve the reactions
of methylene with methane, methyl fluoride, propane, ethylene. and
4
2-butene. The discovery of the isotopic exchange of singlet "ICI1
with CO (forming CH 2 + '4CO) was an unexpected bonus arising as
a direct consequence of the use of the radioactive tracer method.
1
The photolysis of 'CI13I with ultraviolet light causes chiefly
4
dissociation into 1CHi plus I, with substantial excess energy on
14
the methyl group. Studies are underway of hot CHi3 reactions
with olefins to determine the chemical
effects
of
such excess
4
4
energy. A minor path, leading to ' CH 2 formation from 1CI1II
photolysis, was discovered through the molecular 02 diagnostic
technique.
PUB I,ICATIONS
Chou, C. C., and F. S. Rowland, Isotope Effects in the Substitution
Reactions of 2.8-eV Tritium Atoms with Methane, J. Phys.
Chem., 75: 1283 (1971).
P. Angelberger, and F. S. Rowland, Methylene Reactions
in Photolytic Systems Involving Methyl Iodide, J. P'hys. Chem.,
75: 2536 (1971).
Montague, D., and F. S. Rowland, Oxirene Intermediate in the
Reaction of Singlet Methylene ith Carbon Monoxide, J. Amer.
Sc., 93: 5381 (171).
, and F. S. Rowland, The Unimolecular Decomposition of
x
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t
e
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Excited Biradicals
Biradicals Formed
ethyleeby the
the Addition
Addition of
of Triplet
Triplet Methyleneiorned by
14C to cis- or trans-2-Butene, Chem. Commun., 193 (1972).
03:175

INTER- AND ITRA-MOLECLAR

NEGYRANS-

FER STUDIES.
col
alcolm
(Uniersit of California
Department of Chemistry, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024).
The continuing objective of this project is to develop a more
complete understanding of nonradiative energy transfer in molecules and solids through intensive experimental and theoretical
ules and solids through intensive experimental and theoretical
investigations of specific problems in this and closely allied
fields. Ths research
no focused n the olloing specific
studies: dependence of the mechanism and effency of ntermolecular energy transfer on the separation between donor and
molecular energy transfer on the separation between donor and
acceptor molecules; displacement of absorption and luminescence
bands by the molecular environment; bonding and structure of
compressed molecular solids; chemistry of the organic solid state
organic sol sta
pressed oeuar
s
pressures; radiation damage in organic scintillators; and
intramolecular energy transfer, photochromism, and chemiluminescnc
inv
Spectroscopic investigation of the changes of intermolecular
energy tnsfer
processes n rigid media brought about by compression of itermolecular distances have an important part in
this research. Much effort also is devoted to development of
spectromicroanalytical techniques for identification of new molecular species responsible for changes of energy transfer mechanisms. This latter task has recently involved attempts to understand the relationships between structure and spectra of more
thoroughly studied inorganic materials under high pressure.
PUBLICATIONS
Fong, M. Y., and M. Nicol, Raman Spectrum of Calcium Carbonate
at High Pressures, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 579 (1971).
Nicol, M., W. D. Ellenson, and R. Geffner, Effects of Pressure on
the Energies of Low-Energy Singlet and Triplet States of
Phenanthrene in Polymethylmethacrylate, in Proceedings of the
Second International Conference on Organic Scintillators and
Liquid Scintillation Counting, Academic Press, Inc., New York,
1971, pp. 251-263.
Ebisuzaki, Y., and M. Nicol, Raman Spectrum of Hexagonal ZnS
at High Pressures, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 33: 763 (1972).
Hardwick, E. R., and V. Schwartzenbach, Scintillation Efficiency
Assessment of Radiation Damage in Plastic Media, in Proceedings of the Third International Conference of Radiation Research,
1971.
LANTHANIDE IONS AS SENSITIVE PROBES IN INTER03:176
MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND ORGANIC PHOTO(George Washington UniCHEMISTRY. Filipescu, Nicolae.
versity, Department of Chemistry, Washington, D. C. 20006).
) This is a multi-faced research program emphasizing the use of
various spectroscopic techniques for elucidation of fundamental
processes involving electronically excited molecules. Specifically,
we use quantitatively uv-visible absorption and emission (fluoresence and phosphorescence), excited state lifetimes, NMR, ESR,
and time-lapse spectrometry to detect and identify key intermediates in photochemical reactions of basic significance and to
elucidate mechanisms of electronic energy transfer at molecular
level. The spectroscopic analysis is correlated theoretically from
statistical, quantum mechanical, and kinetic points of view. The
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work comprises transfer of excitation energy from aromatic
ketones to trivalent lanthanide ions both in frozen and in liquid
solutions; these form bidentate ligands to chelated rare earth
ions, between two nonconjugated organic chromophores incorporated in rigid model compounds in which the interchromophoric
separation distance and relative orientation are accurately known,
and between separated molecules one of which-either the donor
or the acceptor-is in a ground triplet state. In addition, we are
combining usual spectroscopic techniques with electron spin resonance to investigate dark transformation following uv irradiation
of aromatic ketones, attempting to develop quantum theoretical
and statistical models for molecular interactions, and investigating energy transfer and photochenistry involving stable
i~ons.~

~~carboni~~mun~m
~Paukert,

PUBLICATIONS
Geiger, F. E., C. L. Trichilo, F. L. Minn, and N. Filipescu,
Viologen Radical from Di-4-pvridyl Ketone Methiodides in
Hydroxide, J. Org. Chem., 36: 357 (1971).
Filipescu, N., F. E. Geiger, C. L. Trichilo, and F. L. Minn,
Electronic and ESR Study of Zinc-Reduced Di(4-pyridyl) Ketone
Methiodides, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 4344 (1970).
, L. M. Kindley, and F. L. Minn, Effects of 4-Alkyl Substitution on the Photoreduction of Benzophenone, J. Org. Chem.,
36: 861 (1971).
__,
F. L. Minn, and J. W. Pavlik, Time-Lapse Spectrometry
in Organic Photochemistry, Anal. Chem., 43: 83 (1971).
Pinion, J. P., F. L. Minn, and N. Filipescu, Excimer Emission
from Dibenzofuran and Substituted Fluorenes, J. Lumin., 3:
245 (1971).
03:177
PROPERTIES OF EXCITED SPECIES IN THE FROZEN
STATE. Moser, Herbert C. (Kansas State University, Department of Chemistry, Manhattan, Kansas 66506).
The objectives of this work are to determine the properties and
chemical reactions of excited species in frozen systems. Excitation methods in use are photosensitization and low-energy electron irradiation, and excitation energies from a few eV to above
the ionization energy are to be studied. Films of pure compounds
or mixtures with mercury are to be irradiated with electrons or
uv light. Irradiated films will be examined spectroscopically, and
analyses will be made of the reaction products.
Another area of research is the study of the reactions of gas
phase atomic species with solid surfaces. Thermal atomization
and electrical discharges are in use as methods of generatingPredictions
reactive atomic species. The chemical properties of tritium atoms
produced by these methods are to be investigated. The isotope
exchange reactions of these energetic atoms are to be used as a
means of preparing tritium-labeled compounds that are difficult
or impossible
to label by other techniques.
or impossible
to label by other techniques.Rev.
PUBLICATIONS
Rathburn, D. W., K. Knarr, and II. C. Moser, Pressure Effects in
Hydrogen Atom Reactions with Frozen Propene, Trans. Faraday Soc., 67: 2333 (1971).
Finney, C. D., and H. C. Moser, Low-Energy Electron Radiolysis
of Methane, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 2405 (1971).
Vikis, A. C., and H. C. Moser, Quenching of Hg(63Po) Atoms by
Hydrogen and Hydrocarbons, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 1491 (1970).
__
, and H. C. Moser, Investigation of the Quenching of Excited Mercury Atoms by the Alkanes, J. Chem. Phys., 53:
2333 11970).
03:178
DIRECT OBSERVATION OF UNSTABLE INTERMEDIATES IN GAS-PHASE CHEMICAL REACTIONS. Johnston,
Harold S. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials
Research Division).
During the past year we have found that our laboratory research
on ozone, oxides of nitrogen, and inorganic free radicals has immediate applications to the problem of stratospheric photochemistry. Ozone in the stratosphere is removed by a direct reaction
with an oxygen atom and by catalytic destruction by the oxides of
nitrogen (NO and NO 2 ). To a much lesser extent ozone is removed
by transport to the troposphere and by catalytic destruction by
free radicals based on water (H, HO, HOO). Other nitrogencontaining compounds (NO 2 , N205 , HNO 3) are important in that
they may provide additional sources or sinks for ozone, or they
may tie up the active forms of nitrogen oxides (NO and NO 2 ).
We are using our spectroscopic apparatus (infrared, ultraviolet, and mass) to study the photochemistry of the higher oxides
of nitrogen and to study the interactions of the NOx system with
the HOx system. In particular, we are studying wavelengthdependent photolysis of nitric acid vapor (200 to 320 nm), of the
NO 3 radical (500 to 700 nm), and of ozone (290 to 340 nm). We

plan to study the kinetics of the reaction of ozone and nitrogen
dioxide and the kinetics of several reactions of N2 05. We are
working on two other reactions of great importance to the problem: the formation of nitric acid (HO + NO 2 + M - HNO 3 + M)
and the interaction of peroxyl radicals with nitric oxide (HOO +
NO - HO + NO 2 ).
PUBLICATIONS
Johnston, . S, Reduction of Stratospheric Ozone by Nitrogen
Oxide Catalysts from Supersonic Transport Exhaust, Science,
.
173: 517 (
).
Stratospheric Ozone Shield, Environ. Aff., P1: 35 (1972).
T. T., and H. S. Johnston, Spectr? and Kinetics of the
Hydroperoxyl Free Radical in the Gas Phase, J. Chem. Phys.,
56: 2824 (1972).
Wu, C.-H., and H. S. Johnston, Molecular Modulation Mass
Spectrometry Kinetic Study of the C10 Free Radical, Bull. Soc.
Chim. Belg., 81: 135 (1972).
03:179
STUDIES IN CHEMICAL REACTIVITY. Carr, Robert
W., Jr. (University of Minnesota, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455).
The kinetics of small molecules in both the ground and excited
electronic states are being pursued. Four investigations are currently in progress. The kinetics of hydroxyl radical reactions
are being studied in a high-velocity discharge-flow apparatus.
The equipment is being modified by the addition of a quadrupole
mass spectrometer detector to complement the line absorption
photometric technique used previously. Attempts will soon be
made to investigate the kinetics of the methylene triplet ground
state and first excited singlet state by a new apparatus for flash
photolysis with time-resolved mass spectrometry, which is just
being completed. Work is continuing on radiationless transitions
in small molecules. The SI - Tt intersystem crossing in ketene
is being studied by relating singlet and triplet methylene yields
to the primary photochemical process in ketene through techniques
previously developed in this laboratory. The reactivity of electronically excited sulfur dioxide is being investigated by the techniques of kinetic spectroscopy. Spectroscopic detection of the
products of the elementary reactants is being attempted. The
kinetics of the transients so produced will be investigated.
PUBLICATIONS
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Chem., 75: 1593 (1971).
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Chem. Phys., 53: 4716 (1970).
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03:180
THE CONTRIBUTION OF ELECTRONICALLY EXCITED STATES TO THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC
SYSTEMS. Lipsky, Sanford. (University of Minnesota, Department of Chemistry, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455).
Fluorescence spectra and fluorescence quantum yields are
being determined for a wide variety of saturated hydrocarbons in
the presence and absence of quenchers and as functions of temperature and exciting wavelength (from 1750 to 1250A). The
objective of this work is to characterize the nature of excited
states of saturated hydrocarbons and to assess the radiative and
nonradiative contributions to the variability of their fluorescence
quantum yields with changes in structure and conformation.
Electronic energy transfer from saturated hydrocarbons to
aromatic acceptors has been observed under both vacuum ultraviolet and gamma excitation conditions. In addition to sensitization by the fluorescent state of the saturated hydrocarbon, there
appears to be another, longer-lived state also capable of sensitizing the acceptor. This state has tentatively been designated as
the triplet state and a search for its phosphorescence and characteristic electron impact spectrum is now in progress.
The fluorescence quantum yields of many liquid alkanes decreases with increasing excitation energy until an energy of ca
I eV below the gas phase ionization potential is achieved. At
higher energies the yield has recently been found to increase and
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to be more efficiently quenched by electron scavengers. It is
tentatively suggested that the emission in this excitation energy
regime arises, at least in part, from ion + electron recombination
and a detailed study is now in progress to confirm this view. If
correct, the emission technique may provide a convenient tool
for the determination of ionization thresholds in condensed
phases. Additionally, by studying the recombination emission in
the presence of energy acceptors, it may be possible to determine the extent to which the electron spin relaxes prior to recombination with
combination
with the
the positive
positive ion.
ion.
With an emission spectrometer capable of measuring quantum
6
yields at the 10- level, we have just begun to search for fluorescence from highly excited states of aromatic molecules.
Once these spectra are located and yields determined, it will be
possible to answer such questions as: What are the rates of the
nonradiative channels that deplete these states? Are these states
utilized as intermediates in cascades from still higher states to
the lowest ones? What are the G values for production of these
highly excited states under gamma excitation conditions?
PUBLICATIONS
Hirayama, Fumio, and Sanford Lipsky, Saturated Hydrocarbons as
Donors in Electronic Energy Transfer Processes, in Organic
Scintillators and Liquid Scintillation Counting, Donald L. Horrocks and Chin-Tzu Peng (Eds.), Academic Press, Inc., New
York, 1971, p. 205.
, Craig W. Lawson, and Stanford Lipsky, Fluorescence of
p-Dioxane, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 2411 (1970).
___ , William Rothman, and Stanford Lipsky, Fluorescence of
Saturated Hydrocarbons. II. The Effect of Alkyl Substituents,
Chem. Phys. Lett., 5:
5: 296
296 Phys
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Steelhammer, J. C., and Sanford Lipsky, Electron-Impact Ex3
citation of the He 1'S - 23S, 1'S - 2 P, and 1'S - 2'P Transitions, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 4112 (1970).
-, and Sanford Lipsky, Angular Dependence of Diif'erential
Cross Sections for Electron Excitation of Singlet - Triplet
Transitions, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 1445 (1970).
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A MEASUREMENT OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF
03:181
SIIORT-LIVED SPECIES IN SOLUTION BY PIIOTOCHEMICAL
SPACE INTERMITTENCY. Burkhart, Richard D. (University
of Nevada, Department of Chemistry, Reno, Nevada 89507).
Spatially inhomogeneous irradiation is being used in combination
with photochemical and photophysical processes to study the diffusive behavior of short-lived species in solution. Using photoinitiated chain reactions to monitor steady-state alkyl radical
concentrations, it has been possible to evaluate diffusion coefficients of these radical species. The mobilities of these radicals
are considerably smaller than those of the parent alkanes. Confirmatory evidence for this unexpected result is being sought
using a nonchain photochemical reaction.
Diffusion experiments on electronically excited molecules are
also being carried out and, at present, anthracene in solution is
the object of study. Anthracene undergoes a triplet annihilation
reaction in which one of the collision partners accepts a sufficient
amount of energy to cross over to an excited singlet state afterSpecific
which it may emit fluorescence. The rate of this delayed fluo-.
rescence may be used to monitor steady-state triplet anthracene
concentrations. These studies will be carried out with and without
an applied magnetic field and will utilize ruled line intermittency
patterns so that any anisotropic effects may be detected. These
studies utilize a special optical system to reduce the effective
size of the intermittency pattern by two to three times.
PUBLICATION
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Burkhart, R. D., R. F. Boynton, and J. C. Merrill, Studies on
Diffusion and Diffusion-Controlled Reactions Involving Alkyl
Radicals in Solution, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 5013 (1971).
03:182
TWO-PHOTON LASER PHOTO-IONIZATION OF MOLE(University
CULES IN LIQUIDS. Beck, G., and J. K. Thomas.
of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
Electrons are produced in several organic liquids by the twophoton laser photolysis of dissolved anthracene and pyrene. The
rate constants for reaction of the electrons with biphenyl and 02
are measured and are in agreement with the known mobilities of
the electrons in hexane. With other hydrocarbons, however, the
rate constant for reaction of e- with biphenyl follows the half
power of the electron mobility. The mobility of the e; in various
hydrocarbon mixtures follows the exponential of the mole fraction
of the hydrocarbon with the higher mobility. Complex behavior is
observed in alcohol-hydrocarbon mixtures, which may be explained in terms of aggregates of alcohol in these mixtures.
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Thomas- (nivrsity o Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
T he pulse-radiolysis- and laser-photolysis-in
duced processes
e pule-radly
- and laser-otoysisindeed pcesse
of
nd r ela
-xylene a
ted aromatis are bemg investigated. The
excited state absorption spectra for the aromatics studied yield

three distinct bands in the visible region. From temperature investigations the excimer absorption has been identified as the
low-energy band and its decay kinetics found to agree with the
corresponding first excited singlet emission. Assignment of the
hgh-energy band to a iradical species seems plausible at this
tme. The thrd band occurrig on the low-energy side of the
biradical peak has been tentatively assigned to the lowest trip et

state and its decay kinetics analyzed.
Scavenger experiments have been conducted on the biphotonically excited S3 state and the excited states produced by pulse
radiolysis of p-xylene. It has been found that nitrous oxide efficiently scavenges this S3 laser-produced state indicating a possible source of error in the use of N2, for electron-scavenging
experiments. Solute transfer studies indicate a total yield of
excited states of G = 4.1 with approximately equal yields of triplet
and singlet states for p-xylene. Kinetic investigations of pterphenyl in benzene and p-xylene indicate the triplet state of
p-xylene has a significantly longer lifetime.
PUBLICATION
, . K., T
P
Thomas, J. K., The Production o
of Excited States by Lasers and
Ionizing Radiation, Rec. Chem. Progr., 32: 145 (1971).
03:184
ALKANE FLUORESCENCE DECAY TIME STUDIES.
Helman, W. P. (University of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory;
It was generally believed until very recently that alkanes had no
excited states from which fluorescence could be observed. Fluorescence of alkanes has now been established, and the role of
these states in radiation chemistry is of great interest. We are
currently examining the quenching of alkane fluorescence by added
CC14 and 02 using decay times measured by monophoton techniques.
By varying the temperature as well as the concentration of quencher
we are developing a model for energy migration in the excited
alkane system. Our plan is to extend the measurements to a wider
temperature range and to use additives that can fluoresce in their
own right, thereby further documenting the potential importance
of energy transfer and excited states in the radiation chemistry
of alkane systems. Mixed solvents will be further investigated,
although preliminary experiments have not shown the reduction of
quenching efficiency in them expected on the basis of energy
migration.
PUBLICATIONS
Helman, W. P., Analysis of Very Fast Luminescence 'ransients,
It.
. Radiat. hys Chem. 3: 283 (1971)
Gregory, T A., and W. P. Helman, Temperature Dependence of
Rates of Benzene Monomer and Excimer Fluorescence,
Chem. Phys., 5: 377 (1972)
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03:185
CORRELATION O RADIATION CHEMISTRY AND
PHOTOCHElISTRY OF 1,4-DIOXANE.
lentz, R. R., L. M.
Perkey and J. '. Kiwi.
(University of Notre Dame, Radiation
Laboratory).

states are among the transient species involved in the
radiation chemistry of a system. Therefore, complementary
photochemical studies are undertaken, using light within a range
of wavelengths from the visible region down to approximately
1100 A, to provide knowledge of the behavior of specific excited
states of a molecule. The photolysis of gaseous 1,4-dioxane at
1849 A, corresponding to absorption in the first band of the
spectrum, is currently being studied. Study of the gas-phase
photochemistry at 14'70 A, corresponding to absorption in the
third and fourth bands, has been completed. Excitation at 1470 A
results in decomposition with a primary quantum yield of c =
- °
1.0 and a lifetime of less than 10 1 s; quantum yields of products
suggest that C4H80 2 - C2H 4 + 2CH 2 0 with ¢ = 0.75 is the major
decomposition mode. In future work, photolysis of the liquid at
1849 and 1470 A will be studied. In addition to their intrinsic
interest, results of the photochemical work are expected to
elucidate (1) the role of excited states in the previously studied
y radiolysis of liquid 1,4-dioxane and (2) chemical behavior of
the recently reported emitting species in liquid 1,4-dioxane
excited with 1849 A light or 12-MeV electrons.
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PUBLICATION
HIentz, R. R., and C. F. Parrish, Photolysis of Gaseous 1,4Dioxane at 14711 A, J. Phys. Chum., 75: 3899 (1971).

successful, apparently because oxygen is also produced directly
by the photolysis. Other systems more suitable for this study
are being sought.

03:189
DEUTERIUM ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN ELECTRONIC
03:186
PHIOTOINDUCED LUMINESCENCE AND IONIZATON
IONOLAR
PELTOIC
LECLES
i,
OF ALKANES fN THE SOLID PHASE" AT LO\W TEMPERATURGFM.
Edward C. (Wa-yne State University, Department of Chemistry,
Hentz, R. R., L. Mi. Perkey and L. J. Sharp. (University ofDetroit
Michigan 202).
Notre Dame, Radiation Laboraptory).
The objective of the project is to study deuterium isotope effect
A study of the photoionization, photochemistry, and photoexcited
on fluorescence of aromatic and heteroaromatic molecules (as
luminescence of alkanes in the solid phase at low temperatures
vapor and in solution) to gain better understanding of singlethas been initiatved. A long-lived (-5 s) luminescence at -415 nintersystem
crossing in large polyatomic molecules. This
and a short-lived (tenths of a nanosecond) fluorescence at -220 nm
determination of quantum ield and lifetime of fluoare observed from alkane glasses y-irradiated at 77°K. The fluorescence under various experimental conditions. The qulantum
rescence was first observed in photoexcitation of gaseous and
measurements are already underway for several compounds,
liquid alkanes at room temperature and was shown to be a property
il
determination of lifetime is awaiting construction of a
of individual molecules. However, the long-lived luminescence ofindividual
molecules.
time-correlated
However,
theong-lived
single
luminescence
photon counting apparatus. Our initial
has been observed only from y-irradiated glasses as a consequence
efforts ill be directed to the stud of echanism of singlet deof cation-electron neutralization. Thus, it is not known whether
activation in isolted
anthrcene and its derivatives. Variation
lumi.escence
a pro.erty of individual alke molecules
1 1activation
in "isolated" anthracene and its derivatives. Variation
suchs„ch
luminescence is
is a property of individual alkane molecules
of radiative and nonradiativ
e decay rates with excitation energy,
(e.g., phosphorescence from a triplet state) or a property of some
of
radiative and
with excitation energy,
temperature,
andnnradiative
deuteration decay
of the rates
molecule
will be deduced for
kind of collective excitation characteristic of the alkane glass
these systes.
(e.g., a charge-separated state). Experiments are in progress and
are planned in which luminescence from selected alkanes is
studied as a function of excitation wavelength in neat glasses and
noble gas solutions of the alkanes at temperatures near 77°K and
Fischer, S. F., and E. C. Lim, Non-Born-Oppenheimer Vibronic
perhaps 4°K. The presence of ionization will be established by
Coupling and Deuterium Isotope Effect on T, - SORadiative
spectrophotometric and ESR detection of trapped electrons and
Transitions of Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Chem. Phys. Lett., 14:
will be correlated with luminescence observations. Such a study
40 (1972).
is expected to provide some insight into the ionization of alkanes
and the nature and behavior of excited states of alkanes in con03:190
ELECT'RON PRODUICTION BY PHOTOIONIZATION OF
densed media.
METAL FILMS AND OF SODIUM DISPERSED IN GLASSY 3METHYLPENTANE.
Willard, John E. (University of Wisconsin,
03:187
DECAY TIMES OF OPTICALLY EXCITED AROMATIC
Department of Chemistry, Madison, Wisconsin 53706).
HYDROCARBONS AT LOW PRESSURE: NAPHTHALENE, 13IWe have reported that ultraviolet irradiation of a matrix formed
PHENYL, AND 2-METHYLNAPHTHALENE.
Hsieh, J., J.
by deposition of a vapor phase mixture of a metal (Li, K, Na, Mg,
Halpern and P. K. Ludwig.
(University of Notre Dame, RadiaCd) and 3-methylpentane (3iMP) at 77°K produces a narrow (0.1tion Laboratory).
gauss) electron spin resonance singlet with several flanking lines,
Examination of excited naphthalene by the monophoton technique
all of the signals being observable only in the photostationary
at a pressure of 0.07 torr, with irradiating light in the range 3080
state. Current investigations show that the same signals are
produced when a sodium film in an evacuated tube at 300°K is
to 2500 A shows an irregular increase in decay rate as a function
of excitation energy. The effects appear to reveal a relationship
exposed to ultraviolet radiation in the absence of 3MP. When a
between the natural lifetime and the energy of the vibration levels.
matrix containing Na in 3MP is scraped from the cold finger in
The oscillation is probably to be attributed to the excitation of
vacuo and isolated from any metallic film, exposure to the lamp,
sequence bands.
with a filter to remove visible and ir radiation, produces a trapped
Similar study of biphenyl reveals the existence of two different
electron ESR signal with a width (ca. 1 G) and half-life (tens of
luminescent systems describable by the relation I C exp(-t/rl) +
minutes) similar to that produced by y irradiation of pure 3IMP
at 77°K. Future experiments under consideration include comfiexp(-t/Tr:) in which generally Tr > T2, R is always greater than
unity and t'i
10 r2. The values of T1 , T2, and /i vary with waveparison of the spectra, decay times, photobleaching quantum
length and reveal the existence of three different regions of
yields, and luminescence spectra of trapped electrons produced
excitation and the varying contributions of at least two different
by photoionization of the Na in 3MP at different wavelengths with
vibronic systems in each case.
these properties of trapped electrons produced by y irradiation
Work on 2-methylnaphthalene gives results remindful of naphof 3MP, and by photoionization of tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine
thalene. However, in this current work a study, over a greater
(TMPD) in 3MP. The source of the signals from the metal films
range of exciting wavelength, of the relation between bandwidth of
is also under investigation.
the exciting light and decay rate (i.e., 1/r) reveals perplexing
relationships, the origins of which are yet to be understood.
PUBLICATION
PUBLICATIONS
Hsieh, J. C., U. Laor, and P. K. Ludwig, Consideration of the
Absorption Characteristics of Organic Vapors in Interpretation of the Decay Properties of Excited Vibronic States:
Naphthalene, Chem. Phys. Lett., 10: 412 (1971).
Laor, U., and P. K. Ludwig, Fluorescence Lifetimes of Vibronic
States of Naphthalene Vapor in the Region of Excitation from
3080-2150 A, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 1054 (1971).
03:188
DIFFUSION OF REACTIVE FREE RADICALS.
Noyes,
Richard M. (University of Oregon, Department of Chemistry,
Eugene, Oiegpn 97403).
Ultraviolet light and ionizing radiation can generate extremely
reactive radical species whose reactions are often controlled by
the rates of diffusion together. We have shown that the diffusion
coefficients of photochemically produced free radicals can be
measured by determining the dependence of their concentration
on the size of the illuminated area in which they are produced.
By means of this technique of photochemical space intermittency,
we have measured diffusion coefficients of iodine atoms in various
solvents in order to test theories of diffusion-controlled reactions.
It would also be of great interest to measure the diffusion of
hydrogen atoms in water because these atoms are generated by
radiation in aqueous systems and in living organisms and because
it is hard to approximate their diffusive behavior with that of
stable molecules. We have attempted to measure this coefficient
by generating hydrogen atoms through photolysis of a hydrogensaturated solution of hydrogen peroxide, but the effort was un

Froben, F. W., and J. E. Willard, Paramagnetic Species Produced
by Ultraviolet Irradiation of Lithium, Potassium, Sodium, Magnesium, and Cadmium in 3-Methylpentane at 77°K, J. Phys.
Chem., 75: 35 (1971).
ROLE OF H ATOMS IN THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY
03:191
AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC GLASSES. Willard,
John E.
(University of Wisconsin, Department of Chemistry,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706).
Early work on this project showed that no trapped H atoms are
produced by y irradiation of a variety of organic solids at 4°K or
above. However, photolysis of HI present in radiolyzed perdeuterated 3-methylpentane (C6 D14 ) below 50'K produced trapped
H atoms, proving that the matrix is capable of such trapping,
and, therefore, that thermal H atoms are not produced in the
radiolyses. Photolysis of HI in C6H 14 , in contrast to C6 D14 , produced no trapped H atoms. In a systematic investigation of the
yields of stable products and radicals from the photolyses of HI
and DI in CgHi4 and C6 D14 as a function of temperature we have
now shown that the absence of trapped H atoms from photolysis
of HI in CGH 14 results from the greater ease with which hot II
atoms abstracthydrogen from C-H bonds as compared to C-D
bonds. This reduces the yield of thermalized H atoms available
for trapping to a negligible value. In future work on this project
it is planned to investigate H-trapping yields in C6 H14 and C;:Di 4
as a function of the initial energy of the H, by varying the
photolysis wavelength, and also to investigate further the kinetics
of trapped H atom production and decay, which pose significant
questions about the nature of the trappine sites.
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PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATION
Long, M. A., and J. E. Willard, Properties of Trapped 11 and Da
Atoms Produced by the Photolysis of HI in 3hAP-d 1 4 Glass, J.
Phvs. Chem., 74: i207 (1970).

THE GAS PHASE RADIOLYSIS AND VACUUM ULTRA03:192
VIOLET l'HOTOLYSIS OF IIETEROCYC.IC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. Scala, Alfred A. (\Vorcester Polytechnic Institute,
Department of Chemistry, Worcester, Mass. 01609).
The long-range objective of this research is the determination
of the modes of decomposition of highly electronically excited
molecules and ions, produced when relatively complex molecules
absorb large amounts of energy, either in radiolysis or in
photolvsis. At present this type of information is available for
only a relatively few simple molecules, primarily the lowermolecular-weight hydrocarbons. Presently under investigation
are cyclic ethers, sulfides, and amines. 'rium
an
work, an
of this
this work,
objective of
In order to meet the long-range objective
orderly progression of investigations through a series of complex
molecules is planned. The effects of various atoms and functional
groups upon the decomposition modes of complex molecules will
be determined.
The results of these studies will be more than just a series of
mechanisms for the compounds studied. It is envisioned that the
that
kinetic andconsiderations
considerations
thermodna
apply to
to these
these
that apply
kinetic and thermodynamic
systems of intermediate complexity will be useful in understanding
the interaction of high-energy radiation with still more complex
systeiss.
systems.

nd A

in C5 Hydrocarbons, J.

PUBLICATIONS
H

Phys. Chem., 76: 615 (1972).
ofJ Cyclohexanone,

ALSO SEE Radiation Chemistry: Aqueous: 03:101, 03:105,
0.3:116, 03:117; Radiation Chemistry: Gaseous: 03:119, 03:122,
0.3:126, 03.12, 03:129; Radiation Chemistry: Other: 03:136,
03:138, 03:146, 03:156, 03:167, 03:168; Hot Atom Chemistry:
03:206, 03:208; Kinetics and Mechanisms: 03:216, 03:220, 03:221,
03:222; Chemical Sptectroscopy: 03:244, 03:248, 03:253, 03:260,
03:261, 03:265; Theoretical Chemistry: 03:282, 03:283, 03::284;
Isotope Chemistry: 03:293, 03:296; Thermodynamnics: 03:316;
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Studies of the chemical effects of nuclear transformation.
03:193
HOT ATOMN CHEMISTRY OF CARBON AND IODINE.
Voigt, A. F.; Warren, J. L.; Elgart, M. F.; and van Ooij, W. J.
(Ames Laboratory. Chemistry Division).
Nuclear reactions that produce radioactive atoms also give
them excess energy by recoil or excitation. With this energy
they behave differently from normal atoms, and their radioactivity makes it possible to observe these differences.
1
Hot " C atoms produced in the irradiation of organic compounds
with high-energy photons interact with the parent compound after
most of their energy has been lost, yielding fragments, addition
compounds, and larger molecules. Fragments such as carbon
monoxide (from compounds containing oxygen) and acetylene are
formed in large yields. The carbon atoms may add to the parent
molecules yielding a product with an additional carbon or they
may serve to bind two molecules of the parent compound together.
These products are observed by radiogas chromatography and
their formation can be attributed to interaction of the carbon atom:
with the various bonding or nonbonding electrons in the parent
molecule.
The beta decay of several tellurium isotopes produces radioactive isotopes of iodine with excess energy of excitation. The
behavior of hot iodine atoms, after other methods of production,
has been studied intensively, providing a basis for comparison
for the beta decay study. Thus, it can be determined whether the
particular mode of production has an important effect on the chemical behavior of high-energy iodine atoms,
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Phys . Chem., 75: 3201 (1971).
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03:194
ION. Hillman, M.; Nagy, A.; Weiss, A. . (Brookhaven Nao n a l Laboratory. Department
Science).
of
Applied
tional
Laboratory. Depatment of Applied Science).
This program has two parts: (1) to study the fate of hot telluatoms following an Auger cascade, and (2) to study retentions
in organometallics following the capture of neutrons by the nucleus
e
e ta
of th m l atom.
hav
e recently completed the study of the decay of "121and
h'e
similarities with and differences from the decays
have observed 127
"'Te. Further study is planned with various Sb
of 12"t'Te and
isotopes that decay to Te. In the solid slate the retention of
1,1'-trimethyleneferrocene was found to be half that of ferrocene.
is study will continue with the study of the retentions of 1,1'trimethylenetitanocne dichloride and the analogs of zirconium
methylene)ferr'ocene and
and hafnium,
d the
the
,'-bis(tmethylene)ferocne
hafum and
and off 1,l':2,2'-bis(tri
1,1',3,3'-derivative.

Scala, A. A., and D. G. Ballan, The Vacuum Ultraviolet Photolysis
76: 615
emicalm.,
(192
and
J P. .Colangelo, The Photohe
_--__
and J. P. Colangelo,, The Photochemical Type II Reaction
of Carbonates and Thiolcarbonates, J. Chem. Soc., n: 1425
(1971).
1971The
otolysis
).
and Radio).lysis
and
Radiolysis of
of 3-nethyl-2-butatono,
:S-methyl-2-butanone,
__
The Photolysis
J. Phys. Chem., 74: 2639 (1970).
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Voigt, A. F., G. ;'. Palino, and R. L. Williams, Racations of Recoil Carbon Atoms with Oxygen Containing Molecules. It.
Structural Dependence of Carbon Monoxide Yields, J. IPhys.
Chem., 75: 2248 (1971).
Williams, IR. L., and A. F. Voigt, Reactions of Recoil Carbon
ill. Reaction
Atoms with Oxygen Containing Molecules.
Mechanisms in Methanol, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 2248 (1971).
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Harbottle, G., and M. HIillman, Szilard-Chalmers Processes for

Isotope Production, in Radioisotope Production and Quality Control, Technical Reports Series, No. 128, pp. 617-632, International Atoic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1971 (STI/iDC/10/12S).
tional Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1971 (STI/IX)C/10/]28).
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the IsoManny,ofand
Allen
J. 'Weiss,
Hillman,
lnT
eand
"Te inChemical
Aqueous Effects
Solution,of Raliomerli Decay
meric Decay of 12?aTe and 12""Te in Aqueous Solution, Radiochim. Acta, 15(2): 79-83 (1971).
INORGANIC HOT ATOM CHEMISTRY. liarbottle,
03:195
G. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
The study of hot atom chemistry (chemical effects of nuclear
transformation) in the solid state allows one to determine (a) the
chemical reactions of atoms formed in states of high kinetic or
electronic excitation energy in crystals, and/or (b) the slow,
thermally induced annealing reactions by which such atoms, at
rest in the crystal, can be made to change their chemical forms
Since hot atoms in crystals often give rise to labeled interstitial
species or to chemical structures that may be regarded as impurities in the host lattice, hot atom chemistry is the chemica
analogue of the study of defects, color centers, etc., in solid
,
state physics.
Another interesting parallel is the thermal spike concept of radiation damage in solid state physics. In the chemical investigations of our program, evidence is sought for chemical reactions
place in the thermal spike. This evidence is then rationalized by solid state theory. It is desired to broaden these studies
to include Mossbauer and/or perturbed angular correlation measurements to provide a better understanding of the chemistry of
recoil atoms in situ in crystals.
PUBLICATIONS
Harbottle, G., and M. Hillman, Szilard-Chalmers Processes for
Isotope Production, in Radioisotope Production and Quality
Control, Technical Reports Series, No. 128, pp. 617-632, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1971 (STI/DOC/10/128).
Groening, H., and G. Harbottle, Recoil and Annealing Studies in
Neutron-Irradiated Crystalline Molybdenum Hexacarbonyl,
Radiochim. Acta, 14: 109 (1970).
EFFECT OF DEFECTS ON POSITRON ANNIHILATION.
03:196
Lambrecht, R. M. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry
Department).
The objectives of the program are to study the interactions of
positrons and the hot atom chemistry of positronium in matter. The
The annihilation of a positron is predominately accompanied by the
emission of two 511-keV photons. The angular correlations and the
rates and intensities of the annihilation photons provide a method of
nondestructive physical-chemical measurements. The change in
photon energy and the angular deviation of the two photons from
180° are related to the momentum distribution of the center-ofmass of the annihilating electron-positron pair. While positron
annihilation processes have been studied under many conditions,
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the role of defects on the annihilation processes is not well understood. Results of several workers suggest that variations in
Doppler line width and annihilation rates are due to the electronic
environment associated with the defects and to an increased probability of annihilation with conduction electrons relative to annihilation with core electrons. A high-resolution Ge(Li) detector is being
used for characterizing the electronic environment sampled by
positrons in solid state matrices, such as silver halide, that have
been doped with defects by high-energy ion implantations. The
Doppler-broadened spectrum is expected to vary with the nature
of the defects, the spatial distribution of the ions, the matrix, etc.
Positron annihilation rates and the diffusion rates of positrons in
doped ionic crystals and metals will be determined when possible.
03:197
IIOT1'ATOM CHEMISTRY AND REACTION MECHA3:NISMS. Wof,
, ChemNISMS.
Wolf, A.
A. P.
P. (Brookhaven
(Brookhaven National
National LaboratorN
Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
istry Depa\rtment).
Atoms or molecular fragments having nonequilibrium distributions of translational and internal energy are produced by
nuclear transformations, by photon irradiation, and in microwave plasmas. Experimental studies of the reactions of these
hot atoms or radicals are of particular interest because a general theoretical treatment of such reactions is lacking. The
emphasis is on the study of primary events in fast chemical
reactions,
The mechanism of ethylene production in reactions of 11
atoms is being investigated. Work on reactions of l"C with
simple halocarbons will be continued and the observations willand
be correlated with the results of theoretical calculations. Reactions of vinyl radicals are being studied in order to correlate
reactions of these radicals with purported intermediates in hot
atom reactions. Several cyclotron-produced nuclides will bePreparation
used in investigations of hot halogen-atom reactions at struc-ganc
turally controlled sites such as asymmetric centers.
Microwave discharge production of tritium atoms is being used
to label molecules to high specific activity. Tritium-labeled hormones, peptides, and proteins prepared in this manner have been
found to retain their biological activity. This work will focus on
the repair mechanism, which permits the production of peptides
of specific activity much greater than that of the constituent individal amino acids. The direct observation of .atoms (C, Si,
Ge,
T states,he observation
d irect
of ation of their
Ge, hdalog
halogens)) ino
inacids.
excited
and the determination of their
rates of reaction with a variety of substrates, involves vacuum
gen
u. .~~~~v
.
c
st t a miroav dicag
uv spectrophotometry coupled with a microwave discharge generator as the atom generation source. This method is cherrentl
berato aps the tom
theoberation sourcehrins metho
in currentl
s
being applied to the observation of chlorine atoms in the firststry
excited state and to the study of their reactions with alkenes and
reagents.~
reagents

~~~~~~~other
~~~~~~~other
~~.
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Gaspar, P. O., K. Y. Choo, E. Y. Y.
YLaim, and A. P. Wolf, A Flow
Method for the Study of Silicon and Germanium Atom Reactions
by Direct Spectroscopic Observation, Chem. Commun., 10121013 .1971).
Lam, E. Y. Y., P. P. Gaspar, and A. P. Wolf, States of Atomic
Carbon Produced in Decomposition of Organic Compounds in a
Microwave Plasma, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 445 (1970).
Shevlin, P. B., and A. P. Wolf, The Formation of Carbon Atoms
in the Decomposition of a Carbene, Tetrahedron Lett., 46:
3987 (1970).
1
Lambrecht, R., N. Furukawa, and A. P. Wolf, Evidence for " C
Stripping and Abstraction Reactions Leading to Acetylene Formation, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 4605 (1970).
Majerski, Z., S. Hl. Liggero, P. v. R. Schleyer, and A. P. Wolf,
The Degenerate Isomerization of Adamantane, Chem. Commun.,
1596 (1970).
03:198
NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
LABEL ED WITH ISOTOPES OF SHORT HALF-LIFE. Wolf, A. P.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Five years ago, the Chemistry and Medical Departments began
collaborative research in nuclear medicine. This has expanded
into a vigorous and diverse program utilizing short-lived, cyclotron-produced isotopes. Research experience in nuclear chemistry, hot atom and radiation chemistry, organic synthesis, and
radiochemical assay procedures is brought to bear on the preparation of compounds labeled with these isotopes. Radiopharmaceuticals are used in tumor detection, in the diagnosis of metabolic
disorders and organ malfunction, and in therapy.
"C-labeled amino acids, sugars, and other physiologically active
compounds are being produced in research quantities. New meth11
ods of producing large quantities of carrier-free H CN, an important synthetic intermediate, are being developed. 123I production will be expanded, with emphasis on new intermediates and on

the incorporation of this isotope into physiologically active cornpounds. 1F research will be directed towards the production of
8
8
F2 -1F'',
Hl F, CF301 F, and other labeled intermediates to be
used in the preparation of compounds such as 5-fluorouracil, 5fluorocytosine, and steroids. 150, 13N, other halogen isotopes, and
platinum isotopes will be among those used in new research directions.
Pure research applications of short-lived isotopes will also
continue, emphasizing more detailed studies of DNA synthesis
ll
with the high-specific-activity thymidine- C successfully prepared at BNL.
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an Iodination Reagent for the Synthesis of Radiopharmaceuticals. IV, J. Nucl. Med., 13: 266 (1972)
Hoyte, R. M., S. S. Lin, D. R. Christman, H. L. Atkins, V. Hauser,
A. P. Wolf, Organic adiopharmaceuticals Labeled with
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of Short Half Life. III.. "F-Labeled
F-Labeled Phenylalanes,
henlalanines,
J. Nuc. DMed., 12: 280 (1971).
Finn, R., . R. Christman, H. J. Ache, and A. P. Wolf, The
1
of Cyanide-' C for Use in the Synthesis of OrRadlopharmaceuticals. II, Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotop.,
22: 735 (1971).
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Root, John

.

(ni-

versity of California, Department of Chemistry. Davis, Californa 95616).
The
The broad
broad objectives
objectives of
of this
this research
research include
include the
the following:
folloing
(1) to provide new systematics information pertaining to chemical
reactions at very high energies; (2) to provide definitive laboratory
high-energy chemistry;
tests for current theories that relate to high-energy chemistry;
to ro e ne
nol
e a
t te behior
of molecules under
(3) to provide new knowledge about the behavior of molecules under
conditions of very large internal excitation; (4) to provide new information about molecular properties through high-energy chemresearch and (5) to elucidate any special effects that may
ration
chemistry induced by fast neutrons.
in radiation chemistry
induced by fast neutrons.
3
^Both
recoil a8F and 9CI are generated for hot atom experiments
via cyclotron-produced fast neutrons. In the hot atom work we
seek generalized systematics, energetics, and molecular dynamics
descriptions for the unique chemical processes that occur at high
energies. Through carefully chosen experiment sequences, we
hope to be able to determine whether common features exist between the potential energy surfaces for high-energy reactions
taking place in different experimental systems. Current results
suggest that the respective hot F-for-F and F-for-H atomic substitution, hot F-for-R alkyl replacement, and hot F-to-HFabstraction processes are strongly similar in fluoroethanes. Preliminary
evidence has also been obtained for hot CI-to-HCI abstraction in
alkanes, and we are attempting to determine whether the hot Clfor-H, Cl-for-F, and Cl-for-Cl processes take place at the typically large reaction energies that are characteristic of the
analogous F-atom processes. During the coming year classical
trajectory and molecular beam methods will be employed to
augment the nuclear recoil techniques. A new investigation into
the nature of fast-neutron-induced radiolysis has been initiated
using cyclotron-produced fast neutrons. The zero degree neutron velocity spectra and thick-target yields have been measured
for (d,n) reactions in Li, Be, C, and Al between 15 and 40 MeV.
Other efforts in the radiolysis work have been restricted to the
development of suitable fast-neutron dosimetry methods for applications in aqueous media.

~
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McKnight, C. F., N. J. Parks, and J. W. Root, Chemistry of Nuclear Recoil 18F Atoms. III. The Average Energy and Mechanism for F-for-F Substitution in CHliCF 3 , J. Phys. Chem., 74:
217 (1970).
Parks, N. J., K. A. Krohn, and J. W. Root, Chemistry of Nuclear
Recoil 1RF Atoms. IV. Hot F-to-HF and F-to-F 2 Abstraction
in CH3CF 3, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 2(90 (1971).
Krohn, K. A., N. J. Parks, and J. WN.Root, Chemistry of Nuclear
18
Recoil F Atoms. V. Mechanism and Systematics in CII 3 CF 3 ,
J. Chem. Phys., 55: 5771 (1971).
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, N. J. Parks, and J. W. Root, Chemistry of Nuclear Recoil
F Atoms. VI. Approximate Energetics and Molecular Dynamics in CH 3 CF 3, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 5785 (1971).
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CHEMISTRY OF TRITIUM AND HALOGENS FORMED
03:200
WITH NUCLEAR RECOIL ENERGY. Rowland, F. S. (University
of California, Departnent of Chemistry, Irvine, California 92664).
The basic purpose of this research is the understanding of the
chemical reactions initiated by atoms with excess translational
energy (hot atoms). We are trying to extend our knowledge of the
mechanisms through which chemical changes occur beyond that
based on thermal reaction systems, and hot atoms are an especially convenient form of nonthermal reactant. Since the radioactive atoms formed by nuclear reactions are almost invariably
highly excited, such nuclear processes are advantageously used
in these studies. An inevitable practical by-product of these experiments is that some knowledge is gained of the chemical condition of those radioactive atoms formed in nuclear processes whenever and wherever they occur. Our current experiments rely mos'
heavily on the formation of tritium atoms by the nuclear reactions
3
'Li(n,c))T and le (n,p)T, and of fluorine atoms from the nuclear
9
reaction, ' F(n,2n)18F.
We have emphasized precision quantitative measurements of
product yields from carefully controlled reactions with simple
molecules, usually in the gas phase. These choices have been
made because the predictions of different theories concerning the
importance of various factors in controlling these reactions often
are rather similar and can he distinguished only with good aIccuracy in relative yield measurements.
with
Recent experiments with tritium atoms from nuclear recoil
haveeof
cheical
factors
(bond
have emphasized the importance of chemical factors (bond energy,
energ55
electron density, electronegativity) in contrast to physical factors
(substituent mass, inertia, steric effects) in the control of such
reactions. Further confirmation is being sought, especially for
H-atom abstraction from substituted ethylenes and from bonds to.
Si, 0, and N. Other experiments are being carried out at-19(6"C
to determine the effects of low temperature and solid phase on
the stabilization of excited product molecules.
Much less is known about the reactions of fluorine atoms, thermal or hot, than is known about hydrogen atoms. We are concurrently investigating the reactions of both hot and near-thermal
18F atoms. In 50-50 SF,-substrate mixtures, hot reactions are
readily observed while most 81Fatoms react while essentially
thermal in energy when SFU has a mole fraction >0.95. Current
experiments are emphasizing the substitution reactions of 18F18
for-halogen in alkyl halides, the abstraction of II by thermal
F
atoms, and the various addition processes with olefins. Simple
substrate molecules are being used to reduce the number of un8
usual ' 1F-labeled molecules found as products. After a number of
simple systems are well understood, later experiments can concentrate on the identity and yields of these unusual species.
PUBLICATIONS
Tang, Y-N, E. K. C. Lee, I'. Tachikawa, and F. S. Rowland, A
Study of the Roles of Chemical Factors in Controlling the
Yields of Substitution Reactions by Energetic Tritium Atoms:
Electronegativity, Electron Density and Bond Energy, J. Phys.
Chem., 75: 1290 (1970).
Palino, G. F., and F. S. Rowland, Complete Retention of Configuration During the Replacement of Hydrogen by Energetic
Tritium in dl- and meso-(CHFCl) 2, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 1299
(1971).
Small, T., R. S. Iyer, and F. S. Rowland, Competitive Addition of
Near-Thermal 8F Atoms to Olefins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 95:
1041 (1972).
Williams, IR. L., and F. S. Roswland, Addition of 181' Atoms to
Acetylene, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 95: 1047 (1972).
Kushner, R., and F. S. Rowland, Temperature Dependence of the
Reaction Yields from Recoil Tritium Reactions. II. Tritium
Atom Addition to 1-Butens and cis-2-Butene, J. Phys. Chem.,
7(i: 191 (1972).
STUDIES IN HOT ATOM AND RADIATION CIIEM03:201
ISTRY. Koski, Walter S. (The Johns Hopkins University, C:hemistry Department, Charles and 34th Streets, Baltimore, Maryland
21218).
The objective of this study is to investigate certain elementary
chemical events that will lead to an understanding of the processes
taking place in radiation, and hot atom chemical reactions, and
the chemical effects associated with nuclear transformations.
The light emitted by proton (2-MeV)-irradiated water vapor and
liquid water is being studied initially in the visible region with the
immediate objective of definitely identifying some of the intermediates that play a role in the radiation chemistry of water.

Electrons play an important role in radiation chemical effects;
consequently, we are studying the energetics of electron fragmentation. The thresholds, for production of positive, negative, and
coincident ion pairs will be measured using a newly completed ion
pair mass spectrometer. The electron beam in this instrument
has a full width at half maximum of 50 millivolts and the energy
can be varied from a few eV to 200 eV. The halogenated methanes
will be studied first.
In many nuclear reactions the products initially start out as
multiply charged ions. We plan to study the charge states of fast
2
nitrogen ions produced by the 1 C(d,n)l3N reaction. We have prechemical reactions involving this
some
hot
atom
viously studied
nuclear reaction and the present and future study is an attempt to
further map out the elementary steps that contribute to the radiachemistry and hot atom chemistry of the system.
.tion
In view of the fact that ions play an important role in radiation
and hot atom effects, we have in progress a study of ion-molecule
reactions that might be important in post nuclear processes. The
+
reactions of C ions are being studied with a number of target
molecules over an energy range of 2 to 200 eV. In view of the
large amount of fluorine hot atom work that has been carried out
and since ionic fluorine probably plays an important role in these
+
processes, it is planned to study the reactions of F ions with a
number of target molecules.
P
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GAS PHASE REACTIONS OF HOT TRITIUM ATOMS
03:202
WITH CYCLOHEXENES. Markowitz, S. S. (Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The purpose of this research is to contribute toward understanding of chemical reactions of fast-moving atoms and ions
following a nuclear reaction. The reaction studied mainly is the
3
He(n,p)T reaction with hot tritium ions and atoms produced in
the Berkeley Campus Nuclear Reactor. Triton addition and unimolecular decompositions in the gas phase are being studied with
special techniques developed for gas phase chromatography and
proportional counting of the tritium. Cyclohexene and substituted
cyclohexenes are being investigated and two papers have been
submitted dealing with sulfur dioxide as a radical scavenger in
alkene systems and with scavenger effects of H2S, butadiene-d,
02, and SO2 in T + cyclohexene gas phase systems. A high-temperature irradiation apparatus is being completed for irradiations in the reactor at temperatures up to approximately 200'C.
Recent work has indicated the possibility of obtaining kinetic
data directly from hot atom reactions of tritium to give methyl
radical reactions. Work will continue in this field in 1973 and
1974. The above research is due mainly to Ph.D. candidate,
Darrell C. Fee.
IIALOGEN ATOMIC REACTIONS ACTIVATED BY
03:203
RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE AND ISO1MERIC TRANSITION. Rack, Edward 1'. (The University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska 68508).
By employing the freeze-thaw technique, radiogas chromatography and other methods for determining organic and product
yields induced by the radiative neutron capture (n,y) and isoneric
transition (IT) processes, hot atom reactions of chlorine, bromine
and iodine are being studied extensively in various gaseous, liquid,
and solid halomethanes and hydrocarbons. The reactions of 38C1,
30
8
82
01r,
"'UBr, Br, 1281, and 130I + I nI, activated by radiative neutron capture and isomeric transition will be investigated in more
detail, with special attention given to the effects of density and
phase on product yields and the bromine isotope effect. Reactions
of 1281, and "30I with various gaseous, liquid, and solid olefins will
be studied employing iodine, rare gas moderators or molecular
additives in an attempt to learn more about the mechanism of hot
and thermal iodine reactions. The (n,y)-activated reactions of
38CI will be investigated by radiogas chromatography in the CIIH
and CD 4 systems employing rare gas and molecular additives. The
stereochemistry of hot 83Ar and 132I reactions will be studied employing the Brookhaven National Laboratory 60" cyclotron. The
general applicability of kinetic theories to heavy halogen gaseous
systems will be studied. Of importance will be the calculation of
the kinetic energy spectra of hot atoms activated by radiative neutron capture using computer techniques.

HOT ATOM CHEMISTRY
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13:204
POSITRONIUM CEIIIMISTRY. Tao, S. J.
(The Newx
England Institute, P. 0. Box 308, Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877).
We are studying the reactions of positronium, the lightest hot
atom, in molecular liquids and solids. There were two fundamental properties of positronium not clearly understood-the
exact state of positronium in a solvent and the kinetics of positronium reactions. We have found and proved that positroniuml atoms
in various liquid solvents can be treated classically as ordinary
atoms or molecules, even in their limited lifetime of about 10
sec. The behavior of positronium in a solvent can be correlated
to the properties of the solvent. \Ve are studying the kinetics of
positronium reactions in various solvents with iodine, benzoquinone, and others as solutes. We are also studying the exact
state of positronium and the kinetics of positronium reactions in
molecular glass solids. At present, we are using polyglycols as
the medium system. From this study, we are hoping to understand
more about the difference between the hot atom reactions in glass
solids, such as the frozen solvated electrons, and the hot atom reactions in liquids. Furthermore, we are studying the positronium
reactions with chlorine, bromine, iodine, nitric oxide, and others
in vnarious. media. W\e feel that from the work we are doing notwe
we are making a solid foundation for the study of positronium reactions, hence, hot atom reactions. We are planning to continue
our study in two directions. First, we shall investigate quantitatively the hot atom reactions that lead to the formation of
positronium atoms. Second, we shall study more about the kinetics
of positroniuni reactions with simple atoms and molecules and hot
a to m s
.
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03:205
REACTIONS OF HIGH-ENERGY RADIOACTIVE ATOMS
RESULTING FROM NUCLEAR TRANSFORMATION IN THE SYSTEMS OF SILICON-CONTAINING COMPOUNDS.
Tang, Yi-Noo.
(Texas A&M University. Department of Chemistry. College Station, Texas 77843).
The major objectives of this study are to investigate the hot
3m
3
Si and 2P atom reactions in the gas phase and to study chemical
reactions involving other hot atoms with silicon-containing compounds. Recoil 3tSi atoms are formed from the nuclear transmu31
tation 31P(n,p) Si by fast neutrons either converted from a 20MeV deutcron beam of a cyclotron or derived from the screening
31
of thermal neutrons of a nuclear reactor.
Si may undergo abstraction reactions to give 31SiH 2 or 31SiF2, which can be trapped
by butadiene to form silacyclopent-3-ene or 1,1-difluorosilacyclopent-3-ene. Reactions of silicon atoms in the presence of
other olefins are also under study. Recoil phosphorus atoms are
31
obtained via P(n,y)32P. It is possible to derive the degree of
partial and total retention of bonds in PF s following the above nuclear transformation. Experiments are also in progress to reveal

47
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the controlling factors for P abstraction reactions to give 32PHl.
32
or PF 3 as the final product. Recoil tritium and recoil halogen
reactions with silicon-containing compounds such as silane, the
methylsilanes, and the halomethylsilanes have indicated that
chemical factors such as bond dissociation energy and inductive
effect are operating during these hot atom reactions.
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03:206
GAS PHASE STUDIES OF THE KINETICS AND MECIIANISMS OF HIGI-ENERGY SULFUR ATOM REACTIONS AND SOME
NOVEL ASPECTS OF HOT HALOGEN REACTION.
Spicer, Leonard D. (University of Utah, Department of Chemistry, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84112).
Gas phase reactions of translationally excited 3"S, "Cl, and III
are being studied to characterize molecular dynamics of reactive
and nonreactive collisions at energies significantly above thermal
thresholds for reaction. The few previous studies of hot sulfur
atom reactions have clearly indicated the complexities involved
in such polyvalent, reactive systems. This research is presently
directed toward identifying basic mechanistic paths for reaction
of sulfur atoms in alkane, alkene, 02, HS, SO 2 , and H2 reactant
systems Differences in reactivities between n; T; and n; pgenerated 35 recoil atoms are also being investigated.
Utilizing known primary reactions of nuclear recoil chlorine
atoms, a study of secondary reactions of high-energy hydrogen
chloride molecules is proposed. This investigation is designed
to anser a fundamentally important question regarding the
availability of efficient, limited, and discrete reaction paths for
high-energy polyatomic reactants. This is to be compared it.h
hot atom chemistry where such channels have been demonstrated
but for which fewer degrees of freedom in the projectile are
available. Studies of reactive deuterium isotope effects in hot
chlorine atom systems are also being expanded in an effort to
identify dynanical reasons for observed differences in reaction
efficiencies.
A study of energy transfer efficiencies from systems chemically activated by reaction of recoil hydrogen is also proposed.
It has been demonstrated by other investigators that molecules
formed in such reactions may have much higher internal excitation than was previously anticipated. The dynamics of collisional
stabilization from such very-high-energy states is being investigated.

03:207
REACTIONS OF CHARGED AND NEUTRAL RECOIL
PARTICLES FOLLOWING NUCLEAR TRANSFORMATIONS.
Ache, Hans J.
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Department of Chemistry, Blacksburg, Va. 24061).
An important but still little understood field of fundamental
chemical kinetics in the area that deals with those chemical reactions that occur above the threshold or activation energy. In
this program translationally hot species (atoms or ions) are
generated following nuclear reactions and their interactions with
various substrates are studied in order to assess the reaction
efficiencies as a function of the kinetic energies associated with
the reactants.
The dependence of the lifetime of the positronium atom (Ps),
which is the bound state of a positron and electron, on its environment allows the study of hot and thermal reactions of this
species (separately from each other) with various substrates by
simple lifetime measurements. This method will be applied mainly
to assess the effect of intrinsic and thermodynamic energy barriers on the reaction rates of Ps with solutes in aqueous solutions
as a function of the kinetic energy of the Ps.
Nucleogenic B1r+ ions will be used to evaluate statistical, geometrical, bond energy, and electronic effects on the cross sections
of electrophilic Br+ substitution in halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons and organic molecules in general.
Energetics and mechanisms involved in the reactions of energetic
t"C atoms with organic molecules will be studied in view of possible
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applications of this method to the preparation of "C-labeled radiopharmaceuticals.
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03:208
REACTION STUDIES OF HOT SILICON AND GCRMANIUM RADICALS. Gaspar, Peter P. (Washington University.
Department of Chemistry, Saint Louis, Missouri 63130).
We are studying the reactions of recoiling silicon and germanium
atoms in order to understand the interplay between structure and
energy as factors that determine what happens in a reactive collision between an atom and a molecule-a fundamental chemical
process.
We have carried out experiments of various kinds:
1. Since polyvalent free atoms are difficult to produce for
study by other kinetic techniques, the recoil technique has been
the method of choice for silicon and germanium. The operative
reaction mechanisms and the important reaction intermediates
have been identified by determining the effects on product yields
of changes in reaction conditions. Silylene (SiH2 ) and germylene
(GeH 2 ) are the principal product-forming intermediates in the reactions of silicon and germanium atoms in silane and germane,
respectively.
2. It has been our experimental philosophy to complement recoil
studies with experiments in which probable intermediates in the
recoil reactions are produced in macroscopic amounts to facilitate
direct rate measurements. Separate studies of individual reactive
species illuminate their roles under the complex conditions of a
recoil experiment. Silyl radicals (.Sill) have been studied by a
new flash photolysis-electron spin resonance technique. Free
silicon and germanium atoms have been produced in a flow system
for kinetic studies and detected by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
+
+
3. The reactions of Si+, SiH , SiHl , and SiHl with silane and
methane have been studied by ion cyclotron resonance spectroscopy. Knowledge of these and other secondary ion-molecule reactions have permitted the definite conclusion to be reached that
positive ions are involved in the recoil chemistry of silicon,
We are concentrating now on the primary reactions of recoiling silicon and germanium atoms. A complete picture of the reaction sequence which leads from recoiling atoms to chemically
stable products is being developed. The next phase of our work
is to elucidate the details of the primary steps and to obtain the
excitation functions, the reaction cross sections as functions of
energy.
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Studies of the kinetics and mechanisms of gas phase reactions
and reactions in solution, including crossed molecular beam experiments.
03:209
LIGAND SUBSTITUTION AND ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE
Martin,
FOR SOME SQUARE-PLANAR PLATINUM COMPLEXES.
Don S. (Ales Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The extent to which chloride and bromide ligands of several
square-planar platinum complexes are replaced by water is being
measured by rapid titrations of the acidic protons of the aquoligands with autonatic titration equipment. In this way not only
wil the extent of aquation at equilibrium be evaluated but the rates
of replacement of the halide ligands will be determined for the
and for the cis- and trans-dicis-dichlorodianmineplatinumll()
bromodiammineplalinum(II). Alternative methods that involve
potentiomclric titrations with a selective bromide indicator electrode together with the measurement of ionic conductance will be
utilized to follow the loss of bromides from dibromo-(o-phecanthrolie)platinum(lI) in nitromethane solvent.
The rates of replacement of halide ligands by the same halide
32
2
Br. Attenwill be studied with the radioactive tracers C1 and
tion will be directed to some previously unexpected but recently
demonstrated
mechanisms in which one complex species, for cx2
ample PtBr , either catalyzes the exchange of bromide ligands
for another complex with free bromide or else trades its brolide
lgands with another complex without forming a free bromide intermediate. Although such processes have been found in bromide
systems, an examination of chloride systems is just underway.
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APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICAL ACCELERATOR03:210
CROSSED BEAM FACILITY TO STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC
CHEMISTRY.
Wexler, S. and E. K. Parks (Argonne National
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The species of greatest importance in the chemical processes
that occur in the atmosphere are the diatomic molecules H2, 02,
and CO; the triatomic molecules 03, C0 2 , and H20; and the free
radicals 011, O, 1102, and H. In addition, several pollutants are
nitrogen-containing compounds
of considerable importance -the
r-conaining como
nd
NO, N20, NO 2 , and NH 3 : the sulfur-containing compounds SO 2 and
S03; metallic atoms such as the alkalis, Mg, and Fe, and particulate matter such as in aerosols. These species, either in their
ground states or excited, react and/or are formed in the individual
nsecutive and competitive chemical
steps in often long chains of consecutive and competitive chemical
reactions. Usually, the reactions are exoergic, but frequently they
require activation energies, and some consequently are the raterato.
chains of reactions.
in the
determining
determining steps
steps in
the chas of reactions.
In order to understand, and hopefully control, the bulk chemistr,
of the atmosphere, quantitative information is required on the
microscopic collision processes leading to the products observed
macroscopically. The necessary data are the relative and absolute
cross sections as functions of the relative kinetic energy and internal energies of the two reactants, ad the mechanisms and
dynamics of the collision process. Such information may be obtamed most effectively by the use o molecular beams.
The Aerodynamic Chemical Accelerator is capable of accelerating several molecules of interest in atmospheric chemistry to
well defined kinetic energies in the region from 0.5 to 10 eV, which
is the range in which these endoergic reactions or reactions re-
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quiring activation energies take place. Alterations in the machine
are presently being designed to make possible the determination of
excitation functions for the reactions
and

SO + 03 - SOt + 02
NO + 0 - 3 NO* +2 0
-

where the underline signifies the accelerated collision partner.
Chemiluminescence from the reactions (assumed here to be radiation from the excited products denoted by asterisks) will be observed by photon counting through interference filters. As the
research program proceeds, a small fast optical spectrograph will
be installed lo facilitate identification of the products and to allow
a more detailed study of the various reaction channels. Reactions
of metastable species may also be studied with this accelerator.
Examnples are
N'O*
+0
NO*
+ O3

dimer molecules, and the various reaction channels were identified
by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Near future investigations
will be on collision-induced ionization of alkali halides, of uraniumoxides, and of some metals.
The Cathode Sputtering Accelerator is currently being employed
in the investigation of the dynamics of inelastic collisions of ac-

NO+ + o_ N0 + + O2

-

SO'(3B) + CO - CO + SO
S02*(3B) + SO - SO + SO*
Beams of the metastable species will be produced by electron
bombardment of the expanded jet.
The Cathode Sputtering Chemical Accelerator will accelerate
metallic atoms to well defined kinetic energies in the range from
0.5 to 150 eV. This machine mav be enployed to study the dvnamics and mechanisms of reactions of metallic pollutants in the
atmosphere, e.g., Na, Fe, Hg, Cu, Zn, Se, and Mg, with normal
atmospheric gases and pollutants, such as 02, 03, NO, and CO.
03:211
APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICAL ACCELERATORgROSSED BEAM FACILITY TO STUDY OF REACTIONS OF
Wexler, S. and E. K.
XTOMIC AND MOLECULAR HYDROGEN.
?arks (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Plasma arc jets have been used successfully to produce beams
of fast He and Ar atoms with kinetic energies of several electron
volts. Attempts will be made to adapt this technique for the production of beams of H and D atoms. The energy range of D a
s
may be extended by seeding D2 in H2 . If stable beams of fast hydrogen and deuterium can be achieved by this method, the source
will replace the sputtering source on the Cathode Sputtering Accelerator, and the energetics and dynamics of the reactions of
these fast atoms will be studied. Some reactions that lend themselves for observation by this approach are important in atmospheric chemistry.
H + O;

{ - HO*
Oil*
O+
+ 02

II + 0., - OH* + 0

iOt . lWl~

cal accelerator-crossed beam machines have been constructed andare currently in operation. Ihe machines are based on three different and widely applicable methods of acceleration of atoms and
molecules into the range of energies where they can react. The
three techniques adopted are aerodynamic acceleration in seeded
supersonic jets, cathode (surface) sputtering, and ion acceleration
followed by neutralization (by near resonance charge exchange).
Each accelerator has been designed to facilitate the study of cerin
ta broad classes of reactions. In addition, sections of the machines are interchangeable, so as to allow the use of a great number and variety of collision partners.
Using the Aerodynamic Chemical Accelerator, we have recently
completed determinations of the threshold energies and the excitation functions (i.e., absolute cross sections as functions of the collision energy) for polar ionization of the thallium halides by collision with Xe(Kr) atoms with well-defined kinetic energies up to
15-eV(10-eV). Measurements were made on both monomer and

~by

+ O~02

Reactions of importance in hot atom chemistry also appear feasible. These include hydrogen and halogen displacement in hydrocarbons and halogen-containing organic compounds, respectively.
The chemiluminescent radiation from the reactions may possibly
be detected by a photomultiplier after passing through an interference filter, but the angular distribution of the products should
be determined by ionization followed by mass spectrometric analysis.
Fast H,., D2 , and T2 molecular beams with well-defined energies
in the range from 5 to 100 eV and higher have routinely been produced in the Ion Accelerator. Combination of the accelerationneutralization section of this accelerator with the detection section of the aerodynamic machine may make possible studies of
reactions of these energetic molecules with organic and inorganic
molecules, illustrations of which are double bond addition and
hydrogen displacement. These reactions can be studied if chemiluminescence from the reactive collisions can be observed and
analyzed.
03:212
CROSSED-BEAM STUDIES OF REACTIONS OF ACCELERATED ATOMS AND MOLECULES.
Wexler, S., E. K.
Parks, C. E. Young, and R. B. Cohen (Illinois Institute of Technology).
An extensive and diversified program of research in the discipline of colliding fast (0.5- to 150-eV) molecular beams is in
progress. By this approach it is possible to elucidate the detailed
characteristics of chemical reactions that are endoergic or require activation energies. Such reactions comprise most of
chemistry. Characteristics such as the threshold laws, the energy
dependences of the cross sections, and the collision dynamics of
the various reaction channels give an insight into the fundamental
processes occurring in chemical reactions. Three unique chemi-

celerated metallic atoms. The angular distributions of positive
ionic products from collisions of fast Li, Pb, Ag, and Al atoms
with Br 2 , SF,, O2, lRBr, Cl 2 , etc., have been measured as functions
of the collision energy, and from these experiments have come details of the dynamics and energetics of the medium energy collision processes. The program will continue with measurements on
the angular distributions for the negative species formed in the
above collisions and the study of associative ionization of fast
metallic atoms with molecular and atomic collidants.
The Ion Accelerator has recently been converted into an instrument for the investigation of chemical sputtering of materials being considered for containment vessels in controlled therimouclear
reactors. Beams of D2 ions of well-defined energy in the range
from 10 to 300 eV have been impinged on heated niobium surfaces,
and the ejected species analyzed by mass spectrometr. An
alternative experiment involves collecting the ejected niobium
on a platinum catcler and later measuring the amount deposited
spectrochemically. Thus far, no niobium has been observed by
either method, and a preliminary sputtering yield of <0.05 has
been assigned. The research is continuing in an effort to enhance
the sensitivity of the experiment and to extend the range of kinetic
energies, target temperatures, and nature of the impinging particle.
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03:213
RESEARCH WITH MOLECULAR BEAMS OF SHORTLIVED RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES. Grover, J. Robb. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
In crossed beam systems that employ labeling with radioactive
nuclides and counting of nuclear disintegrations for detection, the
signal-to-noise ratio is a maximum if the half-life is comparable
to the travel time of products from the interaction region to the
detector. Advantages of using this principle are: (1) high detection
efficiency; (2) modest vacuum requirements; (3) good generality,
since most elements possess at least one isotope of suitable life- 1
time (10-5 to 10 sec); (4) accessibility of highly unstable beam
species, made possible by tracer intensity; (5) practicability of
species-specific surface phenomena for detectors; and (6) multiple
deployment of detectors, due to small bulk. This is the only techniquc offering sufficient generality and sensitivity to comprise a
real alternative to the crossed-beam supermachines, which, although extensively developed and in wide use, have limited capability. A prototype apparatus has been constructed to study the
reactions M + HAt - IHM + At using 0.032-sec 21LAt, MI being an
atom or molecule. Experimental testing has verified the theoretically expected sensitivity for scattering in crossed molecular
beams and has shown that reaction between HAt and Br apparently
takes place with high enough cross section to allow detailed study.
Experiments for consolidation of the latter result and investiga-
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tions of other systems are under way. Future plans include construction of apparatus for velocity resolution of scattered products,
and development of molecular beams of short-lived nuclides generated on-line using cyclotron beams.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:214
USE OF PERT'URBED ANGULAR CORRELATIONS FOR
MEASUREMENT OF CHEMICAL REACTION RATES IN FLUID
PHASES. Grover, J. R., and R. A. Holroyd. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Time-differential measurement of the angular correlation of
nuclear two-photon cascades offers a way to study chemical reactions on a time scale comparable to the lifetime of the intermediate state involved in the cascade. The rate of decay of the
angular correlation depends on the tumbling rate and structure of
the radioactive molecule, and is therefore sensitive to chemical
alterations of the molecule that take place during the relaxation.
The time scale for observation of the relaxation, instrumentally
confined to the range of microseconds to nanoseconds, is highly
interesting for chemistry. Extraction of chemical rate information from the compound relaxation rates expected for the angular
correlations is theoretically straightforward. At least 12 elements
with suitable nuclear decay schemes and intermediate level properties are daughters of conveniently long-lived precursor noclides. Since on-line accelerator production adds inany more, the
technique promises considerable generality. Apparatus has been
constructed and partially tested for carrying out such measurements. As rapidly as available resources allow, the testing will
be completed and the apparatus tried on one or more known reactions. This method should broaden considerably the restricted
catalogue of reactions proceeding in this time range now accessible to known techniques.
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A few enzymes capable of catalyzing cis = trans isomcrizatioll
about carbon-carbon double bonds in specific molecules are
known. Such reactions arc important in metabolism and in the
process of vision. The mechanisms of these efficient catalysts,
however, are still unknown. It is the purpose of this work to
understand, on a molecular level, how one of these enzymes,
maleylacetone cis-trans isomerase, catalyses the isoncrization
shown in the equation. Purification of the enzyme has been accomplished.
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Possible modes of catalysis are being studied be the use of
model systems. For example, silver ion is a unique, efficient
catalyst for the reaction. Fromn a study of analogs of I, it appears
that a ni-comlplex between silver and the isomerizing double bond
forms and rearranges to a silver-carbon c-complex, thereby allowing rotation about the a'-I carbon-carbon bond. Iowever,
samples of homogeneous isomerase that have been analyzed by
neutron activation contain no significant amount of metals, so that
this type of mechanism is ruled out.
Another possible mechanism supported by studies on another
model system is that of Schiff base formation. ''he labeled precursor to I (R = C"4H 2 CO0) has been synthesized and experiments
designed to trap the radioactive enzyme-substrate Schiff base, if
present, are planned.
Studies with inhibitors have also been carried out to determine
the chemical functionality at the active site. So far it appears that
one to three sulfhydryl groups are important for reaction. The
study of other inhibitors that mimic the substrate is planned to
obtain information about the binding of the substrate.

PUBLICATIONS
Santiago, C., and S. Seltzer, The Effect of Schiff Base Formation
on the Thiocyanate-Catalyzed Isomerization of cis-fi-Acetylacrylic Acid. A Study of a Possible Model for the EnzymeCatalyzed Cis-Trans Isomerization of Maleylacetoacetic Acid,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 4546 (1971).
Seltzer, S., Cis-Trans Isomerization. The Enzymes, Vol. VI, 3rd
ed., P. Boyer (Ed.), Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1972,
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INTERNAL RETURN OF CAGED GEMINATE RADICALS
FROM OPTICALLY ACTIVE AZO COMPOUNDS. Seltzer, S.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department.
Aspects of the decomposition mechanism of azo compounds
(I-N = N-R ) are being studied. When the two carbon-nitrogen
bonds are broken in stepwise fashion it is thought that a caged
pair of radicals () exsts for a finite time.
R-N
-'
R -+ N = -L- -- diffusion
diffusion
(I)
(II)
-- decomposition
Depending on the solvent, the pair may diffuse apart or undergo
rupture of the second carbon-nitrogen bond. The possibility of
return (II - I) also exists and this is presently under study.
The method of investigation uses an optically active azo cornpound that undergoes stepwise rupture of its two bonds. The seat
of chirality is at the carbon-nitrogen bond undergoing cleavage.
Rotation of R- within the cage is anticipated. Therefore, the returned azo compound might be racemic. The process is studied
by comparing the rate of nitrogen evolution to the rate of loss of
optical activity.
The first such study was carried out on III and the results suggest
CH3
/
C6 H5 -C*-N = N-Cli3

Br
C3

H
III

N = N-C,;IIV

a small amount of return. In order to demonstrate return more
firmly, optically active IV was synthesized by a newly developed
method. The kinetics of the loss of nitrogen and the rate of loss
of optical activity are presently being measured. Similar studies
are to be carried out on the photodecomposition of IV.
PUBLICATIONS
Tsolis, A., S. G. Mylonakis, hM. T. Nieh, and S. Seltzer, On Internal
Return of Caged Geminate Radicals Produced from Optically
Active Methylazo-o-phenylethane, J. Amer. Chien. Soc., 94:
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KINETIC STUDIES OF BASE-PAIRING ANI

ELEC-

'TRON-TRANSFER REACTIONS INVOLVING BIOCIIEMICAL SYS-

ITEMS. Sutin, N. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry
Department).
Most models for the melting of double-stranded helices like
DNA postulate that the melting or collapse of the secondary structure occurs by the unwinding of the two complementary strands.
An objective of this work is to understand the factors controlling
this melting process and its reverse. This is pursued by investigating the interactions between free aromatic bases in solution,
between coupled bases in dinucleoside phosphates and in singlestranded polynucleotides, and between paired bases in doublestranded polynucleotides. The initial attack will be by way of
studies on the kinetics of the aggregation of acridine dyes, the
rates of unfolding of ApA (Adenlyl-(:' : 5')-adenosine) and ApApA,
and the kinetics of the melting of daT (copolymer of deoxyadenylale
and deoxythymidvlate).
A second objective of this work is to elucidate the mechanisms
of electron-transfer reactions involving metalloenzymes by making use of the knowledge gained in recent years on the factors that
influence the rate of electron transfer between complex ions in
solution. It is known that the rate of electron transfer is affected
by the stability of the precursor complex, the magnitude of the reorganization energy, the change of symmetry in going from the
initial to the final electron state, and the standard free energy
change for the reaction. An attempt is being made to use this
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knowledge to characterize the electron-transfer pathways in the
cytochrolme-c system.
The tcchniques that will be used in this work include conventional and stopped-flow spectrophotometry, and new temperaturejump methods capable of studying reactions with relaxation times
down to about 15 nanoseconds.
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STUDY OF CHEMICAL REACTIIONS BY MEANS OF
03:218
MOLECULAR BEAMS AND SHOCK WAVE TECHNIQUES. Greene,
Edward F. (Brown University, Chemistry Department, Provi-Instrum.,
delice, Rhode Island 02912)
The objective of scattering experiments with molecular beams
is to reveal tetails of what happens in molecular collisions. This
can be helpful in the interpretation of more complicated experiments in chemical kinetics. Some molecules are more susceptible
to chemical reaction when they are in excited vibrational states.
Thus the study of how effectively molecules convert translational
to vibrational energy in collisions helps to show how chemical
reactions occur. Continuing experiments with beams of diatomic
molecules of cesium iodide colliding with atoms of argon give this
kind of information.
Other experiments in which atoms of iodine collide with atoms
of krypton can be interpreted to show how the potential energy of
interaction between the atoms varies with the distance of their
separation. A knowledge of this energy is useful in trying to solve
a long-standing problem, the variation with temperature of the
rates of more complicated reactions such as the recombination
of atoms of iodine to form iodine molecules,
Part of the work is directed toward improving detectors that
are sensitive to the small numbers of scattered molecules produced in the experiments. Neutral molecules containing halogen
atoms can be converted to negative ions and then easily measured
as an electric current by letting them hit a hot niobium surface.
1
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t1111EAPPLICATIION OF ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
TO THE STUDY OF ION-MOLECULE INTERACTIONS. Beauchamp, Jesse L . (California Institute of Technology, Division of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Pasadena, California).
Applications of ion cyclotron resonance spectroscopy to study
the reaction kinetics and properties of ions in the gas phase are
being explored in depth. Three ion cyclotron resonance spectrometers, each with unique capabilities, are in operation at the California Institute of Technology. The results of studies with these
instruments are greatly extending our knowledge of ionization
phenomena in general and our ability to describe and predict the
chemical behavior of ions in gases in particular. Ion cyclotron
resonance trapped ion techniques are being applied to examine the
kinetics of reactions that approach and establish equilibrium.
Equilibrium data will in turn be used to determine accurate thermochemical data relating to acidities and basicities (studies of
proton transfer reactions) and carbonium ion stabilities (studies
of hydride and halide ion transfer reaction). Reference data for
these projects will be obtained using photoionization mass spectrometry. Molecular properties such as proton affinities will be
correlated and interpreted with the aid of information relating to
the electronic structures of the corresponding ions and neutrals
determined by photoelectron spectroscopy and in photodetachment
experiments. Many of the reactions observed and studied with ICR
techniques represent new classes of gas phase ionic processes
which are amenable to further study using single and crossed
beam techniques. Studies are being initiated with an apparatus
comprising a mass and energy selected ion beam, scattering
chamber and fixed detector, with the purpose of determining
whether reactions proceed through long- or short-lived intermediates (complex formation vs. direct processes).

Beauchamp, J. L., D. Holtz, S. D. Woodgate, and S. L. Patt, Thermochemical Properties and Ion-Molecule Reactions of the Alkyl
Halides in the Gas Phase by Ion Cyclotron Resonance Spectroscopy, J. Amler. Chem. Soc., 94: 2798 (1972).
Caserio, M. C., and J. L. Beauchamp, Ion-Molecule Reactions of
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STUDIES IN CHEMICAL DYNAMICS AND RADIATION
CHEMISTRY. II. CHEMICAL DYNAMICS. Kuppermann, Aron
(California Institute of Technology, Division of Chemistry, Pasadena, California 91109).
The objective of this part of the program is to provide an understanding of reactive and nonreactive molecular collisions of inlportance to radiation chenlistry, hot aton chemistry, and thermal
chemistry. The approach used is a combination of experimental
and theoretical studies aimed at separating the effect of different
kinds of energy (translational, vibrational, etc.) on the outco1me of
molecular collisions, reactive and nonreactive. The current experimental work involves: (a) the use of crossed molecular beams
to investigate intermolecular forces and to obtain from them information about elastic energy transfer in moderating collisions;
(b) the use of photoexcited high vibrational states of molecules,
such as HI, to determine the effect of vibrational energy of reagents on reaction cross sections. In the near future we plan to
study, with the crossed molecular beam machine, the reactions of
hydrogen and other atoms with molecules at energies in the neighborhood of 1 eV. The theoretical work involves investigating such
collisions using quantum mechanical, classical and semiclassical
methods in an attempt to obtain insight into and generalize the restlts of these studies. We hope, as a result of such studies, to
develop an overall understanding of the details of energy flow in
chemical processes.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:221
DETERMINATIONS OF ELEMENTARY REACTION
RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE REACTION OF HYDROGEN ATOMS
WITH VARIOUS SUBSTRATE MOLECULES IN THE GAS PHASE.
Michael, Joe V. (Carnegie-Mellon University, Department of
Chemistry, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
The purpose of this project has been to develop and use the
sensitive technique of Lyman a absorption spectrometry in atomic
hydrogen (or deuterium) reaction studies in the gas phase. These
reactions are of particular interest in combustion, air pollution,
photochemistry, and radiation chemistry. The methods devised
have yielded rapid and accurate determinations of apparent rate
constants for the hydrogen atom with various substrate reactions.
Most work has been concerned with the effects of variable pressure on the measured rate constants at room temperature. Also
the relative effects of the mass of the heat bath molecule have
been studied with six different molecules. The reactions investigated are of hydrogen atoms with several alkenes and alkynes,
and the diatomics, 02, NO, and CO. Several deuterated modifications have also been studied in an attempt to gain mechanistic information. These studies are continuing.
New experiments are in progress with variable temperature
apparatus that will allow the determination of the energies of
activation and prcexponential factors for hydrogen atom with sub-
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strate reactions. These experiments include shock tube and flash
mercury photosensitization techniques. The information gained
will be of interest to both experimental and theoretical chemical
kineticists.

studies should also provide lower limits for some of the alkaline
earth halide bond energies that are presently uncertain.
Crossed beam studies of reactions of some ionic salt molecules
(e.g., BaF 2 + BCI3) will also be initiated in the near future.
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(1971).
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Reactions of Cs Atoms with Alkyl lodes, J. Chem. Phys., 53:
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THE DYNAMICS OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS. Lee,
Yuan Tseh (The University of Chicago, The James Franck Institutc, Chicago, Illinois 60637).
One of the programs being studied at the present time is the
transfer of translational energy to rotational energy. One rotational quantum transition in the process of HD(J = 0) + Hle HD(J = 1) + He has been measured as a function of scattering
angle by the time-of-flight method. ID(J = 1) molecules are identified from their laboratory velocities which differ from those of
HD(J = 0). Another project that is also under investigation is the
interaction and reactions of metastable rare gas atoms and ground
state rare gas atoms. The angular distributions of He* + He and
Ar* + Ar as well as He* + Ar are obtained. These angular distributions should provide valuable information on intermolecular
potentials (both gerade and ungerade) and opacity functions for
ionization processes.
We have just finished product velocity analysis for the reactions
of F with D2 and various unsaturated hydrocarbons. These measurements conclude the most precisely performed crossed ilolecular beam experiments. Velocities of both reactant beams arc
selected and both angular and velocity distributions have been
measured in these experiments.
In the immediate future, we will study the scattering of rotational-statc-selected hydrogen halides and continue projects of
collisional dissociations.
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STUDIES OF GAS PHASE COLLISIONS OF NEU'TRlAL
SPECIES. Herm, Ronald R. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Inorganic Materials Research Division).
This is an experimental project that is aimed at a fundamental
analysis of the dynamics of inelastic and reactive collisions between neutral gas molecules. Molecular beam and spectroscopic
techniques are being employed to determine the angular and energy dependences of the collision cross sections. The following
collision phenomena are under study.
Studies of the collisions of electronically excited atoms include:
(a) measurements of the cross sections for collisional quenching
of excited alkali atoms; (b) a chemiluminescence determination of
2 '+
)
the vibrational distribution in electronically excited HgCl*(B
3
formed in the reaction of Hlg*(6p P1 ) with C12; and (c) a crossed
beam study of the transfer of electronic excitation from Hg*(6p
3P,2) to T1 and Li atoms.
Thermal energy reactions of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Li, and Na atoms
with halogen- and oxygen-containing molecules are being studied
in crossed molecular beams. These studies, as well as those listed
as (a) and (b), are intended to complement the abundant data already available on reactions of K, Rb, and Cs and should extend
our understanding of the reactivity of metallic vapors. These

03:224
CHEMICAL DYNAMICS STUDIES. Mahan, Bruce II
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
The object of this work is to gain an understanding of the collision processes that gaseous ions and neutrals of moderate kinetic energy undergo. The work centers on ion-molecular beam
studies of the elastic, inelastic, and reactive collisions of simple
ions with molecules, and their theoretical interpretation. Current
experiments involve a study of the dynamics of the collision of
D' with -12,with the object of elucidating the processes
D+ + 112 -- D2 + D) +
+1!
D+ + D + H2
D2 + DH2
that are important in devices containing hydrogen plasmas. The
energy ranges in which the various processes are important are
being mapped out, the product energy distributions determined,
and estimates of the cross sections made.
+
Another reaction currently under study is O+(Hi2,OH)H , and its
isotopic variants. This is an important impurity reaction in hydrogen plasmas and is also very interesting from a fundamental
+
point of view. Besides its electronic ground state, O has a metastable excited state of kinetic importance, whose reactions we can
study separately. We expect that this excited state will display
dynamic properties that are quite different from those of the
ground state ion.
Our future plans are to continue investigations of the reactions
of simple ions with small molecules, particularly hydrogen, since
these processes combine the possibilities of practical utility and
fundamental interpretation. In particular, we shall begin experiments on the reactions of several metal ions that occur in the
upper atmosphere or as impurities in plasma devices.
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PROPERTIES OF SOLVATED ELECTRONS AND AS03:225
SOCIATED SPECIES IN METAL SOLUTIONS AND KINETICS OF
ELECTRON- AND PROTON-TRANSFER REACTIONS. Dye,
James L. (Michigan State University, Department of Chemistry,
East Lansing, Michigan 48823).
Our discovery that cyclic polyethers greatly enhance the solubility of alkali metals in amines and ethers provides the opportunity
to study many properties of solvated electrons for comparison
with the results of pulse radiolysis. By controlling relative concentrations, it is possible to prepare solutions in which either
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c70ol or the alkali anion, M-, is the major reducing species. Optical spectra provide the most definitive information, but this will
be supplemented with ESR and metal-NMR studies. Concentrated
solutions in ethers and amines will be studied for evidence of
metallic behavior. Synthesis of large amounts of one of the polyethers (cryptate) is being carried out because it appears that this
compound traps the alkali cation in a relatively nonlabile form.
This might permit the preparation of new solid compounds that
contain the alkali anion and/or the free electron.
We have completed the interface of a scanning stopped-flow
system to a PDP8-I computer. Studies of the kinetics of reaction
of solvated electrons and alkali anions will be continued. This apparatus is also ideal for the study of the kinetics of reaction of
aromatic radical ions. Such studies, which complement similar
studies by pulse radiolysis, will be continued.
j
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MOLECULAR BEAM STUDIES IN PIYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
I)atz, S. and H. F. Krause. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Atom-molecule collisions leading to chemical reactions and
intermolecular energy transfer are under study using crossedmolecular-beam techniques. Recently the velocity dependence of
electronic to vibronic energy transfer was investigated for the
3
first time. The reaction was lg(63p 2 ) + M = Hg(6 pl) + A*'l where
M = H2, D2, N2 , NO, and C14. It was followed by the 2537 A light
3
from the decay of Hg(6 pi). For the molecules listed, the cross
- °0
sections decreased with increasing energy as E ' above 0.1 cV
in accord with the model predictions by Bykhovskii and Nikitin in
which the transition probability above threshold reduces to the
Landau-Zener theory. Whenl C12 is used as the reactant, an additional light signal (5400 A) attributable to the electronically excited B state of HgCI is observed. The velocity dependence of the
chemical reaction is being investigated.
With accelerated alkali atom and ion beams, it was found that
dissociative collisions of the type M + X2 - M + X + X proceeded
via a spectator-stripping process at high energies (i.e., direct
interaction with only one atom in the X2 molecule). This was ob+
served in collisions of Na and K with H2 and D2 and of Cs with N2
at relative energies above 30 eV. Studies of chemi-ionizing collisions of K and Cs with Cl 2, Br 2 , and 02 at 50 to 350 eV indicated
a dominance of molecular excitation into dissociative states.
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EXCHANGE OF ELEMENTARY IODINE WITH" ORGANIC IODIDES. Noyes, Richard M. (University of Oregon,
Department of Chemistry, Eugene, Oregon 97403).
Most free radicals are so reactive that competing reactions
generate very complicated product distributions. Iodine atoms
are much less reactive and often react with organic iodides only
by a substitution that can be followed by isotopic labeling. Thus
we can examine effects of substituents on rates of reactions of
radicals including those with aromatic molecules. Our studies
have also revealed an unexpected mechanism of exchange involving a transition state that resembles an ion pair even in nonpolar
solvents. The iodine portion of the transition state may be either
positively or negatively charged, and substitution of benzoyl or
)enzhydryl iodide affects the rate by a bigger factor than has
meen observed for any other reaction of neutral molecules. Either
.sopropyl or tert-butyl iodide will exchange with iodine by this
mechanism at a conveniently measurable rate in any aprotic

solvent from hexane (dielectric constant less than 2) to propylene
carbonate (dielectric constant about 65), and these reactions are
excellent for testing theories for effects of solvent properties on
rates of reactions involving considerable separation of charge.
PUBLICATIONS
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OSCILLATIONS IN CHEMICAL SYSTEMS. Noyes,
Richard M. (University of Oregon, Department of Chemistry,
at constant
constant temperature
tempe
e and
ad presIn a closed chemical system at
sure, the total free energ remains constant or decreases monoically. However, concentrations of certain intermediates may
oscillate in such a system. We have explained the detailed mecha,nisms of oscillations of bromide ion and of cerium(IV) during the
er
aa
reaction of broate ion with aonc acd and
cerium-catalyzed reaction of bromate ion with malonic acid and
can also
ao explain
ai the propagation
propagation of
of oxidizing
oxidizing bands
bands we
can genge
call
we canl
erate at will in such a medium. This is probably the most complicated chemical system whose reactions are understood in so
much detail.
e ca also use flow methods to produce chemical
oscillations that continue indefinitely and can transmit repetitive
signals by traveling bands of chemical action. The behavior of
inorganic system shows striking analogies to biochemical
like heart beats and nerve impulses. The bromatealonic acid system is not unique as a che
al oscillator, and
we are evolving principles to guide the search for other oscillating systems.
PUBLICATIONS
Noyes, Richard iM., Richard J. Field, and Richard C. Thompson,
Mechanism of Reaction of Bromine(V) with Weak One-Electron
Reducing Agents, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 7315 (1971).
_
, Richard J. Field, and Endre Koris, Oscillations in Chemical Systems. I. Detailed Mechanism in a System Showing
Temporal Oscillations, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94: 1394 (1972).
Field, Richard J., A Reaction Periodic in Time and Space. A
Lecture Demonstration, J. Chem. Educ., 49: 308 (1972).
__,
and Richard M. Noyes, Mechanism of Propagation of Spatial Bands in the 13elousov Reaction, Nature, 237: 390 (1972).

03:229
RESEARCH ON HIGH-ENERGY CHEMICAL REACTIONS. Cross, R. James, Jr., R. L. Wolfgang (Yale University,
Dcpartment of Chemistry, New lHaven, Connecticut 06520).
We are using molecular beam techniques to measure the energy dependence of hot tritium reactions from a few electron volts
on up. A beam of T+ is formed from a plasma source, the ions ar
accelerated, focused, mass-selected, and then neutralized in a
crossed beam of CO 2 . The resulting beam of T is at a known and
variable energy. The beam passes through a separately pumped
chamber into a reaction chamber filled with a mixture of reactant
gas and an inert moderator such as He. The T loses energy on
collision (mostly with He) and reacts. The products are trapped
and separated by gas chromatography, and counted in a proportional counter. Since we know the T-He potential, we can calculate the energy distribution of the reacting tritium atoms. By
measuring the amounts of products as a function of initial bean
for reaction as a function
s
tOe cross section
the
we can obtain
oa
energy, we
of energy. This will answer many questions unanswerable from
nuclear recoil studies.

ALSO SEE All summaries in the following sections: Radiation
Chemistry: Aqueous; Radiation Chemistry: Gaseous; Radiation
Chemistry: Other; Photochemistry and Energy Transfer: and
lot Atom Chemisry (Summaries 03:100 through 03:208) and
Heavy Element Chemistry: 03:76, 03:78; Chemical Spectroscopy:
03:245, 03:252; Theoretical Chemistry: 03:277, 03:281, 03:282,
03:285; Isotope Chemistry: 03:291, 03:294, 03:295, 03:297, 03:304;
Thermlodynamnics: 03:316; High- Temperature and Inorganic
Chemistry: 03:333, 03:348, 03:349, 03:351, 03:352, 03:355; Engfineering Chemistry: 03:430, 03:435, 03:436; Miscellaneous Chemical Studies: 03:440, 03:458, 03:460.
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CHEMICAL SPECTROSCOPY
Spectroscopic studies including infrared, Raman, visible,
ultraviolet, nuclear magnetic resonance, electron spin resonance,
photoelectron, electron impact, and Mossbauer spectroscopy.
03:230
MATRIX ISOLATION SPECTROSCOPY.
Calder,
G. Vincent. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The structure and spectra of reactive molecules and molecules
that have appreciable vapor pressure only at extremely high temperatures are difficult to determine because of experimental
limitations. Matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy is a generally
applicable technique for obtaining such information. For example,
one intermediate commonly invoked in the mechanism of a wide
range of chemical reactions is the molecule benzyne, ... At
room temperature in solution or the gas phase this molecule is
extremely short-lived; however, it has been recently isolated in
argon matrices at cryogenic temperatures where it can be maintained indefinitely. The vibrational and electronic spectra of the
molecule are currently being examined. In addition to the spectroscopic study of reactive molecules, matrix isolation can also be
used to prepare compounds that are difficult, if not impossible, to
synthesize by other, more classical, approaches. For example a
new class of metal carbonyl compounds of the form M(CO),,
where M = Nd, Yb, have been prepared successfully by codeposition of metal atoms in CO and CO/Ar matrices. The spectra and
stoichiometry of these compounds are presently under study.
Similar studies on the thio analogues, M(CS),. are also under active study by means of matrix-isolation reactions of the vaporized
metal atoms with the unstable diatomic CS.
PUBLICATIONS
Pacansky, Jacob, and V. Calder, Matrix-Isolation Spectra of H2S
and D2 S: An Example of the Application of the Uncoupled Oscillator Approximation, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 1519 (1970).
, and G. Vincent Calder, Anomalous Isotope Shifts in the
___
Vibrational Spectrum of IHydrogen Cyanide in Argon Matrices,
J. Phys. Chem., 76: 454 (1972).
Burnham, A. K., G. V. Calder, J. S. Fritz, G. A. Junk, H. J. Svec,
and R. Willis. Identification and Estimation of Neutral Organic
Contaminants in Potable Water, Anal. Chem., 44: 139 (1972).
03:231
POLARIZED SINGLE CRYSTAL SPECTRA F'OR COI
ORDINATION COMPLEXES OF PLATINUM (II) AND PALLADIUM
(11). Martin, Don. S. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
An improvement will be sought in the techniques to prepare the
exceedingly thin crystals, 1- to 10- p thick that are needed for
measurements of polarized spectra of pure single crystals. The
forbidden d-d transitions of the heavy metal atoms can be measurcd for crystals with this thickness. The spectra of the square
planar complexes are especially interesting because frequently
the complexes stack one exactly over the next in a linear chain
array. Additional evidence will be sought in the crystals for excited ionic states, evidence for which was observed recently in
dichloro(ethylenediamine)platinum(ll).
Recently, optical interference from repeated reflections in the
crystal faces has served to provide both the thicknesses and the
refractive indices for crystals. A continuing effort will be made
to prepare crystals with faces of optical quality to apply this technique. Also, absorption spectra will be measured at low temperatures down to 4'K (liquid He) because the temperature dependence
of the absorption can serve to identify the different types of transitions. Also the low temperatures provide improved resolution of
bands and sometimes provide vibrational structure for the bands.
This work will require some crystal structure determinations,
and a determination for Rb 2 PtBr1 is underway.
PUBILICATIONS
Martin, D. S., Jr.. Electronic Crystal Spectra for Coordination
Complexes of Platinum(H). Inorg. Chim. Acta Rev, 5: 107-126
(1972).
__L. D. Hunter, R. Kroening, antd 1. F. Coley. Polar-ized
Crystal Absorption Spectra for Dichloro(ethvlenediamine)
Evidence for Ionic Excited States, J. Amer.
platinum(ll).
Chem. Soc., 93: 5433-5440 (1971).
_ _, Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Qualities of Platinum Group
Compounds. Advan. Chem. Ser., 98: 74-97 (1971).
03:232
THE ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION, LUMINESCENCE,
AND NONRADIATIVE PROPERTIES OFIr-BONDED ORGANIC
MOLECULES AND THEIR CRYSTALS. Small, Gerald J. (Ames
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Polarized optical spectroscopic and lifetime studies on several
of the nitrogen heterocycles of azulene (azaazulenes) and on, funsaturated enoncs are in progress. Such experiments on these
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systems are designed to improve our understanding of (i) the
energetics, electronic symmetries, and geometries of vr* and nTo*
excited states; (ii) the radiative and nonradiative (internal conversion, intersystem crossing, etc.) properties of these states;
and (iii) electron-phonon coupling processes in mixed molecular
crystals.
The vibronic absorption bandwidths of an impurity molecule ii.
crystal lattice are determined, in part, by the lifetime of the excited state and electron-phonon coupling. In order to extract the
lifetime broadening from an experimental bandwidth it is necessary
to subtract the electron-phonon coupling contribution. We have developed a nesw theory of electron-phonon coupling using the method
of moments. The theory provides a much better fit to experimental
temperature-dependent bandwidth data than the existing two-phonon
elastic scattering perturbation approach. The theory will be used
with experimental bandwidth data on mixed crystals containing, as
impurities, the aforementioned molecules in order to determine
appropriate excited state lifetimes.
Azulene's two lowest excited singlet states are 7T*i and lie at
7500 and 3500 A. Its fluorescence properties arc anomalous because it is the only aromatic molecule known to fluoresce from
its second excited singlet state. As such it must be considered
a very important test case for all theories on nonradiative transi1
tions. Optical studies on the effect of nT* states in azaazulenes
on the anomalous emission behavior of the parent are underway.
Although these studies are far from complete, the preliminary resuits are exciting and worthy of comment. Nitrogen substitution in
the five-membered ring results in large anomalous blue shifts
(2000 to 4000 A) of the lowest singlet and triplet states of the
parent. As a result the azaazulene molecules fluoresce and phosphoresce, respectively, from these two states. The large difference in Tr-bonding between these molecules and the parent remains
to be explained. Nitrogen substitution in the seven-membcred ring
of azulene does not lead to the aforementioned anomalous blue
shifts. However, the molecules that have been studied have not
been observed to fluoresce from any state.
Polarized absorption, phosphorescence, and lifetime studies on
the a,f-unsaturated enone, 1-indanone, in various media have been
initiated. In this way it is hoped that, for example, the intersystem crossing rate, the origin of the anomalous dual phosphorescence, and photochemical behavior of this molecule will be determined.
ULCATO
Small, C. J., lIerzberg-Teller Vibronic Coupling and the Duschinsky Effect, J. Chem Phys. 54: ::00 (1971).
Kruse. N. J., and G. J. Small, The Polarized Fluorescence and
Absorption Spectra of Tetracene in p-Terphenyl, J. Chem.
Phys. 56: 2985 (1972).
Fischer, Gad, and G. J. Small, Jahn-Tcller Distortion of s-Triazine
in its Lowest Excited Singlet State, J. Chem. Phys. 56: 5934
(1972).
03:233
MASS SPFCTROMETER ION SOURCE CHIEMISTlY.
Svec, H. J. and G. I. Flesch. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The chemical reactions occurring in the ion sources of mass
spectrometers have been of interest since the instruments began
to be used for studies of complex molecules. Emphasis has conccrned the energetics of processes occurring near the ionization
threshold or at ionizing energies of 50 to 70 eV. At or near the
ionization threshold the principal reactions involve electronic and
vibrational excitations. In the energy range between the threshold
and -50 eV most of the chemical reactions occur. A method for
discerning these reactions, based upon dcconvoluting ionization efficiency data in the encrgy range 1S eV above the ionization potential, has been developed that obviates the effects of the excitation
processes that generally involve small energy differences. The
basis of the method is to use electrons with sufficient energy
spread to "wash out" excitation effects in molecular and fragmenm
ions but not those due to chemical reactions. The method has been
tested extensively with metal compounds such as the chromyl
halides, hexacarbonvls of the transition elements, and the metalloan
Ru
en
. iecently, application of the method to
c es of Fe. Ni, sl
simple hydrocarbons has been attempted. Basically, these differ
frlom all other compounds used to date in that ionization of the
parent hydrocarbon molecules concerns a bonding electron instead
of a nonbonding electron associated with a metal atom. The method
appears to work for hydrocarbons producing data from which detailed mechanisms of chemical fragmentation schemes can be devised. By use of these schemes, ionization efficiency data can be
convoluted which agree with the experimcntal data within 11.55,
over the 18-eV energy range above the molecular ionization po
tential. Ethane, propane, n-butane, isobutane, n-pentane, and neopentane have been studied. A salutary thing about all of the de-
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convolution results to date is that they predict neutral fragments
that are being observed directly in some doublc-electron-beanllp
studies which arc also a part of the overall
studis project
whichr ao a pt of
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and H. J. Svec, Fragmentation Mechanisms for Metal
Hexacarbonyls by Deconvolution- Convolution of Ionization fficiency IData, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 4310 (1971).
03:234
RAMAN AND INFRARED SPECTRA OF MIOLTEN
SALTS AND SALT VAPORS. Maroni, V., and P. Cunningham.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
Raman spectroscopic studies have been made on solid and
molten systems to elucidate the structures and interactions important to the understanding of many thermodynamic and transport properties. The molten SnCl 2 - KCI system was examined
from 250 to 600°C. It was found that a complex equilibrium exists
between polynuclcar aggregates of SnC12 molecules and a monomeric species, most probably SnCI3.
Raman studies were also made of solid and liquid NaNH, and
BiCl 3 va)or. In the case of NaNH2 , low-frequency bands (300 to
800 cm ) were observed in both the solid and liquid phases. These
bands were attributed to hindered rotation of the NHI ion. In the
case of BiCI1 vapor, intense resonance fluorescence was observed
at temperatures above about 450°C. This -as attributed to the forLmation of a subhalide of bismuth (probably BiCI). The addition of
a small amount of an oxidizing agent, such as HgCI 2 , greatly reduced the concentration of the subhalide, as evidenced by the disappearance of the resonance fluorescence. Studies of the subhalides of bismuth and other metals are expected to contribute
to our understanding of gas phase transport in metal-metal halide
-systems.
Infrared spectroscopic studies were made of iodine-containing
species, since these are important to reactor fuel reprocessing
technology. The studies showed that IO is the stable product of
the reactions of iodine and 1205 with molten nitrates (MNO 3 , where
M is Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ag, and Tl). Evidence was also obtained
that any 10' formed during these reactions is immediately reduced
to I03
We plan studies of the spectra of high-temperature associated
vapor species in two-component mixtures of strongly interacting
molecules in order to understand the nature of the physical and
chemical chemical
bonds
bonds that
that lead
lead to
to these
these associations.
associations,
PUBLICATIONS
Maroni, V. A., Laser Raman Spectra of PbX 2 - KX Melts (X = Cl
and Br), J. Chem. Phys., 54: 4126 (1971).
03:235
MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY. Ferraro, J. R., and
L. J. Basile. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The expression of the potential energy of nonlinear polyatomic
molecules is not easily derived even when the structural configuration is established. Several model force fields have been proposed
and modifications developed in attempts to describe the potential
energy. Although determining which model force field best represents the molecule under consideration is difficult, the advent of
fast computers has somewhat simplified this evaluation. Several
proposals can be tested and the determination made as to which
force field best describes the molecule. We have made a systematic study of the suitability of several force fields with AB; octahedral molecules and AB4 tetrahedral molecules, where n is the
charge. Five force fields were examined for 62 octahedral molecules. These were the Urey-Bradley, modified Urey-Bradley,
orbital valence, modified orbital valence, and the general force
fields. The modified orbital valence force field gave the better
overall agreement with the observed frequencies of octahedral
molecules than the other fields. Similar studies are presently
underway with 92 tetrahedral-type molecules. Studies with MX 5
and MX 3 molecules are planned in an effort to determine, if possible, which force field is to-be preferred for each structure.
Infrared absorption and Raman scattering experiments of various molecules have been in progress. Recently we have examined
the alkali metal haloxenates, and made vibrational assignments
for the molecule. A normal coordinate treatment (NCT) was made
to verify these assignments. Presently, we are in the process of
examining the vibrational spectrum of gaseous, anhydrous
Cu(NO 3) 2. We hope to conduct a matrix isolation study for this
molecule in the infrared and Raman regions. Ultimately a NCT
will be attempted for the molecule.
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SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF INORGANIC
AND
c
F

COORDINATION COPOUNDS
UNDER VARYNG PRESSURES
J
rraro, J. R., and Basile, L. . (Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
Chemistry Division).

Experimental techniques developed at ANL permit studies of the
1
absorption spectra (28,000 to 50 cm- ) and Raman spectra of materials under high external pressures (to 80 kbar). These techniques have been applied to coordination compounds and a number
of inorganic systems of both fundamental interest and some practical importance. Five general types of problems have been appreached.
(!) Infrared-active phonon modes in ionic and pscudoionic crystals (of the type AB and AB2) have been observed under high pressures. Such studies are important for developing fundamental
concepts of lattice dynamics. The experimentally determined paramcter ds/dp leads rather directly to an experimental value for
the Gruneisen constant (y). This can then be compared with the y
obtained from equations of state based on certain theoretical models.
(2) Recent pressure studies of ion-pair vibrations in inorganic
salt-organic solvent systems have been made. Lattice-like pressure behavior for these vibrations was found (shifts toward higher
frequency occurred). These studies are important for developing
new concepts involving solution dynamics, an area which has been
little explored.
(3) At high pressures, measurement of the visible absorption
bands of low-spin 5-coordinate complexes of the type (MLX)Y,
MLX2 , (ML 2 X) Y, ML 3 X2 (where M = Ni(ll), Pt(II), Pd(Il), X=
halogen or pseudohalogen, L is a tetra-, tri-, bi-, or monodentate
ligand, and Y = polyatomic anion) are significant in that they provide an experimental technique for studying the nature and importance of Jahn-Teller effects in these molecules. These studies
have also been instrumental in differentiating trigonal bipyramidal
d squar-pyramida structures of 5-coordinate sstems.
Recently, investigations of the effects of high pressure on highspin 5-coordinate complexes of the type (MILX 2 ) where M = Co(d7),
R
L= tidentatc ligand (EtN-(CHl2 N-(CH2 )-P 2 ; R = Me,H, have
been made. Systems demonstrating spin state equilibria of the
type NiBr 2 · (.ZBzP)2 have also been studied and evidence provided
that a Td (high-spin) form in the solid state can be converted to the
square planar (low-spin) form. This electron pairing with pressure is possible because of the increased ligand-field effect occurring under high pressures.
A study of the behavior of 4f electrons under high external pressures has also commenced. Although ligand-field effects with
pressure on the shielded 4f electrons are less than effects found
for d electrons, the absorption of the hypersensitive visible transitions in certain complexes are maintained with pressure. Eventual
conparisons with 5f electronic systems are being planned.
(4) Differences in behavior of various modes of vibration under
pressure, along with metal isotopic studies, have been observed for
coordination compounds, and have led to a better interpretation of
their infrared and Raman spectra, with subsequent more definitive
information on the structure of the complex and the natural metalligand bonding.
(5) Studies of the glassy state under pressure are of direct
practical importance. Glass components are widely used in submarines and indeed all-glass vessels are being considered by the
Navy for underwater exploration. Preliminary experiments have
allowed us some insight into the fundamental factors affecting the
nature of structural order and disorder in silicate glasses.
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, High Pressure Vibrational Spectroscopy, in Spectroscopy
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(Eds.), Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1971, p. 57.
03:237
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL SPECTROSFred, M.
COPY OF THE FREE ACTINIDES AND LANTIIANIDES.
and Tomkins, F. S. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The experimental work consists of photography of the spectra
of all these elements utilizing the Argonne 30-foot spectrograph,
in cooperation with a number of other laboratories in the USA and
abroad. Present emphasis on term analysis is concentrated on
plutonium, which is expected to be essentially completed in 1973.
Analyses of neptunium and americium spectra are being resumed
now that better facilities are available than existed when the preliminary analyses were attempted some years ago.
The interpretation of the experimental levels by comparison
with computer calculations has run into difficulties because the
problem is now seen clearly to be too large for existing computers
(for the neutral plutonium atom, for example, more than 1000
energy levels are now known). Attempts are under way to transform the present programs. The hyperfine structure of neptunium
is being interpreted, to derive the nuclear moments of 237Np and
the radial wave functions, and further g-values of the heaviest
actinides are being calculated for comparison with atomic beam
results.
PUBLICATIONS
Crosswhite, H.
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03:238
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE SYSTEMS.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division.
Gruen, D. M.
Current work is aimed at the elucidation of the chemical effects
of the interaction of energetic particles with surfaces. One of the
goals of the research is a better understanding of the mechanism
of chemical sputtering. In a very recent study, the uranium oxide
molecules UO, UO 2 , and U0 3 were produced by sputtering a uranium metal cathode with argon gas containing variable concentrations of oxygen. The chemically sputtered uranium oxide molecules, isolated at 12°K in a matrix of solid argon, were identified
by means of their vibrational spectra by use of an isotopic substitution technique. In this way, the frequency of the U-O vibra- 1
tion was established as 820 cm .
In future work, matrix isolation spectroscopy will be applied for
the first time to the identification of products sputtered from metal
and ceramic surfaces bombarded by monoenergetic, mass-selected
ions produced in an isotope separator. These experiments are expected to clarify the nature of the molecular products formed during bombardment with reactive gas projectiles and to characterize
the surface reactions responsible for their formation.
Studies of sulfur species in fused salts have been conducted
using both electrochemical and spectroscopic measurements.
Solutions containing known amounts of sulfide ion are prepared
electrochemically by use of a specially developed nickel sulfide
electrode. Reactions of elemental sulfur with sulfide ion in the
molten LiCI-KCI eutectic mixture were followed spectrophotometrically. The brilliant blue reaction product was characterized as the S- ion in laser Raman experiments. These results
are relevant to the development of high-energy, high-powerdensity batteries. Furthermore, they provide strong evidence
that the S3 species is the color principle of the mineral ultramarine.
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03:239
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IN INORGANIC
CHEMISTRY. Hindman, J. C. and Svirmickas, A. (Argonne
National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
This program has been set up with the objective of applying nuclear magnetic resonance techniques to studies on inorganic systerns where such studies can provide useful information with rcspect to molecular structure, electronic configurations, and kinetic
behavior. An earlier investigation in this area involved the study
19
of the F magnetic resonance of the xenon fluorides with the objective of determining the shielding parameters, structural characteristics, and charge distribution on the fluoride ion. More
recently, chemical shift measurements have been made on the
fluorine and hydrogen nuclei in gaseous and liquid HOE in order
to learn something about the charge distribution and molecular
properties of this unstable fluoride.
At present, a detailed study of 19F chemical shifts and relaxaLion behavior for xenon oxytetiafluoride and xenon hexafluoride
and for mixtures of xenon hexafluoride and other xenon fluorides
is underway. These studies were undertaken to provide informnation of general physical interest about the molecular interactions
and modes of molecular motion in the condensed slates of these
highly unusual inorganic fluorides. Of particular interest is the
question of whether such measurements will provide information
that will aid in deciding what nolecular properties of XeFG are
responsible for its anomalous chemical behavior.
As a logical extension of the present program we are considering
the construction of probes that will allow measurements of relaxation times at high temperatures and pressures. The availability of
such equipment will make possible the study of other systems of
ipotential importance, e.g., the measurement of transport properties
in molten salts.
STRUCTURE AND MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN
03:240
LIQUID WATER AND IN SOLUTION. Hindman, J. C., and
Svirmickas, A. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The importance of water, both as a liquid and as a solvent, has
resulted in a continued high level of interest in the study of water
structure and of water-solute interactions. It has become increasingly apparent that an understanding of the diverse properties of water and aqueous solutions is dependent on the development
of experimental methods for the study of structural changes and
ionic processes at the molecular level. The primary goal of the
present program has been to find experimental approaches that
will yield significant information. Both static and dynamic nuclear
magnetic resonance techniques have been found useful.
We have found that a very satisfactory interpretation of proton
chemical shift data for solutions of 1 -1 electrolytes can be given
in terms of ion-solvent interactions, hydrogen bond breaking, and
structural effects on the solvent. Information available from such
studies on pure water were found to be limited by the fact that the
chemical shifts are sensitive not only to the breaking but also to
the bending and stretching of the hydrogen bonds. Dynamic measurements have proved more useful and our present program is
largely devoted to the determination of the relaxation times for the
various isotopic species in liquid water and to the development of
models for the interpretation of relaxation in terms of structures
and lifetimes of states in the pure liquid.
Completion of the present research will allow concentration of
effort on the investigation of methods for the determination of both
static and dynamic properties of structures induced in water by the
dissolution of solutes, either inorganic or organic. The ultimate
goal in the study of the simple aqueous systems is to provide a
basis for understanding the behavior of water in more complex,
e.g., biological systems.
PUBLICATIONS
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ISOTOPICALLY MOIFIED PROTEINS. Katz, J. J.,
03:241
Crespi, H. L., and Smith, U. (Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a new and important technique for the study of structure and function of proteins and enzymes. The application of high-resolution techniques is greatly
1
facilitated by the use of isotope hybrid proteins containing Hamino acid side chains or 'H-prosthetic groups, because chemical
shift assignments can then be made unambiguously. Conformational
changes in isotope hybrid cytochrome c, ferredoxin, and flavopro-
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tein, proteins important in electron transport, are being studied by
proton magnetic and electron spin resonance to learn how energy
transduction is affected by the proteins. Electron spin resonance
studies with fully deuterated flavins and flavoprotein are being
)found particularly valuable because the flavin is a natural spin
label. These studies make it possible to determine hyperfine interactions otherwise not measurable with the proteins of ordinary
isotopic composition. Other physical parameters such as rotational correlation times can also be measured, which makes it
possible to ascertain whether the protein is free or found in the (t
living organism. Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) is a
valuable new tool in these studies. We are now applying ENDOR to
organized systems such as mitochondria and whole organisms with
excellent prospects for new knowledge about protein function in the
intact living organisms. Supplementary to these are proton magnetic resonance investigations of chemically modified deuterated
proteins, and protein-small molecule interactions as followed by
3
'H and 1C magnetic resonance. Our long-term goal is to isolate a
fully deuterated enzyme containing an 'H-amino acid side chain in
its active center and to observe directly the consequences of enzyme-substrate interaction.
PIUBLICA'TIONS
Crespi, H. L., J. R. Norris, and J. J. Katz, Magnetic Resonance
of Isotope Hybrid Flavoprotein 2H-Flavoprotein ('H-Flavinmononucleotide), Nature, 263: 178 (1972).
-__-, J. R. Norris and J. J. Katz, Effect of Isotopic Substitution of the Electron Spin Resonance Spectra of Flavin and Flavoprotein Free Radicals, Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 253: 509 (1971).
03:242
CIRCULAR DICHRIOISM SPECTROSCOPY. Katzin,
L. I. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Absorption spectra of colored metal ions reflect in different
ways the binding condition of the ion number and types of atoms
coordinated, geometric relations, etc. In many common situations
though, the ordinary spectra may be quite insensitive to variations
in these relations. With optically active ligands, for example, Iamino acids, circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD), differential
polarized light absorption may reveal a fine structure within these
absorption bands and call attention to otherwise unrecognized interactions. This sensitive added dimension may be vitally important for lanthanide and actinide ions, whose ordinary absorption
spectra appear particularly insensitive to environmental influences.
We are continuing to study the absorption and circular dichroism
spectra of rare earth and actinide solution systems, using a selection of optically active reagents available to us, to illuminate the
following matters: coordination configurations (these ions show a
considerable number of different ones) and the types of ligands that
influence them; conditions under which certain types of ligands
bind, in competition with water and other ligands; absorption spectral characteristics of the states defined with the aid of CD; geometrical relations within mixed-ligand molecules; and the correlations with the spectral states themselves. Analytical implications
are obvious.
03:243
MAGNETIC EFFECTS IN METAL VAPOR ABSORPTION
SPECTRA.
Tomkins, F. S. and W. R. S. Garton.
(Argonne
National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Quadratic Zeeman effect data have been obtained for Ba, Sr, and
Ca at magnetic fields varying from 10 to 48 kilogauss, using the
Argonne 30-foot spectrograph and the superconducting solenoid
magnet.
Two types of magnetic structure are observed in series lines of
high principal quantum number and in the ionization continuum:
The first, due to mixing of the angular momentum quantum number
I between states in which the magnetic energy shift becomes an appreciable fraction of the energy difference between successive
series members, is reasonably well understood and the theory
worked out to the stage where satisfactory qualitative agreement
between calculated and observed structures is being obtained,
The second effect, which appears as regularly spaced absorption
resonances in the continuum beyond the ionization limit, is less
well understood, and an adequate mechanism is only beginning to
come out of the theoretical studies, which are being carried out
under the direction of Dr. Allan Edmonds at Imperial College.
The detailed theory for both effects requires accurate photometric data on the two types of magnetic structure, and we have
just completed a photoelectric scanning system to be used in conjunction with the large spectrograph that will give data of the
quality required. Future plans include complete photometric studies of the alkaline earth elements, as well as both wavelength and
photometric data for some alkali metals and thallium.
We are also undertaking cooperative experiments on magnetic
effects in He 2 molecular spectra, with Dr. Roger Angel of Columbia
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University, and on magnetic rotation spectra of alkali metal molecules, with Professor M. M. Hessell of Fordham University.
03:244
MECHANISMS OF METABOLIC AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS. Fajer, J. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Applied Science).
This work encompasses two broad areas (1) the electronic
structure and chemical properties of metalloporpllyrins and their
radicals and (2) the biological role of porphyrin ions in metabolic
and photosynthetic reactions. The goal of the investigations is the
use of these compounds in catalytic energy conversion steps.
Cation and anion radicals of porphyrins and related compounds
such as chlorins and bacteriochlorins are prepared by chemical
and electrochemical teclmiques and are observed by optical and
magnetic resonance techniques:
1) Electron spin densities of radicals are systematically mapped
by isotopic labeling with deuterium, 13C, and metal isotopes with
t
67
113
Cd.
nuclear spins other than zero such as 5Fe, Zn, 2"Mg, and
2
These include H- and 13C-substituted chlorophylls.
2) Substituents on the porphyrin molecule are altered and gegenions
are varied to determine the factors which control the two ground
states we have observed in cation radicals.
:3) Homogeneous rates of electron transfer between a porphyrin
molecule and its anion or cation radicals will be measured (with
and without complexing agents) by ESR (and NMR) line broadening.
4) Nuclear magnetic resonance will be used for measuring rates of
electron transfer and for determining the sign and the magnitude of
spin density in those radicals which show no resolved ESR spectra.
The magnitude of the contact shifts will be used to differentiate between metal and ring oxidations. The NMR technique of Evans will
also be used to measure magnetic susceptibilities.
5) Double resonance techniques such as ELDOR (frequency swept
electron-electron double resonance) and ENDOR (electron-nuclear double resonance) will be used to help resolve the ESIR signals observed for both cation and anion radicals for which definite
assignments cannot be made on the basis of our present experimental and theoretical results.
The projected work would thus use four different magnetic resonance methods as well as optical and electrochemical techniques to
continue the investigation of structure and counter ion effects on
the chemical reactivity of anion and cation radicals of metalloporphyrins, chlorins, and bacteriochlorins as models for biological
and energy transfer systems.
PUBLICATIONS
Felton, 11. H., G. S. Owen, D. Dolphin, and J. Fajer, Iron (IV)
Porphyrins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 6332 (1971).
Forman, A., D. C. Borg, R. H. Felton, and J. Fajer, Hyperfine
Interaction of Halide Ions with Metalloporphyrin Cation Radicals,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 2790 (1971).
Dolphin, D., A. Forman, D. C. Borg, J. Fajer, and R. H. Felton
Compound 1 of Catalase and Horse Radish Peroxidase: ar-Cation
Radicals, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., U. S. A., 68: 614 (1971).
Borg, D. C., J Fajer, It. H. Felton, and ID. Dolphin, The u-Cation
Radical of Chlorophyll a, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., U. S. A., 67:
812 (1970).
Fajer, J., D. C. Borg, A. Forman, D. Dolphin, and R. H. Felton,
iT-Cation Radicals and Dications of Metallo-porphyrins, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc., 92: 3451 (1970).
03:245
GASEOUS ION CHEMISTRY.
Friedman, L. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Energy-transfer processes and rates of reactions of gaseous
ions and neutral molecules are being investigated in both highpressure ion sources and at lower pressures in the collision
chamber of the Brookhaven tandem mass spectrometer. The reaction of "dArwith C2 CI was selected as a system of special interest
because of the possible role of ion-molecule reactions in the col3
lection of 37Ar produced by the 37Cl(v,,e-) Ar reaction in the Brook4
haven Solar Neutrino Experiment. A study of the °Ar-C 2CI4 reaction at pressures between 0.1 and 1.0 torr revealed charge transfer
+
between Ar and C2 C14 to be the dominant process. The rate of
charge transfer was found to be at least 300 times as great as the
rate of the Ar+ addition or substitution reactions with C2 C14 . This
+
supports the assumption that the Ar is efficiently converted to Ar
and collected in the solar neutrino experiment.
Diagnostic studies on the properties of high-pressure cut-off
phenomena in high-pressure electron-impact ion sources are being
carried out in collaboration with Professor IR. Torrey of Tennessee
State University. Rates of formation of various ion-molecule reaction products, as well as of ions formed directly by electron
impact, are being investigated as a function of source pressure in
the vicinity of the high-pressure cutoff to determine why such
sources do not produce gaseous ions at pressures above a few torr.
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PHOTOELECTRON STUDIES. Hudis, J., M. L. PerL03:246
man.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
Precise measurement of binding energies of inner shell electrons by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA, XPS) provides
information about the effective charges of individual atoms in molecules and thus information about the charge distributions and
chemical bonding in molecules.
Binding energies of core electrons of both constituents of the
Ni-Ir and Au-Sn alloy systems have been measured as a function
of binary composition. Also, binding energy measurements of tin
and oxygen core electrons in Sn, SnO, and SnO 2 have been made.
These data will be combined with available Moessbauer data on the
alloys and internal conversion probability results on the tinoxygen system to provide a detailed picture of the transfer of elecIrons, both as to number and kind, between the constituent atoms
of each species.
Similar measurements on both the metal and ligand atoms in a
- - 3 4(M = Nb or Ta;
series of cluster ions of the type M6 X12Yr '
X,Y = halogens) will yield information on how the electrical charge
distribution changes with substitution of different halogens at the
two unique halogen positions, bridging and terminal. Again, these
data will be combined with results of previous work, chemical reactivity, optical properties, and bond lengths, to provide a detailed
explanation of the variations in bond type and strength in these
compounds.
PUBLICATIONS
Hlnatowich, D. J., J. Hudis, lI. L. Pellnian, and R. C. Ragaini,
Determination of Charging Effect in Photoelectron Spectroscopy
of Nonconducting Solids, J. Appl. Phys., 42: 4S83 (1971).
Watson, It. E., J. Hudis, and iM. L. Perliman, Charge Flow and d
Compensation in Gold Alloys, Phys. Rev., B, 4: 4139 (1971).
Steinhardt, R. G., J. Hudis, and M. L. Perlman, Attenuation of Low
Energy Electrons by Solids: Results from X-ray Photoclectroll
Spectroscopy, Phys. Rev., B, 5: 1016 (1972).
"STUDIES IN CHEMICAL DYNAMICS AND RADIATION
03:247
Kuppermann,
CHEMISTRY I. ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY".
Aron. (California Institute of Technology, Division of Chemistry,
Pasadena, California 91109).
The objective of this progranl is to provide an understanding of
thc electronic states of molecules and ions of importance to radiation chemistry and photochemistry, including spin-forbidden states.
The techniques used are those of variable angle electron impact
spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy. In the first, a beam
of monoenergetic electrons collides with the molecules to be studled and the scattered electrons are energy-analyzed at varying
angles. These experiments provide information not only about
optically allowed transitions, but also about optically forbidden
ones, including those that are spin forbidden. Such states are difficult to detect by other means but are formed in radiation chemical systems. The photoelectron spectroscopy technique is analogous to the electron impact one, with the primary electron beam
being replaced by a photon beam capable of ionizing the target
molecules. These experiments furnish detailed information about
the electronic states of ions, which are also formed in radiation,
chemical systems. The goal is to use the combination of these two
complementary techniques to elucidate the electronic structure of
molecules of importance to radiation chermistry·.
PUBLICA'1IONS
Trajmar, S., W. Williams, and Aron Kuppermann, The Angular Dependence of Electron Impact Excitation Cross Sections of 02,
J. Chem. hys., 56: :3759 (1972).
___ , W. Williams, and Aron Kuppermann, Detection and Identification of Triplet States of H20 by Electron Impact, J. Chem.
Phys., 51: 2274 (1971).
, D. G. Truhlar, J. K. Rice, and A. Kuppermann, Electlon
Scattering bv H2 With and Without Vibrational Excitation. III.
Experimental and Theoretical Study of Inelastic Scattering, J.
Chem. Phys., 52: 4516 (1970).
._, James K. Rice and Aron Kupperniann, Electro-Impact
Spectrometry, Advance. Chem. Phys., 1S: 15 (1970).
Mason, D. C., Aron Kuppermann, and D. M. Mintz, Angular Distribution of Electrons from the Photoionization of Ethylene, in
Electron Spectroscopy, D. A. Shirley (Ed.), North-Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1972, pp. 269-275.
03:248
"VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA AND PHOTOEl-Sayed,
CHEMISTRY OF POLYATOMIC MOLECULES"
M. A. (University of California, Department of Chemistry,
Los Angeles, California 90024).
Microwave radiation is shown to have large effects on the
phosphorescence intensity of large molecules at 1.6°K. From the
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observed effects, new information concerning the radiative, nonradiative, magnetic, and structural properties of the lowest triplet
state of phosphorescent molecules is obtained. The results of these
phosphorescence-microwave double resonance experiments could
determine the mechanism of the nonradiative process between the
lowest excited singlet state and the lowest triplet state. Furthermore, the geometry of molecules in their triplet state could be
conveniently determined from these experiments. It is shown that
many symmetric benzene derivatives have a nonhexagon benzene
skeleton in their triplet state at 1.6°K. This type of distortion is
also found to depend greatly on the crystal field of the solvent.
These distortions are manifestations of the electronic nuclear interactions present in these molecules. These studies are important
in understanding the complicated field of photochemistry. It is
hoped that our understanding of electronic-nuclear interaction
would assist in an understanding of the mechanisms of the primary
processes of photochemistry.
PUBLICATIONS
. Chen, The Relative Signs of the ZeroEl-Saved, M. A., and C.
Field Parameters from Phosphorescence-Microwave Double
Resonance (PMDR) Spectroscopy: 1, 2, 4, , Tetrachlorobenzene,
Chem. Phys. Lett., 10: 307 (1971).
, and C. It. Chen, The Intersystem Crossing Process in
__
Sylmmetric Tetrachlorobenzene, Chem. I'hys. Lett., 10: 31:
(1971).
__,
iM. Leung, and C. T. Lin, PMDR Spectroscopy and the
Geometry of the Triplet State, Chem. Phys. Lett., 14: 329 (1972).
M
'inti, D. S., and . A. Il-Sayed Multiple Resonance Techniques
and the Spectroscopy of the Triplet State, in Organic Scintillators and Liquid Scintillation Counting, Academic Press, Inc.,
New York, 1971, . 563.
FesSIGNAL ENIIANCEMENTS IN EISR SPEC'TRA.
03:249
senden, I. W. anti Verma, N. C. (Carnegie-Mellon University,
Radiation Research Laboratories, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213).
The ESR spectra of systems of reacting radicals are generally
abnormal in that the lines below the center of the individual spectra are less intense than their high-field mates or are even inverted, implying emission rather than absorption of energy. Studies of this phenomenon can best be made only with experimental
systems allowing microsecond time resolution. Pulse radiolytic
formation of radicals is being used with a suitably designed ESR
spectrometer to enable such studies. Results to date show that the
signal enhancements are the result of selective recombination reaction of radicals in the various spin states. A kinetic theory of
this effect has been developed that explains the results and quailtitatively correlates results from steady-state and pulse experiments. Further work is being carried on to investigate various
aspects of this phenomenon as suggested by the theory.
03:250
NUCLEAR AND X-RAY SPECTROSCO'Y WITH RADIOACTIVE SOURCES. Fink, 1. W., McGeorge, J. C., Schmidtenouis, A.
(Georgia Institute of
'technology, School of Chemistry, Atlanta, Georgia 30332).
Culrent emphasis is on precision measurement of K, L, and M
subshell x-ray fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig transition
probabilities in the lanthanide through the transuranium elements.
This is carried out by investigating x-ray and Auger electron
emissions, low-energyy y ays, uad conversion election lines from
carrier-free radioactive sources, utilizing singles and coincidence
spectroscopy with high-resolution Si(Li), Ge(Li), and Ge(intrinsic)
x-ray and windowless, gate-valved electron detectors, together
with a multiwire, anticoincidence proportional counter. This program requires extensive studies of detection efficiencies in the
energy region of 1 to 100 keV.
With publication of the M/L and L/K orbital electron capture resuits in 5"Fe decay, a major question concerning the best agreement
of several theoretical approaches for allowed electron capture decay has been answered; best agreement of M/L capture ratios in
F51e,and ?"Ge, all measured by us, is achieved
the decays of 37Ar,
with the theories based on the Watson--'Freeman wave functions and
the Vatai exchange correction computed with the samle wave functions.
During 1972-73 we expect to devote an increasing effort to the'
UNISOR project, the joint university isotope separator on-line with
the OIIIC heavy ion cyclotron at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Our purpose in this program is two-fold: (1) to carry out on-line
studies of new nuclides far from stability, particularly for the
Georgia Institute of Technology group, the study of very-high-spin
isomers predicted by Gol'danskii to decay by delayed alpha or delayed proton emissions, some of which may have applications in
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nuclear medicine; and (2) to use the isotope separator off-line for
preparation of ultrathin, carrier-free longer-lived radioactive
sources for use in our x-ray and Auger studies on campus. In
future years, we expect that most of our effort will be devoted to
research under the UNISOR program.
PUBLICATIONS
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nuclear hyperfine interactions, and the nuclear quadrupole interactions. In addition, quantitative analysis of the microwaveinduced changes in phosphorescence yields a measure of the routes
and rates of intermolecular energy transfer processes such as TS radiative processes and S - T intersystem crossing rates in
addition to the radiationless relaxation rates out of the individual
spin sublevels of the phosphorescent triplet state under investiga-

Schmidt-Ott, W. D., J. S. Hansen, and R. W. Fink, Relative X-Ray
Transition Probabilities to the K-Shell for Z = 81, 92, 94, and 96,
Z. Phys., 250: 191-197 (1972 .
McGeorge, J. C., R. W. Fink, L2 and L3 Subshell Fluorescence
and
2
Coster-Kronig Yields for Z = 96 from the Decay of 4Cf, Z.
Phys., 2'418 203-219 (1971).
and R. W. Fink, The LI Subshell Fluorescence and Coster____
Kronig Yields for Z = 96, Z. Phys., 250: 29:-299 (1972).
__
, and R. W. Fink, The Determination by an Independent
Method of PK Electron-capture Probabilities in t33t 13a and
139iCe Decays, Z. Phys., 249- 286-293 (1972).
DeterHansen, J. S., J. C. McGeorge, and R. W. Fink,, Precision
95
mination of High-Z K-Shell Fluorescence Yields from ' Au,
2'Bi, and 235Np Decays, Z. Phys. 249: 373-385 (1972).

tion. Analsis of the polarization changes in phosphorescence induced by the micowave field and knowledge of the microwave
transition moment allow the unequivocal identification of the orbital
symmery of the emitting state, and in some cases a measure of
molecular distortion in these states can even be ascertained.
ODMR also provides a fundamental new technique for studying
the dynamics of triplet exciton migration. It can be used to distinguish random walk (diffusion) migration of energy from the case
where the exciton dynamics are described by the group velocity
of a wave packet (coherent migration). The importance of coherent
migration is that it provides an extremely effective means of
transporting energy over long distances in times much shorter than
those required in the random walk limit. ODMR in fact provides a
technique for directly measuring the mean free path (the coherence)
of triplet Frenkel excitons in addition to the density of exciton

03:251
ION SPUTTERING AND SECONDARY ION EMISSION.
McHugh, J. A., Barney, D. M., Boyd, W. T. (Knolls AtomicCATNS
Power Laboratory, Mass Spectrometry).
This research is directed at understanding the basic mechanics
of ion sputtering and secondary ion emission. Such an understanding, for example, is necessary in order to take full advantage of
the analytical capability of the ion microprobe mass spectrometer.
One study currently in progress involves an experimental study
of the effect and importance of reactive (both electronegative and
electropositive) element primary ions and inert gas primary ions
on secondary ion yields. The effects of primary ion current density
and sample matrix in both conductors and nonconductors are also
being considered. A second area of current interest concerns the
effect of a sample's crystal lattice orientation on its secondary ion
yield production. Results from a large-grain Ni-base alloy show
differences in secondary ion yields between grains. Also differences in grain color are observed after t60- bombardment, which
bears a relationship to the secondary ion production efficiency.
Studies with oriented Zr single crystals are planned for the near
future.

states.

03:252
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES OF
HYDRATED METAL IONS. Connick, Robert E.
(Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements are being used to
determine how long water molecules and other ligands remain
attached to metal ions. In favorable cases the coordination number may also be determined, and frequently data on scalar coupling, quadrupole coupling, electronic relaxation times, and
tumbling rates may be obtained. Currently the lifetime of water
molecules in the second coordination sphere of chromic ion is 3 +
being investigated; the change produced by complexing of the Cr
will be studied. The lifetimes of water molecules in the first
coordination sphere of nickel ion complexed by one iminodiacetate
ion are being measured to find how much the rates of the two kinds
of water differ. The method will be extended to other systems to
yield kinetic data that can be obtained in no other way. Computer
simulation of water exchange on hvdrated ions will be attempted in
cooperation with Dr. Alder.
PUBLICATIONS
Neely, James, and Robert E. Connick, 170 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Aqueous Nickel Ion, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94:
(1972).
____ , and Robert E. Connick, Rate of Water Exchange from Hydrated Magnesium Ion, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 92: 3476 (1970).
OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE
03:253
(ODMR) IN PHOSPHORESCENT TRIPLET STATES AND IN TRIPLET FRENKEL EXCITONS. Harris, C. B. (Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
Saturation of the zero-field electron spin transition of a phosphorescent triplet state with microwave radiation causes changes
in the intensity and/or polarization of the emission and thus forms
the basis for optically detected magnetic resonances (ODMR) in
excited triplet states. Because energetic photons are being detected, the sensitivity of the technique is such that it is possible
to detect as few as 108 molecules in a sample.
If the phosphorescence is monitored from an "isolate" molecule, ODMR can be used to measure many properties associated
directly with the electron distribution in the triplet state. These
include the electron-electron dipolar interactions, the electron-

Harris, C. B., J. Chem. Phys., 54: 972 (1971).
, and R. J. Hoover, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 2199 (1972).
__
, C. B. Harris, and R. M. Panos, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94:
3692 (1972).
Francis, A. H., and C. B. Harris, Chem. Phys. Lett., 9: 181, 138
(1971).
Buckley, M. J., and C. B. Harris, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 137 (1972).
03:254
X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY. Jolly,
William L. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials
Hesearch Division).
-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is being used to study nlQecular structure and bonding. Methods for predicting chemical-shffs
-n core electron binding energies are being devised and evaluated
by comparison of theory and experiment.
We are instigating the core binding energies of a series of
analogous compounds of silicon, germanium, and tin (for exaple,
the halides, hydrides, and methyl derivatives). We hope that by
comparison of these data with the corresponding data for carbon
compounds we will be able to estimate the extent and significance
of pmr-dir bonding. For example, if this type of bonding is important
in SiF 4 , one would expect the positive charge on the silicon atom
and the negative charges on the fluorine atoms to be exceptionally
low. We are devising a simple method for estiating chages of
atoms in molecules and will apply this method to a Coulomb potential model for estimating chemical shifts in binding energies. We
plan to develop a method for examining vapors at high temperatures; this will vastly eand the scope of gaseous molecules that
can be studied
PUBLICATIONS
Jolly, W. L., The Estimation of Core-Electron Binding-Energy
Shifts Using the Concept of the Equivalence of Equally Charged
Cores in Electron Spectroscopy, D. A. Shirley (Ed.), North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1972, pp. 629-645.
Finn, Patricia, and W. L. Jolly, Chemical Shifts in Boron is Binding Energies of Some Gaseous Compounds, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,
94: 1540 (1972).
Finn, Patricia, and W. L. Jolly, The Nitrogen Is Binding Energies
of Transition Metal Nitrosyls, Inorg. Chem., 11: 893 (1972).
Finn, Patricia, R. K. Pearson, J. M. Hollander, and W. L. Jolly,
Chemical Shifts in Core Electron Binding Energies for Some
Gaseous Nitrogen Compounds, Inorg. Chem., 10: 378 (1971).
03:255
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE AND MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY. Myers, Rollie J. (Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
+
We have discovered that Ti(H20)O has an observable EPR
spectrum both in a frozen glass and in solution. The frozen glass
has gl = 1.98 and go= 1.91. These data indicate a fairly large
Jahn-Teller distortion for the free hydrated complex. Before the
frozen glass melts, its EPR spectrum broadens. This results in
a continuous EPR broadening from solid to solution. These data
indicate an unusual Orbach process as the principal relaxation
mechanism above 200°K both for solid and solution.
We also have been using nuclear magnetic resonance to establish
2+
2 +
the rate of spin relaxation for Ni , Co , and similar ions in solution. This involves proton NMR on both the water and on a cation
probe in solution. This method is particularly suitable for those
ions with very short relaxation times.
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Our current work on electron-electron exchange in a-NiSO4 ·
6H20 has involved a modification of the molecular field model so
that it is suitable for spectroscopy. In this regard we have been
able to explain the temperature independence of the Ni2+2+ EP R
spectrum and the rate of relaxation of substituted Cu . Since the
molecular field model is an important theoretical tool in interacting solids we will surely do further work on its application to
spectroscopy.
PUBLICATIONS
Myers, R. J., and A. Jindo, Electron Exchange for Hydrated Ions
in the a-NiSO4 *6H20 Lattice -Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Study of Transition-Metal Ions in ZnSeO4 - 6H20, J. Magn.

lResonance, 6: 6Y33(197'2).
____ , C. A. Arrington, and A. M. Falick, Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance Spectrum of 02 (lAg)-Its 170 Hyperfine Coupling and
Electronic and Rotational g Values. J. Chem. Phys., 55: 909H
Conway, John G.
03:256
OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The atomic spectra of an atom reveal the most complete information about the structure of the atom. 'the most complicated or
difficult atoms are those involving f electrons. The elements that
contain f electrons are also known as the lanthanide series and
the actinide series.
Work is in progress to analyze the spectra of these elements.
The information derived from such analyses finds uses in other
fields such as metallurgy, physical chemistry, astrophysics, and
several other fields of physics and chemistry.
Although there are many years of work ahead on both groups
of elements, progress is being made. The actinide group is particularly difficult because of the very limited quantities available
and the very toxic nature of the radioactive elements. The experimental part of the work must be done along with the interpretation
and theoretical portions to yield the greatest results.
The direction which the work in this field will be taking in the
next few years will be to attempt analyses on the spectra of the
higher stages of ionization, in particular the stages of +2, +3, and
+4, because these are the stages of great interest to solid state
chemistry and physics and solution chemistry. These stages are
more difficult by factors of 10 than what has been done up to now
and will require some very ingenious experimentation, but thesilicon.
information is so important and needed that the workers will not
be turned away from the task.
HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS AND NUCLEAR RADIA03:257
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, NuTIONS. Shirley, David A.
clear Chemistry Division).
This project employs the experimental techniques of low-temperature nuclear orientation, Moessbauer spectroscopy, and
perturbed angular correlations of y rays to study hyperfine interactions. The focus of the program is on developments of these
techniques and innovative applications to a wide variety of physical
problems.
Nuclear orientation studies are carried out at temperatures as
low as 0.001°K. Several experiments are in progress. These inelude the study of anisotropic angular distribution of fission fragments from oriented, spontaneously fissioning transplutonium nuelides. The magnetic moments and spins of high-spin nuclear
isomers are studied by magnetic resonance measurements on
oriented nuclei. Nuclear relaxation times at very low temperatures are also under investigation.
Perturbed angular correlations are being used to study both
static and dynamic hyperfine interactions in solids. Quadrupole
coupling constants in solids and magnetic hyperfine fields in
metals are of particular interest. Relaxation phenomena in both
liquids and gases are also being explored.
Recent work in this laboratory and at Munich has made Moess1
bauer spectroscopy with '8Ta relatively straightforward. Further
experiments are in progress in tantalum alloys and compounds.
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY IN GASES.sion
03:258
(Lawrence Bekeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Shirley, David A.
rN.
Brksielon)e La
Chemistry
Chemistr3y DividA
Division).(L wec
The Berkeley Iron-Free Spectrometer has been adapted to do
ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis), or x-ray
photoemission, studies on gases. It is one of only a few facilities
in the world that can be used for this purpose. Measurements are
being carried out of the core-level binding-energy shifts in small
molecules. Of particular interest are hydrocarbons, fluorinesubstituted hydrocarbons, and fluorocarbons all having the same
molecular framework of carbon atoms. The measured shifts are
interpreted to yield rather direct information about the distributions of electronic charge in these molecules. In fluorobenzene,
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for example, these shifts have shown that carbons in the ortho
positions are negatively charged, in agreement with the chemical
properties of this molecule.
The theory of ESCA shifts is also under active study. An intermediate level molecular orbital theory has been used to predict
shifts, and it has also been modified to account for electronic relaxation during photoemission. Further development of this theory
is in progress.
The ESCA method is also being applied to studies of the valence
electrons, by observation of peaks corresponding to direct photoemission
olbital
orbitals In
In this
this ease
case molecular
molecular orbital
emission from
from molecular
molecular orbitals.
theory is used to predict the relative intensities as well as the
positions of peaks. Comparison of theory with experiment estab-

lishes the hybrid composition of the molecular orbitals in terms
onstituent atoic orbitals.

ooff th
e i r constituent atomic orbitals.
their
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ELECTON SPECROSCO
PHOTI'OELECTRO
N SPEC'TIltOSCOP'Y IN
IN SOLIDS.
SOLIDS.

Shirley, David A. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nucleal
Chemistry Division).
ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis), or x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy, is being applied to a wide range of
metals and semiconductors. This wok is focused on the valence
bands. The first major project is the determination of valenceband densities of states in as many elements as possible. At this
writing survey experiments have been carried out on twenty-four
elements.
Valence-band density-of-states studies are of utmost importance
in understanding the structure and properties of materials because
the position of the valence bands is closely related to the stability
(i.e., to the cohesive energy) of a material. In addition, the valence
bands-together with the unoccupied conduction bands-account
for nearly all of a material's observed properties. Unfortunately,
although a tremendous effort has been expended on characterizing
valence bands over the last two decades, most experimental nethods are either indirect or ambiguous. X-ray photoemission appears
to be an important, long-awaited method for establishing valence
band positions definitively.
Work currently in progress with a monochromatized x-ray source
has yielded definitive spectra for gold valence bands. The 5s and
5p bands in the elements Cd, In, Sn, Sb, and Te have been observed
for the first time, and a definitive spectrum has been obtained from

ORGANIC THIN FILMS-PHOTOEXCITED PROPER03:260
TIES AND ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS. Jarnagin, R. C. (University of North Carolina, Department of Chemistry, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina 27514).
A low-energy electron spectrometer has been successfully designed and constructed. The spectrometer analyzes electrons
photoejeced from surfaces, and having energies in the range 0 to
2 V. The apparent resolution is less than 30 mV from 0.1 to 2 V
energy and less than 0.1 V between 0 and 0.3 V energy. Photoemissive substrates examined have consisted of silver, gold, and
aluminum. The objective of the surface examination Ias not been
to seek the energy band structure of the metal but rather to examine the effect of overlay materials deposited on the surface of
the metal and to examine other surface films and "dirts". Such
surface films and compounds are the result of both chemical and
physical adsorption and oxidation processes. Such surfaces also
behave catalytically in other kinds of chemical processes. To date
we have been able to locate two states on the surface of oxidized
silver. One state has its parentage primarily from the metal, and
the emission efficiency is temperature-insensitive. The other
state has its parentage primarily in the oxide compound at tie surface and its emission intensity is temperature-dependent. Silanization of such an oxidized silver surface with trialkylchlorosilane
results in a monolayer or less than monolayer coverage of
Si(alkyl) 3 groups. Electron penetration of surfaces is selectively
attenuated in energy. The general features result in the suppresof all electrons emitted from the unsilanized surface with
less than 0.5 V energy. The highest-energy electrons are more
severely attenuated by tri-N-propylsilane than by trimethylsilane.
The degree of attenuation is currently being examined and analyzed for scattering lengths and scattering mechanisms. In the
ffuture
utur
it iss intended
n t e n d e d to
to continue
e ssuch
u c h attenuation studies and to
e n et e e f e c t s o f contiu
attenuation stdies and to
exa
hemisorbed species upon the surface partiularly those species that may be of importance in surface heterogeneous catalysis.

Jarnagin, R. C., Photoionization Processes in Organic Solids and
Fluids, Accounts Chem. Res., 4: 420-427 (1971).
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03:261
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC STUDIES OF SOLUTIONS
WITH ALPHA-ACTIVE MATERIALS.
Bell, J. T., I. L. Thomas.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division).
The major objective of this research program is to develop and
exploit optical techniques for studying the chemical properties of
aqueous solutions, especially of the lanthanide, actinide, and other
transition group elements, over wide ranges of experimental conditions. Experimental techniques include absorption and emission
spectrometry with ancillary density measurement, use of intense
light sources for absorption and photochemistry, and computer
techniques for the manipulation and analysis of data. The facilities
include a high-temperature-pressure spectrophotometer and a
high-temperature-pressure dilatometer, both designed for containment of alpha-active materials. This program also includes theoretical studies of protonic wave functions and spectra of the
protonic-electronic structures of light- and heavy-metal hydrides,
and related electronic structures.
Current work on the photochemical reduction of uranyl ion may
be extended to higher actinides. Uranyl spectra in different aqueous
media are being measured and resolved; spectra of UO2 may also
be obtained. Equilibria and kinetics in the disproportionation, reproportionation, and polymerization of Pu(IV) have been determined. Studies of uranium(IV) chloride complexes between 25 and
90°C are to be extended to higher temperatures to determine the
thermodynamic quantities of formation. Protonic and electronic
structures of some light hydrides are being calculated, to be extended to structures of heavy-metal hydrides.

03:263
SPECTROSCOPY OF FLUORIDE MEDIA. Toth, L. M.,
and Gilpatrick, L. 0.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor
Chemistry Division).
This program is an experimental study of molten fluoride salts
and mixtures using visible and ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy.
By absorption measurements, through diamond-windowed cells, the
coordination numbers and geometries of transition metal cations
can be characterized in dilute solution in molten fluorides. These
studies are to: (1) identify the coordination behavior of these metal
ions in solution; (2) determine how the chemical reactivity of the
coordinated species is affected by the solvent environment; and (3)
determine chemical equilibria involving these species by direct
measurement.
In such studies of dilute solutions of UF3 and UF4 in molten
2LiF · BeF2, it was observed that rapid equilibration among the
dissolved uranium species, graphite, and insoluble uranium carbides occurred at temperatures below 1000°C. Since accurate
thermodynamic data are available for UF3 and UF 4 in this solvent,
measurement of the concentration of these species at equilibrium
yields thermodynamic data for the pure carbide phases. Studies in
progress will attempt to show that these data are independent of the
molten salt solvent system.
Similar studies with fluorides of the potentially useful structural
materials niobium and molybdenum, whose redox chemistry is
still poorly understood, are being initiated; these studies will occupy much of the immediate future.
PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS
Bell, J. T., New Absorption Bands for the Uranyl Ion, J. Mol.
Spectrosc., 41: 409 (1972).
__ , . D. Baybarz, and D. M. Helton, The Thermodynamics
for the Reaction of Americium(in) with Iminodiacetic Acid, J.
Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 3077 (1971).
___
and N. A. Krohn, The Near-Infrared Spectra of Water and
Heavy Water at Temperatures Between 25 and 390°, J. Phys.
Chem., 74: 4006 (1970)
Thomas, I. L., Photoprotonic Effect in Hydrides, Phys. Rev., A
5: 1104 (1972).
_, Angular Dependence of the Vibrational and Rotational Excitations Seen in Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Phys. Rev., A 4:
457 (1971).
03:262
ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY.
Carlson, Thomas A.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry and Physics Division).
Electron spectroscopy has become one of the most important
physical tools to be developed during the last decade for application to chemical problems. The work at Oak Ridge played a pioneering role in the United States towards that development in the
field of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy, and Auger electron spectroscopy. A continuing program examines how the potential of electron spectroscopy may be
expanded through improvements in technology and in the exploitation of new areas. As an example of the former, a positionsensitive detector is being built for use in electron spectloscopy
which ought eventually to increase the data-collecting capacity
100-fold.
As to examples of new areas of research, we have been making
systematic investigations of elements throughout the periodic
table, examining the nature of the inner-shell chemical shifts and
the splitting of photoelectron lines. We have also expanded our
studies on molecular orbitals of the outer shells using angular
distribution measurements. In the applied field we have demonstrated the use of electron spectroscopy for a wide variety of
environmental problems, including the study of chemicals adsorbed
on the surface of smoke and other particulate matter, and the behavior of toxic metals on compounds of biological interest.
PUBLICATIONS
Carlson, T. A., Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis,
Phys. Today, 25- 30-39 (1972).
_ and
, A. E. Jonas, Angular Distribution of the Photoelectron
Spectra for Ar, Kr, Xe, H2 , N2, and CO, J. Chem. Phys., 55:
P
N, ad C, J.
4913,
Spea 924C (1971)5.
Moddeman, W. E., Thomas A. Carlson, Manfred O. Krause, B. P.
Pullen, W. E. Bull, and G. K. Schweitzer, Determination of the
K-LL Auger Spectra of N2 , 02, CO, NO, 1120, and C02, J. Chem.
Phys., 55: 2317-2336 (1971).
Hulett, L. D., T. A. Carlson, B. R. Fish, and J. L. Durham, Studies
of Sulfur Compounds Adsorbed on Smoke Particles and Other
Solids by Photoelectron Spectroscopy, in Determination of Air
Quality (Proceedings of Symposium, Los Angeles, Calif., April
1971), J. Mamantov and W. P. Shults (Ed.), Plenum Publishing
Corporation, New York, 1971, pp. 187-195.

Toth, L. M., Coordination Effects on the Spectrum of U(IV) in
Molten Fluorides, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 631 (1971).
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY. Thomas, T.
03:264
Darrah. (Oregon State University, Department of Chemistry and
Radiation Center, Corvallis, OR 97331).
The major objective of this research is the application of x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy to solving problems of chemical interest. The work divides into three parts: (1) development of equipment suitable for the intended research; (2) understanding of the
strengths and limitations of the technique; and (3) use of photoelectron spectroscopy for investigation of specific chemical problems.
In the first of these areas, we have designed and built an electrostatic spectrometer suitable for x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of both solids and gases. Further work is being aimed at
improving the resolution and intensity, at developing new photon
sources, and at improved data-taking and analysis facilities.
Of great concern in the second area is the problem of reference
level and charging in insulators. We have recently completed an
investigation of alkali halides that begins to shed some light on
this problem. Further work is in progress.
We have been especially interested in the relation between measuled core electron binding energies and the distribution of charge
in molecules. Work on fluorinated benzenes and on alkali halides
shows that these energies can be related in a simple way to charges
on the atoms of the molecules. In addition, we have been concerned
with chemical effects on line shapes and line widths and on use of
photoelectron spectroscopy as a broad-range analytical tool.
PUBLICATIONS
Shaw, R. W., Jr., and T. D. Thomas, Search for Core Electron
Satellites in Carbon Monoxide, Chem. Phys. Lett., 14: 121-123
(1972).
Citrin, P. H., R. W. Shaw, Jr., and T. D. Thomas, Cylindrical
Electrostatic Analyzer for Photoelectron Spectroscopy, in Electron Spectroscopy, D. A. Shirley, (Ed.), North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1972, pp 105-120.
__
, R. W. Shaw, Jr., A. Packer, and T. D. Thomas, X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Alkali Halides, in Electron Spectroscopy, D. A. Shirley (Ed.), North-Holland Publishing Company,
Amsterdam, 1972, pp 691-706.
Davis, D. W., D. A. Shirley, and T. D. Thomas, K-Electron Binding Energy Shifts in Fluorinated Methanes and Benzenes: Comparison of a CNDO Potential Model with Experiment, J. Chem.
Phys.,, 556: 671-673
P
7 (1972).
Thomas, T. Darrah, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Carbon
Monoxide, J. Chem. Phys. 53: 1744-1749 (1970).
03:265
MICROWAVE-OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY. Pratt, David W. (University of Pittsburgh, Department of Chemistry, Pittsburgh, PA 15213).
The technique of microwave-optical double resonance (MODR)
spectroscopy is being used to study the static and dynamic properties of electronically excited triplet states of organic molecules
in low-temperature solids. Particular emphasis is being placed on
problems of significant theoretical interest, such as the determina-
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. tion of the signs of zero-field parameters in n,7r* triplet states and
the measurement of hyperfine tensors of interacting nuclei. A
large part of our work in the near future will be devoted to aromatic molecules containing the carbonyl group for which little information has been obtained to date.
In addition, use is being made of the adamantane matrix technique for the measurement of EPR and optical spectra of free
radicals. A large number of P-carbonyl radicals containing sixmembered rings have been prepared and are being studied over
a wide temperature range in order to determine kinetic and thermodynamic properties for the ring interconversion process.
Highly resolved optical absorption and emission spectra of free
radicals have also been obtained at room temperature by this
method, and we are presently exploring the possibility that radical
fluorescence can be used to detect EPR spectra of electronically
excited states of free radicals.
PUBLICATIONS
Pratt, D. W., J. J. Dillon, R. V. Lloyd, and D. E. Wood, Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance Spectra of Pyrrolidino and Pyrrolino
Free Radicals. The Structure of Dialkylamino Radicals, J.
Phys. Chem., 75: 3486 (1971).
03:266
STUDIES IN NUCLEAR AND IIADIOCHEMISTRY.
Herber, Rolfe H.
(Rutgers University, School of Chemistry,
New Brunswick, N. J. 08903).
The major emphasis in this project has been the exploitation of
recoilless emission and absorption of nuclear gamma radiation

(Moessbauer Effect) in the study of a wide variety of chemical
problems including those of structure and bonding in organometallic compounds of iron and tin, chemical effects of nuclear transformation, intra- and intermolecular bonding forces and structural
integrity of molecules undergoing phase changes, inter alia. A detailed study of the model compound [(C6 Hs)2SnC1
], 2 both as a neat
solid as well as in frozen solutions of basic and nonbasic solvents,
has been carried out and has clarified the role of crystalline stacking forces in influencing the anomalous bond angles and bond distances which are deduced from an x-ray diffraction study of this
material. The temperature dependence of the recoil-free fraction
to
18
range78
e
ofve th temperature
has been determinedra
the roe of intra- and intermolecular bonding forces in
elcidate
elucidate
ia
the role of ad
the neat solid. A detailed and extensive study has been carried
out on the structure and bonding of other organometallic cornpounds including (a) tin(IV) diethyldithiocarbamnates; (b) tin(nI)
sulfates and thioglycollates; (c) ()mC5 H5) -iron compounds with a
variety of phosphorus-containingligands; (d) hydrazine derivatives
of Fe(II), Ni(II, and Sn(AV); and (e) dialkylformamide complexes of
Sn(IV). Related studies on solid state properties, hot atom chemistry and chemical effects of isomeric transitions and internal
conversion are currently underway.
PUI3LICATIONS
Stapfer, C. H., and R. H. Herber, Monoalkyltin Ortho Sulfates,
J. Organometal. Chemn. (Amsterdam), 35: 111 (1972).
-__ , R. W. D'Andrea, and R. H. Herber, Complexes of Iron(lII),
Nickel(II) and Tin(IV) Chlorides with Hydrazine Derivatives,
Inorg. Chem., 11: 204 (1972).
Barbieri, IR., R. Cefalu, S. C. Chandra, and R. H. Herber, Studies
on Adducts of Organotin(I' Halides with a Tetradentate Base,
J. Organometal. Chem. (Amsterdam), 32: 97 (1971Y.
Herber, R. H., Molecular Moessbauer Spectroscopy, Sci. Amer.
(October 1971).
Spectroscopy of Organomelallics: Lattice
__Moessbauer
,
Dynamics and Structure of Butyl T'n(IV) Comipounds, J. Cherm.
Phys., 54: 3755(1971).
03:267
GASEOUS ION CHEMISTRY: ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS. Torrey, Rubye P. (Tennessee Stale University at
Nashville, Department of Chemistry, Nashville, Tennessee 37203).
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance characteristics of a high-pressure electron-impact ion source. The
ionization efficiency of the source is being evaluated in terms of
the positive ion current of argon as a function of pressure in the
pressure range from 0.15 to 3.0 torr, the pressure above which
2
Ar+ and Ar + have disappeared. 'he electrons are obtained from
a heated thoriated iridium filament and energized to 100 eV. From
the data it appears that an increase in argon pressure of approximately 0.4 torr causes a reduction in the ionization efficiency by
2+ .
+
approximately 50% for Ar and approximately 75% for Ar
Experiments are being carried out using 50-eV electrons with
argon, helium, and argon-helium mixtures to determine whether
pressure affects the energy of the ionizing electrons so that the
mechanism by which the ions disappear can be attributed to a reduction of electron energy in the region from which the ions are
made.
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Future work will include a study of the heteronuclear associative
ionization of the argon-ammonia system. It appears that the molecule ion, ArNH3, can be formed by this mechanism from the energetics. The mode of formation in terms of the electronic structure of ammonia will be a point of interest.
ALSO SEE Nuclear Spectroscopy: 03:1, 03:7; Heavy Element
Chemistry: 03:65, 03:69, 03:71, 03:75, 03:80, 03:86, 03:92, 03:94,
03:98; Radiation Chemistry: Aqueous; 03:105, 03:106, 03:107,
03:108; Radiation Chemistry: Gaseous; 03:120, 03:122, 03:123,
03:126, 03:127, 03:128, 03:131; Radiation Chemistry: Other;
03:132, 03:144, 03:149, 03:151, 03:156, 03:158, 03:161, 03:163;
Photochemistry and Energy Transfer: 03:170, 03:175, 03:176,
03:1 78, 03:179, 03:180, 03:183, 03:189, 03:190; Hot Atom Chemistry: 03:208; Kinetics and Mechanisins: 03:219, 03:221, 03:223,
03:225; Theoretical Chemistry: 03:283, 03:284; Isotope Chemistry: 03:289, 03:296, 03:297, 03:299, 03:302; Thermodynamics:
03:310, 03:311, 03:313; High-Temperature and Inorganic Chemislry: 03:327, 03:331, 0:334, 03:335, 03:338, 03:341, 03:345,
03:351, 03:354, 03:361; Structural Chemistry: 03:370, 03:377;
Analytical Chemistry: 03:387, 03:388, 03:399, 03:404; Miscellaneous Chemical Studies: 03:440, 03:453.
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Theoretical studies of structure and reactivity.
03:268

IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES IN POLYAT'lOMIC GASES.

Hoffman, David K.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Hoffman, David K
(Ales Laboratory, Chenistry Division).
In recent years there has been increased
interest in the theory

transort and relaxation processes in polyatomic gases. This
b
encouraged
een
by the discovery of certain transport ph-g
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nomena that critically depend on internal molecular structure and
nomena that critically depend on internal molecular
ture and
by simultaneous advances in the kinetic theory of polyatomic gases
andc n coptationa methods Study of these phenomena is important since they shed light on macroscopic processes of basic
interest to physicists and chemists and, at the same time, provide
a possible means for studying molecular properties such as interaction potentials. Efforts in this laboratory are being directed
tow
investigation of the theory of certain transport phenolena
which are sensitive to rotational degrees of freedom, and to the
development of molecular models which can provide a semiquantitative test of the theory. To the present, model calculations have been limited to rigid molecular models (which give
only a crude representation of valence repulsion forces and ignore attractive interactions). Calculations have been performed
for both linear and nonlinear molecules. Future studies in this
program will be directed toward broadening the range of phenomena under investigation and toward developing more realistic
molecular models. In the latter regard, recent advances made in
this laboratory and elsewhere show much promise.
PUBLICATIONS
Cooper, E. R., and D. K. Hoffman, A Cartesian Tensor Perturbation Scheme for the Senftleben Effect, J. Chem. Phys., 54: 223
(1971).
, and D. K. Hoffman, Model Calculations of Transport Coefficients for Diatomic Gases in an External -Magnetic Field.
II. The Cartesian Perturbation Expansion Scheme, J. Chem.
Phys., 55: 1016 (1971).
, and D. K. Hoffman, Model Calculations of Transport Coefficients for Diatomic Gases in an External Magnetic Field,
J. Chem. Phys., 53: 1100 (1970).
Dahler, John S., and David K. Hoffman, in Theory of Transport
and Relaxation Processes in Polyatomic Fluids, Chap. 1, TransVol. 3, Rotational Enfer and Storage of Energy in Molecule.
ergy, G. M. Burnett and A. M. North (Eds.), Wilcy-lnterscience,
1970.
EFFECTIVE EXPANSIONS OF ATOMIC AND MO03:269
Ruedenberg. Klaus.
LECULAR ELECTRONIC WAVEFUNCTIONS.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Because of the development of high-speed computers in the past
two decades, quantum mechanical principles have become applicable to molecular problems. Quantum chemical calculations
are infusing theoretical predictions of steadily increasing impact
into experimental chemistry, a science that for more than a century had to rely on empiricism. Such predictions derive from the
electronic wave functions. The calculation of these key quantities
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is the pivotal and hardest problem. Fundamental contributions to
its solution have come from the theoretical chemistry group at the
Ames Laboratory.
Expansion in terms of configurations of antisymmetrized spin
orbital products is the most effective current wave function construction procedure. In this context, two difficult problems have
been solved recently. Simple, efficient expressions for the energy contributions from general configurations that are also spin
eigenfunctions with arbitrary couplings have been derived and
implemented, using a group theoretical analysis of the permutational symmetry. Furthermore a rapidly convergent optimization procedure for the one-electron molecular orbitals occurring
in multiconfigurational expansions has been developed and imple-,
mented using the generalized Brillouin theorem and natural orbitals. These novel advances promise considerably easier access
to approximations of practical accuracy by means of computer
programs currently under construction.
PUBLICATIONS
Ruedenberg, K., Expectation Values of Many-Fermion Spin Eigenstates, Phy.s. Rev. Lett., 27: 1105 (1971).
-__
, and R. D. Poshusta, Matrix Elements and Density Matrices for Many-Electron Spin-Eigenstates Built from Orthonormal
Orbitals, Advan. Quant. Chem., 6: 267 (1972).
03:270
EVEN-TEMPERED ATOMIC ORBITALS FOR ATOMIC
AND MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS.
Ruedenberg, Klaus.
(Ames
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The elementary quantitative wave function building blocks are
atomic orbitals, one-electron one-center functions that are most
economically expressed as spherical harmonics multiplied by ex2
ponentials of the type exp (-tjr) or exp (--kr ). The optimal
choice of large sets of parameters tj,,k is a crucial factor and
yet, because of the nonlinear dependence, an extremely time- and
money-consuming task in atomic and molecular work. Substantial
progress has been achieved through our discovery that without
loss of accuracy these parameters can be expressed simply in
terms of a much smaller number, namely, in the form of geometric series. This reduction increases economy and effectiveness by orders of magnitude wherever many atomic-orbital
basis functions are required. In radon, for example, the number
of nonlinear parameters is reduced from about forty to four groups
of two. In many cases the reduction makes the difference between
feasibility and nonfeasibility. Even-tempered atomic orbitals of
this type have been determined for a large number of atoms, many
of them heavy (e.g., Gd, Xe, Ru), for which no analytical wave functions had been available so far. For certain atoms additional detailed features of these basis sets are being refined to yield optimal usefulness in molecular calculations. Such calculations were
made predicting the stabilities, dissociation energies, and geometrical shapes of the, as yet unknown, trialkali ions Li3, Na3,
+
+
+
Na2 Li , NaLi, Na 2 H , Li2 H , NaHi, and LiH+. In current work
optimal even-tempered atomic orbitals are determined in typical
molecular environments for such common atoms as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, for generall use.
PUBLICATIONS
Bardo, R. D., and K. Ruedenberg, Numerical Analysis and Evaluation of Normalized Repeated Integrals of the Error Functions
and Related Functions, J. Comput. Phys., 8: 167 (t971).
Hoffman, D. K., R. C. Raffenetti, and K. Ruedenberg, Generalization of Euler Angles to N-Dimensional Orthogonal Matrices,
J. Math. Phys., 13: 528 (1972).
03:271
PREDICTIVE INTERPRETATIONS OF ATOMIC WAVE
FUNCTIONS.
Ruedenberg, Klaus. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
Molecular wave functions capable of predicting useful values for
observable physicochemical properties are so complicated that it
is usually difficult to discern the theoretical origin of interesting
quantitative variations of such properties under molecular deformations or between related molecules. It becomes a separate task
to devise mathematical procedures In order to extract the essential quantitative factors and form corresponding conceptual interpretations. By analyzing the homopolar and heteropolar oneelectron bond, the roles of the kinetic and potential energies, as
well as charge rearrangements, were elucidated and past misinterpretations resolved. The partitioning of molecules into
electronic subsystems that can be quantitatively recognized in
different molecules, and are therefore transferable, has been
successfully accomplished by the extraction of localized molecular
orbitals for numerous diatomic and polyatomic molecules' The
aim is to establish quantitative formulations for concepts of elec-
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tronic structure, such as lone pairs, bonds, etc., which will allow
approximate conceptual syntheses of rigorous theoretical results
and, thereby, offer experimental chemists reliable guidelines for
intuitive anticipation of structure and properties of new compounds.
PUBLICATIONS
Feinberg, M. J., and K. Ruedenberg, Paradoxical Role of Kinetic
Energy Operator in the Formation of the Covalent Bond, J. Chem.
Phs, 54: 1495 (1971).
denberg, eteropolar One-Electron
d, J.
Ch.
Phs, 55: 5804 (1971)
England, W., and K. Ruedenberg, Localized pi-Orbitals, Pauling
Bond Orders and the Origin of Aromatic Stability, Theor. Chim.
Acts 22: 196 (1971)
,,__
L. S. Salmon, and K. Ruedenberg, Localized Molecular
Orbitals. A Bridge Between Chemical Intuition and Molecular
Quantum Mechanics, Fortschr. Chem. Forsch., 23: 31 (1971).
, Continuous Degeneracy and Energy Localization of Molecular Orbitals, Int. J. Quant. Chem., 5: 683 (1971).
03:272
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF LIQUIDS AND SOLUTIONS.
Feder, H., H1.Schnyders.
(Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemical Engineering Division).
A model is being developed that will allow the prediction of
thermodynamic properties of gases dissolved in molten alkali
metals. Recent improvements in the model were achieved by
introducing a more specific and accurate representation of the
repulsive forces between solute and solvent atoms and by minimizing the chemical potential of the solute with respect to dilatation. The extended theory thus becomes a method of calculating
(for dilute alloys) not only the excess free energy and enthalpy of
formation but also the excess volume of formation.
Sophisticated quantum-mechanical calculations of short-range
repulsive forces between two argon atoms were performed. From
these, a complete nonempirical pair-potential curve was synthesized. Standard tests of this pair potential were performed. Over
a wide range of temperatures (100 to 1600°K), second virial coefficients and viscosities of gaseous argon were calculated; agreement with experimental data is one percent or better. Work has
begun on the calculation of the equation of state of liquid and solid
argon, because agreement with experiment would provide the most
sensitive possible test of the accuracy of our representation of
the short-range forces and the first thorough test of the ability of
a nonempirical pair potential to predict a wide range of thermodynamic behavior.
Application of the results of these various studies can be anticipated in areas such as sodium coolant chemistry for LMFBR's,
coolants and blankets for controlled thermonuclear reactors, new
methods for the recovery and purification of nuclear fuels, nuclear
safety and energy conversion.
PUBLICATION
Veleckis, E., S. K. Dahr, F. A. Cafasso, and H. M. Feder, Solubility of Helium and Argon in Liquid Sodium, J. Phys. Chem.,
75: 2832 (1971).
03:273
FOUNDATIONAL PROBLEMS IN PHYSICS.
Benioff,
P. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
One important goal of this research is to construct physical
theories that are essentially quantum mechanical in nature and
maximally self-referential. That is, they refer to as much of
their own metaphysics (this term is used here in the same sense
as "metamathematics" is used in mathematics) as is possible.
The importance of this goal is that the requirement that a theory
be maximally self-referential is equivalent to the requirement that
a theory be maximally objective.
To this end, work is progressing on modifying a definition proposed earlier of validity or agreement between experiment and a
physical theory. The aim of the modifications is to bring the
definition from the metaphysical world into the domain of the
physical theory under consideration and at the same time make
it quantum mechanical.
It is expected that, among other things, this work will make use
of the description developed for general procedures in quantum
mechanics by means of probability operator measures.
PUBLICATIONS
Benioff, P. A., Some Aspects of the Relationship Between Mathematical Logic and Physics. I., J. Math. Phys., 11: 2553 (1970).
, Some Aspects of the Relationship Between Mathematical
Logic and Physics. II., J. Math. Phys., 12: 360 (1971).
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,
Operator Valued Measures in Quantum Mechanics: Finite
and Infinite Processes, J. Math. Phys., 13: 231 (1972).

03:274
RELATIVISTIC CALCULATIONS OF ATOMIC PROPERTIES. Benioff, P. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The goal of this work is to calculate inner shell electron binding
energies in heavy atoms with more accuracy than has yet been
reported. In particular, it is hoped to calculate the corrections
due to all the fourth order Feynman diagrams to add to the existing second order calculations.
This program has been initiated very recently, and the first
phase of the work is to obtain, for the energies contributed by the
various diagrams, theoretical expressions suitable for computation. For those fourth order diagrams without any self-energy
parts the work is going well and, barring any unforeseen problems, should be completed in the next year.
03:275
DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY, TECHNIQUES, AND
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE COMPUTATION OF CIIEMICAL PHENOMENA.
Wahl, A. C., G. Das and P. Benioff. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Theoretical chemistry has been traditionally both a unifying
conceptual language for the chemist as well as a tool for interprcting and (to a more limited extent) predicting chemical behavior. During the past ten years, largely because of the advent of
more and more powerful computing machines and methods, the
predictive accuracy of modern theoretical techniques has been
vastly improved. As a result of this development of new quantitative theoretical capability, more and more constructive interaction is taking place between theoretical and experimental chemists. Some of the most useful results obtainable from modern
computations are the binding energies, the interaction potentials
and surfaces (including Van der Waals), ionization potentials,
electron affinities, excitation energies, dipole and higher moments,
and the geometry of simple chemical systems.
When these fundamental atomic and molecular characteristics
are computed accurately and coupled with statistical mechanics
and dynamics, predictions are being made concerning bulk properties of matter such as its thermodynamics, transport, and kinetic behavior.
One of the most important aspects of this capability for computing the electronic structure of atoms and molecules is the
central position that the results of such calculations occupy
throughout the full range of chemistry. Namely, the characteristics of individual atoms and molecules and the forces between
them form the fundamental information needed as partial input to
all phenomenological theory. The theoretical capability we are
developing at Argonne can often provide some basic information
in a general way as a complement or as an alternative to experiment. The fundamental nature of the information that this facility
generates also provides an extremely flexible capability that can
yield specific information which we know we will need on a continuing basis regardless of shifts in applied problems.
The results of these quantum mechanical calculations are currently providing necessary fundamental input to a wide variety of
areas. Prominent among these are: (1) scattering theory; (2) molecular dynamics; (3) chemical kinetics; (4) spectroscopy; and
(5) thermodynamics. In addition to being an alternative and complementary source of reliable information in these major areas
of chemistry, some recent computations have played an important
role in settling an experimental controversy and, as predictions,
in providing a conceptual framework for the experimentalist. It is
the flexible utility of the fundamental nature of the results of
quantum mechanical calculations that must be stressed.
Our group has been continuously developing, over the past seven
years, methods for approximately solving the Schroedinger equation for nontrivial molecules accurately enough to use the resulting energies and wave functions to predict a wide variety of atomic
and molecular properties and behavior.
We are extending these techniques to larger systems and developing better methods for including relativistic effects essential
to understanding energy levels in heavy elements.

PUBLICATIONS
'ahl, A. C., and G. Das, The Method of Optimized Valence Configurations: A Reasonable Application of the Multiconfiguration
Self-Consistent Field Technique to the Quantitative Description
of Chemical Bonding, in Advances in Quantum Chemistry, P. 0.
Lowdin (Ed.), Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1970, pp. 261296.
--, Chemistry by Computer, Sci. Amer., 222(4): 54-58 (1970).
Das, G., and A. C. Wahl, New Techniques for the Computation of

Multiconfiguration Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) Wave functions, J. Chem. Phys., 56(4): 1769-1775 (1972).
O'Hare, P. A. G., and A. C. Wahl, Quantum-Chemical Study of
Some 'nicogen Monofluorides, J. Chem. Phvs., 54(11): 45634577 (1971).
03:276
THE ELECTRON STRUCTURE, SPECTRA, AND
PROPERTIES OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES.
\ahl, A. C., G. uas,
W. Stevens and M. Attermeyer.
(Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
Modern a priori theoretical techniques are being applied to a
wide variety of diatomic systems in order to predict their energy
levels, binding energies, vibrational frequencies, transition probabilities, and electron properties such as dipole and higher moments and polarizabilities.
The rationale for the selection of a given diatomic system or
series usually comes from a direct experimental or programmatic interest. Currently, we are studying alkali dimers whose
properties are of interest in fusion technology, a series of fluorides in collaboration with the Chemical Engineering Division,
atmospheric diatoms related to aeronomic modeling, and metal
chlorides that are being concurrently studied experimentally in
the Physics Division.
These studies have successfully predicted binding energies,
electron affinities, and ionization potentials and, in some cases,
aided in settling an experimental controversy. They also, through
their direct relation to an ongoing experiment, have provided a
framework for interpreting results as they occur.
We intend to continue these collaborative studies. Among the
systems scheduled for study in the near future are heavy-metal
hydrides whose properties are of possible importance in containment problems connected with the CTR program, other diatomic
systems of energetic importance in the earth's atmosphere, und
interstellar species.
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Multiconfiguration Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) Wavefunctions, Chem. Phys., 56(4): 1769-1775 (1972).
03:277
ENERGY SURFACES, COLLISION THEORY, AND MO
LECULAR DYNAMICS. Wahl, A. C., A. Karo, A Wagner and
C. W. Wilson.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division)
In principle, if one has the details of the forces acting between
atoms and molecules and a complete knowledge of their low-lying
electronic states, predictions can be made of their scattering behavior and, if reactive, of their reactivity.
Because of the relatively recent ability of modern computational
theory to yield reliable energy quantities, it is possible to prediet collisional phenomenon and, alternately, reaction rates with
some confidence
This is usually done by solving Hamilton's classical equations
of motion for the interacting particles over the quantum mechanical energy surface for a statistically selected set of initial partide states. We are currently studying the chemical reactions
Li + H2 - LiH + H (collaboratively with LLL), H + Li 2 = LiH + Li,
and a variety of systems being concurrently studied by the Chemistry Division's Molecular Beam Group. These studies yield detailed knowledge and models of reaction mechanisms, charge, and
energy transfer processes.
We intend to continue studies of interest to the molecular beam
group and to apply similar techniques to selected energy-transfer
processes arising in radiation and photochemistry. When our
interaction potentials are completed for the heavy-metal hydrides,
a prediction of scattering cross reactions will be made. Molecular dynamics calculations will also be made in connection with
our program on molecules of atmospheric interest.
An effort will continue to carry these calculations all the way
to the first principal prediction of reaction rates.
03:278
THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF VAN DER WAALS
FORCES. Wahl, A. C., W. Stevens and G. Das (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).

THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY

Van der Waals forces dominate the low-energy collision and
interaction between atoms and molecules and much of their transport behavior. It is only recently that reliable techniques have
been developed for computing these small interaction energies on
a first principle basis. Our research group is engaged in the development of a sound theoretical model for the calculation of these
forces, which are very difficult to obtain from experimental
sources alone. Accurate predictions of the shape of the interaction potential have been made for He 2 , HeH, and LiHe. These
predictions were subsequently confirmed experimentally. We are
currently performing similar calculations on Ne 2 , Ar 2 , NaLi, and
Na 2 . We intend to do long-range calculations on heavy-metal hydrides of possible interest to CTR technology.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:279
THEORETICAL S'lUDIES OF A'ITMOSPHERIC TRIATOMIC AND DIATOMIC SPECIES. Wahl, A. C., C. W. Wilson
and R. Hosteny. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The spectra (both electronic and infrared) and kinetic behavior
of small atmospheric triatomic molecules under stressful atmospheric conditions are not well understood. The understanding of
these phenomena, which is fundamental to aeronomic modeling,
requires a knowledge of the energy surfaces governing the collision and recombination of the triatomic constituents and their
subsequent relaxation as well as the prediction of how these surfaces underlie other physical behavior.
Our current work on atmospheric systems consists of two parts.
First, a preliminary, critical review of the literature is being
undertaken to obtain all the available experimental and theoretical
information that would assist the construction of energy curves
for H20, CO2, 03, NO 2 , N20, and their ions. This critical review is
using as a reference a theoretical description of the electronic
structure of these molecules drawn from molecular orbital theory
and correlation rules as well as existing calculations. Energy
points in the neighborhood of the equilibrium geometry and at dissociation limits can be fixed from experiment.
In a few instances, notably 1120, energy surfaces can already be
constructed from existing theory and experiment. This initial review is not sufficient for a detailed construction of energy curves
but will be used to establish a list of calculations of varying corn! plexity and priority that can determine the energy surfaces to
pre-specified levels of accuracy. It is expected that priority will
be given to the determination of all energy surfaces arising from
ground and lowest excited state fragments and to the dominant
absorption features at the equilibrium geometry.
Second, a plalmed set of ab initio calculations is being undertaken on the top priority surfaces. At the equilibrium geometry
of the ground state accurate multiconfiguration self-consistent
field (MC-SCF) and configuration interaction (CI) calculations
will be undertaken to fix the vertical excitation energies of the
surface to the order of several tenths of an eV. At large internuclear separations a combination of perturbation and MC-SCF calculations will be performed to determine the medium-range behavior of all energy surfaces arising from low-lying energy
asymptotes.
Equilibrium positions of excited states and more extensive surveys of energy surfaces between equilibrium and asymptote will
then be calculated by the fastest, most reliable techniques that can
be used. The resulting energy surface will then be employed in
scattering and dynamics studies to yield spectra and the kinetic
behavior of these species.
STATISTICS IN STRUCTURE AND REACTIVITY THE03:280
ORY. Ehrenson, S. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
The objectives of the work described in this summary are to
explore the predictive and correlative abilities of various statistical methods as applied to the theory of molecular structure
and reactivity. Three main paths of investigation may be delineated.
Sophisticated Monte Carlo sampling techniques are being used
for the numerical integration, by the local energy method, of correlated wave functions for small molecules. Upon determination
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of efficient weighting functions for the sampling, attempts will be
made to extend the flexibility of wave functions limited by analytical integration problems. The James-Coolidge-Kolos functions for H2 are presently under investigation.
The effects of radial weighting on the expansion of various
exponential-type orbital functions in terms of Gaussian-type
orbitals are being scrutinized, using full nonlinear least squares
fitting procedures. Important weighting effects have been noted
for a number of expectation values, including energy, in the STO
expansions and SCF expansions for first-row atoms. Of continuing
concern is the modification of these effects when molecular orbitals are constructed from the atomic orbital expansions.
The properties of large molecules are being investigated by
concurrent application of statistical methods to experimental
data in the form of linear free energy equations and to the results of semiempirical MO theory for corresponding typical systems. Valid separations of inductive and resonance effects of
substituents on reactivities and physical properties of aromatics
are obtained from the dual-substituent linear free energy equation. Future interest lies in wider application of the correlation
equations and in the potential utility of charge and bond index
measures obtainable from the CNDO/2 method for correlation of
these separated effects.
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in Progress in Physical Organic Chemistry, Interscience Publishers, New York, Vol. 10, 1972.
__
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Molecular Energies, Theor. Chim. Acta (Berl.), 20: 17 (1971).
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Atomic Orbitals, Chem. Phys. Lett., 9: 521 (1971).
03:281
QUANTUM CHEMISTRY. Ehrenson, S., J. Muckerman, M. Newton (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry
Department).
This research is concerned with developing orbital theories of
quantum chemistry (valence bond, molecular orbital, and configuration interaction), and applying them to problems of molecular
structure, energetics, and reactivity, both at the ab initio and the
semiempirical level. Current ab initio structural studies involve
the nature of solvation complexes (e.g., solvated protons and electrons), the bonding in highly strained hydrocarbons, and biologically important conformational effects (e.g., the stereochemistry
of phosphate esters). For the solvation studies, the usual Schroedinger equation formalism has been extended to include the potential energy from a polarized dielectric continuum.
The potential energy surfaces for several reactive systems
have also been investigated. For the F + H2 - FH + H reaction,
a semiempirical (LEPS) surface has been generated and used in
extensive dynamical studies, leading to a detailed microscopic
analysis of the kinetics in good agreement with available experimental data. More general semiempirical valence bond methods
are being developed for more complex systems such as CH 4 + 11.
Various abstraction and exchange modes for the latter reaction
have also been studied by molecular orbital calculations. Ab
initio configuration interaction calculations have been initiated
to elucidate the mechanisms of reactions of hot "C atoms in dif1
ferent electronic states (3P, D, iS) with alkane substrates and
their halogen derivatives.
PUBLICATIONS
Newton, M. D., and S. Ehrenson, Ab Initio Studies on the Structures and Energetics of Inner and Outer Shell Hydrates of H+
and OH-, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 4971 (1971).
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Ehrenson, S., and M. D. Newton, Ab Initio Studies of Hydrogen
Exchange and Abstraction in the H + CH4 System, Chem. Phys.
Lett, 13: 24 (1972).
Weston, R. E., and S. Ehrenson, Hydrogen Exchange and Abstraction in the H + Cl-I 4 System as Calculated by the CNDO/2 Method,
Chem. Phys. Lett., 9: 351 (1971).
03:282
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF MOLECULAR COLLISION DYNAMICS.
Muckerman, James T. (Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
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This work is directed towards the prediction of single-collision
phenomena in the gas phase, with energy transfer and chemical
.eaction receiving the major emphasis. In the category of energy
transfer the research is concerned with the calculation of cross
sections and isotope effects in inelastic collisions, especially
those related to atomic recombination, fluorescence quenching,
collisional dissociation, and photodissociation. The research on
chemically reactive systems is directed towards the calculation
of reaction cross sections and rate constants, isotope effects, and
the deposition of the energy of reaction in reaction products. A
further aim of this project is to aid in the interpretation of results
of experimental dynamical studies carried out in this department
and elsewhere.
Current work, e.g., hydrogen recombination kinetics and ther1
mal and hot atom studies of reactions of fluorine atoms (' F in
the hot atom studies) with isotopes of hydrogen, employs both
classical and semiclassical interpretations of the exact numerical
solutions to Hamilton's equations of motion for a system of atoms
interacting according to an appropriate semiempirical potential
energy function. To convey the results of these calculations in the
most useful form, computer graphics and animation of numerical
data are also an integral part of this program.

Results on the fine structure splittings of a rovibronic level of a
linear triatomic molecule have been reported. Spin-spin interaction was found to give rise to additional, new splittings. Hyperfine
splittings, which are due to nuclear magnetic dipole and nuclear
electric quadrupole interactions, are presently under investigation. As for the diatomic molecules, the stretching vibrational
dependence on the coupling constants will be calculated.
We are also studying the energy and coherence transfer process
due to collision of the second kind. The coherence transfer process was studied by calculating the polarization of sensitized fluorescence, and coherence was found somewhat transferred in many
cases. This suggests that the collisional process does not randomize the phases of the excited states completely. We are now
studying the relative cross section of the sensitized fluorescence
when different pairs of fine structure levels of the excited states
are involved in the excitation transfer. The cross sections obtained this way can be compared directly with the known experimental results. The fine structure dependence of the energytransfer process gives direct dependence of energy transfer
versus angular momentum transfer.
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BASIC STUDIES OF ATOMIC DYNAMICS.
Fano, U.
(University of Chicago, Department of Physics, Chicago, Illinois
60637).
This project investigates the theoretical mechanisms of electron reactions with molecules and atoms, that is, of the detachmcnt, attachment, and energy-exchange processes of low-energy
electrons in matter.
One approach, which has been fruitfully emphasized here in
recent years, consists of separating a long-range (dissociation)
zone, where an electron experiences a simple Coulomb or other
attraction, from a short-range (close-coupling) zone where exchange and other many-body forces are essential. Up to this year,
we have analyzed various phenomena in the dissociation zone,
using boundary values of the electron's wave function at the edge
of the close-coupling zone as empirical parameters. The publications listed below are mainly examples of this work.
The next major objective is to develop analytic and numerical
methods for studying the close-coupling zone by itbelf and thus
producing ab initio values of the boundary parameters to replace
the empirical values.
Much attention is directed now to the connection between inner
shell photoabsorption spectra of atoms and molecules and analogous, but still unexplained, structures in spectra of ionic
In molecules, electronegative atoms present
ttals.
letclrsTlcr
a barrier to etc-Tron escape. Analogous barriers lo occur in
crystals but only when the electrons emerge from a localized
hole. Tb entroject's
orientation may thus be veerilnfrom
gaseous to condensep
gaseous ase.to condensedphase.
tUJBLICATIUNS
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THEORY OF LOW-ENERGY ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR COLLISIONS. Miller, William H. (Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
The overall goal of our research program is a detailed understanding of atomic and molecular collision dynamics in the lowenergy region of primary chemical interest (i.e., collision energies from thermal energy up to several electron volts). Current
work is involved with developing a general semiclassical theory
of molecular dynamics. Much progress has already been achieved
in this direction, and effort is now concentrated in extending these
methods to the description of classically forbidden (i.e., tunnelingj
processes for which the usual classical trajectory methods are
completely inapplicable. Two examples of such tunneling processes that are extremely important at thermal energy are vibrational energy transfer in simple diatomic molecules and reactive
collisions for which there is a significant activation barrier.
Initial results for the linear H + H2 reaction show that the semiclassical theory accurately describes the tunneling region below
the classical threshold, which is the dominant factor in the thermal energy rate constant. Another application in progress is a
full three-dimensional calculation of vibrational energy transfer
in collisions of Il2 and He; this work employs an accurate potential energy surface and should thus give physically meaningful
results to compare with recent shock tube measurements of the
vibrational relaxation time. Three-dimensional calculations of
the H + H2 reaction are also planned.
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03:284
THEORETICAL STUDY OF FINE AND HYPERFINE
STRUCTURES AND THEIR EFFECT ON RADIATIVE INTERACTION AND ENERGY-TRANSFER PROCESSES. Chow Chiu,
Lue-yung (Howard University, Department of Chemistry, Washington, D. C. 20001).
Rotational and vibrational effects on the fine and hyperfine structure of a diatomic and a triatomic molecule have been studied.
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PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY WITI EMPHASIS ON THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES.
Pitzer, Kenneth S. (Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
Aqueous solutions of several solutes, usually electrolytes, are
of enormous practical importance in situations all the way from
the separation processes for spent nuclear fuel to the biological
processes in the human body. While very dilute solutions of single
solutes were investigated intensively and, in most cases, successfully several decades ago, the theoretical basis for concentrated solutions, for mixed solutes, and for solutions containing
multiply charged ions of each sign is far from satisfactory. Several closely related investigations will attack these problems with
the objective of making possible predictions of the properties of
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mixed electrolytes of realistically high concentration from a minimum of experimentally determined parameters.
Statistical theories are being developed that are applicable to
mixtures of ions of different sizes as well as different electrical
charges. Separately, but with guidance from theory, we are testing various schemes for empirical representation of the properties of mixed electrolytes. Sufficient progress has been made in
both areas to give confidence of a successful outcome of this program. X-ray-scattering studies are planned for a few solutes with
very heavy ions where ion scattering will dominate that from the
solvent in order to check the radial distribution predicted theoretically.
PUBLICATION
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ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY
Studies of equilibrium and kinetic isotope effects and isotope
separations.
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Pitzer, K. S., Thermodynamic Properties of Aqueous Solutions of
Bivalent Sulfates, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans., 11, 68- 101
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MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF
ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN BIOLOGICALLY IMPORTANT SYSTEMS.
.S
H K
H. L. D
K,
.; Cr,
Katz, J. J.; Crespi, H. L.; DaBoll, H.; Kostka, A.; Smith, U.;
Uphaus, R. A.; and Norris, J. R. Jr.
(Argonne National LaboraChemistry Division).

Our research involves the application of stable isotopes (2H,
STRUCTURES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF SOME
33:287
5N
C,
, O, 180) to chemical, biological, and biophysical probHuang, J. J. and M. E. Schwartz (UniMOLECULAR IONS.
lems. Our current activities fall into three categories: (l)cultiversity of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
vation of living organisms of highly unnatural isotopic composiThe geometries and binding energies of univalent molecular
tion and the extraction of compounds of biological significance
ions are investigated by various quantum mechanical methods.
therefrom; (2) structure and function of proteins and enzymes;
This work was initiated as a first step toward theoretical studies
and 3) the role of chlorophyll in the light conversion act in
of ion-molecule and ion-clustering reactions. A simplified diphotosynthesis. In these studies, proteins and photosynthetic
.t,)mics-in-molecules (DIM) energy expression was delrived to
pigments of unnatural isotopic composition are key elements in
make possible easy calculations of approximate potential energy
the research
We are growing various algae, bacteria, etc., on the 160-1
functions for Mf3 ions. Detailed application has been made for H11.
With partition of the total binding energy into appropriate diatomic
(50-gal.) scale in pure heavy water (99.8% 2H20) for the producbond energies, the DIM scheme is useful in increasing our underion of euterated organisms and compounds. The cultivation of
standing of the nature of chemical bonding in these molecular ions.
organisms of unusual composition has been extended to "C-algae
3
-elf-consistent field molecular orbital (SCF-MO) calculations are
fed CO,. These organisms then serve as the source of deuterated
.:so carried out for H3 and Hf systems. Hf is found to have a
(or t3C-) proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, photosynthetic pigments,
most stable geometry corresponding to an H3 ... H2 complex of
and the like. Of particular importance is the development of iso-verall C2, symmetry, in which the H2 sits about 3 au from the
tope hybrid compounds that are essentially fully deuterated except
i3 apex and perpendicular to the Hf plane. This ab initio predicordinary 'H introduced by biosynthesis into specified positions
:ion provides a direct indication that H13is the clustering center
of the molecule. Thus, isotope hybrid proteins are obtained by
The calculated binding energy of 4.25 kcal/mole leads to AH =roinorganisms
in 220 on III-amino acids, which results in
+
6.35 kcal/mole for H3 + H2 - H, in good agreement with expertproteins that are fully deuterated except for the particular IHmental data from ion-molecule kinetics.
amino acid(s) introduced by biosynthesis into side-chain positions.
Pseudopotential+ calculations for the systems of Li, Li 2H+,
We plan to put another tank into operation, and to extend our opera
LiH+, Na3j, Na 2 Li , NaLif, Na2 H1, and NaH-I are in progress.
tions to cultivate organisms that are depleted in etC (by using
t3
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03:288
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF TIIE HYDRATED ELECTRON BY USE OF A MOLECULAR CLUSTER MODEL. Naleway,
Conrad A., Maurice E. Schwartz and Koichi Funabashi (Universit3
of Notre Dame, Radiation Laboratory).
High quality ab initio SCF-MO studies have been made on systems of one and two water molecules plus an extra electron for
numerous different geometries. The energetics of these systems
are such that a natural trap for an electron happens to correspond
to the well-known Bjerrum faults used to describe properties of
ice.
An extension of these ab initio studies on the dimer model of
H2O plus an excess electron is being directed along two alternate
routes.
The first approach involves essentially a modified version of
the Hiickel (tight binding) approximation where all interaction energies are based on the more detailed dimer study. Both single
as well as multiband approximations are being investigated.
The second approach attempts to describe the excess electron
within a one-electron pseudopotential model. Here all molecular
sites are represented as pseudopotential sites. The excess electron wave function will be determined (variationally) within this
pseudopotential field. Later extension of the work will embed the
molecular cluster plus electron in a dielectric continuum.
Both approaches should lead to a more detailed understanding
of the electronic absorption spectrum and of the actual trapping
site for the hydrated electron.
ALSO SEE Heavy Element Chemistry: 03:86; Radiation Chemistry: Other; 03:137, 03:147, 03:152, 03:153, 03:154, 03:155;

12CO0 from which the C has been stripped) to serve as a source
of 3(C-free compounds.
Because organisms and compounds of unusual isotopic composition find important uses in magnetic resonance spectroscopy, ve
have an active instrumentation program to develop new and better
ways for making effective use of these substances. We have interfaced our nuclear magnetic and electron spin resonance spectrometers to a central Sigma V computer. We are now in the process
of interfacing our superconducting 220-MHz spectrometer to the
central computer and are well advanced in the direction of using
the computer not only for data acquisition and processing, but also
for controlling the actual operation of the spectrometer. The great
increase in the productivity of these expensive instruments already realized has made it possible to carry out 'H magnetic
resonance at unnatural abundance ('H in small amounts embedded
in a deuterated compound) with remarkable simplification of the
spectra. We are actively planning to interface our ENPOR spectrometer to the Sigma V computer, and to develop stoc.,...ic excitation of spectra for t3C magnetic resonance.
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Acta, 256 611 (1972)
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03:290
TRITIUM FRACTIONATION BETWEEN WATER AND
PROTEINS OR POLYPEPTIDES. R. E. Weston, Jr. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
It is estimated that by the end of the century the rate of production of tritium by ternary fission in nuclear power reactors
will equal the natural rate of production by cosmic rays. Therefore, there is some concern about the uptake of tritium by biological systems and by molecules of biological significance. An
isotope exchange equilibrium of the form
AH + BT = AT + BH
will, in general, have an equilibrium constant different from unity.
This isotopic fractionation is being investigated in the exchange of
tritium between water and polypeptides or proteins, using a freezedrying method to separate the two components. The results obtained for random-chain polyalanine indicate that the fractionation
of tritium is quite small in this system. These studies will be extended to polyamino acids with an alpha-helical structure and to
proteins.
There is also interest in enlarging this program to include measurements of the rate of exchange of tritium between biologically
active molecules and water. In particular, it has been suggested
that the exchange from an enzyme inhibitor or cofactor will be
influenced by the presence of the enzyme. This should provide a
method for investigation of the active site of the enzyme.
03:291
PHENOMENOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF QUANTUM MER. E. Weston, Jr., M. J. Stern (DeCHANICAL TUNNELING.
partment of Chemistry, Yeshiva University).
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department.
The rate constant for a chemical reaction involving the motion
of hydrogen atoms or ions may be affected by quantum mechanical
tunneling through the barrier separating reactants from products.
Kinetic isotope effects have often been cited as evidence for this
quantum phenomenon.
We are investigating this area, by means of computer experiments in which model reactants and activated complexes are used
to calculate vibrational frequencies and rate constant ratios. The
specific effects we are searching for are: (i) abnormal differences
between isotope effects caused by deuterium and tritium substitution and (ii) abnormal temperature dependence of the deuterium
isotope effect, as indicated by large curvatures in the Arrhenius
plot, or by abnormal intercepts in such a plot.
Results obtained so far indicate that (i) is not a useful criterion
for tunneling whereas (ii) has some merit as a criterion.
PUBLICATIONS
Stern, M. J., and P. C. Vogel, Relative Tritium-Deuterium Isotope Effects in the Absence of Large Tunneling Factors, J. Am.
Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 4664 (1971).
Schneider, M. E., and M. J. Stern, Arrhenium Pre-Exponential
Factors for Primary Hydrogen Kinetic Isotope Effects, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc., 94: 1517 (1972).
STUDIES OF CARBON ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION.
03:292
Takanobu Ishida. Brooklyn College of The City University of
New York, Chemistry Department, Bedford Ave and Avenue 11,
Brooklyn, New York 11210.
The primary purpose of this investigation is to find chemical
13
and physical means for effectively fractionating C from its natural abundance. To achieve this objective, experiments are being
conducted to obtain data necessary for engineering evaluation of
such processes, and theoretical studies are being carried out to
interpret such data in light of the isotope effect theory.
Currently, low-temperature distillation of fluorinated hydrocarbons, in particular, chlorotrifluoromethane, tetrafluoromethane, dichlorofluoromethane, chlorodifluoromethane, and fluoroform, is being studied. Systems for chemical purification, two
distillation columns covering temperatures from -195 to 0°C, and
a catalytic system for the decomposition of the fluorinated methanes to carbon dioxide have been assembled. The unit stage separation factor for the fractionation of 3C will be obtained from the
transient behavior of the distillation process.
The shift in zero-point energy on condensation of fluorinated
hydrocarbons, due to London dispersion force and various other
intermolecular interactions in the liquid phase, is being evaluated.
A preliminary result shows that the isotopic inverse vapor pressure effect is most likely to occur in CC1F3 and CF 4 at temperatures -80°C and with CC12 F2 at temperatures near 0°C. Effects of
molecular forces on the isotope effect on thermodynamic properties are under investigation in the light of orthogonal expansion of
the reduced partition function.

PUBLICATIONS
Bigeleisen, J., T. Ishida, and W. Spindel, Correlation of Isotope
Effects with Molecular Forces. [I. Triatomic Molecules. J.
Chem. Phys., 55: 5021 (1971).
03:293
THEORETICAL STUDIES ON ISOTOPIC MASS
Max Wolfsberg.
University of
EFFECTS IN CHEMISTRY.
California, Department of Chemistry, Irvine, California 92664.
Theoretical studies are being carried out on isotopic mass
effects on physical and chemical properties of molecules.
The role of vibrational anharmonicity on isotope effects, in
particular isotope effects on equilibria, is being further investigated. Anharmonicity computer programs will be extended to
handle more complicated molecules. The evaluation of accurate
isotopic partition function ratios (including the effect of anharmonicity) for a variety of molecules will be continued.
Most thinking about isotope effects has been carried out with
use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, within the framework of which the potential energy surface for nuclear motion
is independent of isotopic substitution. Calculations have been
almost completed of the effect of corrections to the BornOppenheimer approximation on isotopic exchange equilibria
involving a number of diatomic hydrides and deuterides. The
corrections are significant. The calculations will be extended.
Average values of mean amplitudes and mean square amplitudes of molecular vibrations will be calculated to elucidate
isotope effects on some molecular properties.
Classical equations of motion have been integrated exactly to
study energy transfer between translations, rotations, and vibrations in nonreactive collisions between molecular systems. Future work in this area will concentrate on collisions between
triatomic molecules and atoms.
PUBIICATIONS
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Kelley, J. D., and M. Wolfsberg, Exact Classical Calculations on
Collisional Energy Transfer to Diatomic Molecules with a
Rotational and a Vibrational Degree of Freedom, J. Chem.
Phys., 53: 2967-2977 (1970).
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SEPARATION OF ISOTOPES. T. I. Taylor. Columbia University Chemistry Department, New York City, N. Y. 10027.
Chemical exchange between carbon dioxide (CO2) and amine
carbamates (R2 NCOIHNR2) results in a concentration of 180 in the
gas and 13C in the solution phase. A solvent carrier system with
thermal reflux for stripping the carbon dioxide from the carbamate is used to test the effectiveness of different amines and
solvents. Di-n-butylamine (DNBA) in triethylamine (TEA) as
solvent was shown to be practical for the concentration of 13C.
A six-section cascade for the preparation of 90% 13C is being
operated to study some of the characteristics of the system.
Measurements of single stage separation factors (a) for different amine carbamatc systems by batch and by multistage techniques are being continued. Correlations are being made between
the effectiveness of amines for separation of tC and their struct
ure, reaction rates, and thermodynamic properties as well as the
physical characteristics of their solutions.
Although nitrogen with more than 99.9% and less than 0.0002%
15
has
been prepared by the exchange of NO with HNO,, studies
N
on the kinetics of the reaction are not yet completed. Further
st u
es
lu d e
di
nc
the low-temperature gas chromatographic separation of nitrogen and oxygen isotopes using complexes of nitric
oxide.
PUBLICATIONS
Agrawal, J. P., Enrichment of 13C by Chemical Exchange of Carbon Dioxide with Amine Carbamates in Nonaqueous Solvents,
Separ. Sci., 6(6): 831 (1971).
, Fractionation of 180 and 13C Isotopes by Chemical Exchange
of Carbon Dioxide with Amine Carbamates, Separ. Sci., 6(6): 819
(1971).
Mathur, B. P., Effect of Chemical Exchange Between D2 and HBr
on the Thermal Diffusion Separation of D and H in a Trennschaukel, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 3966 (1971).
03:295
TUNNELING IN PROTON-TRANSFER REACTIONS IN
SOLUTION. Saligrama C. SubbaRao. Lincoln University, Pennsylvania 19352.
There are now a number of investigations of proton-transfer reactions in solution which substantiate the importance of tunnel cor-
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rections. From the existing experimental evidence it is possible
o make some tentative generalizations about the factors that
favor tunneling. The suppositions that seem plausible are that
tunneling is favored (a) by a high contribution to the activation energy from repulsion, (b) by a symmetrical energy barrier, and
(c) in aqueous solutions.
The data obtained so far tend to be fragmentary and refer to
substrates that have little in common with one another. Much more
experimental work is needed especially on related series of reac'ions and on solvent effects to understand the significance of tunncling in proton-transfer reactions. Investigations of this nature,
ipart from confirming the importance of tunneling corrections,
rill enlarge our knowledge of the shapes and dimensions of the
.nergy barriers and improve our picture of transiton states.
+
+
Rates of base-catalyzed H+, D , and T transfer from several
.cetylpyridines, acetylfurans, and acetylthiophene will be measured in aqueous medium with the following primary objectives:
(a) to see whether the variation in rate as a function of modification to the structure of the substrate could be quantitatively explained; (b) to obtain values of the kinetic hydrogen isotope effects
and to see whether the changes could be qualitatively and quantitatively explained, an this respect accurate work over a wide temperature range should assist in a more complete explanation of
'he problem.); (c) to see whether curved Arrhenius plots could be
obtained and, if so, whether curvature arose from quantum mechanical leakage of protons through the energy barrier. (If tunheling is confirmed then the dimensions (height and width) of the
energy barriers will be calculated.); (d) to see whether deviations
from Brgnsted's relation could be observed when tunneling is
significant
in reactions where steric hindrance is not important
(It is interesting to see whether it will be possible to observe
different
different values
values of
of /3 from
from isotopic
isotopic studies
studies whens
when tounneling
tunneling is
is
important.); and (e) to test the validity of Swain's relation systematically. (Since the Swain relationship has had few empirical
tests and its general validity has been questioned on theoretical
grounds, such a study seems necessary.)
03:296
PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF ISOTOPIC MOLECULES.
G M. Begun, (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Divi-i
on.)
The recent commercial development of a tuneable laser in the
..-ar infrared makes possible a promising area of researchphotochemistry in the electronic ground state. With such a laser
it appears feasible to excite C- H, C = 0, C = N, C = C, and C C
bond vibrations selectively to the third or fourth overtone by a
single photon process. With sufficiently nearly monochromatic
beams, isotopically specific activation could be performed with
the possibility of isotopic separation upon reaction. This would
have
of isotopic
n reaction. This wuld
have an
an advaposility
advantage
over theseparatipo
electronic excitation
in conventional
hotochemistry in that the subsequent reaction would not so likely
proceed via a free radical chain mechanism and thus destroy the
specificity. However, the potential for economic isotope separations depends on numerous factors which we intend to explore. To
implement this objective, a quadrupole spectrometer has been
designed andl constructed in such a manner that photochemical reactions may be conducted in the ion source region for continuous
monitoring and analysis. Initially, studies will be made of the
isotopic reactions of Cl 2 with CO, CH2F2, C4H8, and C2H 4 at low
pressures. Later, we expect to examine reactions of activated
CO, COS, SC12 , SO 2 , and SOC12 with various substrates with the
aim of fractionating carbon and/or sulfur isotopes.
"~~~~~~~--~~~~~~
03:297
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
C. J. Collins, B. M. Benjamin, and V. F. Raaen.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The general theme of this work is the application of isotopic
methods, together with such techniques as NMR, ir, gas chromatography, and high-speed computing to problems of organic
chemistry, both pure and applied. A continuing major interest
is the identification of reactive intermediates in a wide variety
reactions that proceed through carbonium ions. In connection
ith air pollution, we are studying reactions of "4CO with reactants that we hope will give carbonium ions in the gas phase to see
whether these cations can trap CO.
The complications in some of our research presented by many
alternative reaction pathways have been made tractable by a computer program that can search out all such pathways and tabulate
them systematically. This has explained an apparently anomalous
product appearing in low yield in a reaction of a deuterated compound, and discovered by a neutron diffraction study of the prod14
uct. Kinetic isotope effects of C and deuterium are being investigated to gain more information about reaction mechanisms, since
isotope effect criteria now exist that should tell us whether solvolytic reactions proceed through intermediates or transition
states.
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03:298
ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY. J. S. Drury, G. M. Begun,
L. L. Brown, L. Landau, D. A. Lee. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Chemical reactions that may serve for fractionating isotopes,
or for performing other difficult separations, are being examine systematically. Since the chemical exchange technique is
most effective for low-mass nuclides, most of our studies are
concerned with elements of the first three rows of the periodic
chart, but because of the great economic importance of uranium
isotopes, that element is also being examined. In general, our
investigations are designed to measure the equilibrium constants
and kinetics of the exchange reactions, to establish the feasibility
of refluxing each isotopic species, to determine pertinent physical
and chemical properties of the molecules concerned, and to assess
the economic feasibility of the proposed separation process.
Currently, the chemistry of sulfur is being examined with the
view of developing a gas-liquid, countercurrent exchange process
that can be thermally refluxed. Single-stage fractionation factors
2
34
in the range 1.01 to 1.02 for S/ S separations have been measured for reactions involving methyl sulfide and its molecular
addition compounds. The prospects for developing a useful system
appear attractive.
Measurements are also being made of the isotopic fractionations
attainable by ion exchange; Separation factors are being measured
for the isotopes of cobalt, calcium, and uranium on sulfonated
styrene- divinylbenzene copolymers, polystyrene- divinylbenzenequaternary amine copolymers, zirconium oxysalts, carboxylic acid
resins, and chelating resins.
New, ultraprecise measurements of the isotopic equilibrium
constants in exchange reactions involving gaseous and liquid uraestablish definitively what contribution, if any, the chemical exchange technique can make to the
economics of uranium isotope separation.
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03:299
ROTATIONAL ORDERING IN THE SOLID MOLECULAR
HYDROGENS. David White. (University of Pennsylvania, Department of Chemistry, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104).
The nature of the intermolecular interactions in the solid and
liquid state of the isotopic hydrogens, both radial- and angulardependent (anisotropic), are being investigated by pulsed nuclear
magnetic resonance and calorimetric techniques. In the liquid
state the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
in deuterium is being used to examine the mechanism of molecular diffusion as well as the magnitude of the electric quadrupolar
anisotropic intermolecular interactions in both the ground rotational state (J=0, 1=2) and first excited state (J=1, I=1). In the
solid state, the mechanism of the cooperative ordering of the
molecular orientations in the cubic phase of deuterium is being
investigated by spin-lattice relaxation measurements employing
a spin-echo technique, and from specific heat measurements.
Here again the studies focus mainly on the electric quadrupolar
anisotropic interactions, which give rise to the librational excitation spectrum in solids consisting of mixtures of ortho and para
4
nuclear spin species. Currently under development is a 3He- He
dilution refrigerator for extension of the above studies down to
25 millidegrees, while at the same time permitting measurements
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at higher pressures where the influence of the valence overlap on
the intermolecular interactions in the ordered solid, as well as
any effects due to crystal anisotropy, may be seen.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:300
LOW-TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYTIC ENRICHUniversity
MENT OF TRITIUM IN WATER. Robert L. Wolke.
of Pittsburgh, Wherrett Laboratory of Nuclear Chemistry,
Department of Chemistry, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.
The objective of this work is to develop a novel and highly
efficient isotopic enrichment method for tritium in water. The
method involves electrolysis of the water as a solute in liquid
0
sulfur dioxide at -77 C. This project is currently in a preliminary
stage in which the chemical and electrolytic reactions that take
place are being characterized under various conditions. Plans are
to develop the method on a small scale but not to scale it up for
large sample enrichment or to apply it to studies of environmental
or geologic processes.
03:301
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IN ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY.
(University of Rochester, Department of
Jacob Bigeleisen.
Chemistry, River Campus, Rochester, New York 14627).
Experimental and theoretical studies arc directed toward the
establishment and understanding of the relationship between isotope effects and molecular and intermolecular forces. Theory and
experiment show that effects arising from isotopic substitution
are associated almost exclusively with the molecular and intermolecular forces acting at the site of substitution. Thus, isotope
effect studies are force probes at the atomic scale. The current
experimental program utilizes this property of isotope effects to
study liquid structure in simple atomic and molecular fluids.
Measurements of vapor pressure isotope effects on simple solids
(Ar, Kr, CO2) is yielding information on the lattice energy and
hindered rotation in the solid. Studies of the approach of the isotope fractionation factor for liquid and gaseous argon to the critical temperature have established a critical exponent for /2jl 2
(V U),, not too different from the density index 3.
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03:302
A NUCLEAR
03:302 MAGNETIC
MAGNETIC
A NUCLEARRESONANCE
RESONANCE STUDY
STUDY OF
OF THE
THE
GAS-LIQUID
ITS ISOTOPIC
GAS- LIQUID CRITICAL
CRITICAL POINT
POINT IN
IN HYDROGEN
HYDROGEN AND
AND ITS
ISOTOPIC
MODIFICA1IONS. Max Lipsicas.
(Yeshiva University, Belfer
Graduate School of Science, 2495 Amsterdam Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10033).
This work represents a detailed nmr study of the gas-liquid
critical region in H2 and its isotopic modifications, HD and D2.
The nmr measurements encompass spin lattice relaxation times,
T1, relative density, p, (proportional to the amplitude of the nmr
signal) and self-diffusion coefficient, D, (by spin labeling). All
measurements are made for both the gas and liquid phases.
The first part of this study is directed at the H2 system itself.
H2 is in reality a quantum mechanical two-component mixture of
ortho-hydrogen (1=1, J=1) and para-hydrogen (1=0, J=0). (Only the
lowest rotational states need to be considered at the temperature
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of the experiments). The aim of our work is to obtain information
on:
(1) The dependence of Tc and Pc on the ortho-H2/para-H2 ratio.
We examine the coexistence curve both by measuring gas and
liquid relative densities, pg and pl, and by measuring T1 for the
gas and liquid phases. The coexistence curve for a quantum
system is of great interest, as well as the dependence of the coexistence curve, and of Tc and Pc, on the ortho-H 2 /para-H2 ratio.
(2) The proton spin-lattice relaxation time T1. T1 for an orthoH2 /para-H2 mixture depends on both two-body and three-body
molecular correlations. By examining T, as a function of the
ortho-H 2 /para-H 2 ratio, it is possible to separate out the integrated three-body molecular correlation in the critical fluid, and
hence obtain information on critical fluctuations.
(3) The behavior of the self-diffusion coefficient in the critical
region. Information is still lacking on the behavior of transport
properties in the critical region, and especially in quantum mechanical systems.
In later stages of this study we will examine D2 and HD in a
similar way. In HD there are no nuclear symmetry considerations and thus only D2 exists in ortho and para forms. HD is, however, still a quantum mechanical fluid and will be studied both by
proton magnetic resonance and deuteron magnetic resonance. In
addition to acquiring information on the critical behavior of D,
and HD, it will be possible to compare the behavior of H2 , D2 , and
HD and thus examine the way in which quantum mechanical considerations affect the critical regime.
A specially constructed cryostat is being used for this work. The
cryogenic fluid is liquid para-hydrogen and a combination of helium
exchange gas and a heat rod are being used to establish a very
constant, and thermal gradient-free, temperature over the sample.
The system is designed to allow running times under constant conditions for many hours to ensure that all measurements are made
at thermal equilibrium. The required ortho-para mixture is made
in a catalysis chamber located in the working space of the cryostat. After catalysis to the required mixture ratio, the mixture is
allowed to enter the sample cell via a special cold valve, which is
then closed off.
Preliminary measurements of T, and p have been made and we
are now in the process of obtaining final data on normal hydrogen
0
(75 / ortho). The measurements will then be extended to samples
of lower ortho-H 2 concentration.
STABLE ISOTOPE STUDIES. William Spindel.
03:303
(Yeshiva University, Department of Chemistry, Belfe Graduate
School of Science, 2495 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, New York
10033).
The primary objective of this research program is to gain a
better understanding of the magnitudes and bases of isotope ex
change equilibria involving the light elements, such as carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen, and to apply this knowledge toward the development of more efficient and economical processes for concentrating the rarer isotopes of these elements.
Our studies involve both theoretical and experimental aspects
of isotope effect studies. Recent theoretical studies have been
concerned with an examination of the relationships between reduced partition function ratios of isotopic molecules and molecular
force constants in diatomic and triatomic molecules. These rclationships were elucidated by developing the partition functions in
terms of finite orthogonal polynomial expansions. Currently we
are attempting to develop a program for estimating force constants (or changes in force constants upon condensation) directly
from measurements of equilibrium isotope effects and their temperature dependences (such as vapor pressure ratios of isotopic
molecules) by the application of the same type of polynomial
expansions.
Some preliminar experiments have been carried out on the
fractionation of 3C bv the distillation of phosgene (COC1). An
inverse isotope effect has been observed at 0C, with 3C concentrating in the distillate. These experiments will be continued
and relative magnitudes
and extended to determine the absolute
2
0
oof
f tthe
h e vvapor
p o r pressure ratios for ' C/ C and 18()/1O60 in this comp
ratios
for
C/C
O/O in'he
thisfeasicomppound, and to observe their temperature and
dependence.
bility of phosgene distillation for "'C enrichment will be examined.
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known interaction of valence electrons in the solid state. (c)
ISOTOPE EFFECTS ON RATE AND EQUILIBRIUM
03:304
Rare earth alloys and compounds, in which the well-shielded
Marvin J. Stern. (Yeshiva University, Depart"ROCESSES.
4f shell is used as a probe for determining the magnitude of
inent of Chemistry, Belfer Graduate School of Science, Amsterdam
interactions such as crystal field effects. These interactions
Avenue, New York, New York 10033).
are critical to the magnetic behavior of the rare earths. Work
The underlying and unifying theme of the researches carried
for the immediate future involves: (a) testing the two dimenout under this contract has been the study of isotope effects from
sionality of the interaction in ((CH 3)2 NH2 ) 2MnCI 4 by a thermal
a theoretical point of view in order: (i) to gain a better underand magnetic study of the isostructural compound ((CH 3 CH 2
standing of the causes and manifestations of the basic isotope
effect phenomena that have both academic and practical applicaCH2)2NH 2)2 MnCI 4 in which propylammonium groups lead to
interlayer spacings larger than in the methylammonium comtions and (ii) to develop methods for extracting, from experimental
pound; (b) revision of a currently operating program for tight
data, important physicochemical information such as the extent of
binding band calculations of AxMO 3 solids to include three and
quantum mechanical tunneling through a potential energy barrier
four center interactions; and (c) completion of initial susand bonding-force changes occurring during a chemical reaction.
ceptibility measurements on a Lu-Tm alloy to complement a
Although the researches that have been carried out have been althermal study of the crystal field interaction in rare earth
most exclusively theoretical, it is now planned to change the
metals.
nature of the program into a combined experimental-theoretical
one. Current projects in this program are: (i) a theoretical study
of the manifestations of quantum mechanical tunneling on kinetic
U
ATON
isotope effects; (ii) the theoretical development of a method of
extracting detailed information as to the force constant changes
Gerstein, B C., and F. Olander, Initial Susceptibility Study of
occurring during a reaction from secondary deuterium kinetic
Thermal Hysteresis in Gd in the Neighborhood of the Curie
isotope effects; and (iii) an experimental study, using the stopped-requency
epedence of the Magnetization, . Appl
flow method, of proton-transfer, ion-pair formation reactions.
4
)
n
Future researches will include the use of the stopped-flow and
Phy., 42: 3438 (1971).
Hea
.
, ad
. Speddi,
W. A. Taylor
temperature-jump methods to study the effects of quantum mechanical tunneling on kinetic isotope effects, especially as they
relate to processes of fundamental biochemical and biophysical
4723 (1971).
,_____I F. D. Gehring and R. D. Willett, Models and Magnetism
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03:305
THERMODYNAMIC
AND MAGNETC PROPE
S
OF SOLIDS. Gerstein, B. C. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
t
The present work in this group involves investigations of the
behavior of valence electrons in three types of simple model
solids via heat capacity and susceptibility measurements, and
tight binding band calculations. The systems chosen represent
a broad range of interactions in solids. These are: (a) Double
salts of the stoichipmetry AaMXb in which chains or sheets of
transition metal atoms, M, bridged by halogen atoms, X, areCrO,
separated by alkylated ammonium atoms, A. An example of
such a system is dimethylammoniumtetrachloromanganate(Il),
((CH 3)2NH,) 2MnC 4 , a two dimensional system. The thermodynamic behavior of these salts is used to test theoretical ap*proximations to the fundamental interaction leading to cooperative magnetism, a phenomenon extensively utilized in devices
such as computer memory cores and electric motors. (b)
AMO3 tungsten bronze-type nonstoichiometric oxides, in which
a 5d transition metal, M, forms an oxide that is capable of being
doped with another metal, A, (for example sodium) over a
composition range, x. Examples are alkali metal tungsten
bronzes, Na'WO3 , with 0 s x 5 0.9. These compounds are
valuable as model systems because they exhibit almost every

ceptibilities of Dimethylammonium Trichlorocuprate(II), and
Tetramethylammonium Trichloronickelate(II), J. Appl. Phys.,
42: 1932 (1972).
Taylor, W. A., B. C. Gerstein, W. D. Shickell, and F. H. Spedding,
A Thermal and Magnetic Study of Crystal Field Splittings in
Dilute Rare Earth Alloys I: Lu0.9035Er0o.05, J. Chem. Phys.,
56: 2722 (1972).
Spedding, F. H., D. C. Rulf, and B. C. Gerstein, Thermal Study of
Entropies and Crystal Field Splittings in Heavy Rare Earth
Trichloride Hexahydrates. Heat Capacities from 5-300°K, J.
Chem. Phys., 56: 1498 (1972).
03:306
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF INORGANIC
COMPOUNDS. Tevebaugh, A. D., and \V. N. Hubbard. (Argonne
National Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
Thermodynamic properties of selected inorganic substances are
being determined calorimetrically. The main thrust is to obtain
data for compounds of special interest in nuclear technology and
high-temperature chemistry. Two types of data are being sought:
room temperature enthalpies of formation and high-temperature
enthalpy increments. From these measurements, the high-temperature thermodynamic properties and the chemical equilibrium
behavior of a large variety of substances can be predicted. Combustion bomb calorimetry, hypergolic reaction calorimetry, and
flow reaction calorimetry, all with either oxygen or fluorine as
oxidants, and solution calorimetry are used in enthaipy of formation measurements. High-temperature enthalpy measurements
are being made by means of two drop calorimeters: one with a
operating temperature of about 1600'K and the other
a maximum operating temperature of about 2500'K.
Recent work has been the determination of the thermodynamic
properties of Na 2 C2 in equilibrium with sodium and graphite up to
This work is important because Na 2C2 is postulated as
being the species that transports carbon between various steel
structures in sodium-cooled reactors. Also of interest to the
LMFBR program is the stability of Na3UO 4 , a compound that may
form when fuel comes in contact with the sodium coolant. The
enthalpy of this compound from 600 to 800K was determined by
drop calorimetry.
Plans are being made to determine the thermodynamic properties of a number of other compounds of interest to the LMFBR
program. These compounds nclude Cso,
CsU,
Rb
pr
TF Tc
P
an
CF
,
Pu,
and
PuF
TeF 6 , T 2 3 ,
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The method is to measure the heat capacity (and related prope
ties such as heats of transition and fusion) between room ternperature and temperatures that are sufficiently low to permit a
reliable extrapolation to 0°K. From the heat capacity data it is
possible to calculate other properties important in chemical
thermodynamics, such as entropy, enthalpy increments from 0°K,
and Gibbs energy increments from 0°K. These results can be
combined with measurements of enthalpies of reaction at room
temperature and with heat capacity or enthalpy measurements
extending to high temperatures, in order to predict stability,
equilibrium constants, and electrode potentials that may be difficult or impossible to measure directly.
Low-temperature calorimetry can also provide information of
interest in solid state physics and in theoretical chemistry. For
example, Schottky anomalies and X anomalies may occur in the
heat capacity curve, which can be correlated with other properties such as magnetic susceptibility or which can yield the lowlying energy levels in the solid. The heat capacity curve may
supplement results obtained from theoretical lattice dynamics or
from inelastic scattering or from velocity-of-sound measurements. Another example is that a comparison of the entropy
calculated from the calorimetric data with the entropy calculated
from statistical mechanics can often be used to test a molecular
model or to evaluate a missing vibrational frequency or to
determine a barrier hindering internal rotations in the molecule.

03:307
THE INVESTIGATION OF ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS IN QUANTUM FLUIDS: THE THERMODYNAMICS AND
3
4
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF LIQUID He AND He. Abraham,
B. M. (J. B. Ketterson and P. R. Roach, Solid State Sciences
Division).
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The objective of the program is to gather thermodynamic and
transport data on liquid helium in the mK temperature range,
which can be used to test the predictions and calculations derived
from many-body theory. Many-body theory (quantum statistical
mechanics of interacting systems) impinges on nearly all of
modern physics, e.g., theories of the nucleus, of neutron stars,
of metals, and of superconductors; and the study of the thermot
dy3'mic
and transport properties of the two helium liquids (3 e
and Hlle) has played a key role in the development of the theory.
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03:309
CORRELATION OF ENTROPY AND ENERGY. Thorn,
R. J., and J. R. McCreary. (Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
Two principles based on statistical thermodynamic studies have
proven useful in guiding some of our efforts. The first may be
stated somewhat as follows: With increasing energy, as the temperature increases without limit, the entropy approaches a finite
value in a bound system which depends on the structure of the
system.
The second states that for a sequence of similar chemical reactions (in particular where orbital symmetry is conserved at the
reacting site) the change in entropy is monotonically related to
the change in enthalpy.
The latter principle is particularly useful in distinguishing
systematic from random errors and both are useful in developing
systematics which permit interpolation and extrapolation of
thermochemical data in a sequence of compounds.
As an example, we have rather complete information on the
enthalpies and entropies of fusion and sublimation for the lanthanide trifluorides. Two linearly correlated subsets of data are
found, corresponding to the two alternate crystal structures,
triclinic and orthorhombic.
These properties can be further correlated with the actual
energy levels found by photoelectron spectroscopy for this series.

03:308
LOW-TEMPERATURE CALORIMETRY OF COMPOUNDS OF HEAVY ELEMENTS AND OF REACTOR MATERIALS.
(Argonne NaOsborne, D. W., H. E. Flotow, and F. Schreiner.
tional Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The primary objective of this program is the determination of
thermodynamic properties of selected substances of potential
interest to the AEC. Among the substances currently being
studied are: (a) compounds of plutonium and uranium such as
242
242
PuF3 ,
PuF4, Na 3 UO4, and UFSi; (b) compounds of important
fission products such as cesium, molybdenum, and technetium
(e.g., Cs 2 O, Mo 2 C, and TcFG); and (c) other compounds of interest
in reactor technology such as Na 2 C2.
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3:310
COMPUTER EVALUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FROM SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DATA: THE PALLADIUM CHLORIDE-BROMIDE SYSTEM.
Newman, L., S.
Feldberg, and P. Klotz.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Department of Applied Science).
A computer method of evaluating equilibrium constants from
spectrophotometric data has been developed for the following
type of chemical system:
tN,
MXn, + nY = MYnXn,,n + nX

and quantitative information on critical point behavior; the space
and time dependence of the fluctuations are obtained from the
variation of scattered intensity with momentum and energy
transfer. The neutron-scattering technique has already yielded
valuable results on some prototype systems and will be applied
to new materials such as ferrites. Investigations will also be
carried out to test predictions of critical point behavior in
certain pyrite structures exhibiting a new form of field-induced
fcrromagnetism.

The basis of the technique is a novel and simple method of graphing the error surface in the region of minimum error. Extinction
coefficients for all species are also evaluated. Uncertainties in
log tfl, are estimated by comparison of values obtained in separate experiments.
Very precise spectrophotometric data (±0.001 absorbance units)
for the PdBrnCI1- tetrahedral complexes were obtained for a wide
range of lithium/bromidc/chloride concentration ratios. The calculated values of log tPn are in reasonable agreement with graphically analyzed data of previous workers.
The computer method was also used along with a graphical
method to evaluate equilibrium constants for measurements performed in acetonitrile. There is an almost statistical distribution of the species in both systems. However, the stability of
PdClj- is 102.4 times greater than that of PdBr[- in acetonitrile.
This is not only an inversion of the relative stability in water but
a change of 6.5 orders of magnitude.
It was also found that the measurement of mixed ligand complexation appears to be a better method of determining the
relative stability of simple ligand complexes than measurements
involving the individual systems.
Other systems will be the subject of future investigations.
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03:311
THE FORMATION CONSTANTS FOR THE MIXED
'IETAL COMPLEXES BETWEEN INDIUM(III) AND URANIUM(VI)
WITH MALIC, CITRIC, AND TARTARIC ACIDS. Newman, L.,
and P. Klotz.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of
Applied Science).
The formation of mixed metal complexes has not been examined
to any significant extent and very little quantitative data are
available concerning their formation constants. Such constants
have been determined for the mixed metal complexes between
indium(III) and uranium(VI) with malic, citric, and tartaric acids.
In the cases of malic and tartaric acids the equilibrium can be
written as
UO2+ + In3+ + 2 H3L = UO2nL2 + 6 11+.
The logarithms of the equilibrium constants are -7.62 for the
malate system and -7.14 for the tartrate. In the case of citric
acid the equilibrium is
UOJ+ + In

3+

+ 2 H4L = UO2InLJ

+

1+

+8 H

where two of the protons come from the hydroxyl groups. The
logarithm of the constant is -11.58. Infrared measurements on
trilaurylamine (tridodecylamine) extracts of the mixed metal
complexes have been made and are discussed.
The dimerization constant for the formation of (UO2 citrate)2
was determined potentiometrically and found to agree with the
literature values. However, arguments are presented for the
necessity of recalculating the values presented in the literature
for the equilibrium
UOJ

+

+.

+ HL = UO2L- + 3 H

The logarithms of the recalculated values are -7.40 for malate,
-6.30 for citrate, and -6.85 for tartrate.
03:312
STUDY OF CRITICAL PHENOMENA BY NEUTRON
SCATTERING.
Corliss, L. M., and J. M. Hastings.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
In the vicinity of magnetic ordering transitions, magnetic systems undergo large spontaneous spatial and temporal fluctuations
in the degree of local magnetic order. These fluctuation phenomena are characteristic of all second order phase transitions
and thus the critical point behavior of magnetic systems strongly
resembles that found, for example, in gas -liquid systems, in
binary liquid mixtures, and in order-disorder alloys. Second
order phase transitions are partially understood at present in
terms of microscopic models and theories of the general properties of correlation functions. Many of these ideas are'highly
speculative and consequently experimental confirmation is particularly important in guiding current theoretical efforts. Inelastic neutron spectrometry is now capable of providing detailed

Tucciarone, A., H. Y. Lau, L. M. Corliss, A. Delapalme, and
J. M. Hastings, Quantitative Analysis of Inelastic Scattering
in Two-Crystal and Three-Crystal Neutron Spectrometry;
Critical Scattering from RbMnF3, Phys. Rev., B, 4: 3206
(1971).
J
M
. Corliss, and . M. Hastings, Neutron Investigation
L.
of the Spin Dynamics in Paramagnetic RbMnF 3 , J. Appl. Phys.,
42: 1378 (1971).
J
-. M. Hastings, and L. M. Corliss, Theoretical and Experimental Spin Relaxation Functions in Paramagnetic RbMnF 3 ,
Phys. Rev. Lett., 26: 257 (1971).
HIGH-PRESSURE CHEMISTRY. Jura, George.
03:313
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
At the present time two general fields of investigation are being
pressed: the energetics of metals as a function of pressure and
temperature and the infrared spectra of materials of interest as a
function of pressure.
A technique for the determination of the heat capacity by a
pulse technique in the microsecond range has been developed.
The method can be used for heat capacity determination to very
high pressures. The temperature range in principle can vary
from 77°K upwards. The method is not restricted for use in
pressure apparatus. It can be used at one atmosphere, and the
preliminary work indicates that it is faster, and with the proper
instrumentation could be as good as and faster than the presently
available methods. Preliminary work has been done at one
atmosphere to a temperature of 750'C. There is no indication
in the experiments to indicate that this is an upper limit. In
principle, the method should be applicable to the melting point
of the pure or alloyed metal. The work has been done on metallic
iron from about 100°K to room temperature and pressures of
100 kbar, and the results seem to be consistent within a few
tenths of a percent. It is believed that even better results can
be obtained with better voltage-time measurements. It also
seems to be possible to determine the heats of transition between solid phases directly with the method. The heat leak in
the system must be more carefully studied before any definitive
results can be obtained. These experiments, whether performed
at high pressures or at one atmosphere, are basic in the understanding of the energetics of metals and alloys.
It is possible to obtain infrared spectra of one atmosphere
quality to a pressure of at least 40 kbars. Reflectivity measurements are also possible. Much information can be obtained in
this manner concerning the internal modes of many molecules
as the external potential is varied. This is of great importance
in the understanding of the internal modes of motion.
03:314
LOW-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS.
Phillips, Norman E.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic
Materials Research Division).
In this research information that contributes to an understanding of the properties of materials is obtained by heat capacity
measurements at low temperatures. Several metal-insulator
transitions, in V2 03 and SmS, are being studied by measurements
of the heat capacity at pressures up to 20 kbar. These pressures
are high enough to produce a metallic state in both substances.
Similar apparatus will be used to study the pressure dependence
of the heat capacity of cerium, lanthanum, and uranium. In these
metals the experiments will give information related to the volume dependence of the energies of the 4f or 5f electrons and their
role in the electronic and magnetic properties.
We are designing improved apparatus for the measurement of
4
the heat capacity of liquid He at temperatures to about 1'K
These experiments are expected to give more quantitative data
on the phonon spectrum.
Experiments on the properties of dilute magnetic alloys are
continuing. Among the systems being studied are dilute solutions
of rare earth metals in noble metals.
A series of related experiments on the powdered CMN (cerium
magnesium nitrate (Ce2Mg3(NO3) 12 24H 2 0)) temperature scale
and the Kapitza resistance between magnetic materials and 3He
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will be initiated. The first step will be to compare the powdered
CMN temperature scale with a y-ray anisotropy thermometer by
adiabatic demagnetization of a cell containing liquid 311e, powdered
CMN, and a y-ray thermometer attached to copper fins. Some
preliminary information on the Cu-3Hc Kapitza resistance will
be obtained in the same experiment. In later experiments the
3
field dependence of the CMN- He Kapitza resistance will be
studied to test theories of the magnetic energy transfer. The
experiments may then be extended to metallic--syst-ems containing
magnetic impurities.
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03:315
SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF STRONG ACIDS.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear
Diamond, Richard M.
Chemistry Division).
There have been two main reasons for these investigations:
(1) the identification and study of the various possible protonic
species extracted, e.g., the solvated H30+ ion; (2) a study of the
factors influencing the solvent extraction of ionic species in
general, e.g., the nature of the solvent, aggregation of ionic
species, and properties of the extractant. The original work was
with tributyl phosphate (TBP) in CC14 and isooctane; the existence of H30a+ 3TBP was indicated with additional water molecules probably bridging between the protons and TBP. Moreis
recent studies with more polar solvents also showed a 2 :1
TBP: H+ species. \Ve believe this is just an example of step+
wise complexing of the H30 by TBP; and ir spectra indicate
essentially the same (H,3 O) structure. Our present work uses
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as extractant. This is mre
basic than TBP, and so we find that two molecules of TOPO can
abstract the proton from water to form an essentially anhydrous
complex, TOPO ...H+---OPOT, with an ir spectrum entirely different from that of the TBP complexes. The proton is less well
protected in this cation, and so the extraction is more sensitive
to the nature of the diluent and anion than in the TBP case; but
in both systems it has been possible to correlate the degree of
extraction with the properties of the diluent and anion in a
reasonable way. The increased ionic aggregation with the TOPO
complex leads to interesting activity coefficient effects that are
being studied independently by means of osmometric measurements, and it is hoped to continue this type of comparison with
the more highly aggregated alkylammonium salt systems.
03:316
SEPARATIONS CHEMISTRY RESEARCH-FUNDAMcDowell, W. J., J. W. Roddy, B.
MENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Weaver, R. D. Baybarz.
Chemical Technology Division).
The purpose of fundamental studies in the separations chemistry
program is to increase the knowledge of the chemistry and mechanisms of separations methods, and thus to improve, extend, or
define the limits of their process, analytical, and physicochemical
applications. The scope includes the investigation and improvement of the physicochemical means used for these studies, development and use of some of the separations methods as
versatile physicochemical tools, and collection of thermodynamic
and other data for some important materials. Solvent extraction
and chromatography are the major but not exclusive classes of
separation methods studied.
Current work includes: (1) continued detailed study of selected
extraction systems; (2) investigation of aqueous metal ion complexes, especially in the moderate to high-ionic-strength solutions that are essential to some separations systems, together
with work on both theory and techniques for approximating the
thermodynamic activities of ions and neutral species in such
solutions; (3) kinetics measurements in extraction and chromatography, in systems displaying metal-metal interactions, as an
adjunct to equilibrium measurements of complexing, and in the
study of uranyl photochemistry; (4) properties of selected com-
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pounds of the transplutonium actinides; and (5) continued use and
improvement of vapor pressure depression measurements to
determine the organic phase activity coefficients and aggregation
numbers needed in the study of various phase equilibrium
systems.
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J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 1067 (1971).
THERMOCHEMISTRY
Busey, R. H., R. 1. Bevan
and R. A. Gilbert. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
Thermochemical measurements of low-temperature heat
capacities, high-temperature enthalpies, and heats of solution
and reaction provide values of entropies, enthalpies, and free
energies of formation of compounds of interest to chemistry
and to technology. While serving the need for acquiring accurate
valus of chemical thermodynamic properties, these measuremcnts frequently reveal phenomena of interest to theoretical
chemistry and solid state physics. A newly designed and built
solution-reaction calorimeter is being employed to determine
the enthalpies of formation of Tc 2 07, Tc0 3, and TcOr(aq). TcO
a new compound of technetium synthesized in this laboratory
for the first time. The high sensitivity and low noise level of
the temperature sensor and its circuitry make this solution
calorimeter suitable for observations on milligram amounts of
material. It will thus be used to determine enthalpies of solution
and formation of selected actinide compounds. Evaluation and
work-up of high-temperature enthalpy data are being made on
PbF 2, KCc0O, and KRe0 4, a series of compounds exhibiting
interesting order-disorder transitions. The low-temperature
calorimeter will be employed for measurements on rare earth
halides, where the dearth of accurate values of the entropies
derived from such low-temperature heat capacity observations
makes their acquisition of importance.
PUBLICATION
Busey, R. II., R. B. Bevan, Jr., and R. 11. Gilbert, The Heat
Capacity of Potassium Pertechnetate from 10 to 310°K.
Entropy and Gibbs Energy. Entropy of the Aqueous Pertechnetate Ion, J. Chem. Thermodyn., 4: 77-S4 (1972).
03:318
FREE ENERGIES OF MULTICOMPONEINT AQUEOUS
ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS. Johnson, J. S., and R. M. Rush
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Knowledge of free energies of aqueous solutions containing more
than one electrolyte, particularly at high concentrations, is necessary for understanding and rational control of chemical processes (such as solvent extraction and ion exchange) and for
interpretation of fundamental studies of solution chemistry (elucidation of species in solution, for example). Solution thermodynamics also has intrinsic interest. \Ve measure activities of
water by the isopiestic technique and thus obtain activities of
solutes in concentrated solutions containing more than one solute.
Solutions selected usually contain ions commonly occurring both
in natural and artificial solutions (such as sodium, chloride,
magnesium, and sulfate) or ions of particular importance. In the
latter class, perchlorate is the outstanding example, since it is
frequently present in studies of species and kinetics in solution.
Ve select perchlorate solutes to cover extremes of activity
coefficient behavior with cation pairs of various charges, e.g.,
2
Na+ and H+, Ba + and UO~+, as well as mixtures containing
more than one charge type. We plan to obtain information on
perchlorate solutions containing other anions. Another reason
this class is interesting is that the high solubility of many per-
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chlorates allows measurements under conditions in which ions
interact in the presence of very little water.
,,,„.„,„„~PUBLICATIONS

~Salts

Rush,
R. M., and J. S. Johnson, Isopiestic Measurements of the
Osmotic and Activity Coefficients for the Systems HCIO 4 +asons
UO2(Cl04) 2 + H20 and NaC10 4 + UO2(C10 4 ) 2 + IO2 at 25°C, J.Solutions,
Chem. Thermodyn., 3: 779 (1971).
Scatchard, G., R. M. Rush, and J. S. Johnson, Osmotic and
Activity Coefficients for Binary Mixtures of NaC1, Na2SO4,
°
MgSO 4 , and MgCI 2 in Water at 25 . III. Treatment with the
Ions as Comlponents, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 3786 (1970).
03319

PROPERIES
OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.

Lietzke

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
(a
Rig Ntoa
Lsolvent
project
project is
is aa systematic
systematic investigainvestigation into the thermodynamic properties of water and of aqueous
electrolyte solutions. Currently, primary emphasis is placed
upon aqueous electrolyte mixtures. Electromotive force measurements on these solutions are being combined with eitherarng
glass electrode or isopiestic measurements reported in the
literature so that the partial molal free energy (or activity) of
each component in the mixtures can be calculated. The results
are of interest not only in solution chemistry but to workers in
the fields of geochemistry, physical oceanography, desalination,
and solvent extraction.
A study of the HC -MgC12 system will complete a series
covering
and
alkaline
aueous earth
solutions
chloof kai
covering aque:ous solutions of alkali and alkaline earth chlorides with HCI. Trends in the activity coefficient of each coponent will be analyzed going both down and across the periodic
table. Hopefully, these trends can be correlated with known
physical parameters of the component ions.
Work will continue on the derivation of simple expressions for
calculating the osmotic coefficient of electrolyte mixtures and
the activity coefficient of each component in these mixtures.
Several mixtures containing transition metal ions will be inve tigated to ascertain whether generalizations applicable to
al.ali and alkaline earth metal ions will hold for these ions also.
IM. H., and R. W. Stoughton.
Chemistry
Division).
. tugtn
Chemistry Division).
The
The major
major objective
objective of
of this
this
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Lietzke, M. H., and R. J. Herdklotz, Electromotive Force Studies
in Aqueous Solutions at Elevated Temperatures. XIII. The
Thermodynamic Prolierties of IIC1-NaCI-MgC12 Mixtures,
2,
J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 1649 (1971).
,___
and R. J. Hlerdklotz, Activity Coefficient Behavior in
Aqueous Binary Salt Mixtures, J. Tenn. Acad. Sci., 46: 133
(1971).
03:320
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF POLYELECTROLYTE
SOLUTIONS AN) GELS. Boyd, G. E., S. Lindenbaum, and
Q. V. Larson. (Oak lidge National Laboratory, Director's
Division).
An important incentive in this program is the attainment of a
fundamental understanding of the properties of polyelectrolyte
solutions and gels. Major attention is directed towards measurements with synthetic organic polyelectrolytes; however, the
behavior of naturally occurring charged and reactive polymers
such as DNA and proteins, for example, is becoming of increasing relevance. The use of aqueous polyelectrolvte solutions, particularly of sodium polyacrylate, shows great promise
fo; the economical recovery of waste and brackish water via
reverse osmosis or hyperfiltration techniques. Polyelectrolyte
gels, such as the organic ion exchangers, continue to be used
extensively in AEC operations; for example, for the removal of
radioactivity from aqueous coolants for pressurized water reactors, for the treatment and disposal of low-level radioactive
wastes, and for the separation and isolation of the heavier
transplutonium elements in the TRU production operations at
ORNL.
The physicochemical techniques employed in this program inelude isopiestic vapor pressure measurements, microcalorimetry, partial molal volume determinations, self-diffusion measurements, single-ion electrodes for the estimation of ionic
activities, and Raman and infrared spectral measurements. The
experimental work is guided by the Lifson-Katchalsky cell theory
of polyelectrolyte solutions, and the Rice-Harris theory of
polyelectrolyte gels. Current emphasis is with solutions; however, we plan to return to the study of ion exchange gels because
of their recent important applications in the preparation of an
attractive new type of nuclear fuel particles for high-temperature, high-performance gas-cooled reactors,
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Lindenbaum, S., Heats of Dilution of Aqueous Solutions of Sodium
of Carboxylic Acids, J. Chem. Thermodyn., 3: 625 (1971).
Boyd, G. E., S. I.indenbaum, and R. A. Robinson, Estimation of
Solute Activity Coefficients in Dilute Aqueous Mixtures: Cornparisons with Predictions from the Guggenheim Theory of
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03:321
THERMODYNAMICS OF MOLTEN SALT SYSTEMS.
Ba
r, C. E.,
. Rs,
ad C. F. ae, Jr.
(Oak R
.Bamberger, C. E., R. G. Ross, 'nd C. F. Baes, Jr. (Oak Ridge
Natal
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available for various metal fluorides dissolved in molten mixtur es of
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in molten salt breeder reactors and are being considered
in several other technological applications relevant to the AEC's
energy programs.
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soluble oxes
M
o 2), fission products (Nb 2 ), and actinides (ThO2 , PaO2
Pa2,
2 , Pu2) as a function of mel composition and temperature. Ihe results, along with available formation free
energies and entropies for the solid oxides, will yield improved
thermochemical values and activity coefficients for the corresponding dissolved fluorides. Oxy ions of the various metal
except for cations of small
cations generally are not formed,
s+
size and high charge; thus, Nb
seems to form an oxy ion but
Pa5i does not. The entropies of the dissolved fluorides have
does not. The entropies of the dissolved fluodes have
been found to correlate well with the entropies of the corresponding solid oxides. This should considerably improve our
estimates of formation enthalpies of dissolved fluorides as well
as the temperature coefficients of numerous heterogeneous
equilibria in Li]-BeF 2 melts.
PUBLICATIONS
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Bamberger, C. E., and C. F. Baes, Jr., The Exchange of U
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and Th
Between Molten LiI"-BeF 2 -ThF 4- UF 4 and
(U-Th)02 Solid Solutions, J. Nucl. Mater., 35: 177 (1970).
, R. G. Ross, and C. F. Baes, Jr., The Oxide Chemistry
of Plutonium in Molten Fluorides and the Free Energyof
3
Formation of PuF and PuF4 , J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 767
(1971).
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R. G. Ross, C. F. B s, Jr., and J. P. Young, Absence
of an Effect of Oxide on the Solubility and Absorption Spectra
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of PuF in Molten LiF-BeF 2 -ThF 4 and the Inst bilit of
Plutonium lII Oxyfluorides, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 3591
(1971).
Hitch, B. F., and C. F. Baes, Jr., A Ni-NiO Reference Electrode
of the Third Kind for Molten Fluorides, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem.,
34: 163 (1972).
03:322
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTES.
(Oak Ridge National LaboraBraunstein, J., and H. Braunstein.
tory, Reactor Chemistry Division).
The objectives of this program are to provide experimental data
and theoretical interpretation in concentration regions of aqueous
electrolytes that are critically important in bridging the gap between molten salt and dilute solution theories. The thermodynamic
behavior of highly concentrated aqueous electrolytes is investigated and is correlated with the behavior of dilute solutions and
of molten salts. Properties such as the vapor pressures are determined. The mutual interactions of added solutes are evaluated
electrochemically. The kinds of particles that can carry electrical current through the solutions, and their relative speeds,
are determined. Theoretical studies relate the observed behavior
to more fundamental properties, such as the sizes and charges of
the particles, and contribute to our understanding of the way in
which highly concentrated electrolyte solutions behave in various
technologically important processes, such as electroplating,
water electrolysis, and corrosion. Isopiestic studies of water
activity in hygroscopic salts, such as Ca(NO3) 2 , and their mixtures with weakly hydrated salts, such as KNO 3 , will be extended
to deuterium oxide, to aid in characterizing the ion-water,
water-water, and ion-ion interactions. The water activities will
be used also, with the EMF of cells with transference, to determine transference numbers. Measured association equilibria of
2
Cd + with Br- in Ca(NO3) 2 xH2 O electrolytes will be extended to
a broader concentration range (both less than 4 and greater than
6 moles of water per mole salt) to elucidate the effects of water
and different alkali metal concentrations on the equilibria, and to
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test the quasi-lattice model of competing hydration and association equilibria.
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____ , and H. Braunstein, Association Constants for CdCl ,
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CdCl 2, CdBr , and CdBr 2 in Molten Ca(NO3) 2 4H 2 0, Chem.
Comm.. 565-567 (1971).
Braunstein, H., and J. Braunstein, Isopiestic Studies of Very
Concentrated Aqueous Electrolyte Solutions of LiC1, LiBr,
LiNO3, Ca(NO3)2, LiNO3 + KNO3, LiNO3 + CsNO 3 and Ca(NO 3)2 +
CsNO3 at 100 to 150°C, J. Chem. Thermodyn., 3: 419-431
(1971).
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03:323
TRANSPORT AND THlERMODYNAMICS IN MOLTEN
SALT MIND'TURES.
Braunstein, J., H. R. Bronstein, and J.
Truitt. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor Chemistry
Division).
A genuine understanding of molten salt behavior is important
in a wide variety of technologies. The purpose of this program
is to provide experimental data and theoretical interpretation of
transport and thermodynamic properties of molten salts.
Properties such as the energy changes associated with mixing
of different salts are related to the sizes and charges of the ions
constituting the salts. The extent to which molten salts conduct
electricity is measured and is related to other properties of
these liquids involving transport of charge or mass. The detailed way in which species in the melt interact with one another
and with electrodes is investigated. Proposed theories of transport and thermodynamic (equilibrium) properties are tested by
correlation with the results of these investigations and those
from other laboratories. The studies contribute to an understanding of factors affecting electrochemical processes in
metallurgy and chemical separations, energy production and
utilization, electrochemical methods of chemical analysis, corrosion of metals, and the development of electrochemical devices. New electrodes, including liquid metal alloys, are being
developed for investigations of molten salts. Rapid electrochemical scanning methods are being used, especially in mixtures of alkali fluorides with beryllium fluoride, to characterize
the detailed nature of transport in these systems whose properties span those of most molten salt mixtures.

A second objective of this project is to provide methods for
predicting values of physical properties of molten salts, especially those properties that are difficult to measure. Recently
we published methods, based on the Debye theory of specific
heats, for estimating sonic velocity in single component molten
salts. Presently we are reviewing data on thermal conductivities
for the purposes of identifying the phonon free path (or its
equivalent in
melt) with
with aa molecular
molecular dimension
dimension charcharin an
an ionic
ionic melt)
o t
.
of the salt.
PUBLICATION
Cantor, S., Relationship Between Sonic Velocity and Entropy in
Molten Salts, J. Appl. Phys., 43: 706 (1972).
03:325
HIGH-TEMPERATURE AQUEOUS SOLUTION
CHlEMISTRY.
Marshall, \. L., and L. B. Ycatts.
(Oal Ridge
National Laboratory, Reactor Chemistry Division).
This program is directed toward a further understanding of
aqueous electrolyte solutions to high temperatures (0 to S00°C)
and pressures (1 to 4000 atm) through studies of electric conductance and solubility behavior with unique apparatus developed
at ORNL. Extents of solute ionization, solubility relations,
evaluations of solute-solvent interactions, and thermodynamic
properties of solutes are obtained. These studies show that at
high temperatures ion transport in conducting electric currents
is 7 to 10 times faster, electrolytes are much weaker, water is
a more simply structured liquid, and solubilities and conductances adhere to electrolyte theory better than at low temperatures. From this information, interpretations are obtained that
allow predictions of aqueous electrolyte behavior to be made
over the wide ranges of temperature and pressure. Ihese predictions are important for better understanding the effect of
electrolytes in corrosion processes and the behavior of salts in
polluted and natural waters, for achieving better economy in
water desalination, and for predicting the behavior of salts of
geochemical and oceanographic interest. The present studies
are concerned with finding a systematic description of concentrated electrolytes (a region of great concern) and obtaining
electric conductances of several additional salts, for example,
CaCl 2 and MgCI 2. These latter salts, of a charge type different
from that of the salts previously investigated, are important to
further understanding of aqueous solution behavior to high temperatures and pressures. They are of particular interest to
geochemistry.
PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS
Romberger, K. A., J. Braunstein, and R. E. Thoma, New Electrochemical Measurements of the Liquidus in the LiF:'-BeF 2
System, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 1154-1159 (1972).
____ , and J. Braunstein, Transference Numbers and Mobilities
in Molten Mixtures of Beryllium Fluoride and Lithium Fluoride,
Inorg. Chem., 9: 1273-1275 (1970).
Braunstein, J., Comment on Dinuclear Complexes in Molten Salts,
J. Electroanal. Chem., 33: 235-241 (1971).
-____
, and G. D. Robbins, Electrolytic Conductance Measurements and Capacitive Balance, J. Chem. Educ., 48: 52-59
(1971).
____ , K. A. Romberger, and R. Ezell, Chemical Potential
Interaction Parameters in Charge-Unsymmetric Molten Salt
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Yeatts, L. B., and W. L. Marshall, Electrical Conductance and
Ionization Behavior of Sodium Chloride in l)ioxanc-Water
Solutions at 300°C and Pressures to 4000 Bars, J. Phys. Chem.,
76: 1053 (1972).
, and \V. L. Marshall, Solubility of Calcium Sulfate Dihydrate and Association Equilibria in Several Mixed Electrolyte
Salt Systems at 25°C, J. Chem. Eng. Data, 17: 163 (1972).
, L. A. Dunn, and W. L. Marshall, Electrical Conductance
and Ionization Behavior of Sodium Chloride in Dioxane-water
Solutions at 100°C and Pressures to 4000 Bars, J. Phys. Chem.,
75: 1099 (1971).
Marshall, W. L., A Further Description of Complete Equilibrium
Constants, J. Phys. Chem., 76: 720 (1972).
__
, Complete Equilibrium Constants, Electrolyte Equilibria,
and Reaction Rates, J. Phys. Chem., 74: 346 (1970).

03:324
PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MOLTEN
ReSALTS. Cantor, Stanley. (Oak Ridge National Labotoato,
actor Chemistry Division).
The chief objective of this project is to determine thermodynamic activities of fluoride ion in molten fluorides by measuring the solubility of BF3(g). This gas acts as a thermodynamic
probe, reacting with fluoride ions in the melt to form tetrafluoroborate (BF-) ions. Specifically, BF 3 solubility measurement
is a direct means for determining the activity of alkali fluoride
in multicomponent fluoride systems. In the range, 50 to 80
mole %LiF in the system LiF-BeF 2, solubility of BF 3 per unit
pressure (Henry's Law constant) is linear with the activity of
LiF. Measurements are in progress to determine whether this
proportionality holds over the entire composition range in
LiF-BeF 2.
In LiF -BeF2 -ThF 4 (72-16-12 mole %), solubility measurements showed that LiF activities were about one-half those in
72-28 mole % LiF-BeF 2. Further study in LiF-BeF2-ThF 4
mixtures will be used to compare interactions of LiF-ThF4 with
those of LiF-BeF 2 .

HYDROLYSIS AND EMF STUDIES AT ELEVATED
03:326
Mesmer, R. E., B. F. Hitch, and C. F.
TEMPERATURES.
Baes, Jr. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor Chemistry
Division).
EMF techniques will continue to be applied to the study of the
hydrolysis behavior of metal ions and other protolytic equilibria
of interest in reactor technology. Studies are carried out up to
300°C in two hydrogen electrode concentration cell assemblies
developed as part of this program. At the present time the
phosphoric acid and ammonia systems are being investigated in
KC1 media.
Results now available show the behavior of the first two ionization steps for phosphoric acid in 1.9, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 m KCI up
to 300°C. The third ionization step has been studied up to 150°C
in 1 and 0.5 m KC1 only since it cannot be accurately determined
at low concentrations or at higher temperatures. Polymerization
of phosphate and reduction by hydrogen have been shown to be
unimportant factors in these experiments.
The ionization of ammonia has now been examined at 1.0, 0.4,
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0.2, and 0.04 m KC1 at temperatures up to 300°C. With the corpletion of this work and the selection of a suitable fitting function
we will be able to describe both of these important systems
occurring in reactor coolants and in boiler water. Such information will also provide a valuable extension of the useful temperature range of these buffer systems for other applications.
After completion of this work we plan to study other protolytic
equilibria involving H2 CO 3 , silicic acid, the alkaline earth
cations and also more complex solubility behavior of transition
metal oxide systems.
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Miscellaneous Chemical Studies: 03:452, 03:453, 03:454, 03:461.
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mined directly by simultaneous measurements of the torsional
recoil of a suspended effusion cell and indirectly by weight loss
measurements through Knudsen effusion. The average molecular
weight of all the vaporizing species is then calculated without
identification of each effusing species. This makes possible the
calculation of the absolute vapor pressure of any compound vaporizing in a complex manner and the determination of its heat of
vaporization and entropy of vaporization. The decomposition of
the noble metal halides and the newly synthesized rare earth
polymers of di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid is presently being
studied.
technique is used for measuring vapor prestranspiration
-3
g-3sures above 10
mm Hg. This apparatus, which is capable of
temperatures up to about 1450°C, will be most useful in determing vapor pressures of refractory and high-melting metals, alloys,
other compounds, such as oxides, carbides, and nitrides.
The levitation of conductive samples in an r-f field eliminates
the need of a crucible before being dropped into a calorimeter.
calorimetry will make available precise heat capacity
data up to the liquid phase of

gh-lting substances.
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03:329
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF LIQUID METAL
SYSTEMS. Stevenson, F. D. (Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
As a result of work just completed on the lead and indium-lead
systems
systems using
using Langmuir
Langmuir vaporization,
vaporization, which
which demonstrated
demonstrated the
the
utility of cell design modifications, work is being extended to the
measurement of low vapor pressures of the higher-boiling elements. The successful application of the Langmuir method makes
possible the measurement of such thermodynamic properties at
the lowest possible temperatures where the hostility of the environment is at a minimum. The results obtained for the indium-
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lead system, which showed that diffusion controlled the vaporiza-

Studies of the preparation, properties, and reactions of inorganic
compounds, coordination chemistry; the chemistry of high-temperature systems including molten salts.

the conditions which lead to the stability and instability of binary
and multicomponent vaporizing systems. This work is in the
initial stages and is expected to answer questions concerning
frequently observed low distillation rates from liquid metal

SPECTRAL EMITTANCE AND EMISSIVITY STUDIES.
03:327
Bautista, Renato G. (Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering
Division).
The determination of temperatures beyond the range of thermocouples or in situations where the placement of a thermocouple is
not possible can best be handled by the use of an optical radiation
pyrometer. Precise temperature measurement requires information on the spectral emittance of the solid surfaces and the spectral emissivity of the liquid surfaces at a known wavelength.
The spectral emittance and emissivity of metal samples are
presently being determined by direct comparison of the brightness
temperature of the sample surface to the true temperature of the
sample at a wavelength of 0.645 p. An automatic optical pyrometer is focused on the sample to determine the brightness temperature and is then focused on a blackbody approximation cavity
located in the sample crucible. The spectral emittances of solid
surfaces strongly depend on the condition of the surfaces but vary
only slightly with changes in temperature. The spectral emissivities of the liquid metals are essentially constant with respect to
changes in temperatures.
The very high vapor pressures of some materials prevent the
accurate measurement of their spectral emittances. For some
materials, the presence of even small amounts of gases that are
released during the heating causes formation of other compounds
such as oxides and nitrides. The solution of these problems will
be attempted through better vacuum by use of an ion pump and by
development of a technique whereby the presence of an inert atmosphere will prevent the formation of other chemical compounds.

systems.

03:328
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
Bautista, Renato G. (Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
The mechanism of decomposition of compounds that vaporize in
a complex manner can be determined by the simultaneous Torque
Knudsen technique. The decomposition vapor pressures are deter-

tion in the binary, have provided the impetus to a continued study of

PUBLICATION
Ulrichson, Dean L., and F. D. Stevenson, Ind. Eng. Chem.,
Fundam., 11: 287 (1972).
03:330
TRANSITION METAL-CATALYZED REACTIONS OF
CAR-ON MONOXIDE AND AMINES. Angelici, Robert J.
(Ames
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The purpose of this project has been to elucidate mechanisms
whereby transition metal compounds catalyze the reactions of
carbon monoxide and amines to form organic formamides, ureas,
and isocyanates. In our search for key intermediates in these reactions, we have found that CO, when bound to certain transition
metals will react with amines to give carboxamido complexes,
LnM-C

O' + 2RNH2

LM - CNHR + RNH+

where Ln may be a variety of other ligands. Such reactions occur
+
with [(C 6Hs) 3 P]2Pt(Cl)(CO) , (CsHs)Fe(CO)+, (CSHs)Ru(CO)+,
(CH3NH 2 )Mn(CO)5, (CH3NH 2 )rle(CO+), (CSHs)Mo(CO)4, and (Cslls)
W(CO) 4 while others such as (arene)Mn(CO)3+ and [(C 6H5)3P]2
Mn(CO)4+ form equilibrium mixtures of starting complex and
carboxamido product. Finally, there are carbonyl complexes
that do not react with amines at all; representatives are (RNII2 )3
Mn(CO)3, (RNH 2 )3 Re(CO)+, and (C5H5)Mn(CO) 3. We have correlated
the reactivities of these diverse complexes with the C-O stretching force constants of the reacting CO groups. Those CO groups
with force constants greater than 17.0 mdynes/A readily form
carboxamido complexes; those with force constants between 16.0
and 17.0 give equilibrium mixtures; while those with constants
below 16.0 show no evidence for carboxamido formation. Although
this correlation may be rationalized theoretically, its greatest use
at present is in predicting the formation of carboxamido inter-
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mediates that may be essential to these catalytic reactions. In the
future we will pursue reactions that result in the conversion of
carboxamido complexes to formamides, ureas, and isocyanates.
03:331
HOMOPOLYATOMIC IONS OF; THE POST-TRANSITION
ELEMENTS. Corbett, John D. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
Homopolyatomic or cluster ions containing only one type of
s
atom, e.g., Cd22, Bi 5, 13+,appear limited to the post-transitionChem.
elements. As such they provide significant examples of localized
metal-metal bonding, simple structural and bonding models, and
new chemistry.
Large anions have been found to enhance the stability of these
polyatomic cations, and the ion AICI4 has proved to be particularly convenient for use in synthetic routes involving molten salt
media. Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) data are being accu35
mulated for C1 in such salts to determine easily whether free
AICI ions are present in the compounds or not; the approach
avoids the ambiguity present in vibrational data and the expense
and time involved in a structural determination by x-ray methods.
35
NQR data for 1271and C1 are also being obtained for the struc+
tural characterization of cations such as ICI2, I2C1 , 13, and I+ in
their A1CI4 salts.
Synthesis of bromine and of other interhalide cations such as
Br3 and ICI+ as well as investigations with counter-anions other
than AIC14 are underway. A synthetic, NQR, and x-ray study of
compounds reputed to contain the Ga 2 CI - anion is also in progress
since other formulations seem not to have been excluded. The xray characterization of the cation in Bir*(AIC14) 3 has been
frustrated by twinning problems, and details of the structure are
now being sought utilizing other anions and with infrared-Raman
methods. There is a small amount of evidence for anions of
certain elements (Hg, Pb, Sn, Bi) that are isoelectronic with
known cations; further investigations are in progress.
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Lett., 8: 337 (1972).
03:333
INORGANIC REACTION MECHANISMS.
Espenson,
J. H. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Studies are in progress dealing with several types of group substitution and oxidation-reduction reactions of metal complexes.
The basic objective of this work is the understanding of the detailed molecular processes by which certain types of chemical
reactions occur. To further this goal, the methods of chemical
kinetics, radioactive tracers, and spectroscopy are applied to a
study of these reactions. The primary interest of this group has
focused on transition metal complexes. One group of compoutds
on which a considerable quantity of work is being done are the
alkyl complexes of chromium(III), typified by the dichloromethyl
2+
complex Cr(H2 O) 5CHC1 . This complex undergoes three basic
groups of reactions on which kinetic and mechanistic
idics are
in progress:
(a) Ligand substitution of one water molecule trans to the alkyl;
c.g
Cr(H20)sCHCI ++ SCN - trans-Cr(tH2 O(),(NCS)CICl2++ 1120

PUBLICATIONS
(b) Reductive reactions of the alkyl fragment:
Prince, David J., John D. Corbett, and Bruce Garbisch, Polyatomic Cations of Tellurium and Selenium in Chloroaluminate
Salts. A Study of the Systems M- (MCI 4 + 4A1C1 3), Inorg. Chem.,
9: 2731 (1970).
Friedman, Robert Mark, and John D. Corbett, Bismuth(l) in the
+
Solid State. The Crystal Structure of (Bi+)(Bi5 ) (HlfCl -)3,
Chem. Commun., 422 (1971).
McMullan, Richard K., David J. Prince, and John D. Corbett, The
Crystal Structure of Octaselcnium(2+) Tetrachloroaluminate,
+
Se (AIC14')2, Inorg. Chem., 10: 1749 (1971).
Corbett, John D., James F. Rounsaville, and Kenneth R. Poeppelmeier, Miscibility in the Systems Sodium Iodide-Trisodium
Bismuthide and Sodium Iodide-Trisodium Antimonide, Inorg.
Chem., 10: 1830 (1971).
Couch, Thomas W., Donald A. Lokken, and John D. Corbett, The
Crystal Structures of Tetratellurium(2+) Tetrachloroaluminate
2
(AICl-) 2 and Toe + (Al,C1-) 2 ,
and Heptachlorodialuminate, Tec+
Inorg. Chem., 11: 357 (1972).
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(c) Oxidative electrophilic dealkylation:
Cr(H20)sCHC1I+ + Br2 + H20 -

Cr(H20)+

+ CHC12Br + Br-.
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Radiotracer studies using Cr are planned in the near future to
clarify the nature of the multistep process found to occur in
reaction (b).
The oxidation-reduction chemistry of iron porphyrins is being
examined. The role of iron(II) in catalyzing the demetallation of
iron(II) porphyrins in acetic acid is being studied, with indications that the Fe(II)-Fe(flI) electron transfer step is rate determining. Studies have recently been begun on the oxidation of
iron(II) porphyrins by ferricyanide ion. We also hope soon to
begin studies of electron transfer between an Fe(II) porphyrin and
II[
ul Fe( ) porphyrin.
PUBLICATIONS

03:332
THE LOWER HALIDES OF SOME TRANSITION AND
INNER-TRANSITION ELEMENTS. Corbett, John D. (Ames
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The identification and characterization of the lowest halides
formed by transition and inner-transition elements under strongly
reducing conditions is pertinent (a) to their occurrence on oxidatior
of structural metals, during preparative metallurgy reactions, and
in molten salt solvents, and (b) as examples of unique structures,
bonding, and stability that occur in the solid state or in solvents
under unusual conditions.
Sesquihalides of scandium and gadolinium are under continuing
investigation. Magnetic susceptibility data on high-purity Gd 2 CI3
are being taken at low temperatures in order to establish more
about the nature of the electronic conduction in the remarkable
metal-metal chains therein. Synthesis, crystal growth, and x-ray
studies are underway on Sc 2Br 3 and Sc 2 Cl 3 in order to establish
their structural relationship to that of the gadolinium chloride.
Three other rare earth metal- molten trihalide systems are
being investigated: Ho-HoC13 to ascertain whether a reduced solid
halidc exists; Tm-TmCI 3 to establish better the number and
stability of the many intermediate phases (2.04 < Cl/Tm < 2.15);
and Lu-LuCI 3 as a possible source of analog of Gd 2 CI 3.
Monochlorides of zirconium and hafnium are unique in their
stoichiometry among Group IV elements and in their metallic
conductivity among all metal chlorides. Synthesis of monocrystals
suitable for structural work is underway. Further magnetic susceptibility measurements are anticipated as well.

Espenson, J. H., and R. T. Wang, The Oxidation of Uranium(IV)
and the Induced Oxidation of Iodide Ions,
by Chromium(V\)
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, and W. R. Bushey, Kinetic Studies on the Formation of a
Cya.ide-Bridged Adduct of Two Cationic Metal Complexes,
Inorg. Chem., 10: 2-157 (1971).
Adin, A., and J. H. Espenson, Kinetics of Some Oxidation Reactions
of Diaquocobaloxime(II), Inorg. Chem., 11: 686 (1972).
, and J. H. Espenson, Dealkylation Reactions of Alkylcobaloxime Compounds with Mercury(Il), J. Chem. Soc., D: 653
(1971).
Pladziewicz, J. B., and J. H. Espenson, Electron Transfer Reactions of Ferrocenes, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 3381 (1971).
Franzen,
HIGH-TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY.
03:334
Hugo F. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Research work by the members of this group is directed toward
the determination of the nature and structure of chemical substances important in systems at high temperatures. The thermodynamics and stoichiometries of substances and processes in
high-temperature systems are characterized by mass spectrometry, x-ray diffraction, and chemical analysis. The structures of new solids are determined by x-ray diffraction and the
structures of vapor molecules are investigated by infrared
matrix-isolation spectroscopy.
In the area of vaporization thermodynamics the vaporization of
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vanadium monosulfide is in progress. The vaporization is being
studied using a quadrupole mass spectrometer to examine the
vapor in a Knudsen effusion experiment. Initial results demonstrated the existence of two previously uncharacterized vapor
molecules, VS and VS 2 . Thermodynamic properties of these vapor
species will be determined, and attempts will be made to examine
these molecules by matrix-isolation spectroscopy.
In the area of condensed phase studies, a new subsulfide of
titanium has been prepared and is under study, methods of singlecrystal preparation are being investigated for several refractory
sulfide systems, attempts are being made to prepare new refractory metal-rich selenides of transition metals and studies of the
preparation, structure, and properties of mixed sulfide-phosphide
systems are in progress.

The electrochemical couples of lithium and the chalcogens show
promise for use as energy storage and conversion devices. The
phase diagrams of the lithium-sulfur and lithium-tellurium systems have been delineated. The lithium-sulfur system has only
one intermediate phase, Li 2 S (mp 1372°C). A miscibility gap, with
a critical temperature above 600°C, extends from about 0.2 to 37.0
atom percent lithium above a montectic temperature of 364.8'C.
The eutectic reaction [liquid- Li 2 S(s) + /-S(s)] occurs at 115.5°C.
The lithium-tellurium system has two intermediate phases,
LiTe (mp 1202°C) and LiTe 3 (mp 459.3°C). The LiTe 3 phase has
not been reported previously. Two eutectic reactions occur: one
at 423.5°C [liquidLiTe3(s) + Te(s)] and the other at 448.5°C
[liquid - Li 2 Te(s)+ LiTe 3 (s)].
PUBLICATIONS
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03:335
THE CHEMISTRY OF HEAVY TRANSITION METAL
COMPOUNDS. McCarley, Robert E. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
This research is concerned with the chemistry of heavy transition elements, principally Nb, Ta, Mo, and V, in their lower oxidation states. Compounds containing these elements in lower oxidation states, e.g., Nb(II,II), Tat(l,III,IV), and V(III,IV), are either
unknown or poorly characterized. Hence, understanding the occurrence, reactions, and structure of such compounds has fundamental significance, but also will be important to practical applications in diverse areas.
Current work can be divided into two general areas, viz., new
synthetic chemistry and development of more useful methods for
physical characterization of compounds. Successful development
of methods for the predictable synthesis of metal-metal bonded
cluster species is a significant achievement. Reactions in fused
4
+
salt media have provided efficient routes to MoGXj and W6Xi
(X = halogen) cluster species, whereas previously unknown metalmetal bonded dimers, Nb2X6(C 4 H8S)3, Ta 2 X6(C 4 HBS) 3 , and MoW
(CH 3 CO 2)4 , have been obtained vialreactions in more conventional
nonaqueous solvents. These studies will be continued with the
objective of developing methods for producing more complicated
mixed metal cluster compounds by stepwise addition of metal
atoms to simpler species.
Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) studies show great promise
as a powerful tool for characterizing metal halide compounds of
the type discussed above. Recent work in this laboratory has
demonstrated that metal-metal bonding results in large electric
field gradients at the metal atoms which can be measured by NQR
t t
t
spectroscopy. Fortunately, 93Nb, i Ta, 8'Re, and '87Re, which'
commonly form metal-metal bonds, all may be studied by this
technique. The first pure NQR spectra for any compounds of 18ITa
recently were observed during this work. A major effort in the
future will be directed to the use of NQR for structure determination, correlation of metal-metal bond order with NQR coupling
constants, and development of other methods for physical characterization.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:336
PHASE RELATIONS IN LITHIUM-CHALCOGEN SYSTEMS. Cunningham, P. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemical
Engineering Divisi6n).

Johnson, C. E., and E. J. Hathaway, Solid- Liquid Phase Equilibria
for the Ternary Systems Li(F,CI,I) and Na(F,CI,I), J. Electrochem. Soc., 118: 631 (1971).
Cunningham, P. T., S. A. Johnson, and E. J. Cairns, Phase Equilibria in Lithium-Chalcogen Systems. I. Lithium-Selenium, J.
Electrochem. Soc., 118: 1941 (1971).
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
03:337
Ackermann, R. J. and Rauh, E. G. (Argonne National Laboratory
Chemistry Division).
Melting points, eutectic temperatures, and solubilities for the
U-W, U-Ta, Th-W, Th-Ta, U-Th-W, Zr-W, and Hf-W systems have been determined by novel but simple techniques in the
temperature range 1500 to 3000°K. The important experimental
aspect involves the successful containment of 100- to 300-mg
samples of liquid metals and alloys in single-crystal crucibles of
tungsten and tantalum.
The respective solubility curves for tungsten and tantalum in
liquid thorium and uranium approach linear behavior only at the
lower temperatures; at higher temperatures the solubility curves
acquire a strong positive curvature. The derived partial molar
excess enthalpies and entropies tend toward, but do not achieve,
regular solution behavior at the lower temperatures. The intermetallic compound ThTa 2 has been observed. The correlation of
the measured solubilities with enthalpies of vaporization, atomic
volumes, and solubility parameters predicts decreasing solubilities of solid refractory metals in liquid actinide metals beyond
plutonium. Although the chemical behavior of thorium in the +4
valence state appears to closely resemble that of zirconium and
hafnium, the metallic behavior of thorium is anomalous and suggests the metallic valence is less than 4 which is generally ascribed to zirconium and hafnium based on metallic radii.
Phase transformations and thermal expansion at temperatures
up to 2500°C have been studied by means of a high-temperature,
controlled-atmosphere diffractometer (with C. A. Sorrell, University of Missouri, Rholla). The orthorhombic-tetragonal transition in WO 3 that is associated with a lambda-type heat capacity
curve hasibeen shown to be structurally continuous in the zdirection but discontinuous in the x- and y-directions. The a-transition in qiuartz has beeridemonstrated to be a continuous,
lambda-type transition contrary to many of the earlier studies.
the study of thermal expansion of quartz from 573 to 1400°C has
shown negative expansion coefficients that become progressively
pronounced with the onset of 3-crystobalite. Such behavior indicates strong anisotropic vibration showing a preference for the
transverse rather than longitudinal modes, resulting in the movement of atoms into the empty spaces of the relatively open 3quartz structure.
The existence of holes in structures at high temperatures provides the necessary ingredient for the mechanism of diffusion. The
compounds UO 2 and PuO 2 , which possess the fluorite structure,
show premelting phenomena that are manifested by lambda-type
heat capacity curves several hundred degrees below their respective melting points. Similarly, fluorite (CaF 2 ) itself displays this
premelting behavior. The latter is being studied to ascertain
whether and how the anion sub-lattice becomes disordered prior
to melting.
PUBLICATION
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03:338
THE CHEMISTRY OF UNUSUAL AND POWERFULLY
OXIDIZING INORGANIC COMPOUNDS. Appelman, E. H. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
This project consists of studies in the broad area of the chemistry of reactive and relatively unfamiliar inorganic compounds.
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Into this category fall such materials as the noble gas compounds,
higher-valent actinide compounds, perbromic acid and the perbromates, astatine compounds, and a variety of reactive fluorinecontaining compounds, such as the recently synthesized hypofluorous acid.
We are now completing work on the infrared, NMR, photoionization, and photoelectron spectra of hypofluorous acid, in collaboration with H. Kim (U. of Missouri), J. C. Hindman, and J. Berkowitz.
The results should provide a great deal of useful information about
this unusual molecule. We expect in the near future to study the
reaction chemistry of HOF and the mechanism by which it is
formed from the reaction of fluorine with water.
We are continuing a collaborative effort with T. Anderson of
Aarhus University, Denmark, on the radiation chemistry of the
perbromates, and in collaboration with D. Cohen and S. Fried, we
have just begun a study of the Raman spectra of high-valent
neptunium compounds in aqueous solution that should permit us to
confirm the structures of the ions present.
We expect to pursue further studies of the redox reactions of
xenon compounds in aqueous solution, and we hope to explore the
possibility of synthesizing some still-missing compounds of
seven-valent bromine, such as BrOF5 .
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STUIES SPUTTERING, DEUTRID
AND TIITIDE MOLECULE FORMATION AND TRAPPING INreactor
THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS. Gruen, D. M. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Tritium inventory and holdup are serious considerations for the
safe and economic operation of a thermonuclear reactor. Since
deuterium and tritium are chemically reactive gases, their inventory in a fusion reactor will be strongly influenced by chemical
compound formation. Some of the areas where compound formation is likely to occur are neutral beam dumps and injector
sources, as well as divertor and vacuum wall structures.
For many types of fusion reactors, the plasma must be thermalized at some state of the operation of the machine so that the unburned D and T can be recovered, processed and prepared for
reinjection into the device. Trapping on metal surfaces has been
suggested as a useful way of pumping a significant fraction of the
energetic ion flux. However, many of the consequences of this
concept have not been explored + seriously.
Ion flux trapping of D+ and T on metal surfaces is efficient
over only a small temperature range because of saturation of
surface layers at the lower temperatures and hydride decomposition at the higher temperatures. The estimated flux of 2 x 10x7
ions/cm2/sec at the trapping surface for a 5000-MW reactor is
sufficient to cause gross chemical effects such as deuteride and
tritide formation. Compound formation, sputtering rates, and
mechanisms of trapping on metal surfaces under saturation conditions will, therefore, be entirely different from rates determined
on clean surfaces. It is, therefore, important, for example, to
evaluate a wide range of materials for their trapping efficiency
and to define their optimum operating parameters.
An apparatus has been developed that allows sputtered atoms and
molecules to be collected, matrix isolated, and studied spectroscopically. Chemical sputtering has been observed with this
device. In very recent experiments the matrix isolation technique
has been used in conjunction with an isotope separator that produces monoenergetic mass-selected particles. This work is aimed
at developing a new, sensitive, and quantitative method of measuring sputtering yields. Because of the known difficulties in measuring sputtering yields of the hydrogen getter metals niobium,
molybdenum, and vanadium, the new method, which does not involve target weight loss data, will be applied to these metals.
Studies of the gas phase reactions 2M(g) + H2(g) = 2MH(g) are
aimed at establishing the thermodynamics of such reactions so as
to be able to calculate partial pressures of gaseous metal hydrides
coexisting with metal vapor partial pressures under any set of
conditions. This work is to be extended to metals of interest to

fusion reactor development and is clearly of import;uace for controlling plasma contamination.
Work is also underway on a chemical accelerator (with S. Wexler
and E. K. Parks) to study a variety of problems including the
scattering of ionized and neutral D2 and T2 molecules and D and T
atoms from Nb surfaces as a function of surface coverage and
temperature, collision energy, exchange of energetic neutrals
with surface atoms, and the formation of MH molecules in collisions of sputtered metal atoms with D2 and T2 molecules.
Theoretical calculations (with A. C. Wahl) have already yielded
preliminary confirmation for the existence of chemically bound
excited states of TiH and VH molecules, which had also been predieted on the basis of chemical systematics. This work is to be
extended to include correlation effects so as to get more reliable
values for the dissociation energies of these molecules.
03:340
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF URANIUM. Hoekstra,
H. R. (Argonnc National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The objective of this project is to obtain detailed information
on the uranium-oxygen and related systems (e.g., ternary systems incorporating additional anions or cations). The scope of the
investigation includes the synthesis of pure phases, a delineation
of their stability regions, and a study of their properties. Hydroand combined high-temperature-high-pressure methods
are included among the preparative techniques employed. Variations in uranium bonding as a function of oxidation state and of
other ions in the system are investigated by x-ray diffraction,
infrared,
aman, and thermoanalytical
of
infrared, flaman,
thermoanalytical methods.
methods. The
The utility
utility of
photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA) to this project will be detcrmined as it becomes available.
y
y
U-H0
system has supplied

recently completed study of the UO3- H20 system has supplied
data on each of the six phases in this system, including com-

plete structural determinations (with S. Siegel) on two of themyUOOH)
yUO2(OH) 2 and
and HlO.
H2U3010. A
A related
related study
study on
oil the
the rare
rare earth
earth uranatcs
uranates
is in progress. Several series of compounds have been identified

tese sses.
sysm.for the near future will be directed toward an inprogram
vestigation of several U0 2-MO X systems where M represents
fission product elements that will become prominent in breeder
reactor fuels at high burnup, i.e., Cs, Ba, Nd, and Zr.
uels at high burnup, ie., Cs, Ba, Nd, and Zr.
ies
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03:341
THE CHEMISTRY OF REACTIVE FLUORIDES.
Hyman, H. H.; Malm, J. G.; Quarterman, L. A.; and Sheft, I.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
An attempt to recompute the monomer-polymer equilibria in
hydrogen fluoride has revealed anomalies that have necessitated
the redetermination of a number of properties of this compound.
In spite of the inherent simplicity of hydrogen fluoride and its
heavy tonnage use in industry, such basic data as liquid density,
boiling point, and vapor density have been known with relatively
poor precision.
They have now been redetermined and a laser-Raman study
initiated to determine the monomer concentrations directly.
The determination of the Raman spectrum with a laser source
for quantitative measurement of the concentration of both molecules and ionic species has been applied to a number of halogen
fluoride and hydrogen fluoride solutions. Equilibrium constants
for reactions such as BrF 3 + HF - BrF2+ + HF 2 have been determined and approximate acid (or base) strengths are being
tabulated for a number of fluoride ion donor or acceptor molecules. Solutes include halogen fluorides, noble gas fluorides, and
a number of salts containing hexafluoro anions.
A number of synthetic fluorine chemistry projects are underway
or planned for the near future. 50 g of 242Pu are now available and
the low rate of radioactive decay makes possible low-temperature
heat capacity measurements on compounds synthesized from this
nuclide.
The preparation of new fluorides and oxyfluorides of the higher
actinide elements will be attempted with particular emphasis on
the synthesis of volatile compounds.
Since the chemistry of xenon hexafluoride poses continuing
problems of fundamental interest, we foresee a continued need for
the synthesis of pure material and samples with controlled impurity levels for critical experiments utilizing NMR and molecular
spectroscopy, or whatever techniques offer the hope of increased
understanding.
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STUDIES OF CHEMICAL METHODS FOR REMOVING
03:342
RADON AND XENON FROM AIR. Stein, L. (Argonne National
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Reactions of radon and xenon with solid and liquid fluorinating
agents are being studied at Argonne in an effort to develop practical methods for removing radioactive isotopes of these elements
from air. 222Rn (half-life 3.82 days) is a naturally occurring air
1
contaminant in uranium mines, and 33Xe (half-life 5.27 days) and
'35Xe (half-life 9.2 hours) are fission product gases that are released to the atmosphere by fuel processing plants during the decladding and dissolution of uranium fuel elements. Liquid bromine
trifluoride and a number of solid halogen fluoride-metal fluoride
complexes, such as ClF2SbF 6 , BrF 2 SbF s, BrF4 Sb 2 F1 t, and BrF 2BiF6 ,
have been shown to remove radon from air efficiently at 23 to 25°
(through the formation of nonvolatile radon ions or compounds).
The solid complexes are decomposed by moisture but can probably
2
be used in combination with desiccants for removal of 22 Rn from
recirculated (secondary) air in mines and for analysis of 222Rn in
air. An oxygenyl complex, O2SbF 6 , containing the 02 cation, has
been shown to react with both radon and xenon at 23 to 25°. This
appears very promising as a reagent for removing the heavy noble,
gases from air because it has a low vapor pressure at 25° and
produces only oxygen as a gaseous reaction product. Efforts are
now being made to separate krypton-xenon mixtures with O2SbF 6
and to determine optimum conditions for preparing O2 SbF 6 by
photochemical methods.
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THERMOCHEMISTRY AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
03:343
Thorn, R. J.; Ackermann, R. J.; Hoekstra, H. R.; McCreary,
J. R.;!Rauh, E. G.; and Winslow, G. H. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The program in high-temperature chemistry at Argonne National Laboratory consists essentially of thermodynanic and
thermochemical investigations of inorganic compounds of the
transition metal, lanthanide, and actinide elements at temperatures ranging from 500 to 3000°C.
Current investigations are directed toward understanding the
structures of material that may be of interest in both fission and
fusion reactors, the vaporization process, and the thermochemistry of the simple gaseous molecules that result.
Research in this field is proceeding at three levels, the development of experimental techniques, their utilization for accumulation of the pertinent data, and finally an attempt to develop a
fundamental understanding of the underlying principles or at
least a systematics that will permit both interpolation and extrapolation to new systems or unavailable conditions of temperature.
pressure, and material composition.
Developments in three significant experimental techniques are
of current interest; improved temperature-measuring and controlling devices, simultaneous measurement of the mass effusion
from a Knudsen cell and mass spectrometric analysis of the
effusate, and the introduction of photoelectron spectrometry.
Historically, the standard temperature instrument above 1000°C
has been the disappearing filament optical pyrometer using visual
matching and, therefore, individually calibrated by each experimenter. A camera lens assembly has now been substituted in an
L&N automatic reading and recording pyrometer to permit the
measurement of the temperature of an area smaller than the
standard effusion cell orifice (<60-mil diameter). Coupled to a
proportional controller and induction heater, an overall precision
of up to 0.02°C for the Knudsen cell seems to be attainable and
temperature measurement and control are no longer limiting.
A recording microvacuum balance and a quadrupole mass spectrometer valved off within an ion pump and thus maintained at
-8
torr) have been coupled to permit simultaneous
high vacuum (10
measurement of the rate of effusion from a Knudsen cell and an
analysis of the effusate. The data are fed directly to the Division's Sigma V computer for rapid automatic data acquisition and
reduction.
Finally, we are planning to acquire and use a photoelectron
spectrometer (ESCA) particularly with the goal of studying the
valence states in nonstoichiometric lanthanide and actinide
compounds (e.g., UO 2 +x, CeO2-x), solids with mixed central
atoms (e.g., (UPU)O 2 ,,), conduction and valence bands in solids,
molecular orbilals in high-temperature molecules, and a variety
of surface phenomena that are particularly amenable to this
technique.
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Thorn, R. J., Some Theoretical Significances of High Temperature Chemistry, Advan. High Temp. Chem., 3: 1-33 (1971).
McCreary, J. R., and R. J. Thorn, Statistical Procedures of Calculation Enthalpies of Sublimation from Vapor Pressures,
High Temp. Sci., 3(4): 330-339 (1971).
Holt, B. D., R. J. Thorn, and P. G. Wahlbeck, Non-Equilibrium
Condensation of a NiC12 Molecular Beam on Metal Surfaces,
High Temp. Sci., 3: 10-25 (1971).
03:344
SIMPLE GASEOUS MOLECULES AT HIGH TEMPERATUBE.
Thorn, R. J.; Ackermann, R. J.; and Rauh, E. G. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Systematic studies of simple vapors of a single type of compound (for example, gaseous monoxides) that spans the periodic
table are of fundamental importance in general studies of chemical bonding.
Precise systematic relations among monoxides are derived
from measurements of isomolecular exchange reactions such as
Y(g) + ZrO(g) - YO(g) + Zr(g). Completed studies from which we
have derived accurate dissociation energies include YO, ZrO,
HfO, ThO, UO, CeO, and LaO. Thermochemical quantities for
these gases are used to derive thermochemical properties for
nonstoichiometric oxides. We have shown that simple ab initio
calculations of dissociation energies of the monoxides do not
predict the observed decrease with increasing atomic number
for the transition metal and alkaline earth monoxides, presumably because they neglect the contribution of excited states.
A calibrated mass spectromctric analysis of the effusate yields
both enthalpies and entropies for each equilibrium studied. Again
we expect to initiate photoelectron spectroscopic studies to supplement our existing measurement facilities.
Studies in progress or planned include additional oxides and
and actinide fluorides.
PUBLICATIONS
Ackermann, R. J., and E. G. Rauh, A High-Temperature Study of
the Stoichiometry, Phase Behavior, Vaporization Characteristics, and Thermodynamic Properties of the Cerium-Oxygen
System, J. Chem. Thermodyn., 3: 609-624 (1971).
, and E. G. Rauh, A High-Temperature Study of the
Stoichiometry, Phase Behavior, Vaporization Characteristics,
and Thermodynamic Properties of the Lanthanum-Oxygen
System, J. Chem. Thermodyn., 3: 4-15-460 (1971).
VALENCE STATES IN SOLIDS. Thorn, R. J.; Acker03:345
mann, R. J.; and Siegel, S. (Argonne National Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
It is well recognized that oxidation potentials as used in aqueous solutions should have a counterpart in solid compounds.
Unfortunately, there is no single solid phase standard environment in which to study valence changes for a single element.
We have found it useful to compare some structural and thermochemical parameters for a series of solid compounds, particularly the lanthanides. For example, for the lanthanide monosulfides, monoselenides, and monotellurides, the atomic radii for
Sm, Eu, and Yb correspond to the +2 state, those for the remainder of the lanthanides correspond to +3. Those in this latter
category exhibit metallic conduction, whereas Sm, Eu, and Yb
compounds do not. Europium and ytterbium even show anomalous
radii associated with a lower valence in the metallic state.
We expect to find photoelectron spectroscopy a most powerful
tool in assigning valence states. Our plans include studying a
sequence of compounds containing the same element, e.g.,
gaseous europium, metallic europium, intermetallic europium
compounds, europium oxides, sulfides, the dihalides, and trihalides, and an analogous series with a more typical lanthanide.
A systematics which permitted prediction of valence states for
trace elements in specific solid phases would be most useful in
predicting fission product behavior in fuel elements, and to some
extent our program is pointed in this direction for the reference
breeder reactor fuel (U0o.Pu0.202-x).
NONSTOICHIOMETRIC SOLID STATE BEHAVIOR AT
03:346
HIGH TEMPERATURES. Thorn, R. J.; Ackermann, R. J., and
Winslow, G. H. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The lattice defects associated with nonstoichiometric solids in
the form of vacancies and interstitial atoms grow in number with
increasing temperature. The relationship between such thermodynamic quantities as the partial molar vapor pressure, enthalpy,
and entropy of sublimation and the creation of such lattice defects
is intrinsically interesting and most useful in analyzing the be-
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havior of nonstoichiometric phases characteristically found in
actinide oxide fuel elements in nuclear reactors.
Recent studies have shown that such defects are not randomly
distributed but are clustered in a relatively ordered way, and an
appropriate cluster model has been developed recently to derive
an equation of state for ThO 2 and correlate lattice parameters as
a function of temperature and thermochemical measurement for
both UO 2+x and the substoichiometric UO2_x, a phase of great
importance in fuel elements for nuclear reactors (often as
Ua) PUQ aiO2_x).1Thallium(IIr)
While present analyses are based on oxygen sub-lattice de-11.
fects, a more complete model including cation vacancies is being
developed to improve predictions of mass transport, and experiments are planned on diffusion under temperature gradients to
test the models. This program is aimed at an improved description of the fuel element performance in the reference design fast
breeder reactor.
It is anticipated that nonstoichiometric phases of interest will
be among the solids scheduled for photoelectron spectroscopy
studies now being planned.
PUBLICATIONS
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03:349
KINETIC STUDIES OF SUBSTITUTION AND OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS INVOLVING COMPLEX IONS
IN SOLUTION. Sutin, N. (Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Chemistry Department).
The rate of electron transfer between two metal centers can be
markedly increased by the addition of anions. These anioncatalyzed reactions do not occur in a single step but proceed
instead in a number of stages. A major objective of this work is
to obtain detailed information about the individual steps leading
from reactants to products. Some of these steps involve substitution into the inner coordination shell of the metal center and
for this reason ligand rlacement reactions are being investigated in conjunction with the electron-transfer work. Current
work involves studies of the effect of added chloride,+ azide, and +
ions on the rate of reduction of Fe(phen)J , Co(phen)j ,
2
hiocyanate
ions on the rate
re
e of on(II)
Fe(p
by Cr2 C
o en
V
and
) by Cr
orphyn complexes of iron
and
2+
Fe
ions. These studies are elucidating the effect of the changes
of orbital symmetry of the transferring electron on the rate of the
and provide useful models of the electrontransfer site in more complex systems.
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03:347
HIGH-TEMPERATURE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
LICA
Egal, J. J. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department ofl
Applied Science).
Jaffe, M. R., D. P. Fay, M. Cefola, and N. Sutin, The Kinetics
The objective of this program is the study of the thermodya
Mechanism of the Formation of the Monothenoyltrifluoroand Mechanism of the Formation of the Monothenoyltrifiuoronamic and transport properties of nuclear materials at high
acetone Complexes of Nickel(l), Cobalt(l), Copper(,
and
temperatures.
f~Iron(III), J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93: 2878 (1971).
J Amer
hemSoc,93 2878 (971.
roIl)
The thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid alloys are
Fay, D. P., A. R. Nichols, Jr., and N. Sutin, The Kinetics and
The thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid alloys are
being studied by means of solid electrolytes. Also, a new techechanisms of the Reactions of Iron(IH) with Bcta-Diketones.
Mechanisms of the Reactions of Iron(IIl) with Bcta-Diketones.
nique involving the formation of F-centers in alkali and alkaline
The Formation of Monoacetylacetonatoiron(II) and the Effect
earth halides equilibrated with the alloys is being used. Many of
of Copper(II) on the Formation of Monothenoyltrifluoroacethe systems studied are liquid semiconductors and results ob-tonatoiron(III),
Iorg. Chem., 10: 2096 (1971).
tamed have been used to show how the thermodynamics of mixing
Turner, . H., G.
. Flynn, N. Sutin,
d J. V. Beit, Laser
are influenced by the concentration of electrons and electron
Raman Temperature-Jump Study of the Kinetics of the Tri- 8holes. Systems of current interest include Mg-Bi, Mg-Sb,
iodide Equilibrium; Relaxation Times in the 10
1 0 -7 Second
Mg-Sn, Na-Bi, and Ca-Bi as well as others.
.
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"
Range,
J.
Amcr.
Chem.
Soc.,
94:
1554
(1972).
Electronic conductivity of molten salts is being studied. An
R N., and J. r K. CYandell,S.,Kinetic
9
1and Equilibrium
(92
Electronic conductivity of molten salts is being studied. dSutin,
An
Studies of

~~~~~~~~~temperatures.

experimental technique has been developed to measure the elec-

tronic component of the conductivity independently of the ionic
component. The results are used to interpret polarography,
chronopotentiomctry, electrolysis, and double layer measuresalt
in molten
ments in molten salt systems.
systems.

~ments ~~of
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03:348
INTERMEDIATES IN OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS. THALLIUM(II).
Dodson, R. W. and Schwarz, H. A.
Thallium(II) is often invoked as an oxidation-reduction intermediate. The aim of this work is to obtain quantitative information about its properties.
The anticipated induction of the thallium(I)-thallium(III) electron exchange by reducing agents that generate thallium(II) was
found with iron(II). The results give an indirect estimate of ca
- 1
-t
4 x 10 M sec for the specific rate at which TI(II) oxidizes
iron(II) in 1M HCIO 4 . Direct measurement by pulse radiolysis
-i
techniques gives 6.7 x 10 M-t sec . Other reactions measured
3
2
+
by pulse radiolysis were: OH + TI+; H + Tl +; and 2T1 +- Tl +
Tl43+. The absorption spectrum of T12+ in 1M HCIO4 was determined from 225 to 370 nm. The kinetic results, in conjunction
3+
2+
with other data, show that the reaction T1' + Tl - 2T1 is too
slow, by many orders of magnitude, to play a significant role in
the normal thallium(I)-thallium(III) electron exchange.
Exploratory experiments showed that vanadium(IV) accelerates
the exchange. The kinetics of the induced reaction will be
studied. Chloride complexing has been found to have a profound
influence on the kinetics of the oxidation of iron(II) by thal-
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03:350
HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF
REACTOR COOLANTS.
Bonilla, Charles F.
(Columbia University, Liquid Metals Research Laboratory, Department of
Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry, New York, New
York 10027).
With the putting into service this year of improved hightemperature equipment and techniques, more rapid and more
accurate determination of high-temperature thermodynamic
properties of reactor coolants and power cycle working fluids
has been accomplished. In particular, by an original pressure
tube technique, the vapor pressure of potassium up to its critical
point has been measured directly in repeated self-consistent
runs, yielding the critical pressure as 2380 - 2 psia and the
critical temperature as :3642 ± 2"F. The vapor pressure fits a
new four-constant equation all the way to the critical point with a
standard deviation of only 0.57%. These results are of value in
understanding the liquid and vapor state of metals, in predicting
other high-temperature thermodynamic and transport properties
of potassium and other alkali metals, and in optimizing the design
of potassium vapor turbines and power cycles for space and other
nuclear power missions for which potassium is the indicated
working fluid.
With the success of the potassium program, the method is to
be extended in the next contract year to sodium, of importance in
the LMFBR program, as well as back to cesium, on which somewhat inconsistent critical point data were obtained in 1968, and
probably to rubidium, on which additional data are indicated.
When possible, and to the extent possible, the method and equipment will also be applied to lithium, a favorable reactor coolant
under extreme conditions.
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Employing a different original tilting capsule technique, the
critical density of rubidium was found to be 0.347 g/cc. The
critical temperature was obtained as 3331°F, in rather good
agreement with 33 l5°F obtained earlier by the entirely different
pressure tube method for an average of 3323°F, probably correct
to ±0.2%.

mented by high-temperature mass spectrometry in an effort to
deduce the detailed mechanism of vaporization. Future studies
will involve characterization of the surface structure of vaporizing single crystals as well as measurements of their vaporization
rates.
PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS
Oster, G. F., and C. F. Bonilla, The High Temperature Saturated
Phase Densities and the Critical Density and Temperature of
Cesium, in Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium
on Thermophysical Properties, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 468.
Silver, I. L., and C. F. Bonilla, The High Temperature Vapor
Pressure and the Critical Pressure and Temperature of
Cesium by Direct Measurement, in Proceedings of the Fifth
International Symposium on Thermophysical Properties,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 461.
03:351
KINETIC, MAGNETIC, AND MOSSBAUER STUDIES
ON PORPHYRIN SYSTEMS. Hambright, Peter. (Howard University, Department of Chemistry, Washington, D. C. 20001).
The aim of this project is to understand the basic coordination
chemistry involved in the interaction of metal ions with porphyrin-type molecules. In addition to the biological and possible
astrochemical importance of porphyrin-like metal complexes,
their selective tumor distribution properties, especially in combination with toxic and radioactive metal ions, make them attractive potential chemotherapeutic agents. The chemistry of such
large, rigid macrocyclic ligands and the unusual oxidation states
stabilized are of general interest.
To this end, the kinetics of the addition and acid-catalyzed
removal of metal ions from porphyrins and the mechanisms of
replacement of one metal ion by another from such ligands are
being studied. Electron transfer and electron exchange reactions,
as well as fast axial ligand substitution processes, are being
studied by rapid mixing and relaxation methods, in both aqueous
and nonaqueous solutions.
Low-temperature magnetic and AMssbauer studies on iron and
manganese complexes will determine the validity of the GriffithKotani theories for obtaining zero-field splitting parameters
from low-temperature magnetic measurements.
PUBLICAT7r-s'n
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03:352
HIGH-TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY. Gilles, Paul W.
(University of Kansas, Department of Chemistry, Lawrence.
Kansas 66044).
The goals of the research are to establish the compositions and
structures of high-temperature substances and to measure the
thermodynamics and kinetics of their high-temperature reactions.
Measurements of the vaporization properties of the titanium
oxides are leading to an establishment of the compositional width
of the Ti305 phase at high temperature and to a resolution of the
controversy on the dissociation energies of TiO(g) and TiO 2 (g).
Studies will be undertaken to measure the fragmentation patterns
of TiO(g) and TiO2 (g), to measure the oxygen potential throughout
wide regions of the TiO system, and to explore the use of the
mass spectrometrically determined TiO 2 /TiO ratio for measuring oxygen potentials in high-temperature fuel systems.
Studies of the vaporization properties of the rare earth sulfides are leading to values for the dissociation energies of simple
gaseous molecules and to the elucidation of the conditions necessary for equilibrium in Knudsen cells. Future studies will be
directed toward ternary sulfide systems. I
The kinetics of vaporization of cuprous chloride is being investigated by a.combined Knudsen-torsion apparatus, supple-

Edwards, Jimmie G., Hugo F. Franzen, and Paul W. Gilles,
High Temperature Mass Spectrometry, Vaporization, and
Thermodynamics of Titanium Monosulfide, J. Chem. Phys.,
54: 545 (1971).
, James M. Leitnaker, Heribert Wiedemeier, and Paul W.
Gilles, High Molecular Weight Boron Sulfides. VII. Lower
Temperature Studies and Metastable Decompositions, J. Phys.
Chem., 75: 2410 (1971).
Hampson, Peter J., and Paul W. Gilles, High Temperature Vaporization and Thermodynamics of the Titanium Oxides. VII.
Mass Spectrometry and Dissociation Energies of TiO(g) and
TiO2 (g), J. Chem. Phys., 55: 3712 (1971).
Gilles, Paul W., and Peter J. Hampson, High Temperature Vaporization and Thermodynamics of the Titanium Oxides. VIII.
Thermodynamics of the Titanium Oxides, in Advances in Mass
Spectrometry, Vol. 5, A. Quayle (Ed.), The Institute of Petroleum, London, and the Elsevier Publishing Company, New
York, 1971, p. 374.
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03:353
HIGH OXIDATION STATE FLUORIDES AND OXYFLUORIDES: SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURE.
Bartlett, Neil.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
The search for new noble gas compounds, particularly ArF+
and new XeF+ salts, continues but the major emphasis is on the
use of known compounds as synthetic reagents. The thermally
stable salt KrF+[Sb2 F 11 is a powerful oxidizer and is being
+
used in efforts to make BrFt+, ClFG-, and XeOF salts. Our
crystallographic studies have proved that the XeFt cation occurs in the compounds [XeFsj+[AsF6]-; [XeF 5 ]+[RuF 5G-; and
[XeFs]+[PdF1r2-. We have also established the salts [Xo 2 F71'
[SbF 6 ]-; [XeF 3 ]+[SbF6]-; [XeF3]+[Sb 2F 1 l]-; [XeOF3]J[SbF]-; and
[XeOF3lt[Sb2Fn11 and shown that of the binary xenon fluorides,
XeF6 is the best fluoride ion donor. Since XeF 6 is a good base
and a good ionizing solvent, it promises to be an excellent reagent
(with elemental
elemental fluorine)
fluorine) in
in the
the generation
generation of
of hitherto
hitherto
nt (with
unknown (or uncertain) oxidation states (e.g., Au(I'), Hg(RV);
Pu(VII); and Np(VII)).
o
I
ecently wehaveestablished that rF 4 exists and is isom rto
related
structurally
phous with PtF 4 and PdF 4 (all apparently
.
UC14).. The
The Ir(IV)
is low
spin d.
d5 There
There is
is some
some evidence
evidence for a
r)
is
owspin
UC
4
higher fluoride of gold than Au(II). AuFs, should it exist, would
be more powerfully oxidizing than PtF G. Even IrF6 and PtF6,
howecvr,
ald promise to be useful in generating new cations
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FXeOSO 2 F, Inorg. Chem., 11: 1124 (1972).
, Dannie-Heineman Prize Address-Noble-Gas Chemistry
and Its Significance, Gottingen Akademie-Jahrbuch, pp. 22-23,
1971.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRO03:354
SCOPIC AND THERMODYNAMIC STUDIES DIRECTED TOWARD
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF GASES AND CONDENSED PHASES. Brewer, Leo.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
The determination of thermodynamic data for high-temperature
molecules is difficult and most methods do not yield sufficiently
accurate results. The development of a combination of radiative
lifetime measurements on a molecular beam with absorption or
emission intensity measurements in a high-temperature Kingtype furnace will be continued in the hope of obtaining an accurate method utilizing the third law of thermodynamics. King
furnace measurements are being taken for TiO and VO and
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molecular beam measurements are being attempted with TiO
and high-temperature atomic vapors.
Alloys of solutions of transition metals of the third to sixth
groups with the noble metals are of interest because of the unusually strong interactions that are attributed to electron donations by the noble metals to the transition metals with vacant d
orbitals. The proper representation of the variation of the thermodynamic properties with concentration is not known and presents a particularly important challenge. Vaporization measurements as well as other high-temperature equilibration studies
are planned to characterize the variation of Gibbs energy with
concentration.
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Phys., 56: 1728-1740 (1972).
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, and J. L. Wang, Ground State of Gaseous CaO; A Study of
the Matrix Spectra of Ca and CaO, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 43054309 (1972).
03:355
Lee F.

SOLID STATE MATERIALS SYNTHESIS. Donaghey,
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials

RPsP r *h D' isio ).

-"ization

Synthesis and processing phenomena in solid state materials
are under study to determine optimum conditions for synthesis
and crystal growth, as well as effect of processing variables onth
structure-dependent physical properties.the
High-temperature galvanic cell techniques utilizing solid electrolytes are applied to measure phase stability and thermodynamic properties of Group III to V ternary alloys, where data
obtained by other methods is contradictory. In addition, sources
of error and methods of overcoming solid oxide electrolyte limitations in EMF cells are subject to critical study using isolatedelectrode techniques
Measurements of chemical transport and deposition of inorganic compounds are studied to determine optimum transport
and product efficiency conditions. Thermodynamic conditions
for
for the
the transport
transport of
of GaAsc,-P
GaAsl_xP X and
and several
several chromium
chromium chalcogenchalcogenide spinels have been studied theoretically and subjected tostructural
*quantitative evaluation.
The kinetics of solidification is given theoretical and experimental study to determine rate-limiting processes and instabilities during crystal growth. Solidification kinetic mechanisms
for unconstrained growth are measured through isothermal
velocity profiles. The growth habits and kinetics of several
iodides and phosphates are being explored through crystallization
in gel matrices. The hydrodynamics of!simultaneous forced and
natural convection during Czochralski crystal growth are mea'sured experimentally to ascertain these effects on mass transport.
Future programs include (1) the completion of a magnetometer
for low-temperature measurement of magnetic susceptibility of
spinels and (2) the study of electronic and ionic transport in thin
films produced by sputtering and liquid phase epitaxy.
Jolly, William L. (Law03:356
SYNTHETIC CHEMISTRY.
rence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
Germanium and tin analogs of organic compounds are prepared
to permit direct comparison of the chemistries of germanium
and tin with carbon. Intermediates in the hydrolysis of boron
hydrides and borohydrides are identified and isolated. The
chemistry of compounds containing sulfur-nitrogen bonds is
systematized by the synthesis and characterization of unusual
sulfur-nitrogen compounds.
We plan to continue our present efforts to prepare compounds
containing Ge-B bonds. In preliminary studies, to avoid some
of the difficulties of working with the GeH3 ion, the Ge(CH 3)3 ion
will be used as a reagent.
We shall attempt to quench some of the reactive intermediates
formed in the acid hydrolysis of BH4 by treatment of the intermediates with OH- ion. Probably a continuous-flow reactor can
be devised for preparing such adducts on a large scale. Indeed
such a reactor may be applicable to many similar syntheses in
inorganic chemistry.

The ring S7N- ion isomerizes to a blue species that may correspond to the open-chain S7N- ion. We plan to study the equilibrium between these species as a function of concentration and
temperature by visible- UV spectrophotometry.
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03:357
AN INVESTIGATION OF SOME LANTHANIDE CARBON, NITROGEN, CHALCOGEN, AND HALOGEN SYSTEMS AT
Eick, Harry A. (Michigan
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES.
State University, Department of Chemistry, East Lansing,
Michigan 48823).
The goal of this project is to characterize the decomposition
and structural behavior of lanthanide refractories- in particular,
those lanthanides that exhibit multiple oxidation states.
A current project involves determination of the decomposition/
vaporization mode of samarium oxide bromide. Complete elucidation of this decomposition process has required vaporization
studies across the lanthanide series-TmOBr and YbOBr at the
heavy
NdOBr at
and SmBr 3. Cursory vaporh
vy end,
e
a t the
h e light
l
t end,
e
ization sud
of
anre in progess; a detailed
studies of YbF 2 and EuSe are in progress; a detailed

study of TmF will be undertaken. Future studies will involve
other halides2 and oxide halides of Sm, Eu, Yb, and Tm. Related
lanthanides
necessary to
to aaid elucidation
of
he necessay
lucation of
des will
ill be
be studied
studied when
entire vaporization process.
Structural studies of Yb3 SiOCI, a phase that forms when Yb2 O3
se a e d
and YbCI are
l
in quartz under a Cl2 atmosphere, of YbOC,
u
o f an
ad
apparently ordered LaErF6 are in progress, as are
studies of other phases observed in mixed-metal fluoride sysms
U
of
se
mixed-metal studies enables preparation in pure
e
f o r m o f p h a s e s o b se r v e d
otherwise only as trace components of
mixtures.
The structure of La 2O2C2, which contains acetylinic units, is in
final refinement stages. Preparative studies on europium and
ytterbium mixed halides have yielded as yet unidentified products.
Correlative studies are effected whenever possible, and future
undertakings will relate to those cited above.
PUBLICATIONS
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Work, D. E., and H. A. E ck, On the Preparation of Condensed
Sc, J. Less-Common Metals, 26: 413 (1972).
Seiver, R. L., and H. A. Eick, Vapor Pressure Ieasurements in
the Samarium Dicarbide-Carbon and Thulium Dicarbidethe
Samarium DicarbideCarbon and Thulium Dicarbide
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n Systems, High emp. Sci. 3: 292(1971).
Smeggil J. G. and H. A. Eick, The Crystal Structure of Strontium Dibromide, Inorg. Chem., 10: 1458 (1971).
EQUILIBRIA INVOLVING FUSED SALTS AND LIQUID
03:358
METAL ALLOYS. Ferris, L. M. and Smith, F. J. (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division).
The purpose of this program is to obtain basic chemical data
relating to the separation of rare earths from thorium in the
chemical processing of molten salt breeder reactors (MSBRs).
Current studies support the development of a metal-transfer
process for achieving this separation. The individual and mutual
solubilities of thorium and selected rare earths in liquid lithium
bismuth and lithium-lead alloys are being determined. The
solubility products of the compounds formed when mutual solubilities have been exceeded are being derived from the data. The
equilibrium distribution of lithium and bismuth between liquid
lithium-bismuth alloys and molten LiCl or LiBr is being determined over the temperature range 650 to 800'C. The data are
being interpreted in terms of the distribution of the saltlike
species Li3 Bi between the fused salt and the liquid alloy phases.
In the future, similar studies using liquid lithium-lead alloys
will be conducted. Spectrophotometric studies of the fused salts
in equilibrium with the various liquid alloys will be made in an
effort to identify the heavy-metal species present in the salt.
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Schilling, C. E., and L. M. Ferris, The Solubility of Thorium in
Liquid Bismuth, J. Less-Common Metals, 20: 155 (1970).
Smith, F. J., and L. M. Ferris, Mutual Interactions of Thorium,
Nickel, and Bismuth in Th-Ni-Bi Solutions, J. Inorg. Nucl.
Chem., 32: 2863 (1970).
____, The Solubilities of Thorium and Neodymium in Liquid
Lithium-Bismuth Solutions, J. Less-Common Metals, 27:
195 (1972).
03:359
IPROTACTINIUM CHEMISTRY IN MOLTEN SALT
SYSTEMS. Ferris, L. M. and 0. K. Tallent. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division).
The purpose of this program is to obtain basic information on
the chemistry of protactinium relating to the isolation of protactinium in the chemical processing of molten salt breeder reactors (MSBRs). The equilibrium distribution of protactinium
between liquid lithium-bismuth alloys and selected lithiumcontaining halide salts was determined. Results of these studies
were used in conjunction with other data to estimate Gibbs free
energies of formation for several protactinium halides. Presently, the precipitation of solid Pa 2 05 from molten LiF-BeF 2 ThF4 -UF 4 solutions by equilibration with H20-HF-Ar gas
mixtures is being studied, using a transpiration method. Equilibrium quotients for the precipitation reaction are being determined in the temperature range 525 to 700°C. Preliminary
results show that a large fraction of the protactinium can be
precipitated as Pa20 5 before the attendant precipitation of uranium or thorium oxides occurs. The precipitation can be effected with gas mixtures in which the partial pressures of HF
and H2 0 are both less than about 0.2 atm. In future work, the
conditions under which both protactinium and uranium oxides
precipitate will be defined with more accuracy. When salt mixtures are in equilibrium with solid Pa 2 OS and the appropriate
H2 -HF-H 20-Ar gas mixture, both PaF 5 and PaF 4 can exist in
the salt. The transpiration method will, therefore, also be used
to determine the equilibrium constants for the reaction PaF 5 +
1/2 H2 = PaF 4 + HF. This equilibrium constant, when used with
other available information, allows estimation of the maximum
oxide concentration permissible in an MSBR at a given temperature.
PUBLICATIONS
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Elements Between Molten LiF-BeF 2 and Liquid Bismuth Solutions, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 33: 1325 (1971).
_
_, Estimated Free Energies of Formation of PaCI 4 , PaBr 4 ,
PaF4, and Activity Coefficients for Protactinium in Liquid
Bismuth Solutions, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett., 7: 791 (1971).
___,
J. C. Mailen, and F. J. Smith, Estimation of Activity
Coefficients of Barium and Several Lanthanide Elements in
Liquid Bismuth from Distribution Coefficient and Thermochemical Data, J. Less-Common Metals, 25: 83 (1971).
___,
J. C. Mailen, and F. J. Smith, Estimated Free Energies
of Formation of Some Lanthanide and Actinide Halides at
600- 800°C Using Molten Salt- Liquid Metal Distribution
Coefficient Data, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 34: 491 (1972).
03:360
CHEMISTRY OF NONAQUEOUS SYSTEMS AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES. Bredig, M. A.; Bronstein, H. R.; Dworkin,
A. S. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
This program is concerned with the properties in the liquid
and solid state at high temperature of materials pertinent to
nuclear and nonnuclear energy. The following topics are under
study: thermodynamic properties of melts containing BeF}- or
BF4 ions, important as constituents of potential nuclear fuel and
coolant salt mixtures, using EMF, phase equilibria, and calorimetric measurements; and the thermodynamic systematics of
the lanthanide halides using high temperature enthalpy, lowtemperature specific heat, and high-temperature EMF measurements.
A continuing study of the diffuse, order-disorder transition at
elevated temperatures in compounds of the fluorite and antifluorite type of structure. If we confirm our prediction of high
electric conductivity in the solid between the transition and
melting points, this type of compound (e.g., PbF 2 or SrC12) has a
potential as a solid electrolyte in high-temperature batteries.
The thermal conductivity of disordered UO 2 (fluorite structure)

at 2000 to 3000°C is difficult to measure or to predict. Therefore, other compounds of fluorite structure (e.g., BaF 2) will be
sought in which the conductivity at lower temperatures will
model that in UO 2 at high temperatures.
Use of the novel potentiostatic voltage-step technique (developed in this laboratory) with a metal capillary to measure the
electric conductivity of molten fluorides corrosive to ceramic
insulators.
PUBLICATIONS
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Fusion and Transition, High Temp. Sci. 3: 81 (1971).
, and M. A. Bredig, Miscibility of Liquid Metals with Salts
X. Various Studies in Alkaline Earth Metal-Metal Fluoride
and Rare Earth Metal-Metal Di- and Trifluoride Systems,
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__
Enthalpy of Uranium Tetrafluoride from 298-1400-K,
Enthalpy and Entropy of Fusion, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 34:
135 (1972)
Bronstein, H. R., and D. L. Manning, Lanthanum Trifluoride as
a Membrane in a Reference Electrode for Use in Certain
Molten Fluorides, J. Electrochem. Soc., 119: 125 (1972).
03:361
A STUDY OF THE MOLECULAR SYMMETRY OF
TRANSITION METAL HALIDES AND THEIR REACTIONS WITH
SMALL MOLECULES IN LOW-TEMPERATURE MATRICES.
DeKock, Carroll W. (Oregon State University, Department of
Chemistry, Corvallis, Oregon 97331).
The molecular geometry and force constants of simple transition metal halide molecules provide information about the bonding
in these compounds. With few exceptions these molecular species
do not exist at room temperature but must be prepared by vaporizing the appropriate solid transition metal halide. These hightemperature gas-phase species may be conveniently studied by
trapping them in an argon matrix at 14 to.20°K and observing their
infrared and laser-Raman spectra. These spectra lead to a determination of the molecular geometry and force constants for
these molecules. The program to date has concentrated on studies
of the rare earth fluorides and the 3d transition metal chlorides
and fluorides.
In addition, studies of the reactions of these transition metal
halides with small molecules, such as CO, N, 02, and NO, have
been made. We have observed reactions with2 all of the above small
molecules with matrix-isolated NiF, and NiCI. 2 In all cases the
species formed, NiX 2 (YZ), were previously unknown. We anticipate
continued studies in this area with emphasis on trapping transition
e t a l c a t a ly t c
mediates.
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ium, Europium, and Ytterbium, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 32: 3687
(1970).
Wesley, R. D., and C. W. DeKock, Geometry and Infrared Spectra
of Matrix-Isolated Rare-Earth Halides. I. LaF3, CeF3, PrF3,
NdF 3 , SmF;1 , and EuF 3, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 3866 (1971).
03:362
CHELATION OF TRANSITION METALS BY DERIVATIVES OF 3-NITROSO-2-PYRIDINOL AND 5-NITROSO-4PYRIMIDOL. McDonald, Curtis, W. and Rhodes, Thornton.
(Southern University, Department of Chemistry, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana 70813).
The major objectives of this investigation are to study the various types of spectra, determine reaction ratios and structures,
investigate solution equilibria, and ascertain the analytical applications of metal chelates formed by the reaction of transition metal
ions with derivatives of o-nitrosopyridinols and o-nitrosopyrimidinols. In order to carry out the proposed objectives, some onitrosopyridinols and o-nitrosopyrimidinols will be purchased
commercially and others will be-synthesized. The investigation
will include a study of the effect that various fundamental groups
at certain positions on the pyridine and pyrimidine rings would
have on the chelating properties of the organic reagents. If a
metal chelate is formed that shows exceptional analytical importance, a method will be developed for the determination of the
metal involved. In all cases, the reaction ratios in solution and
structures of the metal complexes will be of primary importance.
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The usual conventional methods of determining reaction ratios in
solution and structures of metal complexes will be utilized. These
include molar ratio studies, continuous variations methods, infrared spectrophotometry, elemental analysis, and others. Formation constants of the various metal complex ions in solution will be
determined from spectral data.
PUBLICATION
McDonald, C. W., and J. Rhodes, The Chelation of o-Nitrosopyrimidinols I, Mikrochim. Acta, 767-771 (1971).
UNUSUAL OXIDATION STATES OF TRANSITIONAL
03:363
METALS. Watt, George W. (The University of Texas, Department of Chemistry, Austin, Texas 78712).
This program is concerned with a broad investigation of the
chemistry of transitional metals (both d- and f-series) in (particularly) abnormally low oxidation states, the stabilization of
these states via coordination with appropriate ligands, and the
effect of coordination on the properties of the associated ligands.
Although past work has emphasized primarily the d-series elements, current and future work is and will be concerned with the
f-series actinides, thorium and uranium. For example, the higher
oxidation states of uranium have been studied extensively while the
(II), (I), and (0) species as components of coordination compounds
are virtually unknown. We propose to generate the monoxide, UO,
by the reduction of UOC12 with either potassium in liquid ammonia
or sodium naphthalenide in tetrahydrofuran and (CsHs) 2 U by the
similar reduction of the known corresponding dichloridc. If these
and related species can be produced and characterized, they will
then be combined with ligands chosen with a view to producing
volatile compounds of thorium and uranium in the hope that theyor analogous compounds of the higher actinides-might be of
interest in connection with isotope separations using the gas
centrifuge.
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natural dimeric alkaloids related to the clinically important anticancer alkaloids vinblastine and leurocristine; a potent toxin from
A. gravis; and oleandomycin, a macrolide antibiotic. In conjunction
with these problems we are working on crystallographic techniques,
such as the use of higher order phase relationships, to determine
structure invariants and the practical use of anomalous dispersion
data early in the phase-determining process.
Mechanistic problems of special emphasis are those related to
reactions of molecules with strained carbon-carbon bonds or
fluxional structures. We are investigating the bromination products
of semibullvalene and bullvalene. We are completing the structure of the first dimer of a strained-bridgehead olefin. Work is
also in progress on structures involving silver-catalyzed rearrangements of strained hydrocarbons.
Theoretically interesting structures now being worked on include
the first silepin, and its consequences for d;r-pr, delocalization; a
crystalline homotropylium derivative; an accurate determination of
all carbon-carbon bond lengths in bihomocubane; model propellaes; a bishomoaromatic naphthlene and azabullvalene.
PUBLICATIONS
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__
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03:365
DEVELOPMENT OF IMI'IIOVED DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES. Jacobson, Robert A. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry
Division)
The past few years have seen a pronounced increase in use of
diffraction techniques by the novice. Although a reasonable fraction of structures can now be solved by rather straightforward
methods, diffraction techniques are still rather expensive in time
and effort. New approaches that offer greater efficiencies are still
needed.
e have recently developed a computel program for rapid
Fourier series computation, based on the fast Fourier (CooleyTukey) algorithm, and this program is now being distributed to
interested crystallographers around the world. With this program
electron density maps and other similar crystallographic threedimensional Fourier series can be calculated in one-fifth to onettwenty-fifth the time necessary for other general programs previously available. Moreover, the speed advantage increases as
the size of the problem increases.
Research is also continuing into the use of a polychromatic neutron beam for diffraction investigations. Use of such a white beam
provides almost a 100-fold increase, or permits the use of much
smaller crystals. Current successful refinement of potassium
antimony tartrate has now further demonstrated the usefulness of
this approach. Investigations are also in progress on a modification of this technique employing simultaneously three to four orders
of reflection from a graphite monochromating crystal.
With the rapidity of electron density map calculations afforded by
the fast Fourier program, it now becomes possible to attempt to
couple some of the existing structure determination methods for
complex molecules, namely Patterson superposition and symbolic
addition methods, in order to obtain a more powerful technique
than either alone. Such investigations have begun anti initial results are promising enough that further research in this area is
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planned.

Studies of the structure of matter, principally by neutron and
x-ray diffraction.

PUBLICATIONS

X-RAY-DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF MOLECULAR
03:364
Clardy, Jon. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry DiviSTRUCTURE.
sion).
The goal of our program is the application of x-ray diffraction
to the elucidation of molecular structures of biochemical, mechanistic, or theoretical importance.
Biological molecules now under investigation include aminousnic
acid, a key fungal metabolite of unknown structure; synthetic and

Hubbard, C. R., C. O. Quicksall, and R. A. Jacobson, A New Technique for Neutron Diffraction-Use of White Radiation, Nucl.
Instrum. Methods, 94: 185 (1971).
, C. O. Quicksall, and IR. A. Jacobson, A Highly Efficient
__
Neutron Diffraction Technique: Use of White Radiation, Acta
Cryst., A 28: 236 (1972).
Hackert, M. L. and R. A. Jacobson, A Method for Partial Structure
Evaluation, Acta Cryst., B, 26: 1682 (1970).
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INFLUENCE OF WEAK INTERACTIONS ON SOLID
03:366
STATE STRUCTURES. Jacobson, Robert A. (Ames Laboratory,
Chemistry Division).
Strong interactions of the type associated with the formation of
molecules from their constituent atoms are now reasonably well
understood. However, the weaker interactions involved in the formation of many moieties in solution and especially in the solid
phase are certainly much less well understood. The purpose of
this research is to study by x-ray- and neutron-diffraction techniques the structures of solid state systems where weak interactions are important. It must be remembered that in many solids,
although the interactions are weak, they are so numerous as to
dictate many of the macroscopic properties of the solid.
Current emphasis in this program is placed on the study of two
such model systems: the antimony halide and the copper bipyridylamine complexes. By varying the cation in the first case and the
anion in the second, many different complexes can be isolated.
For example, results just obtained for Co(NH 3 )6SbCI6 indicate that
the SbClJ- anion has undistorted octahedral shape with no evidence
of lone pair distortion; however, preliminary results on Co(NH3) 6 Sb 2 F9 indicate that the Sb 2 Fj- species consists of two square
pyramids sharing a vertex through an asymmetric bridge. The coordination suggests the lone pair occupies the sixth position in
each polyhedron to complete the distorted octahedron. The difference in these two structures containing identical cations could be
ascribed to differences in electronegativity between fluorine and
chlorine or to a size difference between the two halogens. Future
plans include extensions of these structural studies including investigations of KSbCI 5 and Cs 3 Sb2 Brg.
Refinement of the (CuL2I)2IC104 structural data (L = 2,2'-bipyridylamine) indicates a distorted five-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal geometry where the distortion is toward a square pyramidal
geometry with one of the L-nitrogens at the apex. (It should be
noted that a trans planar configuration of the two amine ligands is
essentially eliminated because of ligand-ligand repulsions.)
Previous geometries found by us for such Cu-L complexes with
other anions (C0I4 , SCN) include distorted tetrahedral, distorted
square pyramidal, and distorted octahedral. Studies of tripyridylamine complexes of copper such as [Cu(tripyam)21CI0 4 and [Cu
(tripyam) 2 SCNICIO4 are planned.
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p3:367
NEUTRON MAGNETIC DIFFRACTION PROGRAM.
Atoji, M. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Our principal objective is to study the nature of unpaired electrons associated with chemical and metallic bonds in solids. More
specifically, the magnetic moment distribution of the unpaired
electrons in the rare earth compounds and their actinide analogs
are being investigated using neutron diffraction techniques with the
applied magnetic field of up to 25 kilogauss at temperatures between 2°K and 1500°C. The program includes the determination of
the crystal structures in order to relate them to the magnetic
structures. Our neutron studies of the isostructural series, RC 2 ,
RAu 2 , and RAg 2 (R = rare earth elements), are revealing the
fascinating variety of the magnetic configurations due to the anisotropic exchange interaction and the equally strong crystal field
effect. This work will be extended to similar rare earth and uranium compounds so as to provide further information regarding the
electronic spin interaction. By the same token, the intermetallics
in the U-Fe, U-Co and U-Ni systems may also be included in the
future program. An extensive experimental work on metallic
erbium has just been completed, and the data are being analyzed
with a specific emphasis on the spin density waves in the thermally
and magnetically excited states. The solid solution systems, USUC and U0 2 -CeO 2 , which may well be of interest in a systematic
study of refractory uranium compounds, are scheduled for investigation, though not in the immediate future.
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STUDY OF HYDROGEN IN METAL HYDRIDES BY
03:368
Flotow, H. E.
NEUTRON-SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
In recent years neutron-diffraction and inelastic-neutronscattering techniques have been used to study both the structure
and proton dynamics in transition metal hydrides. Quasielastic
scattering of a well-resolved beam of cold neutrons as a function
of momentum transfer can be used to provide detailed information
about hydrogen diffusion rates, activation energies, and in some
cases, hydrogen jump distances.
We have studied the diffusion process of hydrogen in vanadium
hydride by quasielastic thermal neutron scattering. Neutron line
widths associated with diffusion broadening have been determined
at 485K for VHo.198 and VH0. 5 70. These measurements cover a - 1
range of momentum transfers for elastic scattering up to 4.1A .
The line width results are compared with proposed models involving diffusive jumps between octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Although no complete agreement was obtained, this comparison leads
to the conclusion that jumps between tetrahedral sites seem to
predominate in the diffusion process for VHo.so0 . The results also
suggest that the large Debye-Waller factors found in the present
and previous neutron-scattering experiments on VHx are connected
with the relative magnitudes of diffusion relaxation time and jump
time between sites.
Neutron line widths associated with diffusion broadening have
now been obtained for TaH0.15 from 295 to 613°K. These data are
now being analyzed and additional data are being obtained for
TaH 0 .5.
It is now apparent that the theory has to be extended to include
finite jump times and possibly other effects. However, detailed
analysis of these effects and the influence of possible multiple
jumps and mixed-site occupancy would require many more parameters in the cross section expressions. We are now preparing
to make more accurate, high-resolution measurements on a single
crystal of TaH, to compare the usefulness of a more detailed theory for analyses of our experiments.
Inelastic-neutron-scattering measurements
measurements on
on PdHo.68
PdH0 .66 are
now
Inelastic-neutron-scattering
arenow
in progress. Previous electric resistivity measurements and heat
capacity data have shown anomalous behavior near 50°K. The neutron-scattering study will provide information on proton dynamics
in the species and may help explain the anomalous behavior near
50OK.
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Vanadium Hydride, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 32: 41-54 (January
1971).
deGraaf, L. A., J. J. Rush, H. E. Flotow, and J. M. Rowe, QuasiElastic Thermal Neutron Scattering by Hydrogen in AlphaVanadium Hydride,R J. Chem. Phys., 56: 4574 (1972).
, J. J. Rush, . C. Livingston, H. E. Flotow, and J. M. Rowe,
Study of Hydrogen Diffusion in Vanadium and Tantalum by QuasiElastic Thermal Neutron Scattering, in Proceedings of the International Meeting on Hydrogen in Metals, Kernforschungsanlage,
Julich, Germany, March 20-24, 1972.
Peterson, S. W.,
03:369
NEUTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.
and Williams, J. M. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
The current program of the neutron crystallography group emphasizes structural studies of compounds with strong hydrogen
bonds. The aim of this work is to provide the detailed structural
basis for the understanding of function and mechanism in complex
hydrogen bonded systems.
Work to date has been largely confined to O-H-O bonds and
has concentrated on a very interesting series of strong acid hydrates in which the H2 0 to ionizable proton ratio is greater than
one. In all cases studied, the ionizable protons are found to be
associated with H2 0 molecules forming the new hydrated proton
species H502, H7 03, and H904. These intriguing species are char-
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acterized by unusually short O-H-O bonds and the key H bonds
involving the acid protons are the shortest ones and are typically
double-minimum or flat potential-well, single-minimum types.
Associated with these novel bonding structures are high proton
mobilities and, presumably, facile modes for proton transfer.
Thus, these highly hydrated proton species, which can be observed
in detail in the well-ordered solid state, may provide useful models for protonic conduction and transfer phenomena of importance
in aqueous liquid and biochemical systems.
Current hydrated proton studies include H2PtCI 6 ·61-10, nitranilic
acid hexahydrate, sulfosalicylic acid trihydrate, and p-toluenesulfonic acid trihydrate. Isotope studies using partially and fully deuterated materials, in order to obtain isotope distribution and hydrogen bond isotope effect information, are also in progress.
Extensions to such compounds as HBr *2H2 0, H13r 4H 2 0, and
H4Mo(CN) 8 *6H 2 0 are planned for the near future.
A broader range of neutron investigations will include structure
studies of the currently important niobium and tantalum hydride
system as well as the hydrogen bonded (CIHCI)-, (BrHBr)-, and
(F · (HF),,)- ions. Longer range plans envisage a shift of attention
to systems of biological importance.

what we consider to be a shear relationship governing a phase
transformation between the [3- and y-forms of UO2(011) 2. With
proper choice of orientation, orthorhomrbic 3-UO2(OH)2 exhibits
pseudo monoclinic symmetry with cell dimensions close to those
of monoclinic y-UO 2 (OH) 2 . However, the d-angle of the pseudo cell
is about 10° larger than that in the y-phase. This causes a one
Angstrom translational difference between the two structures. It is
believed that a one Angstrom shear causes a slight rotation of the
U-6(0) octahedron, permitting a shift in two of the four hydrogen
bonding directions. A report [Bannister and Taylor, Acta Cryst.,
B 26: 1775 (1970)] indicates that above room temperature, the
octahedra of the i3-modification exhibit rotation. Grinding experiments demonstrate the presence of this shear relationship. Two
other phases in the U0 3 H20 system are being considered for
future study.
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Hoekstra, H., S. Siegel, and F. X. Gallagher, Reaction of PtO 2
with Some Metal Oxides, Chap. 4, Advan. Chem. Ser., No. 98

Williams, J. M., and S. W. Peterson, Molecular Structure Determination by Neutron and X-Ray Diffraction, Chap. 1, in Spectroscopy in Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. II, Academic Press, Inc.,
New York, 1971.
O'Reilly, D. E., E. M. Peterson, C. E. Scheir, and J. M. Williams,
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of the Aquated Proton II: Chloroauric Acid Tetrahydrate, J. Chem. Phys., 55: 5629 (1971).
Peterson, S. W., J. M. Holloway, B. A. Coyle, and J. M. Williams,
Antiprisnlatic Coordination About Xenon: The Structure of Nitrosonium Octafluoroxenate(VI), Science, 173: 1238 (1971).
Swanson, J. S., and J. M. Williams, Bichloride Ion Geometry in
Tetramethyl Ammonium Bichloride, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett.,
6: 271 (1970)
AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERZATION
0 0 STRCTUAL
DOUBLE NISTRAE
ANHYDRUOUAS DOUBLE
OF
OF SOME
SOME ANHYDROUS
NITRATIE SALS
SALTS OF
OF THE
THE LANLANTHANIDES. Siegel, S., Carnall, W., Ferraro, J., and Gebert, E.
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Structural investigations employing x-ray-crystallographic and
molecular-spectroscopic techniques are being carried out in order
to aid in relating hypersensitive transitions in the electronic spectra of the rare earth ion to its site sylmmletry.
,
, h
y
'The first compound to be investigated is K3Pr 2 (NO 3 )9. The symmetry of the crystal is cubic with a = 13.52 A and the space group
n
is s
d by t
e o
atom on a t
d as
is A06.r
Pr atom on a threefold axis is surrounded by twelve oxygen
atoms belonging to six nitrate ions. The nitrate configurations fall
into two groups. In each group, the Pr atom is shared by two oxygen atoms of a nitrate ion. However, in one nitrate configuration,
one oxygen atom is shared by two Pr atoms and the two remaining
oxygens by a Pr and K atom, respectively, while in the second
nitrate configuration, one oxygen atom is bound to two K atoims
while the other two oxygen atoms are shared between a Pr and K
atom.
,polymorphism
Preliminary investigations (W. Carnall) indicate a strong correlation between the intensities of the transitions and the site symmetry of the rare earth ion. As a result, more structures are to
be investigated in detail. K3Er2(N0 3)9, which is monoclinic, is currently under study. Similar studies, possibly with actinide sulfates,
are also being contemplated.
03:371
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AND RELATED CHEMICAL
STUDIES OF URANIUM COMPOUNDS. Siegel, S., Hoekstra, H.,
and Sherry, E. (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).
Current emphasis has been directed towards a study of the
UO 3 -H2 0 system, covering elucidation of structure and the nature of the hydrogen bonding.
The structure of U0 3 *· /3 H2 0(1 2 U3 01o) has been completed. The
configuration shows chains of shared octahedra and bipyramids,
with each configuration beginning and terminating in an octahedral
array of oxygen atoms. Utilizing bond-strength and infrared data,
it has been shown that hydrogen atoms are associated with these
octahedra. CuU3010 is believed to exhibit a similar grouping, but
with the Cu atoms bonded to the oxygen configuration. A morphological relationship to a-UO3 has been found.
The structure of y-UO3 · H20(UO 2(OH) 2) has been determined.
The configuration about a uranium atom is a distorted octahedron
with secondary oxygens forming extended puckered layers. Each
uranyl oxygen of an octahedron is hydrogen-bonded to a secondary
oxygen in an adjacent layer. This structure explains the origin of

Siegel, S., A. Viste, H. R. Hoekstra, and 3. Tani, The Structure of
Hydrogen Triuranate, Acta Cryst., B 28: 117 (1972).
__
, and H. Hoekstra, An Examination of the Symmetry of
Alpha-UO3, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett., 7: 497 (1971).
__
, and H. Hoekstra, Bond Lengths in Gamma-UO3 , Inorg.
Nucl. Chem. Lett., 7: 455 (1971).

(1971).
J norg.

.

Cheem,Pr3: 2867 (1971).

03:372
STRIUCTURAL PROBLEMS IN POTENTIAL BIIEEI)ER
FUELS. Siegel, S., Thorn, H., and Gebert, E. (Argonne Nation4a
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Two problems are being considered in connection with a study
of breeder fuels.
The first will be an attempt to determine the structure of U0,.,
in order to derive the site occupancy of the oxygen atoms. This
would permit a measure of the occupancy of vacancies with anions
and would lead to a structural evaluation of the nature of the defeets. If such a study gave reasonable results, the technique could
be applied to the mixed U-O/Pu-O fuel itself. The second probtlem under consideration is a study of the diffusion of uranium in
U

and the relationshi

to stuctue.
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SOLID STATE CHEMISTRY OF RARE OXIDE SYS(ArizonaState Universit Department
of Chemistry, Tempe, Arizona, 85281).
All solid substances, at temperatures above the absolute zero,
possess defects in their structures. Nonstoichiometric compounds
or solids exposed to high temperatures and/or radiation fields such
as nuclear power fuels and supporting materials for fusion devices
have
have aa high
high concentration
concentration of
of extended
extended defects.
defects.
This reseach project seeks to build upon extensive invesigations into the thermodynamic and dynamic propeties of the closely
elaed fuorite-type are earth oxides as model systems for the
actinie oxides and for solids with extended defects in general.
Further understanding of these related materials requires definitive structure determination of key phases and the divination of the
structural principle that relates them. Their complexities include
in single phases, homologous series of intermediate
compounds, order-disorder transformations fom intermediate
phases of narrow composition to ruly nonstoichiometric phases of
wide composition range, chemical hysteresis, and pseudo-phase
behavior.
The structural studies on single crystals are to be accomplished
by the most advanced techniques including automated x-ray diffractometry and especially high-resolution electron microscopy
and selected area electron diffraction. The latter method may lead
to direct imaging of the lattice with point-to-point display of normal and defect structural intergrowth.
PUBLICATIONS
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Turcotte, Rheal, Joyce Warmkessel, Richard J. D. Tilley, and
LeRoy Eyring, On the Phase Interval PrOi.5 0 to PrOi.Ti in the
Praseodymium Oxide-Oxygen Systems, J. Solid State Chem.,
3: 265 (1971).
STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF ORGANIC POLYSULFIDES.
03:374
Bernal, I. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Depart.ment).
As part of a broad program of studies of the structural chemistry of organosulfur compounds at Brookhaven the crystal structure of N,N'-dimethyl-3,6-epi-tetrathio-2,5-piperazinedione was
determined. This is a synthetic compound, the tetrasulfide analogue of a 2,5-piperazinedione ring with an epi-dithio bridge across
the 3,6-positions, the latter being a structural fragment common
to gliotoxin, virus-inhibiting antibiotics of the aranotin type,
sporidesmins, and the cancerostatic antibiotic chaetocin. The
synthetic compound was prepared in the hope that it would give
leads to the nature of the biogenetic processes by which some soil
bacteria synthesize a certain class of substances.
The presence of disulfide linkages in biologically important
The presence of disulfide linkages in biologically important
molecules is well known. An important example is the disulfide
compound sporidesmin, produced by the fungus Pithomyces
chartarum, which is very harmful to sheep. That biological polysulfide analogues of the disulfide exist was not known until early
1972 when A. Taylor, et al., announced that this same fungus also
produces the tetrasulfide compound Sporidesmin G, and that the
latter has the same potency as Sporidesmin in damaging sheep.
The
n cry
Bro l struure
The Brookhaven
crystal
structure derm
determinationn of
of te
the synthetic
synthetic
tetrasulfide compound provides a structural description of the
biologically active center of Sporidesmin G. A natural question
to ask is: Are there tri- or tetrasulfide analogues of other natural
disulfide compounds (e.g., enzymes), and, if so, what are their
biological effects and potencies? An answer to this question will
be sought in a study of oxytocin to be run in collaboration with an
investigator at Mount Sinai School of Medicine.
PUBLICATIONS
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Structure of
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03 375
IMAGNETIC STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION
BY
FIRON DIFFRACTION.
Corliss, L. M., and Hastings, J. M.
.Chemistry
Departmet).
National
Laboratory,
(Brookhaven
Neutroon
Ndiffactionl is the most powemsrful of modern tools o
Neutrons theif most powrful of modern tls
for de
termining the arrangement of atomic magnietic moments in solids,
The interaction of neutrons with an ordered array of spins gives
rise to coherent scattering and a characteristic diffraction pattern
these magnetic
magnetic difdifanalogous to
to that
that obtained
obtained with
with xx rays.
rays. From
From these
analogous
fraction effects one can derive the spatial repeat pattern of atomic
spins. In addition, one can generally obtain the magnitude and
orientation of individual moments as well as the spatial distribution
of spin density within the atom. This information is basic to the
understanding of magnetic properties: it provides a description of
the magnetic state and an essential framework for theoretical calculations. Studies now under way or planned include the following:
n
A yc preare
s of
iro
ro
fri
crystallizig
1) A class of 1)
newly
prepared
iron-group fluorides crystallizing
with the bronze and pyrochlore structures is being investigated.
2) The system FeTa20O-FeTaO 4 has been found to exhibit ferromagnetism in a limited composition range and this observation will
be further explored by systematic magnetic structure studies. 3)
Investigation of the analogous antimonate system is also planned.
4) The magnetism of rare earth borides has been poorly understood
despite extensive study. Magnetic structure determinations are
being undertaken to provide a basic description of the magnetic
state of these compounds.
PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS(1972)
Oesterreicher, H., L. M. Corliss, and J. M. Hastings, A Neutron
Diffraction Study of the Pseudobinary System ErCo 2 -ErA12,
J. Appl. Phys. 41: 2326 (1970).
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Hastings, J. M., and L. M. Corliss, Ordered Moment of NiS 2,
IBM J. Res. Devel. 14: 227 (1970).
, L. M. Corliss, M. Blume, and M. Pasternak, Spin Arrangement in the Pyrite, MnTe 2 , Phys. Rev., B 1: 3209 (1970).
03:376
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALLINE COM(Brookhaven National Laboratory, ChemPOUNDS. Elliott, N.
istry Department).
Magnetic susceptibility measurements supplement x-ray crystal
structure determinations in arriving at an understanding of the
structures and chemical bonding in compounds of the transition
metals In this program attention is given to he effects of symetry and of magnetc coupling va nonmagnetic ions. Among the
esults
ollowing
m
t
showed tha n (ip H2)MnCs (bip
An x-ray and magnetic
is square pyramidal and monoH2 = biphenyl) the anion MnCI
meric.
Similar studies on (NH 4 )2 nCI6 , K2 MnCI 6 , and Rb 2 MnC 6 showed
that the observed magnetic interactions were in good agreement
configwith those calculated from ++a model involving the covalent
2
^ Mn+-Cl»-C10
- to ,, and
Mn^-Cr-Cl-+-CI--CI-and the
the ionic form, Mn
uration
Mn+-CIO-CIO-Mn
Mn2+
'
In magnetic susceptibility studies of some o-phenantholine
complexes of Fe(II) and Co(II) it was found that the moment of
fom
t
o
omplexes
Fe(
a
C
e
(phen
21120 changes fro
5.6
at 295
to 2.4
at 61K A change
symmetry is thought to be the cause.
A study of some triple
tes of transition metals is unde
way and an investigation of
p the magnetic behavior of transition
metal
thalocya
es s planned.
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Bernal, I., N. Elliott, and R. Lalancette, Molecular Configuration
of the Anion MnCI52--A Square Pyramidal Pentahalide of the
3d Transition Series, Chem. Comm., 803 (1971).
PEPTIDE SEQUENCING BY ION IMPACT MASS
03:377
SPECTROMETRY.
Friedman, L. (with L. Greene, Biology De(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry DeTechniques developed in the study of gaseous ion chemistry
have been focused on problems of structural mass spectrometry
f biochemically nteresting molecules. The goal of this program
of biochemically interesting molecules. The goal of this program
is to develop a high-sensitivity technique for the generation of
spectra that will provide amino acid sequence information on
peptides and their derivatives and that will also permit the quanassay
^titativeof mixtures of peptides, amino acids, and their deThe two fundamental problems in structural mass
spectrometry are the ionization process and sample volatility.
The ionization problem has been virtually solved by the use of
a low-pressure ionization chamber in which proton transfer
takes place in a single ion-molecular collision. The tandem
mass spectrometer system developed in the BNL Chemistry
Department has been adapted to produce intense low-energy
beanms of a variety of protonated molecules. Subsequent proton
transfer takes place with controlled amounts of internal energy
deposited in the product ion. Serious background problems in the
ionization of amino acids and peptides can be minimized by selection of appropriate ion reagents. Sample volatility can be enhanced
with sfa
desorption methods. These of inert surfaces reduces
methods.
The use of from
inert adsorbed
surfaces to
reduces
withenergy
surfacerequired
desorption
the
for the
phase transition
gse
molecules by tens of kiloa
trnes
per m
Samles
ole.
of
less than one nanomole of undeivatized tri- and tetraalanine ad
Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone have been evaporated from a teflon
robn
tefl
collision chamber to provide mass spectra
suitable for structural identification and quantitative assay.
he mass spectrometer system is currently being modified
for computer control and data acquisition to permit investigations with even smaller samples of peptides and their derivaa
t
wh e
s
s
o p
ves. Ths wil also facilitate the investigation of volatility
problems.
Beuhler, R. J., L. J. Greene, and L. Friedman, Solvated Proton
Mass Spectra of a Tripeptide Derivative, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,
93: 4307 (1971).
, Flanigan, E., L. J. Green, and L. Friedman, Volatility Enhancement of Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone for Mass Spectrometric Studies, Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 46: 1082
(1972).
CHEMICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY STUDIES BY NEU03:378
TRON AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION. Hamilton, W. C. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
X-ray and neutron crystallography often offer the quickest
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and most economical methods for the determination of fine points
of molecular structure. Neutron diffraction is especially valuable
for the determination of light atom positions in the presence of
very heavy atoms-usually a difficult problem in x-ray crystallography. These techniques are being used to attack a large variety
of problems in molecular and crystal structure, many of them in
collaboration with chemists or physicists from other institutions.
Neutron-diffraction refinements of the structures of U(BH1) 4 and
Hf(BH4) 4 have provided the only reliable information on the mode
of attachment of borohydride groups to metal atoms.
Neutron-diffraction investigations of feldspars are being carried out to determine substitution ratios and precise DebyeWaller factors at several temperatures in order to obtain thermodynamic quantities that may be important in theories of mineral
formation.
A long-standing project on precision refinements of the structures of the several solid phases of ice will be completed soon
with the analysis of a new set of data on ordinary Ice I.
X-ray diffraction work is directed mainly toward the study of
compounds with possible biological significance. These include
peptide-nucleoside compounds, one of which is a demonstrated
antiviral agent. The geometry of pentacoordinate phosphorus is
thought to be important in understanding the mechanisms of important biochemical reactions, and work is now under way on some
pentacoordinate phosphorus compounds containing adamantanelike ring systems.
PUBLICATIONS
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reflections in one reciprocal lattice layer ale measured in parallel,
rather than serially as in single counter, conventional x-ray diffractometers.
The construction of AESOP is complete and the entire instrumentation system has been operational. Minor and final modifications deemed necessary as a result of experience to date are
under way and AESOP is expected to be in continuous operation
during the summer of 1972.
AESOP will first be tested for speed and accuracy of data
acquisition. It is hoped that an improvement factor of 20 to 40
in speed over conventional instruments can be realized. The accuracy of the measurements should be at least equal to that of
conventional four-circle instruments.
The first study using AESOP will be that of a bacterial enzyme,
streptococcal proteinase, in collaboration with BNL biologists.
Efforts are under way to obtain suitable single crystals of this
enzyme. It is expected that this work will establish AESOP as a.i
important national facility.
03:381
MOLECULAR BEAMS. Street, K., Hebert, A. J.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The gas phase geometry of the metal dihalides, MX 2 , poses
an interesting problem in bonding theory, in that experimental
results indicate that some of these molecules are bent and others
are linear. A particularly interesting case is that of the alkaline
earth dihalides, where whether a molecule is bent or linear depends in some cases on the nature of the halide ligand rather
than on the central metal atom. Electric deflection experiments
are being done on the alkaline earth dihalides in order to better
define the demarkation between bent and linear species. Preliminary results indicate that the rare earth halides may als.
exhibit this ambivalence, some being linear (or planar) and others
be n t
. Invetigation of the tare earths will be a majol part of the
future program.
Work will continue to improve the theoretical models that corand predict the properties of these molecules. 'Ihe distribution of uranium, thorium, and other trace elements in igneous
rocks derived from active and fossil subduction zones are being
studied. Rocks from the Aleutian arc (an active zone) will be
compared with those of the western U.S. where one or more fossil
zones have
been hypothesized.
zones
have been
hypothesized.
Investigation of trace element distibutions in California alpinetype ultramafic complexes will continue. These are thought to
represent sections of oceanic crust and upper mantle.
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PRECISION NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF
03:379
AMINO ACID AND NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS. Hamilton,
W. C., Koetzle, T. F. (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistlr Department).
The structures of amino acids and nucleosides and small polymers of these important biological building blocks are being accurately determined by neutron diffraction.
The structures of fifteen naturally occurring amino acids have
been refined, and hydrogen atom positions have been determinedt
Templeton David II
X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.
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to a precision of 0.002 A. This amino acid work is drawing to a
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close with the refinement of a few remaining structures and the
Chemistry Division).
analysis of the wealth of information obtained on N-H ... O hyCysta structures of nmerous substances are being deterdrogen bonds in terms of a semi-emlpirical potential function.
nined by x-ray-diffraction methods, chemical princiles which
This potential function and the other information on hydrogen
on
ae
being studied, and the methods for such
c trol stlur
atom configurations being derived will be of importance to those
investigations are being improved. One area of study is hydrogen
interested in the preldiction of the structures of polypeptides and
bonding n salt hydrates and n organic crystals where it is often
in the variability of amino acid structures as they occur in poteins.
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to the structure and to the thermodynamic properties.
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base so that
matical models for the description of hydrogen atoms are under
bility of disorder in the hydrogen bond can be carefully examined.
study; specifically, use of complex form factors in least-squares
The possibility of proton transfer across the hydrogen bonds in
these genetic materials has been suggested as being part of the
refinement ot struture permits estimation of the proton position
mechanism for mutations in living olganlisnms. Tihe work will conmore precisely than the traditional method does. The application
of anomalous dispersion effects to improve the power of structurerother base pairs, nucleotinue with the analysis of a numlber of
methods is being tested with a difficult example of
ooterasepairs,
an odetermlination
.tinuesw
anlyss oa
th
tides, and oligonucleolides.
a natural product from citrus fruits. Studies of diverse metal
complexes and compounds of xenon fluorides continue to establish
PUBLICATIONS
the constitution and chemical nature of these new materials. A
Lehmann, M. S., T. F. Koetzle, and W. C. Hamilton, Precision
search continues for crystals likely to be of general interest
Neutron Diffraction Structure Determination of Protein and
and importance for understanding chemistry or for practical
Nucleic Acid Components: I. The Crystal and Molecular Strucapplications.
ture of the Amino Acid L-Alanine, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94:
2657 (1972).
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PARALLEL DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS FOR
03:380
St. Clair, David, Allan Zalkin, and David H. Templeton. 'he
DIFFRACTION STUDIES. Thomas, R. (Brookhaven National
Crystal Structure of Cesium :3, :' -commo-Bis[nonahydro-1,
Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
A new parallel data acquisition system for single crystal x-ray
2-dimethyl-1,2-dicalba-3-chroma-closo-dodecaboratej Hydrate,
a Hydrate of a Chromium Metallocarborane Salt, Inorg. Chem.,
crystallographic studies has been designed and constructed at
10: 2587 (197).
Brookhaven. It is called AESOP-an Automatic Equi-inclination
, Zalkin, Allan and David H. Templeton, The Crystal
Spectrometer Operating in Parallel. AESOP will have a special
2,2'-commo-Bis(nonahyStructure of Tetraethylammloniuml
usefulness for biological macromolecular structural studies where,
dlodicarba-2-cobalta-closo-decaborate), a Salt of the Cobalt
because of sensitivity to x-ray exposure, data must be collected
Derivative of the Nonahydridodicarbononiabotate(2)-Ligand
rapidly or not at all. The x-ray detectors in AESOP consist of a
Inorg. Chem., 11: 377 (1972).
linear array of 128 discrete quantum counters. All simultaneous
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Avdeef, Alex, Kenneth N. Raymond, Keith 0. Hodgson, and
Zalkin, Allan, Two Isostructural Actinicle 7- Complexes. The
Crystal and Molecular Structure of 13is(cyclooctatetraenyl)
uranium(fV), U(C6H8)2, and Bis(cyclooctatetraenyli)thorilu m(IV),
Th(C8H8)2, lnorg. Chem., 11: 1083 (1972).
Fischer, Mark S., David 1. Templeton, Allan Zalkin, and Melvin
Calvin, Crystal and Molecular Structure of Methyl Pheophorbide with Applications to the Chlorophyll Arrangement in 'hoto-synthetic Lamellae, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., !4: 3613 (1972).
03:383
INTERATOMIC AND INTERMOLECULAII FORCES
Busing, W. R.
DERIVED FROM CRYSTAL STRUCTURES.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry IDivision).
The elucidation of the nature of interatomic and intelrmolecular forces is the central problem underlying the theory of chemical reactions. The geometric measurements available through
x-ray and neutron diffraction furnish an anchor point for deducing
the forces, and modern electronic computers provide a means of
carrying out the necessary analysis. A computer program has
been prepared that represents a crystal or an isolated molecule
by a potential energy model. Three areas of research to which
it is applicable will be mentioned.
Because of interest in LiF-BeF 2 systems, we have recently
shown that the crystal structure of Li2BeF 4 can be represented
reasonably well by a Born-Mayer ionic model. This work will
be extended to include short-range polarization effects in an effort to explain the distortion of certain crystal structures such as
that of CaCI 2.
Calculations of the conformations of large organic molecules,
both in crystals and in an isolated state, indicate that the geometry of five-mlembered rings may be affected significantly by
intermolecular forces. An x-ray study of crystalline cyclopentane will be made to test these conclusions.
Calculations of the frequencies and normal modes of vibrations
in crystals will permit a comparison of observed and calculated
anisotropic thermal motion as well as a lore precise interpretation of experimental interatomic distances.
PUBLICATIONS
Busing, W. R., An Interpretation of the Structures of Alkaline
Earth Chlorides in Terms of Interionic Forces, Tranls. Amer.
Crystallogr. Assoc., 6: 57 (1970).LICATIONS
03:384
NEUTRiON AND X-RiAY CRYSTAL STiRUCTUItE ANALYSIS.03:384 NEYrH.A.,ON AND X-AY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
J
ANALC.K.
YSIS.
Levy, H. A., Brown, G. M., Busing, W. H., Johnson, C. K.,
Thiessen, W. E. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry
Division).

~~~~~~~~~~Division).

This project aims to furnish for selected crystals the accurate
knowledge of structure requi red for basic chemical understanlding
in a number of areas: energetics of crystal packing, hydrogen
bonding and distribution of hydrogen isotopes among different
locations, unusual chemical bonding, relationships between structure and reactivity, carcinogenesis, and anti-carcinogenesis, and
enzyme-substrate relations and other biochemical processes. It
includes development of theory, computer programs, alnd instruments. The superb neutron facilities at ORNL are utilized whenever precise location of hydrogen atoms or the degree of hydrogen
isotope substitution is required, as in current work on isotope
partitioning in crystals of Y(H 2 0-H-OH2)(C2 04 ) 2 ·H2 0, which
contain the rather rare diaquated proton (H
2 O-H-OH 2)+, and on
hydroxamic acids, such as hydroxyurea, H2NCONHOH, which has
been shown to have a pyramidal nitrogen in the -NHOH group.
Other compounds under study include lithium hydroxide monohydrate, the 1 : 1 complex of urea and phosphoric acid, metallocenes, terpenoids, steroids, and natural pigments. Specific topics
for the near future are neutron diffraction studies in relation to
nucleoside and nucleotide structure and to sugar transport in
physiological systems, and x-ray studies related to the structure
of chlorophyll and of certain bile pigments lmown to have helical
configurations in solution. For the longer term, the applicability
of neutron resonance scattering to the solution of crystal structures of proteins or other molecules of high molecular weight
will be explored.
PUBLICATIONS
Brown, G. M., F. L. Hedberg, and H. Rosenberg, Crystal Structue
of Decachlororuthenoeene. Noncoplanarity of Carbon and Chlorine
Atoms
J. Chem.
Atoms Arising
Arising From
From Valence
Valence Forces,
Forces, J.
Chem. Soec.,
Soc., D,
D, 5:
5:
g(1972).
A Cneit
Wa o ApynCosrittures
Busing, W. IR., A Convenient Way of Applying Constraints incompounds
Structure-Factor Least-Squares Refinement, Acta Crystallogr.,
Sect. A, 27: 683 (1971).PUBLICATIONS
Desiderato, R., J. C. Terry, G. R. Freeman, and H. A. Levy,
The Molecular and Crystal Structure of 8-Hydroxyquinoline-Noxide, Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B, 27: 2443 (1971).
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Ellison, R. D., H. A. Levy, and K. W. Fung,
Structure of Trimercury Chloroaluminate,
Chem., 11: 833 (1972).
Thiessen, W. E., I. A. Levy, \V. G. Dauben,
D. A. Cox, A Highly Twisted Double Bond,
93: 4312 (1971).

Crystal and Miolecular
Hg3(AlC14) 2 , Inorg.
G. H. Beasley, and
J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,

03:385
ST RUCTURAL CHIMISTRY: STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS
AND GLASSES. Levy, H. A., Narten, A. H., Vaslow, F. (Oak
lRidge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Although liquids are involved in virtually all technological
fields-energy, environment, biology-the liquid state is poorly
understood on the atomic and molecular scale. Consequently,
Iuch knowledge about liquids is empirical, and sound methods
of prediction and extrapolation are lacking. This program attacks
the problem at three levels: (a) determination of atomic and
molecular arrangements by neutron and x-ray diffraction, (b)
development and application of methods of obtaining intermolecular forces consistent with observed arrangements, and (c) application of intermolecular forces to compute, prelict, and
extrapolate physical properties.
X-ray- and neutron-diffraction studies of the system BeF 2 LiF over wide ranges of temperature and composition have yielded
high-precision correlation functions. Molecular dynamics calculations based on purely ionic interaction potentials derived
from crystal data have yielded ion pair correlation functions
that agree well with those derived from diffraction. More refined calculations are expected to provide thermodynamic and
transport properties under conditions difficult to realize in the
laboratory. This work is to be extended to the molten alkali
metals.
Combined x-ray- anl neutron-diffraction studies of liquid
water and aqueous LiCI and HC1 have provided direct evidence
for wvell-oriented hydration shells about Li+, Cl-, uad H30+' ions.
The data are being analyzed to obtain a realistic potential of interaction between water molecules.
Diffraction studies of glassy BeF 2 and SiF 2 have been interpreted in termls of a new model that has successfully predicted
the observed ramanu scattering. The effects of radiation damage
amorphous materials
are being
being studied
hy x-ray
x-ray ad
and euton
neutron
ateials are
died by
oon amophous
dffraction.
PUBLICATIONS
Narten, A. HI., and H. A. Levy, Liquid Water: Molecular CorrelaFunctions from X-ray Diffraction, J. Chem. Phys., 55:
2263 (1971).
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Neutron and X-Ray Diffraction, J. Chem. Phys., 56: 5681 (1972).
Blun, L., and A. H. Narten, Mean Spherical Model for the Structre of Liquid Metals J. Chm. lbya. 56: 5197 (1972.
fraction Data, J.

03:386
CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF FLUORIDES. Brunton,
G. D. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor Chemistry
Division).
This program has historically been concerned with crystal
structures and coordination chemistry of simple and complex
fluoride compounds such as those discovered and produced in
pure form by the several ORNL programs devoted to fundamental
and applied chemistry of molten fluoride mixtures. Emphasis
upon such compounds continues, but, in recent times, the scope
of this program has broadened to include studies of special inorganic compounds whose structures are of unique interest: e.g.,
Y(H 502 )(C0 4 )2 - H2 0; or of compounds, e.g., Na 2LIB2F 7 and
K2 Cr 2O,, whose crystal structures and interatomic distances
provide the basic parameters for fundamental studies funded
by other AEC activities. The results of the neutron-diffraction
study of YH50 2 (C204) 2 . H2 0 will be published as soon as the work
on the thermal models is completed. We hope that the improvement in accuracy of diffraction data collection, made possible
by the installation of a new Si solid state detector, will resolve
the ambiguities in the partially solved structures of LiTh2Fs,
NaBe
and CUF
Data for the structures of Li 3ThF4,
and Lih 4 F w
be collected with the new instrument. The
spectroscopy group under G. E. Boyd is interested in the structoru of CsBe2 F5 and LiBF 4 and we will investigate these two
when crystals are available.

Brunton, G., The Crystal Structure of CsUGF 25, Acta Cryst., B,
27: 245 (1971).
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Structure of Li 2 MoFg,

Mater. lies. Bull.,

PU3LICATIONS

Structure of RbTlh

Acta Cryst., B, 27:

Winge, R. K., V. A. Fassel, and l. N. Kniseley, Direct Nebulization
of Metal Samples for Flame Atomic Emission and Absorption
Spectroscopy, Appl. Spectrosc., 25: 636 (1971).
Fassel, V. A., li. W. Slack, and R. N. Kniseley, Flame Emission
Spectrometric Determination of Aluminum, Cobalt, Chromium,
Copper, Manganese, Niobium, and Vanadium in Low and High
Alloy Steels, Anal. Chem., 4.i: 186 (1971).
, J. 0. Rasmuson, R1. N. Kniseley, and I. G. Cowley,
Relative Free-Atom Populations in Nitrous Oxide-Acetylene
Flames Used in Analytical Spectroscopy, Spectrochim. Acta,
ParLt B, 25: 559 (97(1).
leif, i., 1R.N. Kniseley, and V. A. Fassel, Effect of the Area
Sensitivity of Photomultiplier Tubes on the Measulement of
Integrated Spectral Line Intensities, Appl. Opt., 9: 2399 (1970).
Golightly, ). G., R. N. Kniseley, and V. A. Fassel, The Image
Dissector Photomultiplier as a Detector in a Rapid Scanning
Approach to Direct-Reading Analytical Emission Spectroscopy,
Spectrochim. Acta, Part B, 25: 151 (197)1.

3 F1 3,

Structure of Rb 5 Zr 4 1'21 , Acta Cryst., B, 27:
Structure of K7 '1'h6 F3i, Acta Cryst., B, 27:
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Analytical studies using chemical, nuclear, and spectroscopic
techniques.
03:387
X-RAY EXCITED OPTICAL FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY (XEOFS). Fassel, V. A.; D'Silva, A. P.; DeKalh, E.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
These investigations on the optical fluorescent emission of
various solid materials and gases under x-ray irradiation are
focused on the description of the spectra observed and their
anal vtical applications The success already achieved by the
XEOFS technique for the ultratrace (part per billion level) determination of the lanthanides in various reactor mIaterials
suggests a multitude of further application studies. The analytical studies are complemented with explorations on the potentialities of various fluorescent host systems as radiographic
phosphors, neutron detectors, and in-pile, fuel-burnup monitors.
Selective energy-transfer processes are being utilized in analytical schemes for the part per billion quantitative determination of
nitrogen impurity in highly purified noble gases and lIg in samples
of environmental or biomedical interest.
PUBLICATIONS
D'Silva, A. P., and V. A. Fassel, Analytical Applications of X-lay
Excited Optical Fluorescence: Direct Determination of Rare
Earth Nuclear Poisons in Uranium at the Part per Giga (1 in
10) Level, Anal. Chem., 43: 1406 (1971).
- , E. L. DeKalb, and V. A. Fassel, Quaternary Oxide Hosts
for the X-Ray Excited Optical Fluorescence Detection of Rare
Earths in Nuclear Materials at the Part per Giga Level, Anal.
Chem., 42: 1846 (1970).
DeKalb, E. L., A. P. D'Silva, and V. A. Fassel, X-Ray Excited
Optical Fluorescence Spectrometry: Scope of Application to
Trace Rare Earth Determinations, Anal. Chem., 42: 1246
(1970).
Saranathan, T. R., V. A. Fassel, and E. L. DeKalb, Analytical
Applications of X-Ray Excited Optical Fluorescent Spectra:
Direct Determination of Fractional Parts per Million Amounts
of Rare Earths in Thorium, Anal. Chem., 42: 325 (1970).
03:388
ANALYTICAL ATOMIC EMISSION AND ABSORPTION
Fassel, V. A.; Kniseley, R. N.; Winge, R. K.;
SPECTROSCOPY.
Butler, C. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Detailed observations on the atomic and molecular absorption,
emission, and fluorescence spectra of various electrical plasmas
and flames in the optical and infrared regions are providing important insights on: (a) the relative concentrations of stable
reactive species in the various zones of these hot gases;
(b) mechanism of free atom formation processes from aerosol
droplets or powdered samples introduced into plasmas or
flames; (c) free atom depopulation processes; and (d) the significance of these observations on practical analytical applications of these devices. Mechanistic studies on solute vaporization
interferences (interelement effects) in flames or plasmas are
being conducted in an effort to understand how these interferences
occur and to develop schemes for their elimination. These studies
are laying the groundwork for applying plasmas and flames to the
practical solution of singularly difficult analytical problems encountered in nuclear reactor technology and in the biological,
environmental, and nutritional sciences.

03:389
ANALYTICAL SEPARATIONS.
Fritz, J. S. (Ames
Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The chief objective of this research is to devise new and better
methods for quantitative separation of metal ions present in
analytical samples. The separation methods are intended to fit
into a comprehensive scheme so that the components of virtually any sample cau be separated on a routine rather than a
Custom basis.
Methods that have been worked out and that are curiently
being investigated are based on ion exchange and on column
ptiion
chromatography. In ode to obtain rapid separations,
two high-speed liquid chromatographs have been constructed.
Automatic detection of eluled elements is accomplished spectrophotometrically using uv detection or by mixing a colorforming reagent with the column effluellt. Futll-e plans inclule
improved automation of the sepalrations and development of
specific, chelating ion exchange resins for retention of certain
metal ions.
PUBLICATIONS
Fritz, J. S., and W. C. Millen, Chromatographic Separation and
Colorimetric Determination of Gold, Talanta, 18: :323 (1971).
Seymour, Mark 1)., John 1'. Sickafoose, and James S. iFritz,
Application of Forced-Flow Liquid Chromatography to the
Determination of Iron, Anal. Chem., 43: 173'i (1971).
____, iDonald R. Beuerman, and John J. Richard, Chromatographic Separation of Copper with an Alpha-Hydroxyoxime,
Talanta, 18: 1095-1102 (1971).
_
_, and Donald R. Beuerman, Chromatograplic Separation
of Molybdenum Using an Aliphatic Alpha-Hydroxy Oxime, Anal.
Chem.,
44: 692 (1972).
Ch
,4:
692 (1972).
nd Joseph J. lopping, Chromatographic Separation of
Vanadium, Tungsten, and Molybdenun with a Liquid AnionIExchanger, Talanta, 1S: 865-872 (1971).
Svec,
SPARK SOURCE MASS SPECTROMETRY.
03:390
H. J.; Conzemius, 1. J. (Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Considerable progress has been made with a pioneering development of an electrical detection system for the spark source
mass spectrometer. The system is now supplemented with an
auto-programmer that permits close interaction between the
operator and a computer via time share facilities. The most
recent addition to the system involves automatic and simultaneous control of the spark gap width and the ion illumination
angle of the instrument. This makes possible a constant ion
current and instrumental sensitivity. The effect is a dramatic
improvement in the analytical precision attainable. The overall
system has been tested with a highly purified sample of dysprosium metal. Isotopic abundance measurements on the five most
abundant nuclides of Dy were made with uncertainties of 0.3 to
6
1
1.1%. The 'i Dy/ ' Dy and t5iDy/'"8Dy ratios were determined
with uncertainties of 0.4 and 0.9%, respectively. A further improvement in measuring precision is expected when development of a new collector that will obviate having to depend upon
the total ion beam monitor as a reference is completed. This
will eliminate effects due to fluctuations in the number of multiply charged ions upon the analysis. The final phase in this
overall project concerns automatic control of the spark position
relative to the instrument ion optics. Preliminary manual experiments indicate that this can be expected to lower the measuring uncertainties of <0.1%. It should then be feasible to use
the spark source mass spectrometer with its broad capabilities
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for ionizing all materials to make isotopic abundance measurements that are as good as any made using surface or electron
bombardment ionization.
PUBLICATICON
Furgerson,
. . Con . B.,s, ad
i
Furgerson, I.. B., R.
J. Conzemius, and H. J.. SSvec,, A
Application
of Low-Cost Operational Amplifiers to Electrical Detection in
Spark-Source Mass Spectrometry, Talanta, 17: 762-66 (1970).
03:391
DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVATION ANALYSIS TECH- CHNIQUES. Voigt, A. F.; O'Toole, J. J.; Clark, R. G.; Malaby, K. L.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Neutron activation analysis is potentially the most sensitive
method for the determination of some elements and is a strong
competitor with other methods for many more elements as well
as an independent check of the methods. Multi-element analysis
using solid state gamma spectrometry has many applications to
technological problems related to energy production, to environmental research, to the solution of forensic and cultural problems,
etc.
Development of these methods and their use in the determination of trace metals in the environs of a mining and smelting
operation in Canada have provided data for a model of the distribution of metallic pollutants from localized sources. The
distribution of toxic elements, such as mercury, arsenic, antimony, and selenium, as well as of less toxic metals, like chromium, cobalt, zinc, rare earths, and gold, in the area has beenent.
many sampes of water, soil, plant
udetermined by
determined
by the
the analysis
analysis of
of many
samples of water, soil, plant
ematerials, and
fThe ecological
materials,
and human
human hair.
hair. The
ecological significance
significance of
of the
the
release of these elements from the smelter and their subsequent
deposition is being assessed.
Similar multi-element activation analysis is being applied to
pot sherds from pre-Columbian Mexican cultures with the goal
of learning more about the relations between cultures in various
geographical areas during the Toltec period.
PUBLICATIONS
O'Toole, J... , R. G. Clark, K. L. Malaby, and D. L. Trauger,
Environmental Trace Element Survey at a Heavy Metals Hefining Site, in Proceedings of the American Nuclear Society
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Methods in Environmental Research, Columbia, Mo., August 23- 24, 1971, J. Vogt (Ed.),
University of Missouri Press, Columbia, Mo., 1972.
Becknell, D. E., and A. F. Voigt, Neutron Activation Analysis
of Heavy Rare Earths, J. Radioanal. Chenl., 8: 89 (1971).
Menapace, L. M., Sr., and A. F. Voight, Thermal Neutron Activation Analysis for Potassium, Holmium, and Lanthanum in
Tungsten Bronzes, J. Radioanal. Chem., 6: 219 (1970).
Clark, R. G., and W. A. Stensland, Service Oxygen Analysis with
14 MeV Neutrons at Iowa State University, J. Radioanal. Chem.,
4: 365 (1970).
Kato, T., and A. F. Voigt, The Production Rates of Hare Earth
Nuclides by 7(1 MeV Bremsstrahlung for Photon Activation
Analysis, J. Radioanal. Chem., 4: 325 (1970).
03:392
03:392

ARCHAEOLOGY.
COPPER ARCHAEOLOGY.
COPPER

Friedman, A. Al,; Lerner
Friedman,
A. Ml.; Lerner,

J. L.; Fields, P. R.; Milsted, J.; (Olsen, E., Field Museum of
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry
Natural History).
Division).
Over the past years we have analyzed the impurities present in
copper obtained from approximately 400 ore samples from all
over the world. A statistical treatment of the distribution of these
impurities indicates that by analysis for seven major impurities
one can determine the type of ore from which a given copper
sample came. This statistical treatment has been applied to
artifacts from various areas and the results appear to be of
archaeological interest in that the types of ores used have a correlation with the technical abilities of ancient societies. The
analyses were first done by use of spectrographic and activation
analytical techniques, but these have lately been supplanted by
spark source mass spectrometry.
As a test of the method, some North American Indian artifacts
were analyzed and shown to have a probability of >90% of having
been made of native copper as would have been predicted.
Next, a survey of seven Moche (an ancient Peruvian society
dating from ~500 B.C. to 1000 A.D.) artifacts showed that they
had used ores of all types and even learned to make bronze alloys. Since this was a relatively isolated civilization, it appeared
that a survey of Moche artifacts would shed some light on the
metallurgical development of these people with time. We are
now in the process of analyzing a series of dated Moche copper
pieces and will continue these experiments.

PUBLICATIONS
Friedman, A. M., E. Olsen, and J. H. Bird, Moche Copper Analyses: Early New World Metal Technology, Amer. Antiq., 37:
254 (1972).
Schweizer, F., and A. M. Friedman, Comparison of Methods of
Analysis of Silver and Gold in Silver Coins, Archaeometry,
14(1): 10.1-107 (1972).
03393

NUCLEAR MEDICAL ISOTOPE RESEARCH..

Fried-

man, A. M.; (I. Rayudu and E. Fordham, Presbyterian St. Lukes
Hospital). (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
This project is the beginning of a study of the medical utility
and production of isotopes for diagnostic medical testing. We are
at present engaged n a study of the production of millicurie
amounts of "Fe and are using the products of these irradiations
for studies, in experimental animals, of the chemical behavior of
Fe compounds. Our initial aim is to find suitable complexing
o
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rounding tissue. This will make it feasible to use these ' Fe corplexes to diagnose some diseases of the red-blood-cell-forming
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use of 2°lBi and 2°4Pb
production and
We intend to study the
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during the coming year, since these isotopes are expected to be
useful for studies of tumors and bone growth while their halflives are short enough to minimize radiation damage to the patient. However,
their medical utility vill depend on the time it
However, their m ical utility ill depend on the time it
takes for their compounds to concentrate at the desired sites.
For this reason we will be studying the effects of different cornplexing agents.
03:394
TRACE ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS BY CHARGED
Hillman, M.;
PARTICLE INDUCED X-RAY FLUORESCENCE.
Gordon, B. M.; Kraner, H. V. (Brookhaven National Laborator3
Department of Applied Science).
The technique of inducing x-ray fluorescence by heavy charged
particles (e.g., protons or alphas) combined with detection of the
x rays by solid state detectors has made possible simultaneous
analysis of most trace elements at the subnanogram level. The
present program points to the development of a system sufficiently automated so as to be capable of handling the requisite
number of samples for broad surveys of elemental baselines in
the environment.
Current studies are being devoted to development of sample
handling and preparation for the large variety of sample types
to which the technique will be applied. These different sample
types are being provided by collaborators in different fields who
have shown interest in applying the technique to their particular
problems. The various calibration experiments necessary for
making the technique quantitative are also being carried out.
Related to this effort, the computer analysis of the obtained xray energy spectra into elemental abundances is actively being
pursued.
The apparatus will move shortly to a more permanent radiation facility at the BNL RARAF accelerator, which presently
produces 4-MeV protons. The program will then consist of tying
the various techniques into one automated system capable of
handling the multi-elemental analysis of a large number and
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PUBLICATION
Gordon, B. M., and IH. W. Kraner, Trace Element Analysis by
Charged Particle Induced Characteristic X-rays, in Trace
Substances in Environmental Health, Chap. V, p. 419, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo., 1972.
03:395
SULFUR TRIOXIDE, OXYGEN, PLATINUM ELECTRODE IN A FUSED SULFATE. Salzano, F. J.; Newman, L.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Applied Science).
There is presently interest in the behavior of sulfur oxides in
ambient air. Sulfur trioxide is of special interest since it is a
corrosive irritant and one of the end products resulting from the
injection of SO 2 into the atmosphere. Although there are nimerous methods for the continuous determination of SO 2 in ambient air, there is no method for SO3 (or H2 SO 4 ). A study wvas
undertaken to examine the 02 , SO 3, Pt/(Na, Li, K)2SO4 electrode
as a possible means for continuous measurement of SO 3 in ambient air. The behavior of this electrode wvas studied at S03
concentrations in the parts-per-million range. The cell studied
consisted of two similar electrodes isolated from each other by
a solid cation-permeable membrane. One electrode was used as
a reference through which passed an air or oxygen stream con-
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taining a fixed and known concentration of SO 2 . Through the other
electrode was passed a similar gas stream containing a variable
concentration of SO 2 . The SO 2 passed into each electrode through
a platinum inlet tube that converted a fraction of the SO 2 in the
gas stream to SO 3 . The EMF vs concentration behavior of this
cell was studied and found to exhibit Nernstian behavior. This
work showed that the electrode has possible applications as a
continuous monitor of ambient air for both SO 2 and SO,. It is
expected that sulfate is present in ambient air in a variety of
forms such as H2 SO. *xH 2O, (NI4) 2 SO,, (NII 2)HSO4, and as refractory sulfates; however, the relative proportions of these
species present under various environmental conditions have
not been established. Future work will be aimed at determining
the distribution and nature of sulfate species, and applying the
above technlmique and others in order to understand the behavior
and distribution of sulfate species in ambient air.
03:396

APPLICATIONS
NUCLEAR METHODS
TO ART
APPLICATIONS OF
OF NUCLEAR
NMETHODS TO
AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Sayre, E. V.; Harbottle, G.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Chemistry Department).
The composition and structure of works of art and of archaeological artifacts are being studied by means of neutron activation,
which is a nondestructive method for quantitative chemical analysis of objects, and which provides a unique measurement of
some chemical impurities that may be present at trace levels.
Among the materials studied are: pottery from a variety of
ancient sources throughout the world together with clays from
which they might have been formed; some minerlals used in
ancient cultures, e.g., turquoise and steatite; medieval glass;
ancient silver and gold objects; and oil paintings.
The patterns of trace elements determined in the archaeological
materials provide a new method of classifying and grouping them,
and, as well, indications of the geographic sources of the objects,
the materials and methods used to fabricate the objects, and
sometimes the period during which the objects were made.
The chemical nature and the distribution of the pigments of an
oil painting are determined by activating the entire painting and
then placing x-ray film in contact with the active painting to obtain an autoradiographic image. The composition of the paintings
in terms of the types and amounts of pigments used is obtained by
analyzing the spectra of the induced gamma-ray activities. These
observations help to characterize and identify the genuine works
of particular artists.
It is planned to refine techniques for thermoluminescence and
'4C dating and to apply them to archaeological and art objects.

PUBLICATIONS
Kardonska, S., H. L. Finston, and E. T. Williams, 4"1Ar(n,a)3'S
lReaction at 14.4 MeV, Phys. Rev. C, 4: 840 (1971).
-_
, H. L. Finston, and E. T. Williams, Reactions of 20Ne
with 14.3-MIeV Neutrons, Phys. Rev., C, 4: 846 (1971).
03:398
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS.
Rowland, F. S.
(University of California, Department of Chemistry, Irvine,
California 92664).
The general purpose of this work has been to extend the applicability of neutron activation analysis. Instrumental neutron
activation analysis has been applied to the determination of
mercury in museum specimens of swordfish and tuna (in collaboration with V. P. Guinn and G. E. Miller). The single swordfish (caught 1946) and seven tuna (caught 1S78 to 1909) showed
mercury concentrations in the same range (<0.1 ppM) as that
found concurrently in fresh specimens, suggesting that such
levels of mercury are probably the natural state for these large
fish
Molecular site information, in addition to elemental abundance
data, is being sought through a combination of neutron acti
analysis with hot atom chemistry. In low-temperature (-196°C)
7
irradiation, the 38CI atoms formed by the reaction " Cl(n,y)38Cl
arc much more likely to he found in an organic state after irradiation for initially organically bound chlorine than for initial
Cl- ions, all in aqueous solution. Current experiments are determnlining the possible utility of molecular neutron activation
analysis for several chlorinated species.
PUBLICATION
Miller, C. E., P. Grant, R. Kishore, F. Steinkruger, F. S. Rowland, and V. P. Guinn, Mercury Levels in Museum Specimens
of Tuna and Swordfish, Science, 175: 1121 (1972).

Harbottle, G., Neutron Activation Analysis of Potsherds from
Knossos and Mvcenae, Archaeometry, 12: 23 (1970).
Savre, E. V., and L-H. Chan, High Resolution Gansma-Ray Specin Science
Science trnd
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Archaeology, R. H. Brill (Edl.), The MUlITPress, Canmbridge,
Mass., Chap. 12, pp. 165-177, 1971.
Olin, J. S., and E. V. Sayre, Compositional Categories of English
and American Pottery of the American Colonial Period, in
h
IT Press,
Science
Archaeology,
and
R. H. Bril (d.),
Cambridge, Mass., Chap. 14, pp. 196-209, 1971.of
Cotter, M. J., and E. V. Sayre, Neutron Activation Analysis of
Oil Paintings bv Ralph A. Blakelock, in International institute
for Conservation-American Group, Bulletin 11, No. 2, p. 91,
q1971.
'
.
Mevers, P., and E. V. Savre, The Determination of Trace Elements in Ancient Silver Objects by Thermal Neutron Activation
Analysis, in International Institute for Conservation-American
Group, Bulletin 11, No. 2, p. 29, 1971.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS BY ION MICROPROBE MASS
03:399
SPECTROMETRIC METHODS. McHugh, J. A.; Stevens, J. F.
(Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Mass Spectrometry).
'hc ploduction of secondary ions by bombarldminlt o: a solid
w
ith an energetic primary ion beam is the basis of a mass spectromctric method for surface and bulk solils analysis. The technique is relatively new in the field of micol-arca inalysis It
possesses a capability for rapid analylsis iand provides a high
elemental detection efficiency for most elements, including the
lightest. The objectives of this research are to explore application areas and to contribute to the understanding of methods for
quantitation of secondary ion ield data.
A current study involves the elemental analysis of single
micrometer-size ai thorne particulates. Airborne particulates
lrepresent many particle classes of varying chemical composil
tion. In order to extr act maximum information from a particle
collection, it is necessary to obtain elemental compositions of
is
indiid
ticles Our results indicate the ion micoprobe
quite valuable in this area and with such results one m1iy be able
to more easily interpret, pinpoint, and eventuallsy control sources
harmful pariculate pollution.
The untitative interpletation of secondary ion spectra is a
complex problem with the relative elemental efficiencies depending quite strongly on the chemical makeup of the surface and
the solid matrix. A study has been initiated to measure relative
secondary ion efficiencies for a number of elements in known
samples. This will be a continuing program ained at developing
a quantitative formulation (empirical, seemi-epirical or theosecondary ion yield data to elemental concento11reduce
No2 p 1971retical)
Grop
Bulletin

03:397
APPLICATIONS OF NUCILEAR AND RADIOCHEMICAL
TECHNIQUES IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. Finston, Harmon L.
(Brooklyn College of the City University of New York, Chemistry
Department).
The method for determining cross sections of radioactive nu2
4
22
clides has been developed and applied to I1I, " Co, 12Sb,
Na, and
12i"'Te. Work on 5'Co, 54Mn, and 88Yis in progress and work on
'2Nb, i82Ta, and "niHf will soon commence. The Westcott convention will be tested by irradiation under different thicknesses of
cadmium. Special techniques in activation analysis being developed
include work on mercury determination involving neutron activation
and x-ray counting and the development of inelastic neutron scattering as a method of activation. A study of particulate matter in
automobile exhaust using nuclear methods of analysis has been initiated. 'he study of mechanisms of synergistic solvent extracttion is continuing. A procedure will be developed to synthesize
tetraphenylarsonium chloride labeled with radioactive arsenic.
The study of the use of chlorcndic acid as an extractant for
metal cations will be continued.

Markowitz, Sanmuel S.
'He ACTIVATION ANALYSIS.
03:400
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
The purpose of this research is to apply nuclear reactions induced by low-energy 3He ions for chemical studies, including nondestructive trace concentration analysis and surface analysis.
The scope includes the development of the method to those difficult elements, such as oxygen, carbon, fluorine-and more recently-chlorine, sulfur, potassium, and calcium. The concentration of various elements as a function of depth from the surface
can also be measured. The use of 3He activation analysis has been
demonstrated in several laboratories around the world for studying the effects of trace concentrations of certain elements in
super-pure material. Surface studies may be pursued by activation techniques, and by studies of direct nuclear reactions and inbeam counting of scattered particles and gamma radiation. Work
is also in progress on the determination of the extent, if any,
that low-Z fission of matrix elements can interfere with sensitive trace-impurity analysis. There is potential here for further

PU BLICATIONS

~and

trations in a sample.
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application of this technique to biologically interesting media and
importance.
to samples of environmental

Zoller, W. H., and G. E. Gordon, Instrumental Neutron Activation
Analysis of Atmospheric Pollutants Utilizing Ge(Li) Gamma)Ray Detectors, Anal. Chem., 42: 257 (1970).

PUBLICATION
Lee, Iiana M1., James F. Lamb, and Samuel S. Markowitz, Rapid
Non-Destructive Fluorine Analysis by 3IIe Activation, Anal.
Chem.. 43: 542 (1971).
03:401
E:NVIRONMILENTAL CHIIEIMIISTIR.
Newton, Anmos S.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemistry Division).
As part of a recently formed environmental studies group,
work is proceeding on studies involving environmental problems.
As a start we are cooperating with Dr. R. W. Risebrough in theCurrentl
study of chlorinated hydrocarbons in marine systems, especially
mussels. Work is progressing on an evaluation of experimental
methods by gas-liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry.
A second study that is being started is an investigation of the
physicochemical aspects of the mercury problem. This involves
a study of the thermodynamic properties, especially bond energies,
of organic mercury compounds. The mechanisms, kinetics, and
equilibria involved in the conversion of inorganic ncrcury to
organic mercury will also be investigated.
A recent study in this field was the evaluation of reverse flow
gas chromatography as a method of concentrating a very dilute
solution of mixed high-boiling components by injecting a large
volume of the solution on a suitable column, eluting the solvent,
and reversing the flow to clde the minor constituents asa single
peak. These components can then be reinjected on a very sensitive gas- liquid chromatography column for separation and analysis with combined GLC and mass spectrometry. The characteristics of the reverse flow unified peak were determined as a
function of the characteristics of the column, the time of reversal,
and the characteristics of the individual trace components.

03:403
INSTRUMENTATION AND SMALL COMIPUTER SYST:IMS FOR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Fisher, D. J.
(Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Analytical Chemistry Division).
Instrumentation is central to any analytical procedure; our
aim is to develop methods that can meet the present and projerted analytical requirements of the U. S. Energy Program.
Automation
Automation thlough
through compte
computer control
control of
of instrumental
instrumental systems
systems
ma
possible rapid and highly precise results for large numbers of saiples at minimum
cost.
w
developing programs to assist in processing
data
stes.
These
data from
fron several
several of
of ou
our atonl
automated systems.
These include
include the
the
CeMSAEC, the scanning electron microscope, polarographs, and
coulometric analyzers. Least square procedures are being apf
photometric and
nsity grdient
alsis.
We invl interfaced a PDP-8/F computer to a Perkin- .lme
Atoic Absorption Spectrophotometer for the determination of
Na K, Ca, Mg, and nit. The sample load for these analyses arising from environmental sources is now -5000/month. If feasible,
we plan to attach this same computer to a Technicon AutoAna1zcer, so that automatic phosphate analysis (Mo-Blue method)
n be performed
he
k on inetic methods of chemical analysis using the
GeMASAEC fast photometric analyzer is directed to determination of trce metals of environmental origin. A particular objetie
is the expansion of ou initial studies of chciluminescent
reactions using the G
SAEC anal
r, in search fo rapid
methodsr
g contamination
naion of
methods for mas
measuring
of nara
natural eaters.
Wolk on computer-controlled electroanalvtical methods is
continuing with emphasis on exhaustive electrolysis under contollcd-potential conditions.

PUBLICATIONS
03:402
NUCLEAR METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES. Gordon, G. E.; Viola, V. E. Jr.; Walters,
Kelley, M1.T., ORCAL-A Conversational Calculating Language
W. B. (University of Maryland, Department of Chemistry,
for the ND-812 Computer, Chem. Instrum., 3: 345 (1972).
College Park, Md. 20742).
., and J. M. Janscn, Programming Concepts for the GeMSAEC
Instrumental nuclear methods of analysis involving both longRapid Photometric Analyzer, Clin. Chem., 17: 701 (1971).
range incoming and outgoing radiations have considerable advanMcCracken, J. E., J. C. Guyon, WX.D. Shults, and H. C. Jones,
tage over wet chemical or conventional instrumental methods
Instrument for Coulometric Titrimetry with Feedback-Conwhich involve absorption or emission of short-range radiation
trolled Electrolysis Current, Chem. Instrum., 3:(3) (1972).
(e.g., x rays, uv, or visible). With nuclear activation methods,
Coleman, R. L., J. A. Dean, W. D. Shults, and M. T. Kelley, Apone can use projectiles such as thermal neutrons or high-energy
y rays and observe y rays from the products that are of such long
plications of the GeMISAEC Centrifugal Photometric Analyzer in
Environmental Analysis: The Determination of Phosphate,
range as to be little affected by the complex, poorly characterAnal. Lett. 4: 1(9 (1971).
ized matrices encountered in environmental samples.
-,
. 1). Shults, M. T. Kelley, and J. A. Dean, Environmental
Two years ago we demonstrated the measurement of about 24
Applications of a Centrifugal Photometric Analyzer, Amer. Lab.,
minor and trace elements in urban atmospheric particulate ma3: 26 (1971).
terial by the use of instrumental neutron activation analysis
(INAA). VWe
are attempting to extend the list of observable elements by ise of improved Gc(Li) detectors and so far have been
able to observe S, lib, Zr, Ag, Cs, Gd, Nd, Tb, and Tra in most
aerosol samples and, occasionally, Tmn and Dy.
03:404
PHOTOELECTRN SPECTROSCOPY (ESCA) FO
SURFACE ANALYSIS.
Hulett, L. D.
(Oak Ridge National LabWe are also investigating the applicability of instrumental
oratory, Analytical Chemistry Division).
photon activation analysis (IPAA) in which samples are irradiatedhotoclectron
spectroscopy is a very general and effective
with bremsstrahlung from the National Bureau of Standards Linac.
technie or ientiyinentran
e
technique for identifying and measuring concentrations off eleThus far we have found IPAA capable of analysis for Na, Cl, Ca,
Ni n,
among
As, Br.which
Zr, S,Ti,
1, C,
ments and compounds adsorbed on the surface of solids. Out
Ti
andCrPb,
Ti, C., Ni, Zn, As, Br. Zr, S, 1i,Ce, iposbl
and
viamon .T The
objective is to apply the technique as an analytical tool in solving
Ni, As, Ar, I, and Pb are difficult or impossible via INAA. Theroblems
in the
the U.
U. S.
S. Energy
Energy Program.
Program. In
n pollution
pollution studies
studies wee
problems in
elements Ni, As, and Pb are of particular interest because of
e fon tha su aces of smoke particles and fy ash can be
have found that surfaces of smoke particles and fly ash can be
known toxicities.~~
easily. Sulfur, in three different valence states, sulfate,
We are now seeking instrumental nuclear methods for other
sulfte, and sulfide, as found on coal smoke particles. For fly
ith a Cto
ash specinens taken
fro a steam
m plant equiped
toxic species of very low abundance such as Be and Cd. Methods
ash specimens taken from a steam plant equipped with a Catox
under consideration include charged-particle activation, observadt
e
ed
al
device for S02 removal, we found that adsorbed sulfur was alwvays
tion of prompt y rays following neutron capture or other nuclear
present as sulfate
present as sulfate.
reactions, and excitation of nuclear isomers with intense, lowEnvironmental Science
Science Division
Division of
of ORNL
ORNL the
the transfer
transfer of
of
In the Environmental
energy y radiatidn.
elements on the surfaces of soil particles is of interest. For work

~~~~their
~analyzed
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Gordon, G. E., Instrumental Activation Analysis of Atmospheric
Pollutants and Pollution Source Materials, in Proceedings of
the International Symposium on Identification and Measurement
of Environmental Pollutants, Ottawa, June 1971, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1972, pp. 138-143.
___,
WA.H. Zoller, E. S. Gladney, and A. G. Jones, Trace
Elements in the Urban Atmosphere, in Proceedings of the
American Nuclear Society Topical Meeting on Nuclear Methods
in Environmental Research, Columbia, Mo., August 23-24,
1971, J. Vogt (Ed.), University of Missouri Press, Columbia,
Mo., 1972, pp. 30-37.

of this type we have shown that small amounts of cadmium adsorbed on kaolinite can easily be detected. Next, we plan to start
measurements of nitrates and amines from fertilizers adsorbed
on soils. Our general plans for future work of this type are as
follows: (1) Develop the ESCA technique as a general means of
analyzing the surface of particulate matter. In the past, surface
analysis has only been in the province of fundamental research.
We hope to make it routine. (2) Develop means of gas analyses
by adsorption of gases on solids, followed by examination of the
solids by photoelectron spectroscopy. (3) Work in collaboration
with other pollution studies groups that are interested in surface
problems. In addition to the examples of soil studies given above,
we also plan to be of help in SO 2 removal studies that involve adsorption on solid surfaces.
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Hulett, L. D., T. A. Carlson, B. R. Fish, and J. L. D)tham,
Studies of Sulfur Compounds Adsorbed on Smoke Particles
and Other Solids by Photoclectron Spectroscopy, in Determination of Air Quality, Plenum Press, Inc., New York, New
York, 1972.
a r l s on TMeasurements
C
_, and T. A. Carlson,
of ChemicaSici,
Chemical Shifts
- , an , Measurments
. A.
of
in the Photoelectron Spectra of Arsenic and Bromine Corpounds, Appl. Spectrosc., 25: 23 (1971).
. and T. A. Carlson, Analysis of Compounds of Biological
Interest by Electron Spectroscopy, Clin. Chem., 16, 677 (1970).
03:405
E:IECR'IIOCHEMI;STRY IN MOLTEN:
SAI.TS. Manning,
D. L. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Analytical Chemistry
Division).
measurements
Electrochemical
Electrochmical
measuements provide
provide the
the best-and
est-and essenssntially only-mnethod of analysis suitable for use in molten salts
at high temperatures. The primary objective of this program is
to develop fundamental data required for on-line techniques forate,
chemical studies of molten salt systems. Various electrode assemblies are being used to study the behavior of components in
molten salt systems; to determine selected elements, such as03:407
tritium and hydrogen; and to elucidate reaction mechanisms occurring between materials of construction such as Ti and Cr,nalytical
and the molten salt itself. Voltammetry, chronopotentiomet
and chronoarmpcrometry have all been used.
We are continuing to collect basic data and further characterize the electroactive species in the different molten fluorideprogram
solvents. We have solvents.
of
been primarily
e have concerned with
ith the study ochemistry
more stable electroactive species (uranium, corrosion products,
etc.), which are more adaptable to on-line monitoring, but plan
now to study the more unstable constituents, such as Mo, Ni), Tc,
and Ru, particularly valence states and disproportionation reactions at low concentrations. Ring disc voltalmmctrY and thin
layer methods have been utilized to characterize unstable intermediates in aqueous solutions; efforts will be madlle to adapt
cells. We plan
these techniques to high-temperature
high-tenmperature cells.
plan to
to develop
develop
electro-optical methods for the study of unstable intermediats.tiides.
In this approach, the unstable intermediate is electrically gencrated in situ and spectral data arc obtained by scanning the
electrode solution interface.
PUBLICATIONS
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Melts, J. Electrochem. Soc., 119: 125 (1972).
Manning, D. L., and G. Mamantov, Determination of the Diffusion
Coefficient of Nickel(ll) in Molten LiF-BcF 2 - ZrF 4 by ILineaLr
Sweep Voltammetry and Chronopotentiometry, High Temp. Sci.,
6: 533 (1971).
Whiting, F. L., C. Mamantov, G. M. Begun, and J. P. Young,__
Raman Spectra of Solute Species in Molten Fluorides; 0O, CrO1-,
CO2-, Inorg. Chim. Acta, 5: 260 (1971).
Jenkins, H. W., G. Mlamantov, and D. L. Manning, Electrode Potentials of Several Redox Couples in Molten Fluorides, J.
Electrochem. Soc., 117: 183 (1970).
03:406
NUCLEAR METHODS OF ANALYSIS. Ricci, E.
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Analytical Chemistry Division).
Our present effort in nuclear methods of analysis aims at the(1971)
investigation and exploitation of four different systems: (1) automated nondestructive neutron activation analysis at the HFIR;
(2) gamma photon activation analysis at the Oak Ridge Electron
Linear Accelerator (ORELA); (3) analysis aided by radioactive
sources, e.g., neutron activation with s52Cf or x-ray fluorescence
with i"Pm sources; and (4) charged particle activation analysis
using physics machines.
Because of the high flux at HFIR, only a short irradiation time
is required to achieve great sensitivity; by measuring the induced
activity with a computer-coupled Ge(Li) detector system we can
determine many elements nondestructively. Proton reaction
analysis, charged particle reaction analysis, and x-ray excita3
tion by proton, alpha, and He particles at MeV energies also
have a number of useful and sensitive applications, particularly
in the low Z region of the periodic table.
We now have the HFIR lab in operation and are beginning to explore its special potential; our aim is multielement analysis using
very small samples. We are studying impurities in fossil fuels,
ash, materials of construction, sediments, water, and vegetation by
mainly nondestructive techniques. We have developed a computer
program to handle the y spectra obtained from these irradiated
samples using a Ge(Li) detector. This work is being complemented
by similar studies using photon activation at the ORELA. Some

special samples will continue to be surveyed by charged particle
activation. Proton 2reaction analysis has been demonstrated as a
useful tool for IC/1 C andt'N/12C ratios in biological experiments.
and the technique is now being evaluated for other applications.
PUBLICATIONS
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L. C. Loss of
cur\ from Containers in Neutron Activation Analysis, Iadioche
Radioanal. Lett., : 39 (1971).
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY FOR TRANSURANIUI
ELIMIENI'S. Stokelv, J. R. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Chmi
Division).
Th cheistry and nuclear properties of transuranium elements
produced within the AEC's transuranium element program are
studied at the Transulanium Research Laboratory at ORNL. Our
has as its objective a concomitant study of the analytical
of the nuclides and analytical assistance in applying
conventional techniques to solutions of these elements. The
divalent oxidation states of transuranium elements have been
studied; the most significant result is the discovery of a 2' state
in californium, which opens the possibility of an oxidationreduction technique for the detrminaition of this clement. Hlaving
demonstrated the first absolute chemical anal sis of curium, thus
making possible half-life determinations by specific activity ncase
surments,
we now plan to apply the technique to other trivalent
The solution absorption spectrum of this element will
be obtained and an electroanalytical method for determination of
bcrkelium pursued.
Since low-level alpha counting is the preferred method of measuring many of these elements, we plan to emphasize handling,
preparation, and concentration of alpha emitters. Alternate methods of detection, including the use of thermally stimulated exoelectron emission detectors, are also being studied.
PUBLICATIONS
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Chem.,
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(1972)
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03:406
NUCLEAR
Controlled-Potential
ETHODS
OF
ANALYSIS.
ii,
Determination of
Plutonium in the Presence of Iron, Anal. Chem., 43: 603
Baybaz, R. D., J. R. Stokely, and J. R. Peterson, Absorption
Spectra of Bk(III) and Bk(lV) in Several Media, J. Inorg.
Nucl. Chem., 34: 739 (1972).
03:408
EFFECTS 01' RADIATION ON ANALYTIICAL METHODS. Zittel, H. E. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Analytical
Chemistry Division).
The objectives of this program are twofold: (1) to study the
effects of radiation-alpha, beta, and gamma-on analytical
methods and devise ways to circumvent or eliminate those that
are deleterious and (2) to utilize radiation as a positive analytical
tool whenever possible. For the past year or so the latter has
been emphasized.
Studies carried out on various organic dyes, commonly used as
pH indicators, show that dyes as a group are easily degraded (decolorized) by gamma radiation. The concentration required to
6
measure accurately the radiolytic degradation is very low (~10 - 7
10 M) and the total gamma dosage necessary to produce a large
decrease in absorbance (color) is quite small (102- 103 rad). We
noted that the presence of ions that react readily with the radiolytic water products protects the dye from radiolytic degradation.
2+
on the radiolytic degraA preliminary study of the effects of Cu
dation of Methyl Orange was carried out. We find that the extent
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2+

of protection is a function of Cu concentration, and that by
selecting the proper conditions less than 1 ppB copper can be
measured accurately. No interference is shown by the presence
2
21
2+
2+
2+
of nonactive ions such as Al3+, Zn ', Cd , Ca , Ni , and Ba .
3+
Other active ions such as Fe
probably will interfere, but because of the relative ease and acculracy of delivering reagent, i.e.,
gamma radiation, at very low concentration, we feel that this unique
usage of radiation may lend itself to analytical methods for ppB
amounts of the active ions. While the method is by nature nonspecific, by the proper selection of conditions it should be possible
to cause it to be no worse in this respect: than any other redox
method.
PIUBI ICATIONS
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__
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Aal
ALSO SEE Nuclear Spcclroscopy: 03:4; Heavy Element C/cemistry: 03:79; Chemical Spectroscpy: 03:246; Structural Chle,islry: 03:37;' Separalions Clhemistry: 03:419; Mliscellaneous
Chemical Stvdics: 03:442, 03:443, 03:444.
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Conference, April 1971, The Hague, Netherlands, Society of
Chemical Industry, Elgland, Vol. II, pp. 957-965, 1971.
03:410
SOLVENT EQUILIBRIA AND EXTRACTOR DESIGN
FOR SEPARATING THE RARE EARTHS BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION.
Burkhart, Lawrence (Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division)
Effective design of rare earth extraction systems hinges upon
the availability of good equilibrium data in a form that is readily
available and can be used for both design and control. Equilibrium
data for the distribution of the two-solute system TmClI-YbCI.
between HCI (aqueous) and di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid have
been correlated. At equilibrium, the distribution of solute in the
organic phase is a function of total solute, mole fraction of ytterbium, and acidity in the aqueous phase. Using an assumed general
functional relationship, expressions for the partial derivatives of
each variable were computed and evaluated from experimental
data. The same procedure is now yielding correlations for the
three solute system, TumCI 3 - YbC13-LuCI 3.
To check the usefulness of the correlations, they are verified
by simulated column runs. The data are also used to study the
dynamic response and control of a rare earth extraction column
bv
y using digital simulation techniques. A predictive control model
n"o
ntder study tas shown that the addition of a feedforward loop
adds materially to the effectiveness of the control. An approximate means of correcting for the transient portion of the feedforward loop is being determined.
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Basic and applied studies of chemical separations.
03:411
INVESTIGATION OF STABLE, LABILE RARE EARTIH
COMPLEXES AND TIIEIR APPLICA'ION IN CATION EXCHANGE
03:409
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such as
as the
the or
organic
p i s toganicfective inl resolving such mixtures, but the cost of soice highly
phase in a selventphase
extraction
process. A nleans
of
predicting the
ofpredicting
the
pure individual rare earths prohibits their extensive use ia nluin a solvntprossA
concentration of a component in one phase, given the concentrationc in
in the
the. other
other phase,
phase, would
Would bc
be of
of value
value
*a- in
in optimlizinlg
optittmizing the
the scpaclearben
and foul
other that
applications.
it
tion
has
laiopolarboIn cation exchange
ic acidseparations,
aions sch as
has been found that ixlvaminopolycarboxylic acid anions such as
ration and concentration of the clesired component.
EDTA (clid'lenediamine-N,N,N',N -tctraacetate) and IIEDTA
The equilibriumli data for the system samiariuml chloridc--neopruovid e ade(N'-hydroxyelhylethylenediamiinc-NNN'-triacetate)
with 1M
chloride-chriumto chloride
dTmium
ivit
luitt chloride-ceriu
chloriide in
it) equilibrium
eqjilibriu ot with
1M cidi-li
'
l
qu ate process separation factors, but that certain of their prop(2-ethylhexvl)phtosphoric acid have been correlated empirically
l
e
i
o
om ca
To cite several drawbies
are disadvant
ge us econ i ll.
The equilibrium single component nonlinear models predict the
4i
backs:
forms
relativelyisolube
insoluble 114(EDTA)
and
organic concentration as a function of the aqueous lanthanide conbaks:DT EDTA anion
ain
io rlattvely
D
HLn(EDiA) species in pb ranges suitable for facile colTin opcentration and aciditv over a wide range. The binary system
er at
a d H
A whos e
m
models predict the total organic concentration as a function of'
iol; n
EDT (
proolatecl for 113(HEDTA) is more
s
olle
than HI(ETA)) i selectie only for the rare earths Iamole fraction of Sm in the aqueous phase and acidity, at total
aqueous lanthanide concentrations of ~0.64M and 0.11M. The
S
and Ho-Lu
*e~
Because
that
makes H3(HEDTA)
ternary system models predict the total organic concentration as
ecause it
it appears
aears
tat lack
lac of
o symmetry
s
eem
s that the OH
more soluble than H(EDTA) and because it s
a function of mole fraction of Ce and acidity, at three different
functional group of HEDTA is responsible for its lack of selectivity
mole fractions of Sm on a cerium-free basis (0.1, 0.15, and 0.9)
toward the lanthalons Sm-tlo, the immediate goal is to synthesize,
and at a total aqueous concentration of -0 6M1. These models
consist of a series of linear terms analogous to Raoult's Law for
characterize, an evaluate N-alkyl-substituled cthylendiaamieideal solutions and a series of nonlinear terms predicting the
NN,N'-triacelate reagents, which are expected to possess the
combined desirable qualities of EDTA and IIEDTA but lack the
deviation froim id eality (interaction effects).
utdesirable traits of both.
An attempt will be made to cevelop a correlation of the multicomponent phase equilibria based on thermodynamic activity coefficients. 'The determination of activity coefficients for single,
03:412

cific ion electrodes and direct vapor pressure techniques.
PUBLICATIONS
Harada, Takeo, Renato G. Bautista, and Morton Smutz, Extraction
of Yttrium in the Systenl Y(NO3)-l-HNO-Il1 2 0-Di(2-Ethylhexyl)Phosphoric Acid, Met. Trans., 2: 195-197 (1971).
Ioannou, Tomn K., Renato G. Bautista, and Mlorton Smutz, Correlating Multicomponent Equilibriumi Data for the Extraction of
Lanthanides wvith Di(2-Ethylhexyl)P'hosphoric Acid as the Solvent, in Proceedings of the International Solvent Extraction
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SEPARATIONS BY LIQUID-LIQ
W

. . and S. Iewey

UID EXTRAC-

(Argonne National Laboratory,

Chemistry Division).

The purpose of this program is to acquire the pertinent solvent
extraction data necessary for devising separation systems that
may be used in (1) providing more economical thoriumi and uranium fuel for the rapidly expanding reactor requiremlents, (2) processing spent fuel and accompanying waste in a manner that shows
proper concern for our environment, and (3) isolation of the heavy
elements including super-heavy elements.
The purification of thorium from rare earths should be markedly
simplified by a process based on data being obtained using di-(2ethylhexyl)-phosphoric acid inl an interacting diluent. 'The scpa-

V
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ration factor
3
exceeds 10 .
Our recent
Am(VI) from
phorus-based
approach for
of extraction
(XO) 2 PO(OH),

mutual separation of U, Th, and Sc and separation of
trivalent actinides using sterically hindered phosextractants indicates the feasibility of a similar
the development of other separations. The efficiency
for a given element in the systems X2 PO(OIH) or

D. F.,

G.. W.Mason,

A. F.

Bollmeier,

and S. L

ewey,t,

03:413
ION EXCHANGE RESIN SYSTEMS.
Diamond, RichAard M. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Chemiittx
Division).
Our interest has been in the factors underlying ion exchange
resin selectivity. For the usual strong base or acid resins we believe the difference in hydration of the exchanging ions in the two
phases, the resin phase and the external solution, is the principal
cause of selectivity. We recently studied six heterovalent anion
exchanges to show that the selectivity order is the reverse of that
expected from Coulomnbic interaction in the resin phase betweeno
the resin site and counter ion, but just what is expected on the bydration picture.
In addition, we have studied the behavior of several simple anion
exchange systems in a number of mLxed organic-aqueous media.
The results seemed to bear out expectations, as well as leading
to the practical prediction that such media would provide poorer
separation factors for simple anion exchanges, although not neccssarily for exchanges involving complex anions such as the halometallic complexes. In1 contrast, it is known that cation exchange
in mixed organic-aqueous

Iand we plan

11

-~'

S

§,
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03:414
SEPARATION OF 2t4U FROM z Pu BY RESIDUE ADSORPTION.
Kirby, ti. \V. (Mound Laboratory, Nuclear Operations Departmennt).
The technique of residue adsorption, discovered at Mound
Laboratory in 1959, has become a useful tool for the quantitative
separation of trace elements. It is based on the principle that
trace quanitities of inorganic compounds that precipitate at the
macroscopic level can be made to adsorb quantitatively on nonreactive surfaces if the microcrystals can be brought into close
enough contact with the surfaces. A residue adsorption method
c/1
2i4U
2is
t being developed for the analytical determination of trace
2
2
in 238pu by alpha spectrometry and for determining the 23 U/ 34U
ratio in the same matrix. The method is based on the strong
tendency of plutonium in all its oxidation states to hydrolyze in
neutral or weakly acid aqueous solution under conditions which
permit the dissolution and desorption of uranium.
The plutonium-uranium solution is evaporated to dryness on a
platinum disc and the residue, after being converted in situ to a
nitrate or fluoride, is hydrolyzed. The desorbed uranium is repeatedly deposited on a fresh surface, dried and desorbed again
until a residue is obtained that is sufficiently pure to vield a satis-fer
factory alpha spectrum of the uranium isotopes. 'Thus far the

Hurst,

(Oak Ridge National Labora-

/

tory, Chemical Technology Division).
i
The AEC program has a continuing need for new processes to
recover or separate materials not treated previously and more
,,
economical processes to replace existing processes. New separation reagents and/or systems of indicated utility in atomic en,,.
ergy processing are continually being suggested from sources
such as the Separations Research Studies. It is the purpose of the ~1
Separations Process Development Program to develop such sug- ..?
gestions into complete processes through laboratory scale.
Current and planned studies include the development of solvent
extraction processes for recovering uranium from wet-process
phosphoric acid and lithium fronm salt brines and for separating
'~f
and purifying plutonium from reactor wastes. High-pressure
(small particle size) ion exchange has been shown to have a nunmtant potential
exber ^of ;„
important
potential advantages
advaitagcs over
over cnventional
conventional ionex^
hange.
ts of the use of high-pressure ion echange in several
separation systems are being made to determine whether this
technique might broaden the range of application of ion exchange
separation processes.
PUBLICATIONS

I

I
'}A
Hurst, Fred J., David J. Crouse, and Keith BI. Brown, Recovery
of Uranium from Wet-Process Phosphoric Acid, Ind. Eng.
.
- /"I
Chem., Process Design Develop., 11: 122 (January 3972).
Weaver, Boyd, and R. R. Shoun, leavy Aclinide Element ParLitioninlg by Extraction with Monomacidic Phosphorus EstersHEPEX, Ind. Eng. Chcm., Process Design Develop., 10: 582
(1971).
Coleman, C. F., and B. Weaver, Selective Stripping of Plutoniumn
frotm Organic Extracts, U. S. Patent No. 3,580,705, \Mayx25,
1971.
03:416
FLUORIDE SALT SEPARATION TECIHNOLOGY.'
McNeesc, L. E., J. R. HIightower, Jr., M. J. Bell, H. 0. Wceren,
and B. A. llannaford (Oak Iidge National Laboratory, Chmical Technology Division).
The purpose of this program is to establish a sound teehnological base for processes that separate components of fluoride
salt mixtures; this work is applicable to the processing of fuel
from a molten-salt breeder reactor. Separation techniques under
study include fluorination, reductive extraction using molten bis-

media may lead to better separations,

to investigate this situation, suspecting that here ion
pairing may play a larger role. Polyvalent cations will be used,
as well as monovalent ones, to emphasize the effect of Coulomibic
interactions.
Another planned investigation is into the phenomenon observed
long ago by K-raus and his colleagues that large anions, such as
AuCIj, are absorbed by strong acid cation exchange resinls from
moderately concentrated LiCI solutions evetn better than are
monovalent cations. Again there is an asymnictry in resin behavior, as we do not observe a comparable effect with large
cations and a strong base anion resin.

/
-"

SEPARATIONS PROCESS DEVELOPMENT.

F. J., 13. Weaver and F. G. Seeley

Extraction of Selected Metallic Cations by a ighly Hinderd
(GO) PO(Oll) Extractant in Twvo Different Diluents ftrom ani
Aqueous Chloride Phase, J. Inorg. Nucl. Cheni., ,33: S45-S5(
(19 71).'in
Lewey, S., G. W. Mason, and D. F. Peppard, Comparative Extraction of Selected M(II) Cations by (2-C 12 1' s C;HI120) PO(OII)2 and
(2-CH -s C;I 2)PO(OH) 2 , J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., :33: 2531-2539
(1971).

AI·
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where X represents hydrocarbon groups, may be

varied by factors exceeding 1010 as a function of steric hindrance
in the extractant molecule and its acidity. Separation factors between pairs of elements may be varied by factors greater than 10s.
Future research should lead to important new or improved separation procedures.
Future research will include the preparation and study of phosphorus-based extractants in which sulfur is substituted for some
or all of the oxygen. It is expected that these extractants will
prove effective in extracting the transition elements and their
super-heavy element analogs.

Peppard,

method has been applied successfully to mixtures in which the
234U represented only 1.75% of the total alpha activity.
The objective of current work is to increase the efficiency of
the process so that sources containing a much smaller fraction of
uranium isotopes can be successfully analyzed.

between thorium and the most extractable rare earth

munth, and oxide precipitation.

The programr

-

?

is concerned with

(1) developing equipmeint and information necessary for the design
of fluorinators for removing uranium from molten salt, (2) correlating hydrodynamic and mass transfer data resulting froimi
studies of countercurrent contact of salt and bismuth in packed
j
columns, (3) developing data for designing equipmenct to selectively precipitate oxides from miolteni fluoride mLxtures, and (4)
developing special instrumentation for use with molten salt and
,
bismuth such as salt- metal interface location detectors. A typi- /T
cal example of work in progress is the stucly of gas holdup and /
axial dispersion in the liquid phase in open bubble columns. Col(unmin diameters ranging from I to 6Cin. and a range of values of
surface tension, viscosity, and density of the liquid phase are used.
The resulting correlation will be applicable to the design of bubble
column gas-liquid contactors that are of industrial importance
and to the design of continuilous fluorinators.
03:417
TRITIUM SEPARATION TECHNOLOGY.
VWatson, J. S.,
F. J. Smith, and R. C. Forrester (Oak idge National Laboraor,
/L
Chemical Technology Division).
Increased awareness of the biological hazards of tritium imposes restraints on future nuclear reactors, and new, imlproved
tritiummm-separating and -handling techniques are needed. These
)
restraints will have an especially large inlpact on thermonuclear
reactors because of the large quantities of tritiulm required and
produced by breeding. 'The purpose of this progranl is to obtain
basic engineering and chemical information relating to tritiumremoval processes. The initial efforts are directed at removal
from fluids proposed for the blanket and coolant of thernimouclear reactors, but the fundamental information obtained will also
be applicable to other reactor concepts. The program is beginning with fundamental mass transfer and thermodynamnic studies
h
of tritiuml in liquid potassium iandliqeuid lithium. Studies vwilh
of tritium to plane or
XL
cylindrical solid surfaces and tliermodynamic properties at high

L,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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temperatures (up to 1000°C). Results will be most applicable to
recovery processes based upon pernleation of tritium through
metal windows. Studies with potassium will concentrate on lower
temperatures. Mass transfer studies will include rates of sorption in packed beds and rates of precipitation in cold traps. Thermodynainic studies will include determination of solid-liquid equilibria and solrption isothermls with several sorbents of interest.
Eventually, tritiun removal froil helium, molten salts, or liquidl
metals of interest to reactor systemns will be considered.
03:418
SEPARATIONS CHEMISTRY RESEARCIi-DESCRIP- I?VE CHEMISTRY. Weaver, T., J. V. Roddy, W. .JMcDowell,
^RR.ItI
Shoun, A. D. Kelmers, ). O. Campbell. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division).
i
rThe purpose of the separations chemistrv prograil is to eslablish new separation systems and to studv their pertinent chemistry.
The function of the descriptive chemical studies is to search out
and evaluate newv potentially useful separation methods and re)
J5
agents and to determine applicable areas and degrees of utility in
radiochemical and other separations. It also includes preparation
and purification of selected materials and recording of their descriptive chemistry as a contribution to chemical knowledge per
se. Current studies include examination of potential new agents
for separations, search for chemical and physical bases for ne
separations or extension of existing methods, systematic surveys,
and compilation and analysis for recall in abstracting bibliographies. Support will be provided as needed for process development.
't
Methods and materials are studied in slupport of transplutoninutl
research (including continuing development of liquid scintillation
alpha counting) and of biochemical separationls. The latter will
include spctificallh
the isolation and purification of "colon' stimulating factor," involved in the maturation of white bloodtr
at_ cells and of high medical significance. Increasing attention will
be given to pertinence to environmenntal problems, e.g., scintillation spectronmetry in monitoring of actinide contaminations and
metal hydrides in control of tritiiumi.
-L~~p 'on sl~cclr~nettrmce opermeation
atio l~nrl
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PROFUNDAM\ENTlAL STlDIES
FUNDAMIEN''AL
STUDIES OF SEPARA'ION
SEPARATION PRORogers, L. B. (Purdue University, Department of

West

Lafayette, Indiana 47907).

C/T''he
'Ihe prograym
prograni is
is designed
designed to
to extend
extend the
the capabilities
capabilities of
of chroatochromatographic methods of separation, to use chronmatographv to studs
fundamental physical properties, and to optimize separation procedures of potentially wide utility. First, using natural abundances
13
t
of itpt
cadurcs
stialoptimization
bizati of
isotopes,
of the
the 13CO2-12
CO,- C^O,I scparatioI1
separation oi
on different
different

so
as to broaden its potential use in biocollmplete
separationl
completed
separation
so as tsobroadem its potential use in binmedical studies.
A comparison
of the chromatographic separa-

tion
from
predicted fromoperating
with those
those predicted
and CDT0H
CD1 OH with
of CH/^ii
CH 1OH and
tion behaviors
behaviors of
l v rithp tis
r
predid Som
classical vapor pressure measurements
is also planned. Second,
using a high-precision' gas chromatograph, two different phenomena derived from diffusion-limited processes are being studied

Bidliugmicyer, 13. A., and L. 1. Rogers, Steric-Exclusioll Chromatography at Pressures Up to 3500 Kilograms per Square
Centimeter, Anal. Chem., 43: 1882 (197]).
, and .. B. Rogers, Investigation of Pressure-Induced
__
Changes in the Chrolatographic Selectivity of Methyl and Ethyl
Orange on Silica Gel, Separ. Sci., 7: 131 (1972).
Alaldacker, 1'. A., and . 13. liRogers, Effect of Loading on Separa, Separ.
ion Efficiency Using Stelic lExclusion Chronmatograpvhy
Sci., i: 747 (1971).
Taylor, P. J., It. A. Gulp, C. H. Lochmuller, L. B. Rogers, and
f. M. Barrall, II, Effect of an Electron Field on Gas Chrolnatographic Retentions by Liquid Crystals, Separ. Sci., 6: 841
(1971).

THE SEPARATION OF KRYPTON AND XENON FROM
03:420
PERMEATION,
13Y SELECTIVE
REACTOR ATMOSPHERES
e
ao
(Syracuse Univlrsity,
Ster, S. A., S. K. S ", and A. i. R
Department of Chemical Eigineering and Materials Science,
Syracuse,
New York 1:3210.
h
T e general objectives of this study are to develop an efficient
process for removing rare gas fission products from nuclear ratmltospheres by permeation through polymeric membranes.
Tle study has been concerned, in particular, with tie scparaiion
of kryptol and xenon from mixtures with air by selective permeation through dry, asymlaetric (Loeb-typcl cellulosic membranes.
Permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients were first
determied for Kr, Xe, Ar, N2, O0, and CO 2 in symmetric cellulose
acetate and ethyl cellulose membranes as a base of referelce. The
trausport of gases across these membranes was found to be conol
led by activated difftsion, with solution equilibrium established
at the membrane interfaces. A detailed mechanism of diffusion
i analysis of derived solution alnd diffusion
was proposed fro an
parameters. Both types of membranes undergo second order transitions in the experimental temlperature range (-5 to 85°C). The
of the above gases through asymInietric cellulose acetate and ethvl cellulose membranes is also controlled by activated
diffusion, but marked structural differences exist between the
symletric
metric mbrane s and the ldense s urface layer of the asvmnmetric membranes.
per
ilit of as
etric eth cellulose m
branes to gases is generally larger than that of similar cellulose
acta

mebranes

and of the same order as reported for sili-

cone rbe.
l
ev
th separation factors for krypton and
relative to oxygeit and nitrogen are less favorable for ethyl
cellulose than for silicone rubber. As a result, future work will
be directed towards the development of a permeator with hollow
slico
r
er
ers as separation harriers; the performance of
perineator will then be studied under conditions of practical
Preliminary evaluations indicate that such a permeator
could provide the basis for all economically conmpetitive process
for krypton and xenon separation.

03:421

DYNAMICS OF SOLVENT EXT'RACTION SYSTEMS.

Babb, A. L. and K. L. Garlid (University of Washingtoln, Department of Nuclear Engineering, Seattle, Washington 98195).
This project is concerned with the improvement of separation
liquid and gaseous
processes
clear powerused
and for
reprocessing
plants. waste streams from nuo two detector signals proportional to
and
sle
ana
is of t d
iferent
octions
proportioual
the organic volume fraction at different locations in a pulsed
solvent extraction column is currently being developed as a method
aseda method
eextraction
column is currelntly being develop
solvent
for rapidly
determining
significant changes in the flow characters t c s w th

th

co l u n

Cross-correlao and cross-spectral

density functions are calculated and are sensitive indicators of
conditions within such a column and provide early warning of incipient flooding or other inefficient modes of operation.
s ty p e

wa r

important for processes tha must be
operated remotely. Data are non processed indirectly using an

using changes in peak shape and retention volume. Third, further

off-line digital computer, but in the near future the data will be

studies ol ion exchange and steric exclusion (for molecular size
and/or conformation), both at pressures up to 50,000 psi, are being made. Fourth, supercritical-fluid chromatography is being
explored as a possible small-scale preparative approach for pure
oligomners. Measurements of separation efficiency at column pressure will
will also
also be
be evaluated.
evaluated.
sure

analyzed directly.
Experimental separation of radioactive krypton and xenon from
nonradioactive carrier gas is being conducted
conducted on
on aa laboratory
laboratory
sc a l e
n g th
uns pi
silicone membranes that allow different compo
s to permeate at different rates thus providing separati
capabilities. A new membrane support has been designed that
should eliminate some of the problems of membrane rupture that
have been encountered in the past. Permeabilities, allowable
pressures, effects of radiation, and the overall feasibility of using
permselective membranes to isolate and/or recover radioactive
components on a large scale are being studied. Future studies
will include the use of ultrathin membranes as they become available.

PUBLICATIONS
Lorenz, L. J., and L. B. Rogers, Specification of Gas Chromatographic Behavior Using Kovats Indices and Rohrschneider Constants, Anal. Chem., 43: 1593 (1971).
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PUBLICATIONS
Babb, A. 1., It. E. McKee, and N. . Foster, Jr., Transient Holdup
Behavior of a Pulsed Sieve Plate Solvent Extraction Column,
Ind. Eng. Chem., Process Design Develop., 9(2): 272-278 (1970).
ALSO
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03:422
T03:422

;BENCHSCALE
EN.SOLVENT 1E:XSCAEI.I' MIXtK;l-SETTLEI/
MIXE'-,SETTLE SOLVENT
BEl.NCH
Bautista,
Dauista, Renato
flnato G.
G. (Anmes
(Aimes Laboratory1
La1oratorlyc,
Chemical Engineering Division).
The bench scale countercurrent solvent extraction of the rare
earth chlorides in contact with the organic phase di(2-ethylhe.x-l)
phosphoric acid is being carried out in a continuous, horizontal
box-like and multistage mixer settler. The aqueous-organic
phase interface in the settling chamber can be set by means of
an interface control tube, thus making steady-state runs much
easier to achieve. The operational stability of the mixer settler
has been proved by the minimum time and problems encountered
to return to normal operation after introducing intentional upsets of varying degree in the flow rates and interface positions.
A mathematical dcynamic niodel of this mixer-settler is no
available for simulation ol startiup to steady state. T his lmodel is
based on the hydrodynamic information obtained for this checmical system, the physical dimensions of the apparatus, and the
previously reported experimental data on the system's approach
to steady state. The computer simulation is strongly influenced
by the mass transfer mechanism. These findings should be of
value in studies of all similar equipment, including opaque and
, .
r~eta~.,,
s(~stc~s Btory
liquid metal systems.
The operating characteristics of this equipment are presently
being studied in detail to serve as a basis for scale-up. ''he effeet of various parameters, such as power input to the impellebta
and other factors affecting the extraction rate of the rare earth
di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid system, will be determined. Single
mixer- settler units of increasing size will be used to develop
scale-up parameters.
TRACTION
STUDIES.
TRACTtON
STDIES.

~liquid

~PUR~B~I.~ICI~A1TIO~N
~tatinls
Casto. Martin G., Morton Smutz., and Renato G. Bautista, Separation of Lanthanum from a Rare Earth Chloride Mixture Using
a Multistage Mixer-Settler, Trans., AIMIE, 250: 42-45(1971).
MASS TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW PATTERNS IN
)3:423
DROPLE'IS. Burkhart, Lawrence.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
Mass transfer is particularly important during the early stages
of extraction, and transport processes during droplet formation
are being studied to determine how solute travels through the drop
during this period. The fluid has a significant amount of internal
motion and so bulk flow plays an important role. Profiles of forming liquid droplets have been determined and the necessary equations for simulating them developed on the computer. Studies of
flow patterns inside these droplets have shown that abrupt changes
in the internal fluid motion coincide with corresponding shifts in
mass-transfer rates. Siuch changes have been correlated with
fluid velocities and physical properties of the fluids. The correlation is being generalized in terms of dimensionless groups

so that it can be incorporated into design procedures for perforated plate or spray-type equipment.
Study of flow patterns is being continued by use of a numerical
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations to study flow patterns inside transparent droplets. These results show solute transport
trajectories, generation of interfacial area, and droplet shapes
during formation. When the results can be verified experiment
then the same simulation program can also be used to study transport processes inside opaque liquid metal systems.
PUBLICATION
Halligan, J. E., and Lawrence Burkhart, The Asymptotic Curvature at Droplet Separation, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 37: 208
(1971).

03:424
CORROSION IN LIQUID METAL SYSTEMIS. Burnet.
George.
(Ames L.aboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
A major barrier to many applications of liquid metals is the
lack of suitable container materials. Advanced reactor concepts
often include liquid metals as heat transfer fluids or fuel carriers.
Corrosion tests are being conducted in isothermal spinner-type
units
mHigh-Temperaticre
and in convection loops at temperatures in the range of 300
to S00'C. Work has l'ocused on the lelad-bismuth eutectic and on
pure bismuth. Container materials of low neutron capture cross
section are of particular interest. Ixploratory- wiork has started
on the use of tin and tin alloys as liquid metals.
03:425
LIQUID MIt:'AL WEITTING AND SURFACE TENSION.
Burnet, George.
(Ames Laboratory, Chemical Engineering )ivision).
A variety of metal alloys and ceramic materials have been developed for high-tenmperature applications. Very little is known
the degree to which these mate ials are wetted by liquid
metals, and surface tension data are very incomplete. EIquipment,
techniques, and computer programs have been developed for this
c
stud and are being adaptcd to several container material -liquid
metal svstems. Ffforts are being made to develop generalized
, correlations between surface tension and thermodvnamic properti's.
PURIICi'TIONS
Maze, II. C., and G. Burnet, Modifications of a Non-Linear liegression Technique Used to Calculate Surface Tension froIm
Sessile Drops, Surface Sci., 24: 335-342 (1971).
, and G. Burnet, EIstimation of Non-Equilibrium Surface
Tension, Surface Sci., 27: 411 (1971).
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C3:427
RECOVERY OF METALS FIOM FLY ASH.
Burnet,
Georpe. (Ames .aboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
Ov:r 20 million tons of fly ash are produced each year in the
Uinit- d States; only 10'

is put to some use. A typical fly ash con-

about 25%', by weight, aluminum oxide and about 20',, by
weight, iron oxide. Preliminary work is underway on the recovery of aluminum, iron, and possibly other metals from the
ash, and also on uses of the residue. Hydronetalllurgical processing shows promise of vielding high-purity aluminum oxide
for use as a raw material for aluminum manufactu re and a high
grade iron oxide that, upon pelletization, can be used as blast
furnace feed.
03:428
MOLICULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FIOM TORSION EF-USION CEILS AND THEIR FF;FI;:CT ON EXPERIMENTAL
TIERMODYNAMIC PROPIRTIIS.
;itzgibbols, D. A.; Stevenson, F D. (Ames Laborator, Chemical Engineerin Division).
Recent work at Los Alamos on molecular distributions from
Knudsen effusion cells has demonstrated the limitations of assuming molecular equilibrium within such cells. The fact of nonequilibrium in the Knudsen cell makes suspect the equilibrium
assumptions of the torsion effusion cell. Work is now in progress
to extend the lonte Carlo cork on gaseous transmission probabilities, recently done at the Ames Laboratory, to the recalcula-

tion of the effect of molecular distributions from a torsion effusion
cll
A preliminary report has been issued that
that details
details te
the calculai
S
t
i
tions to be made. Since this is one of the principal methods of
obtaining high-temperature thermodynamic data (vapor pressures,
heats of vaporizations, etc.) an effort will be made to establish
limiting internal cell geometries that vould minimize the effect
of such geometries on the torque produced by the effusing beam.
Initial work is expected to take into account internal cell and
sample geometries while future work is expected to account for
the distribution of molecular velocities and the interaction effects of the molecules with the cell walls. It is hoped that, as
a result of this work, more accurate thermodynamic data will
result from torsion effusion measurements.
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03:429
LIQUID METAL DIFFUSION STUDIES. Shuck,
(Allos Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
l1'rank 0.
Recent work has demonstrated the utility of resistivity cornposition measurement in liquid metal diffusion studies. Successful diffusion coefficient measurements have been completed for
alloys of indium, bismuth, and lead in mercury utilizing a capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary composition by
means of changes in electric resistivity. At present, this work
is being extended in several directions. On the basis of the newly
accumulated data available, an effort is being made to correlate
available liquid metal diffusion data and provide improved prediction of liquid metal diffusion coefficients. The present lowtemperature capillary-reservoir resistivity cell is being redesigned for operation at higher temperatures. This redesign
will require a considerable amount of experimental testing of
design and possible materials. A pilot study of isotopic separalion of liquid metals by diffusion is also being undertaken. The
object of the present study is to demonstrate the feasibility of
separation of metal isotopes by liquid diffusion and provide information for possible design for such a separation process.

Experimental studies were continued to obtain pressure-composition-temperature data for the Li-LiII, Li- LiD, and Li- LiT
systems. This work is intended to fulfill the need for comprehensive thermodynamic information about these systems as they
pertain to the anticipated use of liquid lithium in the blankets of
future D-T fusion reactors. Thus far, three complete hydrogen
pressure versus composition isotherms have been obtained at
705, 799, and S98°C; these data, which are far more precise than
all previous measurements, have allowed the calculation of hydrogen pressures over very dilute hydride solutions of interest for
thermonuclear reactors. Measurements will be made at other
temperatures and with deuterium and tritium.
Estimates were made of the permeation rates of tritium near
the core of a prtotoypical fusion reactor plant. Calculations revealed that it may be possible to operate a static lithium blanket
in a D-T-fueled reactor and still achieve adequate recovery rates
of tritium.
We plan further studies of the chemistry of lithium systems
with possible contaminants.
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ENPEFRIMENTAL E:RRORS IN KINETIC MODELING.
-03:430
Chemical
s Laborato
F. .
(A
.Stevenson, F. 1). Steenson
(Ames
Laboratory,
Chemical Engineeringthe
Engineering
IDivision).
The objective of this work is to establish statistically the effect
of various experimental errors on the uncertainty of kinetic model
parameters. low such exlerimental errors affect the convergence
paof
seqntially
,xpe desigered
iments is also of concersn. Re-cent
of seqnentially designld experiment

s is also of concern. Rccnt

work at the Amles Laboratory has shown that the statistical metho
of Nonlinear Parameter Estimation coupled with the Sequential
Design of Experiments is an extremely effective and economical
approach to modeling chemical reactions. Work in this area has
shown the importance of modifying the experimental design after
each newv bit of information is obtained front experim entation
each new bit of intormation is obtained £rom experimentation
.
Psed-X
ients will
ill be
b carried
crried out
out for
for several
sevel kinetic
ietic mods
Pseudo-experiments
models
by adding random error of a specified variance to calculated results in an effort to find how the different experimental errors i,
say, temperature, reactant concentrations, etc., contribute to the
uncertainty in the calculated rate constants and other kinetic pa-ginee
rameters. These errors are then propagated into the suhsequent
design of experiments in an unkno\wn way. Work in this area is
expected to clarify this.

03:433
0333

METAL
J.. ..
..
I. I'I. Jr.;
Jr.; Reilly,
Reill
Wiswall, II.
ETA. HYDRIDES.
HYRDES. Wiswall,
National Laboratory, Dept. of Applied Science).
This stuldy of the chemistrv and physics of solid metal hydrides
Ths study
iss oriented
toward two
of their
their practical
practical applications:
applications: the
the storstoyrted toward
to of
age of hydrogen for use as a fuel, and the separation of the hydroisotopes in processes involving exchange between hydride and

hydrogen.
Many metals and alloys take up large quantities of hydrogen,
can later be recovered by raising the temperature or lowering the pressure. The volume of such a hydrogen reservoir is
nl
usually less than that of a t k of compressed gas. Furthermore,
expense of the compression process is avoided. Ior such an
application, one desires a hydrogen-metal system \\th an adequate
cquilibrium pressure at ordinary temperatures. a lo\ heat of dissociation and high hydrogen content. Previous work in this rogram has resulted in the discovery of several systems that are
satisfactory in the first two respects. A number of alloys remain
ha t f t e re
ar
ttoo bbee ttested with
t h hydrogen,
a
t
hydogen and it is hopedd that future research
will result in a system of practical interest.
The isotope separation application depends upon he fact that
the stabilit of man! metal hydrides differs malkedl froo that
of the corresponding
deuterides or tnitides; dissociation prositide; d
o
r
sutres often vary by a factor of two or more. Such an effect can
be utilized for a more or less conmplete resolution of an isotopic
mixture, by means of a countercurrent mlti-stage operation.
Researci is in progress both on the quantitative determnation
rf c
o isotope c cts in new hydrogen- ietal stdstems and on the
ides.
g applic
n of priousl sdied h
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NUCLEATION. Eberhart, J.; Blander, MI. (Argonne
'03:431
National Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Division).
A study of homogeneous nucleation of vapor bubbles in superheated liquids was initiated because of the importance of this
phenomenon in reactor safety; for example, the superheating of
sodium coolant. Determinations were made of the homogeneous
list of superheat for a large variety of pure liquids and several
binary mixtures. The results were consistent with predictions
of nucleation theory. A theoretical approach to predicting the
limit of superheat is also being explored from the standpoint of
classical thermodynamics. Nucleation studies of binary systems
will continue, and mieasurements will be initiated to test the nucleation theory for heterogeneous bubble nucleation at a liquidliquid interface.
03:432
CONTROLLED TI'ERMiONUCLEAR REACTOR CHEMISTRY'.
\larloni, V.; Veleckis, E.; Blander, IM. (Argomne National
Laboratory, Chemical E:ngineering Division).
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03:434
HEAT TRANSFER AND TRANSPORT BY CONDENSING
(Columbia University, Liquid
VAPORS. Bonilla, Charles F.
Metals Research Laboratory, Department of Chemical Engineering
and Applied Chemistry, New York, New York 10027).
In the heat transfer and transport area of this program, the
hydrodynamics of a thin falling liquid film in low turbulent flow,
applicable to predicting heat transfer in vapor condensers, was
studied by modeling with a light oil in a thick channel. Probably
the most accurate measurements to date of velocity and turbulence
distribution in laminar boundary sublayers were obtained. A final
phase being completed is a study of the surface waves generated
when the surface is unrestrained, as in a condenser with vapor
space.
Finally, a study of heat transfer in pool boiling and condensing
of elemental selenium was comhpleted, and a similar study for
NO2-N20 4 is under way. These are providing information on
vapor-liquid phase change in reacting or polymerizing materials,
which will serve as a model for, and will aid in the understanding
of, the alkali metals in these phase changes. Additional related
studies on the condensing heat transfer, condensing condensation
or accommodation factor, and thermal conductivity of mercury
vapor up to the 500 to 1000 psia pressure range are commencing.
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03:435
CHEMISTRY MATERIALS IN NUCLEAR TECIINOLOGY.
Olander, Donald R.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic
Materials Research Division).
This project is concerned with investigation of various chemical-nmaterials problems that are pertinent to nuclear technology,.
Theoretical work includes analysis of the performance of the gas
centrifuge method of separating uranium isotopes, the migration
of constituents of uranium-plutonium oxide nimaterials in the ternmperature gradient of operating fast reactor fuel elements, and the
interaction of hydrogen with metals.
Current experimental programs involve molecular beam mass
studies of the surface reactions of various gases
spcctromnetric
with pyrolytic graphite and of fluorine wxith uranium dioxide. The
transport properties of high-temperature liquids, such as the
viscosity of molten uranium dioxide and cesium and the ditfusion
of rare earths in nolten uranium metal, are under investigation.
Laser pulsing of solid compounds is studied in an attempt to
understand very rapid vauuvacuu aporization processes. Ilomogeneous gas phase reactions induced by proton irradiation (e.g.,
02 - 0O and CO, + H, - H,0 + CO) are studied using mass spectromietric sampling to permnit detection of free radical intermediates.
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Schmitt,
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(Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division).
Thce purpose of this profara

03:438
BASIC MATERIALS CHEMISTlY RELATED TO FUSION REACTOR SYSTEMS.
Cantor, S.; Strehlow, R. A.; Weaver,
C. F. (Oak Rlidge National Laboratory, Rieactor Ciheminstry D;i';sion).
This is a new project that investigates funldamoental chemistiry
associated with selection and application of materials for controlled thermonuclear reactors. Three areas are under study:
(1) overall evaluation of lithium-bearing fused salt blanket
coolants- measurement of the effects of strong magnetic fields
on the corrosivity and fluid dynamics of turbulently flowing salts;
circulation of the extent of neutronic transmuations, its chemical
iintiro tie consete i-cix bufc-s
ffers i-cqUilred
reqird
to control
offects, and the
quen :cs of the: transimutations;
oint, at low pres(2) tritium pernleation and contriol - ieasiuree
siires, of the steady-state permeation of metals by hydrogncn iso,.topes; deterndnation of the reluction in pe'ormeation caused bJo
i i
uction
ition
s deter in ation o the
surface oxides which inhibit corrosion in chronium-containing

allovs; and

) chemical behalvior of structural

l is to obtain a better understanding

of the complex chemistry of iodine in chemic al processing sys-ng
ternss as a basis for providing effective containment of radioactiveo
iodine in nuclear-fuel-processing plants. Study of reactions in-ices
portant in the use of aqueous solutions (e.g., mercuric nitrateol icicd ic tris ci xiti' fns Ic g- i' bil cioi in it at
porti xt cin, h c

nitric acid, concentratedc nitric acid) lor scrubbing iodine from

process off-gases currently is receiving emphasis. The rates ofl
reaction of vaious iodine species with the scrub solution co

poncnts andi the distrixution of theso speic, s Ibetiscen the aqcueois
apontnts and the distribution of these species betsiil en the aqueous'
and gas phases are being determined. The studies
Tu have sho\wn
sriuu
r..tioin
the importance of small amounts of organic impurities, which
ai-e reticly
ioinateel under sonic coni t.ioiiins on the bi'havior oare lreadiy iodinat
under
e
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d
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o
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iodine in various process sysLems. Investigation will continue
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,

of the formlation of organic iodides in both gas and aqueous phases
as a gaiide
their to
effectsofsities
ilinining
as a guide to minimizing their effects of process pelfeormance·g

Iodine reactions in other systems are continually'
eexamineil
in a search for new antd more efficient iodinc-trapping process
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CHEMICAl
Watson, J.S.;
'
MileNeese, I,. E.; Lindaucer,ii. B.
(C)ak Ridlge National Lahora-s
DinBi.n) -,ak Ride atona
Cheoxical, EchuLioiayt-,
T.
tons, Chemical Technology Division).
'this program includes several studies generally pertinent to applied programs of the AF C; however, the studies are made in a
more fundamental manner than thxat usually em
in app
aployed
lied
progranms. Twvo of these studies are summarized below.
Very small resin particles have proved to be. beneficial in
small-scale ion exchange separations, and the application of these
materials to larger, engincering-scale systems is under study. It
is likely that some existing processes can be made more economical and some marginal processos may become practical. Recent
experimental efforts have included study of thoriumn nitrate anion
exchange rates in small (10 to 50-p) resins. This system closely
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CHEMISTRY OF RADIOIODINE IN HIGHI-RADIATION-

LE\.VEL SEPIAIATIION PROCESSES.

resembles the plutonium anion exchange process, which is limnited
by slow diffusion rates in the resin particle. Plutonium anion exchange has had practica.l significance for concentration and purification of plutonium solutions. Recent accomplishments include
experimental data and improved techniques for calculating tile
performance of columns of various sizes and with different size
resins.
'The hvydrodynamics of countercurrent flow of fluids with high
densities and a high density difference in packed columns are
studied to obtain fundamental data for the design of solvent extraction systems using liquid icetals and molten salts. Existing
correlations based on solvent-water systems are inappropriate
for high-density systems. Experimental data and correlations
have been obtained with mercury- water and with iercuryglycerol solutions. Recent efforts have included a systematic
study of the effects of density difference so generalized correlations can be developed which describe both high-density and
conventional low-density sxvstems. Mleasurenients have beeUn made
with water and relatively dense organic liquids, carbon tetras
chloride (density, 1.6 g/cm ) and dibromomethane (density, 2.5
g/cn). Correlations for holdup, flooding rates, and pressure
drop are developed and tested.

AxtCAL EF-:CTS INDUCED BY F'ST ION 1BMBARDtENT
mann, Robert C.
('Princeton lniversity, I)e-partimcnt of (hemical
Enginering, I'rinccton, New Jersev, 08540).
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puter code and new hardware, that jall into three principal areas:
(1) the enhancemlent of communication (mlore natural and sophisticated) between ttie user and the colputer through interactive
graphic display devices that provide on-line display and analvsis
of data under user control at his keyboard; (2) increasing the
amount, speed of acquisition and analysis of data for highly interactive coltrol of timle-critical experimlents; and (3) maximizing
the efficieit access of user's programs to new uandexisting systell resouIrces (random access secondary storage, text (ditilg,
etc.) in a manler that will never jeopardize the integrity of any
systemn user's resources.

03:440
SURFACE CHEMIS'IRY.
Hansen, Robert S. (Alles
Labo atory, Chemistry Division).
This project is conecrned with chemical reactions at surfaces,
physical adsorption at interfaces, and mechanical properties of
interfacial films.
The cihemical reactions under study are catalytic decomnposition reactions, particularly of hydrocarbons and amlnonia, at
ultraclean metLal surfaces. Techniiques used most extensively are
field emission electron microscopy and flash filalmenlt desorpLion

03:442
EXTRATEI'IRRESTIIAL MINERALOGY: METEORITES
AND LUNAR SAMPLIES.
Fuchs, L. I., G. W. Reed, Jr., S. Jovanovic and il. Blander (Argonne National ..aboratory, Chemistry Division).
The mineralogy and petrology of lunar samples is a continuing
study conducted in conjuncltion with the trace element studies of
5 principal
ottin investigator,
iethe
George Reed of this laboratory. Tile
purpose is to characterize specific samples received frlon NAISA
with regards to their mineral conlteCnts, mleteoritic components,
and textural evidences indicative of metamorphism.
Tlhe mineralogy and mineral chemistry of selected meteorites
is anlother principal interest. Just completed is a study of the
Murchison meteorite, a rare Type-2 carlonaceous chondrite. This
study is probably the most extensive olne ever conducted on a Ilcteorite of this class. The mineral chemistry is especially illportant in view of the discovery by others of over a dozen amino
acids in the low-tenlperature matrix of the meteorite. The Allende
meteorite, a ITpe-3 carbonaceous chondrile, is under study. Specifically, we are concerneld with the numerous calcium- and
aluminum-rich mineral assemblages, which many believe to be
high-temperature condensates froml a solar nebula. The milieral

spectroscopy; low-energy electron diffraction (LEEI)) and Auger

contelts and chemistry of individual inclusions will be related to

spectroscopy facilities have been added during the past year. The
work sceks to interpret reactivity in terms of surface structures
and to establish intermediate states in surface reactions. For
example, the kinetics of decomlposition of ammonia on the (100),
(110), (111), and (211) faces are being established, correlated with
LEED structure measurements on these surfaces, and the research supplemented by extended IlUckel calculations of bonding
models for H, N, NH, and NH 2 adsorbed on these faces.

the thermlodlyiamics of condensation processes of M. Blander anid
others. This work is partially supported by NASA under a grant
to Ml. Blander of this laboratory who is the principal investigator.
The recent acquisition of an ion microprobe by tle laboratory
will facilitate the study of the distribution and concentrations of
trace elenents in specific mineral sites. This field of study is
basic to the origin and thermnal history of extraterrestrial and
terrestrial imfitter:c
.
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tCHEMICHAL STUDIES

'Studies
of electrolchlemistry and corrosion, geo- anld cosillochemistry, solid state and surface chemistry, catalysis, colloids,
.organic chemistry, and chenical physics.

Physical adsorption of organic nonelectrolytes at the mercury-

electrolytic solutionlis measured as function of polarization altd
organic solule concentration by capillary electromleter and double
layer capacity techniques. The work seeks to develop a model
permitting a priori calculation of dependelnce of adsorption on
molecular parameters (especially polarizability) and electric field.
Mechanical properties of interfaces are inferred frol mleasurements of propagation characteristics of transverse and longitudinal,
waves, in an effort to develop models for relaxation processes,
especially molecular reorienltation processes, in monomiolecular
n
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EVELOPMENT OF TITE ON-LIN, CHE
A LABORATORY COMPUT'ER FACILITY. DIay, P., J. Hines and A.
Zielen (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemlistry Division).
The effective integrated use of the computer in the modern
chemistry laboratory offers a continuing challenge. Our program
of on-line data acquisition and control has been extended to 14
experimental installations utilizing our Sigma-5 computer. The
program calls for a continuing development of the existing interfaced experiments and the addition of new interconnections to the
practical limit of the computer facility.
For each installation, research and development consists of
the deduction and testing of logical schemes, implemented in corn-
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14163, Earth P1laiet Sci. ett., 12: 170-1741 (1971)
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tthe Allende Meteorite, Amer. Mineral., 56: 205:1-2068 (1971).
Keil, M., and L. HI. Fuchs, Ilibonite, Ca2(AlTi) O38, from the
Lcoville a.lld Allen)de Choldritic IMeteorites, Earth Planet. Sci.
Lctt., 12: 184-190 (1971).
03:443
NUCLEAR, PHYSICAL, AND CHEMICAL PROCESSES
DETERMINING THE CONCENTRATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
OF RACE ELEMENTS IN SOIAR SYSTEMl IATTER
Reed
Re
W., S. Jovanovic and L. Fuchs (Argonne National Laboratory,
Cheistr. Divisi n)
Our studies are directed toward understanding the geo- and
comochemistry and phsics of solar syste
matter b
easuri
the abundance and distribution of trace elements. We use pri-

manl, y the extremely sensitive technique of activation analyses.
Our most recent efforts have been directed toward investigating
samples returned
of
from the moon. Some
the elements being
measured are relatively volatile and the results are of use in dcscribing the thermal conditions in the surface of the moon. Other
measurements are yielding data that help delineate the evolution
of the moon and its relation to other solar system matter.
Similar investigations of meteorites and the earth are a part of
our program. In the case of the earth, our studies arc designed
to contribute to determining the natural balance, distribution, and
mobility of trace elements as a prerequisite for understanding the
impact and redistributions imposed b human activitN.
PUBLICATIONS
Reed, G. W., J. A. Goleb, and S. Jovanovic, Surface-Related Mercury in Lunar Samples, Science, 172: 258-261 (1971).
-, Fluorine (9), Chlorine (17), Bromine (35), Iodine (53), and
Mercury (80), in Elemental Abundances in Meteoritic Matter,
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---, S. Jovanovic and L. H. Fuchs, Fluorine and Other Trace
Elements in Lunar Plagioclase Concentrates, Earth Planet. Sci.
Lett., 11: 354-:358 (1971).
-_ _,
and S. Jovanovic, The Halogens and Other Trace Elements
in Apollo 12 Samples and the Implications of Halides, Platinum
Metals, and Mercury on Surfaces, in Proceedings of the Second
Lunar Science Conference, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.,
Vol. 2, pp. 1261-1276, 1971.
Turkevich, A., G. W. Reed, Jr., H. R. Heylegger, and J. Collister,
Activation Analysis Determination of Uranium and 204Pb in
Apollo 11 Lunar Fines, in Proceedings of the Second Lunar Science Conference, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., Vol. 2,
pp. 1565-1570, 1971.

03:444
ORIGIN OF ORGANIC MATTER IN EARL..Y SOLAR
SYSTEIM. Studier, M. 11. (R. Havatsu and E. Anders, University
of Chicago). (Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
Meteorites of the rare class called carbonaceous chondrites
contain appreciable quantities of organic matter. These meteorites are the oldest that have been observed, and, therefore, give
the earliest clues concerning the evolution of our solar system.
Some scientists have attributed the organic matter in meteorites
to an extraterrestrial biological source because many of the cornpounds found are normally of biogenic origin. However, we have
shown this postulate to be unnecessary by synthesizing essentially all of the compounds found to be indigenous to meteorites
by merely heating mixtures of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and
ammonia in the presence of al iron meteorite catalayst. Indeed
these studies have pointed out hosw such organic molecules might
have become available as precursors to the formation of living
organisms. Compounds synthesized from the simple gases, CO,
H2 , and NI-13 include aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons, nitriles,
amino acids, nitrogen bases, and porphyrin-like pigments. Ineluded are eight compounds recently identified in interstellar
space by astronomers using microwave spectrometry. Work on
the probable origins of interstellar molecules and of the highmolecular-weight organic polymers found in meteorites is continuing.
This work was made possible by the development of powerful
analytical techniques involving timc-of-flight mass spectrometry
and various forms of chromatography.
PUBLICATIONS
Hayatsu, R., I. 1-I.Studier, and E . Anders, Origin of Organic
Matter in Early Solar System. IV. Amino Acids: Confirmation
of Catalytic Synthesis by Mass Spectrometry, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 35: 939-951 (1971)
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03:445
ELECTROCHEMICAL RESEARCH.
Feldberg, S.
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Applied Science).
The objectives of the present work are twofold: (1) Development
of a general approach to membrane theory which will allow one to
easily test a variety of models for membrane transport-biomembranes in particular. The theory incorporates the fundamental
forces acting on ions and molecules in a membrane-diffusion,
migration, flow, and frictional forces that exist between any two
species moving relative to each other. Using computer simulation
approach, a variety of problems which have either not been solved
or whose solutions are unwieldy appear to yield readily to the approach. (2) Development of a collaborative program with Professor
W. Nastuk, Department of Physiology, Columbia University, in
order to investigate the effects of acetylcholine and related quaternary ammonium ions on the activation of skeletal frog muscle.
With Professor David Mohilner, Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, we are undertaking a study of the adsorption properties of a variety of physiologically effective quaternary
ammonium ions on mercury as a function of the electropotential
of the mercury surface. If the mechanism of physiological activity
involves adsorption on membrane sites, there may be a correlation.
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PUBLICATIONS
Feldberg, Stephen W., Nuances of the EC: Mechanism.
Ill.
Effects of Homogeneous Redox Equilibrium in Cyclic Voltammetry, J. Phys. Chem., 75: 2377 (1971).
Jeftic, Ljubomir, and Stephen Feldberg, Chrominum(Il) Catalyzed
Aquation of Hexacyanochromate(liI) to Pentacyanomonohldroxychromate(lll), J. Phys. Chem., 75: 2381 (1971).
03:446
LOCALIZED CORROSION. Isaacs, H. S. (Brookhaver'
National Laboratory, Department of Applied Science).
A limitation to the use of stainless steels in aqueous cnvironments results from localized forms of corrosion including stress
corrosion cracking, crevice corrosion, or pitting. These forms of
corrosion are all basically crevices and the factors differentiating
their growth are being investigated. In all cases species from the
steel and the environment are known to concentrate in the crevices.
Investigation has shown that the growth of a specific crevice deIpennds nonlinearly on the diffusion of the species, anti the formation
of a resistive film on the dissolving steel surface. In pits the concentration gradients are usually symmetrical giving rise to hemispherical pits while in crevice corrosion the concentration gradicots are influenced by diffusion and convection, which give rise to
the standard growth pattern within crevices. In the case of stress
corrosion
cracking, rupture of the resistive film within the pit
c
le ads to the development of transgranular stress corrosion cracks
along slip lines. Future work is directed to the analysis of the
species that form the resistive films within the crevices.
03:447
FLUORINATION OF ORGANIC MOLECULES.
MacKenzie, D. R. (Brooldaven National Laboratory, Department of Applied Sciences).
Direct substitution of fluorine into organic molecules is notoriously difficult, and only within the last three years have useful
methods been discovered. We have worked on one of these methods, involving the use of xenon difluoride (XeF2 ) as fluorinating
agent, to develop procedures for introducing F atoms into the
aromatic ring of benzene and its derivatives. These procedures
involved reaction in the vapor phase at temperatures considerably
above ambient in order to keep the reactants in the vapor state. In
attempting to extend the procedures to the pyridine ring system,
the method was found suitable for volatile pyridine derivatives
but not for pyridine itself. For the latter it was necessary to restrict the temperature to ambient or below, which required working in the liquid phase. Under these conditions, reasonable yields
of the isomeric monofluoropyridines were formed, including the
hitherto unreported 4-fluoropyridine.
Working in the liquid phase is also necessary for relatively nonvolatile compounds, such as most biologically active materials. A
number of these compounds are desired for medical research
when substituted with '8F as a tracer, and a method of substituting
fluorine irectly and rapidly into such molecules ould be of ver
great value. We are currently attempting this using XeF 2 with

compounds of biological interest
03448

NUCLEAR CHEMISTR
AND GEOCHEMISY EKohman, Tr
P. and arol, Paul J. (CarnegieMellon University, Department of Chemistry, Mellon Institute
of Science, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213).
The research objectives of this program are the elucidation of
nuclear phenomena in nature, the application of nuclear techniques to the study of natural phenomena, and the determination
of nuclear properties of geochemical and cosmochemical interest.
Measurements of the contents and isotopic composition of lead
in chondrite meteorites are yielding precise determinations of
their ages. This powerful dating tool is being applied to other
classes of meteorites.
A search is being made for cases of extinct natural radioactivity
with nonvolatile decay products, which would permit high-resolution dating of different, possibly earlier, events in the early solar
system than those recorded by 29I,and 44Pu. Precise thallium
isotope-measurements, which have shown no 14-My 2°5Pb in chondrites at the time of their formation, are being extended to achondrites and iron meteorites, which may be somewhat older. Effects
of 80-My '14Sm on the isotopic composition of neodymium will also
be sought.
Correlations between the lead and thallium contents of chondrites and lead isotope data are yielding condensation temperatures and other information on their formation process. Studies
have been initiated on the contents of Li, Be, and B, and the isotopic composition of Li, to obtain additional information on the
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chemical anti possibly nuclear processes in the early solar systern.
Theoretical evaluations of the time dependence of heavy element
nucleosynthesis ill the galaxy prior to and including the formation
of the solar system, based on ratios of primary and extinct radionuclides in meteorites, are being extended to stable heavy elements and to the present time by using astrophysical data on the
metal contents of dated globular and galactic star clusters. Improvements in the models will be attempted by considering other
astronomical data.
The yields of a number of radionuclides in the high-energy
proton bombardment of argon are being measured for the interpretation of the levels of the same nuclides in air, rain, and snot
as a result of cosmic ray interactions with the atmosphere, in
terms of various transport and precipitation processes.
Precise measurements of the 234U/238U alpha activity ratio in
the uraniuml il yNoung and old tektites are being made, in an atof soil or other
tempt to determine whether significant amounts
234 2 38
U/ U ratios CwerIillweathered siliceouls mlaterials w ith low
corporated into them.
The Moessbauer spectra of iron in coals is being investigated
il order to determine the chemical form of the noinprite iron
present, by comparison with the Moessbauer spectra of various
minerals. The technique is being extended to study the structural relationships between the related minerals.
Natural radioactivity of 48C;a is being sought by the active dauvghter extraction of 1.82-day 48Sc. Since low-level beta counting
tcchniques have given negative results, the more sensitive sumcoincidence gamma-gamnma system is being applied.
PUBLICATIO:NS
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of Aerosol Particles by a Falling Water Droplet, J. Atmos. Sci.,
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INVESTIGATION OF SECONDARY ELECTRON YIEL.DS
03:450
INDUCED BY ION IMPACTS ON THIN-FILM OXIDE SURFACES.
Dictz, L. A., J. C. Sheffield (Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
Mass Spectrometryl.
When an ion with keV energy strikes a surface under high vacuum it causes ejection of charged and neutral atomic species,
including electrons and sometimes photons. Surprisingly little
data are available about ion-induced secondary electron yields
fronm thin oxide filmns, although the theory of secondary electron
yield from metallic surfaces is well established. Amorphous films
of aluminumi oxide iupto a few hundred Angstroms in thickness
have an important use as ion-to-electron conversion dynodes in
electron multipliers used for counting single ions. A knowledge
of the statistical frequency distribution of secondary electrons
ejected per ion impact allows one to place all upper limit on detection efficiency and to estimate measurement bias in the detection process.
A spectrometer for studying the secondary electron yield properties of a surface has been developed. The secondary electrons
produced by ion impact are accelerated and focused onto the surface of a silicon solid state detector. Dcconvolution of the resulting energy spectrum leads to precise estimates of secondary clctron 'yields for monatonlic or polyatomic ions of different mass,
atomic lnumber, velocity, and angle of entry into a given target
surface. \e plan to investigate many different target materials
to determine the effect of atomic stopping power and chemical
form of a surface on its secondary electron yield.
03:451
ELECTROCHEMISTIRY, SOLID-FLUID PHASE BOUNDAlIES. Miuller, R. 1i. (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic
aterials Research Division).
'hc behavior of metal surfaces in contact with liquid and gaseous media is being investigated by electrochemical and optical
techniques for the purpose of predicting the performance of materials il new environments and of extending the present range of
operation of electrochemical reactors.
Series of generalized interference colors have been computed
for the optical interference in transparent films on an arbitrary
pecasnoloe,
sutipporting medium. In addition to the usually considered phase
hange clue to the optical pathl in the film, these color series also
consider the phase change due to reflection at both film surfaces.
As a test of the colorimetric computations, the thickness of films,
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that the mechanism of collection of these particles involves
Brownian motion rather than inertial impaction as is the case
Landolt, D., R. H. Muller, and C. XW.Tobias, Crystallographic
for larger particles. These values of the collection efficiency are
Factors in High-Rate Dissolution of Copper, J. Electrochem.
too small to account for appreciable fallout of such submicron
Soc., 118: 36-40 (1971).
___--, R. . Muller, and C. W. Tobias, Anode Potentials in Hlighparticles by rain scavenging. It is particles of this size that conRate Dissolution of Copper, J. Electrochem., 118: 40-46 (1971).
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- ._, R. IH. IMuller, and C. W. Tobias, Transport Processes in
further experiments presently under way will explore the effect
of a longer time of free fall, which would more closely approxiECM, in Fundamentals of Electrochemical Machining, C. L.
mate conditions in nature and of electrical charge in order to exFaust (Ed.), Electrochemical Society, 1971, p. 200.
Cooper, J., R. H. Muller, atnd C. W. Tobias, Periodic Phelnomena
plore this question more fully. In addition to providing an underin Copper Dissolution at Constait Current, in Fundamentals of
standing of atmospheric scavenging, these data may also lead to
C. I.. Faust (Ed.), Electrochemical
Electrochemical Machining,
a basic understanding of the phenomenon involved in the suppression of dust in industrial and mining environments by water sprays.
Society, 1971, p. 300.
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ELECTROCHIIEMICAL SYSTEMS.
Newman, John
(Lawrence Berkeley l.aboratory, Inorganic Materials Research
Division).
This project deals with various problems of fluid flow and electrochemical transport processes. Mass transfer to a plane below
a rotating disk at high Schmidt numbers is being studied experimentally. The corrosion of rotating iron and .coppcr disks is being
investigated theoretically. A device for concentrating electropositive cations using porous, fixed, flow-through, carbon electrodes is
being studied experimentally. Mass transfer rates are being calculated for a system of two concentric cylinders, the inner one of
which rotates. The transient response of potential to an interruption in current is being calculated for a rotating disk electrode.
Diffusion coefficients of aqueous KOH solutions are being measured for concentrations to 1.2NM.
Activity coefficients will be included in a calculation of limiting
currents for copper deposition from solutions of copper sulfate and
sulfuric acid. The effect of ionic migration on limiting currents
should be estimated for turbulent flow situations. The current
distribution on a rotating spherical electrode will be treated belowv
the limiting current. Activity coefficients of mixed electrolyte
solutions can be predicted on the basis of data for the binary systems. The accuracy of this scheme will be tested. Mleasureiments
will be initiated on the kinetics of dissolution of Cd(OH).2
PUBLICATIONS
Dunning, John S., Douglas N. Bennion, and John Newman, Analysis
of Porous Electrodes with Sparingly Soluble Reactants, J. Electrochem.,
Soc., 118: 1251-1256 (1971).
Hsueh, L., and J. Newman, Concentration Profile at the Limiting
Current in a Stagnant Diffusion Cell, Electrochimu. Acta, 10:
479-485 (1971).
-_
_, and John Newmlan, The Role of Bisulfate Ions in Ionic Mligration Effects, Ind. Eng. Chei m., Fliundam., 10: 615-620 (197'1).
Scelman, Jan Rlibert, and Jolhn Nevman, Iigh Sc Limit of Free Convcction at a Vertical Plate with Uniform Flux Condition, J. bleat
Transfer, 93: 465-466 (1971).
Smyrl, William H., and John Newman, Limiting Current on a Rotating Disl with Radial Diffusion, J. Electrocheot. Soc., 118:
1079-1081 (1971).
03:453
SOLID STATE AND SURFACE REACTION STUDIES.
Somorjai, C. A. (1,awrence Berkeley Laboratory, Inorganic Materials Research Division).
Our research program is centered oni studies of surface reactions autd investigations of the structure of surfaces. The progranm
mav be divided into two parts (1) studies of the structure, chemical
composition, and oxidation state of surffaces and of adsorbed gases
using low-energy electron diffraction, and Auger electrot spectroscopy and (2) investigations of chemical surface reactions or
crvstal surfaces by jointly using several techniques: molecular
beam scattering, Auger electron spectroscopy, low-cnergy eicetron diffraction, and Imass spectrometry.
In the first part we are studying the surface structure of adsorbed organic (aromatic) molecules on the (111) and (100) crystal faces of platinum by low-energy electron diffraction. Investigations of the surface structures of vanatldiuml and iron crystals
and the structures of adsorbed gases on these materials are in
progress. The chemical colmpositions and oxidation states of
various vanadtiunm oxides and halides are being studied by Auger
electron spectroscopy. The surface composition of indiurl-lead
and silver-palladium alloys are being studied and are found to be
different from their composition in the bulk.
In the second part of out research program catalytic surface
isurfaces to
reactions are studied on single crystal
lationship betvweenx cxheiical reactivit and the actomic strucrile
aid collposition of surfaces. The conversion of n-hcptalec toor

toluene has been found to be sensitive to the surface structure of
platinum. lThe delhlvdrogenation of cvelotesxane to benzene aind the
oxidation of aimonia arc being studied using platinum crysttal surfaces. The role of atomic steps at the surface ini catalyzing iany
surface reactions has been unxcovered. The anllmmonia synthesis is
being studied on iron surfaces and catalytic oxidation reactions are
studied using vanadium oxide surfaces. Molcular-eam-scateringlar
stutlies front single crystal surfaces are being carried out to uncover the mechanism of energy transfer between tile gas and the
surface in surface chemical reactions such as in the tdissociation of
nitrogen oxidtes and during surface reactions of diatomic imolecules
(C02, H2, N2, and CO).
PUI3LICA'TIlONS
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TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN ELECTROCHEMIICAL
03:454
ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSES IN NONAQUEOUS SOLSYSTEMS.
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
VENTS. Tobias, Charles W.
Inorganic Materials Research Division).
The role of charge and mass transport in electrolysis and
galvanic cell processes is subjected to quantitative evaluation.
''"
objective is to provide the foundation for major improvements
in existing technology and to open up possibilities for the inplementation of new processes.
Current and planned work includes theoretical and experimental
"ork on the distribution of limiting currents along planar clectrodes in channel flow up Lo Re = 100,000, in 0.02- to 1-cm separation. Concentration fields in la]minar boundary layers along
extended surfaces are being analyzed by means of Laser-MachZehnder Interferometry. Effects of electrolyte composition, flow,
macro- and microgeometry on the natur-'of high sjtt 'ftRssolution
of metallic substrates are being studied, with particular emphasis
on the elucidation of the role of anotldic oxide layers. A parallel
effort is directed toward the definition of optimal conditions for
the shaping of refractory metal carbides, borides, etc., and of
high-strength alloys by high-speed anodic dissolution.
Electrode reactions requiring high potentials-such as the redtuction of alkali metals--are carried out in suitable organic
ionizing media.
h'File
propylcne
carbonate family of solvents shows
particular promise: chemical reversibility of recluction-oxidation,
as well as favorable kinetic parameiters obtained for alkali metals
indicate that reduction of ccrtain of the transition -mcfalsln= ma
e
feasible. Thermodynamic and kinetic studies on the alkali series
are currently being completed; indications are that practical proceases for the recovery of these metals froox their chlorides may
be possible at ambient temperatures. Exploratory work on Group
III, IV, V-\Vlb metals is now receiving renewed emphasis.
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FL0aust (Ed.), Eleclrochemical
Electrochemiyal Machining, C,.

SURFACE AN,

03:455

EfFXCE PROPERTIES IN IIFTER-

OGEN
EOUS SYSTE MS. Campbell, D).O., I. I.. Thomas, J P.
P.
O.
(Oak tidge National Iaboratory, Chemical Iechnology
Mc
de
ivision)
s
lhi program seeks fundamental inxormatlon oil properties ant
reactions
dexplore of solid-liquid and solid-gas interfaces. One current
stutldy is of the iproduclition of specificc isotopes (e.g., of lanthanidles
setliieles) bx In,') reaction
m ov

within

iolecular sieves, so that

es product atoms to more accessible sites and permits
recoil
selective elution. A second line of studyi is of the mechanisms of
retention and release of volatile materials in metal oxides, an
irradiation eflects in solids containiing sorbed or occluded volatile
bstancs. A third line o stud is of the generation aid properties of celoids A theoretical (computer) model of the inltractions of similar colloixlal
particles
been extenteced
extended to deal
has beei
particles Ilas
collal
xwith different sizes and surface charges, and is being extended
r
inc
tue effccts of txternal electric fields on the
er barrier, and also to cover aerosols. The
electrical double-la
motels xxiil be tested against electrophoretic antI other experimental measuireients. Important contributions are expected to
the technology, of mixed concentrated sols, both for ceramic fuels
anti for nonnulcear applications.
Increasing attention is to be given to aspects of surfaces, particularly colloidal, that can be important in environmental problems, e.g., ini investigations of the seemxingly nionic residues ol
radiostrontium, etc., in waste streams.
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lPUBLICATIONS
Thomas, 1. L., and K. H. MecCorkle, Theory of Oriented Flocculation, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 36: 110 (1971).
_., lMethod for Exchanging Counterions in Actinide Sols, U. S.
_
Patent No. 13,Ga9.138 Dec 21, 1971.
Campbell, D. 0., Isotopic Enrichment of Neutron Capture Product
by Elution from a Faujasite Zeolite, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett.,
(1970).
i: 103*O
Smith, F. J., and N. A. Krohn, Ilectrophoretic Behavior of Thoria
in Nitric Acidt, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 37: 179 (1971),
ORGANIC COMPOUNI)S IN NUCLEARI TECHNOLOGY.
03:456
(Oak Iidge National LaboraBaldw'in, W. HI. and C. E. Hliggins
tory, Chemistry Division).
The continuing purpose of this program is the application of the
materials and techniques of organic chemistry to chemical research and to nuclear and other technology.
Considerable effort is directed to support of the Transutraniumni
Research Program, largely through preparation and study of
organo-actinide compounds, inclutding cyclopcntadienides and
adducts with cyclohexyl isocyanide. The stabilization of heptavalent nleptuniumn in a (nonorganic) comuplex Comtpottnd is covered
elsewhere.
Because p-scexiphenyl is a scintillalor that is needed for some
- research in the Health Physics D)ivision, we are investigating new
synthetic methods for it that may give a product that is more
easily purified to the required degree.

The Chemical Technology Division requires a coolant for fuelclenment-shipping casks that carn withstand heat, radiation, and
metallic sodium (residues from the reactor coolant). We have
previously investigated biphenyl and diphenyl ether for thermal
and radiation dtecomposition and are nlo\ exploring the effects of
sodiuml

oln the stalbilityv of thes:e mater~ials.

PU IBLICATION
Danford, M. D., J. H. Burns, C. E. Higgins, J. R. Stokelyv, Jr., and
W. H]. Baldwin, Preparation and Properties of Some Rare Earth
' nd Americium Chelates, Inorg. Chcm., 9: 1953 (1970).
ATOMIC COLLISIONS OF HEAVY IONS IN SOLIDS AND
03:457
GASES. Datz, S. (C. U. -Moak, Physics Division, B. R1. Appleton,
(Oak Ridge National Laband T. S. Noggle, Solid State Division).
oratory, Chem istry Division).
Collisions of miulti-McV heavy ions in gaseous and solid media
are being studied in collaboration with members of the Solid State
and Physics Divisions.
A remarkable specificity vwith target atoims for the creation of
L subshell vacancies in 15- to 60-MeV I ions was observed; the
rattio of 2p1, to 2pu vacancies varied by a factor of 7 depending
upon the collision partner (Z2 = 6 to 82) and showed two maxima
across the periodic table. A theory involving curve crossing of
quasimolecular orbitals including fine structure predicts that only
2p1, electrons can be promoted by interaction of inner-shell atomic
orbitals and should be strongly dependent on the collision partner.
However, the qualitative behavior with Z2 and the high cross see2
tion (~10 ' cm ) for ionizatlion of 2p, or 2s is not yet explained.
Application was made to the states of ions as they penetrate
matter. We observed that the L ionization cross section of the
150-MeV iodine was 10 times larger in a solid metdium than in a
gaseous medium (i.e., Se vs Kr, Br 2). This could be explained by
the steady state population of Mi shell vacancies, which depends
1upon the collision frequency in the medium, these vacancies being
necessary for quasimolecular promotion of iodine L shell electrons.
Interatomic potentials from high-energy heavy-ion channeling
were further refined to give information at internuclear distances
.comparable to those of chemical bonds.
PiUBLICATIONS
I)atz, S., C. D. Moak, B. R. Appleton, and T. A. Carlson, Differentiation in L Subshell Vacancy Production in Iodine lons by Atomic
Collisions at 15-60 MeV, Phys. Rev. Lett., 27: 363 (1971).
F. W. Martin, C. D. Moak, B. R. Appleton, and L. B.
Bridwell, Charge-Changing Collisions of Channeled Oxygen lons
in Gold, Radiat. Eff., 12: 163 (1972).
C. D. Moak, H. 0. Lutz, L. C. Northcliffe, and L. 13. Bridwell, Charge States of 15- to 140-MeV Bromine Ions and 15- to
162-MeV Ioditne lonis in Solid and Gaseous Media, At. Data, 2:
273(1971).
Lutz, H. 0., J. Stein, S. Datz, and C. D. Moak, Collisional X-Ray
Excitation in Solid and Gaseous Targets by Heavy Ion Bombardtitent, Phys. Rev. Lett., 28: 8 (1972).

Appleton, 13. R., S. Datz, C. D. Moak, and M1. T. Robinson, Energy
Loss Spectra of Channeled Iodine and Oxygen Ions in Gold, Phys.
Rev., 13, 4: 1452 (1971).
ELECTROC HEMICAL KINETICS AND CORROSION
03:458
Posey. F. A., E. J. Kelly. 11. E. Meyer. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemistry Division).
The program of this group is concerned with fundamental phylsicochenmical studies on the kinetics of interfacial and mass transport processes, with principal emphasis on the study of corrosion
reactions of metals and of a variety of electrode systems having
application to electrolytic treatment or electroanalysis of solutions. A poLentiostatic perturbation technique for determination
of the specific conductance of electrolytes has been successfully
applied to aqueous electrolytes and molten salts. The method,
inherently superior to AC-bridge methods, should be applicable
to solid state electrolytes as well, and confirmatory measurements are planned. In a continuing investigation of titanium corrosion, the effect of pH on potentiostatic current-time transients
in the microsecond time domain is being examined. Such imeasurements should allow determination of specific surface intermediaites, which undergo oxidation during eachi step of the overall
corrosion reaction sequence. Electroanalysis with porous clectrodes has been shown to be a versatile and simple technique, and
variants of the method are being investigated. In many cases, it
is possible to carry out simultaneous separations and analyses.
Present studies are concerned with analysis of two or miore solution components and with effects of some of the more common

interfering species present in municipal and industrial waters or
process streamis.

A. Posey, Chrono;\.Meyer, R. E., M. C. Banta, P. MI. Lantz, and F A.
potentionietry and Voltammlet'ry of the Ag-AgCI Electrode in
Flowing Streams. 1. Experimental, J. Electroanal. Cheml., 30:
3,15-358 (1971).
____ , M. . anta, 1P. M. Lantz. and F. A. Posey, Rapid Batch
and Continuous Electroanalvsis for the Chloride Ion. I)esalination, 9: 333-350 (1971).
Posey, F. A., and R. E. Meyver, Chronopotentiontetry and Voltallmctry of the Ag-AgCl Electrode in Flowing Streams. II. Theoretical, J. Electroanal. Chem., 30: 359-37:3 (1971).
MECHANISMS OF CORROSION OF METALS AND AL03:459
LOYS. Bacarella, A. L. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, leactor Chemistry Division).
The primary purpose of this program is a determination of basic
mechanisnsms of corrosion of metals and alloys. Our present studies are concerned with the corrosion of copper and copper-nickel
a: .os in NaCI solutions, at pll's ranging from 0 to 9, and termperatures from 25 to 200°C. Since copper-nickel alloys are used
in saline environments and have potential usefulness in geothermal
brilles, an understanding of the corrosion mnechanisms, particularly at high temperatures, is essential. Electrochemical studies
have shown that anodic polarization curves for pure copper have
Tafel slopes (dE/d log i) equal to 2.3 RT/F and that the reaction
rate is limited by mass transport of CuCIl from the copper surface to the bulk solution. On the other hand, nickel does not form
stable complexes with chloride ions and its anodic dissolution is
activation-controlled; polarization curves have slopes of 2/3
(2.3 RT/F). It is therefore probable that the dissolution inechanism of copper-nickel alloys will be either activation- or diffusion-controlled depending on alloy composition, pl-, chloride ion
concentration, and temperature. Presently the anodic dissolution
of copper-nickel alloys is being studied as a function of these
variables.
03:460
DIFFUSION OF STRONGLY ADSORBED SPECIES I'
(Oak Ridge National LabPOROUS MEDIA. de Nordwall, H. J.
oratory, Reactor Chemistry Division).
This program seeks to describe the transport of strongly adsorbed vapors through porous media as functions of temperature,
tmediuml structure, and the interaction of medium and vapor. At
the two extremes of vapor-solid interaction the process will resemble a grain boundary or surface diffusion process and transport of an unatsorbed gas, both relatively well understood.
Following an evaluation of current theoretical approaches, to be
started in July 1973, an experimental program will be mounted
using various graphites (including pyrolytic carbons) as media because of their interest to nuclear technology. At first, emphasis
will be on measuring diffusion coefficients for cesium over very
wide temperature ranges at concentrations low enough for Henry's
Law to apply to discover whether predicted variations in the actixvation energy describing the overall transport process apply. This
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will be followed bhy later work at higher concentrations and will
different species ill the series iodine, xenon, cesiuim, barium, andi
cerliutm, which have widely varying affinities for carbon.

03:463
RESI::ARCH IN THEI FIELD O1 CA 'AL YSIS.
Turkeich, Jolmn (Princeton Universit, Dlepartilment of Clenist'ry,
Princeton, N J.
J. 08540).

03:461
SURFACE CILEMISTRYS.
Lo
lolnes, II. F., E. L. Fuller,
jr'., and P. A. Agron (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reactor
Chemlistry Division).
A definitive elucidationi of tile suriface chemistry of ilpolrtant
reftractory oxides is the nlaili objective of this prograim. Primiary
interest is the interaction of the surfaces of these oxides xwitlh the
hlabitually' present water (as vapor and liquid). Active projects direccted toward this objective inclhde graviimetric adsorption studies of zirconiumi oxide surfaces (using water, nitrogen, and argon
as sorbates); calorimetric measturemlents of the healt of imenlcrsion
of zireoiniumn oxide in water at 25"C; calorimetric neasuremenlts
of the heat of immiersion of thoriumt oxide in water at temperatures up to, and including, 200°C; calorimetric measuiremnents of
the net differential eat of asor
adsorption of
of water on sol-gel thorium
oxide at 25 and 150'C; and infrared spectroscopic studies of water
adsorbed on zirconiiuln oxide surfaces. Although not all of these
projects will be completed within the next year, definite plans have
beent formulated for the following projects in the i lnmmediate future:
graviyietric studies of the adsorption of carbon dioxide on thoriunl
oxide; anl inifrared speccroscopLc study of the adsorption of water
and carbon dioxide one thorium oxide; calorimletric ileasuremensts
of the heat of imnmersion of zirconllu:
oxide in water at temperaLures up to, and including, 200°C; and calorimetric measurenments
of tite net differienial heat of adsorption of warti r oni zirconiui
oxide.

chemical energy through the use of heterogeneous catal ysis. Ntclear radiation. present in large quanta. is to lie broken up into
smaller quanta in thie solid support of tilhe catalyst. In turn, these
cquanta will produce electrons, holes. hydrogen atonms. active ions.
and radicals that will transport the energy to active centers on tihe
surface where the catalytic reactiron is to cake place. Silica of
uniform pore size has been selected as tile support Either organomtetallic molecules, e.g., ferroceie, or smiall metallic particlos of uniform size are chosen as the catal ticall?
active agent.
Ilydrogen a Stoms in the Suil)port sho
tV IprolnliSt as vehicles of energy
transfer.
Two subsidiary objectives are also present iin this research.
First. attemlpts will be mnade to store nuclear lenergxy ill solids or
on surfaces in the form of hyldrogen atoms Secondly, sy nthesis
of small particles of uniforin size will be pursued. It is postulltecd
that the smaller the size, the greater tie catalytic activity and
presunabIly tile greater the stalility. Fuerthermore. since radioactive metallic particles are used in cancer therapy and diagnosis,
anll advanices in pIroIducinxg uniformi particles of controlled size
may increase their effectiveness iin medicine.

The primnary objective is the conversion of nuclear energy into

PtUBIICATIONS
Turkevich, John, Yoshio Ono, and Javier Sorin. FI'rt'er olctronII
Spin lResonance Studies of Cu(ill iin Linde Y Zeolitc. J. Caral.,
25: 44-54 (19721.

PUIB.ICATIONS_

.. _, Javicer Soria, and lMichel Che, Localization of Energytc

Gamiinage, IR. B., EI. L. Fuller, Jr., and IH. I'. Ilolmes, Adsorption
on Porous Thorium Oxide Mlodified ly Water, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 38: 91 (1972).63
llolinmes, H. 1F., F. I Fuller, Jr., amnd11. 11. Gaimage, Heats' of
Inimersioni in the Zitconiutim Oct
xide-Water Systemoixx
I.
Chetit., 76: 1l4)(._
Fuller, E. L., Jr., 11. F.

Holimes, R. H. Gatinoage, and t1. Becker,n

iinteraction of Gases with Lunar Materials: Preliminary Restilts, itt Proceedings of the Second I.unnar Science CoillrctCI
'The MIT Press, Canmbridge, Mass., Vol. :3, p. 2009, 1971.
Maliiausskas, A. P. andS
tMOLECULAR I)YNAMICS.
03:462
B. K. Antnis (Oak Ridge National Laborator. Reactor ChemistryI-EN
Jivisiontii) .
,
,
.
,
,
,iMATTER
TIhe molecular dxynamrtics program seeks inl a broad sense to
dc'
',
s's,
.Oliver
taixci.~~
ac
understand and describe phenomena aassociated with tihe macroscopic transport of matter anld energy ill gases in terlis of mecihaBecause txhe se imechanistcutsits cant e
niss
ot the inolccuilar level'C''.

profoundly altered b) the presence of boundary surfaces, thetoestudies necessarily likewise encompass investigations of the beIxavior
of gases at so], id tic ,elides.
lic s i interfaces,
havior of gases at solid or liquid interfaces.
Current attention is about equally divided between two mnai

areas, oie a prinlarily experimental program of research involving investigations of inelastic gas molecule collisions using data
obtaineci from ithertital translpirationi mieasucteiteitts, and a sccoidci
which is concerned with providing a generalized theoretical framieexten
work for the description of aerosol transport through
of the dust\y gas imodlel.
The tlhteria transpiriation studies preseintly beitng puiIstdci concern binary gas mixtures in the pressure transition region be-

I
le01cutle and ihtdroclitnamic flowx', and with purte gases
tween freei
in the near-hydrodynamic linmit. Both investigations have been
undertaken to establish the adequacy of theory in describing the
thermal transpiration phenomnenon as applied to these two separate
sets of conditions. An investigation of the feasibility of suppleieniting the inelastic collision data obtained fronl the thermal
transpiration measurements with the data derived from lightscatteritng experiments has also been utndertaken.
1PU;ILICATIONS
Annis, B. K., A. P. IMxalinauskas, and E. A. Mason, Theor'y of Drag
on Neutral or Charged Aerosol Particles, Aerosol Seti., 3: 55
(1972).
_ __
, Stress Induced Diffusioin in lonatomnic Gases and Gas
Suspensions, Phys. Fluids, 14: 269 (1971).
_,
and A. P. Malinauskas, Temperature Dependence of Reotational Collision Numbers from Thermial Transpiration, J.
Chem. Phys., 54: 4763 (1971).
Malinauskas, A. P., and E. A. Mason, Heats of Transport of Ideal
Gases and Gas Mixtures, Trans. Faraday' Soc., 67: 224: (1971).
___._,
J. W. Gooch, Jr., B. K. Annis, and 1t. E. Fuson, Rotational
Collision Numbers of N,, 02, CO, and CO 2 from Thermal Transpiration Measurements, J. Chem. Phys., 53: 1317 (1970).
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_
Yoshio Ono. Catalytic Activity land the Nature of
_, and
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03:464
01*

NCLAR iNTERACTIONS WIT
\\%`TI1
HiGHi-ENE;:GY NUCLISIAR INTRACIONS
AND NUCIEAR PR'IOCESSES IN NATURE.
Schacffer,
A.
(State nitversitl of New Yorki at Ston.y IBroook, Depart-

.ment
Sciences. Stony'|rook,
Brok, N.
N. Y. 13790).
ett of
ofm Eart.
iart h and
aid Space
Space
h Sciences. S

lthe
ain thrust of t e research has been the stumdy of acceleratorf allerlcosmic-iray-pI.rton-iniLnceed
nuclaer
csic-ray-prot-idecd
nuclear yeactlions
reatiois especially,
eaiecially
those producing rare gas nuclldes anld long-lived radioactive nuH.
High-energy;-proton production of stable and radioactive
r ar
e gases is being investigated from vanadium. btriu, uranium,
an
d iro targets. 'he results oil the spaliation of vanadium with
l
proots Iave intaited that the Mitone Carlo cascade calculations
and experinxental relative cross sections do tot agree as well as
previously supposed
an
cosiionc ras is being studied.
A new method for counctiig :"CI it the gas phase as imethyl chloricde has been successfully developed and is being applied to Imeaproton production cross section from iron

and nickel targets as well as a study of the depth variation of the
cosmtic-irax'-produced icCI in the IfI1Taco meteorite. Cosmic-rayproduced 'C found in tree rings is inder investigation. It is
l
s stidx shich sioted a short peritd
Pllutned to exrcn the previ
variamion in '1C production during 9.10 to 1970) to the period 1740
revolution.
before
tle
industrial
to 1770,
se tf a laser eat to selectively vaporize siall areas of
samples enables the measurelulent of the rare gases. Work is in
progress to detect heliums isotopes in the various phases of meteorites to elucidate diffusional losses of cosmnic-ray-produced
tritium or :'Htleduring the lifetimes of certain meteoroids.
PUBLICATIONS
Kirsten, T'., and 0. A. Schaeffer, High EInergy Interactions ill
Space, in Elementary Particle Research in Science and Technology, L. C. Yuan (Ed.), Academic Press, Inc., New York,
1971.
Baxter, A1., and J. Funkhouser, Rare Gases in the Lost City and
Suchy Dul Meteorites. J. Geoplhys. Res., 76: 4056-4060 (1971).
Hudis, J., T. Kirsten, RI. W. Stoenner, and 0. A. Schaeffer, Yields
of Stable and Radioactive Rlare-Gas Isotopes Formed by :3- and
29-GeV Proton Bombardment of Cu. Ag, Au and U, Phys. Rev.,
C, 1: 2019-20:130 (1970).
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Turekian, K. K., D. P. Kharkar, J. G. Funkhouser, and . A.
Schaeffer, An Evaluation of the Uranium-llelium Mlethod of
the Dating of Fossil Bones, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 7: 420424 (1970).

crystal
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K-shell

03:465
IONIZATION PHENOMENA.
Watson, R. L. (Texas
A and MI University, Cyclotron Institute, College Station, Texas
784
7
77843).
Ivsiaitsoineshl
,.
,,.,Lewis,
loiato
roue3)hy ha.v

PUBLICATIONS

Investigations
of inner shell ionization produced by heavy
,Dependence
y
,Investigatiols of inner shell ionization prod cel by heav"

spectrometer is presently under construction for the purobserving the hypersatellite peaks in the x-ray spectra
from the radiative deexcitation of atoms having two initial
vacancies.

C. W., R. L. Watson, and J.
of K X-Ray

3. Natowitz. Projectile Z

Emission Induced by Alpha Particles

charged particle bombardment are currently being conducted.
A major emphasis of this program is being directed toward theeros

and Deen,

study of simultaneous K- plus L-shell ionization produced in fast

Z2 Dependence of X-Ray Elission Induced bV a, Particles ald

Phys Rev, A 5 1773 (1972
h
R , A 5:17
(
, J. B. Natowitz, and R. L. Watson, Precise lest of the

collisions with deuterons, alpha particles, and carbon ions. InDeuterons,
particular, a detailed examination of the KF to K, x-ray intensit
ratios for x-ray emission produced in a wide range of elements by
these incident projectiles is being carried out. By observing theF
variation of the KF to K , intensity ratio as a function of target
thickness, the probability per K vacancy for simultaneous L-shell
prod~ctiot
vacancy production can
can be
be estimated.
estimated.
Another aspect of the program includes the measurement of Key
x-ray production cross sections for a variety of heavy ions up to
and including Ar. Previous measurements with alpha particles
and deuterons led to the discovery of significant deviations from
the projectile Z dependence expected on the basis of the planewave Born approximation. The primary purpose of the present
cross section measurements is to extend the Z dependence investigations to higher projectile atomic numbers.
In addition, a study of double K-shell ionization resulting from
heavy ion-atom collisions is currently underway. These experiments involve the detection of K x-ray-K x-ray coincilences

Phys. Rev. Lett, 26: 481 (1971)
Watso,
L, and
i Eerg Shifts Observed in Ni K X\Watson, R. L., and 1T.1;. Li, Energy
Shifts Observed in Ni K Xs Poded
by F
,Rays Producerd
by Fission Fragment
Collisions,
ment C
isin, Phys.
P
. Rev.,
A :
32 (1971).
.-. _ '_ J. R. Sjurscth, and 1. \W. Howard. An Investigation of the
Anal
Capabilities of XRay
n Indtces bt H il E
Analytical Capabilities of X-Ray Emission Ineced 1by -HighEnocrgy Alpira
Particles,
Nucl.
Ilstrulm.
Methods,
A
Pticles, N
. Instrum Methods, 93:
93: ;99 (1971!
(197.
Lel s i
N at w tz
R
- y- 0 .
.
w , ad J. 1' c3
, ll
Elission- Induce
lly 30 to 80 MeV Alpha Particcs,
Nucl, Plhys., A, 1541:561
Alpha

using two Si(Li) x-ray spectrometers.

03:420; ifngincee-'in

~vacancy

A high-resolution

Bragg

ALSO SEE Nu/clear Spiecltroscopy: 0.3:2; Nuclear Reaclions:
03:341, 03:36; Henavy Element Chemishiy: 03:,S; Radiation Clhenmislr. GCascous; 0l..11.; Ra1dialion Chemistlr: Otlher 03:166;
'7herm'odynamics: 03:305, 03:320, 03:325; High-Temperiature and
Inorganic C/hemisht
: 03:347, 03:355; Structural/Chemcistry:
03:381; Analy'ical C/iciisf'ty: 03:4/01; Separations C/hemist-vy:
ChemIishty: 03:431, 03:138.
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ALABAMA UNIV., UNIVERSITY.
03:132
ELDOR investigations of radiation processes,
AMES LAB., IOWA.
Analytical atomic emission and absorption spectroscopy,
03:388
03:389
Analytical separations,
0 Bench scale mixer--settler solvent extraction studies,
03:422
03:424
Corrosion in liquid metal systems,
03:391
Development of activation analysis techniques,
03:365
Development of improved diffraction techniques,
Effective expansions of atomic and molecular electronic
wavefunctions, 03:269
Effects of radiation upon optical isomers of tris(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) salts,
03:133
Even-tempered atomic orbitals for atomic and molecular
calculations, 03:270
03:430
Experimental errors in kinetic modeling,
O High-temperature chemistry, 03:334
A7'Homopoiyatomic ions of the post-transition elements,
03:331
03:193
Hot atom chemistry of carbon and iodine,
Influence of weak interactions on solid state structures,
03:366
03:333
Inorganic reaction mechanisms,
Investigation of stable, labile rare earth complexes and
their application in cation exchange separation of the
lanthanons,
03:411
Irreversible processes in polyatomic gases, 03:268
A. Ligand substitution and Isotopic exchange for some
03:209
square-planar platinum complexes,
Liquid metal diffusion studies,
03:429
Liquid metal wetting and surface tension,
03:425
Mass spectrometer ion source chemistry,
03:233
Mass transfer and fluid flow patterns in droplets,
03:423
Matrix isolation spectroscopy,
03:230
Molecular distributions from torsion effusion cells and
their effect on experimental thermodynamic properties,
03:428
Polarized single crystal spectra for coordination
complexes of platinum(II) and palladium(II),
03:231
Predictive interpretations of atomic wave functions,
03:271
Purification of liquid metals by adsorption,
03:426
03:427
Recovery of metals from fly ash,
C Solvent equilibria and extractor design for separating
the rare earths by solvent extraction,
03:410
o Solvent extraction phase equilibrium chemistry,
03:409
Spark source mass spectrometry,
03:390
Spectral emittance and emissivity studies,
03:327
Surface chemistry,
03:440
The chemistry of heavy transition metal compounds,
03:335
The electronic absorption, luminescence, and nonradiative
properties of c-bonded organic molecules and their
crystals,
03:232
The lower halides of some transition and inner-transition
elements,
03:332
OThermochemical properties of materials at high
temperatures,
03:328
Thermodynamic and magnetic properties of solids,
03:305
Thermodynamic properties of liquid metal systems,
03:329
Transition metal-catalyzed reactions of carbon monoxide
and amines,
03:330
X-ray excited optical fluorescence spectroscopy [XEDFS),
03:387
X-ray-diffraction studies of molecular structure,
03:364
Ames Lab., Iowa State Univ. of Science and Tech.

A?

see Ames Lab., Iowa.
Ames Project.
see Ames Lab., Iowa.
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL.
Applications of chemical accelerator-crossed beam
03:210
facility to study of atmospheric chemistry,
Applications of chemical accelerator-crossed beam
facility to study of reactions of atomic and molecular
hydrogen, 03:211
Atomic beam magnetic resonance measurements of the
actinides,
03:75
03:69
Chemistry of Np, Pu and Am,
03:71
Chemistry of the heavier actinides,
03:170
Chlorophyll and photosynthesis,
03:242
Circular dichroism spectroscopy,
Computer evaluation of equilibrium constants from
spectrophotometric data: the palladium chloride-03:310
bromide system,
03:432
Controlled thermonuclear reactor chemistry,
A Copper archaeology, 03:392
03:309
Correlation of entropy and energy,
Crossed-beam studies of reactions of accelerated atoms
03:212
and molecules,
Crystallographic and related chemical studies of uranium
03:371
compounds,
Development of the on-line chemical laboratory computer
facility,
03:441
Development of theory, techniques, and computer programs
03:275
for the computation of chemical phenomena,
Dynamic chemical behaviour of some actinide compounds in
aqueous solution,
03:76
Energy surfaces, collision theory, and molecular
dynamics,
03:277
Experimental and theoretical spectroscopy of the free
03:237
actinides and lanthanides,
Extraterrestrial mineralogy: meteorites and lunar
samples,
03:442
Foundational problems in physics,
03:273
Heavy element reaction spectroscopy programs,
03:73
High energy nuclear chemistry,
03:27
Inorganic chemistry of uranium,
03:340
D Isotopically modified proteins, 03:241
Low-temperature calorimetry of compounds of heavy
03:308
elements and of reactor materials,
Magnetic effects in metal vapor absorption spectra,
03:243
D
Materials and methods for the study of isotope effects in
biologically important systems,
03:289
03:412
o
Metals separations by liquid--liquid extraction,
Molecular spectroscopy,
03:235
Neutron crystallography,
03:369
Neutron magnetic diffraction program, 03:367
Nonstoichiometric solid state behavior at high
temperatures,
03:346
o/Nuclear and electron spectroscopy,
03:1
Nuclear magnetic resonance in inorganic chemistry,
03:239
D Nuclear medical isotope research,
03:393
Nuclear properties and reactions of heavy elements,
03:70
Nuclear spectroscopy of transplutonium elements,
03:67
Nuclear, physical, and chemical processes determining the
concentrations and distributions of trace elements In
solar system matter,
03:443
Nucleation,
03:431
A Origin of organic matter in early solar system, 03:444
03:337
Phase equilibria at high temperatures,
03:336
Phase relations in lithium--chalcogen systems,
Physical and chemical factors involved in aerosol
formation,
03:119
Production and studies of the nuclear and chemical
properties of heavy actinide and transactinide
elements, 03:72
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Production of elements in the actinide region,
03:68
Pulse radiolysis of gases,
03:118
Radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions, 03:100
Radiation chemistry of aromatic compounds, 03:159
Radiochemical and physical studies of nuclear fission,
03:74
Raman and infrared spectra of molten salts and salt
vapors,
03:234
Relativistic calculations of atomic properties, 03:274
' Simple gaseous molecules at
high temperature,
03:344
Spectroscopic investigations of inorganic and
coordination compounds under varying pressures,
03:236
Spectroscopy of high-temperature systems,
03:238
Spectroscopy of the actinide elements,
03:65
> Structural and spectral characterization of some
anhydrous double nitrate salts of the lanthanides,
03:370
Structural problems in potential breeder fuels,
03:372
O Structure and molecular interactions in liquid water and
in solution,
03:240
Studies of chemical methods for removing radon and xenon
from air,
03:342
Studies of chemical sputtering, deuteride and tritide
molecule formation and trapping in thermonuclear
reactors,
03:339
Studies of nuclear fission using charged-particle nuclear
reactions,
03:77
Study of hydrogen in metal hydrides by neutron-scattering
measurements,
03:368
The chemistry of reactive fluorides,
03:341
The chemistry of unusual and powerfully oxidizing
03:338
inorganic compounds,
The electron structure, spectra, and properties of
diatomic molecules,
03:276
The investigation of elementary excitations in quantum
fluids: 3 the thermodynamics and transport properties of
liquid
He and *He,
03:307
Theoretical evaluation of Van der Waals forces,
03:278
Theoretical studies of atmospheric triatomic and diatomic
species, 03:279
03:272
Theoretical studies of liquids and solutions,
Theoretical studies of nuclear structure in the heavy
elements,
03:66
OThermochemistry at high temperatures,
03:343
Thermodynamic properties of inorganic compounds,
03:306
Valence states in solids,
03:345
ARIZONA STATE UNIV., TEMPE.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Solid state chemistry of rare earth oxide systems,
03:373
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
ARKANSAS UNIV., FAYETTEVILLE.
Nuclear chemistry,
03:2
Atomic Energy Commission.
Argonne National Lab.
see Argonne National Lab., Ill.
Brookhaven National Lab.
Atomic Energy Commission.
see Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.
Knolls Atomic Power Lab.,
Atomic Energy Commission.
Schenectady, N. Y.
see Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.
Oak Ridge National Lab.
Atomic Energy Commission.
see Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
B
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
BAYLOR UNIV., WACO, TEX. (USA).
Polymer structure and free radical decay, 03:134
Belfer Graduate School of Science, Yeshiva Univ., New York.
see Yeshiva Univ., New York. Belfer Graduate School of
Science.
Bingham Oceanographic Lab., Yale Univ., New Haven, Conn.
see Yale Univ., New Haven, Conn.
Bingham Oceanographic
Lab.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
BRANDEIS UNIV., WALTHAM, MASS.
Effects of mercaptans and disulfides in photochemical and
high-energy-radiation-induced reactions,
03:101
Photochemical reactions of complex molecules in condensed
phase,
03:172
Photoreduction by amines via charge transfer complexes,
03: 171
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB., UPTON, N. Y.
Applications of nuclear methods to art and archaeology,
03:396
Chemical crystallography studies by neutron and x-ray
diffraction,
03:378
Chemical effects of nuclear transformation,
03:194
Computer simulations of high- and low-energy nuclear
reactions,
03:31
Determination of long half-lives,
03:4
Effect of defects on positron annihilation, 03:196
1) Electrochemical research, 03:445
0
Electron ejection in radioactive decay,
03:6
Energy transfer in chemical kinetics,
03:173
9 Enzyme-catalyzed cis-trans isomerization about carbon-carbon double bonds, 03:215
A, Fluorination of organic molecules, 03:447
Formation cross sections of high-energy fission and
spallation products,
03:30
Gaseous ion chemistry,
03:245
High-temperature physical chemistry,
03:347
Hot atom chemistry and reaction mechanisms,
03:197

A

Infrared spectra of radiolytic intermediates in the gas
phase,
03:120
Inorganic hot atom chemistry, 03:195
Intermediates in oxidation--reduction reactions.
Thallium(II),
03:348
Internal return of caged geminate radicals from optically
active azo compounds,
03:216
Kinetic studies of base-pairing and electron-transfer
reactions involving biochemical systems,
03:217
Kinetic studies of substitution and oxidation--reduction
reactions involving complex ions in solution,
03:349
Localized corrosion,
03:446
Magnetic properties of crystalline compounds,
03:376
Magnetic structure determination by neutron diffraction,
03:375
Mechanisms of metabolic and photosynthetic reactions,
03:244
Metal hydrides,
03:433
Nuclear medicine and radiopharmaceuticals labeled with
isotopes of short half-life,
03:198
Nuclear spectroscopy,
03:5
Nuclear structure and reactions,
03:3
Parallel data collection systems for diffraction studies,
03:380
]!A~Peptide sequencing by ion impact mass spectrometry,
03:377
Phenomenological effects of quantum mechanical tunneling,
03:291
Photoelectron studies,
03:246
Precision neutron diffraction studies of amino acid and
nucleic acid components,
03:379
Properties of electrons in dielectric liquids,
03:136
Proton and alpha-particle cross sections for elements
present in lunar targets,
03:34
03:104
Pulse radiolysis of DNA and DNA constituents,
Quantum chemistry,
03:281
Radiation chemistry and photochemistry in the adsorbed
state,
03:138
Radiation chemistry of cyanide ion,
03:102
Radiation-induced gas-solid reactions in solids capable
of forming monolayers,
03:135
Radiochemical recoil studies of high-energy nuclear
reactions,
03:28
Research with molecular beams of short-lived radioactive
03:213
nuclides,
Solid state track detector studies of high-energy nuclear
reactions,
03:32
Statistics in structure and reactivity theory,
03:280
Structural studies of organic polysulfides,
03:374
Studies of high-energy nuclear reactions with counter
techniques,
03:33
Study of critical phenomena by neutron scattering,
03:312
Study of enzymatic mechanisms by pulse radiolysis,
03:103
Sulfur trioxide, oxygen, platinum electrode in a fused
sulfate,
03:395
The Brookhaven solar neutrino experiment,
03:29
The formation constants for the mixed metal complexes
between indium(III) and uranium(VI) with malic, citric,
and tartaric acids,
03:311
Theoretical studies of molecular collision dynamics,
03:282
Theory of excess electron states in hydrocarbon liquids,
03:137
Trace elemental analysis by charged particle induced xray fluorescence,
03:394
Tritium fractionation between water and proteins or
polypeptides,
03:290
Use of perturbed angular correlations for measurement of
03:214
chemical reaction rates in fluid phases,
BROOKLYN COLL., N. Y.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Applications of nuclear and radiochemical techniques in
chemical analysis,
03:397
Studies of carbon isotope fractionation,
03:292
BROWN UNIV., PROVIDENCE, R. I. DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Study of chemical reactions by means of molecular beams
03:218
and shock wave techniques,

C
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
DIV. OF CHEMISTRY AND
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
Studies in chemical dynamics and radiation chemistry. I.
Electron spectroscopy, 03:247
Studies in chemical dynamics and radiation chemistry. II.
Chemical dynamics,
03:220
The application of ion cyclotron resonance to the study
of ion--molecule interactions,
03:219
CALIFORNIA
UNIV., BERKELEY.
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB.
3
He activation analysis,
03:400
Actinide and lanthanide chemistry,
03:80
Average nuclear properties,
03:44
Chemical dynamics studies, 03:224
Chemistry materials in nuclear technology,
03:435
Coulomb excitation, 03:10
Direct observation of unstable intermediates in gas-phase
chemical reactions,
03:178
Effects of angular momentum in heavy-ion reactions,
03:46
Electrochemical systems, 03:452
Electrochemistry, solid--fluid phase boundaries,
03:451

Electron paramagnetic resonance and microwave
spectroscopy,
03:255
03:401
Environmental chemistry,
03:47
General fission research,
03:41
Heavy ion nuclear reactions,
High oxidation state fluorides and oxyfluorides:
synthesis and structure,
03:353
High-energy nuclear reactions involving the nuclear
03:42
surface,
High-pressure chemistry,
03:313
03:13
High-spin states in nuclei,
03:257
Hyperfine Interactions and nuclear radiations,
Ion exchange resin systems, 03:413
Low-temperature properties of materials,
03:314
03:127
Mass spectrometry and molecular excitation,
Molecular beams, 03:381
New-element chemistry--elements-104, -105, and beyond,
03:82
Nuclear fragmentation induced by high-energy projectiles
03:45
at the bevatron,
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies of hydrated metal
Ions,
03:252
Nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions at the
03:43
SuperHILAC: General radiochemical studies,
Nuclear reactions with polarized protons and deuterons,
03:40
On-line alpha spectroscopy of elements below uranium at
superHILAC,
03:11
03:256
Optical spectroscopy,
Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) in
phosphorescent triplet states and in triplet Frenkel
Excitons,
03:253
03:258
Photoelectron spectroscopy in gases,
03:259
Photoelectron spectroscopy in solids,
Physical chemistry with emphasis on thermodynamic
properties,
03:286
Quantum mechanical description of particle transfer
between heavy ions,
03:83
Radiation chemistry of organic compounds of nitrogen,
03:113
Search for superheavy elements by on-line identification
in sassy system,
03:81
Selected nuclear measurement possibilities with very
heavy ions,
03:14
Solid state and surface reaction studies,
03:453
Solid state materials synthesis, 03:355
Solvent extraction of strong acids, 03:315
Spontaneous fission studies,
03:84
Statistical nuclear properties,
03:12
03:48
Studies in heavy-ion reactions,
Studies of gas phase collisions of neutral species,
03:223
Studies of the macroscopic properties of large nuclei by
means of heavy-ion reactions,
03:85
Studies of the masses and decay schemes of light nuclei
far from the valley of beta-stability,
03:39
Synthetic chemistry,
03:356
Theoretical and experimental spectroscopic and
thermodynamic studies directed toward characterization
of the high-temperature behavior of gases and condensed
phases,
03:354
Theory of low-energy atomic and molecular collisions,
03:285
Transport processes in electrochemical systems.
Electrolytic processes in nonaqueous solvents,
03:454
X-ray crystallography, 03:382
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:254
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY.
LAWRENCE RADIATION LAB.
see also California Univ., Berkeley.
Lawrence Berkeley
Lab.
CALIFORNIA UNIV., DAVIS.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Nuclear recoil studies in chemical dynamics and radiation
chemistry, 03:199
CALIFORNIA UNIV., IRVINE. DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Chemistry of tritium and halogens formed with nuclear
recoil energy,
03:200
Neutron activation analysis,
03:398
Radioactive tracer studies of photochemically produced
atoms and radicals,
03:174
Theoretical studies on isotopic mass effects in
chemistry,
03:293
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Inter- and intra- molecular energy transfer studies,
03:175
Vacuum ultraviolet spectra and photochemistry of
polyatomic molecules,
03:248
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. Oak Ridge National Lab.
see Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. X-10 Plant.
see Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Determinations of elementary reaction rate constants for
the reaction of hydrogen atoms with various substrate
molecules in the gas phase,
03:221
Nuclear chemistry and geochemistry research,
03:448
Nuclear chemistry research of high-energy nuclear
reactions, 03:35
Research in nuclear chemistry,
03:7
Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mellon Inst. of
Science. Radiation Research Labs.
see Mellon Inst. of Science, Pittsburgh, Pa. Radiation
Research Labs.
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL. DEPT. OF PHYSICS.
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03:283
Basic studies of atomic dynamics,
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
ENRICO FERMI INST.
Nuclear chemistry research, 03:386
ENRICO FERMI INST. FOR NUCLEAR
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
STUDIES.
Enrico Fermi Inst.
see also Chicago Univ., Ill.
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
INST. FOR THE STUDY OF METALS.
see also Chicago Univ., Ill.
James Franck Inst.
JAMES FRANCK INST.
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
03:222
The dynamics of chemical reactions,
Univ.
Argonne National Lab., Lemont, Il1.
Chicago.
see Argonne National Lab., Ill.
CLARK UNIV., WORCESTER, MASS.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
03:8
Nuclear spectroscopy,
DEPT. OF CHEMICAL
CLARKSON COLL. OF TECH., POTSDAM, N.Y.
ENGINEERING.
Studies on colloidal particles: scavenging of aerosol
03:449
particles by a falling macroscopic particle,
Columbia Univ., New York.
Dept. of Chemical Engineering.
Liquid Metals Research Lab.
see Columbia Univ., New York.
Liquid Metals Research
Lab.
COLUMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Separation of isotopes,
03:294
03:37
The mechanisms of nuclear reactions,
LIQUID METALS RESEARCH LAB.
COLUMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK.
03:434
Heat transfer and transport by condensing vapors,
High-temperature thermal properties of reactor coolants,
03:350

E
Enrico Fermi Inst., Univ. of Chicago, 111.
see Chicago Univ., Ill.
Enrico Fermi Inst.

F
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
FLORIDA STATE UNIV., TALLAHASSEE.
An experimental study of nuclear models. I. Decay schemes
and nuclear reactions. II. Muonic X-ray Studies,
03:9
Radiation-induced effects in organic systems, 03:140
Research in nuclear chemistry,
03:78
FLORIDA UNIV., GAINESVILLE.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Radiation chemistry of hydrocarbon and alkyl halide
systems, 03:122
Thin film detectors,
03:38

G
General Electric Co.
Knolls Atomic Power Lab.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
see Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C. DEPT. OF
CHEMISTRY.
Lanthanide ions as sensitive probes in intermolecular
energy transfer and organic photochemistry,
03:176
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA.
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT
STATION.
Radiation chemistry of monosubstituted aromatic
compounds,
03:141
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA.
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY.
Nuclear and x-ran spectroscopy with radioactive sources,
03:250
GEORGIA UNIV., ATHENS.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
The radiolysis of water in a wide-range radiolysis
source,
03:123

H
HOUSTON UNIV., TEX.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Chemical effects and physical parameters in heavy ion and
fission recoil tracks,
03:124
Mechanism of ion formation by high-energy radiation from
precise measurements of W, 03:125
Yields and reactions of ions produced by high-energy
radiation,
03:126
HOWARD UNIV., WASHINGTON, D. C. DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY.
Theoretical study of fine and hyperfine structures and
their effect on radiative interaction and energytransfer processes,
03:284
HOWARD UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Kinetic, magnetic, and Moessbauer studies on porphyrin
systems,
03:351
Howard Univ., Washignton, D. C. Medical School. Dept. of
Biochemistry.
see Howard Univ., Washington, D. C. Dept. of
Biochemistry.

I
Iowa State Univ. of Science and Tech.,
see Ames Lab., Iowa.
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J
James Franck Inst., Univ. of Chicago, Ill.
see Chicago Univ., Ill.
James Franck Inst.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
DEPT. OF BIOPHYSICS.
Studies in hot atom and radiation chemistry,
03:201

K
KANSAS STATE UNIV., MANHATTAN.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Properties of excited species in the frozen state,
03:177
KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE. DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
High-temperature chemistry,
03:352
KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LAB., SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Chemical analysis by ion microprobe mass spectrometric
methods,
03:399
Investigation of secondary electron yields induced by ion
03:450
impacts on thin-film oxide surfaces,
Ion sputtering and secondary ion emission,
03:251
Mass spectrometric search for 2'Pu in nature,
03:79

L
Lawrence Berkeley Lab., Univ. of California, Berkeley.
see California Univ., Berkeley.
Lawrence Berkeley Lab.
LINCOLN UNIV., PA. (USA).
Tunneling in proton-transfer reactions in solution,
03:295

M
Manhattan District.
Argonne National Lab., Chicago.
see Argonne National Lab., Ill.
Manhattan District.
Knolls Project.
see Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.
DEPT. OF CHEMICAL
MARYLANP UNIV., COLLEGE PARK.
ENGINEERING.
Mechanisa
of the decomposition of inorganic oxyanions,
03:142
MARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Nuclear methods of analysis of environmental samples,
03:402
Nuclear reaction and fission studies, 03:49
Research in nuclear chemistry: Radioactive decay schemes,
03:15
MARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK.
LAB. FOR RADIATION N0O
POLYMER SCIENCE.
Radiation-induced effects in polymers and related
compounds,
03:143
MELLON INST., PITTSBURGH, PA.
RADIATION RESEARCH LABS.
see also Mellon Inst. of Science, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Radiation Research Labs.
RADIATION
MELLON INST. OF SCIENCE, PITTSBURGH, PA.
RESEARCH LABS.
Application of ESR methods to reaction kinetic studies,
03:107
Application of liquid chromatographic methods to the
study of the radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions,
(13:112
Electron reactions in the gas phase,
03:121
ESR studies of inorganic radicals,
03:105
03:106
ESR studies of radiation-produced radicals,
Ionic reactions in hydrocarbons,
03:139
Micelles as simple model systems for radiation and
photochemistry in biological environments,
03:109
Pulse radiolysis studies,
03:110
Radiation chemical studies on systems of biochemical
03:103
interest,
Radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions of organic
halides,
03:111
Signal enhancements in ESR spectra,
03:249
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV., EAST LANSING.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
A general nuclear chemistry research program combining
conventional nuclear spectroscopic techniques with on
line spectroscopy and nuclear reactions, 03:15
An investigation of some lanthanide carbon, nitrogen,
chalcogen, and halogen systems at elevated
temperatures,
03:357
Electron spin resonance studies of radiation effects,
03:144
Properties of solvated electrons and associated species
in metal solutions and kinetics of electron and proton
transfer reactions,
03:225
MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS.
DEPT. OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS SCIENCE.
Studies in chemical reactivity,
03:179
The contribution of electronically excited states to the
radiation chemistry of organic systems,
03:1c0
MISSISSIPPI UNIV., UNIVERSITY.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Investigation of gamma-ray-induced polymerization of the
carboranes,
03:145
MOUND LAB., MIAMISBURG, OHIO.
Separation of 034U from 23?Pu by Residue Adsorption,
03:414

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Chemical effects of high-energy radiation,
03:128
NEBRASKA UNIV., LINCOLN.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Gas phase reactions of hot tritium atoms with
cyclohexenes,
03:202
Halogen atomic reactions activated by radioactive neutron
capture and isomeric transition,
03:203
NEVADA UNIV., RENO.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
A measurement of diffusion coefficients of short-lived
species in solution by photochemical space
intermittency, 03:181
NEW ENGLAND INST., INC., RIDGEFIELD, CONN.
Positronium chemistry,
03:204
NEW ENGLAND MATERIALS LAB., INC., MEDFORD, MASS.
see also New England Inst., Inc., Ridgefield, Conn.
NORTH CAROLINA UNIV., CHAPEL HILL.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Organic thin films--photoexcited properties and electron
energy loss,
03:260
NORTHWESTERN UNIV., EVANSTON, ILL.
DEPT. OF MATERIALS
SCIENCE.
Effect of nuclear shape on electronic orbitals of
superheavy elements,
03:86
NOTRE DAME UNIV., IND.
RADIATION LAB.
Alkane fluorescence decay time studies,
03:184
Characteristic energy losses and luminescence by slow
electron impact on thin films of molecular and ionic
solids,
03:149
Correlation of radiation chemistry and photochemistry of
03:185
1,4-dioxane,
Decay times of optically excited aromatic hydrocarbons at
low pressure: naphthalene, biphenyl, and 2methylnaphthalene,
03:187
Determination of range of lcw-energy electrons in organic
materials,
03:146
Dielectric relaxation as applied to radiation chemistry,
03:153
Diffusion and electron transport in irradiated dielectric
liquids,
03:155
Electric field effect on free-ion yield,
03:154
Electronic processes in pulse-irradiated aqueous and
03:114
alcoholic systems,
Electronic structure of irradiated organic liquids and
glasses,
03:147
Excited states in p-xylene,
03:183
Formation of excited states in the radiolysis of liquids,
03:151
Photoinduced luminescence and ionization of alkanes in
03:186
the solid phase at low temperature,
Radiation and photochemical studies on the kinetic
effects of
icelle solubilization,
03:116
Radiolysis of liquids at high pressures,
03:115
Structures and binding energies of some molecular ions,
03:287
The formation and nature of solvated electrons in polar
liquids and their alkane mixtures,
03:150
The range and energy degradation spectrum of slow
electrons in dielectrics,
03:148
Theoretical studies of the hydrated electron by use of a
molecular cluster model,
03:288
03:152
Triplet formation in ion recombination in spurs,
Two-photon laser photo-ionization of molecules in
liquids,
03:182

0
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
A study of complex nuclear reaction mechanisms involving
heavy ions and heavy target nuclei,
03:90
03:407
Analytical chemistry for transuranium elements,
Atomic collisions of heavy ions in solids and gases,
03:457
Basic materials chemistry related to fusion reactor
systems,
03:438
Chemical engineering research,
03:437
Chemical studies of accelerator-produced elements in the
actinide, transactinide, and super-heavy regions,
03:96
Chemistry of nonaqueous systems at high temperatures,
03:360
Chemistry of radioiodine in high-radiation-level
separation processes,
03:436
Collective properties of nuclei,
03:19
Coulomb excitation and in-beam reaction (-ray
spectroscopy,
03:18
Crystal chemistry of fluorides,
03:386
Diffusion of strongly adsorbed species in porous media,
03:450
Effects of radiation on analytical methods,
03:408
Electrochemical kinetics and corrosion,
03:458
Electrochemistry in molten salts,
03:405
Electron spectroscopy,
03:262
Electron spin resonance studies of free radicals formed
by irradiation,
03:156
Equilibria involving fused salts and liquid metal alloys,
03:358
Fission,
03:50
Fluoride salt separation technology,
03:416
Free eneries of multicomponent aqueous electrolyte

solutions, 03:318
High-temperature aqueous solution chemistry,
03:325
03:322
Highly concentrated aqueous electrolytes,
Hydrolysis and emf studies at elevated temperatures,
03:326
Instrumentation and small computer systems for analytical
chemistry,
03:403
Interatomic and intermolecular forces derived from
crystal structures,
03:383
Investigations of the actinide elements and their
03:92
compounds by electron spectroscopy,
Isotope chemistry,
03:298
03:17
Low-Z neutron-deficient rare earth nuclides,
03:459
Mechanisms of corrosion of metals and alloys,
03:226
Molecular beam studies in physical chemistry,
03:452
Molecular dynamics,
03:384
Neutron and x-ray crystal structure analysis,
Neutron cross sections and other nuclear properties,
03:51
03:406
Nuclear methods of analysis,
Nuclear structure studies in the heavy element region,
03:89
03:297
Organic chemistry,
03:456
Organic compounds in nuclear technology,
Photochemistry of isotopic molecules,
03:296
Photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA) for surface analysis,
03:404
03:324
Physical and thermal properties of molten salts,
Physical chemistry of polyelectrolyte solutions and gels,
03:320
03:93
Physical chemistry of the actinide elements,
Preparation and properties of actinide oxides,
03:88
03:319
Properties of aqueous solutions,
Protactinium chemistry in molten salt systems,
03:359
Radiation chemistry of homologous series of organic
compounds,
03:157
Radiation chemistry of inorganic crystalline solids and
03:158
their melts,
Search for new transuranium elements and isotopes,
03:95
Search for superheavy elements by neutron multiplicity
counting,
03:91
Separations chemistry research--descriptive chemistry,
03:418
Separations chemistry research--fundamental chemistry,
03:316
Separations process development,
03:415
Solid state and solution chemistry of the transuranium
elements, 03:94
Spectrophotometric studies of solutions with alpha-active
materials,
03:261
Spectroscopy of fluoride media,
03:263
Structural chemistry: structure in liquids and glasses,
03:385
Studies of transients by means of pulse radiolysis and
flash photolysis,
03:129
Surface and interface properties in heterogeneous
systems,
03:455
Surface chemistry,
03:461
The radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions,
03:117
The radiation chemistry of high polymers,
03:159
The radiation chemistry of hydrocarbon liquids,
03:160
Thermochemistry,
03:317
Thermodynamics of molten salt systems,
03:321
Transport and thermodynamics in molten salt mixtures,
03:323
Transuranium element chemistry,
03:87
Tritium separation technology,
03:417
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Kinetics of ionizing-radiation-induced reactions,
03:130
Pulse radiolysis studies of fast reactions in molecular
systems,
03:161
OREGON STATE UNIV., CORVALLIS.
Nuclear reactions, 03:52
Photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:264
OREGON STATE UNIV., CORVALLIS.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
A study of the molecular symmetry of transition metal
halides and their reactions with small molecules in
low-temperature matrices,
03:361
Studies of low-energy-induced nuclear fission,
03:97
OREGON UNIV., EUGENE.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY.
Diffusion of reactive free radicals,
03:188
Exchange of elementary iodine with organic iodides,
03:227
Oscillations in chemical systems,
03:228
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03:20
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PRINCETON UNIV., N.J.
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Studies of nuclear fission, low-energy nuclear reactions
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models,
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Studies in nuclear and radiochemistry,
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STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, ALBANY.
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excited states of, characterization of,
03:180
excited states of, in condensed media,
03:186
fluorescence of decay time studies on, effects of carbon
tetrachloride and oxygen on,
03:184
fluorescence quantum yields of, effects of increasing
excitation energy on,
03:180
fluorescence spectra and fluorescence quantum yields of,
in presence and absence of quenchers and as functions
of temperature and exciting wavelength,
03:180
ionization in solid phase of, at low temperatures,
photoinduced,
03:186
linear energy transfer studies on polymers and single
crystals of,
03:143
luminescence in solid phase of, at low temiperatures,
photoinduced,
03:186
mobility of, compared with mobility of free radicals
produced in photoinitiated reactions,
03:181
radiation effects on glasses of, long-lived luminescence
from gamma,
03:186
radioinduced electric conductivity in,
03:143
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
structure and conformation of, effects of, variability of
fluorescence spectrum,
03:180
ALKENES
molecular structure of dimer of strained-bridgehead,
03:364
reactions of halogen-substituted, with hydroxyl(HO),
03:111
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
reactions of, in gas, liquid, and solid phases with hot
atoms of halogens,
03:203
reactions of, with chlorine atoms in first excited state,
03:197
reactions of, with hydrogen or deuterium in gas phase,
rates of,
03:221
ALKYL CHLORIDES
activation of, to produce sorbed radicals on silica gel
and porous Vycor glass,
03:166
ALKYL HALIDES
first order decay of radicals produced from, by
dissociative electron capture or photolysis,
03:167
radiation chemistry of systems of,
03:122
ALKYL IODIDES, PERFLUOROhigh-pressure mass spectrometry of,
03:122
Alkyl Radicals
see Free Radicals
ALKYNES
reactions of, with hydrogen or deuterium in gas phase,
rates of,
03:221
ALLOYS
(Specific alloys are included either at names for
components or at a name for the alloy, e.g., Iron
Alloys and Systems and Nichrome.)
see also Metals
see also Stainless Steel
corrosion of, mechanism of,
03:459
excess free energy and enthalpy of formation of,
calculation of,
03:272
homogeneous nucleation of vapor bubbles in liquid,
03:431
phase stability and thermodynamic properties of, of Group
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III to V ternary, measurement of, using hightemperature galvanic cell techniques utilizing solid
electrolytes,
03:355
properties of dilute magnetic,
03:314
thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid, study of,
by means of solid electrolytes,
03:347
vapor pressure of, apparatus for determining,
03:328
wetting of, developed for high-temperature applications
by liquid metals,
03:425
Alpha (Soviet Thermonuclear Experiment)
see Thermonuclear Reactors
ALPHA DECAY
(Decay by alpha emission)
excitation probabilities of electrons in,
03:6
ALPHA PARTICLES
angular distribution of long-range, accompanying
spontaneous fission of 2zsCf,
03:27
effects of, on analytical methods, methods for
eliminating deleterious, 03:408
emission of long-range, in fission,
03:52
ionization produced by fast collisions with, simultaneous
K- plus L-shell,
03:465
reactions (a,xn) for deformed nuclei,
03:57
reactions of 46-MeV, with aluminum, calcium, chromium,
silicon, sodium, titanium, and zirconium, cross
sections for,
03:34
reactions with nickel-58, iron-54, and nickel-60 at 12 to
30 MeV,
03:62
use of beam of high-energy, in spallation studies,
03:45
ALPHA SOURCES
detection of, using exo-electron emission detectors,
03:407
handling, preparation, and concentration of,
03:407
Alumina
see Aluminum Oxides
ALUMINUM
collisions of fast atoms of, with bromine, silicon
hexafluoride, oxygen, hydrogen bromide, and chlorine,
angular distributions of positive ionic products from,
03:212
03:199
deuteron reactions (d,n) in, at 15 to 40 MeV,
03:260
electron emission from surfaces of, analysis of,
reactions with 46-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
protons, cross sections for,
03:34
recovery of, from fly ash,
03:427
spallation of, energy spectra and angular distribution of
03:45
products of,
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES Al-27?
reactions with neon-20 for study of high angular momentum
In heavy ion reactions,
03:41
03:46
reactions with neon-20, gamma rays emitted in,
ALUMINUM OXIDES
preparation of high-purity, from fly ash by
03:427
hydrometallurgical engineering,
ALUMINUM SILICATES
see also Clays
Alundum
see Aluminum Oxides
Amalgams
see Mercury Alloys and Systems
Ambient Air Systems
see Atmospheres
AMERICIUM
see also Actinides
binding energies in atoms of, measurements of, by
electron spectrometry,
03:92
03:69
chemistry of, in basic solutions,
complexes of trivalent, variation of type of, with
basicity,
03:78
03:69
compounds of, Moessbauer studies on,
03:1
Coster--Kronig transition yields in,
03:70
electron binding energies in,
03:80
preparation of very pure,
preparation of, by reduction of oxide by lanthanum,
03:87
separation of hexavalent, from trivalent actinides using
sterically hindered phosphorus-based extractants,
03:412
03:1
spectral data for, analysis of K and L Auger,
03:237
spectroscopy of, experimental and theoretical,
x-ray crystallographic studies and magnetic
03:80
susceptibility measurements on, from 2 to 300oK,
AMERICIUM IODIDES
03:93
preparation of, containing divalent americium,
AMERICIUM ISOTOPES Am-237
decay scheme of,
03:1
03:1
decay scheme of metastable,
AMERICIUM ISOTOPES Am-238
03:67
decay scheme for,
AMERICIUM ISOTOPES Am-241
helium-3 reactions with,
03:70
03:70
helium-4 reactions with,
AMERICIUM ISOTOPES Am-242
fission of, studies of spontaneous, by Coulomb
excitation,
03:89
AMERICIUM ISOTOPES Am-243
03:70
helium-3 reactions with,
helium-4 reactions with,
03:70
AMIDES
see also Sodium Amides

radiation effects on, study of paramagnetic species
03:144
. .........................produced by,
AMINES
see also Amino Acids
carbamates, chemical exchange between, and carbon dioxide
to concentrate oxygen-18 in gas phase and carbon-13 in
solution phase,
03:294
determination of, adsorbed on solid from fertilizers
using photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:404
irradiation of normal aliphatic, chromatographic
technique for measuring ammonia produced by,
03:157
photoreduction by, via charge transfer complexes,
03:171
radiation effects on, gamma and uv., 03:101
radiolysis of liquid, spin trapping studies in,
03:163
radiolysis of, high-energy,
03:113
reactions of, with carbon monoxide to form organic
formamides, ureas, and isocyanates, transition metal
compounds as catalysts for,
03:330
solvent properties of, for alkali metals, effects of
cyclic polyethers on,
03:225
AMINO ACIDS
(See also specific amino acids, e.g., Glycine.)
see also Cysteine
see also Proteins
discovery of, in low-temperature matrix of Murchison
meteorite,
03:442
irradiation of aqueous solutions of, application of
results of, to radiobiology,
03:157
irradiation of homologous series of, products of,
03:157
neutron diffraction studies of components,
03:379
production of carbon-11-labeled, in research quantities,
03:198
radiolysis of, high-energy,
03:113
radiolysis of, study of, using ESR and pulse radiolysis
techniques,
03:108
reactions of, with dipeptides, radicals produced by,
03:108
sequences of, in peptides, development of highsensitivity techniques for generation of spectra to
provide information on,
03:377
synthesis of aliphatic and aromatic, from simple gases,
03:444
AMMONIA
decomposition of, at ultraclean surfaces, catalytic,
03:440
ionization of, in various concentrations of potassium
chloride up to 3000C,
03:326
oxidation of, on vanadium oxide surfaces, catalytic,
03:453
03:453
oxidation of, using platinum crystal surfaces,
chromatographic
production of, in irradiation of amines,
7
03:15
technique for measuring,
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
synthesis of, on iron surfaces,
03:453
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS, SUBSTITUTED
effects of, on activation of skeletal frog muscle,
03:445
sorption of physiologically effective quaternary, by
mercury surface,
03:445
AMMONIUM MANGANESE CHLORIDES
magnetic interactions in, agreement of observed with
calculated,
03:376
Analog Computers
see Computers
ANALYSIS
see also Analytical Chemistry
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
see also Activation Analysis
see also Beta Spectroscopy
see also Chromatography
see also Infrared Spectroscopy
see also Spectroscopy
electroanalytical methods in, using controlled potential
03:403
conditions,
03:403
instrumentation and small computer systems for,
03:399
ion microprobe mass spectrometric methods in,
kinetic methods in, using GeMSAEC fast photometric
analyzer,
03:403
nuclear and radiochemical techniques in, applications of,
03:397
radiation effects on methods used in,
03:408
03:389
separation methods in,
ANESTHETICS
(See also specific compounds used as anesthetics.)
see also Nitrogen Oxides
ANILINE
03:141
radiation effects on, gamma,
ANILINE, N,N-DIMETHYLreactions of, with fluorenone, initial charge transfer in
photo-, 03:171
Anion Exchange Materials
see Ion Exchange Materials
ANIONS
decomposition of inorganic oxy-, isotope effect in,
03:142
decomposition of inorganic oxy-, mechanism of,
03:142
effects of, on electron transfer between two metal
centers,
03:349
preparation of complex, containing molybdenum or tungsten
03:335
with halogen in fused salt media,
03:163
structural studies on aliphatic radical,
use of large, to increase stability of polyatomic
cations,
03:331

ANODES
see also Electrodes
ANTHRACENE
decay rates of, variation of radiative and nonradiative,
with excitation energy, temperature, and deuteration,
03:189
03:181
diffusion of electronically excited, in solution,
electron production in solution of, by two-photon laser
photolysis,
03:182
03:189
singlet deactivation in, mechanism of,
Antibiotic Therapy
see Antibiotics
ANTIBIOTICS
molecular structure of, x-ray-diffraction studies of,
03:364
ANTI-INFECTIVE AGENTS
see also Antibiotics
Antimonides
see Antimony Alloys and Systems
ANTIMONY
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
03:391
mining and smelting operation,
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
03:259
valence bands in, 5s and 5p,
ANTIMONY ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Mg--Sb, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
ANTIMONY ISOTOPES
decay of, to tellurium, 03:194
ANTIMONY ISOTOPES Sb-124
cross sections for, development and application of method
03:397
for determining,
Apotrons
see Mass Spectrometers
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
impurities at trace levels, 03:396
03:392
analysis of, containing copper,
analysis of, from pre-Columbian Mexican cultures by
03:39!
activation methods,
ARGON
see also Rare Gases
03:120
cell for electron irradiation of, design of,
collisions of beams of cesium iodide with atoms of, study
of energy conversion in,
03:218
equation of state for solid and liquid, calculation of,
03:272
forces between two atoms of, quantum-mechanical
calculation of short-range repulsive, 03:272
interactions of, with argon and helium, angular
distributions of,
03:222
irradiation of, ions and radicals produced by electron,
03:120
isotope fractionation factor for liquid and gaseous,
03:301
lattice energy and hindered rotation in solid, use of
vapor pressure isotope effects in studying,
03:301
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
membranes,
03:420
reactions of, with high-energy protons, radionuclide
yields from,
03:448
second virial coefficients and viscosities of gaseous, at
100 to 16000K, calculation of,
03:272
yorption of, by surfaces of zirconium oxide, gravimetric
studie: of.
03:461
ARGON FLUORIDES
preparation of compounds of singly charged positive ions
of,
03:353
ARGON IONS
conversion of singly charged positive, to argon, 03:245
ionization efficiency of singly and doubly positivecharged, effects of pressure on,
03:267
reactions of singly charged positive, with
tetrachloroethylene, charge transfer in,
03:245
ARGON ISOTOPES
separation factor for, in liquid and gaseous argon,
03:301
ARGON ISOTOPES Ar-37
decay of, increase in sensitivity for observing,
03:29
decay of, M/L capture ratio in,
03:250
ARGON ISOTOPES Ar-40
reactions of, with tetrachloroethylene,
03:245
ARGON SYSTEMS
Ar--N, ionization in, heteronuclear associative,
mechanism of,
03:267
Aromatic Compounds
see Hydroaromatic Compounds
ARSENIC
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
ARSENIC ISOTOPES As-73
internal conversion in, chemical effects in,
03:1
ARSONIUM COMPOUNDS
tetraphenylarsonium chloride, synthesis of, with
radioactive arsenic,
03:397
Artifacts
see Archaeological Specimens
ASTATINE
see also Halogens

BARYONS
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03:338
chemistry of compounds of,
Astatine Hydride
see Hydroastatic Acid
ASTROPHYSICS
(See also main headings such as Comets, Supernovas,
Quasars, etc.)
03:44
binding energies in r-process calculations in,
ATI Plant (La Hague)
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
ATMOSPHERE
see also Air
microscopic collision processes in, leading to products
03:210
observed macroscopically,
molecules in, theoretical study of diatomic and
triatomic,
03:279
reactions in, importance of diatomic and triatomic
molecules and free radicals in,
03:210
ATMOSPHERES
processes in water-saturated polluted, apparatus for
03:119
studying chemical and physical,
separation of krypton and xenon from reactor, by
03:420
selective permeation,
ATOMIC STRUCTURE
calculations on, even-tempered atomic orbitals for,
03:270
ATOMS
see also Atomic Structure
binding energies in heavy, calculation of inner shell,
03:274
change of chemical form of, in crystals by slow,
03:195
thermally induced annealing reaction,
03:254
charges of, in molecules, estimation of,
chemical reactions of, formed in states of high kinetic
03:195
or electronic excitation energy in crystals,
collisions of, with molecules leading to chemical
03:226
reactions, crossed-molecular-beam studies of,
03:246
effective charges of individual, in molecules,
formation of free, from aerosol droplets or powdered
samples introduced into plasmas or flames, mechanisms
of,
03:388
low-energy collision and interaction of, with molecules,
03:278
domination of, by Van der Waals forces,
orbital functions for, in terms of Gaussian-type
orbitals,
03:280
positions of hydrogen, in amino acids,
03:379
potentials between, from high-energy heavy-ion
channeling,
03:457
quantum electrodynamical effects in, with Z of
approximately 170,
03:14
radiative deexcitation of, having two initial K-shell
vacancies, construction of high-resolution Bragg
crystal spectrometer for observing hypersatellite peaks
in x-ray spectra from, 03:465
radioactive tracer studies of photochemically produced,
03:174 '
reactions of, with low-energy electrons, theoretical
mechanisms of,
03:283
spectra of, inner shell photoabsorption,
03:283
AZIDES
+
effects of, on rate of reduction of Fe(phen),3 ,
Co(phen)33+, Co(en)33+, and porphyrin complexes of
iron(III) by divalent iron, chromium, and vanadium
ions,
03:349
Azine
see Pyridine
AZO COMPOUNDS
decomposition of, mechanism of,
03:216
03:216
isomerization in,
AZULENE
fluorescence properties of, anomalous character of,
03:232
B
BACTERIA
growth of, in pure heavy water, for production of
deuterated organisms and compounds,
03:289
BARIUM
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
diffusion of, through graphites at concentrations low
enough for Henry's Law to apply,
03:460
proton reactions with, production of stable and
radioactive rare gases by high-energy,
03:464
quadratic Zeeman effect data for, at magnetic fields from
10 to 48 kilogauss,
03:243
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygencontaining molecules, thermal energy,
03:223
BARIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ba--UOz, investigation of,
03:340
BARIUM FLUORIDES
reactions of, crossed beam studies of,
03:223
BARIUM ISOTOPES
nuclear model for,
03:9
BARYONS
(See also main headings for the stable (Immune to decay
by the strong interaction) baryons (nucleons and
hyperons) and the headings: Baryons, Resonance;
Baryons, Resonance (N*); and Baryons, Resonance
(Y*).)

BARYONS
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see also Nucleons
Basal Metabolism
see Metabolism
Base Exchange
see Ion Exchange
BASES
see also Hydroxides
03:217
interacions between free aromatic, in solution,
interactions between coupled, in dinucleoside phosphates
03:217
and in single-stranded polynucleotides,
03:444
synthesis of nitrogen, from simple gases,
BEAM MONITORS
see also Radiation Detectors
BEAMS
see also Deuteron Beams
see also Electron Beams
see also Ion Beams
see also Molecular Beams
see also Neutron Beams
see also Proton Beams
1-Benzazole
see Indole
BENZENE
distortion of skeleton of symmetric derivatives of, at
1.60K, dependence of, on crystal field of solvent,
03:248
formation of, by dehydrogenation of cyclohexane using
03:453
platinum surfaces,
photochemistry of, in water, alcohols, and acetic acid,
03:169
radiation effects on nonhydrocarbon monosubstituted,
03:141
reactions of, in presence of oxygen, effects of
03:169
ultraviolet excitation on,
BENZENE, FLUORO03:258
electronic charge distribution in,
Benzene, Methylsee Toluene
BENZENE, NITRO03:141
radiation effects on, gamma,
Benzene, TetrahydroCyclohexene
see
Benzene, Vinylsee Styrene
BENZONITRILE
radiation effects on, gamma,
03:141
03:151
radiolysis of, triplet state formation in,
p-BENZDQUINONE
reactions of, with positronium in various solvents,
03:204
BENZYL ALCOHOL
radiolysis of solution of, effect of solute concentration
03:151
on triplet state formation in,
BENZYNE
at
cryogenic
matrices
of,
in
argon
isolation
temperatures,
03:230
BERKELIUM
see also Actinides
03:75
electronic ground-state configuration of,
heat of solution of,
03:94
03:94
magnetic properties of two modifications of,
03:1
orbital electron binding energies in,
03:80
preparation of very pure,
preparation of, by reduction of oxide by lanthanum,
03:87
spectra of, in acidic and basic solutions, absorption,
03:71
x-ray crystallographic studies and magnetic
03:80
susceptibility measurements on, from 2 to 300AK,
BERKELIUM BROMIDES
03:65
absorption spectra of,
energies of lowest-lying levels of, containing trivalent
berkelium, 03:71
03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
BERKELIUM CHLORIDES
03:65
absorption spectra of,
energies of lowest-lying levels of, containing trivalent
03:71
berkelium,
03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
BERKELIUM FLUORIDES
03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
BERKELIUM IODIDES
03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
BERKELIUM ISOTOPES Bk-249
03:1
decay scheme of,
03:89
single proton states in,
BERKELIUM ISOTOPES Bk-250
03:1
decay scheme of,
BERYLLATES
see also Fluoroberyllates
BERYLLIUM
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
content of, in meteorites, use of, in study of chemical
and possibly nuclear processes in early solar system,
03:448
determination in atmosphere, search for instrumental
03:402
nuclear methods for,
03:199
deuteron reactions (d,n) in, at 15 to 40 MeV,
BERYLLIUM FLUORIDES
diffraction studies of glassy, 03:385

alkali metal fluorides--BeF 2 , transport in molten,
03:323
BeF 2 -LiF, x-ray- and neutron-diffraction studies on,
03:385
BeF,--LiF--ThF5 , lithium fluoride activities in,
03:324
determination of, from solubility measurements,
BeF 2 --LiF--ThF,--UF5 , precipitation of solid protactinium
oxide from molten solution of, by equilibration with
argon--hydrogen fluoride--water gas mixture,
03:359
BERYLLIUM ISOTOPES
production by proton reactions with light nuclides,
03:49
BERYLLIUM ISOTOPES Be-7
electron density at nucleus of, effects of pressure on,
03:60
Beta (Soviet Thermonuclear Experiment)
see Thermonuclear Reactors
BETA DECAY
(Decay by beta emission)
excitation probabilities of electrons in,
03:6
investigation of fundamentals of,
03:39
03:23
study of, in light elements,
BETA PARTICLES
see also Electrons
see also Positrons
effects of, on analytical methods, methods for
eliminating deleterious,
03:408
effects of, on water vapor,
03:130
energies, intensities, and coincidence relationships of,
in decay of radioactive elements with Z less than 67,
03:15
BETA SPECTROMETERS
design and construction of low-energy,
03:260
BETA SPECTROSCOPY
development of, for application to chemical problems,
03:262
position-sensitive detector for use in, design of,
03:262
BEVATRON
(6.2-GeV proton synchrotron)
03:45
use of, for production of light nuclei,
BINDING ENERGY
measurement of, for inner shell electrons by x-ray
03:246
photoelectron spectroscopy,
BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
(See also specific biological compounds and materials)
see also Proteins
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
see also Muscles
BIOSYNTHESIS
see also Metabolism
see also Photosynthesis
BIPHENYL
03:116
anion of, rate of formation of,
03:187
decay time of optically excited, at low pressure,
03: 182
reactions of, with electrons, rate constants for,
03:456
stability of, effects of sodium on,
BISMUTH
03:331
cluster ions of,
03:424
corrosion studies in liquid,
cross sections for, total binary and ternary fission,
03:32
03:28
reactions with protons at 2.2 GeV,
separation of fission products from streams of liquid,
03:426
using conventional adsorbents,
BISMUTH ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
separation of fission products from streams of liquid,
03:426
using conventional adsorbents,
Bi--Ca, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
Bi--Hg, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
03:429
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
Bi--Li, distribution of intermetallic Li3Bi formed in,
between molten lithium bromide or chloride and molten
03:358
alloy,
Bi--Li, protactinium distribution between liquid and
03:359
lithium-containing halide salts,
Bi--Li, solvent properties of liquid, for rare earths and
03:358
thorium,
Bi--Mg, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
Bi--Na, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
03:424
Bi--Pb, corrosion studies in liquid eutectic,
BISMUTH CHLORIDES
spectroscopic studies on vapor of, evidence for formation
03:234
of subhalide in Raman,
BISMUTH ISOTOPES Bi-204
production and use of, for studies of tumors and bone
03:393
growth,
BISMUTH ISOTOPES Bi-209
fission by alpha particles at 40 to 50 MeV, prompt
03:50
neutron emission in,
03:9
nuclear model for,
03
spb by,
proton reactions (p,2p5n) with, production of
03:27
at 0.15 to 11.5 GeV,
reactions with mercury-204 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99
reactions with uranium-238 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99
reactions with xenon-135 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99

BISMUTH ISOTOPES B1-210
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrum in,
03:1
03:9
nuclear model for,
BISMUTH ISOTOPES Bi-211
03:9
nuclear model for,
Bismuth Trichlorides
see Bismuth Chlorides
BONDING
see also Bonds
BONDS, CHEMICAL
analysis of homopolar and heteropolar one-electron,
03:271
excitation of, selectively to third and fourth overtone
03:296
using tuneable laser,
03:369
studies of, between hydrogen and oxygen,
BONE MARROW
iron-52 enrichment in, search for suitable complexing
03:393
agent to cause,
BONES
growth of, study of, using bismuth-204 and lead-?04,
03:393
BORIDES
see also Rare Earth Borides
shaping of refractory metal, optimal conditions for,
03:454
BOROHYDRIDES
see also Uranium Borohydrides
hydrolysis of, identification and isolation of
intermediates in,
03:356
BORON
bonds to germanium, synthesis of compounds containing,
03:356
content of, in meteorites, use of, in study of chemical
and possibly nuclear processes in early solar system,
03:448
production of, by deuteron reactions,
03:53
BORON CHLORIDES
03:223
reactions of, crossed beam studies of,
BORON FLUORIDES
03:324
solubility of, in molten fluorides,
BORON HYDRIDES
see also Borohydrides
hydrolysis of, identification and isolation of
intermediates in,
03:356
BORON ISOTOPES
production by proton reactions with light nuclidos,
03:49
BORON ISOTOPES B-14
production of, by spallation in Bevatron, 03:45
BORON ISOTOPES B-15
03:45
production of, by spallation in Bevatron,
BOTANY
see also Plants
BRANCHING RATIOS
see also Decay Schemes
BROMIDES
see also Berkelium Bromides
see also Californium Bromides
see also Cobalt Bromides
see also Palladium Bromides
see also Samarium Bromides
see also Scandium Bromides
production of trihalide ions in aqueous solutions of,
indication of spur reactions by,
03:114
BROMINE
see also Halogens
compounds of heptavalent, attempts at synthesis of,
03:338
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
reactions of, with cesium and potassium, chemi-ionizing
collision,
03:225
reactions of, with hydroastatic acid in crossed nolecular
03:213
beams,
reactions of, with positronium in various media,
03:204
BROMINE FLUORIDES
compounds of singly charged positive ions of, containing
six fluorine atoms,
03:353
reactions of, with hydrogen fluorides, equilibrium
constant for,
03:341
BROMINE IONS
substitution of, in halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons
and other organic molecules, statistical, geometrical,
bond energy, and electronic effects on cross sections
of,
03:207
BROMINE ISOTOPES
level structure studies on, from radioactive decay and
prompt gamma-ray studies,
03:22
BROMINE ISOTOPES Br-BD
reactions of, activated by radiative neutron capture and
isomeric transition with olefins in gas, liquid, and
solid phases,
03:203
BROMINE ISOTOPES Br-82
reactions of, activated by radiative neutron capture and
isomeric transition with olefins in gas, liquid, and
solid phases,
03:203
uses of, as tracer in studying rate of replacement of
halide ligands by same halide in platinum complexes,
03:209
BROMINE ISOTOPES Br-B3
stereochemistry of hot, study of, using Brookhaven
National Laboratory 50-in. cyclotron,
03:203
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CALIFORNIUM
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CHLORIDES
-----

Bromine Pentafluorides
see Bromine Fluorides
Bromine Trifluorides
see Bromine Fluorides
BROMOPALLADATES
stability of, compared with stability of chloropalladates
in acetonitrile,
03:310
BROMOPLATINATES
03:209
effects of, on exchange of bromide ligands,
Brown Oxide
see Uranium Oxides UO2
BUBBLES
heterogeneous nucleation of, at liquid--liquid
03:431
interfaces,
03:431
nucleation of vapor, in superheated liquids,
BUILDING MATERIALS
(See also specific materials.)
03:405
reactions of, with fused salts, mechanisms of,
Burnout
see Heat Transfer
1,3-BUTADIENE
scavenger effects of hexadeuterated, in tritium-03:202
cyclohexene gas phase system,
BUTADIENE POLYMERS
see also Plastics
see also Rubber
BUTANE
ionization efficiency data for,
03:233
1-BUTENE
03:296
reactions of, with molecular chlorine, isotopic,
2-BUTENE
03:174
reactions of, with methylene,
03:296
reactions of, with molecular chlorine, isotopic,

C
CADMIUM
03:331
cluster ions of,
determination in atmosphere, search for instrumental
03:402
nuclear methods for,
03:259
valence bands in, 5s and 5p,
CADMIUM HYDROXIDES
03:452
dissolution of, kinetics of,
CALCIFICATION
see also Bones
CALCIUM
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
determination of, by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
03:403
in conjunction with PDP-B/E computer,
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
03:402
photon activation,
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
quadratic Zeeman effect data for, at magnetic fields from
10 to 43 kilogauss,
03:243
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygencontaining molecules, thermal energy,
03:223
reactions with 45-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
protons, cross sections for,
03:34
CALCIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bi--Ca, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
CALCIUM CHLORIDES
03:325
electric conductance of aqueous solutions of,
CaCI 2 --HCI--MgCI2 , activity coefficients of components in
aqueous, 03:319
CALCIUM ISOTOPES
separation of, on sulfonated styrene--divinylbenzene
copolymers, polystyrene--divinylbenzene--quaternary
amine copolymers, zirconium oxysalts, carboxylic acid
03:298
resins, and chelating resins,
CALCIUM ISOTOPES Ca-48
natural radioactivity of, search for, by active daughter
extraction of 1.62-day scandium-48 and sum-coincidence
gamma--gamma counting,
03:448
Calculators
see Computers
CALIFORNIUM
see also Actinides
Coster--Kronig transition yields in,
03:1
determination of, using oxidation--reduction techniques
based on existence of divalent oxidation state,
03:407
oxidation potential of, polarographic determination of
II-III,
03:93
preparation of very pure,
03:80
preparation of, by reduction of oxide by lanthanum,
03:87
spectra of, in acidic and basic solutions, absorption,
03:71
spectral data for, analysis of K and L Auger,
03:1
x-ray crystallographic studies and magnetic
susceptibility measurements on, from 2 to 3000K,
03:80
CALIFORNIUM BROMIDES
energies of lowest-lying levels of, containing trivalent
californium, 03:71
preparation of, containing divalent californium,
03:93
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
03:71
CALIFORNIUM CHLORIDES
absorption spectra of,
03:65

CALIFORNIUM CHLORIDES
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energies of lowest-lying levels of, containing trivalent
californium,
03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
03:71
CALIFORNIUM FLUORIDES
investigation of possible volatile, 03:71
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
03:71
CALIFORNIUM IODIDES
spectra of, low-temperature absorption,
03:71
CALIFORNIUM ISOTOPES Cf-247
single-neutron states in,
03:67
CALIFORNIUM ISOTOPES Cf-248
production in proton reactions with uranium-238 at 12 to
28 GeV,
03:72
CALIFORNIUM ISOTOPES Cf-249
decay scheme of,
03:1
helium-3 reactions with, 03:70
helium-4 reactions with,
03:70
oxygen-18 reaction with, in attempt to produce element
106,
03:95
CALIFORNIUM ISOTOPES Cf-252
fission of, angular distribution of long-range alpha
particles accompanying spontaneous,
03:27
fission of, study of spontaneous,
03:84
use of, as neutron source for activation analysis,
03:405
Capture Cross Sections
see Cross Sections
Carassius
see under Osteichthyes
CARBENES
(Methylene Derivatives)
triplet states of,
03:144
CARBIDES
see also Molybdenum Carbides
see also Uranium Carbides
shaping of refractory metal, optimal conditions for,
03:454
vapor pressure of, apparatus for determining,
03:328
CARBOHYDRATES
see also Sugars
03:289
preparation of deuterated or carbon-13-labeled,
CARBON
see also Charcoal
see also Coal
see also Graphite
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
03:199
deuteron reactions (d,n) in, at 15 to 40 MeV,
diffusion of cesium through pyrolytic, at concentrations
03:460
low enough for Henry's Law to apply,
hot atom chemistry of,
03:193
interaction of two nuclei of, formation of quasi03:52
molecular state in,
pion reactions (mr,n) with, excitation functions for,
03:42
03:53
production of: by deuteron reactions,
reactions of atoms of, in excited states, rates of,
03:197
Carbon (Surface-active)
see activated under Charcoal
CARBON DIOXIDES
chemical exchange between, and amine carbamates to
concentrate oxygen-B1
in gas phase and carbon-13 in
03:294
solution phase,
energy curves for, construction of, on basis of available
03:279
experimental and theoretical information,
lattice energy and hindered rotation in solid, use of
vapor pressure isotope effects in studying,
03:301
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
03:423
membranes,
03:210
reactions of, in atmosphere,
reactions of, with sodium, iron, mercury, copper, zinc,
03:210
selenium, and magnesium in atmosphere,
separation of carbon-12-labeled from carbon-13-labeled,
03:419
using different column packings,
03:461
sorption of, by thorium oxide,
CARBON IONS
ionization produced by fast collisions with, simultaneous
03:455
K- plus L-shell,
reactions of singly charged positive, at 2 to 200 eV,
03:201
CARBON ISOTOPES
exchange equilibria for, application of, to development
of more efficient and economical processes for
concentrating rarer isotopes,
03:303
03:292
fractionation of, by chemical and physical means,
fractionation of, by reactions of activated carbon
monoxide, carbonyl sulfide, sulfur dichloride, sulfur
dioxide, and thionyl chloride with various substrates,
03:295
CARBON ISOTOPES C-ll
production of, in proton reaction (p,pn) at 7.5 S3V,
absolute cross section for,
03:27
reactions of energetic atoms of, with organic molecules,
03:207
reactions of, in different electronic states, mechanisms
for,
03:281
03:197
reactions of, production of ethylene in,
reactions of, with halocarbons,
03:197

CARBON ISOTOPES C-12
deuteron reactions (d,n) with, charge states of fast
nitrogen-13 produced in,
03:201
proton reactions (p,pn) with, at 7.6 GeV, absolute cross
section for,
03:27
reactions with chromium-50 and titanium-46 at 25 to 40
MeV,
03:52
use of ions of, to bombard elements from gold to uranium,
03:54
use of, as bombarding ion in nuclear reactions,
03:90
CARBON ISOTOPES C-13
application of, to chemical, biological, and biophysical
problems,
03:289
concentration of, in solution phase by chemical exchange
between carbon dioxide and amine carbamate,
03:294
fractionation of, by distillation of phosgene,
03:303
separation of, from its natural abundance,
03:292
separation of, using amines, effects of amine structure
on,
03:294
CARBON ISOTOPES C-14
dating of archaeological and art objects using,
03:396
investigation of cosmic-ray-produced, in tree rings,
03:464
kinetic isotope effects of, use of, in studying reaction
mechanisms,
03:297
production of, by cosmic rays,
03:464
production of, in tree rings during period 1940 to 1970,
comparison of, with production in period 1740 to 1770,
03:464
CARBON ISOTOPES C-17
production of, by spallation in Bevatron, 03:45
CARBON MONOXIDES
chemisorption of, on platinum substrates,
03:451
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
03:119
polluted atmospheres,
inhibition of dimerization by,
03:101
reactions of activated, with various substrates to
fractionate carbon and/or sulfur isotopes,
03:296
reactions of carbon-14-labeled, with reactants to give
carbonium ions in gas phase,
03:297
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, mechanism of energy transfer between gas
03:453
and surface in,
reactions of, with amines to form organic formamides,
ureas, and isocyanates, transition metal compounds as
catalysts for,
03:330
reactions of, with hydrogen or deuterium in gas phase,
rates of,
03:221
reactions of, with matrix-isolated nickel chloride or
03:361
fluoride,
03:296
reactions of, with molecular chlorine, isotopic,
03:361
reactions of, with transition metal halides,
CARBON OXIDES
see also Carbon Dioxides
see also Carbon Monoxides
CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE
03:292
distillation of, at low temperatures,
CARBONATES
03:158
spectra of molten, Raman and infrared emission,
CARBONIUM COMPOUNDS
(Compounds of divalent or trivalent carbon)
03:297
reactions proceeding through ions of,
Carbonyl Chloride
see Phosgene
CARBONYL SULFIDE
reactions of activated, with various substrates to
03:296
fractionate carbon and/or sulfur isotopes,
CARBONYLS
(Not for organic compounds such as aldehydes and
ketones. For organic carbonyls use Carbonyl
Compounds)
preparation of, by codeposition of metal atoms in carbon
03:230
monoxide and carbon monoxide--argon matrices,
03:233
reactions of, at or near ionization threshold,
CARBORANES
radiation effects on polymerization of, with styrene,
03:145
03:145
radioinduced polymerization of, gamma,
03:145
radiolysis of, with side chains,
CARBOXYLATION
see also Carbon Dioxides
Carboxylic Acids
see Organic Acids
CASCADE IMPACTORS
see also Particles
CATALYSTS
use of heterogeneous, in conversion of nuclear energy
03:463
into chemical energy,
Catfish, Indian (Heteropneustes)
see Heteropneustes under Osteichthyes
CATHODES
see also Electrodes
Cation Exchange Materials
see Ion Exchange Materials
CATIONS
clustering reactions of polar and nonpolar molecules
with,
03:128
concentration of, using porous, fixed, flow-through,
carbon electrodes,
03:452
Cellosolve, Dimethylsee Fthane, DimethoxyCeitium
see Hafnium

CENTRIFUGES
see also Gas Centrifuges
CERAMIC MATERIALS
(See also specific compounds; see also materials by
common names, e.g., Graphite and Glazes.)
see also Graphite
see also Refractory Materials
wetting of, developed for high-temperature applications
03:425
by liquid metals,
Ceramics
see Ceramic Materials
CERIUM
see also Rare Earths
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation, 03:402
diffusion of, through graphites at concentrations low
03:460
enough for Henry's Law to apply,
03:314
heat capacity of, effects of pressure on,
photolysls of mixed tri- and tetravalent, in fornic acid
03:117
with nitric acid, kinetics of,
radiolysis of mixed tri- and tetravalent, in formic acid
03:117
with nitric acid, kinetics of,
radiolysis of mixed tri- and tetravalent, in formic acid
03:117
with sulfuric acid, kinetics of,
CERIUM CHLORIDES
SmCI,, equilibrium in, in equilibrium with
CeCI 3 -NdCI 3 -03:409
bls(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate,
CERIUM ISOTOPES
03:9
nuclear model for,
CERIUM ISOTOPES Ce-135
03:17
separation of lower levels of, into bands,
Cerium Magnesium Nitrates
see Magnesium Cerium Nitrates
CERIUM NITRATES
see also Magnesium Cerium Nitrates
CERIUM OXIDES
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
03:344
and single atom of metal,
03:367
CeO,--UOz, study of, as refractories,
CESIUM
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
diffusion of, through graphites at concentrations low
03:460
enough for Henry's Law to apply,
reactions of, with bromine, chlorine, and oxygen, chemi03:226
ionizing collision,
vapor pressure of, direct measurement of, up to critical
point,
03:350
03:435
viscosity of molten,
CESIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
03:340
Cs--UOz, investigation of,
CESIUM CHROMATES
03:306
thermodynamic properties of,
CESIUM FLUOROBERYLLATES
03:386
structure of, ambiguities in,
CESIUM FLUOROURANATES
03:386
structure of, ambiguities in,
CESIUM IODIDES
collisions of beams of, with argon atoms, study of energy
03:218
conversion in,
CESIUM IONS
reactions of singly charged positive, with nitrogen,
03:226
dissociative collisions in,
CESIUM MOLYBDATES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:306
CESIUM OXIDES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:308
CESIUM URANATES
03:306
thermodynamic properties of,
Chalice
see Thermonuclear Reactors
CHARCOAL
use of activated, to remove fission products fron streams
of liquid metals and alloys,
03:426
Chelate Separation Processes
see Solvent Extraction Processes
Chemical Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
Chemical Bonds
see Bonds, Chemical
Chemical Corrosion
see Corrosion
Chemical Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
see also High-Temperature Reactions
see also Reaction Mechanisms
catalysis of surface, role of atomic steps at surface in,
03:453
energetics of, occurring near ionization threshold, in
ion sources of mass spectrometers,
03:233
intermediates in, oscillations in concentrations of,
03:228
mechanism of decomposition, of compounds that vaporize in
complex manner, 03:328
modeling of, statistical approach to,
03:430
occurrence in thermal spike, evidence for,
03:195
primary events in fast,
03:197
rate constants for, effects of experimental errors on
uncertainty in calculated,
03:430
rate of oxidation--reduction, effects of changes of
orbital symmetry of transferring electron on,
03:349
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rates of, in fluid phases, use of perturbed angular
03:214
correlations for measurement of,
03:229
research on high-energy,
of
and
oxidation-reduction,
study of group substitution
03:333
metal complexes,
03:440
study of, at surfaces,
study of, by molecular beams and shock wave techniques,
03:218
03:177
study of, of excited species in frozen systems,
study of, on surfaces, to determine relationship between
03:453
chemical reactivity and atomic structure,
systematics information pertaining to, at very high
energies, 03:199
theory of, nature of interatomic and intermolecular
03:383
forces in relation to,
theory, techniques, and computer programs for predicting,
03:275
03:352
thermodynamics and kinetics of high-temperature,
03:178
unstable intermediates in gas phase,
Chemical Reactors
see Vessels
Chemical Reprocessing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
CHEMISTRY
see also Electrochemistry
see also Nuclear Chemistry
see also Organic Chemistry
see also Photochemistry
see also Radiation Chemistry
see also Radiochemistry
theories relating to high-energy, laboratory tests for,
03:199
CHLORATES
see also Perchlorates
03:142
radiation effects on oxygen exchange reaction in,
CHLORIDES
see also Alkyl Chlorides
see also Berkelium Chlorides
see also Bismuth Chlorides
see also Boron Chlorides
see also Calcium Chlorides
see also Californium Chlorides
see also Cerium Chlorides
see also Cobalt Chlorides
see also Copper Chlorides
see also Gadolinium Chlorides
see also Holmium Chlorides
see also Iron Chlorides
see also Lutetium Chlorides
see also Magnesium Chlorides
see also Neodymiym Chlorides
see also Nickel Chlorides
see also Palladium Chlorides
see also Potassium Chlorides
see also Potassium Manganese Chlorides
see also Rare Earth Chlorides
see also Rubidium Manganese Chlorides
see also Samarium Chlorides
see also Scandium Chlorides
see also Sodium Chlorides
see also Sulfur Chlorides
see also Thulium Chlorides
see also Tin Chlorides
se. also Uranium Chlorides UCL.
see also Ytterbium Chlorides
effects of, 3 on rate of 3 reduction of Fe(phen)33+,
Co(phen)3 +, Co(en) 3 *, and porphyrin complexes of
iron(III) by divalent iron, chromium, and vanadium
ions,
03:349
CHLORINE
see also Halogens
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
hydration shells around singly charged ions of, study of,
by x-ray- and neutron-diffraction,
03:385
photolysis of, in glassy hydrocarbons, yields and decay
03:167
kinetics of radicals produced by,
reactions of atoms of, in first excited state with
alkenes, 03:197
reactions of, with carbon monoxide, difluoromethane,
butene, and ethylene at low pressures, isotopic,
03:296
reactions of, with cesium and potassium, chemi-ionizing
collision,
03:226
reactions of, with positronium in various media,
03:204
CHLORINE FLUORIDES
compounds of singly charged positive ions of, containing
six fluorine atoms,
03:353
CHLORINE ISOTOPES C1-35
alpha reactions (a,y) with, using high-resolution solid
state detectors,
03:22
use of nuclear quadrupole resonance data for, in
characterizing cluster cations,
03:331
CHLORINE ISOTOPES Cl-36
counting of, in gas phase as methyl chloride, new method
for,
03:464
production of, by cosmic rays,
03:464
production of, from iron and nickel targets, cross
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see Thermonuclear

Devices

Cloudy Crystal Ball Model
….......-----…----------..….…...........-............______
section for,
03:464
uses of, as tracer in studying rate of replacement of
halide ligands by same halide in platinum complexes,
03:209
CHLORINE ISOTOPES CI-37
alpha reactions (a,y) with, using high-resolution solid
state detectors,
03:22
CHLORINE ISOTOPES CI-38
reactions of translationally excited, in gas phase,
03:205
reactions of, activated by radiative neutron capture and
isomeric transition with olefins in gas, liquid, and
solid phases,
03:203
CHLORINE ISOTOPES CI-39
production of recoil, for hot atom experiments by
cyclotron-produced fast neutrons,
03:199
CHLORINE SYSTEMS
Cl--quartz--ytterbium chlorides--ytterbium oxides,
formation of YbSizOaCl in,
03:357
Chlorine Trifluorides
see Chlorine Fluorides
CHLOROHALOCARBONS
see also Halocarbons
CHLOROHYDROCARBONS
study of, in marine systems,
03:401
CHLOROPALLADATES
stability of, compared with stability of bromopalladates
in acetonitrile,
03:310
Chlorophyllins
see Chlorophyll
CHLOROPHYLL
electron donor--acceptor properties of, effects of, on
light-conversion step of photosynthesis,
03:170
esterifying alcohols for bacterio-,
03:170
interactions with chlorophyll, study of using deuterium
and carbon-13,
03:170
interactions with proteins,
03:170
oxidation of, transient products of,
03:170
preparation of synthetic systems of, to simulate
03:170
photosynthesis,
role of, in light conversion act in photosynthesis,
03:289
structure of, x-ray studies on,
03:384
Chlorophyta
see Algae
CHLOROPLATINATES
effects of, on exchange of bromide ligands,
03:209
CHOLINE, ACETYLeffects of, on activation of skeletal frog muscle,
03:445
Chondrites
see Meteorites
CHROMATES
see also Cesium Chromates
CHROMATOGRAPHY
application of liquid, to study of radiation chemistry of
aqueous solutions, 03:112
applications of column partition, in analytical
procedures,
03:3B9
capability of, as method of separation, extension of,
03:419
mechanisms of,
03:316
use of gas--liquid, in study of chlorinated hydrocarbons,
03:401
use of supercritical-fluid, as possible small-scale
preparative approach for pure oligomers,
03:419
CHROMIC ACID
see also Chromium Oxides
CHROMIUM
alkyl complexes of trivalent, kinetic and mechanistic
studies on reactions of,
03:333
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
lifetime of water molecules in second coordination sphere
of trivalent ion of,
03:252
reactions of, with fused salts, mechanisms of,
03:405
reactions with 45-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
03:34
protons, cross sections for,
CHROMIUM ISOTOPES Cr-50
reactions with carbon-12 ions at 25 to 40 MeV,
03:62
CHROMIUM OXIDES
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
composition and temperature,
03:321
CHROMIUM OXYHALIDES
reactions of, at or near ionization threshold,
03:233
Chrysophyta
see Algae
CITRATES
see also Uranyl Citrates
CITRIC ACID
(Specific salts are entered at their own name, e.g.,
Aluminum Citrates.)
complexes of, with trivalent indium and hexavalent
uranium, formation constants for,
03:311
CLAYS
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
impurities at trace levels,
03:395
Climax Devices

see Nuclear Models
Cloverleaf Cyclotron
see Cyclotrons
COAL
radiation effects on conversion of, into liquid
chemicals,
03:160
spectra of iron in, Moessbauer,
03:448
Coated Particle Fuels
see Reactor Fuels
COATINGS
(See also specific coatings by material involved, e.g.,
aluminum coatings are indexed at Aluminum)
see also Paints
COBALT
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
o-phenanthroline complexes of divalent, magnetic
susceptibility studies of,
03:376
spin relaxation for divalent, in solution, use of NMR to
measure rate of,
03:255
COBALT ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Co--U, study of intermetallics in,
03:367
COBALT BROMIDES
complexes with ethylenediamine, radiation effects on
optical isomers of, Mo--Km and gamma, comparison of,
with thermal rates of racemization,
03:133
COBALT CHLORIDES
complexes with ethylenediamine, radiation effects on
optical isomers of, Mo--Km and gamma, comparison of,
with thermal rates of racemization,
03:133
COBALT IODIDES
complexes with ethylenediamine, radiation effects on
optical isomers of, Mo--Ka and gamma, comparison of,
with thermal rates of racemization,
03:133
COBALT ISOTOPES
separation of, on sulfonated styrene--divinylbenzene
copolymers, polystyrene--divinylbenzene--quaternary
amine copolymers, zirconium oxysalts, carboxylic acid
resins, and chelating resins,
03:298
COBALT ISOTOPES Co-57
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
COBALT ISOTOPES Co-5S
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
COBALT ISOTOPES Co-60
half-life of, measurement of, in 14 days,
03:4
COBALT NITRATES
complexes with ethylenediamine, radiation effects on
optical isomers of, Mo--Ka and gamma, comparison of,
with thermal rates of racemization,
03:133
Cocoanut Charcoal
see Charcoal
Cold Neutrons
see Neutrons, Cold
Collective Nuclear Models
see Nuclear Models
COLLOIDS
see also Aerosols
see also Drops
see also Smokes
03:455
generation and properties of,
interactions of similar particles of, computer model for,
03:455
studies on particles in,
03:449
studies on surfaces of,
03:455
study of, in relation to sol-gel processing,
03:88
technology of mixed concentrated,
03:455
COLORIMETRY
see also Indicators
Columbium
see Niobium
COMBUSTION
see also Flames
Combustion Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
Commercial Fuel Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
COMPLEXES
effects of high pressures on high-spin 5-coordinate,
03:236
Jahn--Teller effects in low-spin 5-coordinate,
03:235
ligand-field effect in, at high pressures,
03:236
spectra of low-spin 5-coordinate, at high pressures,
visible absorption,
03:236
Complexon B
see sodium salt under Acetic Acid,
(Ethylenedinitrilo)tetraComplexon (II)
see Acetic Acid, (Ethylenedinitrilo)tetraComplexon (III)
see sodium salt under Acetic Acid,
(Ethylenedinitrilo)tetraCompound Nuclear Reactions
see Nuclear Reactions
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
adaptation of, to study of container material--liquid
metal systems,
03:425
applications of, to study of electronic wave functions,
03:259
for heavy ion reactions and scattering cross sections on

03:265
deformed and spherical targets,
use of, for predicting chemical phenomena, 03:275
COMPUTERS
(Calculating devices; mechanical and electrical)
03:441
development of on-line chemical laboratory,
03:31
nuclear reaction simulation by,
03:403
uses of, in control of instrumental systems,
CONDENSERS
03:434
heat transfer in, prediction of,
Conductivity
see Electric Conductivity
Contactors, Chemical-Reaction
see Vessels
Containers
see Vessels
CONVECTION
see also Heat Transfer
Conversion
see Internal Conversion
CONVERSION ELECTRONS
see also Beta Particles
see also Internal Conversion
studies on, at BNL, in connection with chemical affects
03:5
on nuclear transitions,
Cooling
see Heat Transfer
COPPER
03:392
analysis of, for impurities in ore samples,
corrosion of rotating disk of, theoretical investigation
of,
03:452
corrosion of, by sodium 0 chloride solutions at pH from 0
to 9 and at 25 to 200 C, 03:459
deposition of, from solutions of copper sulfate and
sulfuric acid, calculation of limiting currents for,
03:452
effects of divalent, in protecting Methyl Orange against
decolorization by radiation, 03:408
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
03:210
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
spaliation by 3.9-GeV I'N ions, cross sections for,
03:30
COPPER ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
03:314
Cu--3He, Kapitza resistance of,
Cu--Ni, corrosion of, by sodium chloride solutions at pH
03:459
from 0 to 9 and at 25 to 200oC,
COPPER CHLORIDES
vaporization of cuprous, investigation of kinetics of, by
combined Knudsen--torsion apparatus supplemented by
03:352
high-temperature mass spectrometry,
COPPER ISOTOPES Cu-61
structure of,
03:25
COPPER ISOTOPES Cu-63
density of highly excited levels of, populated in (a,p),
03:55
(p,a), (a,a ),and (p,p') reactions,
proton reactions (p,2n) with, production of 62Zn by, at
03:27
1.5 to 11.5 GeV,
6
3Zn by, at
proton reactions (p,n) with, production of
03:27
1.5 to 11.5 GeV,
COPPER ISOTOPES Cu-65
density of highly excited levels of, populated in (a,p),
03:55
(p,a), (,a' ),and (p,p') reactions,
COPPER NITRATES
03:235
vibrational spectrum of gaseous, anhydrous,
COPPER ORES
analysis of, for impurities by spark source mass
spectrometry,
03:392
CORROSION
see alsc Mass Transfer
kinetics of interfacial and mass transport processes
related to, in metals,
03:458
03:459
mechanism of, for metals and alloys,
studies on localized, involving cracking, crevices, or
pitting,
03:446
studies on, in liquid metal systems at 300 to 800oC,
03:424
COSMIC RADIO SOURCES
see also Hydroxyl (HO)
see also Neutron Stars
COSMOLOGY
(Study of the structure of the Universe as a .hole)
see also Astrophysics
see also Stars
Coulomb Barrier
see Nuclear Reactions
COUNTERCURRENT SEPARATION PROCESSES
use of ion exchange and solvent extraction, in
conjunction with complexing agents to separate rare
earths,
03:411
Critical Points
see Transformation Temperatures
Critical State
see Transformation Temperatures
CROSS SECTIONS
(Information on cross sections for specific nuclear
reactions is treated at main headings for thae
specific nuclide involved and also at main headings
for the instigating particle.)
determination of fission spectrum neutron, 03:51
determination of proton and alpha particle, for elements
03:34
in lunar targets,
determination of total reaction, for reaction of helium-4
with actinides at 60 to 160 MeV,
03:49
determination of, in medium-Z targets by gamma
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03:30
spectroscopy with Ge(Li) detectors,
03:52
investigations of, at SuperHILAC,
K x-ray production, for heavy ions up to and including
argon,
03:465
measurement of thermal neutron,
03:51
measurements of total binary and ternary fission, by
03:32
means of solid state track detectors,
prediction of radiochemically measured, by intranuclear
03:31
cascade evaporation model,
CROTONIC ACID
polymerization of, with methyl methacrylate--vinyl
03:162
acetate, effects of electric field on,
CRYOSTATS
construction of, for use in studies on hydrogen isotopes
03:302
in critical region,
design and development of, for temperature down to 25
millidegrees,
03:299
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
(Including crystal imperfections, lattice distortion,
crystal deformation, orientation, superlattices,
etc.)
distortion of, effects of short-range polarization on,
03:383
effects of temperature on, of nonstoichiometric
03:346
materials,
interatomic and intermolecular forces derived from,
03:383
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
see also Crystal Structure
CRYSTALS
(See also specific crystals by material involved, e.g.,
germanium crystals are indexed at Germanium)
see also Single Crystals
03:135
bilayer structure in,
03:384
hydrogen bonding in,
investigation of surfaces of, by molecular beam
scattering, Auger electron spectroscopy, low-energy
03:453
electron diffraction, and mass spectrometry,
lattice orientation of, effects of, on secondary ion
03:251
yield production,
03:7
magnetic and electric quadrupole effects in,
mean free path (coherence) of triplet Frenkel excitons
03:253
in,
molecular association in, with polar groups adjacent to
polar groups at ends of long hydrocarbon chains,
03:135
03:384
packing in, energetics of,
phonon modes in ionic and pseudoionic, observation of
03:236
infrared-active, under high pressures,
radiation damage in molecular, rules for predicting,
03:144
03:158
radiation damage in, annealing of,
radiation effects on molecular ions in, and their melts,
03:158
radiation effects on, application of vibrational
spectroscopy to study of reactions of fragments from,
03:158
reflections in faces of, use of optical interference from
repeated, to provide thicknesses and refractive indices
of crystals, 03:231
03:384
structure of, studies of,
03:453
surface structure of iron and vanadium,
Curie Points
see Magnetic Properties
CURIUM
see also Actlnides
03:65
absorption spectra of aqueous trivalent,
03:407
analysis of, absolute chemical,
03:75
electronic ground-state configuration of,
preparation of very pure,
03:80
preparation of, by reduction of oxide by lanthanum,
03:87
x-ray crystallographic studies and magnetic
susceptibility measurements on, from 2 to 300K, 03:80
CURIUM ISOTOPES
half-lives, masses, and alpha-decay branching for highly
neutron-deficient,
03:15
CURIUM ISOTOPES Cm-241
decay scheme of metastable,
03:1
CURIUM ISOTOPES Cm-244
energy and angular distributions of, from carbon-12
reactions with uranium-238 and plutonium-239,
03:90
helium-3 reactions with,
03:70
helium-4 reactions with,
03:70
CURIUM ISOTOPES Cm-245
energy and angular distributions of, from carbon-12
reactions with uranium-238 and plutonium-239,
03:90
CURIUM ISOTOPES Cm-24B
fission by carbon-12, average total kinetic energy of
fragments from,
03:50
03:89
helium-3 reactions with, energy of deuterons from,
03:89
helium-4 reactions with, energy of tritons from,
lifetimes of, measurement of E2, by Doppler shift-plunger
method,
03:18
Currents (Electric)
see Electric Currents
CYANATES
see also Thiocyanates
CYANIDES
see also Potassium Cyanides

CYANIDES
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radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions of,
03:102
Cyanophyta
see Algae
CYBERNETICS
see also Computers
CYCLOBUTENE, HEXAFLUOROradiolysis of gaseous, gamma,
03:122
CYCLOHEXANE
dehydrogenation of, to benzene, using platinum crystal
surfaces,
03:453
CYCLOHEXENE
reactions of, with hot tritium atoms in gas phase,
03:202
CYCLOHEXYL ISOCYANIDE
compounds of, with actinides,
03:455
Cyclopentacycloheptene
see Azulene
CYCLOPENTADIENE
compounds of, with actinides,
03:455
CYCLOPENTANONE
geometry of crystalline, effects of intermolecular forces
on,
03:383
Cyclorators (360 deg Calutrons)
see Mass Spectrometers
Cyclotron Resonance Spectrometers
see Mass Spectrometers
CYCLOTRONS
experimental facilities for LRL, to study heavy ion beams
in-line,
03:41
Cyprinus
see under Osteichthyes
CYSTEINE
reactions with hexavalent neptunium,
03:75
CYTOCHROME C
03:217
electron-transfer pathways in,
CYTOLOGY
see also Membranes
see also Mitochondria
D
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
(Handling of data in a sequence of reasonable
operations)
see also Computers
DECARBOXYLATION
see also Carbon Dioxides
DECAY SCHEMES
see also Alpha Decay
see also Beta Decay
see also Electron Capture
see also Gamma Decay
see also Internal Conversion
03:8
investigation of, at Clark University,
03:265
studies of complementary radioactive,
03:15
study of, for elements with Z less than 67,
study of, for light nuclei far from valley of beta
stability, 03:39
Delta Device
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Delta Rays
see Electrons
Deoxyribonucleic Acid
see Nucleic Acid, DeoxyriboDEUTERIDES
(Refer also to specific hydrogen-containing compounds
that may be deuterated.)
see also Lithium Deuterides
03:339
formation of, in thermonuclear reactors,
stability of, compared with stability of corresponding
hydrides,
03:433
DEUTERIUM
see also Deuterons
application of, to chemical, biological, and biophysical
problems,
03:289
coefficient of self diffusion in, in critical region,
03:302
effects in electronic relaxation of large polyatonic
molecules, isotope,
03:189
effects of, on germinate recombination rates of radicals
03:167
in solvents, isotope,
03:302
gas--liquid critical point in, NMR study of,
effects
of,
abnormal
temperature dependence of,
isotope
03:291
kinetic isotope effects of, use of, in studying reaction
mechanisms,
03:297
molecular orientations in cubic phase of solid, mechanism
03:299
of, of cooperative ordering of,
production of beams of atomic, using plasma arc jets,
03:211
03:211
production of molecular beams of, at 5 to 100 eV,
reactions of atomic, with DOD, HOH, TOD, and TOH, rate
constants and Arrhenius parameters for,
03:130
reactions of atoms of, in gas phase, rate constants for,
03:221
reactions of molecular, with atomic fluorine, product
velocity analysis for,
03:222
reactions of, in hot chlorine atom systems,
03:206
reactions of, with alkenes, alkynes, oxygen, nitric
DATA

oxide, and carbon monoxide in gas phase, rates of,
03:221
reactions of, with atomic mercury, velocity dependence of
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
03:226
reactions of, with potassium and sodium, dissociative
collisions in,
03:226
scattering of ionized and neutral atoms of, from niobium
surface, 03:339
scattering of ionized and neutral molecules of, from
niobium surface,
03:339
spin--lattice relaxation in liquid, use of, to examine
mechanism of molecular diffusion and magnitude of
electric quadrupolar anisotropic interactions
intermolecular interactions,
03:299
DEUTERIUM HYDRIDES
coefficient of self diffusion in, in critical region,
03:302
gas--liquid critical point in, NMR study of,
03:302
DEUTERIUM IONS
see also Deuterons
collisions of singly charged triatomic, with molecular
hydrogen, dynamics of,
03:224
reactions of singly charged positive molecular, with
heated niobium surfaces,
03:212
DEUTERON BEAMS
reactions of polarized, with nuclei to study spindependence of reactions,
03:40
DEUTERONS
see also Deuterium Ions
acceleration of, up to 50 keV, design and construction of
apparatus for,
03:439
energy of, from helium-3 reaction with curium-248,
03:89
ionization produced by fast collisions with, simultaneous
K- plus L-shell,
03:465
use of helium-4 as standard analyzer vector-polarized,
above 15 MeV,
03:40
Diborane Tetrachloride
see Boron Chlorides
DIBUTYLAMINE
use of, as solvent for concentration of carbon-13,
03:294
Dicarboxylic Acids
see Organic Acids
DICHROMATES
see also Potassium Dichromates
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
(See also specific materials, instruments, or plant
operating units.)
see also Electric Insulators
DIELECTRICS
see also Electric Insulators
see also Semiconductors
03:155
diffusion and electron transport in liquid,
range and energy degradation spectrum of slow electrons
in,
03:148
Differential Analyzers
see Computers
Differential Migration Analysis
see Chromatography
DIFFRACTION
(Limited to theoretical studies of diffraction.)
see also Scattering
03:365
development of improved techniques in,
DIFFRACTOMETERS
use of high-temperature, controlled-atmosphere, to study
phase transformations and thermal expansion of metals
to 2500°C,
03:337
Digital Computers
see Computers
DIKETONES
see also Ketones
DILATOMETERS
design of high-temperature-pressure, for use with alphaactive materials,
03:261
DIDXANE
03:185
photolysis of gaseous, at 1849 A,
photolysis of liquid, at 1849 and 1470 A, 03:185
03:185
radiation and photochemistry of, correlation of,
radiolysis of liquid, role of excited states in gamma,
03:185
DIOXIDES
see also Carbon Dioxides
see also Sulfur Dioxides
Dipeptides
see Peptides
Diphenyl
see Biphenyl
Diphenyl Oxide
see Phenyl Ether
Dirt
see Soils
DISEASES
see also Neoplasms
DISILANE
ionic reactions in, high-pressure mass spectrometry and
tandem mass spectrometer studies of, and in mixtures
with methane, nitric oxide, water, nitrogen, ethylene,
and acetylene,
03:131
DISPERSE SYSTEMS
see also Aerosols
see also Colloids
see also Particles
see also Smokes

see also Solutions
DISULFIDES
effects of, in photochemical and high-energy-radiationinduced reactions, 03:101
linkage type in, importance of, in biologically important
molecules,
03:374
DNM
see Nucleic Acid, DeoxyriboDogfish (Squalus)
see Squalus under Chondrichthyes
DOUBLE BONDS
see also Alkenes
Doublet-I
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Doublet-II
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Dowtherm-A (R)
see Biphenyl--biphenyl--phenyl ether
DROPS
collection efficiency of water, freely falling through
silver chloride aerosol consisting of submicron
spheres,
03:449
flow patterns in transparent, simulation of, for
03:423
application to opaque liquid metal systems,
fluid flow around falling, relation of, to process by
which raindrop scavenges aerosol particles, 03:449
03:423
mass transfer and fluid flow patterns in,
solute passage through, during formation,
03:423
DRUGS
see also Alkaloids
see also Antibiotics
see also Cyanides
Duoplasmatron
see Ion Sources
DUSTS
see also Aerosols
see also Lunar Materials
see also Particles
see also Powders
DYES
protection of, from radlolytic degradation by ions that
react readily with radiolytic water products,
03:408
03:408
radiation effects on, decolorizing,
DYSPROSIUM
see also Rare Earths
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
03:18
DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES
decay of neutron-deficient,
03:15
isotopic abundance measurements on,
03:390
DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES Dy-150
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xnT method and radioactive decay,
03:24
DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES Dy-152
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xny method and radioactive decay,
03:24

E
EARTH
(Restricted to studies of the planet or portions of its
crust as such.)
see also Solls
EBR-II Fuel Cycle Facility
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
ECOLOGY
see also Environment
ECOSYSTEMS
(See also specific Animals and Plants.)
see also Soils
EDTA
see Acetic Acid, (Ethylenedlnitrllo)tetraEINSTEINIUM
see also Actinides
orbital electron binding energies n,
03:1
preparation of, by reduction of oxide by lanthanum,
03:87
EINSTEINIUM ISOTOPES
kinetic energy and mass distribution for,
03:74
EINSTEINIUM ISOTOPES Es-250
decay scheme for 2.1-hr,
03:67
decay scheme of metastable,
03:1
EINSTEINIUM ISOTOPES Es-251
high-spin states in,
03:67
proton states in,
03:67
EINSTEINIUM ISOTOPES Es-252
decay scheme of,
03:1
EINSTEINIUM ISOTOPES Es-254
decay scheme
f metastable,
03:1
ELASTOMERS
see also Rubber
ELECTRIC ARCS
see also Thermonuclear Reactions
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
(Including resistivity.)
see also Electric Insulators
radiation induction of, in vinyl monomers and alkanes,
03:143
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
see also Electric Insulators
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ELECTRONS

see also Semiconductors
see also Superconductors
ELECTRIC CURRENTS
interruption in, calculation of transient response of
electric potential to, for rotating disk electrode,
03:452
ELECTRIC FIELDS
effects of, on ionic-type polymerization reactions
induced by ionizing radiation,
03:162
metal--metal bonding in large gradients in, nuclear
03:335
quadrupole resonance studies on,
ELECTRIC INSULATORS
see also Dielectrics
actinide ions in lattices of single-crystal, magnetic and
optical properties of,
03:98
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
transient response of, to interruption in current,
03:452
calculation of, for rotating disk electrode,
Electric Resistance
see Electric Conductivity
Electricity
see Electric Currents
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
03:445
research in,
studies on, at high temperatures,
03:326
Electrochromatography
see Chromatography
ELECTRODEIONIZATION
see also Ion Exchange
ELECTRODES
current distribution on rotating spherical, below
03:452
limiting current,
currents along planar, in channel flow up to Re = 100,000
in 0.02- to l-cm separation, distribution of limiting,
03:454
use of 0D, SO,, Pt/(Na, Li, K)aSDO,
in attempt to
determine sulfur trioxide in ambient air,
03:395
03:458
use of porous, in electroanalysis,
ELECTROLYSIS
see also Corrosion
see also Electrodes
charge and mass transport in,
03:454
ELECTROLYTES
data for highly concentrated aqueous solutions of,
03:322
electric
conductance of aqueous solutions of, at 0 to
0
800 C and at 1 to 4000 atm, 03:325
electric conductivity of, application of potentiostatic
perturbation technique determination of, to aqueous
electrolytes and molten salts,
03:458
free energies of multicomponent aqueous solutions of, at
high concentrations,
03:318
osmotic coefficients and activity coefficients for, in
mixtures,
03:319
properties of mixed, empirical representation for,
03:286
solutions and gels containing several, properties of,
03:320
study of, in relation to corrosion processes,
03:325
thermodynamic properties of aqueous solutions of,
03:319
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
see also Electrodes
see also Electrolysis
ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPARATION
see also Mass Spectrometers
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
see also Gamma Radiation
see also Photons
see also Ultraviolet Radiation
see also X Radiation
ELECTROMETALLURGY
see also Electrochemistry
ELECTRON BEAMS
collision of monoenergetic, with molecules, energy
analysis of scattered electrons from,
03:247
effects of pulsed, on rare gases,
03:130
ELECTRON CAPTURE
effects of chemical environment and high pressure on,
03:60
Electron Spectrometers
see Beta Spectrometers
Electron Spectroscopy
see Beta Spectroscopy
ELECTRONICS
see also Computers
ELECTRONS
(For electrons from nuclear sources see also Beta
Particles.)
see also Conversion Electrons
see also Positrons
attachment of, to molecules, mechanisms of,
03:163
attenuation of high-energy, by trimethylsilane and
tripropylsilane, mechanisms of,
03:260
behavior of 4f, under high external pressures,
03:236
behavior of valence, in simple model solids,
03:305
behavior of, irradiated organic liquids and glasses,
static and dynamic,
03:147
binding and transition energies of solvated, in alcohols,
03:150
binding energies of core, of gold and tin in gold--tin

ELECTRJNS
...........................................................
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alloys,
03:245
binding energies of core, of iridium and nickel in
iridium--nickel alloys,
03:246
binding energies of core, of oxygen and tin in tin
oxides,
03:245
binding energies of core, prediction of shifts in,
03:254
binding energies of core, relation of, to charge
distribution in molecules,
03:264
binding energies of inner shell, in heavy atoms,
calculation of,
03:274
binding energies of, in actinides,
03:92
binding energy of inner shell, measurement of, by
photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:246
binding of, in nonpolar matrices, models to explain
excess,
03:164
chelates of, with single molecules of solutes present at
low concentrations in alkane solvents,
03:150
chemical effects of low-energy,
03:140
chemical reactions of, formed in liquids by ionizing
radiation, effects of physical parameters on,
03:136
chemiluminescent reactions of hydrated,
03:100
configuration of solvated, effects of molecular structure
on,
03:159
conversion of, to hydroxyl by nitrous oxide,
03:102
03:98
coupling of 5f, to nucleus in actinides,
coupling of, with phonons, theory of,
03:232
coupling with phonons, mechanism of,
03:147
decay rates of trapped, effects of matrix annealing on,
03:158
decay time of solvated,
03:130
03:365
density maps for, calculation of, by computers,
diffusion-controlled reactions of hydrated, absolute
specific rates of,
03:115
diffusive behavior of, generation of, by random positions
03:155
of molecules,
distance traveled by ejected, following ionization in
dielectric liquid, dependence of, on mechanisms of
energy loss,
03:154
distribution of, in triplet state, properties associated
03:253
with,
03:147
drift velocity of,
03:114
dry model of, test of, for radiolysis of water,
03:6
ejection from atoms in radioactive decay,
03:5
ejection of deep-shell, in radioactive decay,
energy of ionizing, effects of pressure in gases on,
03:257
escape probability of, effects of external electric field
on,
03:154
exchange of, in thallium(I)--thallium(III), induction of,
by reducing agents,
03:348
in gaseous systems, direct,
excitation by high-energy,
03:118
formation and nature of solvated, in polar liquiJs and
their alkane mixtures,
03:150
formation of solvated, in picosecond radiolysis of polar
03:153
liquids, time scale for,
formation of, in dilute solutions of polar molecules in
nonpolar solvents, model based on charge-dipole
interaction for,
03:153
impact on thin films of molecular and ionic solids,
characteristic energy losses and luminescence by slow,
03:149
interaction of, with free radicals during irradiation,
03:157
03:253
interactions with electrons, dipolar,
interactions with nuclei, hyperfine,
03:253
irradiation of argon by, ions and radicals produced by,
03:120
mobility of, in liquid hydrocarbons, effects of electric
03:137
field strength on,
mobility of, in thin films of organic solids at 5 to 100
eV,
03:140
nature of solvated, effects of aggregate properties of
liquid on,
03:161
nature of unpaired, associated with chemical and netallic
03:357
bonds in solids,
neutralization probability of, development of nunerical
03:155
methods for calculation of,
03:147
optical absorption spectrum of,
optical absorption spectrum of hydrated, effects of
pressure on,
03:115
optical absorption spectrum of solvated, in ammonia,
03:115
effects of pressure on,
optical properties of solvated, in weakly polar liquids
and in binary liquids,
03:151
03:115
partial molal volume of, in water,
penetration into solids, determination of, by change in
photocurrent following calibrated increases in film
thickness,
03:143
photoinjection of, into liquids from metal surfaces,
measurement of energy of excess electron state by,
03:136
processes involving transfer of, in photoredox systems,
03:172
production of hydrated, in photoionization of solubilized
hydrocarbons,
03:116
production of hydrated, in radiolysis,
03:116
production of solvated, by irradiation of aqueous
solutions of potassium cyanide,
03:102

production of, by photoionization of metal films and of
03:190
sodium dispersed in glassy 3-methylpentane,
production of, in organic liquids by two-photon laser
photolysis,
03:182
properties of solvated, comparison of, with results of
pulse radiolysis,
03:225
properties of trapped, produced by gamma-irradiation of
organic glasses,
03:168
properties of, in dielectric liquids,
03:136
quasi-free state of, in glassy matrices, 03:164
range and energy degradation spectrum of slow, in
dielectrics,
03:148
range of injected, at 0 to 100 eV, thin-film sandwich
device for measurement of,
03:148
range of low-energy, in organic materials,
03:146
reactions of hydrated, investigation of, by pulse
radiolysis,
03:100
reactions of hydrated, not controlled by diffusion,
absolute specific rates of,
03:115
reactions of hydrated, reaction kinetics of intermediates
produced by,
03:110
reactions of hydrated, with chlorodifluoroacetic acid to
form .CFzCOOH,
03:111
reactions of hydrated, with chloromethane to produce
chloride ion,
03:111
reactions of hydrated, with nitriles,
03:105
reactions of hydrated, with olefinic and aromatic
compounds to form anion radicals,
03:106
reactions of hydrated, with p-bromophenol to produce phydroxyphenyl radical,
03:112
reactions of hydrated, with scavengers at high
concentrations,
03:100
reactions of solvated, in ammonia, specific rates of,
03:115
reactions of solvated, with alkali anions, kinetics of,
03:225
reactions of solvated, with deoxyribonucleic acid,
03:104
reactions of subexcitation, with scavengers at high
concentrations,
03:100
03:182
reactions of, in alcohol--hydrocarbon mixtures,
reactions of, in gas phase, 03:121
03:100
of,
prehydration,
reactions
reactions of, with active solutes in nonpolar solvents,
03:136
study of, by conductivity methods,
reactions of, with atoms and molecules, theoretical
mechanisms of,
03:283
reactions of, with biphenyl and oxygen, rate constants
for,
03:182
reactions with deoxyribonucleic acid to form free
03:104
radicals,
03:165
reactions with positive ions, heats of,
03:109
reactivities of substrates toward hydrated,
03:201
role of, in radiation chemical effects,
scattering of low-energy, by gaseous hydrocarbons,
03:137
scattering of photoexcited, in amorphous and glassy
matrices, mechanisms for,
03:164
scavenging of, by free radicals in irradiated organic
03:158
glasses,
03:167
scavenging of, by trapped radicals,
mixtures of
spectra of, in alcohols and in binary
0
03:150
alcohols and cyclohexane at 30 C, absorption,
spectrum of, in polar liquids and their alkane mixtures,
time and concentration dependence of absorption,
03:150
spin--spin interactions of, with radicals trapped in same
matrix,
03:164
spin-exchange scattering of sub-excitation, dependence of
spin relaxation on,
03:152
03:281
structural studies on solvated,
03:258
studies of valence,
03:288
study of excess, with two water molecules,
theoretical studies of hydrated, by use of molecular
cluster model,
03:288
ther.alization distances of low-energy, in liquids,
03:136
transfer of, between complex ions in solution, effect of
03:217
stability of precursor complex on rate of,
transfer of, between iron(II) porphyrin and iron(III)
03:333
porphyrin,
transfer of, between porphyrins and molecules and
radicals, measurement of rates of, by ESR and NMR line
broadening,
03:244
transfer of, between two metal centers, effects of
03:349
addition of anions on,
transfer of, dependence of rate of, on properties of
solvent,
03:161
transfer of, in oxygen--tin system,
03:246
03:155
transport of, in irradiated dielectric liquids,
trapping of, in thin films of organic solids at 5 to 100
eV,
03:140
tunneling by, in aqueous glasses,
03:100
use of low-energy, for studies of excited states,
03:127
wave functions of,
03:269
yield of primary hydrated,
03:100
yields of secondary, development of spectrometer for
studying,
03:450
ELECTROPLATING
see also Electrochemistry
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
see also Electric Fields
ELEMENT 104

chemical characteristics of, use of computer-controlled
apparatus for determination of,
03:82
study of, using alpha--x-ray technique,
03:95
ELEMENT 105
chemical characteristics of, use of computer-controlled
03:82
apparatus for determination of,
separation of, using isotope of mass 262, by aqueous
methods,
03:96
ELEMENT 106
production of, attempts at, by means of oxygen-lt
reaction with californium-249.
03:95
ELEMENT 118
production of, in heavy-ion reactions with bismuth-209
and uranium-238,
03:99
search for,
03:99
ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
see also Photons
ELEMENTS
see also Actinides
see also Alkali Metals
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
see also Halogens
see also Rare Earths
see also Rare Gases
see also Trace Elements
see also Transactinide Elements
see also Transition Metals
see also Transuranic Elements
chemical compounds of super-heavy, investigation of,
using a-cluster method modified to include relativistic
effects,
03:86
decay schemes for, with Z less than 67,
03:15
determination of, adsorbed on surfaces of solids by
photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:404
determination of, at subnanogram level by inducing x-ray
fluorescence by heavy charged particles combined with
detection of x rays by solid state detectors,
03:394
determination of, in single micrometer-size airborne
particulates,
03:399
electronic orbitals of super-heavy, effects of nuclear
shape on,
03:86
energy levels in heavy, 03:275
existence of super-heavy, possibility of,
03:72
experiments for production of super-heavy, in SuperHILAC,
03:52
fission barriers for medium-weight,
03:47
fission of super-heavy,
03:74
fission of super-heavy, kinetic energy released in,
03:50
fluorescence yields and Coster--Kronig transition
probabilities In, precision measurement of K, L, and M
subshell x-ray,
03:250
inner-shell chemical shifts in, nature of,
03:252
prediction of super-heavy,
03:44
preparation of super-heavy, by heavy-ion reactions,
03:12
production in natural,
03:49
production of heavy and super-heavy,
03:70
production of super-heavy, by heavy-ion bombardment,
03:81
production of super-heavy, by heavy-ion-induced
reactions,
03:57
properties of unknown, calculations of, for region near Z
= 114 and N = 184,
03:15
search for super-heavy, by on-line identification in
Small Angle Separator System (SASSY),
03:81
vapor pressures of higher-boiling, measurement of, by
Langmuir method,
03:329
Emanation
see Radon
Emission Spectra
see Spectra
ENERGY
see also Binding Energy
binding, in heavy atoms, calculation of inner shell
electron,
03:274
conversion and storage of, use of lithium chalcogenides
in devices for, 03:336
conversion of nuclear into chemical, by use of
heterogeneous catalysts,
03:463
conversion of translational to vibrational, in collisions
between molecules,
03:218
correlation of, with entropy,
03:309
intramolecular transfer of,
03:175
nonradiative transfer of, in molecules and solids,
03:175
storage of nuclear, in solids or on surfaces in form of
hydrogen atoms, 03:463
transfer of electronic to vibronic, velocity dependence
of,
03:226
transfer of electronic, at molecular level, mechanisms
of,
03:175
transfer of translational to rotational,
03:222
transfer of vibrational, in simple diatomic molecules,
03:285
transfer of, dependence of mechanism and efficiency of
intermolecular, on separation between donor and
acceptor molecules,
03:175
transfer of, fine structure dependence of,
03:254
transfer of, from one phase to another in heterogeneous
systems, 03:138
transport of, in gases in terms of mechanisms on
molecular level,
03:462
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ENTHALPY
see also Thermodynamics
03:308
calculation of, from heat capacity data,
03:309
correlation of, with entropy,
measurement of, at high temperatures using drop
calorimeters, 03:306
thermochemical measurements of, at high temperatures,
03:317
ENTROPY
see also Thermodynamics
03:308
calculation of, from heat capacity data,
correlation of, with energy,
03:309
correlation of, with enthalpy,
03:309
ENVIRONMENT
trace metals in, determination of, using activation
methods near mining and smelting operation,
03:391
ENZYMES
catalysis of cis-trans isomerization about carbon--carbon
double bonds by,
03:215
interactions of fully deuterated, containing 'H-amino
acid side chain, with substrates,
03:241
reactions of, pulse radiolysis studies of mechanisms of,
03:103
structure and function of,
03:289
structure and function of, study of, using magnetic
resonance spectroscopy,
03:241
study of bacterial, using Automatic Equi-inclination
Spectrometer Operating in Parallel (AESOP), 03:380
EQUATION OF STATE
calculation of, for solid and liquid argon, 03:272
ERBIUM
see also Rare Earths
spectra of trivalent, absorption,
03:65
ERBIUM ISOTOPES
investigation of light-weight,
03:8
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Er-154
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xnT method and radioactive decay,
03:24
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Er-156
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xn T method and radioactive decay,
03:24
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Er-159
decay schemes of,
03:8
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Er-163
decay schemes of,
03:8
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Er-169
internal conversion in, chemical effects in,
03:1
Ergons
see Neutrinos
ESTERS
radiolysis of, in dilute aqueous solutions, effects of
thiols on gamma,
03:101
stereochemistry of, of phosphoric acid,
03:281
ETHANE
ionization efficiency data for,
03:233
ethane--hexafluoroethane, radiolysis of,
03:122
ETHANE, BROMOradiolysis of pure, in gas phase,
03:122
ETHANE, DIMETHOXYradiolysis of solution of, effect of solute concentration
on triplet state formation in,
03:151
ETHANE, HEXAFLUOROethane--hexafluoroethane, radiolysis of,
03:122
Ether Extraction Processes
see Solvent Extraction Processes
ETHERS
effects of cyclic poly-, on solubility of alkali metals
in amines and ethers,
03:225
radiation effects on, gamma and uv,
03:101
radiolysis of liquid, spin trapping studies in,
03:163
solvent properties of, for alkali metals, effects of
cyclic polyethers on,
03:225
ETHYL SULFATES
see also Sulfates
ETHYLENE
activation of, to produce sorbed radicals on silica gel
and porous Vycor glass,
03:166
polymerization of, at active sites on irradiated silica
gel,
03:166
production of, in reactions of 'IC atoms, mechanism of,
03:197
reactions of, with methylene,
03:174
reactions of, with molecular chlorine, isotopic,
03:296
reactions of, with sorbed methyl radical to produce
propane,
03:156
ETHYLENE POLYMERS
free radical reactions in, effects of crystalline form
on,
03:134
radiation effects on resistance of, to deformation at
high temperatures by producing crosslinking, 03:134
solvent properties for hydrogen,
03:134
ETHYLENE, TETRACHLOROreactions of, with argon-40,
03:245
ETHYLENE, TETRAFLUOROuse as medium for neutrino capture,
03:29
Euglenophyta
see Algae
Eurex Process
see Solvent Extraction Processes
Eurochemic Processing Plant

Eurochemic Processing Plant
......--............... ---------------------
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see Radiochemical Processing Plants
EUROPIUM
see also Rare Earths
complex with ammonia, paramagnetic hyperfine structure
in, at very low Debye temperature,
03:7
complexes of trivalent, variation of type of, with
basicity, 03:78
compounds of, valence states of europium in,
03:345
EUROPIUM HALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
EUROPIUM ISOTOPES Eu-152
nuclear model for,
03:9
EUROPIUM OXYHALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
EUROPIUM SELENIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
EVAPORATION
see also Vaporization
Exchange of Isotopes
see Isotope Exchange
Exchange Processes
see Ion Exchange Processes
Exoelectrons
see Electrons
EXTRACTION APPARATUS
see also Mixer-Settlers
Extraction Processes
see Separation Processes

F
F Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
FALLOUT
(See also specific isotopes and radioisotopes)
see also Radioisotopes
Fast Neutrons
see Neutrons, Fast
FATTY ACIDS
(See also specific fatty acids, e.g., Linolenic Acid.)
see also Crotonic Acid
see also Stearic Acid
molecular association in,
03:135
FELDSPARS
thermodynamic quantities for, neutron-diffraction
investigation of,
03:378
FERMIUM
see also Actinides
Coster--Kronig transition yields in,
03:1
03:75
electronic ground-state configuration of,
spectral data for, analysis of K and L Auger,
03:1
FERMIUM ISOTOPES
kinetic energy and mass distribution for,
03:74
FERMIUM ISOTOPES Fm-251
alpha decay of, investigation of, using alpha magnetic
spectrometer and high-resolution gamma and electron
spectrometers,
03:57
decay of, alpha groups associated with,
03:70
03:67
decay scheme for 7-hr,
03:1
decay scheme of,
FERMIUM ISOTOPES Fm-253
fission of, neutron-induced, 03:68
FERMIUM ISOTOPES Fm-254
fission of, spontaneous,
03:58
FERMIUM ISOTOPES Fm-255
03:58
fission of, thermal neutron-induced,
FERMIUM ISOTOPES Fm-255
03:68
fission of, spontaneous,
FERRICYANIDES
see also Nickel Ferricyanides
Ferrovac (high purity, gas-free iron)
see Iron
FILMS
(See also specific films by material involved, e.g.,
Iron)
see also Membranes
see also Metallic Films
electronic and ionic transport in thin, produced by
03:355
sputtering and liquid phase epitaxy,
03:260
examination of surface, using beta spectrometry,
03:445
formation of, on dissolving steel surfaces,
hydrodynamics of thin falling liquid, In low turbulent
flow,
03:434
ion recharging times of insulating oxide, on metals,
03:1
03:440
mechanical properties of interfacial,
03:451
optical interference in transparent,
secondary electron yields from thin oxide, ion-induced,
03:450
Fingal Process
see Radioactive Waste
Fish (boney skeletal system)
see Jsteichthyes
FISSION
see also Nuclear Reactions
see also Spallation
03:52
alpha particle emission in, long-range,
03:47
barriers of, for medium-weight elements,
03:77
charged-particle nuclear reactions in,

competition of, with particle and gamma emission,
03:57
at high energies,
03:27
competition with spallstion
contribution of high-order, to total fission
probabilities,
03:47
cross sections of ternary,
03:54
double-humped barrier in,
03:57
effect of energy of bombarding particle on,
03:64
energy balance in,
03:97
high-excitation energy mechanism in,
03:27
induction by heavy ions,
03:43
investigation of,
03:3
kinetic energy released in, of very heavy nuclei,
03:50
low-energy-induced, studies on,
03:97
mechanism of ternary,
03:54
mechanisms of, in heavy element targets,
03:49
mechanisms of, investigation of charge and mass
distributions to explain,
03:63
neutrons per, for heavy elements,
03:84
new interpretation of, involving semi-empirical treatment
of deformed nuclear shell effects,
03:27
nuclear shape at, investigation of, by angular
distribution measurements,
03:49
probabilities of, effects of angular momentum on,
03:47
probabilities of, up to high energies, energy dependence
of,
03:47
probability of, effect of atomic number on, with particle
at constant energy,
03:64
probability of, in elements below polonium, 03:64
production of ternary, in elements of atomic number
higher than gold using medium excitation energies,
03:54
radiochemical and physical studies of spontaneous, lowenergy neutron-induced, medium-energy charged particle
and photon-induced, of heavy element nuclides,
03:74
radiochemical studies on,
03:63
short-lived spontaneously fissioning products of,
03:99
short-range alpha particle emission in,
03:97
studies on,
03:60
studies on spontaneous,
03:84
studies on, in elements below polonium,
03:64
study of phenomena of, over wide range of targets,
projectiles, and other conditions,
03:47
study of, to determine properties of nuclei at extreme
distortion,
03:50
03:52
theories of, testing of,
FISSION FRAGMENTS
(Initial products of fission, usually ionized)
angular distributions of,
03:47
angular momentum of, in fission, as function of mass
asymmetry,
03:97
anisotropic angular distribution of, from oriented,
spontaneously fissioning transplutonium nuclides,
03:257
average total kinetic energy of, from fission of curium248 by carbon-12,
03:50
charge, mass, and energy of, response for thin-film
detectors for measuring,
03:38
decay properties of odd-mass, 03:84
03:50
deformability of, in low-excitation fission,
deformation of, at moment of scission, 03:77
distribution of,
03:64
g-factors and 2+ states of even-even,
03:84
03:84
kinetic energies of,
neutron and gamma deexcitation in,
03:50
03:84
neutron emission by, measurement of,
nuclear structure of, near A = 132,
03:97
partitioning of initial protons, neutrons, and excitation
03:77
energies between,
shell closure in nascent, effects of, on probability of
asymmetric charge and mass distribution,
03:63
03:99
stopping in strontium stearate,
FISSION PRODUCTS
(See also isotopes of the specific elements produced by
fission.)
see also Fission Fragments
see also Radioisotopes
see also Spallation Products
angular distributions of, from fission induced by charged
03:49
particles from cyclotron,
03:345
behavior of, in fuel elements, prediction of,
complex ions of, in crystalline and molten alkali metal
and alkaline earth fluorides,
03:158
03:30
formation cross sections of high-energy,
03:74
gamma emission by,
03:2
nass and charge distributions in,
mass, nuclear charge, and kinetic energy distributions
of,
03:74
separation of, from carrier metal streams using
03:426
conventional adsorbents,
x-ray emission by,
03:74
Fission Recoils
see Fission Fragments
FLAMES
free atom formation processes from aerosol droplets or
powdered samples introduced into, mechanisms of,
03:388
solute vaporization interferences in, mechanistic studies
on,
03:338
stable and reactive species in, relative concentrations
of,
03:388
Flow
see Fluid Flow
FLOWMETERS

see also Fluid Flow
FLUID FLOW
(See also specific devices such as Heat Exchangers for
fluid flow information as applied to the design and
operation thereof.)
patterns of, in droplets, 03:423
problems of, study of,
03:452
FLUIDS
(See also fluids by type, and specific fluids.)
see also Gases
see also Liquids
FLUORENONE
reactions of, with p-substituted dimethylanilines,
initial charge transfer in photo-,
03:171
FLUORESCENCE
Phosphorescence
see also
lifetime of, under various experimental conditions,
03:189
lifetimes of, direct measurement of, as short as a few
nanoseconds,
03:173
03:116
quenching of, mechanism of,
relative cross section of sensitized, when different
pairs of fine structure levels of excited states are
involved in excitation transfer,
03:284
FLUORIDES
see also Actinide Fluorides
see also Alkali Metal Fluorides
see also Alkaline Earth Fluorides
see also Argon Fluorides
see also Barium Fluorides
see also Berkelium Fluorides
see also Beryllium Fluorides
see also Boron Fluorides
see also Bromine Fluorides
see also Calfornium Fluorides
see also Chlorine Fluorides
see also Halogen Fluorides
see also Irldium Fluorides
see also Lead Fluorides
see also Lithium Fluorides
see also Molybdenum Fluorides
see also Neptunium Fluorides
see also Nickel Fluorides
see also Niobium Fluorides
see also Protactinium Fluorides
see also Rare Earth Fluorides
see also Silicon Fluorides
see also Technetium Fluorides
see also Tellurium Fluorides
see also Thorium Fluorides ThF,
see also Thulium Fluorides
see also Tungsten Fluorides
see also Uranium Fluorides UF,
see also Vanadium Fluorides
see also Xenon Fluorides
see also Ytterbium Fluorides
crystal structures and coordination of simple and
complex,
03:356
electric conductivity of fused, corrosive to ceramic
Insulators,
03:350
separation of, processes for,
03:416
solubilit'y of ions of, in molten fluorides,
03:324
studies or high-oxidation state,
03:353
study of molten, using visible and ultraviolet
spectroscopy,
03:263
thermodynamic data for metal, dissolved in molten
mixtures of lithium fluoride and beryllium fluoride,
03:321
FLUORINE
see also Halogens
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
pion reactions (cr,n) with, excitation functions for,
03:42
reactions of atomic, with molecular deuterium, product
velocity analysis for,
03:222
reactions of atomic, with molecular hydrogen potential
energy surface for,
03:281
reactions of, with uranium dioxide, molecular bean mass
spectrometric studies of,
03:435
reactions of, with water to form hypofluorous acid,
03:338
Fluorine Bromides
see Bromine Fluorides
FLUORINE IONS
reactions of singly charged positive,
03:201
FLUORINE ISOTOPES F-18
incorporation of, in labeled Intermediates for production
of fluorouracil, fluorocytosine, and steroids,
03:198
production of recoil, for hot atom experiments by
cyclotron-produced fast neutrons,
03:199
production of, in reaction t'F(n,2n)'aF,
03:200
reactions of hot and near-thermal atoms of,
03:200
reactions of, with isotopes of hydrogen, 03:282
FLUORINE ISOTOPES F-19
chemical shifts and relaxation behavior of, for xenon
oxytetrafluoride, xenon hexafluoride, and mixtures of
xenon hexafluoride and other xenon fluorides,
03:239
magnetic resonance of, in xenon fluoride,
03:239
neutron reactions (n,2n) with, production of fluorine-19
in,
03:200
FLUOROBERYLLATES
see also Cesium Fluoroberyllates
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see also Lithium Fluoroberyllates
thermodynamic properties of melts containing univalent
and divalent ions of,
03:360
FLUOROBORATES
see also Lithium Fluoroborates
FLUOROCARBONS
(Compounds containing only C and F; see also specific
compounds.)
photochemistry of, vacuum ultraviolet,
03:122
radiation chemistry of,
03:122
radiolysis of, using metastable argon and helium atoms
generated in glow discharge,
03:122
fluorocarbons--hydrocarbons, photochemistry of, vacuum
ultraviolet,
03:122
Fluoroform
see Methane, TrifluoroFLUOROHYDROCARBONS
(Compounds containing only C, H, and F; see also
specific compounds.)
distillation of, at low temperatures,
03:292
FLUOROURANATES
see also Cesium Fluorouranates
Fluors
see Phosphors
Fluxmeters
see Magnetometers
FM Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
FOILS
(See also specific foils by material involved, e.g.,
indium foils are indexed at Indium)
see also Films
FORMATES
see also Sodium Formates
Formvar
see Resins
FRANCIUM
see also Alkali Metals
electronic ground-state configuration of,
03:75
FREE RADICALS
characterization of, associated with photosynthesis,
03:170
cluster formation of, detection of, by ESR,
03:132
decay kinetics of trapped pairs of, in solids, thermal,
03:164
decay of trapped,
03:140
decay of, in irradiation of ethylene polymers,
03:134
decay of, matrix isotope effect on rate of,
03:167
decay of, produced from alkyl halides by dissociative
electron capture or photolysis, first order,
03:167
decay of, sorbed on silica, kinetics of,
03:166
decay of, trapped in organic solids during and after
irradiation, mechanisms of,
03:167
decay schemes of, comparison of ESR and ELDOR results in
determination of,
03:132
decay schemes of, dependent on local lattice environment
around clusters,
03:132
diffusion coefficients of alkyl, application of
photoinitiated chain reactions in study of,
03:181
diffusion of reactive,
03:188
distribution of, in crystals, study of, using gases of
different molecular sizes,
03:135
electron and proton transfer reactions of aromatic,
effects of solvent on,
03:161
electron spin densities of, use of isotopic labeling in
mapping of,
03:244
formation in reaction of electrons with deoxyribonucleic
acid,
03:104
formation of, by irradiation, ESR studies of, in solids,
03:156
formation of, from heterocyclic nitrogen compounds,
03:156
formation of, in nitrates,
03:156
interaction of, with electrons during irradiation,
03:167
interactions of trapped, with lattices in single crystals
of bromo, chloro, and fluoro derivatives of acetamide
and acetic acid,
03:132
lifetimes of, at room temperature,
03:156
mobility of, comparison of, with mobility of parent
alkanes,
03:181
molecular and electronic structures of, ESR studies of,
03:144
photochemical reactions of,
03:167
photochemistry of inorganic, in stratosphere,
03:178
production of, by radiolysis of flowing aqueous
solutions,
03:106
production of, by x-irradiation of single crystals or
polycrystalline material, investigation of role of host
lattice in, by ELDOR, ESR, and heavy atom substitution
techniques,
03:132
production of, in irradiation of organic compounds,
03:141
production, spatial distribution, and reactions of
trapped, in irradiated organic solids,
03:167
radiation-catalyzed recombination of trapped,
03:167
radioactive tracer studies of photochemically produced,
03:174
reactions of SiH,, SI,H,, and CH 3 SiH,, with themselves
and with nitric oxide, water, carbon monoxide, carbon
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dioxide, and unsaturated hydrocarbons,
03:131
reactions of, energetics of,
03:167
reactions of, In ethylene,
03:124
reactions of, In radiation chemistry, intermediate
chemical species in,
03:163
reactions of, mechanistic understanding of, in t3rms of
reaction rates, reaction cross sections, reaction
energetics, and their dependence on reactant energy,
03:131
reactions of, subsequent to primary redox reactions,
study of, by pulsed electrochemical--optical technique,
03:172
reactions of, with cyanide ions as explanation of origin
of life in primitive oceans,
03:102
recombination of, in crystalline solids, kinetics of,
03:140
recombination reactions of aromatic, in weakly polar
liquids,
03:161
spectra of electronically excited states of, use of
radical fluorescence to detect EPR,
03:265
spectra of trapped, ultraviolet absorption,
03:167
spectra of, use of adamantane matrix technique for
measurement of EPR and optical,
03:255
spectrum of oriented, effects of intramolecular notion,
quadrupole interactions, hyperfine anisotropy, and low
observing temperature on ELDOR,
03:132
spin--lattice relaxation mechanisms of radiationproduced,
03:164
spin--spin interactions of, with ions trapped in same
matrix,
03:164
structural studies on anionic organic,
03:163
studies on, formed by irradiation of potassium
hydroxylamine trisulfonate,
03:156
use of, as scavengers for determination of diffusion
coefficients of small reactive molecules,
03:157
yield of CHG during irradiation of bromomethane, effects
of ultraviolet versus gamma radiation on,
03:139
Freon 13
see Methane, ChlorotrifluoroFreon 22
see Methane, ChlorodifluoroFreon 23
see Methane, TrifluoroFretting Corrosion
see Corrosion
FRICTION
see also Fluid Flow
Fuel Reprocessing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
FUELS
(See also fuels by name.)
see also Reactor Fuels
Fundulus
see under Zsteichthyes
FURNACES
(Including devices using conduction, radiation, etc.)
see also Atmospheres
FUSED SALTS
(See also specific compounds and systems.)
analysis of, at high temperatures, use of electrochemical
03:405
measurements for,
03:405
chemical studies of, on-line techniques for,
corrosivity and fluid dynamics of turbulently flowing,
03:438
electric conductivity of, use of potentiostatic
03:4598
perturbation method for determination of,
33:405
electroactive species in, characterization of,
03:347
electronic conductivity of,
evaluation of, containing lithium as blanket coolants for
03:438
thermonuclear reactors,
03:323
mixing of, energy changes associated with,
03:324
properties of, physical and thermal,
reactions of, with chromium and titanium, mechanisms of,
03:405
reactions of, with other fused salts and aith electrodes,
03:323
03:417
separation of tritium from,
separation of uranium from, design of fluorinators for,
03:415
solvent extraction process equipment for, design of,
03:437
sonic velocity in single component, estimation of, based
03:324
on Debye theory of specific heats,
03:234
spectra of, infrared and Raman,
03:15
spectra of, Raman and infrared emission,
study of fluoride, using visible and ultraviolet
spectroscopy,
03:253
03:321
thermodynamics of systems of,
03:323
transport and thermodynamics in mixtures of,
03:239
transport properties in,
Fusion Reactions
see Thermonuclear Reactions

G
GADOLINIUM
see also Rare Earths
atomic orbitals for, calculation of even-tempered,
03:270

detection of,

in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
GADOLINIUM CHLORIDES
electronic conduction in metal--metal chains in, study
of, based on magnetic susceptibility data at low
temperatures,
03:332
GADOLINIUM ISOTOPES Gd-148
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xny method and radioactive decay,
03:24
GADOLINIUM ISOTOPES Gd-150
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xny method and radioactive decay, 03:24
GADOLINIUM ISOTOPES Gd-152
energy, spin, and parity levels in, study of, by in-beam
xny method and radioactive decay,
03:24
GAGES AND METERS
see also Dilatometers
see also Interferometers
see also Magnetometers
see also Pyrometers
see also Spectrometers
see also Spectrophotometers
GAMMA DECAY
(Decay by gamma emission)
prompt fragments for, lifetime of,
03:B4
properties of, for nuclear levels,
03:25
GAMMA RADIATION
see also Photons
see also X Radiation
between-beam-pulse studies of millisecond-delayed,
03:26
effects of, effects of thiols on chemical,
03:101
effects of, in decolorizing organic dyes commonly used as
pH indicators,
03:408
effects of, on analytical methods, methods for
eliminating deleterious,
03:408
effects of, on bromomethane adsorbed on porous Vycor
glass at liquid nitrogen temperature,
03:138
effects on amines, ethers, and polymers,
03:101
effects on aqueous solutions of potassium cyanide,
03:102
effects on electric conductivity of organic glasses,
03:165
effects of temperature on,
03:101
effects on esters in dilute aqueous solution,
03:163
effects on phosphorus compounds in solid state,
effects on polymerization of carboranes in solid and
liquid states,
03:145
emission from highly excited states and states with high
03:57
spin,
energies, intensities, and coincidence relationships of,
in decay of radioactive elements with Z less than 67,
03:15
in-beam studies of, emitted with formation reactions,
03:25
reactions with aqueous solutions, elementary processes
03:117
in,
recoilless emission and absorption of nuclear, use of, in
study of structure and bonding in organometallic
03:266
compounds of iron and tin,
GAS CENTRIFUGES
performance of, for separation of uranium isotopes,
03:435
GASES
(See also gaseous elements)
see also Phosgene
see also Plasma
see also Rare Gases
see also Vapors
analysis of, by adsorption of gases on solids and
examination of solids by photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:404
behavior of, at high temperatures, theoretical and
experimental spectroscopic and thermodynamic studies
on,
03:354
03:462
behavior of, at solid or liquid interfaces,
03:267
chemistry of ions of, analytical applications of,
03:462
collision data for, inelastic,
collision processes of ionic and molecular,
03:224
collisions of multi-MeV heavy ions in,
03:457
holdup and axial dispersion of, in liquid phase in open
bubble columns,
03:416
homogeneous reactions in, induced by proton irradiation,
study of, using mass spectrometric sampling to permit
detection of free radical intermediates,
03:435
ion pair formation in, energies required for, at
temperatures up to 2000C and pressures to about 20000
torr,
03:125
irradiation by high-energy electrons, role of ions,
excited states, and radical species in reactions
produced by,
03:118
matter and energy transport in, phenomena associated
with, in terms of mechanisms on molecular level,
03:462
model for predictions of thermodynamic properties of,
dissolved in molten alkali metals, development of,
03:272
optical fluorescent emission of, under x-ray irradiation,
analytical applications of spectra observed in,
03:387
properties and reactions of interfaces of, with solids,
03:455
radical and ion concentration in, as function of density,
03:124
radiolysis of, pulse,
03:115

reactions of, with pyrolytic graphite, molecular beam
mass spectrometric studies of,
03:435relaxation phenomena in,
03:257
spectrometer for x-ray
spectroscopy of, electrostatic
photoelectron,
03:264
structures of adsorbed, on iron and vanadium crystals,
03:453
study of binary, in pressure transition region between
free molecule and hydrodynamic flow,
03:462
study of pure, in near-hydrodynamic limit,
03:452
study of simple molecules of, at high temperatures,
03:344
03:462
thermal transpiration phenomenon in,
transport and relaxation processes in polyatomic, theory
of, dependence of, on internal molecular structure,
03:268
transport of, through metals, 03:439
x-ray photoemission in,
03:258
Gasometric Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
Gels
see Colloids
GERMANES
(Organic derivatives of GeH))
see also Germanium Hydrides
core binding energies of, comparison of, with data for
carbon compounds to estimate extent and significance of
pr--dr bonding,
03:254
ionic reactions in, high-pressure mass spectrometry and
tandem mass spectrometer studies of, and in mixtures
with methane, nitric oxide, water, nitrogen, ethylene,
and acetylene,
03:131
03:131
radiation chemistry and mass spectrometry of,
radiolysis of, mechanistic description of, in terms of
elementary free radical and ionic reactions in,
03:131
reactions of, with germanium, production of germylene as
intermediate in,
03:208
thermochemical information on,
03:131
GERMANIUM
bonds to boron, synthesis of compounds containing,
03:355
chemistry of, comparison of, with chemistry of carbon,
03:356
reactions of atoms of, in excited states, rates of,
03:197
reactions of recoil atoms of,
03:208
reactions of, with germane, production of germylene as
intermediate in,
03:208
GERMANIUM HYDRIDES
(GeH.)
core binding energies of, comparison of, with data for
carbon compounds to estimate extent and significance of
pr--d. bonding,
03:254
GLASS
(For additive glasses such as Lead Borate Glass, see in
addition to Glass, main headings for the additives,
e.g., Lead Borates)
see also Plastics
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
impurities at trace levels,
03:396
chemical reactions on gamma-irradiated porous Vycor,
03:166
structural order and disorder in silicate, effects of
pressure on,
03:236
Globeiron
see Iron
Glucinium
see Beryllium
GLYCINE, N-(CARBOXYMETHYL)-N'-(2-HYDROXYETHYL)-N,NETHYLENEDIuses of, in solvent extraction of rare earths, advantages
and disadvantages of,
03:411
GLYCOLYSIS
see also Carbohydrates
GOLD
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
impurities at trace levels,
03:396
binding energies of core electrons of, in gold--tin
alloys,
03:245
cross sections for, total binary and ternary fission,
03:32
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
electron emission from surfaces of, analysis of,
03:260
GOLD ISOTOPES Au-198
characterization of newly discovered 12- isomer of,
03:21
Goldfish (Carassius)
see Carassius under Osteichthyes
GRAPHITE
diffusion of cesium through, at concentrations low enough
for Henry's Law to apply, 03:460
reactions of pyrolytic, with gases, molecular beam mass
spectrometric studies of,
03:435
GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE
see also Neutron Stars
Green Salt
see Uranium Fluorides UF.
GRINDING
see also Particles
see also Powders
GROUND
(Limited to the large, generalized aggregate of
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unspecified composition as referred to in radiation
scattering studies, see also specific materials,
e.g., Soils.)
see also Soils

H
HAFNIUM
03:18
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
HAFNIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Hf--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
HAFNIUM ISOTDPES
nuclear model for,
03:9
study of odd-mass,
03:26
HAFNIUM ISOTOPES Hf-181
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
HAFNIUM OXIDES
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
and single atom of metal,
03:344
Hahnium
see Element 105
HAIR
analysis of, for antimony, arsenic, chromium, cobalt,
gold, mercury, rare earths, selenium, and zinc by
activation methods,
03:391
HALIDES
see also Alkaline Earth Halides
see also Alkyl Halides
see also Bromides
see also Chlorides
see also Fluorides
see also Iodides
see also Lithium Halides
see also Metal Halides
see also Niobium Halides
see also Rare Earth Halides
see also Tantalum Halides
see also Thallium Halides
see also Vanadium Halides
characterization of complex metal, by nuclear quadrupole
resonance studies,
03:335
two-body attachment of, kinetics of,
03:121
HALOCARBONS
(Compounds containing only C and halogens; see also
specific compounds.)
radiation effects on, study of paramagnetic species
produced by,
03:144
reactions of, with carbon-11,
03:197
HALOGEN FLUORIDES
see also Bromine Fluorides
see also Chlorine Fluorides
concentration of molecules and ionic species in solutions
of,
03:341
HALOGENS
see also Astatine
see also Bromine
see also Chlorine
see also Fluorine
see also Iodine
chemistry of, formed with nuclear recoil energy,
03:200
displacement of, in halogen-containing organic compounds,
03:211
reactions of atoms ofr, in excited states, rates of,
03:197
reactions of recoil, with silicon-containing compounds,
03:205
Harmonica Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
HBTX Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Heat Content
see Enthalpy
HEAT EXCHANGERS
see also Heat Transfer
Heat Flow
see Heat Transfer
Heat of Condensation
see Heat of Vaporization
HEAT OF REACTION
measurements of,
03:317
HEAT OF SOLUTION
estimation of, for actinides,
03:93
measurements of,
03:317
HEAT OF SUBLIMATION
estimation of, for actinides,
03:93
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
determination of, at high temperatures,
03:428
measurement of, for compounds vaporizing in complex
manner,
03:32B
HEAT SOURCES
(Usually implies radioisotope or fission heating. See
also specific isotopes, some of which are listed
below, and their compounds.)
see also Americium Isotopes Am-241
see also Cobalt Isotopes Co-60
see also Curium Isotopes Cm-244
see also Plutonium Isotopes Pu-238
see also Promethium Isotopes Pm-147
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see also Strontium Isotopes Sr-90
HEAT TRANSFER
see also Mass Transfer
techniques in, improvements in,
03:307
HEDTA
see Slycine, N-(Carboxymethyl)-N'-(2-hydroxyethyl)t,N'-ethylenediHELIUM
see also Rare Gases
compound of, with lithium, interaction potential of,
prediction of,
03:278
interaction potential of diatomic, prediction of shape
of,
03:278
interactions of, with argon and helium, angular
distributions of,
03:222
molecular spectra of diatomic, magnetic effects in,
03:243
reactions of, with molecular hydrogen, calculations of
vibrational energy transfer in,
03:285
reactions of, with tritium, cross sections for, as
function of energy,
03:229
reactions of, with tritium, separation of products of, by
gas chromatography,
03:229
separation of tritium from,
03:417
HELIUM HYDRIDES
interaction potential of, prediction of shape of,
03:278
HELIUM IONS
see also Alpha Particles
acceleration of, up to 50 keV, design and construction of
apparatus for,
03:439
HELIUM ISOTOPES
detection of, in various phases of meteorites to
elucidate diffusional losses of cosmic-ray-produced
tritium or helium-3 during lifetime of meteoroids,
03:454
HELIUM ISOTOPES He-3
loss of, from meteoroids by diffusion,
03:454
neutron reactions (n,p) with, production of tritium in,
03:200
properties of liquid, thermodynamic and transport,
03:307
quasiparticle--quasiparticle interactions in liquid,
03:307
03:400
use of ions of, in activation analysis,
3
He--'He,
quasiparticle--phonon interactions in solutions
of,
03:307
3
03:314
CezMg33oO
3 ),
2 .24H 2 D-- He, Kapitza resistance of,
3
03:314
Cu-- He, Kapitza resistance of,
HELIUM ISOTOPES He-4
heat capacity of liquid, at about 10K, design of
03:314
apparatus for measuring,
properties of liquid, thermodynamic and transport,
03:307
total reaction
reactions with actinides at 60 to 160 MeV,
03:49
cross sections for,
spectrum for liquid, in long-wavelength limit,
excitation,
03:307
use of ions of, to bombard elements from gold to uranium,
03:54
3
m
He-- He, quasiparticle--phonon interactions in solution,
of,
03:307
Helvetium
see Astatine
HEMATITES
see also Iron Oxides
HEPTANE
conversion of, to toluene, sensitivity of, to surface
structure of platinum, 03:453
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS
see also Chlorophyll
see also Indole
see also Purines
see also Pyridine
see also Pyrimidines
see also Quinoline
03:155
free radical formation in nitrogen-containing,
03:192
photolysis of, in gas phase, uv,
polarized optical spectroscopic and lifetime studies on
03:232
nitrogen-containing,
radiolysis of, in gas phase,
03:192
Heteropneustus
see under Osteichthyes
HEXANE
03:149
electronic states of,
Hexonium
see Ammonium Compounds, Substituted
High Energy Injection Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors for cross references to
particular devices.
HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTIONS
thermodynamics and stoichiometries of substances involved
in,
03:334
HOLMIUM
see also Rare Earths
HOLMIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ho--HoCIa, study of, to determine whether reduced solid
halide exists,
03:332
Ho--Lu, separation of, pH and solvents for,
03:411
HOLMIUM CHLORIDES
Ho--HoCla,
study of, to determine whether reduced solid

halide exists,
03:332
HOLMIUM ISOTOPES
nuclear model for,
03:9
Homarine
see Pyridinium Compounds
Homopolar Machine
see Thermonuclear Reactors
HORMONES
see also Steroids
biological activity of tritium-labeled, prepared by
microwave discharge production of tritium atoms,
retention of,
03:197
Hot Fuel Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Hothouse
see Thermonuclear Reactors
HUMIDITY
see also Water
HYDRAULICS
see also Hydrodynamics
HYDRAZOIC ACID
see also Azides
HYDRIDES
see also Borohydrides
see also Boron Hydrides
see also Deuterium Hydrides
see also Germanium Hydrides
see also Helium Hydrides
see also Lithium Hydrides
see also Niobium Hydrides
see also Palladium Hydrides
see also Silicon Hydrides
see also Tantalum Hydrides
see also Tin Hydrides
see also Vanadium Hydrides
chemistry and physics of solid metal,
03:433
03:261
electronic and protonic structures of,
hydrogen isotope exchange between, and gaseous hydrogen,
03:433
interaction potentials for, of heavy metals, prediction
of scattering cross sections for,
03:277
protonic--electronic structures of, of light and heavy
metals, 03:261
stability of, compared with stability of corresponding
03:433
deuterides and tritides,
03:418
use of metal, in control of tritium,
03:433
use of, for storage of hydrogen as fuel,
HYDRIODIC ACID
photolysis of, in glassy hydrocarbons, yields and decay
03:167
kinetics of radicals produced by,
photolysis of, in radiolyzed perdeuterated 3methylpentane below 50OK, production of trapped
03:191
hydrogen atoms by,
use of photoexcited high vibrational states of, to
determine effect of vibrational energy of reagents on
03:220
reaction cross sections,
HYDROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS
03:180
fluorescence from highly excited states of,
03:447
fluorination of, using xenon difluoride,
irradiation of, in alkanes, types of reactions and yields
to be expected from,
03:160
properties of electronically excited states of molecules
of, at low temperatures, static and dynamic,
03:265
03:169
radiation chemistry of,
surface structure of, adsorbed on (111) and (110) crystal
faces of platinum by low-energy electron diffraction,
03:453
HYDROASTATIC ACID
reactions of, with bromine in crossed molecular beams,
03:213
HYDROBROMIC ACID
03:174
photolysis of tritium-labeled, ultraviolet,
HYDROCARBONS
(See also specific compounds and classes of compounds.)
03:281
bonding in highly strained,
decomposition of, at ultraclean surfaces, catalytic,
03:440
03:155
diffusion and electron transport in liquid,
03:137
electron mean free path in liquid,
electron mobility in liquid, effects of electric field
on,
03:137
03:155
electron mobility in, diffusive mechanism for,
03:137
electron scattering in gaseous, low-energy,
electronic energy transfer from saturated, to aromatic
acceptors under vacuum ultraviolet and gamma excitation
conditions,
03:180
endothermic molecular reorganization peak of
unirradiated, magnitude of, when sample is heated above
03:165
glass transition temperature,
exothermic peaks attributed to anion--cation
03:165
neutralization in glasses of,
03:211
hydrogen displacement in,
ion recombination in, production of approximately equal
initial yields of triplet and singlet excited states
in,
03:152
ionic reactions in,
03:139
neutralization mechanisms involving low-molecular-weight
ions of,
03:128
radiation chemistry of liquid,
03:160
radiation chemistry of systems of,
03:122
reactions of, at or near ionization threshold,
03:233
rearrangements of strained, silver-catalyzed,
03:364
synthesis of aliphatic and aromatic, from simple gases,

03:444
alcohols--hydrocarbons,
reactions of electrons in,
03:182
fluorocarbons--hydrocarbons, photochemistry of, vacuum
ultraviolet,
03:122
Hydrocarbons, Chlorosee Chlorohydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons, Fluorosee Fluorohydrocarbons
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
CaCl 2 --HCI--MgCIz, activity coefficients of components in
03:319
aqueous,
HYDROCYANIC ACID
production of carbon-11-labeled, in research quantities,
03:198
HYDRODYNAMICS
see also Fluid Flow
03:416
correlation of data from, with mass transfer,
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
03:341
boiling point of anhydrous,
concentration of molecules and ionic species in solutions
of,
03:341
liquid density of anhydrous,
03:341
anomalies in,
03:341
monomer--polymer equilibria in,
reactions of, with bromine fluoride, equilibrium constant
03:341
for,
03:341
vapor density of anhydrous,
HYDROGEN
abstraction of atoms of, at low temperatures, kinetics
of,
03:163
abstraction of atoms of, from substituted ethylenes and
03:200
from bonds to silicon, oxygen, and nitrogen,
abstraction reaction for atomic, kinetic anomalies for,
03:172
03:140
behavior of thermal atoms of, in organic solids,
bonding of, in salt hydrates and in organic crystals,
study of, by x-ray-diffraction methods, 03:382
calculations for singly charged pentaatomic, self03:287
consistent field molecular orbital,
calculations for singly charged triatomic, self03:287
consistent field molecular orbital,
coefficient of self diffusion in, in critical region,
03:302
collisions of molecular, with singly charged positive
oxygen ions, production of singly charged positive
hydroxyl in,
03:224
collisions of molecular, with singly charged triatomic
deuterium, dynamics of,
03:224
critical temperature and critical pressure of, dependence
of, on ortho/para ratio,
03:302
diffusion coefficients of atomic, in various solvents,
03:188
diffusion of, in vanadium hydride, study of, by
quasielastic thermal neutron scattering,
03:368
displacement of, in hydrocarbons,
03:211
03:302
gas--liquid critical point in, NMR study of,
hydrogen isotope exchange between gaseous, and solid
metal hydrides, 03:433
James--Coolidge--Kolos functions for,
03:280
position of, in amino acids, determination of,
33:379
potential energy function for singly charged triatomic,
03:287
processes involving atomic, in photoredox systems,
03:172
production of beams of atomic, using plasma arc jets,
03:211
production of molecular beams of, at 5 to 100 eV,
03:211
production of trapped atoms of, by photolysis of hydrogen
iodide in radiolyzed perdeuterated 3-methylpentane,
03:191
reactions of atomic and molecular, with lithium,
application of Hamilton's classical equations to,
03:277
reactions of atomic with molecular, thermal energy rate
constant for,
03:285
reactions of atomic, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of atomic, investigation of, by pulse
radiolysis,
03:100
reactions of atomic, produced by pulse radiolysis of
mixtures of hydrogen and inorganic gases,
03:118
reactions of atomic, with DOD, HOH, TOD, and TOH, rate
constants and Arrhenius parameters for,
03:130
reactions of atomic, with methane, study of abstraction
and exchange modes for, by molecular orbital
calculations,
03:281
reactions of atomic, with organic substrates, rate
constants for,
03:107
reactions of atomic, with oxygen in atmosphere,
03:211
reactions of atomic, with ozone in atmosphere,
03:211
reactions of atoms of, in gas phase, rate constants for,
03:221
reactions of atoms of, with substrates, shock tube and
flash mercury photosensitization studies of,
33:221
reactions of molecular, with atomic fluorine, potential
energy surface for,
03:281
reactions of molecular, with helium, calculation of
vibrational energy transfer in,
03:285
reactions of recoil, energy transfer efficiencies from
systems chemically activated by,
03:206
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
reactions of, effects of quantum mechanical tunneling on
rate constant for,
03:291
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
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reactions of, mechanism of energy transfer between gas
and surface in,
03:453
reactions of, with alkenes, alkynes, oxygen, nitric
oxide, and carbon monoxide in gas phase, rates of,
03:221
reactions of, with atomic mercury, velocity dependence of
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
03:226
03:435
reactions of, with metals,
reactions of, with metals, thermodynamics of formation of
03:339
hydrides in,
reactions of, with molecules at 1 eV, study of, using
crossed molecular beam machine,
03:220
reactions of, with potassium and sodium, dissociative
collisions in,
03:226
reactions of, with protactinium fluoride, equilibrium
constants for,
03:359
role of atomic, in photochemistry and radiation chemistry
03:191
of organic glasses,
03:433
storage of, as fuel in form of metal hydride,
trapping of atomic, in hexane and in perdeuterated hexane
03:191
energy of hydrogen,
as a function of initial
use of atomic, as vehicle of energy transfer,
03:463
Hydrogen Bromides
see Hydrobromic Acid
Hydrogen Chlorides
see Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrogen Cyanides
see Hydrocyanic Acid
Hydrogen Deuterides
see Deuterium Hydrides
Hydrogen Fluorides
see Hydrofluoric Acid
HYDROGEN HALIDES
(See also specific compounds; e.g., Hydriodic Acid.)
scattering of rotational-state-selected, 03:222
Hydrogen Iodides
see Hydriodic Acid
HYDROGEN IONS
see also Dxonium Ions
see also Protons
complexes of, with trioctylphosphine oxide, formation of
anhydrous,
03:315
reactions of, effects of quantum mechanical tunneling on
rate constant for,
03:291
reactions of, with trivalent thallium, study of, by pulse
radiolysis,
03:348
03:109
reactivities of substrates toward,
transfer of, from acetylpyridines, acetylfurans, and
acetylthiophene in aqueous medium, rates of basecatalyzed,
03:295
HYDROGEN ISOTOPES
gas--liquid critical point in, NMR study of,
03:302
intermolecular interactions of, in solid and liquid
state, Investigation of, by pulsed nuclear magnetic
resonance and calorimetric techniques,
03:299
Hydrogen Isotopes H-1
see Hydrogen
Hydrogen Isotopes H-2
see Deuterium
Hydrogen Isotopes H-3
see Tritium
HYDROGEN PEROXIDES
production of, in reactions of hydroperoxy,
03:129
HYDROGEN SULFIDES
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
scavenger effects of, in tritium--cyclohexene gas phase
system,
03:202
HYDROLYSIS
03:326
studies on, at high temperatures,
HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES
see also Plasma
Hydronium Ions
see Oxonium Ions
HYDROPEROXD (HO 2 )
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, production of hydrogen peroxide in,
03:129
reactions of, with hydroxyl,
03:129
Hydrosols
see Colloids
HYDROXAMIC ACIDS
isotope partitioning in,
03:384
HYDROXIDES
see also Actinide Hydroxides
see also Cadmium Hydroxides
see also Lithium Hydroxides
see also Potassium Hydroxides
see also Rare Earth Hydroxides
spectra of molten, Raman and infrared emission,
03:158
HYDROXYL (HD)
production of, in pulse radiolysis of water vapor,
03:118
reactions of,
03:115
reactions of solvated, with deoxyribonucleic acid,
03:104
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, investigation of, by pulse radiolysis,
03:100
reactions of, kinetics of, in high-velocity dischargeflow apparatus,
03:179
reactions of, reaction kinetics of intermediates produced
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by,
03:110
reactions of, with halogen-substituted olefinic
compounds,
03:111
reactions of, with halouracils, production of sane
radical in all,
03:110
reactions of, with hydroperoxo,
03:129
reactions of, with univalent thallium, study of, by pulse
radiolysis,
03:348
reactions with inorganic and organic gases, importance in
study of reaction kinetics and air pollution,
03:118
reactivities of substrates toward,
03:109
HYDROXYL GROUP
see also Hydroxides
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE
investigation of, in study of nuclear moments and decay
properties,
03:7
study of, using low-temperature nuclear orientation,
Moessbauer spectroscopy, and perturbed angular
correlations of gamma rays,
03:257
Hypersonic Flow
see Fluid Flow, Gas Flow, or Liquid Flow
HYPOFLUOROUS ACID
chemical shift measurements on fluorine and hydrogen
nuclei in gaseous and liquid,
03:239
chemistry of,
03:338
formation of, from reaction of fluorine with watar,
03:338

I
ICE
structures of phases of, refinements of,
03:378
Ictalurus
see under Osteichthyes
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
1-INDANONE
polarized absorption, phosphorescence, and lifetime
studies on,
03:232
INDICATORS
(See also specific chemicals such as Phenolphthalein)
see also Dyes
see also Methyl Orange
protection of, from radiolytic degradation by ions that
react readily with radiolytic water products,
03:408
radiation effects on, decolorizing,
03:408
INDIUM
complexes of trivalent, with hexavalent uranium and
malic, citric, and tartaric acids, formation constants
for,
03:311
valence bands in, 5s and 5p,
03:259
vapor pressure of,
03:329
INDIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Hg--In, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
03:429
In--Pb, surface composition of, difference between, and
bulk composition,
03:453
In--Pb, vapor pressure of,
03:329
INDOLE
photoreduction of, by sodium borohydride,
03:159
INDUSTRIAL WASTES
recovery of, using reverse osmosis or hyperfiltration
techniques,
03:320
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
use of matrix isolation, in determining spectra and
structure of molecules having appreciable vapor
pressure only at extremely high temperatures,
03:230
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
chemical transport and deposition of,
03:355
03:338
chemistry of reactive and relatively unfamiliar,
enthalpies of formation of, at room temperature,
03:306
enthalpy increments of, at high temperatures,
03:306
thermodynamic properties of, calorimetric determination
of,
03:306
Insulation (Electric)
see Electric Insulators
INTERFEROMETERS
see also Spectrometers
development of very sensitive, for determination of lowmomentum long-wavelength part of spectrum, 03:307
INTERMOLECULAR FORCES
effects of, on isotope effect on thermodynamic
properties,
03:292
INTERNAL CONVERSION
see also Conversion Electrons
K orbital shakeoff in,
03:1
IDDATES
production of, in reactions of iodine and iodine oxide
with molten nitrates,
03:234
IODIDES
see also Americium Iodides
see also Berkelium Iodides
see also Cesium Iodides
see also Cobalt Iodides
see also Lutetium Iodides
see also Potassium Iodides
growth habits and kinetics of growth of, study of,
through crystallization in gel matrices,
03:355

production of trihalide ions in aqueous solutions of,
indication of spur reactions by,
03:114
IODINE
see also Halogens
cluster ions of,
03:331
collisions of atoms of, with atoms of krypton, effects of
distance of separation of atoms on potential energy of
interaction in,
03:218
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
diffusion coefficients of atomic, in various solvents,
03:188
diffusion of, through graphites at concentrations low
enough for Henry's Law to apply,
03:450
exchange of elementary, with organic iodides,
03:227
hot atom chemistry of,
03:193
reactions of, with iodine oxide and molten nitrates,
03:234
reactions of, with positronium in various solvents,
03:204
recombination of atoms of, to form molecules, effects of
temperature on rate of,
03:218
separation of, from off-gases using aqueous solutions of
mercuric nitrate--nitric acid or concentrated nitric
acid,
03:436
IODINE IONS
cross section of 50-MeV, in solids and gases, L
ionization,
03:457
L subshell vacancies in 15- to 60-MeV, creation of,
03:457
IODINE ISOTOPES
chemical behavior of high-energy, effects of method of
preparation on,
03:193
chemistry of radioactive, in high-radiation-level
separation processes,
03:436
containment of radioactive, in nuclear fuel reprocessing
plants,
03:436
production of radioactive, with excess energy of
excitation by heat decay of tellurium isotopes,
03:193
IODINE ISOTOPES 1-121
2
decay of, comparison of, with decays of
'a
/sup m/Te and
L27/sup m/Te,
03:194
IODINE ISOTOPES 1-125
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
IODINE ISOTOPES 1-127
use of nuclear quadrupole resonance data for, in
characterizing cluster cations,
03:331
IODINE ISOTOPES 1-128
reactions of, activated by radiative neutron capture and
isomeric transition with olefins in gas, liquid, and
solid phases,
03:203
IODINE ISOTOPES I-130
reactions of, activated by radiative neutron capture and
isomeric transition with olefins in gas, liquid, and
solid phases,
03:203
IODINE ISOTOPES 1-132
stereochemistry of hot, study of, using Brookhaven
National Laboratory 60-in. cyclotron,
03:203
IODINE OXIDES
reactions of, with iodine and molten nitrates,
03:234
Iodoorganic Compounds
see Organic Compounds, IodoION BEAMS
(See also headings for beams identified by particles,
e.g., Neutron Beams and Molecular Beams.)
see also Ion Sources
reactions of heavy, with actinides,
03:18
Ion Cyclotron Resonance Spectrometers
see Mass Spectrometers
ION EXCHANGE
see also Ion Exchange Processes
applications of, in analytical separations,
03:389
use of, in fractionation of isotopes,
03:298
uses of high-pressure (small particle size), advantages
of, over conventional ion exchange,
03:415
ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS
see also Resins
development of chelating ion exchange resins as, for
03:389
retention of metal ions,
03:413
selectivity of resins as, factors affecting,
ION EXCHANGE PROCESSES
use of very small resin particles in,
03:437
ION SOURCES
see also Alpha Sources
high-pressure cut-off phenomena in high-pressure
electron-impact,
03:245
performance characteristics of high-pressure electronimpact,
03:267
IONIZATION
study of inner shell, produced by heavy charged particle
bombardment,
03:465
IONS
(See also main headings of the form Aluminum Ions,
Copper Ions, etc.)
see also Anions
see also Cations
attachment of metallic, to water, length of time of,
03:252
charges of, produced as nuclear reaction recoils,
03:53
chemical behavior of, in gases,
03:219
chemical effects of heavy,
03:124
chemistry of gaseous, analytical applications of,
03:267

collision processes of gaseous, 03:224
collisions of multi-NeV heavy, in gaseous and solid
media,
03:457
03:192
decomposition of highly electronically excited,
effects of reactive elementary primary, on secondary ion
yields,
03:251
03:149
electronic states of,
electronic states of, of Importance to radiation
chemistry and photochemistry, 03:247
excited states of, immediate fates of, when irradiated
03:127
with ionizing radiations,
extraction of, factors influencing,
03:315
03:445
forces acting on, in membranes,
formation of, by high-energy radiation, mechanisms of,
03:125
fragmentation of parent, formed by electron impact and
03:128
photon absorption,
03:304
ion-pair formation reactions of,
isomerization of ring S7N-, to species that may
correspond to open-chain ion of same composition,
03:355
limiting of homopolyatomic, to post-transition elements,
03:331
03:139
mobility of positive, in hydrocarbons,
neutralization mechanisms involving low-molecular-weight,
from hydrocarbons,
03:128
nuclear magnetic resonance studies of hydrated metallic,
03:252
03:61
nuclear reactions involving high-energy heavy,
particle transfer between heavy, quantum mechanical
description of,
03:83
radiation effects on molecular, in crystals and their
melts, 03:158
reactions of diatomic molecular, in excited states with
03:140
rare gas atoms, cross sections for,
reactions of gaseous, with neutral molecules, energy03:245
transfer processes and rates of,
reactions of metallic, occurring in upper atmosphere,
03:224
03:140
reactions of molecular, at electrodes,
03:155
reactions of positive, with electrons, heats of,
03:224
reactions of simple, with small molecules,
reactions of, in radiation chemistry, intermediate
03:163
chemical species in,
reactions of, mechanistic understanding of, in terms of
reaction rates, reaction cross sections, reaction
energetics, and their dependence on reactant energy,
03:131
03:126
reactions of, produced by high-energy radiations,
reactions of, with atoms or molecules, charge exchange
03:140
processes in, at high kinetic energies,
reactions of, with molecules, application of ion
03:219
cyclotron resonance to study of,
reactions of, with molecules, theoretical studies of,
03:287
reactions with molecules, effects of structure, internal
03:126
energy, and density on rates and mechanisms of,
reactions with molecules, rate coefficients for,
03:128
recombination in spurs, triplet state formation in,
03:152
recombination kinetics of,
03:143
recombination of, in hydrocarbons, production of
approximately equal initial yields of triplet and
singlet excited states in,
03:152
03:251
secondary emission of, basic mechanics of,
spectra of metal, absorption,
03:242
spin--lattice relaxation mechanisms of radiationproduced,
03:164
sputtering of, basic mechanics of,
03:251
stabilities of carbonium,
03:219
statistical theories applicable to mixtures of, of
03:235
different sizes and electrical charges,
structure of, produced from hydrocarbons and polar
molecules,
03:125
structures and binding energies of molecular,
03:287
unimolecular fragmentation mechanisms in,
03:126
water exchange on hydrated, computer simulation of,
03:252
IRIDIUM
binding energies of core electrons of, in iridiun--nickel
alloys,
03:245
IRIDIUM FLUORIDES
proof of existence of IrF.,
03:353
IRIDIUM ISOTOPES Ir-190
decay of, use of, in study of level structure of
n900s,
03:21
IRON
corrosion of rotating disk of, theoretical investigation
of,
03:452
Moessbauer spectra of, in coals,
03:448
o-phenanthroline complexes of divalent, magnetic
susceptibility studies of,
03:376
oxidation of divalent, by divalent thallium in perchloric
acid,
03:348
oxidation of divalent, by trivalent thallium, effects of
chloride complexing or kinetics of,
03:348
proton reactions with, production of stable and
radioactive rare gases by high-energy,
03:464
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
03:210
recovery of, from fly ash,
03:427
role of divalent, in catalyzing demetallation of
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iron(III) porphyrins in acetic acid,
study of complexes of, low-temperature magnetic and
Moessbauer,
03:351
surface structure of crystals of,
03:453
IRON ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
03:367
Fe--U, study of intermetallics in,
IRON CHLORIDES
antiferromagnetic ordering in polycrystalline and single
crystal,
03:7
03:7
electric-field-gradient axes in,
IRON ISOTOPES Fe-52
complexes of, use of, to diagnose diseases of red-blood03:393
cell-forming structure,
enrichment of, in bone marrow, search for suitable
complexing agent to cause,
03:393
production of millicurie amounts of, for use in studying
03:393
chemical behavior of iron compounds,
IRON ISOTOPES Fe-54
03:62
reactions with alpha particles at 12 to 30 MeV,
IRON ISOTOPES Fe-55
decay of, M/L and L/K orbital electron capture in,
03:250
IRON ISOTOPES Fe-56
03:55
differential cross section measurements for,
IRON OXIDES
preparation of high-purity, from fly ash by
03:427
hydrometallurgical engineering,
Iron Pyrites
see Pyrites
IRON SULFIDES
see also Pyrites
IRON TANTALATES
ferromagnetism in, relation of, to structure studies,
03:375
Irradiated Fuel Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
IRRADIATION FACILITIES
see also Radiation Sources
IRRADIATION TECHNIQUES
see also Radiobiology
Isobutane
see Propane, 2-MethylISOCROTONIC ACID
see also Crotonic Acid
ISOCYANIDES
see also Methyl Isocyanide
ISOMERIC TRANSITION
see also Nuclear Isomers
Isomers (Nuclear)
see Nuclear Isomers
Isopropanol
see 2-Propanol
Isopropyl Iodide
see Propane, 2-IodoISOQUINOLINE
photoreduction of, by sodium borohydride,
03:169
ISOTHIOCYANATES
see also Thiocyanates
ISOTOPE EFFECTS
difference in, between deuterium and tritium
substitution,
03:291
role of vibrational anharmonicity in, on equilibria,
03:293
study of, in biologically important systems,
03:289
temperature dependence of deuterium, abnormal,
03:291
theoretical study of manifestations of quantum mechanical
tunneling on kinetic,
03:304
ISOTOPE EXCHANGE
study of, in system of gaseous hydrogen--metal hydrides,
03:433
use of energetic atoms of tritium in, for preparation of
labeled that are difficult or impossible to prepare by
other methods,
03:177
ISOTOPES
(See also specific isotopes.)
see also Isotope Effects
see also Isotope Exchange
see also Radioisotopes
see also Rare Earth Isotopes
application of stable, to chemical, biological, and
biophysical problems,
03:289
chemistry of, fundamental studies on,
03:301
exchange equilibria for, of light elements, application
of, to development of more efficient and economical
processes for concentrating rarer isotopes of the
elements,
03:303
fractionation of, by ion exchange,
03:298
fractionation of, by means of chemical reactions,
03:298
masses of, theoretical studies on effects of, in
chemistry,
03:293
medical utility and production of, for diagnostic medical
testing, 03:393
permeation of light, through metals,
03:439
production from Z = 75 to 91,
03:11
production of, using University of Arkansas 400-kV
Cockcroft--Walton Linear Accelerator,
03:2
separation factor for, in liquid and gaseous argon,
03:301
study of neutron-deficient, using gas recoil chamber,
03:70

ISOTOPES
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substitution of, association of, with molecular and
intermolecular forces acting at site of substitution,
03:301
Isotopic Exchange
see Isotope Exchange
Isotrons
see Mass Spectrometers
ITREC Fuel Reprocessing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants

J
JFT Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
JOINTS
see also Bones
Josephson Junctions
see Superconductors

K
K-Capture
see Electron Capture
Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
KETENE
photochemical processes in, relation of singlet and
triplet methylene yields to primary,
03:179
KETONES
dark transformation in, following uv irradiation of
aromatic, investigation of, using usual spectroscopic
03:176
techniques and ESR,
excitation energy transfer from aromatic, to trivalent
lanthanide ions in frozen and liquid solutions,
03:176
Kinetics of Reaction (Chemical)
see Reaction Mechanisms
KRYPTON
see also Rare Gases
collisions of atoms of, with atoms of iodine, effects of
distance of separation of atoms on potential energy of
interaction in,
03:218
lattice energy and hindered rotation in solid, use of
03:301
vapor pressure isotope effects in studying,
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
membranes,
03:423
separation of, from reactor atmospheres by selective
permeation,
03:420
separation of, from reactor atmospheres using silicone
rubber hollow fibers,
03:420
KRYPTON ISOTOPES
level structure studies on, from radioactive decay and
03:22
prompt gamma-ray studies,
separation of radioactive, from nonradioactive carriers
03:421
using thin silicone membranes,
KRYPTON ISOTOPES Kr-81
03:25
structure of,
Kurchatovium
see Element 104

L
L-Capture
see Electron Capture
La Hague Fuel Reprocessing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Lacex Process
see Solvent Extraction Processes
Laminar Flow (Fluids)
see Fluid Flow
Lanthanides (Type 4f rare earths)
see Rare Earths
Lanthanons
see Rare Earths
LANTHANUM
see also Rare Earths
03:314
heat capacity of, effects of pressure on,
LANTHANUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
La--Lu, separation of, in natural and fission-produced
93:411
rare earth mixtures, optimum techniques for,
03:1i1
La--Sm, separation of, pH and solvents for,
LANTHANUM FLUDROERBATES
03:357
structural studies on,
LANTHANUM ISOTOPES La-138
03:9
nuclear model for,
LANTHANUM OXIDES
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxypen
03:344
and single atom of metal,
LANTHANUM OXYCARBIDES
structural studies on,
03:357
LASERS
uses of tuneable, to excite chemical bond vibrations
selectively,
03:296
Latex
see Rubber
LAWRENCIUM
see also Actinides

chemistry of, study of, using lawrencium-260,
03:96
LEAD
collisions of fast atoms of, with bromine, silicon
hexafluoride, oxygen, hydrogen bromide, and chlorine,
angular distributions of positive ionic products from,
03:212
determination of trace amounts of, in lunar materials by
neutron activation,
03:36
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
LEAD ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bi--Pb, corrosion studies in liquid eutectic,
03:424
Hg--Pb, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
03:429
In--Pb, surface composition of, difference between, and
bulk composition, 03:453
In--Pb, vapor pressure of,
03:329
Li--Pb, solvent properties of liquid, for rare earths and
thorium,
03:358
LEAD FLUORIDES
enthalpy data for, high-temperature, 03:317
LEAD ISOTOPES
composition of, in chondrite meteorites, use of, in age
determination,
03:445
radioactive decay of even-even, neutron-deficient,
03:16
LEAD ISOTOPES Pb-203
production of, in proton reactions (p,2p5n) with 2-oBi at
0.15 to 11.5 GeV,
03:27
LEAD ISOTOPES Pb-204
production and use of, for studies of tumors and bone
growth,
03:393
LEAK DETECTORS
see also Mass Spectrometers
LEPTONS
see also Electrons
see also Neutrinos
see also Positrons
Leukemia
see Neoplasms
Levitron
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Lexan
see Polymers
LIgHT
see also Photons
see also Ultraviolet Radiation
Line Recorders
see Mass Spectrometers
LIPIDS
03:289
preparation of deuterated or carbon-13-labeled,
LIQUEFIERS
see also Condensers
Liquid Metals
see Metals
LIQUIDS
atomic and molecular arrangements in, determination of,
03:385
by neutron and x-ray diffraction,
03:155
diffusion and electron transport in dielectric,
03:147
electronic structure of irradiated organic,
03:462
gas behavior at interface with,
heterogeneous bubble nucleation at liquid interfaces
with,
03:431
03:7
magnetic and electric quadrupole effects in,
03:204
positronium reactions in molecular,
properties and reactions of interfaces of, with solids,
03:455
radiation effects on electric conductivity of dielectr -,
03:136
effects of molecular structure on,
radiolysis of organic, formation of excited states in,
03:151
03:163
radiolysis of organic, spin trapping studies in,
03:115
radiolysis of, at high pressures,
03:115
radiolysis of, effects of pressure on,
relaxation and recombination times in organic, at room
temperature,
03:152
03:257
relaxation phenomena in,
structure of, in simple atomic and molecular fluids, use
03:301
of isotope effects in studying,
03:272
theoretical studies of,
03:435
transport properties of, at high temperatures,
LITHIUM
see also Alkali Metals
collisions of fast atoms of, with bromine, silicon
hexafluoride, oxygen, hydrogen bromide, and chlorine,
angular distributions of positive ionic products from,
03:212
compound of, with helium, interaction potential of,
prediction of,
03:278
content of, in meteorites, use of, in study of chemical
and possibly nuclear processes in early solar system,
03:448
03:199
deuteron reactions (d,n) in, at 15 to 40 MeV,
hydration shells around singly charged ions of, study of,
03:385
by x-ray- and neutron-diffraction,
03:173
quenching of atoms of, by diatomic molecules,
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygencontaining molecules, thermal energy,
03:223
reactions of, with atomic and molecular hydrogen,
application of Hamilton's classical equations to,
03:277
separation of, from salt brines, development of solvent
extraction process for,
03:415

vapor pressure of, direct measurement of, up to critical
point,
03:350
LITHIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bl--Li, distribution of intermetallic LitBi formed in,
between molten lithium bromide or chloride and molten
03:358
alloy,
Bi--Li, protactinium distribution between liquid and
03:359
lithium-containing halide salts,
BI--Li, solvent properties of liquid, for rare earths and
thorium, 03:358
Li--LiD, phase studies on, pressure--composition-03:432
temperature data from,
LI--LiH, phase studies on, pressure--composition-temperature data from, 03:432
Li--LiT, phase studies on, pressure--composition-temperature data from,
03:432
LI--Pb, solvent properties of liquid, for rare earths and
thorium, 03:358
LI--S, phase diagram for,
03:336
03:336
Li--Te, phase diagram for,
LITHIUM CHALCOGENIDES
electrochemical couples of, use of, as energy storage and
conversion devices,
03:336
LITHIUM DEUTERIDES
LI--LID, phase studies on, pressure--composition-temperature data from,
03:432
LITHIUM FLUORIDES
BeF 2 --LiF, x-ray- and neutron-diffraction studies on,
03:385
BeFe--LiF---ThF,, lithium fluoride activities in,
03:324
determination of, from solubility measurements,
BeF 0 --LiF--ThF,--UF,, precipitation of solid protactinium
oxide from molten solution of, by equilibration with
argon--hydrogen fluoride--water gas mixture, 33:359
LITHIUM FLUOROBERYLLATES
crystal structure of, representation of, by Born--Mayer
ionic model,
03:383
LITHIUM FLUOROBORATES
structure of, ambiguities in,
03:386
LITHIUM FLUOROTHORATES
structure of, ambiguities In,
03:386
LITHIUM HALIDES
protactinium distribution between, and liquid bismuth-lithium alloys, 03:359
LITHIUM HYDRIDES
see also Lithium Deuterides
see also Lithium Tritides
LI--LiH, phase studies on, pressure--composition-temperature data from,
03:432
LITHIUM HYDROXIDES
isotope partitioning in monohydrate of,
03:384
LITHIUM ISOTOPES
content of, in meteorites, use of, in study of chemical
and possibly nuclear processes in early solar system,
03:448
production by proton reactions with light nuclides,
03:49
LITHIUM ISOTOPES Li-6
neutron reactions (n,a) with, production of tritium in,
03:200
LITHIUM ISOTOPES Li-11
production of, by spallatlon in Bevatron,
03:45
LITHIUM SODIUM FLUORDBORATES
crystal structure of,
03:386
LITHIUM SULFIDES
formation of, in lithium--sulfur system,
03:336
LITHIUM TELLURIDES
formation of, in lithium--tellurium system, 03:336
LITHIUM TRITIDES
Li--LiT, phase studies on, pressure--composition-temperature data from,
03:432
LM Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
LUCALOX
see Aluminum Oxides
Lumarth
see Plastics
LUMINESCENCE
see also Fluorescence
see also Phosphorescence
LUMINESCENT MATERIALS
see also Phosphors
LUNAR MATERIALS
analysis of, by activation methods,
03:443
mineralogy and petrology of,
03:442
LUTETIUM
see also Rare Earths
LUTETIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ho--Lu, separation of, pH and solvents for,
03:411
La--Lu, separation of, in natural and fission-produced
rare earth mixtures, optimum techniques for,
93:411
Lu--LuCI 3 , study of, as a possible analog of Gd2 ClI,
03:332
LUTETIUM CHLORIDES
Lu--LuCl 3 , study of, as a possible analog of Gd 2 Cl1,
03:332
LuCls--TmCIs--YbC13, distribution of, in organic phase at
equilibrium, 03:410

M
M-Capture
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see Electron Capture
MAGNESIUM
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
determination of, by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
03:403
in conjunction with PDP-8/E computar,
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygen03:223
containing molecules, thermal energy,
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
03:210
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bi--Mg, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
Mg--Sb, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
Mg--Sn, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
MAGNESIUM CERIUM NITRATES
temperature scale based on powdered, comparison of, with
03:314
gamma-ray anisotropy3 thermometer,
03:314
Ce 2 MgS(O 3J)1 2 .24 2 0D-- He, Kapitza resistance of,
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDES
electric conductance of aqueous solutions of,
03:325
CaCel--HCI--MgCI 2, activity coefficients of components in
aqueous,
03:319
MAGNESIUM ISOTOPES Mg-25
2
proton reactions (p,2p) with, production of
'Na by, at
3.0 to 11.5 GeV,
03:27
MAGNESIUM ISOTOPES Mg-25
alpha reactions (a,y) with, using high-resolution solid
state detectors,
03:22
MAGNESIUM NITRATES
see also Magnesium Cerium Nitrates
MAGNETIC FIELDS
see also Electric Fields
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
relation of, to spin density within atoms,
03:375
Magnetic Resonance Accelerators
see Cyclotrons
MAGNETITES
see also Iron Oxides
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
see also Fluid Flow
MAGNETDMETERS
design and construction of, for low-temperature
measurement of magnetic susceptibility of spinels,
03:355
MALIC ACID
complexes of, with trivalent indium and hexavalent
uranium, formation constants for,
03:311
MANGANESE
determination of, by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
in conjunction with PDP-8/E computer,
03:403
study of complexes of, low-temperature magnetic and
Moessbauer,
03:351
MANGANESE CHLORIDES
see also Potassium Manganese Chlorides
see also Rubidium Manganese Chlorides
MANGANESE ISOTOPES Mn-54
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
Manganese Rubidium Chlorides
see Rubidium Manganese Chlorides
Marcoule Fuel Reprocessing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Masers (Optical)
see Lasers
Masonite (Wood Product)
see Building Materials
MASS SPECTROMETERS
see also Ion Sources
collector for, development of new,
03:390
electrical detection system for spark source,
03:390
focal plane detector for, to identify heavy ions,
03:41
spark gap width and ion illumination angle of, automatic
and simultaneous control of,
03:390
spark position relative to instrument ion optics in,
automatic control of,
03:390
Mass Synchrometers
see Mass Spectrometers
MASS TRANSFER
see also Corrosion
calculation of, for system of two concentric cylinders,
the inner one of which rotates,
03:452
correlation of, with hydrodynamic data,
03:416
experimental study of, to plane below rotating disk at
high Schmidt numbers,
03:452
patterns of, in droplets,
03:423
Masurium
see Technetium
Materials of Construction
see Building Materials
MATHEMATICS
(See also specific problem for application of
mathematics; also specific mathematical method.)
see also Computers
MATTER
(Theoretical studies only)
nuclear reactions with, study of high-energy,
03:464
transport of, in gases in terms of mechanisms on

MATTER
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molecular level,
03:452
MECHANICS
(For studies of the mechanics of specific geometric
shapes see also headings of the type: Cylinders,
Plates, Rods, Sheets, Shells (Geometry), Spheres, and
tori.)
see also Quantum Mechanics
Mechanisms
see Reaction Mechanisms
MEMBRANES
see also Films
models for transport through,
03:445
use of ultrathin, in separation of radioactive gases from
nonradioactive carriers,
03:421
MENDELEVIUM
see also Actinides
Mercaptans
see Thiols
MERCURY
condensation of vapor of, at 500 to 1000 psia,
93:434
conversion of inorganic to organic, mechanisms, kinetics,
and equilibria involved in,
03:401
determination of microtrace amounts of, in samples of
environmental or biomedical interest,
03:387
determination of trace amounts of, in lunar materials by
neutron activation,
03:36
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
determination of, by instrumental neutron activation
methods in museum specimens of swordfish and tuna,
03:398
electronic excitation of, transfer of, to lithiun and
thallium ions,
03:223
heat transfer of vapor of, at 500 to 1000 psia,
03:434
reactions of atomic, with hydrogen, deuterium, nitrogen,
nitric oxide, and methane, velocity dependence of
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
03:226
reactions of electronically excited, with chlorine,
vibrational distribution in electronically excited
03:223
product of,
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
03:210
sorptive properties of surface of, for physiologically
effective quaternary ammonium ions,
03:445
thernal conductivity of vapor of, at 500 to 1000 psia,
03:434
MERCURY ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bi--1g, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
03:429
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
Hg--In, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
03:429
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
Hg--Pb, diffusion coefficient measurements for, using
capillary reservoir cell equipped to monitor capillary
03:429
composition by changes in electric resistivity,
MERCURY ISOTOPES
high-spin negative parity band structure in even-even,
03:21
Masons (p)
see Muons (u-)
MESONS (r)
(Restricted to the stable particle at 139 MeV; for
resonance particles with isospin I = 1 and odd Gparity see the beading Mesons, Resonance (n).)
induction of nuclear reactions by,
03:42
reactions with various targets to produce sodium-24,
03:55
spallation studies with, direct gamma spectroscopy
technique in,
03:30
MESONS, PSEUDOSCALAR
see also Mesons (a)
METABOLISM
03:244
mechanisms of reactions in,
Metal tmides
see Amides
Metal Borides
see Borides
Metal Carbides
see Carbides
Metal Carbonyls
see Carbonyls
Metal Chlorides
see Chlorides
METAL HALIDES
see also Alkali Metal Halides
gas phase geometry of dihalides, indication of bent
molecules from, 03:381
photodissociation of, electronically excited metal atoms
produced with excess translational energy by,
03:173
Metal tydrides
sea Hydrides
Metal Hydroxides
see Hydroxides
Metal ions
see Ions
Metal Nitrides
see Mitrides
Metal Jxides
see Oxides

METALLIC FILMS
03:190
photoionization of, electron production by,
METALLIC FOILS
see also Metallic Films
METALLOCENES
isotope partitioning in,
03:384
reactions of, at or near ionization threshold,
03:233
Metalloorganic Compounds
see Organic Compounds, MetalloMETALS
(See also specific metals.)
see also Alkali Metals
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
see also Alloys
see also Building Materials
see also Metallic Films
see also Rare Earths
see also Transition Metals
aqueous ion complexes of, studies of,
03:316
attachment of ions of, to water, length of time of,
03:252
behavior of surfaces of, in contact with liquid and
gaseous media,
03:451
corrosion of, kinetics of interfacial and mass transport
processes related to,
03:45B
corrosion of, mechanism of,
03:459
corrosion studies in systems of liquid, at 300 to 8000C,
03:424
diffusion of liquid, studies on,
03:429
dissolution of, effects of electrolyte composition, flow,
micro- and microgeometry on nature of high-rate,
03:454
energetics of, as function of pressure and temperature,
03:313
inelastic collisions of accelerated atoms of,
03:212
ionization of, collision-induced,
03:212
magnetic effects in vapor absorption spectra of,
03:243
nuclear magnetic resonance studies of hydrated ions of,
03:252
permeation of, by light isotopes,
03:439
photoionization of films of, electron production by,
03:190
production of atoms of, with excess translational energy,
by photodissociation of metal halides,
03:173
purification of liquid, by adsorption,
03:426
reactions of ions of, occurring in upper atmosphere,
03:224
reactions of ions of, with porphyrin-type molecules,
03:351
basic coordination chemistry involved in,
03:435
reactions of, with hydrogen,
reactions of, with hydrogen, thermodynamics of formation
of hydrides in,
03:339
03:427
recovery of, from fly ash,
separation of liquid, diffusion method for isotopic,
03:429
separation of tritium from liquid, of interest to reactor
systems,
03:417
03:412
separation of, by liquid--liquid extraction,
separation of, new methods for analytical,
03:389
separation of, using chlorendic acid as extractant,
03:397
solvent extraction process equipment for liquid, design
of,
03:437
spectral emissivities of liquid, effects of temperature
on,
03:327
spectral emittance and emissivity of, determination of,
03:327
03:425
surface tension of liquid,
thermodynamic properties of systems of liquid,
03:329
tritium permeation of,
03:438
use of small particles of, of uniform size as catalysts
in conversion of nuclear energy into chemical energy,
03:453
03:425
wetting properties of liquid,
x-ray photoemission spectroscopy of,
03:259
METEORITES
(Any meteoroid reaching the earth's surface without
being completely vaporized)
03:448
age estimation of, using thallium isotopes,
ages of chondrite, determination of, from isotopic
composition of lead in,
03:448
03:443
analysis of, by activation methods,
03:36
investigation of, by nuclear chemical techniques,
03:442
mineralogy and petrology of,
radioactivity induced in, by solar and galactic highenergy particles,
03:36
METEOROIDS
(Solid object moving in interplanetary space
considerably smaller than an asteroid and
considerably larger than an atom or molecule.)
see also Meteorites
METEOROLOGY
see also Atmosphere
METEORS
see also Meteorites
METHACRYLAMIDE
methacrylamide--methacrylic acid, polymerization in
aqueous solutions of, effects of electric field on,
03:152
METHACRYLIC ACID
methacrylamide--methacrylic acid, polymerization in
aqueous solutions of, effects of electric field on,
03:162

METHACRYLIC ACID, METHYL ESTER
methyl methacrylate--vinyl acetate, copolymerization of,
with crotonic acid in absence of electric field,
03:152
METHANE
activation of, to produce sorbed radicals on silica gel
03:166
and porous Vycor glass,
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
03:119
polluted atmospheres,
reactions of, with atomic hydrogen, study of abstraction
and exchange modes for, by molecular orbital
calculations, 03:281
reactions or, with atomic mercury, velocity dependence of
03:226
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
03:174
reactions of, with methylene,
reactions of, with singly charged positive silicon and
03:208
singly charged silicon hydride ions,
03:131
methane--silane, radiolysis of, gamma,
METHANE, CHLDROreactions of, with hydrated electrons to produce chloride
ion,
03:111
METHANE, CHLDRODIFLUORO03:292
distillation of, at low temperatures,
METHANE, CHLORDTRIFLLJRD03:292
distillation of, at low temperatures,
reactions of, with hydrated electrons to produce
03:111
trifluoromethyl radical,
METHANE, DICHLOROFLUORO03:292
distillation of, at low temperatures,
METHANE, DIFLUORO03:296
reactions of, with molecular chlorine, isotopic,
METHANE, FLUORO03:162
radiolysis of, mechanisms for,
03:174
reactions of, with methylene,
METHANE, IODOphotolysis of, labeled with carbon-14, formation of
03:174
carbon-14-labeled methyl radical and iodine in,
Methane, Tetrafluorosee Carbon Tetrafluoride
METHANE, TRIFLUORO03:292
distillation of, at low temperatures,
radiolysis of, mechanisms for,
03:162
METHANOL
separation of deuterium-labeled from normal, using
chromatography,
03:419
METHANOL, TRIFLUOROhypofluorite, fluorination reactions using,
photochemical,
03:447
Methyl Alcohol
see Methanol
Methyl Chloride
see Methane, ChloroMethyl Cyanide
see Acetonitrile
Methyl Iodide
see Methane, IodoMETHYL ISOCYANIDE
attachment of electrons to, mechanisms of,
03:153
METHYL ORANGE
radiation effects on decolorization of, protection
against, using divalent copper,
03:408
METHYL RADICALS
reactions of carbon-14-labeled, with alkenes,
03:174
METHYLENE
electronic states of, reactivity of,
03:174
kinetics of triplet ground state and first excited
singlet state of,
03:179
reactions
Tf, with -ethane, fluor.ethane, propane,
ethylene, and 2-butene,
03:174
Methylidene
see Methylene
MICELLES
effects of, on radiation-induced chain reactions, 03:109
reactions with hydrocarbons, effects of, toward quenchers
in bulk aqueous phase, 03:109
solubilization of, radiation and photochemical studies on
kinetic effects of,
03:116
use of, as simple model for radiation and photochemistry
in biological environment,
03:109
Microanalysis
see Analyticel Chemistry
Microclines
see Feldspars
Microlites (Microcrystals)
see Crystals
Micropterus
see under Ostelchthyes
Microtron
see Cyclotrons
MINERALOGY
see also Minerals
MINERALS
(See also specific minerals and classes of minerals
identified by specific elements.)
see also Lunar Materials
see alsc Spinels
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
Impurities at trace levels,
03:396
formation of, theories concerning, thermodynamic
quantities of importance in,
03:378
MITOCHONDRIA
protein function in, ENDOR studies of,
03:241
MIXER-SETTLERS
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03:422
solvent extraction studies using bench scale,
MIXERS
see also Mixer-Settlers
Moisture
see Water
MOLECULAR BEAMS
see also Ion Beams
development of, of short-lived nuclides generated using
03:213
cyclotron beams,
03:212
research on colliding fast,
03:218
scattering experiments with,
use of crossed, to investigate intermolecular forces and
to obtain information about elastic energy transfer in
03:220
moderating collisions,
Molecular Forces
see Intermolecular Forces
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
calculations on, even-tempered atomic orbitals for,
03:270
determination of, using nuclear quadrupole resonance
techniques,
03:335
investigation of, using x-ray and neutron
03:378
crystallography,
study of, in compounds with strong hydrogen bonds, use of
03:369
neutron crystallography in,
03:254
study of, using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:280
theory of, application of statistical methods to,
03:364
x-ray-diffraction studies of,
MOLECULES
see also Molecular Structure
atomic charges in, estimation of chemical shifts in
03:254
binding energies from,
03:163
attachment of electrons to, mechanisms of,
behavior of, under conditions of very large internal
excitation,
03:199
binding energies of diatomic, prediction of, using a
priori theoretical techniques,
03:276
charge distribution in, relation of, to binding energies
of core electrons,
03:264
clustering reactions of polar and nonpolar, with cations,
03:128
collision processes of gaseous,
03:224
collisions between neutral gaseous, dynamics of inelastic
and reactive,
03:223
collisions of triatomic, with atoms, energy transfer in,
03:293
collisions of, calculations of cross sections and isotope
effects in inelastic,
03:282
collisions of, in radiation chemistry, hot atom
chemistry, and thermal chemistry, reactive and
nonreactive,
03:220
collisions of, theoretical studies of dynamics of, in gas
phase,
03:282
collisions of, with atoms leading to chemical reactions,
crossed-molecular-beam studies of,
03:226
collisions of, with molecules, energy transfer between
translations, rotations, and vibrations in nonreactive,
03:293
conversion of neutral, containing halogen atoms to
negative ions,
03:218
core-level binding-energy shifts in small,
03:258
decomposition of highly electronically excited, 03:192
dynamics of, quantum mechanical calculations in,
application of,
03:275
electron properties of diatomic, prediction of, using a
priori theoretical techniques,
03:276
electron structure, spectra, and properties of diatomic,
03:276
electronic charge distribution in,
03:258
electronic relaxation in large polyatomic, deuterium
isotope effects in,
03:189
electronic states of,
03:149
electronic states of, of importance to radiation
chemistry and photochemistry,
03:247
electronic structures of,
03:247
energy levels of diatomic, prediction of, using a priori
theoretical techniques,
03:276
energy transfer in simple diatomic, vibrational,
03:285
energy transfer in, rates of vibrational,
03:173
excited states of, immediate fates of, when irradiated
with ionizing radiations,
03:127
fluorescent states of polyatomic,
03:173
force fields for, models for, tetrahedral and octahedral,
03:235
forces acting on, in membranes,
03:445
forces between, application of, in computing, predicting,
and extrapolating physical properties,
03:385
fragmentation of neutral excited, formed by electron
impact and photon absorption,
03:128
fundamental processes involving electronically excited,
spectroscopic techniques used for elucidation of,
03:176
geometry of, in triplet state,
03:248
hyperfine structure of diatomic and triatomic, rotational
and vibrational effects on,
03:284
infrared absorption and Raman scattering experiments on,
03:235
interactions and modes of motion of, in condensed states
of inorganic fluorides,
03:239
kinetics of small, in ground and excited electronic
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states,
03:179
lifetimes of, measurement of, for determination of energy
transfer,
03:173
long-lived excited neutral states of small,
03:127
low-energy collision and interaction of, with atoms,
domination of, by Van der Weals forces,
03:273
molecular orbitals for diatomic and polyatomic,
03:271
monolayer formation on surface of water by, containing
long hydrocarbon chain and relatively large polar group
at one end,
03:135
origins of interstellar, found in meteorites,
03:444
partition function ratios of isotopic, relation between,
and molecular force constants in diatomic and triatomic
molecules,
03:303
partitioning of, into electronic subsystems,
03:271
phosphorescence intensity of large, at 1.SOK,
03:249
photochemical reactions of complex, in condensed phase,
03:172
properties of electronically excited states of organic,
at low temperatures, static and dynamic,
03:255
properties of lowest triplet state of phosphorescent,
radiative, nonradiative, magnetic, and structural,
03:248
properties of, theoretical studies on isotopic mass
effects on chemical and physical,
03:293
radiationless transitions in small,
03:179
reactions of electronically excited, study of, using
ultraviolet radiation,
03:159
reactions of neutral, with gaseous ions, energy-transfer
processes and rates of,
03:245
reactions of small, with simple ions,
03:224
reactions of small, with transition metal halides in lowtemperature matrices,
03:351
reactions of, with ipns, application of ion cyclotron
resonance to study of,
03:219
reactions of, with ions, theoretical studies of,
03:287
reactions of, with low-energy electrons, theoretical
mechanisms of,
03:283
reactions with ions, effects of structure, internal
03:128
energy, and density on rates and mechanisms of,
03:128
reactions with ions, rate coefficients for,
reorientation of, in monomolecular films, relaxation
processes for,
03:440
scission of, effects of temperature on,
03:159
spectra of high-temperature associated vapor species in
two-component mixtures of strongly interacting,
03:234
03:283
spectra of, inner shell photoabsorption,
stabilization of excited product, effects of low
03:200
temperature and solid phase on,
structure and spectra of reactive, having appreciable
vapor pressure only at extremely high temperatures,
03:230
structure of gaseous polyatomic, relation of, to
03:268
transport and relaxation processes,
structure of vapor, investigation of, by infrared matrix03:334
isolation spectroscopy,
03:344
study of simple gaseous, at high temperatures,
theoretical studies of atmospheric triatomic and
diatomic,
03:279
transition probabilities of diatomic, prediction of,
03:275
using a priori theoretical techniques,
tritium exchange between biologically active, and water,
rate of,
03:290
unimolecular fragmentation mechanisms in superexcited,
03:128
use of photoexcited high vibrational states of, to
determine effect of vibrational energy of reagents on
03:220
reaction cross sections,
vacuum ultraviolet spectra and photochemistry of
03:246
polyatomic,
vibrational frequencies of diatomic, prediction of, using
03:275
a priori theoretical techniques,
vibronic absorption bandwidths of impurity, in crystal
lattices, determination of, by lifetime of excited
03:232
state and electron--phonon coupling,
Molten Salts
see Fused Salts
MOLYBDENUM
03:438
chemical behavior of,
03:335
chemistry of, in lower oxidation states,
03:439
gaseous transport through,
radiation effects on chemical, physical, and
03:439
metallurgical properties of,
valence states and disproportionation of, in fused salts,
03:405
MOLYBDENUM CARBIDES
03:308
thermodynamic properties of,
MOLYBDENUM FLUORIDES
03:438
synthesis of more stable lower valence,
MOLYBDENUM ISOTOPES 1o-93
03:1
internal conversion in, chemical effects in,
MOLYBDENUM OXIDES
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
composition and temperature,
03:321
Monocrystals
see Single Crystals
MOON
see also Lunar Materials
MUONS [(-)
capture of, in absorbers,
03:20

MUSCLES
of frog skeletal, effects of acetylcholine
activation
..
other quaternary ammonium compounds on,
03:445
MUTAGENS
see also Radiation

and

N
NAPHTHALENE
decay time of optically excited, at low pressure,
03:187
radiation effects on solutions of, in hexane, nature and
yields of products,
03:160
NAPHTHALENE, 2-METHYLdecay time of optically excited, at low pressure,
03:187
Negatrons
see Electrons
NEODYMIUM
see also Rare Earths
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
NEODYMIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Nd--UO,,
investigation of,
03:340
NEODYMIUM CHLORIDES
CeCI 3 -NdCIl--SmCl 3 , equilibrium in, in equilibrium with
bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate,
03:409
NEODYMIUM ISOTOPES
level structures of daughter nuclei of,
03:17
NEON
see also Rare Gases
NEON ISOTOPES Ne-20
reactions with aluminum-27 for study of high angular
momentum in heavy ion reactions,
03:41
reactions with aluminum-27, gamma rays emitted in,
03:46
use of ions of, to bombard elements from gold to uranium,
03:54
use of, as bombarding ion in nucler reactions,
03:90
Neopentane
see Propane, 2,2-DimethylNEOPLASMS
study of, using bismuth-204 and lead-204,
03:393
NEPTUNATES
preparation of, containing NpDO- ion,
03:94
NEPTUNIUM
see also Actinides
complex of tetravalent, with two eight-membered planar
cyclooctatetraenyl rings,
03:80
compounds of, Moessbauer studies on,
03:69
03:75
electronic ground-state configuration of,
ions in aqueous solutions of compounds of high-valent,
03:338
structure of,
molecular weight of pentavalent species of, in basic
03:69
solution, study of by ultrafiltration technique,
03:1
orbital electron binding energies in,
preparation of compounds of, containing heptavalent
03:94
neptunium,
03:76
reactions of hexavalent, with cysteine,
reactions of hexavalent, with dihydroxybenzene,
03:76
production of pentavalent neptunium in,
03:76
reactions of hexavalent, with thiols,
reactions of trivalent, with ruthenium complexes with
03:76
ammonia, production of tetravalent neptunium in,
03:65
spectra of trivalent, interpretation of,
structure of ionic, study of, by means of Raman spectra
of penta-, hexa-, and heptavalent neptunium in acid and
basic solutions,
03:69
NEPTUNIUM FLUORIDES
03:69
production of, containing pentavalent neptunium,
NEPTUNIUM ISOTOPES Np-237
03:237
nuclear moments of,
Network Analyzers
see Computers
NEUTRINOS
37
Cl(v,e-)3?Ar,
detection of, by neutrino-capture process
03:29
7
detection of, by neutrino-capture process rLi(v,e-) Be,
03:29
Neutron Activation Analysis
see Activation Analysis
NEUTRON BEAMS
3
He(d,n)tHe reaction,
development of polarized, from
03:40
use of polychromatic, for diffraction investigations,
03:355
Neutron Fission
see Fission
NEUTRON STARS
crustal properties of, application of temperature03:44
dependent droplet model to study of,
NEUTRONS
see also Neutron Beams
capture of, by nucleus of metal atom in organometallic
03:194
compounds, retentions following,
emission from highly excited states and states with high
spin,
03:57
interactions of, with ordered array of spins,
03:375
NEUTRONS, COLD
(Neutrons of less velocity than thermal neutrons; at
15oC their energy is below 0.01 eV.)
scattering of well-resolved beam of, as function of
momentum transfer, quasielastic,
03:368
NEUTRONS, FAST

(Neutrons of energy 100 kev and up.)
dosimetry methods for, development of,
03:199
03:199
effects induced in radiation chemistry by,
03:199
radiolysis induced by,
reactions (n,2n), (n,p), and (n,a) cross sections for,
03:2
NEUTRONS, PROMPT
8
sec following fission of
(Neutrons emitted within 10a nucleus.)
emission in fission of bismuth-209 by alpha particles at
40 to 50 MeV,
03:50
NEUTRONS, THERMAL
[Neutrons in equilibrium with the medium through which
they are diffusing: at 150C their energy is 3.01 to
0.1 eV.)
03:51
cross sections for,
scattering of, by vanadium hydride, quasielastic,
03:368
NICKEL
binding energies of core electrons of, in iridiun--nickel
alloys,
03:246
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
03:402
photon activation,
lifetimes of water molecules in first coordination sphere
of ions of, complcxed with one iminodiacetate ion,
03:252
spectrum of divalent, temperature independence of,
03:255
spin relaxation for divalent, in solution, use of NMR to
03:255
measure rate of,
NICKEL ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
oxygen-16 reactions with, effects of singly charged
03:251
negative, on grain color,
Cu--qi, corrosion of, by sodium chloride solutions at pH
03:459
from 0 to 9 and at 25 to 2000C,
03:357
Ni--U, study of intermetallics in,
NICKEL CHLORIDES
reactions of matrix-isolated, with carbon monoxide,
03:351
nitrogen, cxygen, and nitric oxide,
NICKEL FLUORIDES
reactions of matrix-isolated, with carbon monoxide,
03:361
nitrogen, oxygen, and nitric oxide,
NICKEL ISOTOPES Ni-5B
reactions with alpha particles at 12 to 30 MeV,
03:62
reactions with protons at 7 to 14 MeV,
03:62
NICKEL ISOTOPES Ni-60
reactions with alpha particles at 12 to 30 MeV,
03:52
NICKEL ISOTOPES Ni-51
reactions with protons at 7 to 14 MeV,
03:52
structure of,
03:25
NICKEL ISOTOPES Ni-63
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrun in,
03:1
NICKEL OXIDES
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
composition and temperature,
03:321
NIOBIUM
chemical behavior of,
03:438
chemistry of, in lower oxidation states,
03:335
gaseous transport through,
03:439
radiation effects on chemical, physical, and
metallurgical properties of,
03:439
reactions of heated surfaces of, with singly charged
positive molecular deuterium beams,
03:212
valence states and disproportionation of, in fused salts,
03:405
NIOBIUM FLUORIDES
synthesis of more stable lower valence,
03:435
NIOBIUM HALIDES
bond type and strength in mixed,
03:245
electrical charge distribution in mixed, change of, with
substitution of different halogens,
03:246
NIOBIUM HYDRIDES
structural studies on, involving hydrogen bonds,
03:369
NIOBIUM ISOTOPES Nb-92
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
NIOBIUM ISOTOPES Nb-93
metal--metal bond formation by, study of, by nuclear
quadrupole resonance techniques,
03:335
NIOBIUM OXIDES
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
composition and temperature,
03:321
NITRATES
see also Cobalt Nitrates
see also Copper Nitrates
see also Magnesiun Cerium Nitrates
see also Rare Earth Nitrates
see also Sodium Nitrates
determination of, adsorbed on solid from fertilizers
using photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:404
excited states of nitrate ions in solutions of,
03:117
free radical formation in,
03:155
radiation effects on oxygen exchange reaction in,
03:142
reactions of, with iodine and iodine oxides,
03:234
NITRIC ACID
photolysis of vapor of,
03:178
NITRIDES
vapor pressure of, apparatus for determining,
03:32B
NITRILES
see also Benzonitrile
see also Cyanides
radiolysis of, pulse,
03:163
synthesis of aliphatic and aromatic, from simple gases,
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03:444
NITROGEN
bonds to sulfur, synthesis of unusual compounds
containing,
03:356
determination of microtrace amounts of, in highly
purified rare gases using selective energy-transfer
03:387
processes,
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
03:420
membranes,
preparation of, with more than 99.9 percent and less than
0.0002 percent nitrogen-15 by exchange ol nitrogen
03:294
oxide with nitric acid,
reactions of, mechanism of energy transfer between gas
and surface in,
03:453
reactions of, with atomic mercury, velocity dependence of
03:226
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
reactions of, with matrix-isolated nickel chloride or
03:361
fluoride,
03:361
reactions of, with transition metal halides,
sorption of, by surfaces of zirconium oxide, gravimetric
03:461
studies of,
NITROGEN HYDRIDES
see also Ammonia
Nitrogen Hydrides NH 3
see Ammonia
NITROGEN ISOTOPES
exchange equilibria for, application of, to development
of more efficient and economical processes for
concentrating rarer isotopes,
03:303
separation of, from oxygen isotopes by low-temperature
gas chromatography using complexes of nitric oxide,
03:294
NITROGEN ISOTOPES N-13
charge states of fast, produced by deuteron reaction
03:201
(d,n) with carbon-12,
NITROGEN ISOTOPES N-14
cross sections for, total binary and ternary fission,
03:32
use of, as bombarding ion in nuclear reactions,
03:90
NITROGEN ISOTOPES N-15
application of, to chemical, biological, and biophysical
problems,
03:289
NITROGEN OXIDES
dissociation of, mechanism of energy transfer between gas
and surface in,
03:453
reactions of NO/sub x/ with HO/sub x/, photochemistry of,
03:178
reactions of, kinetics of,
03:178
NITROGEN OXIDES NO
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
polluted atmospheres,
03:119
photochemistry of, in stratosphere,
03:178
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with atomic mercury, velocity dependence of
electronic to vibronic energy transfer in,
03:226
reactions of, with hydrogen or deuterium in gas phase,
rates of,
03:221
reactions of, with matrix-isolated nickel chloride or
fluoride,
03:361
reactions of, with ozone, excitation functions for,
03:210
reactions of, with peroxyl radicals,
03:178
reactions of, with positronium in various media,
03:204
reactions of, with sodium, iron, mercury, copper, zinc,
selenium, and magnesium in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with transition metal halides,
03:361
NO--silane, radiolysis of, gamma,
03:131
NITROGEN OXIDES NO, OR NeO,
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
polluted atmospheres,
03:119
energy curves for, construction of, on basis of available
experimental and theoretical information,
03:279
heat transfer in pool boiling and condensing of,
03:434
photochemistry of, in stratosphere,
03:178
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
NITROGEN OXIDES NO
effects of, on production of Cl2 - in aqueous solutions of
sodium chloride,
03:114
energy curves for, construction of, on basis of available
experimental and theoretical information,
03:279
inhibition of dimerization by,
03:101
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
three-body attachment of, kinetics of,
03:121
NITROGEN SYSTEMS
Ar--N, ionization in, heteronuclear associative,
mechanism of,
03:267
NOBELIUM
see also Actinides
NOBELIUM ISOTOPES No-259
study of,
03:95
Noble Gases
see Rare Gases
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
(See also specific elements, isotopes, and compounds.)
see also Radiation Chemistry
see also Radiochemistry
studies in,
03:256
Nuclear Fission
see Fission
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study of compound, induced by 10- to 20-MeV protons and
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study of heavy-ion, using Berkeley SuperHILAC,
03:70
Nuclear Fuel Processing Plants
study of high-energy, using counter techniques,
03:33
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
study of pion-induced, for comparison with proton-induced
Nuclear Fusion Reactions
nuclear reactions,
03:27
see Thermonuclear Reactions
study of, using dielectric track detectors and
NUCLEAR ISOMERS
semiconductor detector telescopes,
03:61
study of, using gas recoil chamber,
03:70
vector-analyzing power of, induced by polarized protons
NUCLEAR MODELS
and deuterons,
03:40
experimental tests of,
03:9
Nuclear Reactions (Indirect)
formulation of temperature-dependent droplet, applicable
see Nuclear Reactions
to study of crustal properties of neutron stars,
03:44
Nuclear Spallation
investigation of shell,
03:9
see Spallation
normalization of energy of shell to liquid drop,
03:3
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
test of Tamura's,
03:24
see also Binding Energy
use of droplet model to describe nuclei,
03:44
see also Nuclear Models
use of Thomas--Fermi statistical, for highly excited
determination of, using alpha particle, meson (we), and
nuclei,
03:44
proton reactions at high energies,
03:35
usefulness of intranuclear-cascade evaporation in
effects of, on charge and mass distributions,
03:63
predicting high-energy proton spectra and
investigations of, using nuclear spectroscopy,
03:5
radiochemically measured cross sections,
03:31
studies of, in heavy element region,
03:89
NUCLEAR PARTICLES
study of, using heavy ion nuclear reactions,
03:41
(See also the specific particles.)
study of, using muonic x rays,
03:9
see also Nucleons
theoretical studies on, of heavy elements,
03:66
see also Radiation
NUCLEAR THEORY
Nuclear Radiation
see also Binding Energy
see Radiation
see also Nuclear Models
NUCLEAR REACTIONS
NUCLEI
see also Fission
(Nuclear Physics)
see also Spallation
alpha particle clustering at surface of,
03:42
see also Thermonuclear Reactions
alpha reactions (a,xn) for deformed, 03:57
angular monentum in heavy-ion, effects of,
33:45
beta decay of light mirror,
03:30
charge dispersion and recoil properties in, at A = 131,
collisions of heavy, nuclear shape effects in,
03:25
03:55
coupling of actinide, to 5f electrons,
03:98
chemical effects associated with,
03:201
cross sections of total compound,
03:47
chemical effects of,
03:194
decay of compound, as function of excitation energy and
chemical effects of, in solid state,
03:195
angular momentum,
03:85
cluster-transfer in, induced by heavy ions,
03:43
decay properties of neutron-rich,
03:84
compound-nucleus formation in, induced by heavy ions,
decay schemes of light, far from valley of beta
03:39
stability,
03:43
computer simulations of high- and low-energy,
03:31
decay studies of, far from line of 0- stability,
03:16
Coulomb barriers in, effects of, on initial phasa of
deformation in neutron-deficient, rare earth,
03:19
03:64
deformation of fragment, in fission,
interaction,
03:95
03:3
deformation of, at various spins,
cross sections for (n,2n), (n,p), and (n,a), 03:2
cross sections for various reaction channels in heavydensity distributions of,
03:44
dynamic properties of,
03:44
ion, using LBL SuperHILAC,
03:58
deexcitation processes in,
03:55
electronic configurations of, relation of nuclear and
chemical properties to,
03:72
effects of angular momentum in,
03:61
effects of nuclear structure on,
03:55
energies, spins, and parities of deformed, study of, by
03:60
excitation in heavy-ion-induced, study of high-spin,
nucleon-transfer reactions,
energy level systems of, investigation of, using Yale
03:13
heavy-ion-induced, for production of super-heavg
Heavy Ion Accelerator,
03:26
elements,
03:57
energy levels of, heavy-ion reaction study of high-spin,
heavy-ion-induced, to form compound nucleus,
03:57
03:13
high-energy, with matter, studies of,
03:464
energy levels of, with permanently deformed ground state
induction by heavy ion beams from 88-inch cyclotron,
configurations,
03:8
03:8
energy levels of, with unpaired proton,
03:41
03:43
fission of very heavy, total kinetic energy released in,
induction by heavy ions at SuperHILAC,
induction of, by intermediate-energy projectiles,
03:49
03:50
fission of, kinetic energy released in, of super-heavy
investigation of,
03:3
elements,
03:50
03:52
investigation of low- and medium-energy,
03:47
fission of, transition states in,
investigation of, induced by previously unavailable
fission product yields for spontaneously fissionable,
projectiles or at heretofore unaccessible energies,
03:51
03:55
03:84
03:48
fission properties of super-heavy,
many-nucleon-transfer, using heavy ions,
03:38
fission-like break up of, of medium mass,
mechanism of heavy ion,
03:41
formation of compound, evaluation of roles of isospin and
mechanism of various types of, using radiochemical
conservation of angular momentum in,
03:37
techniques,
03:35
formation of compound, in heavy-ion nuclear reactions,
03:37
mechanisms of,
effects of angular momentum on,
03:46
03:50
mechanisms of,
03:48
formation of compound, in heavy-ion reactions,
mechanisms of complex, involving heavy ions and heavy
03:85
formation of compound, study of, using heavy ions,
03:90
target nuclei,
formation of compound, that is unstable toward fission,
03:58
mechanisms of heavy-ion,
mechanisms of heavy-ion transfer, role of Coulob
in heavy-ion reactions,
03:48
03:83
fundamental properties and structure of, study of, by
excitation process in,
03:55
electron, gm-na, and charged-particle spectroscopy,
mechanisms of high- and medium-energy,
03:15
mechanisms of high-energy,
03:42
03:51
half-lives of spontaneously fissionable,
mechanisms of high-energy,
03:28
03:18
hexadecapole moments in deformed,
03:62
mechanisms of low-energy,
03:144
hyperfine splitting data for,
03:42
mechanisms of pion-induced,
interaction of two carbon, formation of quasi-molecular
03:49
mechanisms of, in haavy element targets,
03:52
33:33
state in,
mechanisms of, induced by high-energy protons,
03:253
interactions of, quadrupole,
mechanisms of, induced by high-energy protons in complex
03:253
interactions with electrons, hyperfine,
03:27
nuclei,
interactions with surrounding electron distributions,
03:51
mechanisms of, involving high-energy heavy ions,
application of Moessbauer resonance and gamma-gamma
03:53
mechanisms of, ionization-producing,
03:7
angular correlation techniques to,
03:59
mechanisms of, nuclear equilibration models for,
investigation of deformed,
03:9
03:59
model for, based on Thomas--Fermi approach,
investigation of, in transition region between spherical
03:35
nuclear chemistry research of high-energy,
03:9
and well-deformed regions,
nucleon-transfer, emphasizing deformed lanthanide and
investigation of, near rare earth region of deformation,
03:60
actinide nuclei,
products with half-lives in millisecond range fron, gas
03:15
investigation of, with Z or N of 43, 45, or 47 in which
03:70
recoil chamber for collection of,
03:25
03:29
g/sub 9/2/ orbit is being filled,
radiochemical recoil studies of high-energy,
rates of neutron,
03:51
level densities and deformation in,
03:3
reactions of charged and neutral recoil particles
level energies and reduced E2 transition probabilities in
deformed,
03:19
03:207
following,
solid state track detector studies of high-energy,
03:32
level spectra in, with A greater than 100,
03:22
statistical model in study of,
03:57
low-lying structure of neutron-deficient, with neutron
studies of heavy-ion,
03:48
numbers 34, 85, and 88,
03:24
study of accelerator- and cosmic-ray-proton-induced for
macroscopic properties of large, study of, by heavy-ion
reactions using SuperHILAC,
03:85
production,
03:454
Nuclear Fuel Processing Plants

masses of light, far from valley of beta stability,
studies of,
03:39
nature of, experimental techniques for investigating,
03:23
neutrons/fission determination for spontaneously
fissionable,
03:51
nuclear binding energies in, away from valley of maximum
03:23
nuclear stability,
nuclear reactions in complex, mechanisms of, induced by
high-energy protons,
03:27
nuclear reactions induced in complex, by high-energy
particles,
03:25
nuclear reactions with heavy target, by heavy ions,
03:90
03:66
nucleon correlation effects in,
nucleon motion in extremely deformed, determined by
research on transition states and potential energy
barriers,
03:77
nucleons in, study of correlations between, 03:B3
0
orientation studies on, at temperatures down to 0.001 K,
03:257
production and deexcitation of highly excited, role of
03:61
angular momentum in,
production of neutron-deficient, by means of (*He,xn) and
03:49
(Sie,xn) reactions in which x Is 10 to 15,
production of super-heavy, in heavy-ion reactions,
03:485
optimum conditions for,
03:20
properties of light- and medium-mass,
properties of, at very high angular momentum, 03:16
properties of, calculation of, as determined by various
models of single particle potential and of residual
interactions,
03:65
proton-binding limits for,
03:11
03:36
reactions of high-energy projectiles with complex,
reactions of polarized proton and deuteron beams with,
03:40
rotational states in deformed, study of, by reaction
03:18
gamma-ray technique,
03:14
scattering of, Josephson effect in quasi-elastic,
shape of, effects of, on electronic orbitals of super03:86
heavy,
shell models for,
03:12
03:40
spin states of, produced in nuclear reactions,
03:91
stability of, with Z = 114 and higher,
structure of actinide,
03:73
03:16
structure of odd-odd, by proton reactions (p,ny),
structure of, in transitional mass range C( = 183 to
200), 03:21
structure of, studies on effects of, on nuclear
reactions,
03:55
03:22
study of heavy-ion compound,
03:60
study of highly deformed,
03:39
study of neutron-deficient and neutron-excess,
study of, with sub-second half-lives by alpha--x-ray
technique,
03:95
03:14
superfluid theory of heavy, test of,
03:66
theoretical description of deformed,
theoretical description of excited, on basis of
03:12
statistical mechanics,
total binding and deformation energies of,
03:4
transport of short-lived over large distances using
03:23
helium-jet recoil transport method,
vibrational treatment of medium-weight, even-even,
spherical,
03:19
NUCLEIC ACID, DEOXYRIBOproperties of solutions of,
03:320
radicals of, formed by electron attachment, nature and
reactions of,
03:104
radiolysis of aqueous solutions of, products of pulse,
03:104
reactions with solvated electrons and hydroxyl radicals,
03:104
sensitization of, by bromouracil, mechanism of,
03:104
synthesis of,
03:198
NUCLEODS
see also Neutrons
see also Protons
interactions with nucleons, intranuclear transition rate
for, as function of nuclear density and Fermi energy,
03:59
transfer of, in quasi-elastic scattering of two
superconducting nuclei,
03:14
NUCLEOSIDES
neutron diffraction studies of components,
03:379
x-ray diffraction work on,
03:378

0
Octadecanoic Acid
see Stearic Acid
OILS
see also Lipids
OLEAMIDE
radiation effects on break pressure of monolayers of,
after treatment with oxygen,
03:135
Olefins
see Alkenes
Omega Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Oncorhynus
see under Dsteichthyes
Optical Pyrometers
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see Pyrometers
Oralloy
see Uranium Isotopes
Orange Oxide
see Uranium Oxides U03
ORES
(See also ores of specific metals; see also specific
minerals, e.g., Carnotites, and formations such as
Chattanooga Shale.)
see also Copper Ores
see also Minerals
ORGANIC ACIDS
see also Amino Acids
see also fatty Acids
irradiation of normal aliphatic carboxylic, effects of
03:157
chain length on products of,
radiation effects on, study of paramagnetic species
produced by,
03:144
Organic Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
see also Radiochemistry
see also Reaction Mechanisms
problems of pure and applied, application of isotopic
methods, NMR, ir, gas chromatography, and high-speed
03:297
computing to,
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
see also Alcohols
see also Alkaloids
see also Alkanes
see also Alkenes
see also Amines
see also Carbohydrates
see also Dyes
see also Heterocyclic Compounds
see also Hydroaromatic Compounds
see also Organic Acids
chemical responses in, transformation of high-energy
03:140
radiation into,
03:175
chemistry of solid state, at high pressures,
electronic structure of irradiated liquid and glass,
03:147
03:447
fluorination of, using xenon difluoride,
geometry of five-membered-ring, effects of intermolecular
forces on,
03:383
irradiation of glassy, properties of trapped electrons
produced by gamma,
03:168
03:444
origin of, in early solar system,
photochemistry of glasses of, role of hydrogen atoms in,
03:191
properties of electronically excited states of molecules
03:265
of, at low temperatures, static and dynamic,
properties of i-bonded molecules and crystals of,
electronic absorption, luminescence, and nonradiative,
03:232
radiation chemistry of electronically excited states in,
03:1890
radiation chemistry of glasses of, role of hydrogen atoms
in,
03:191
03:157
radiation chemistry of homologous series of,
radiation effects on electric conductivity of glassy,
03:165
effects of temperature on gamma,
radiation effects on, both pure and with electron, free
radical, and positive-ion scavengers, gamma,
03:141
radiolysis of liquid, formation of excited states in,
03:151
radiolysis of, effects of homology on products of,
03:157
03:146
range of low-energy electrons in,
reactions of, containing nitrogen with high-energy
radiation,
03:113
reactions of, with energetic atoms of carbon-11,
03:207
relaxation and recombination times in liquid, at room
temperature,
03:152
synthesis of, indigenous to meteorites by heating
mixtures of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and ammonia in
presence of iron meteorite catalyst,
03:444
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, IODOiodine exchange between elementary iodine and,
03:227
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, MERCUROthermodynamic properties of,
03:401
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METALLOpreparation of, containing actinides,
03:456
radiation effects on, study of paramagnetic species
produced by,
03:144
structure and bonding in, of iron and tin, application of
Moessbauer effect in studying,
03:266
use of, as catalysts in conversion of nuclear energy into
chemical energy,
03:463
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SULFO03:374
crystal structure of,
Organic Solvents
see Solvents
ORGANIC SYNTHESES
see also Reaction Mechanisms
Organic Zeolites
see Ion Exchange Materials
ORGANISMS
(See also specific organisms.)
cultivation of, depleted in carbon-13 by using carbon-12-
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labeled carbon dioxide from which carbon-13 has been
stripped,
03:289
cultivation of, of highly unnatural isotopic composition
and extraction of compounds of biological significance
therefrom,
03:239
Drthophosphoric Acid
see Phosphoric Acid
Oryzia
see under Dsteichthyes
OSMIUM ISOTOPES
level spectra of neutron-deficient, even-even,
investigation of, by in-beam (p,2ny) and (a,2ny)
spectroscopy and radioactive decay, 03:21
nuclear model for,
03:9
OSMIUM ISOTOPES Os-190
level structure of, study of, from decays of 9°sRe and
19aIr,
03:21
OSTEICHTHYES
swordfish, analysis of, for mercury by activation
methods,
03:398
tuna, analysis of, for mercury by activation methods,
03:398
OXIDES
see also Actinide Oxides
see also Aluminum Oxides
see also Carbon lonoxides
see also Cerium Oxides
see also Cesium Oxides
see also Chromium Oxides
see also Hafnium Oxides
see also Iodine Oxides
see also Iron Oxides
see also Lanthanum Oxides
see also Molybdenum Oxides
see also Nickel 3xides
see also Niobium Jxides
see also Nitrogen Oxides
see also Peroxides
see also Plutonium Uranium Oxides
see also Protactinium Oxides
see also Rare Earth Oxides
see also Silicon Oxides
see also Sulfur Oxides
see also Sulfur Trioxides
see also Technetium Oxides
see also Thorium Oxides
see also Thorium Oxides ThO 2
see also Titanium Oxides
see also Transition Metal Oxides
see also Tungsten Oxides
see also Uranium Oxides
see also Uranium Oxides UO
see also Iranium Jxides UO2
see also Uranium Oxides U0D
see also Vanadiun Oxides
see also Water
see also Water-t 2
see also Ytterbium Oxides
see also Yttrium Oxides
see also Zirconium Oxides
precipitation of, from molten fluoride mixtures, design
of equipment for selective, 03:416
reactions of refractory, with water as vapor and liquid,
03:461
retention and release of volatile materials in metal,
03:455
mechanisms of,
03:461
surface chemistry of refractory,
03:328
vapor pressure of, apparatus for determining,
OXONIUM IONS
(dOH3)
complexes of, with tributyl phosphate, existence of,
03:315
hyldration shells around, study of, by x-ray- and neutron03:385
diffraction,
03:315
identification and study of,
OXYBROMIDES
see also Rare Earth Oxybromides
see also Samarium Oxybromides
OXYCARBIDES
see also Lanthanum Oxycarbides
OXYFLUORIDES
see also Xenon Dxyfluorides
OXYGEN
see also Ozone
binding energies of core electrons of, in tin oxides,
03:245
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
03:420
membranes,
pion reactions (m,ns) with, excitation functions for,
03:42
reactions of atomic, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, mechanism of energy transfer between gas
and surface in,
03:453
reactions of, with atomic hydrogen in atmosphere,
03:211
reactions of, with cesium and potassium, chemi-ionizing

collision,
03:226
03:182
reactions of, with electrons, rate constants for,
reactions of, with hydrogen or deuterium in gas phase,
rates of,
03:221
reactions of, with matrix-isolated nickel chloride or
fluoride,
03:361
reactions of, with sodium, iron, mercury, copper, zinc,
selenium, and magnesium in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with transition metal halides,
03:361
scavenger effects of, in tritium--cyclohexene gas phase
system, 03:202
three-body attachment of, kinetics of,
03:121
OXYGEN IONS
collisions of molecular hydrogen with singly charged,
production of singly charged positive hydroxyl in,
03:224
reactions of metastable excited states of singly charged
positive,
03:224
OXYGEN ISOTOPES
exchange equilibria for, application of, to development
of more efficient and economical processes for
concentrating rarer isotopes,
03:303
separation of, from nitrogen isotopes by low-temperature
gas chromatography using complexes of nitric oxide,
03:294
OXYGEN ISOTOPES 0-16
use of, as bombarding ion in nuclear reactions,
03:90
OXYGEN ISOTOPES 0-17
application of, to chemical, biological, and biophysical
problems,
03:289
OXYGEN ISOTOPES 0-18
application of, to chemical, biological, and biophysical
problems,
03:289
concentration of, in gas phase by chemical exchange
between carbon dioxide and amine carbamate,
03:294
radiation effects on exchange of, in chlorates, nitrates,
and perchlorates,
03:142
OXYGEN SYSTEMS
0--U, phase studies on,
03:340
OXYHALIDES
see also Chromium Oxyhalides
OZONE
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
03:119
polluted atmospheres,
energy curves for, construction of, on basis of available
03:279
experimental and theoretical information,
formation of, mechanism of inhibition of, by water,
ammonia, and sulfur hexafluoride,
03:129
formation of, mechanism of sensitization of, by nitrogen,
03:129
argon, and helium,
photochemistry of, in stratosphere,
03:178
03:129
photolysis of, flash,
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, kinetics of,
03:178
03:211
reactions of, with atomic hydrogen in atmosphere,
reactions of, with nitric oxide, excitation functions
for,
03:210
reactions of, with sodium, iron, mercury, copper, zinc,
03:210
selenium, and magnesium in atmosphere,
reactions of, with sulfur dioxide, excitation functions
for,
03:210

P
PAINTS
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
03:396
impurities at trace levels,
PALLADIUM
coordination complexes of divalent, polarized single
03:231
crystal spectra of,
PALLADIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ag--Pd, surface composition of, difference between, and
03:453
bulk composition,
PALLADIUM BROMIDES
equilibrium
constants for, from
Pdr,
-PdCl,,
2
spectrophotometric data, computer evaluation of,
03:310
PALLADIUM CHLORIDES
PdBr 2 -PdCl 2, equilibrium constants for, from
spectrophotometric data, computer evaluation of,
03:310
PALLADIUM HYDRIDES
near 50°K,
03:358
behavior anomalies in,
03:368
neutron scattering measurements on, inelastic,
PALLADIUM ISOTOPES Pd-111
nuclear model for,
03:9
Paper Chromatography
see Chromatography
PARAFFIN
(Reserved for hydrocarbon ax: for compounds of the
paraffin series see Alkanes and the specific
compounds.)
see also Alkanes
Paraffins
see Alkanes
PARTICLE SOURCES
sec also Alpha Particles
see also Ion Sources
see also Radiation Sources
PARTICLES
see also Aerosols
see also Alpha Particles

see also Beta Particles
see also Powderssee also Radiation Sources
detection of, in urban atmospheres by neutron and photon
activation methods,
03:402
interactions of energetic, with surfaces, chemical
03:238
effects of,
production of small, of uniform size for use as
catalysts, 03:453
scavenging of, in aerosols by falling macroscopic
particle, 03:449
PCUT Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
PENTANE
03:233
ionization efficiency data for,
PEPTIDES
amino acid sequences in, development of high-sensitivity
technique for generation of spectra to provide
03:377
information on,
biological activity of tritium-labeled, prepared by
microwave discharge production of tritium atoms,
03:197
retention of,
radiolysis of, high-energy,
03:113
radiolysis of, study of, using ESR and pulse radiolysis
techniques, 03:108
03:378
x-ray diffraction work on,
PERBROMATES
03:338
chemistry of,
radiation chemistry of,
03:338
PERBROMIC ACID
chemistry of,
03:338
Perca
see under Osteichthyes
Perch, Yellow (Perca)
see Perca under Osteichthges
PERCHLORATES
activities of, in solutions containing pairs of cations,
03:318
radiation effects on oxygen exchange reaction in,
03:142
PERIODIC SYSTEMS
[Systematic arrangements and classification schemes for
elements or nuclides)
structure of, in transactinide and super-heavy element
regions,
03:96
Permalloy
see Nickel Alloys and Systems
PEROXIDES
see also Hydrogen Peroxides
radicals from, reactions of, with nitrogen oxides,
03:178
PERRHENATES
see also Potassium Perrhenates
PERTECHNETATES
see also Potassium Pertechnetates
enthalpy of formation of aqueous ionic, design of
solution--reaction calorimeter for determining,
03:317
Phaeophyta
see Algae
PHASE STUDIES
(Including allotropic formations, eutectoid reactions,
nucleation, precipitation, phase transformations,
recovery, segregation, etc.)
see also Solutions
PHENOL, p-BROMOreactions of, with hydrated electrons to produce phydroxyphenyl radical,
03:112
Phenyl Carbinol
see Benzyl Alcohol
PHENYL ETHER
03:456
stability of, effects of sodium on,
Phenyl Oxide
see Phenyl Ether
PHONONS
see also Crystal Structure
coupling of, with electrons, mechanism of,
03:147
coupling of, with electrons, theory of,
03:232
PHOSGENE
distillation of, for fractionating carbon-13,
03:303
PHOSPHATE ROCKS
see also Phosphates
PHOSPHATES
see also Sodium Phosphates
determination of, by automatic method, 03:403
growth habits and kinetics of growth of, study of,
through crystallization in gel matrices,
03:355
PHOSPHIDES
phosphides--sulfides, preparation, structure, and
properties of,
03:334
PHOSPHORESCENCE
see also Fluorescence
see also Phosphors
triplet states of, individual spin sublevels of,
03:253
PHOSPHORIC ACID
esters of, stereochemistry of,
03:281
ionization of, in various concentrations of potassium
chloride up to 300°C, behavior of first two steps of,
03:326
PHOSPHORS
(For phosphors mounted as part of a radiation detection
system, see Radiation Detectors, Scintillation or
Radiation Detectors, Luminescent.)
see also Anthracene
see also Cesium Iodides
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see also Naphthalene
see also Phosphorescence
see also Potassium Iodides
03:175
radiation damage in organic,
PHOSPHORUS
geometry of pentacoordinate, relation of, to mechanisms
03:378
of important biological reactions,
radiation effects on compounds of, in solid state, gamma,
03:163
PHOSPHORUS ACIDS
see also Phosphoric Acid
PHOSPHORUS ISOTOPES P-31
alpha reactions [a,y) with, using high-resolution solid
03:22
state detectors,
PHOSPHORUS ISOTOPES P-32
production of recoil atoms of, from phosphorus-31 by
03:205
neutron reactions (n ,),
03:205
reactions of hot atoms of, in gas phase,
Photochemical Reactions
see Photochemistry
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
see also Photosynthesis
fluorination reactions in, using trifluoromethanol
hypofluorite,
03:447
03:248
primary processes of, mechanisms of,
03:296
studies of, in electronic ground state,
techniques used in organic,
03:176
Photoneutrons
see photoproduction under Neutrons
PHOTONS
see also Gamma Radiation
see also X Radiation
detection of energetic, sensitivity of technique for,
03:253
emission of first, by excited molecule, use of, to
determine fluorescent lifetimes,
03:173
Photoprotons
see photoproduction under Protons
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
see also Chlorophylls
see also Photochemistry
free radicals associated with, characterization of,
03:170
light conversion in, role of chlorophyll in,
03:289
light-conversion step in, effects of electron donor-acceptor properties of cholorphyll on,
03:170
mechanisms of reactions in,
03:244
simulation of, by synthetic chlorophyll systems,
03:170
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
see also Thermodynamics
PHYSICS
see also Astrophysics
see also Quantum Mechanics
PHYSIOLOGY
see also Metabolism
PHYTOCHROMES
phototransformation of, kinetics of, effects of molecular
weight, pH, and salt concentration on,
03:172
Picket Fence (Cusp Thermonuclear Reactor)
see Thermonuclear Reactors
PIGMENTS
see also Phytochromes
isotope partitioning in,
03:384
preparation of deuterated or carbon-13-labeled
photosynthetic,
03:289
synthesis of porphyrin-like, from simple gases,
03:444
Pions
see Mesons (r)
PLANTS
(Limited to general papers on plants in the botanical
sense.)
analysis of, for antimony, arsenic, chromium, cobalt,
gold, mercury, rare earths, selenium, and zinc by
activation methods, 03:391
Plants (Fuel Reprocessing)
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
PLANTS (INDUSTRIAL)
see also Radiochemical Processing Plants
PLASMA
(Ionized gas)
free atom formation processes from aerosol droplets or
powdered samples introduced into, mechanisms of,
03:388
solute vaporization interferences in, mechanistic studies
on,
03:388
stable and reactive species in, relative concentrations
of,
03:398
PLASTIC FLOW
see also Fluid Flow
PLASTICS
(See also specific compounds used as plastics.)
see also Ethylene Polymers
see also Styrene Polymers
radiation processing of, development of,
03:159
serviceability of, in radiation environment, prediction
of,
03:159
PLATINATES
see also Bromoplatinates
see also Chloroplatinates
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(See also specific materials being plated or being
deposited.)
see also Electrochemistry
PLATINUM
coordination complexes of divalent, polarized single
crystal spectra of,
03:231
ligand substitution and isotopic exchange in squareplanar complexes of,
03:209
surface structure of, effects of, on conversion of
heptane to toluene,
03:453
use of surfaces of, in conversion of cyclohexane to
benzene,
03:453
PLATINUM ISOTOPES
high-spin negative parity band structure in even-even,
03:21
PLATINUM ISOTOPES Pt-194
energy levels from heavy ion Coulomb excitation,
03:10
krypton-scattering with Coulomb excitation,
03:10
xenon scattering with Coulomb excitation,
03:10
PLATINUM METALS
see also Iridium
see also Palladium
see also Platinum
see also Rhodium
see also Ruthenium
PLUTONIUM
see also Actinides
chemistry of, in basic solutions,
03:59
complex of tetravalent, with two eight-membered planar
cyclooctatetraenyl rings,
03:80
03:1
Coster--Kronig transition yields in,
disproportionation, reproportionation, and polymerization
of tetravalent,
03:261
03:75
electronic ground-state configuration of,
03:415
separation of, from reactor wastes,
03:1
spectral data for, analysis of K and L Auger,
33:237
spectroscopy of, experimental and theoretical,
PLUTONIUM FLUORIDES
see also Plutonium Fluorides PuF3
see also Plutonium Fluorides PuF,
see also Plutonium Fluorides PuF,
PLUTONIUM FLUORIDES PuP,
thermodynamic properties of plutonium-242-labeled,
03:308
PLUTONIUM FLUORIDES PuF,
03:3065
thermodynamic properties of,
thermodynamic properties of plutonium-242-labeled,
03:308
PLUTONIUM FLUORIDES PuF 6
03:306
thermodynamic properties of,
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES
half-lives, masses, and alpha-decay branching for highly
03:15
neutron-deficient,
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES Pu-238
analysis of, for trace amounts of uranium-234 by alpha
spectrometry,
03:414
03:57
electric monopole transitions in,
separation of, from uranium-234 by residue adsorption
technique,
03:414
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES Pu-239
03:97
energy release in fission of, gamma,
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES Pu-242
heat capacity measurements on compounds containing, at
low temperatures,
03:341
03:18
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
lifetimes of, measurement of E2, by Doppler shift-plunger
method,
03:18
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES Pu-244
03:79
search for, in lunar material,
03:79
search for, in nature, mass spectrometric,
PLUTONIUM OXIDES
PuOz
see also Plutonium Oxides
see also Plutonium Oxides PuzOa
see also Plutoniun Uranium Oxides
PLUTONIUM OXIDES PuO,
premelting phenomena in, manifesting lambda-type heat
capacity curves several hundred degrees below nelting
03:337
point,
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
03:321
composition and temperature,
PLUTONIUM OXIDES PuO ,
03:306
thermodynamic properties of,
PLUTONIUM URANIUM OXIDES
03:345
fission product behavior in, prediction of,
migration of constituents of, in temperature gradient of
03:435
elements,
reactor
fuel
operating fast
03:372
structure of,
POISONING
(See also toxic substances.)
see also Metabolism
see also Phosgene
POLARONS
[An electron in an ionic crystal which moves with its
accompanying distortion of the lattice. It has an
effective mass greater than the electron.)
see also Electrons
see also Phonons
POLYENES
(Compounds containing more than two double bonds)
see also Alkenes

Polyesters
see polymers under Esters
Polyethylene
see Ethylene Polymers
POLYMERIZATION
ionic-type reactions in, effects of electric field on,
03:152
POLYMERS
see also Ethylene Polymers
see also Styrene Polymers
cross-linking and rupture in, effects of thilIs on,
03:101
grafting of vinyl monomers to, effects of viscosity on
graft yield in,
03:143
mechanical properties of, effects of homopolymer content
on,
03:143
origins of high-molecular-weight organic, found in
meteorites,
03:444
radiation chemistry of,
03:159
radiation effects on,
03:143
radiation effects on chemical reactions involved in
crosslinking and scission of organic high,
03:159
radiation effects on, gamma and uv,
03:101
structure of, determination of,
03:145
Polypeptides
see Peptides
POLYPHENYLS
see also Biphenyl
see also Sexiphenyl
Polystyrene
see Styrene Polymers
Polythene
see Ethylene Polymers
Polytron Device
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Polywater
see Water
Pomopis
see under Osteichthyes
POROUS MATERIALS
see also Graphite
PORPHINE
see also Porphyrins
PORPHYRINS
see also Chlorophyll
electronic structure and chemical properties of metallo-,
03:244
metal replacement in, mechanisms of,
03:351
reactions of, with metal ions, basic coordination
03:351
chemistry involved in,
role of ions of, in metabolic and photosynthetic
03:244
processes, biological,
03:244
use of, in catalytic energy conversion steps,
POSITRONIUM
behavior of, in solvents, correlation of, with properties
03:204
of solvent,
03:196
hot atom chemistry of, in matter,
03:207
lifetime of, dependence of, on environment,
reactions of, in molecular glass solids, kinetics of,
03:204
03:204
reactions of, in molecular liquids and solids,
reactions of, with benzoquinone in various solvents,
03:204
03:204
reactions of, with bromine in various media,
03:204
reactions of, with chlorine in various media,
03:204
reactions of, with iodine in various solvents,
03:204
reactions of, with nitric oxide in various media,
POSITRONS
see also Electrons
03:196
annihilation of, emission of photons in,
03:196
annihilation of, role of defects in,
diffusion in doped ionic crystals and metals, rates of,
03:196
electronic environment sampled by, in solid state
matrices, use of high-resolution Ge(Li) detector for
characterizing, 03:196
03:196
interactions of, in matter,
POTASH
see also Potassium Hydroxides
POTASSIUM
see also Alkali Metals
critical pressure of, determination of, within 2 psia,
03:350
critical temperature of, determination of, within 2OF,
03:350
determination of, by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
03:403
in conjunctionr, with PDP-S/E computer,
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
reactions of, with bromine, chlorine, and oxygen, chemi03:225
ionizing collision,
reactions of, with deuterium and hydrogen, dissociative
collisions in,
03:226
vapor pressure of, direct measurement of, up to critical
point,
03:350
POTASSIUM CHLORIDES
see also Potassium Manganese Chlorides
equilibrium in, between polynuclear
KCI--SnCl ,
2
aggregates of SnCle and a monomeric species,
investigation of, by Raman spectroscopic studies,
03:234
POTASSIUM CYANIDES
radiation effects on aqueous solutions of, mechanisms of

reactions involved in,
03:102
radiolysis of aqueous solutions of, products fron,
03:102
POTASSIUM DICHROMATES
crystal structure of,
03:386
POTASSIUM ERBIUM NITRATES
structural investigation of, using x-ray-crystallographic
03:370
and molecular-spectroscopic techniques,
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDES
03:452
diffusion coefficients for aqueous solutions of,
POTASSIUM IODIDES
luminescence excitation in, at 77 and 150K,
03:149
POTASSIUM MANGANESE CHLORIDES
magnetic interactions in, agreement of observed with
calculated,
03:3765
POTASSIUM PERRHENATES
03:317
enthalpy data for, high-temperature,
POTASSIUM PERTECHNETATES
enthalpy data for, high-temperature,
03:317
POTASSIUM PRASEODYMIUM NITRATES
structural investigation of, using x-ray-crystallographic
and molecular-spectroscopic techniques,
03:370
POWDERS
see also Particles
free atom formation from, in plasmas or flames,
mechanisms of,
03:388
Power Reactor Fuel Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
PRASEODYMIUM
see also Rare Earths
corrections to Hartree--Fock theory due to electrostatic
configuration of,
03:55
PRASEODYMIUM ISOTOPES
level structures of daughter nuclei of,
03:17
PRASEDDYMIUM ISOTOPES Pr-134
new data for,
03:17
PRASEODYMIUM ISOTOPES Pr-131;
low-level spin sequence of,
03:17
Precursors, Delayed-Neutron
see Fission Products
PRESSURE
see also Vapor Pressure
effects of, on energetics of metals,
03:313
effects of, on rates of reaction of hydrogen or deuterium
in gas phase,
03:221
PRESSURE DROP
see alsc Fluid Flow
PRESSURE VESSELS
see also Vessels
Processes
see Separation Processes
Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
PROMETHIUM
see also Rare Earths
PROMETHIUM ISOTOPES Pm-143
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrun in,
03:1
PROMETHIUM ISOTOPES Pm-147
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrun in,
03:1
use of, as source for x-ray fluorescence analysis,
03:405
PROMETHIUM [SOTOPES Pm-154
decay scheme studies on,
03:55
isoeriss in,
03:55
Prompt Neutrons
see Neutrons, Prompt
PROPANE
ionization efficiency data for,
03:233
production of, by reaction of ethylene with sorbed methyl
radical,
03:156
reactions of, with methylene,
03:174
PROPANE, 2,2-DIMETHYLionization efficiency data for,
03:233
PROPANE, 2-0ID0iodine exchange between, and elementary iodine,
33:227
PROPANE, 2-IDDO-2-METHYLiodine exchange between, and elementary iodine, 03:227
PROPANE, 2-METHYLionization efficiency data for,
03:233
2-PROPANOL
inhibition of dimerization by,
03:101
PROPENE
activation of, to produce sorbed radicals on silica gel
and porous Vycor glass,
03:166
PRDPENE, HEXAFLUOROreactions mechanisms of, transition
from three- to twobody behavior in,
03:121
PROPERTIES
(Use more specific term)
see also Magnetic Properties
Propylene
see Prcpene
PROTACTINIUM
see also Actinides
distribution of, between liquid bismuth--lithium alloys
and lithium-containing halide salts,
03:359
separation of, in reprocessing of molten salt breeder
fuels,
03:359
PROTACTINIUM FLUORIDES
reactions of, with hydrogen, equilibrium constants for,
03:359
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PROTACTINIUM OXIDES
precipitation of solid, from molten beryllium fluoride-lithium fluoride--thorium fluoride--uranium fluoride
system by equilibration with argon--hydrogen fluoride-03:359
water gas mixture,
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
03:321
composition and temperature,
PROTEINS
see also Enzymes
see also Peptides
biological activity of tritium-labeled, prepared by
microwave discharge production of tritium atoms,
retention of,
03:197
crystal structures of, application of neutron resonance
03:384
scattering to,
interactions with chlorophyll,
03:170
preparation of deuterated or carbon-13-labeled,
03:289
preparation of fully deuterated, except for particular
amino acid introduced by biosynthesis into side-chain
position,
03:289
properties of solutions of,
03:320
structure and function of,
03:289
structure and function of, study of, using magnetic
resonance spectroscopy,
03:241
Protium
see Hydrogen
PROTON BEAMS
reactions of polarized, with nuclei to study spindependence of reactions,
03:40
PROTONS
acceleration of, up to 50 keV, design and construction of
apparatus for,
03:439
emission of, delayed,
03:11
nuclear reaction induction by 28-GeV, to yield products
with mass numbers between 10 and 50,
03:33
nuclear reactions induced by high-energy, mechanisms of.
03:27
reactions of 11.5-GeV, with uranium, mass, energy, and
angular correlations of products of,
03:27
reactions of 33- and 50-MeV, with aluminum, calcium,
chromium, silicon, sodium, titanium, and zirconium,
cross sections for,
03:34
reactions of, with water and water vapor at 2 Meg,
study
of light emitted in,
03:201
reactions with nickel-58 and nickel-61 at 7 to 14 MeV,
03:52
spallation studies with 200-Gev, direct gamma
spectroscopy technique in,
03:30
structural studies on solvated,
03:281
studies of new species of hydrated, 03:369
transfer of, across hydrogen bonds in genetic materials,
03:379
transfer of, dependence of rate of, on properties of
solvent,
03:161
transfer reactions of, in solution, tunneling in,
03:295
PULSARS
see also Neutron Stars
PURINES
(Substituted purines found in nucleic acids)
radiolysis of, high-energy,
03:113
PYRENE
anion of, rate of formation of,
03:116
electron production in solution of, by two-photon laser
photolysis,
03:182
Pyrex Glass
see Glass
PYRIDINE
valence isomer of, identification of photochemically
formed,
03:169
PYRIDINIUM COMPOUNDS
radiolysis of, study of, using ESR and pulse radiolysis
techniques,
03:108
2-PYRIDINOL, 3-NITROSOreactions of, with transition metals to form chelates,
03:362
PYRIMIDINES
(Substituted pyrimidines found in nucleic acids)
radiolysis of, high-energy,
03:113
4-PYRIMIDINOL, 5-NITROSOreactions of, with transition metals to form chelates,
03:362
PYRITES
critical
point behavior in,
03:312
Pyrohydrolytic Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
Pyrolytic Carbon
see Carbon
PYROMETERS
use of optical radiation, to determine temperatures
beyond range of thermocouples or if placement of
thermocouples is not possible,
03:327
Pyrrhophyta
see Algae

Q
Qualitative Analysis
see Analytical Chemistry
Quantitative Analysis
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products to permit high-resolution dating of events in
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e a r l y s o l a r s y s te m ,
RADIOAPPLICATORS
see Analytical Chemistry
see also Radiation Sources
Quantometric Analysis
RADIOCHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANTS
see Spectroscopy
radioactive iodine containment in,
03:436
QUANTUM MECHANICS
radioactive waste from, treatment of,
03:421
RADIOCHEMISTRY
applications of, to geometries and binding energies of
univalent molecular ions,
03:287
(Study of radioactive chemical systems)
applications of, to problems of molecular structure,
studies in,
03:266
energetics, and reactivity,
03:281
Radiocolloids
calculations in, applications of, in scattering theory,
see Colloids
molecular dynamics, chemical kinetics, spectroscopy,
RADIOISOTOPES
and thermodynamics,
03:275
(See also specific isotopes.)
foundation problems in,
03:273
see also Fission Products
QUARTZ
decay schemes for, with half-lives in the millisecond and
see also Silicon Dxides
microsecond time ranges,
03:11
alpha--beta transition in,
03:337
decay schemes of, investigation of, using coincidence
thermal expansion of, from 573 to 1400°C, negative
counting techniques,
03:2
expansion coefficients for,
03:337
formation of, by high-energy proton reactions with argon,
CI--quartz--ytterbium chlorides--ytterbium oxides,
03:448
formation of Yb 3 Si 2 O.Cl in,
03:357
generation of molecular beams of short-lived, using
QUINOLINE
cyclotron beams,
03:213
photoreduction of, by sodium borohydride, 03:169
half-lives of, determination of long,
03:4
half-lives of, differential proportional counter for
measurement of long,
03:4
R
half-lives of, effects of chemical binding on,
03:4
implantation in ferromapnetic media for perturbed gammaRADIATION
gamma angular correlation studies,
03:20
see also Alpha Particles
nuclear transformations in decay of,
03:6
see also Beta Particles
preparation of isobarically pure samples of short-lived,
see also Gamma Radiation
03:20
see also Nucleons
production of neutron-deficient, short-lived,
03:22
see also Photons
production of, by accelerator- or cosmic-ray-protonsee also Radiation Sources
induced nuclear reactions,
03:464
see also Ultraviolet Radiation
ratios of primary and extinct, in meteorites, use of, in
see also X Radiation
relation to nucleosynthesis in galaxy prior to and
chemical effects of high-energy, 03:128
including formation of solar system,
03:448
03:455
effects of, on amorphous materials,
03:355
studies of nonionic residues of,
use of short-lived, cyclotron-produced, in nuclear
effects of, on solids containing sorbed or occluded
03:193
medicine,
03:455
volatile substances,
effects on solid materials, ESR study of paramagnetic
Radiolysis
Chemistry
see
Radiation
fragments produced by,
03:144
RADIOOPAQUE AGENTS
reactions of high-energy, with organic compounds
see also Thorium Oxides Th3D
03:113
containing nitrogen,
RADIDPRDTECTIVE COMPOUNDS
transformation of high-energy, into chemical responses in
see also Amines
03:140
organic systems,
use of, as positive analytical tool whenever possible,
see also Amino Acids
see also Carbon Monoxides
03:408
see also Cyanides
RADIATION CHEMISTRY
see also Cysteine
(Study of the effects of radiation on chemical systems)
see also Hydrogen Sulfides
see also Radiochemistry
see also Nitriles
decomposition mechanisms of chemical substances initiated
by gamma,
03:122
see also Thiols
RADIUM
electronically excited states in, of organic systems,
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
03:1580
RADIUM ISOTOPES Ra-226
Radiation Cross Sections
excitation energy for, fragment angular distributions and
see Cross Sections
03:97
cross sections as function of, in fission,
RADIATION DETECTORS
fragment angular momentum in fission of, study of, using
(Sensing components of specific instruments, sometimes
called counters. Specific sensors are of the form
gamma angular correlations,
03:97
Radiation Detectors, Geiger-Mueller.)
Radium Isotopes (RaE)
see Bismuth Isotopes Bi-210
03:38
response of thin-film dE/dx, to fission fragments,
RADON
RADIATION DETECTORS, CRYSTAL
see also Rare Gases
(Detectors consisting of an intrinsic semiconductor
03:342
reactions of, iith O2 SbF 5 at 23 to 250C,
between two electrodes to which a voltage is
reactions of, with solid and liquid fluorinating agents,
applied.)
03:342
see also Radiation Detectors, Semiconductor
separation of, from air using liquid bromine trifluoride
RADIATION DETECTORS, SEMICONDUCTOR
03:27
and solid halogen--metal fluoride complexes at 23 to
behavior of, with heavy ions, theory of,
Radiation Pyrometers
250C,
03:342
03:342
separation of, from air, chemical methods for,
see Pyrometers
RAMUS
RADIATION SOURCES
see Thermonuclear Reactors
x-ray and Auger electron emissions, low-energy gamma
RARE EARTH BORIDES
rays, and conversion electron lines from carrier-free,
03:375
magnetic state of,
03:250
RARE EARTH CHLORIDES
RADICALS
separation of, by countercurrent solvent extraction using
see also Free Radicals
bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate,
03:422
formation of, in pulse radiolysis,
03:249
RARE EARTH FLUORIDES
spectra of systems of reacting, abnormalities in ESR,
enthalpies and entropies of fusion and sublimation of,
03:249
03:309
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
location of 4f electrons in, spin splitting, and energy
see also Radioactive Waste
03:92
shifts in, as function of atomic number,
Radioactive Elements
03:361
molecular symmetry of,
see Radioisotopes
studies on,
03:344
Radioactive Fuel Processing Plants
RARE EARTH HALIDES
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
entropies of, derived from low-temperature heat
Radioactive Gas Separation Processes
capacities,
03:317
see Separation Processes
evidence for bent and linear configurations among,
Radioactive Isotopes
03:381
see Radioisotopes
thermodynamic systematics of, determination of, using
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
see also Radioisotopes
high-temperature enthalpy, low-temperature specific
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
heat, and high-temperature EMF measurements,
03:360
RARE EARTH HYDROXIDES
(Including processing, disposal, handling, etc.)
reprocessing of, from nuclear power plants and fuel
properties and reactions of,
03:88
RARE EARTH ISOTOPES
03:421
reprocessing plants,
production of, by neutron reactions (n,p) within
reprocessing of, to obtain plutonium by solvent
extraction,
03:415
molecular sieves,
03:4 55
RADIOACTIVITY
RARE EARTH NITRATES
see also Decay Schemes
structural and spectral characterization of anhydrous
see also Gamma Radiation
double,
03:370
RARE EARTH OXIDES
search for extinct natural, with nonvolatile decay
Quantitative Analysis

03:88
properties and reactions of,
properties of fluorite-type, thermodynamic and dynamic,
03:373
RARE EARTH OXYBROMIDES
03:357
decomposition/vaporization mode of,
RARE EARTH SULFATES
structural investigation of, using x-ray-crystallographic
and molecular-spectroscopic techniques,
03:373
RARE EARTH SULFIDES
03:352
vaporization properties of,
RARE EARTHS
see also Actinides
see also Cerium
see also Dysprosium
see also'Erbium
see also Europium
see also Gadolinium
see also Lanthanum
see also Neodymium
see also Praseodymium
see also Samarium
see also Scandium
see also Terbium
see also Thulium
complexation of trivalent, structural, thermodynamic, and
03:78
kinetic parameters in,
complexes with 1,1,4,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid, use
of, to test models of EDTA complexes,
03:78
compounds of, use of photoelectron spectrometer for
studying nonstoichiometric,
03:343
coordination configurations of, effects of ligands on,
03:242
deformation in neutron-deficient nuclei of,
03:19
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
03:391
mining and smelting operation,
diffusion of, in molten uranium,
03:435
electronic configuration of, relation between, and
03:30
chemical, magnetic, and optical properties of,
excitation energy transfer to trivalent ions of, from
aromatic ketones in frozen and liquid solutions,
03:176
inorganic compounds of, thermodynamic and thermochemical
investigations of, at 500 to 3000°C,
03:343
03:80
llgand interactions in, ENDOR measurements of,
optical fluorescent emission of, under x-ray irradiation,
analytical applications of spectra observed in,
03:387
properties of aqueous solutions of, optical techniques
for studying chemical,
03:261
properties of dilute solutions of, in noble metals,
03:314
separation of, by solvent extraction, solvent equilibria
and extractor design for,
03:410
separation of, from thorium in chemical reprocessing of
molten salt breeder fuels,
03:358
solubility of, in liquid bismuth--lithium and lead-lithium alloys, 03:358
spectra of solutions of, absorption and circular
dichroism,
03:242
spectra of, analysis of,
03:256
spectra of, theoretical interpretation of absorption, in
terms of energy level structure parameters,
03:55
spectroscopy of, experimental and theoretical,
03:237
unpaired electrons in compounds of, magnetic moment
distribution of,
03:357
valence states in,
03:345
RARE GASES
see also Argon
see also Helium
see also Krypton
see also Radon
see also Xenon
analysis of highly purified, for microtrace amounts of
nitrogen using selective energy-transfer processes,
03:387
chemistry of compounds of,
03:338
decay of excited atoms of, mechanisms of,
03:130
effects of primary ions of, on secondary ion yields,
03:251
excited metastable diatomic molecules of, formation of,
03:130
interaction and reactions of metastable and ground state
atoms of,
03:222
production of isotopes of, by accelerator- and cosmicray-proton-induced nuclear reactions,
03:464
production of, by high-energy proton reactions with
barium, iron, uranium, and vanadium,
03:464
radiolysis of, by pulsed electron beams,
03:130
reactions of, with diatomic molecular ions in excited
states, cross sections for,
03:140
Reaction Heat
see Heat of Reaction
REACTION MECHANISMS
(Limited to chemical reaction mechanisms.)
see also High-Temperature Reactions
see also Photochemistry
see also Photosynthesis
effects of quantum mechanical tunneling through barrier
separating reactants from products on, for reactions
involving hydrogen atoms or ions,
03:291
for exchanges involving transition state,
03:227
of homogeneous neutralization of positive ions,
03:128
primary, secondary, and tertiary stages in gas phase,
involving anions,
03:123
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pulse radiolysis studies of, for enzyme reactions,
03:103
quantum mechanical calculations in, application of,
03:275
03:173
relation of, to intermolecular energy transfer,
studies of, using ESR methods, 03:107
03:333
study of, for inorganic reactions,
03:129
study of, for radioinduced chemical changes,
study of, using ion cyclotron resonance spectroscopy,
03:219
study of, using kinetic isotope effects of carbon-14 and
deuterium,
03:297
REACTOR COOLANTS
(For general studies. Coolants for specific reactors or
reactor types are treated at the reactor or reactortype entry.)
thermal properties of, at high temperatures,
03:350
Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
REACTOR FUELS
(For general and economics studies and fuel material
not in a precise configuration. See also the specific
fissile and fertile materials listed below.)
see also Plutonium
see also Plutonium Oxides PuO,
see also Thorium
see also Thorium Alloys and Systems
see also Thorium Oxides ThO2
see also Uranium
see also Uranium Alloys and Systems
see also Uranium Carbides
see also Uranium Oxides UO0
see also Uranium Silicides
reprocessing of, from molten salt breeder, separation of
protactinium in,
03:359
reprocessing of, from molten-salt breeder reactor,
03:416
REACTOR SIMULATORS
see also Computers
RECOILS
charges of ions produced as, in nuclear reactions,
measurement of, by spectrograph,
03:53
chemical effects of fission,
03:124
chemistry of, in crystals, Moessbauer and/or perturbed
angular correlation measurements for studying,
03:195
properties of, for neutron-deficient isobars with A = 131
at 1 to 29 GeV,
03:55
REFRACTORY MATERIALS
(See also specific materials.)
see also Ceramic Materials
decomposition and structural behavior of lanthanide,
exhibiting multiple oxidation states,
03:357
shaping of, optimal conditions for,
03:454
solubility of, in fused fluoride blanket coolants,
03:438
surface chemistry of oxide,
03:461
vapor pressure of, apparatus for determining,
03:328
REFRIGERATION
see also Cryostats
techniques in, improvements in,
03:307
Reprocessing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Resin Ion Exchange
see Ion Exchange
RESINS
see also Ion Exchange Materials
see also Plastics
uses of small particles of, in ion exchange processes,
03:437
Resistance
see Electric Conductivity
RETICULO-ENDOTHELIAL SYSTEM
see also Bone Marrow
RHENIUM ISOTOPES
fission fragments from, distribution of, for reactions
with helium ions at 41 MeV,
03:64
RHENIUM ISOTOPES Re-185
metal--metal bond formation by, study of, by nuclear
quadrupole resonance techniques,
03:335
RHENIUM ISOTOPES Re-187
metal--metal bond formation by, study of, by nuclear
quadrupole resonance techniques,
03:335
RHENIUM ISOTOPES Re-190
1
decay of, use of, in study of level structure of
9sOs,
03:21
Rhodanates
see Thiocyanates
RHODIUM
cyanato complexes of, excitation of,
03:100
Rhodophyta
see Algae
Ribonucleic Acid, Deoxysee Nucleic Acid, DeoxyriboRibonucleosides
see Nucleosides
Roccus
see under Usteichthyes
Rock Salt
see Sodium Chlorides
ROCKS
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see also Lunar Materials
RUBBER
see also Plastics
see also Silicone Rubbers
elasticity of polymeric, relation of crosslink densities
to,
03:159
radiation processing of, development of,
03:159
serviceability of, in radiation environment, prediction
of,
03:159
RUBIDIUM
see also Alkali Metals
critical density of,
03:350
critical temperature of,
03:350
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
vapor pressure of, direct measurement of, up to critical
point,
03:350
RUBIDIUM BROMOPLATINATES
crystal structure of,
03:231
RUBIDIUM CHLORIDES
see also Rubidium Manganese Chlorides
RUBIDIUM ISOTOPES
level structure studies on, from radioactive decay and
prompt gamma-ray studies,
03:22
RUBIDIUM MANGANESE CHLORIDES
magnetic interactions in, agreement of observed with
calculated,
03:375
RUBIDIUM MOLYBDATES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:306
RUTHENIUM
atomic orbitals for, calculation of even-tempered,
03:270
complexes with ammonia, reactions of, with trivalent
neptunium,
03:75
03:100
pyridyl complexes of, excitation of,
valence states and disproportionation of, in fused salts,
03:405
RUTHENIUM ISOTOPES Ru-105
nuclear model for,
03:9
Rutherford ium
see Element 104
RUTILES
see also Titanium Oxides

S
Saccharides
see Carbohydrates
SAFETY HAZARDS
see also Radiation
Salmon (Onchorhynchus, Salmo)
see Onchorhynchus or Salmo under Osteichthyes
Salting-out Agents
see Solvent Extraction Processes
SALTS
see also Fused Salts
spectra of molten, Raman and infrared emission, 03:158
03:234
spectra of vapors of, infrared and Raman,
SAMARIUM
see also Rare Earths
03:65
absorption spectra of crystalline,
SAMARIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
03:411
La--Sm, separation of, pH and solvents for,
SAMARIUM BROMIDES
decomposition/vaporization
mode of,
03:357
SAMARIUM CHLORIDES
CeCIl--NdCl 3--Sm-C 3 , equilibrium in, in equilibriun with
03:409
bis(2-etholhexyl) phosphate,
SAMARIJM HALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
SAMARIUM ISOTOPES Sm-151
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrun in,
03:1
SAMARIUM OXYBROMIDES
decomposition/vaporization mode of,
03:357
SAMARIUM OXYHALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
SAMARIUM SULFIDES
heat capacity of, at pressures up to 20 kbar,
03:314
SANDS
see also Quartz
see also Silicon Oxides
SCANDIUM
separation of, fro. thorium and uranium using sterically
hindered phosphorus-based extractants,
03:412
SCANDIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Sc--Y, separation of, in natural and fission-produced
rare earth mixtures, optimum techniques for,
03:411
SCANDIUM BROMIDES
structural relationship of, to gadolinium chloride,
03:332
SCANDIUM CHLORIDES
structural relationship of, to gadolinium chloride,
03:Z32
SCATTERING
(Limited to theoretical studies of scattering processes
of particles in general. For scattering of specific
particles, e.g., protons, see scattering in the

modifiers under Protons, etc.)
03:52
measurement of elastic,
quantum mechanical calculations in, application of,
03:275
Schizomycota
see Bacteria
Scintillators
see Phosphors
SCREENING
see also Particles
Secondary Electrons
see Electrons
SELENIDES
see also Europium Selenides
SELENIUM
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
mining and smelting operation,
03:391
heat transfer in pool boiling and condensing of,
03:434
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
03:210
SELENIUM ISOTOPES
decay scheme studies on,
03:55
SELENIUM
ISOTOPES Se-68
isomerism in,
03:56
SELENIUM ISOTOPES Se-70
isomerism in,
03:56
SELENIUM ISOTOPES Se-71
isomerism in,
03:56
SELENIUM ISOTOPES Se-75
structure of,
03:25
SELENIUM ISOTOPES Se-77
structure of,
03:25
Semiconductor Detectors
see Radiation Detectors, Semiconductor
SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
see also Radiation Detectors, Semiconductor
SEMICONDUCTORS
(See also specific materials.)
see also Electric Conductivity
see also Radiation Detectors, Semiconductor
actinide ions in lattices of single-crystal, magnetic and
optical properties of,
03:98
luminescence of,
03:149
03:259
x-ray photoemission spectroscopy of,
SEPARATION PROCESSES
see also Countercurrent Separation Processes
see also Ion Exchange Processes
see also Solvent Extraction Processes
chemistry of iodine in high-radiation-level,
03:436
development of new, study of pertinent chemistry for,
03:418
development of new, to recover or separate materials not
treated previously and more economical processes to
replace existing ones,
03:415
efficiency of, effects of variables on,
03:413
fundamental studies on,
03:419
improved automation of,
03:389
improvement of, used for liquid and gaseous waste streams
03:421
from nuclear power and reprocessing plants,
mechanisms of,
03:315
studies on, including fluorination, reductive extraction
03:416
using molten bismuth, and oxide precipitation,
SEPARATORS
see also Mass Spectrometers
SEXIPHENYL
03:455
preparation of, new methods for,
SHEETS
see also Films
SHERWOOD PROJECT
see also Thermonuclear Reactors
SILANE
ionic reactions in, high-pressure mass spectrometry and
tandem mass spectrometer studies of, and in mixtures
with methane, nitric oxide, water, nitrogen, ethylene,
and acetylene,
03:131
reactions of, with silicon, production of silylene as
intermediate in,
03:208
reactions of, with singly charged positive silicon and
singly charged silicon hydride ions,
03:208
03:131
methane--silane, radiolysis of, gamma,
03:131
NO--silane, radiolysis of, gamma,
SILANES
core binding energies of, comparison of, with data for
carbon compounds to estimate extent and significance of
pr--dn bonding,
03:254
03:131
radiation chemistry and mass spectrometry of,
radiolysis of, mechanistic description of, in terms of
03:131
elementary free radical and ionic reactions in,
03:131
thermochemical information on,
SILANE, METHYLionic reactions in, high-pressure mass spectrometry and
tandem mass spectrometer studies of, and in mixtures
with methane, nitric oxide, water, nitrogen, ethylene,
and acetylene,
03:131
Silica
see Silicon Oxides
Silicate Glass
see Glass
SILICIDES
see also Uranium Silicides
SILICON
reactions of atoms of, in excited states, rates of,
03:197

03:208
reactions of recoil atoms of,
reactions of, with silane, production of silylene as
03:208
intermediate in,
reactions with 46-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
03:34
protons, cross sections for,
03:205
trapping of atomic, by olefins,
SILICON FLUORIDES
03:254
charges on silicon and fluoride ions in,
03:385
diffraction studies of glassy,
SILICON HYDRIDES
see also Disilane
core binding energies of, comparison of, with data for
carbon compounds to estimate extent and significance of
03:254
pr--dr bonding,
SILICON ISOTOPES Si-31
production of recoil atoms of, from phosphorus-31 by
03:205
neutron reactions (n,p),
03:205
reactions of hot atoms of, in gas phase,
SILICON OXIDES
03:1665
chemical reactions on gamma-irradiated colloidal,
use of colloidal, to remove fission products fron streams
03:426
of liquid metals and alloys,
SILICONE POLYMERS
see also Silicone Rubbers
SILICONE RUBBERS
uses of hollow fibers of, in permeator for separation of
03:420
krypton and xenon from reactor atmospheres,
SILVER
(For compounds where silver forms part of the anion,
see Argenates)
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
03:395
impurities at trace levels,
collisions of fast atoms of, with bromine, silicon
hexafluoride, oxygen, hydrogen bromide, and chlorine,
angular distributions of positive ionic products from,
03:212
cross sections for, total binary and ternary fission,
03:32
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
03:250
electron emission from surfaces of, analysis of,
reactions with protons at 200 GeV from NAL synchrotron,
03:55
spallation of, energy spectra and angular distribution of
03:45
products of,
SILVER ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ag--Pd, surface composition of, difference between, and
03:453
bulk composition,
SILYL GROUP
study of, using flash photolysis--electron spin resonance
03:208
technique,
SINGLE CRYSTALS
catalytic surface reactions on, study of, to determine
relationship between chemical reactivity and atomic
03:453
structure and composition of surfaces,
energy transfer between gas and surface on chemical
03:453
reactions on surface of, mechanism of,
vaporization of, characterization of surface structure
during,
03:352
vaporization of, rate of,
03:352
x-ray crystallographic studies on, parallel data
acquisition system for,
03:390
SM Device
see Thermonuclear Reactors
SMOKE GENERATORS
see alsa Smokes
SMOKES
analysis of particles in, for sulfur,
03:404
SODIUM
see also Alkali Metals
determination of, by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
in conjunction with PDP-B/E computer,
03:403
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
effects of, on stability of biphenyl and phenyl ather,
03:455
homogeneous nucleation of vapor bubbles in liquid,
03:431
photoionization of, in 3-methylpentane at various
wavelengths, spectra, decay times, photobleaching
quantum yields, and luminescence spectra of trapped
electrons produced by,
03:190
quenching of atoms of, by diatomic and polyatomi:
molecules,
03:173
radiation effects on filn of, in evacuated tube at 300°K,
uv,
03:190
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygen03:223
containing molecules, thermal energy,
reactions of, with deuterium and hydrogen, dissociative
collisions in,
03:226
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions with 45-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
03:34
protons, cross sections for,
vapor pressure of, direct measurement of, up to critical
point,
03:350
SODIUM ACETYLIDES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:308
thermodynamic properties of, in equilibrium with sodium
03:306
and graphite up to 800°C,
SODIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Bi--ta, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
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03:347
SODIUM AMIDES
03:234
spectroscopic studies on solid and liquid, Raman,
SODIUM BERYLLIUM FLUOROTHORATES
in,
03:386
structure of, ambiguities
SODIUM CHLORIDES
electronic states of,
03:149
in aqueous solutions of, effects of
production of-CI03:114
addition of nitrous oxide on,
Sodium Diuranates
see Sodium Oranates
SODIUM FORMATES
03:101
inhibition of dimerization by,
SODIUM ISOTOPES Na-22
cross sections for, development and application of method
03:397
for determining,
SODIUM ISOTOPES Na-24
production from various targets irradiated by 100- to
400-MeV pions,
03:55
2
SMg at
production of, in proton reactions (p,2p) with
3.0 to 11.5 GeV,
03:27
SODIUM NITRATES
radioinduced decomposition of, oxygen isotope effect in,
03:142
effects of pressure and temperature on,
Sodium Peruranates
see Sodium Uranates
SODIUM PHOSPHATES
disorder of hydrogen bonds in hydrate of, contribution
03:382
of, to entropy,
Sodium Polyphosphates
see Sodium Phosphates
SODIUM URANATES
enthalpy of, from 500 to 8000K, determination of, by drop
calorimetry,
03:305
03:308
thermodynamic properties of,
SOILS
see also Lunar Materials
analysis of, for antimony, arsenic, chromium, cobalt,
gold, mercury, rare earths, selenium, and zinc by
03:391
activation methods,
SOLAR DISTURBANCES
see also Solar Flares
SOLAR FLARES
03:34
information concerning, from targets left on moon,
SOLAR SYSTEM
concentrations and distributions of matter in, nuclear,
03:443
physical, and chemical processes determining,
evolution of, evidence for, from carbonaceous chondrites,
03:444
03:444
organic matter in early, origin of,
processes in early, study of, from meteorite composition,
03:448
SOLIDS
analysis of, by bombardment using energetic primary ion
03:399
beam to produce secondary ions,
atomic magnetic moments in, determination of, using
03:375
neutron diffraction,
03:175
bonding and structure of compressed molecular,
03:457
collisions of multi-MeV heavy ions in,
diffusion of strongly adsorbed vapors through porous,
effects of temperature, medium structure, and
03:460
interaction of medium and vapor on,
electrons in, associated with chemical and metallic
bonds, nature of unpaired,
03:367
free radical formation in, by irradiation, ESR studies
on,
03:156
gas behavior at interface with,
03:462
laser pulsing of, in study of very rapid vacuum
vaporization processes,
03:435
lattice defects in nonstoichiometric, effects of
temperature on,
03:346
optical fluorescent emission of, under x-ray irradiation,
analytical applications of spectra observed in,
03:387
03:204
positronium reactions in molecular,
properties and reactions of interfaces of, with gases,
03:455
properties and reactions of interfaces of, with liquids,
03:455
properties of, thermodynamic and magnetic,
03:305
radiation effects on, containing sorbed or occluded
volatile substances,
03:455
reactions of gas phase atomic species with surfaces of,
03:177
spectroscopy of, electrostatic spectrometer for x-ray
photoelectron,
03:264
structure of, determination of, by x-ray diffraction,
03:334
valence states in,
03:345
weak interactions in, study of, by x-ray- and neutrondiffraction techniques,
03:366
SOLUBILITY
see also Heat of Solution
Solution Heat
see Heat of Solution
SOLUTIONS
behavior of dilute, correlation of, with behavior of
highly concentrated solutions,
03:322
data for highly concentrated aqueous, of electrolytes,
03:322
dynamics of, development of concepts of, from pressure

SOLUTIONS
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studies of ion-pair vibrations in inorganic salt-organic solvent systems,
03:235
electric conductance of aqueous electrolyte, at 0 to
800°C and at 1 to 4000 atm,
03:325
electroanalysis of, relation of kinetics of interfacial
and mass transport processes to,
03:458
excitation energy transfer in frozen and li'quid, from
aromatic ketones to trivalent lanthanide ions,
03:176
magnetic and electric quadrupole effects in frozen,
03:7
photolysis of aqueous, production of inorganic radicals
in,
03:105
properties of aqueous, optical techniques for studying
chemical,
03:251
properties of, containing polyelectrolytes,
03:320
radiation chemistry of aqueous,
03:100
radiation chemistry of aqueous,
03:117
radiation chemistry of aqueous, application of liquid
chromatographic methods to study of,
03:112
radiation chemistry of aqueous, of organic hatides, ion
selective electrode and pulse conductivity studies of,
03:111
radiolysis of aqueous, intermediates present during, of
inorganic and organic solutes,
03:110
radiolysis of aqueous, kinetics of, steady state and
time-resolved ESR methods for study of,
03:107
radiolysis of aqueous, production of inorganic radicals
in,
03:105
radiolysis of dilute aqueous, of esters, effects of
thiols on,
03:101
radiolysis of flowing aqueous, production of radicals by,
03: 105
structure and interactions in liquid aqueous,
03:240
theoretical studies of,
03:272
thermodynamic properties of aqueous, of electrolytes,
03:319
SOLVATION
03:165
energy of, in organic solids,
SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESSES
see also Separation Processes
design of systems for, using liquid metals and molten
salts,
03:437
development of, for recovering uranium from wet-process
phosphoric acid and lithium from salt brines and
purifying plutonium from reactor wastes,
03:415
extractor for, for rare earths, design of,
03:410
03:315
ionic species in, factors influencing,
03:316
mechanisms of,
03:397
mechanisms of synergistic,
03:409
phase equilibrium chemistry in,
phosphorus-based extractants for, in which some or all of
oxygen is replaced by sulfur,
03:412
03:422
studies on, using bench scale mixer--settlers,
03:421
systems for, dynamics of,
SOLVENT PARTITION
see also Solvent Extraction Processes
SOLVENTS
nature of, studies on,
03:315
Solvesso
see Solvents
SOLVOLYSIS
see also Hydrolysis
Sources (Radiation)
see Radiation Sources
SPALLATION
competition with fission at high energies,
03:27
03:43
induction by heavy ions,
mechanism of, for production of new light nuclei using
high-energy projectiles,
03:45
SPALLATION PRODUCTS
see also Fission Products
energy spectra and angular distribution of, from uranium
03:45
and silver targets,
03:30
formation cross sections of high-energy,
production of, mechanism of, to produce new light nuclei
03:45
using high-energy projectiles,
SPECIFIC HEAT
see also Thermal Capacity
SPECTRA
see also Hyperfine Structure
03:349
abnormalities in ESR, of reacting radicals,
03:144
analysis of, computer programs for,
displacement of absorption and luminescence bands in, by
03:175
molecular environment,
effects of pressure on infrared,
03:313
observations on atomic and molecular absorption,
emission, and fluorescence, of electrical plasnas and
flames in optical and infrared regions,
03:339
SPECTROMETERS
see also Beta Spectrometers
see also Mass Spectrometers
construction of high-resolution Bragg crystal, for
observing hypersatellite peaks in x-ray spectra arising
from radiative desxcitation of atoms having two initial
K-shell vacancies,
03:455
construction of pulsed-electron spin, to study spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms of radiation-produced
ions and radicals,
03:164
design and construction of quadrupole, for photochemical
reactions in ion source region,
03:296
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

design of high-temperature-pressure, for use with alpha33:261
active materials,
SPECTROSCOPY
see also Beta Spectroscopy
see also Infrared Spectroscopy
see also Ultraviolet Spectroscopy
equipment for x-ray photoelectron, design of,
03:264
quantum mechanical calculations in, application of,
03:275
studies in nuclear, at BNL,
03:5
studies on Moessbauer, at BNL,
03:5
use of magnetic resonance, in study of structure and
function of enzymes and proteins,
03:241
uses of, in study of molten fluoride salts and mixtures,
03:253
Spent Fuel Processing Plants
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
SPINELS
magnetic susceptibility of, design of magnetometer for
measuring, at low temperatures,
03:355
STACK DISPOSAL
see also Radiation
see also Smokes
STAINLESS STEEL
corrosion of, in aqueous environments, localized,
03:446
gaseous transport through,
03:439
radiation effects on chemical, physical, and
metallurgical properties of,
03:439
Stannane
see Tin Hydrides
STARS
see also Neutron Stars
see also Sun
nucleosynthesis in,
03:23
STEAM
see also Water Vapor
STEARAMIDE
radiation effects on break pressure of monolayers of,
after treatment with sulfur dioxide, 03:135
STEARIC ACID
strontium salt, fission fragment stopping by,
03:99
STEEL
see also Stainless Steel
STELLAR FLARES
see also Solar Flares
STEROIDS
see also Hormones
isotope partitioning in,
03:384
Stress Corrosion
see Corrosion
STRONTIUM
see also Alkaline Earth Metals
quadratic Zeeman effect data for, at magnetic fields from
10 to 43 kilogauss,
03:243
reactions of atoms of, with halogen- and oxygen03:223
containing molecules, thermal energy,
STRONTIUM ISOTOPES
studies of radioactive nonionic residues of,
03:455
STRONTIUM ISOTOPES Sr-85
structure of,
03:25
STRONTIUM ISOTOPES Sr-90
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrum in,
03:1
Structural Materials
see Building Materials
Sturgeon (Acipenser)
see Acipenser under Osteichthyes
STYRENE
radiation effects on polymerization of, with carboran-s,
03:145
radioinducaed polymerization of, mechanism of, study of,
by measurement of kinetics and molecular weight
distribution,
03:143
STYRENE POLYMERS
03:159
radiation effects on infrared spectrum of,
Styrofoam
see Styrene Polymers
SUBLIMATION
see also Heat of Sublimation
Sublimation Heat
see Heat of Sublimation
Subsonic Flow
see Fluid Flow, Gas Flow, or Liquid Flow
Succinic Acid, 2,3-Dihydroxysee Tartaric Acid
Succinic Acid, Hydroxysee Malic Acid
SUGARS
(See also the specific sugars.)
see also Carbohydrates
production of carbon-11-labeled, in research quantities,
03:193
radiation damage in, ESR studies on,
03:144
transport of, in physiological systems,
03:384
SULFATES
see also Rare Earth Sulfates
behavior and distribution of, in ambient air,
03:395
spectra of molten, Raman and infrared emission,
03:158
SULFIDES
see also Carbonyl Sulfide
see also Hydrogen Sulfides
see also Lithium Sulfides
see also Rare Earth Sulfides

see also Samarium Sulfides
see also Titanium Sulfides
see also Uranium Sulfides
see also Vanadium Sulfides
preparation of solutions of, using nickel sulfide
electrode, 03:238
reactions of, with sulfur in lithium chloride--potassium
chloride molten eutectic,
03:238
single-crystal preparation of refractory,
03:334
phosphides--sulfides, preparation, structure, and
properties of,
03:334
SULFUR
bonds to nitrogen, synthesis of unusual compounds
03:3565
containing,
chemical study of, to develop gas-liquid, countercurrent
exchange process for thermal refluxing,
03:299
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
03:434
determination of, on coal smoke particles,
determination of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
reactions of, int reactant systems of alkanries, alkenes,
oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen,
03:205
reactions of, with sulfide ion in lithium chloride-03:233
potassium chloride molten eutectic,
SULFUR CHLORIDES
reactions of activated, with various substrates to
fractionate carbon and/or sulfur isotopes,
03:296
SULFUR DIOXIDES
effects of, on size and number of particles formed in
03:119
polluted atmospheres,
reactions of activated, with various substrates to
fractionate carbon and/or sulfur isotopes,
03:296
reactions of sulfur atoms with,
03:206
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with ozone, excitation functions for,
03:210
reactivity of electronically excited, study of, by
kinetic spectroscopy,
03:179
removal of, from smokes by adsorption on solids, study
of, by electron spectrophotometry,
03:404
scavenger effects of, in tritium--cyclohexene gas phase
system,
03:202
SULFUR ISOTOPES
fractionation of, by reactions of activated carbon
monoxide, carbonyl sulfide, sulfur dichloride, sulfur
dioxide, and thionyl chloride with various substrates,
03:2965
SULFUR ISOTOPES S-32
separation of, from sulfur-34 by single-stage
fractionation using methyl sulfide and its molecular
addition compounds,
03:298
SULFUR ISOTOPES S-34
separation of, from sulfur-32 by single-stage
fractionation using methyl sulfide and its molecular
addition compounds,
03:298
SULFUR ISOTOPES S-35
reactions of translationally excited, in gas phase,
03:205
reactivities of recoil atoms of, differences in, between
n-, T-, and (n,p)-generated,
03:206
SULFUR OXIDES
see also Sulfur Dioxides
see also Sulfur Trioxides
behavior of, in ambient air,
03:395
SULFUR SYSTEMS
Li--S, phase diagram for,
03:336
SULFUR TRIOXIDES
03:395
behavior of, in ambient air,
determination of, in ambient air, study of 0,, SI3,
Pt/(Na, Li, K) 2 SO, electrode as possible for
continuous,
03:395
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
SUN
see also Stars
energy production by, testing of current theories of,
03:29
temperature of core of, experimental determination of,
03:2
SUNSHINE PROJECT
see also Strontium Isotopes Sr-90
SUPERCONDUCTORS
actinide ions in lattices of single-crystal, magnetic and
optical properties of,
03:98
SUPERFLUIDITY
see also Helium Isotopes He-4
Superheavy Elements
see Transactinide Elements
Superlattices
see Crystal Structure
SUPERNOVA REMNANTS
see also Neutron Stars
Supersonic Flow
see Fluid Flow, Gas Flow, or Liquid Flow
SURFACE PROPERTIES
see also Surface Tension
SURFACE TENSION
correlations of, with thermodynamic properties,
developrent of generalized,
03:425
SURFACES
analysis of, using helium-3 activation methods,
03:400
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TELLURIUM ISOTOPES Te-131

analysis of, using photoelectron spectroscopy,
03:404
behavior of metal, in contact with liquid and gaseous
media,
03:451
bombardment of metal and ceramic, by monoenergetic, massselected ions, application of matrix isolation
spectroscopy to identification of products from,
03:238
chemical composition, oxidation state, and structure of,
studies of, using low-energy electron diffraction and
Auger electron spectroscopy,
03:453
03:440
chemical reactions at, study of,
effects of chemical form of, on secondary electron yield,
03:450
ejection of charged and neutral atomic species from, by
ion impact under high vacuum,
03:450
examination of, using beta spectrometry,
03:260
interactions of energetic particles with, chemical
effects of,
03:238
reactions and structure of,
03:453
structure of, effects of, on chemical reactions,
03:440
studies on colloidal,
03:455
SUSPENSIONS
(See also as main headings by name of material
suspended.)
see also Colloids
Synchrometers
see Mass Spectrometers
SYNCHROTRONS
see also Bevatron

T
TANKS
see also Vessels
TANTALATES
see also Iron Tantalates
TANTALUM
chemistry of, in lower oxidation states,
03:335
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
nuclear reactions at 28 GeV,
03:28
proton reaction with, at 28-GeV, charge and mass
distributions in rare earth products from,
03:30
solubility of, in liquid thorium and uranium, 03:337
TANTALUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ta--Th, formation of intermetallic ThTa, in,
03:337
Ta--Th, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
Ta--U, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000oK,
03:337
TANTALUM HALIDES
bond type and strength in mixed,
03:246
electrical charge distribution in mixed, change of, with
substitution of different halogens,
03:246
TANTALUM HYDRIDES
neutron line widths associated with diffusion broadening
for,
03:368
structural studies on, involving hydrogen bonds,
03:369
TANTALUM ISOTOPES Ta-181
metal--metal bond formation by, study of, by nuclear
quadrupole resonance techniques,
03:335
uses of, in Moessbauer spectroscopy,
03:257
TANTALUM ISOTOPES Ta-182
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
TARTARIC ACID
complexes of, with trivalent indium and hexavalent
uranium, formation constants for,
03:311
free radical formation in aqueous solutions of, by
photolysis,
03:156
TECHNETATES
see also Pertechnetates
TECHNETIUM
valence states and disproportionation of, in fused salts,
03:405
TECHNETIUM FLUORIDES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:308
TECHNETIUM ISOTOPES Tc-95
structure of,
03:25
TECHNETIUM ISOTOPES Tc-97
structure of,
03:25
TECHNETIUM OXIDES
enthalpy of formation of TcO, and Tcga, design of
solution--reaction calorimeter for determining,
03:317
thermodynamic properties of,
03:306
TELLURIDES
see also Lithium Tellurides
TELLURIUM
effects of Auger cascade on hot atoms of,
03:194
valence bands in, 5s and 5p,
03:259
TELLURIUM FLUORIDES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:306
TELLURIUM ISOTOPES
beta decay of, production of radioactive isotopes of
iodine with excess energy of excitation by,
03:193
TELLURIUM ISOTOPES Te-127
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
TELLURIUM ISOTOPES Te-131
decay of metastable,
03:15
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Li--Te, phase diagram for,
03:3365
TEMPERATURE
see also Transformation Temperatures
03:313
effects of, on energetics of metals,
effects of, on lattice defects in nonstoichiometric
solids,
03:345
measurement and control of, development of improved
devices for,
03:343
scale for measuring, improvements in,
03:307
TERBIUM
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
TERBIUM ISOTOPES
structure of, as shape of nucleus changes from spherical
to deformed,
03:15
TERPENOIDS
03:384
isotope partitioning in,
p-TERPHENYL
kinetic investigations on, in benzene,
03:183
03:183
triplet state of, lifetime of,
Tetracene (Hydrocarbon)
see Naphthacene
THALLIUM
absorption spectrum of divalent, in perchloric acid,
03:348
disproportionation of divalent,
03:348
reactions of divalent, with divalent iron to form
trivalent iron,
03:34B
reactions of trivalent, with divalent iron, effects of
chloride complexing on,
03:348
reactions of trivalent, with hydrogen ions, study of, by
pulse radiolysis,
03:348
reactions of univalent, with hydroxyl, study of, by pulse
radiolysis,
03:348
wavelength and photometric data for,
03:243
THALLIUM HALIDES
polar ionization of, by collision with Xe(Kr) atoms,
03:212
THALLIUM ISOTOPES
03:448
age estimation studies using,
fission fragments from, distribution of, for reactions
03:64
with helium ions at 41 MeV,
THERMAL CAPACITY
thermochemical measurements of, at low temperatures,
03:317
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
see also Heat Transfer
Thermal Fusion
see Thermonuclear Reactions
THERMAL INSULATION
see also Ceramic Materials
Thermal Neutrons
see Neutrons, Thermal
THERMAL PRECIPITATORS
see also Particles
THERMAL RADIATION
see also Heat Transfer
THERMOCOUPLES
see also Pyrometers
THERMODYNAMICS
data for, measurement of, using torsion effusion cells,
03:428
quantum mechanical calculations in, application of,
03:275
THERMOMETERS
see also Pyrometers
Thermonuclear Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
THERMONUCLEAR REACTIONS
technology of, other than plasma physics,
03:439
THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS
chemistry associated with selection and application of
03:438
materials for controlled,
03:339
operation of, tritium inventory and holdup in,
tritium separation from fluids proposed for blanket and
03:417
coolant of,
THERMOSTATS
see also Cryostats
Thioalcohols
see Thiols
THIOCARBONYLS
preparation of, by natrix-isolation reaction of netal
03:230
vapor with the unstable CS,
THIOCYANATES
3
effects of, on rate of reduction of Fe(phen), a+,
Co(phen)33+,
Co(en)3a+, and porphyrin complexes of
iron(III) by divalent iron, chromium, and vanadium
ions,
03:349
THIOLS
(See also specific compounds.)
see also Cysteinea
effects of, in photochemical and high-energy-radiationinduced reactions,
03:101
effects on cross-linking and rupture in polymeric
systems,
03:101
radiolysis of liquid, spin trapping studies in,
03:1653
THIONYL CHLORIDE
reactions of activated, with various substrates to

fractionate carbon and/or sulfur isotopes,
03:296
.Thomas Cyclotron
see Cyclotrons
Thoria
see Thorium Oxides
THORIUM
see also Actinides
complex ions of, in crystalline and molten alkali metal
and alkaline earth fluorides,
03:153
complex of tetravalent, with two eight-membered planar
cyclooctatetraenyl rings,
03:80
distribution of, in igneous rocks derived from active and
fossil subduction zones,
03:381
03:337
metallic behavior of, anomalous nature of,
oxidation states of, study of abnormally low,
03:363
proton reaction with, at 28-3eV, charge and mass
distributions in rare earth products from,
03:30
separation of, from rare earths in chemical reprocessing
of molten salt breeder fuels,
03:358
separation of, from rare earths using bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphate,
03:412
separation of, from scandium and uranium using sterically
03:412
hindered phosphorus-based extractants,
solubility of, in liquid bismuth--lithium and lead-lithium alloys,
03:358
solvent properties of liquid, for tantalum and tungsten,
03:337
THORIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Ta--Th, formation of intermetallic ThTa, in,
03:337
Ta--Th, phase studies on, at 1500 to 30000K,
03:337
Th--U--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 30000K,
03:337
Th--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000oK,
03:337
THORIUM FLUORIDES
see also Thorium Fluorides ThF4
THORIUM FLUORIDES ThF.
BeF 2 -Lif--ThF4, lithium fluoride activities in,
determination of, from solubility measurements,
03:324
BeF 2 --LiF--ThF 4 --UFP,precipitation of solid protactinium
oxide from molten solution of, by equilibration with
argon--hydrogen fluoride--water gas mixture,
03:359
THORIUM ISOTOPES Th-229
decay scheme of,
03:1
THORIUM ISOTOPES Th-232
03:18
heavy-ion reactions with, CoulomTb excitation in,
03:38
proton-induced fission of,
THORIUM OXIDES
see also Thorium Oxides ThOD
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
and single atom of metal,
03:344
heat of immersion of, in water up to 2000c,
03:461
sorption of water on sol--gel, at 25 to 150"C, heat of,
03:461
03:451
sorptive properties of, for carbon dioxide,
THORIUM OXIDES ThO 2
03:346
equation of state for,
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
03:321
composition and temperature,
Thorium Recycle Integrated Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Thorium--Uranium Recycle Facility (TURF)
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Thorotrast (R)
see Thorium Oxides ThO,
THULIUM
see also Rare Earths
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
THULIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Tn--TmC 3, study of, to determine number and stability of
intermediate phases,
03:332
THULIUM CHLORIDES
LuCl3--TmCl1--YbCl3, distribution of, in organic phase at
equilibrium. 03:413
Tm--TsCl,, study of, to determine number and stability of
intermediate phases,
03:332
TlmCl--YbCl-, distribution of, between aqueous
hydrochloric acid and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate,
03:410
THULIUM FLUORIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
THULIUM HALIDES
03:357
vaporization studies on,
THULIUM OXYHALIDES
03:357
vaporization studies on,
Thunnus
see under Dsteichthyes
TIN
binding energies of core electrons of, in gold--tin
alloys,
03:245
binding energies of core electrons of, in tin oxides,
03:246
chemistry of, comparison of, with chemistry of carbon,
03:356
corrosion studies in liquid,
03:424
valence bands in, 5s and 5p,
03:259
TIN ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
corrosion studies in liquid,
03:424
Mg--Sn, thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid,
03:347
TIN CHLORIDES
KCl--SnCl2 , equilibrium in, between polynuclear
aggregates of SnCIz and a monomeric species,

investigation of, by Raman spectroscopic studies,
03:234
TIN, DICHLORODIPHENYLbond angles and bond distances in, role of crystalline
stacking forces in influencing anomalous,
03:256
TIN HYDRIDES
core binding energies of, comparison of, with data for
carbon compounds to estimate extent and significance of
pr--dr bonding,
03:254
TIN ISOTOPES Sn-119
03:1
internal conversion in, chemical effects in,
TIN ISOTOPES Sn-127
decay of,
03:15
TISSUES
(See also specific tissues.)
see also Bone Marrow
see also Membranes
Titania
see Titanium Oxides
TITANIUM
aquo complex of trivalent, EPR spectrum of, in frozen
glass and in solution,
03:255
corrosion of, effects of pH on potentiostatic current-time transients in microsecond time domain on,
03:458
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
distortion of hydrated complex of, Jahn--Teller,
03:255
reactions of, with fused salts, mechanisms of,
03:405
reactions with 45-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
protons, cross sections for,
03:34
TITANIUM ISOTOPES Ti-46
reactions with carbon-12 ions at 25 to 40 MeV,
03:62
TITANIUM OXIDES
dissociation of TiO(g) and TiO(g), energy of,
03:352
studies of, containing single oxygen, 03:354
vaporization properties of, study of Ti3 D, phase by, at
high temperatures,
03:352
TITANIUM SULFIDES
preparation and properties of new, 03:334
TOLUENE
formation of, from heptane, sensitivity of, to surface
structure of platinum,
03:453
TOLUENE, ar-FLUOROradiolysis of, mechanisms for,
03:152
Tornado Devices
see Thermonuclear Reactors
Torsatron
see Thermonuclear Reactors
TRACE ELEMENTS
concentrations and distributions of, in solar system
matter, nuclear, physical, and chemical processes
determining,
03:443
determination of, at subnanogram level by inducing x-ray
fluorescence by heavy charged particles combined with
detection of x rays by solid state detectors,
03:394
natural balance, distribution, and mobility of, on earth,
effects of human activity on,
03:443
TRACER TECHNIQUES
see also Radioisotopes
TRANSACTINIDE ELEMENTS
(Heavy elements, Z = 104, 105,....)
see also Element 104
see also Element 105
see also Element 106
atomic properties of, relativistic effects on,
03:965
chemical studies of accelerator-produced,
03:95
decay of, by spontaneous fission, 03:91
production of, plans for,
03:58
search for, by neutron multiplicity counting,
03:91
Transcurium Elements
see Transuranium Elements
TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURES
behavior of magnetic systems at critical,
03:312
TRANSISTORS
see also Semiconductors
TRANSITION METAL HALIDES
molecular symmetry of,
03:361
reactions of, wi-th carbon monoxide, molecular nitrogen,
molecular oxygen, and nitric oxide,
03:361
reactions of, with small molecules in low-temperature
matrices,
03:361
TRANSITION METAL HYDRIDES
structure and proton dynamics in,
03:368
TRANSITION METAL OXIDES
solubility of,. 03:326
TRANSITION METALS
(See alro specific metals of transition groups)
chelation of, by derivatives of 3-nitroso-2-pyridinol and
5-nitroso-4-pyrimidinol,
03:362
chemistry of compounds of heavy,
03:335
complexes of, with phthalocyanlnes, magnetic behavior of,
03:376
coordination numbers and geometries of cations of, in
dilute solution in molten fluoride,
03:263
inorganic compounds of, thermodynamic
and thermochemical
0
investigations of, at 500 to 3000 C,
03:343
nuclear spectroscopy of,
03:17
oxidation states of, study of abnormally low,
03:363
properties of aqueous solutions of, optical techniques
for studying chemical,
03:261
reduction of, in organic ionizing media by electrode
reactions,
03:454
structures and chemical bonding in compounds of, use of
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TRITIUM

magnetic susceptibility measurements and x-ray crystal
structure determinations in study of,
03:376
use of compounds of, as catalysts in reactions of carbon
monoxide with amines to form organic formamides, ureas.
03:330
and isocyanates,
Transonic Flow
see Fluid Flow, Gas Flow, or Liquid Flow
Transplutonium Elements
see Transuranium Elements
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
(Heavy elements, Z = 93 through 103, for Z = 104 and
above, see Transactinide Elements.)
see also Actinides
see also Americium
see also Berkelium
see also Californium
see also Curium
see also Einsteinium
see also Fermium
see also Lawrencium
see also Neptunium
see also Plutonium
see also Transactinide Elements
analytical chemistry for,
03:407
bonding in, in solution and in crystals,
03:94
divalent oxidation states of, studies of,
03:407
fission fragments from oriented, spontaneously
fissioning, anisotropic angular distribution of,
03:257
ground state deformations of even-even isotopes of, from
Coulomb excitation studies, 03:89
lifetimes of excited nuclear states of even-even isotopes
of, from Coulomb excitation studies,
03:89
Nilsson orbitals in,
03:67
occurrence in nature, investigation of possible,
03:2
search for new,
03:95
solid state and solution chemistry of,
03:94
static and transition electric quadrupole and
hexadecapole moments of even-even isotopes of, from
Coulomb excitation studies,
03:89
transition rates involving single-particle states in,
alpha, beta, and gamma,
03:67
x-ray energy in, Ka,
03:1
Triatomic Hydrogen
see Hydrogen
Tricarboxylic Acids
see Organic Acids
TRIETHYLAMINE
use of, as solvent for concentration of carbon-13,
03:294
TRIKETONES
see also Ketones
TRIP (Thorium Recycle Integrated Plant)
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
Trisaia Reprocessing Plant
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
TRITIDES
see also Lithium Tritides
formation of, in thermonuclear reactors,
03:339
stability of, compared with stability of corresponding
hydrides,
03:433
TRITIUM
chemical properties of atomic, produced by thermal
atonization and electrical discharges,
03:177
chemistry of, formed with nuclear recoil energy,
03:200
control of, using metal hydrides,
03:418
enrichment of, in water by electrolysis of water--sulfur
dioxide mixture at -770C, 03:300
enrichment of, in water by low-temperature electrolytic
method,
03:300
exchange of, between biologically active molecules and
water, rate of,
03:290
fractionation of, between water and proteins or
polypeptides, using freeze-drying method,
03:290
holdup and inventory of, in thermonuclear reactors,
03:339
loss of, from meteoroids by diffusion,
03:464
permeation of, through metals,
03:438
permeation rate of, near core of prototypical fusion
reactor plant,
03:432
production of molecular beams of, at 5 to 100 eV,
03:211
production of, in reactions 6Li(n,a)T and 3He(n,p)T,
03:200
reactions of hot atoms of, energy dependence of,
molecular beam techniques for measuring,
03:229
reactions of hot atoms of, with cyclohexene in gas phase,
03:202
reactions of recoil, with silicon-containing compounds,
03:205
reactions of translationally excited, in gas phase,
03:206
reactions of, with helium, cross sections for, as
function of energy,
03:229
reactions of, with helium, separation of products of, by
gas chromatography,
03:229
scattering of ionized and neutral atoms of, from niobium
surface, 03:339
scattering of ionized and neutral molecules of, from
niobium surface,
03:339
separation of, from helium, molten salts, and liquid
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metals of interest to reactor systems,
03:417
separation of, new techniques for,
03:417
studies on, in liquid potassium and liquid lithium, mass
transfer and thermodynamic,
03:417
substitution for hydrogen, deuterium, or fluorine in
atkyl fluorides, threshold energy for,
03:174
TRITIUM IONS
see also Tritons
reactions of, with crossed beams of carbon dioxide,
03:229
Tritium Oxide (TO0)
see Water-t,
TRITONS
see also Tritium Ions
acceleration of, up to 50 keV, design and construction of
apparatus for,
03:439
energy of, from helium-4 reactions with curium-248,
03:89
reactions (t,a) for study of proton excited states,
03:9
Trochotrons
see Mass Spectrometers
Trout [Salmo, Salvelinus)
see Salmo or Salvelinus under Osteichthyes
Tuballoy
see Uranium
Tuman Device
see Thermonuclear Reactors
TUNGSTEN
chemical behavior of,
03:438
chemistry of, in lower oxidation states,
03:335
solubility of, in liquid thorium and uranium,
03:337
TUNGSTEN ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Hf--l,
phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000oK,
03:337
Th--U--Y, phase studies on, at 1500 to 30000K,
33:337
Th--d, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
U--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 30000o,
03:337
W--Zr, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
Tungsten Bronze (The sodium-tungsten alloy)
see Tungsten Alloys
Tungsten Dioxides
see Tungsten Oxides
TUNGSTEN FLUORIDES
synthesis of more stable lower valence,
03:438
TUNGSTEN ISOTOPES W-192
study of, by neutron-transfer reactions and radioactive
decay spectroscopy,
03:21
TUNGSTEN ISOTOPES W-1t4
excited states in, identification of, with specific
Nilsson representations,
03:19
study of, by neutron-transfer reactions and radioactive
decay spectroscopy,
03:21
TUNGSTEN OXIDES
orthorhombic--tetragonal transition in WO3,
discontinuities in, 03:337
Turbulent Flow (Fluids)
see Fluid Flow
TURF
see Radiochemical Processing Plants

U
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
03:131
effects at, effects of thiols on chemical,
effects of, on bromomethane adsorbed on porous Vycor
03:138
glass at liquid nitrogen temperature,
03:101
effects on amines, ethers, and polymers,
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
uses of, in study of molten fluoride salts and mixtures,
03:253
URACIL, 5-BROMOdehalogenation of electron adducts of,
03:108
reactions of, with deoxyribonucleic acid, mechanism of
sensitization,
03:104
reactions of, with hydroxyl(HO), production of radical
common with that formed in reactions with other
halouracils in,
03:110
URACIL, 5-CHLOROdehalogenation of electron adducts of,
03:108
reactions of, with hydroxyl(HD), production of radical
common with that formed in reactions with other
halouracils in,
33:110
URACIL, 5-FLUOROreactions of, with hydroxyl(H3), production of radical
common with that formed in reactions with other
halouracils in,
03:110
URANATES
see also Cesium Uranates
see also Sodium Uranates
URANIC ACID
phase transformation between beta and gamma forms of,
shear relationship governing,
03:371
structure of,
03:371
URANIUM
see also Actinides
bonding of, variations of, with oxidation state,
03:340
complex ions of, in crystalline and molten alkali metal
and alkaline earth fluorides,
03:158
complex of tetravalent, with two eight-membered planar
cyclooctatetraenyl rings,
03:80

complexes of hexavalent, with trivalent indium and malic,
citric, and tartaric acids, formation constants for,
03:311
compounds of, Moessbauer studies on,
03:69
coordination numbers and geometries of cations of, in
dilute solution in molten fluoride,
03:263
cross sections for, total binary and ternary fission,
03:32
diffusion of rare earths in liquid,
03:435
distribution of, in igneous rocks derived from active and
fossil subduction zones,
03:381
heat capacity of, effects of pressure on,
03:314
nuclear reactions at 2.2 GeV, binary fission in,
03:28
nuclear reactions at 2B GeV, production of neutrondeficient rare earth nuclei in,
03:28
oxidation states of, study of abnormally low,
03:363
proton reactions with, at 12 GeV, formation of neutrondeficient products in,
03:55
proton reactions with, production of stable and
radioactive rare gases by high-energy,
03:464
reactions with 11.5-GeV protons, mass, energy, and
angular correlations of products of,
03:27
separation of, from molten salts, design of fluorinators
for,
03:416
separation of, from scandium and thorium using sterically
hindered phosphorus-based extractants,
03:412
separation of, from wet-process phosphoric acid,
development of solvent extraction process for,
03:415
solvent properties of liquid, for tantalum and tungsten,
03:337
spallation of, energy spectra and angular distribution of
products of,
03:45
spectra of trivalent, interpretation of,
03:65
URANIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Co--U, study of intermetallics in,
03:367
Fe--U, study of internmetallics in,
03:367
Ni--U, study of intermetallics in,
03:367
D--U, phase studies on,
03:340
Ta--U, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000oK,
03:337
Th--U--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 30000K,
03:337
U--W, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
URANIUM BOROHYDRIDES
structure of, neutron-diffraction refinements in study
of,
03:378
URANIUM CARBIDES
03:367
UJ--US, study of, as refractories,
URANIUM CHLORIDES
see also Uranium Chlorides UC1,
URANIUM CHLORIDES UCI,
complexes of, formation of, thermodynamic quantities of,
03:261
URANIUM FLUORIDES
see also Uranium Fluorides UF.
URANIUM FLUORIDES UF,
BeF,--LiF--ThF.--UF,, precipitation of solid protactinium
oxide from molten solution of, by equilibration with
argon--hydrogen fluoride--water gas mixture, 03:359
URANIUM ISOTOPES
half-lives, masses, and alpha-decay branching for highly
neutron-deficient,
03:15
separation of, on sulfonated styrene--divinylbenzene
copolymers, polystyrene--divinylbenzene--quaternary
amine copolymers, zirconium oxysalts, carboxylic acid
resins, and chelating resins,
03:298
03:435
separation of, using gas centrifuge, analysis of,
Uranium Isotopes (U/sub II/)
see Uranium Isotopes U-234
URANIUM ISOTOPES U-234
determination of trace amounts of, in plutonium-238 by
alpha spectrometry,
03:414
03:18
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
ratio of content of, in tektites to content of uranium238,
03:448
separation of, from plutonium-238 by residue adsorption
technique,
03:414
URANIUM ISOTOPES U-236
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
03:18
nuclear levels of, from inelastic deuteron-scattering
experiments,
03:89
URANIUM ISOTOPES U-238
carbon-12 reactions with, excitation functions, energies,
and angular distributions of light-ion products from,
03:90
energy levels from heavy ion Coulomb excitation,
03:10
heavy-ion reactions with, Coulomb excitation in,
03:18
03:10
krypton scattering with Coulomb excitation,
lifetimes of, measurement of E2, by Doppler shift-plunger
method,
03:18
oxygen-15 reactions with, excitation functions, energies,
and angular distributions of light-ion products from,
03:90
proton reactions with, at 12 to 28 GeV, production of
03:72
californium-248 in,
ratio of content of, in tektites to content of uranium234,
03:448
reactions with mercury-204 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99
reactions with uranium-238 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99
reactions with xenon-136 from SuperHILAC, production of
element 118 in,
03:99
xenon scattering with Coulomb excitation,
03:10
URANIUM OXIDES

see also Plutonium Uranium Oxides
see also Uranium Oxides UO
see also Uranium Oxides UO,
see also Uranium Oxides UO,
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
and single atom of metal,
03:344
03:212
ionization of, collision-induced,
oxidation of sols of, correlation of, with degree of
crystallinity, zeta potential, and degree of
03:58
aggregation,
URANIUM OXIDES UO
preparation of, by reduction of uranyl chlorides with
potassium in liquid ammonia or sodium naphthalenide in
tetrahydrofuran and (CsHs) 2 U,
03:363
production of, by sputtering uranium metal cathode argon
gas containing oxygen,
03:238
URANIUM OXIDES UO,
03:346
lattice parameters of, effects of temperature on,
premelting phenomena in, manifesting lambda-type heat
capacity curves several hundred degrees below nelting
point,
03:337
production of, by sputtering uranium metal cathode argon
gas containing oxygen, 03:238
reactions of, with fluorine, molecular beam mass
spectrometric studies of,
03:435
solubility of, in molten fluorides as function of melt
composition and temperature,
03:321
structure of hyperstoichlometric, determination of site
occupancy of oxygen atoms from,
03:372
thermal conductivity of disordered at 2000 to 3000DC,
difficulty in measuring,
03:360
uranium diffusion in hyperstoichiometric, relation of, to
structure,
03:372
viscosity of molten, 03:435
Ba--UO2 , investigation of,
03:340
CeO 2 -UO0, study of, as refractories,
03:367
Cs--UOz, investigation of,
03:340
Nd--UO2 , investigation of,
03:340
UO,--Zr, investigation of,
03:340
URANIUM OXIDES UO,
production of, by sputtering uranium metal cathode argon
gas containing oxygen, 03:238
H,0--UO,, hydrogen bonding in, structure and nature of,
03:371
H2 0--UD,, structural determinations on six phases in,
03:340
URANIUM SILICIDES
thermodynamic properties of,
03:308
URANIUM SULFIDES
UC--US, study of, as refractories,
03:367
URANYL CITRATES
dimerization of, constant for,
03:311
Uranyl Hydroxides
see Uranic Acid
URANYL IONS
reduction of, photochemical,
03:261
UREA
complex of, with phosphoric acid, isotope partitioning
In,
03:3864
UREA, HYDROXYisotope partitioning in,
03:384
URINE
see also Urea
USNIC ACID
molecular structure of, x-ray-diffraction studies of,
03:364
V
VALEACY
see also Bonds, Chemical
VANADIUM
catalytic effects of tetravalent, on electron exchange in
thallium(l)--thallium(III),
03:348
chemical behavior of,
03:438
gaseous transport through,
03:439
proton reactions with, production of stable and
radioactive rare gases by high-energy,
03:464
radiation effects on chemical, physical, and
metallurgical properties of,
03:439
spallation of, with protons, evidence from, of
disagreement between Monte Carlo cascade calculations
and experimental relative cross sections,
03:464
surface structure of crystals of,
03:453
VANADIUM FLUORIDES
synthesis of more stable lower valence,
03:438
VANADIUM HALIDES
chemical compositions and oxidation states of, Auger
electron study of,
03:453
VANADIUM HYDRIDES
hydrogen diffusion in, study of, by quasielastic thermal
neutron scattering,
03:368
VANADIUM ISOTOPES V-51
photonuclear reactions of, at 40 to 100 MeV,
03:55
VANADIUM OXIDES
chemical compositions and oxidation states of, Auger
electron study of,
03:453
heat capacity of, at pressures up to 20 kbar,
03:314
studies of, containing single oxygen,
03:354
VANADIUM SULFIDES
thermodynamic properties of vapor species of,
03:334
vaporization of, use of quadrupole mass spectrometer to
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03:334
study,
VAPOR PRESSURE
determination of, at high temperatures,
03:428
03:328
determination of, up to aboul 1450°C,
measurement of decomposition, by simultaneous measurement
of torsional recoil of suspended effusion cell and
weight loss through Knudsen
effusion,
03:328
3
measurement oT, above 10mm mercury by transpiration
technique,
03:328
03:320
measurement of, by isopiestic methods,
VAPORIZATION
see also Heat of Vaporization
processes of rapid vacuum, study of, using laser pulsing
of solid compounds,
03:435
Vaporization Heat
see Heat of Vaporization
VAPORS
heat transfer and transport by condensing,
03:434
structure of, investigation of, by infrared matrixisolation spectroscopy,
03:334
transport of strongly adsorbed, through porous media,
effects of temperature, medium structure, and
interaction of medium and vapor on,
03:460
Velocitrons
see Mass Spectrometers
VERTEBRATA
see also Osteichthyes
VESSELS
(This heading is reserved for containers of various
kinds.)
see also Mixer-Settlers
materials of low neutron capture cross section for, for
liquid metals,
03:424
VINYL (FREE RADICAL)
reactions of, with purported intermediates in hot atom
reactions,
03:197
VINYL COMPOUNDS
(See also specific compounds.)
radioinduced electric conductivity in,
03:143
Virginium
see Francium
Vistanex
see Plastics
Viton
see Plastics
VITREOUS MATERIALS
see also Glass
Volatilization
see Vaporization
Voltage
see Electric Potential

W
Waste (Industrial)
see Industrial Wastes
Waste (Radioactive)
see Radioactive Waste
WATER
(H
2 O)
see also Ice
activities of, in concentrated solutions of more than one
solute, determination of solute activity by measurement
of,
03:318
analysis of, for antimony, arsenic, chromium, cobalt,
gold, mercury, rare earths, selenium, and zinc by
activation methods,
03:391
attachment of, to metal ions, length of time of,
03:252
behavior of, in biological systems,
03:240
contamination of natural, determination of, by means of
chemiluminescent reactions using GeMSAEC analyzer,
03:403
electrolysis of, as solute in liquid sulfur dioxide at 0
77 C to increase tritium concentration,
03:300
interactions between molecules of, potential of,
03:385
interactions of, with solutes, use of static and dynamic
nuclear magnetic resonance techniques for studying,
03:240
lifetime of molecules of, in first coordination sphere of
nickel ion complexed with one iminodiacetate ion,
03:252
lifetime of molecules of, in second coordination sphere
of trivalent chromium ions, effects of complexing of
chromium ions on,
03:252
proton reactions with, at 2 MeV, study of light emitted
in,
03:201
radiation effects on processes in,
03:100
radiolysis of, in wide-range radiolysis source,
03:123
radiolysis of, test of dry electron model for,
03:114
reactions of, in atmosphere,
03:210
reactions of, with fluorine to form hypofluorous acid,
03:338
reactions of, with refractory oxides,
03:461
recovery of brackish, using reverse osmosis or
hyperfiltration techniques,
03:320
relaxation times for various isotopic species in liquid,
03:240
sorption of, by surfaces of zirconium oxide, gravimetric
studies of,
03:461

WATER
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sorption of, by zirconium oxide, calorimetric measurement
of net differential heat of,
03:461
spectroscopic studies of, adsorbed on zirconium oxide
surfaces,
03:461
structure-and interactions in liquid,
03:240
structure of liquid, at high temperatures,
03:325
structures induced in, by dissolution of solutes, static
and dynamic properties of,
03:240
thermodynamic properties of,
03:319
tritium enrichment in, by low-temperature electrolytic
method,
03:300
HO--U0g,
hydrogen bonding in, structure and nature of,
03:371
HO--UO,
structural determinations on six phases in,
03:340
WATER-t2
(Tz2 )
fluorescent reactions of,
03:100
WATER VAPOR
energy curves for, construction of, on basis of available
experimental and theoretical information,
03:279
hydrogen atom and molecule formation in, mechanisms of,
03:130
proton reactions with, at 2 MeV, study of light emitted
in,
03:201
radiolysis of, by beta particles,
03:130
reactions of., with refractory oxides, 03:451
Wave Functions
see Quantum Mechanics or other headings involving wave
functions; e.g., Nuclear Models
Wave Mechanics
see Quantum Mechanics
Wolfram
see Tungsten
WORKS OF ART
analysis of, by neutron activation methods, for chemical
impurities at trace levels,
03:396

X
X-344
see Radiochemical Processing Plants
X RADIATION
see also Gamma Radiation
see also Photons
03:258
photoemission of, in gases,
XENON
see also Rare Sases
atomic orbitals for, calculation of even-tempered,
03:270
diffusion of, through graphites at concentrations low
enough for Henry's Law to apply, 03:480
permeability, diffusion, and solubility coefficients for,
in symmetric cellulose acetate and ethyl cellulose
membranes,
03:420
0
03:342
reactions of, with J3SbF, at 23 to 25 C,
reactions of, with solid and liquid fluorinating agents,
03:342
redox reactions of compounds of, in aqueous solution,
03:338
separation of radioactive, from nonradioactive carriers
03:421
using thin silicone membranes,
33:342
separation of, from air, chemical methods for,
separation of, from reactor atmospheres by selective
permeation,
03:420
separation of, from reactor atmospheres using silicone
03:420
rubber hollow fibers,
XENON FLUORIDES
chemistry of, problems of fundamental interest in,
03:341
03:382
constitution and chemical nature of,
03:239
magnetic resonance of fluorine-19 in,
preparation of compounds of singly charged positive ions
03:353
of,
reactions of, with organic compounds, production of
03:447
fluorinated compounds by,
reactions of, with pyridine and pyridine derivatives,
03:447
XENON ISOTOPES
03:55
isotopic yields and recoil properties of,
XENON OXYFLUORIDES
compounds of singly charged positive ions of, containing
03:353
five fluorine atoms,
p-XYLENE
excited states in, produced by pulse radiolysis and laser
03:183
photolysis,
03:183
kinetic investigations on, in benzene,
03:183
scavenger experiments on excited states in,

triplet

state of,

lifetime

of,

03:183

Y
YTTERBIUM CHLORIDES
Cl--quartz--ytterbiur chlorides--ytterbium oxides,
formation of YbSizOaCI in,
03:357
LuCI 3 -TmCl3--YbCl,, distribution of, in organic phase at
equilibrium,
03:410
TmCI 3 -YbCI3 , distribution of, between aqueous
hydrochloric acid and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate,
03:410
YTTERBIUM FLUORIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
YTTERBIUM HALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
YTTERBIUM ISOTOPES Yb-169
decay schemes of,
03:8
YTTERBIUM OXIDES
Cl--quartz--ytterbium chlorides--ytterbium oxides,
formation of Yb 3 Siz2 3Cl in,
03:357
YTTERBIUM OXYHALIDES
vaporization studies on,
03:357
YTTRIUM ACID OXALATES
isotope partitioning in crystals of, containing diaquated
proton,
03:384
YTTRIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
Sc--Y, separation of, in natural and fission-produced
rare earth mixtures, optimum techniques for,
03:411
YTTRIUM ISOTOPES Y-88
cross sections for, development and application of method
for determining,
03:397
YTTRIUM ISOTOPES Y-90
beta decay of, orbital electron shakeoff spectrum in,
03:1
nuclear model for,
03:9
YTTRIUM OXIDES
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
and single atom of metal,
03:344

Z
Zeolites
see Ion Exchange Materials
Zeta
see Thermonuclear Reactors
ZINC
determination of, by activation methods in vicinity of
03:391
mining and smelting operation,
determination of, in saerosol samples by instrumental
photon activation,
03:402
reactions of, with oxygen, ozone, nitric oxide, and
03:210
carbon dioxide in atmosphere,
ZINC ISOTOPES Zn-62
production of, in proton reactions (p,2n) with maCu at
03:27
1.5 to 11.5 GeV,
ZINC ISOTOPES Zn-63
production of, in proton reactions (p,n) with 63Cu at 1.5
to 11.5 GeV,
03:27
ZINC ISOTOPES Zn-64
03:55
differential cross section measurements for,
ZINC ISOTOPES Zn-66
03:55
differential cross section measurements for,
Zirconia
see Zirconium Oxides
ZIRCONIUM
complex ions of, in crystalline and molten alkali metal
03:158
and alkaline earth fluorides,
detection of, in aerosol samples by instrumental neutron
activation followed by use of improved Ge(Li) detector,
03:402
determination of, in aerosol samples by instrumental
03:402
photon activation,
oxygen-16 reactions with, effects of singly charged
color,
03:251
negative, on grain
reactions with 45-MeV alpha particles and 33- and 50-MeV
03:34
protons, cross sections for,
ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS AND SYSTEMS
03:340
UOz--Zr, investigation of,
W--Zr, phase studies on, at 1500 to 3000°K,
03:337
ZIRCONIUM OXIDES
dissociation energy of, containing single atom of oxygen
03:344
and single atom of metal,
03:461
heat of immersion of, in water at 250C,
03:461
heat of immersion of, in water up to 200°C,
sorptive properties of surfaces of, for water, nitrogen,
03:451
and argon,
Zyglo
see Dyes
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